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1.0

BACKGROUND HISTORY

CHAPTER ONE

THE I,AND

POSSESSED

I enjoyed such a charming view eastward from the surnmit,
as can but seldom fall to the Iot of the explorers of
ne!,r countries. The surface Presented the forms of
virgin beautyr'clothed in the hues of spring; and the
shining verdure of 'earth's heaving bosom', was relieved
by the darker hues of the wood with which they were
interlaced; which exhibited every variety of tint, from
a dark brown in the foreground, to a light blue in
extreme distance. The hills consisted entirely of lava,
and I named them from their peculiar shape, the
Mannreloid hills, and the station on which I stood, Mount
Greenock. In travelling through this Eden, no road was
necessary, nor any ingenuity in conducting wheel-carriages,
wherever we chose.

first inhabitants of the area were the 'Jaara' or 'Jajowurrong'
tribe of the Kulin aboriginal people who occupied a large tract
of land stretching from Present day Castlemaine, north west to
Boort and St Atnaud, and along the Great Dividing Range to the
eastern headwaters of the Wimmera River. Their occupation had
lasted tens of thousands of years, although only twenty years
after Mitchell so glowingly described their land, the Jara $tere
decimated in number, poisoned by the white man's disease and
greed. Edward Parker, Assistant Protector of Aborigines presided
over the demise of the local aboriginal population and observed
the avarice with which the early pastoral sguatters extended
their runs into land they considered unoccupied. 'The very sPots
nost valuable to the Aborigines for their productiveness - the
creeks, watercourses and rivers - are the first to be occupied'
The

he observed sadly.

If the period of early pastoral settlement did not entirely
eradicate the local aboriginal population then the post gold rush
period, with its intensive land selection and newly populated
townships, created an even harsher climate for continued
aboriginal occupation of the land.
Squatter, miner and selector all misunderstood the aboriginal
need for land as a source of food and spiritual nourishment. The
government adopted often excessively paternalistic solutions
without comprehension of the needs of the aborigines. The Talbot
Leader editorial writer summarised local feeling about the rennant

tribes in

1863.

The white population

of the goldfields

know

only the

rirorst part of the aboriginal character, and judging the
whole by what they have seen of the disposition and
inmoral habits of a few, have come to regard all as
incapable of civilisation. But this is far from being
the case, as those who understand the aboriginal

charactercanalnplytestifyto.Insome,habitsof
self-control, independence, and sobriety are strikingly
apparent; but this cl-ass is seldom found on the
goiafi.fas, because they keep aloof from the temptations
into which the disreputable willingly plunge- It is as
manifestly unfair to judge the whole black PoPulation by
the few drunkards and vicious among them, as it would be
a mistake to estimate the character of the white
population by those who figure in our penal settlements.
Major Thomas Mitchell was probably the first EuroPean to intrude
on the territory of local aboriginal tribes. He and his party
returned to Sydney in 1836 from a rewarding expedition of
discovery into western Neur South wales and the Port Phillip

district (now Victoria) of the colony. Mitchell, a Scot, had
arrived in New South Wa1es in 1827 and a year later htas appointed
Surveyor General, a position he held until his death in 1855.
The 'Australia Felix' expedition of 1836 was the third of four
major explorations bY MitchellAged 44, t4itche1l had set off in March 1835 to lead an expedition
to the rivers Darling and Murray. An air of confidence had marked
the preparations and many of the chosen Party had accompanied
Mitchell on previous expeditions. He met up with his party at the
Canobolas (near the present New South Wales country town of
orange) and on 17 March the expeditiOn COmmenced in earnest.
progress was slow, but not unduly so given that Mitchell was
accompanied by six bullock drivers, tliro blacksniths, two horse
carters, triro Carpenters, two sailors and an overseer,/storekeeper,

medical attendant, collector of birds, collector of plants,
shepherd, groom (who doubled as a trumPetter), shoemaker and
cook. Numerous drays were taken and the sailors had charge of
two boats and a boat carriage. Barely a month had elapsed when
the party was joined by Granville william Chetwynd stapylton as
second-in-command. StaPyLton aged 40 was an assistant surveyor
with the New South Wales Surveyor Generalrs DePartment. He |
replaced WiIIiam Wedge Darke, t'titchell 'f inding him a fool .

A circuitous route took the expedition r^Iest from Bathurst along
the Lachlan River to its confluence with the Murray, thence to
the junction of the Darling, the northern reaches of which
l'litchell had explored a year earlier. Returninq south east along
the Murray, Mitchell then led the expedition into territory
relevant to the present study. Proceeding in a giant 'U' shape
from l,lount Hope to Mount Arapiles and Portland, the party
returned across 'Australia Felix' (as l.{itchell named the rich
country) in a line bearing east north east'

Portland was reached on 29 August and after a camp of several
days the party set off on the return to sydney. I"litchell named
Mount CoIe (near Beaufort) on 23 September 1836 and from here
charted an approximate path through the Great Dividing Range. The
country reminded l4itchell of the lower Pyrenees in Spain and he
referred to this area as the 'Australian Pyrenees'. A day Iater

riPr*J'. t-
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Mitchell's route on the 1836 rAustralia Felix' expedition
his published account of the trip

from

the party proceeded in soaking rain and from the hill at lthich
the camp was made (near Lexton) an extensive view was obtained.
On 25 September ,one bold range of forest land appeared before
us' Mitche}l wrote:
and after crossing it, we passed over several rivulets
falling northerard, then over a ridge of trapean
conglomerate with embedded quartz pebbles, and descended
into a valley of the finest description- Grassy hills
clear of timber appeared beyond a stream also flowing
northward ... we next entered a forest of very large
trees of iron-bark eucalyptus, and we finally encamped
in a grassy valley in the rnidst of this forest-

This camp ras approximately one nile north of the Present site of
Evansford. The ironbark was becoming mixed with box and in the
afternoon of 26 September 1836 D{itchell climbed and named t'lount
Greenock after a burgh on the Forth of clyde. The oPen country,

trfl. BYng Pass.
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Mitchell's sketch looking north east from I'lount Greenock
published in his account of the trip. This probably constitutes
the first sketch or published view of Iocal land.
in contrast to the swamp and forests which had preceded, charmed
Mitchell. He remarked on a fine rivulet between steep grassy
banks (Stony Creek) and two smaller streams (McCallum's Creek and
One MiIe Creek). But it was the bald volcanic cones that
captivated !,titchell. The largest of these 'Mammeloid Hills' he
From l'lount Greenock, to the
named Mount Glasgow by uitchell'
Beckwith
Conmemorating Thomas
south he also saw and named Mount
Brigade (later
English
Rifles
Sidney Beckr,vith, a founder of the
corrupted to Mount Beckworth).
The way home was noht clear to Mitchell and he expressed joy at

the sight of easy terrain of for his entourage- Stapylton
recorded 'delightful progress over these Downs' with the bullocks
maintaining a steady rate of three miles per hour- The party,
now with Mitchell in advance and stapylton following slightly
behind, skirted the present Dlount Cameron (from whence useful
survey work lras conducted) and reached the Loddon River near
present Newstead. still enchanted with 'Australia Pelix'
ttitchell likened the locality to a landscaped English Park.
As a surveyor, rather than a mere adventurer (or 'amateur
traveller' as he caustically referred to earlier explorers),
Mitchell recognised the advantages of carrying out exploratory
surveys along a chain of hills rather than over low plains or
along rivers. Hills afforded the surveyor with distant views and
the means to plot angular measurements, Considerably enhancing
the maps compiled by such expeditions. With the aid of accurate
instruments, Mitchell was able to exploit the advanLages of the
hilly country around ltlount Greenock to accurately map and describe
the area and so lead the way for future pastoral occupation-

of ,Australia Felix' reached prospective pastoralists
before Mitchell's homecoming. The 'Major's Line', dug by

Word
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even

!,litchell's drays and bullocks into the rich damp soil, provided
an accurate route to the southern Eden and had to double as a
boundary between pastoral runs. Mitchell probably encouraged his
fellow Scottish clansmen to seek these pastures. A number of them
- Cameron, IrlacCallum and McNeiII - took up runs which formed the
bulk of the present Shire of Talbot and C1unes.
The preponderance of Scots holding pastoral runs in the Port
Phillip District had its origins in Scottish history. Following
the Battle of Culloden, the hereditary jurisdiction of Lairds was
Iargely abolished, highlanders were prohibited to wear kilts or
arms and those chiefs who supported Prince Charles had their
estates sequestrated and cattle either driven off or slaughtered.
Thousands of small land holders (known as 'Crofters') were turned
off their leased lands by Scottish and English landowners. Many
emigrated and their skill in animal husbandry and sheep breeding
fortuitously coincided with a period of immense pastoral
expansion in Australia.

Approxinate boundaries of local pastoral runs

ruil{CH

of an early shepherd's hut close to Clunes, part of the
local legacy from the pastoral period

Remains

one such scot uras Donard cameron. Born in lglg he saired in May
1838 fron cromarty in the 'william t4etcarfe'. cameron arrived in
Sydney with capital of a few hundred pounds and, following
acquisition of sheep and a stay on the Goulburn River for
lambing, he followed Mitchell,s route southwards. On the
recommendation of captain Hepburn of smeaton, he took up adjacent
rand vacated by a short-rived squatter named rrvine. cameron
settred in the vicinity of clunes in mid-1839 and a year rater he
was abre to write to his brother that he had a comfortabre house
and hurdres for his sheep. This house was possibJ.y to the east of
Mount Glasgow (approximately eight kilometres north of the
Iater and more widely known homestead on Station Flat).
Cameron's run of 121800 ha was narned'Clunes'after his home in
scotrand. By the rate 1840s it supported fifty head of cattre
and over'l 51000 sheep and, untit the mid 1850s, was joined to
Tourerro (2000 ha). rn .1850 cameron applied for a homestead block
under his right of pre-emption. He was permitted, by an 1947 New
south wales order-in-councir to purchase up to 640 acres (256 ha)
being one square mile around his home station. By the early
1850s his homestead was rocated on the west bank of creswick,s
creek (near the end of the present Station Flat Road) and i_n 1954
described as'8 room stone and brick built cottage, with out
offices, gardens, etc., etc. complet.e'.

Arexander Maccallum, another pastoralist of scocish descent herd
the neighbouring Dunach Forest run- This run, taken up in 1941
and sometimes referred to as 'Mount Greenock', was almost twice

the size of the Clunes run and extended from llount Beckvrorth to
Carisbrook. MacCallum held the run until 1850 with Andrew Aldcorn
and James Forsyth although following a short break in '1850-54 he
regained the run until 1A62- During this period he witnessed a
profound change following the gold discoveries in the Amherst and
Back Creek area. MacCallun applied for his homestead block under
right of pre-emption in August 1854 (and this was granted in June
1855) but unlike Cameron of Clunes, mining did not directly
interfere with his homestead. The homestead site is today narked
by stone footings. Mac€allum's name was taken by several local
geographical features and generally shortened to McCallum.
Adjoining the Dunach Forest run qrere Glenmona (to the north west)
and Rodborough VaIe (to the north east). This latter run,
principally associated with the Bucknall family was closer to
Carisbrook than Talbot but Glennona, situated astride the Bet Bet
Creek, took in all that land covered by later gold diggings

around Amherst and Talbot. Glennona rrras creai:ed in 1845 by the
conrbination of the Scarborough and Far Creek (or 14 MiIe Creek)
runs. Edmund McNeiIl (of Scarborough) and Charles HaIl (of Far
Creek) joined in partnership at Glenmona ( 1845-52) and later
transferred their interest to Charles and Joseph Bradshaw. In
the absence of any passable roads or tracks, surveyor w.L.
Urquhart remembered swimning across the flooded Tullaroop Creek

in 1851 to deliver mail to HaIl, returning officer for Loddon
district at the first Legislative Council election. The present
stone residence at Glenmona htas the second homestead on this run,
typically replacing an earlier slab structure.

Apart frorn the fluctuating fortunes of the Clunes run, initially
encumbered with gold diggers after twelve years of isolation and
then, once sold to Lane, Whyte and MacDonald, a source of
undreamt wealth in the form of royalties, the discovery of gold
usually had a minor benefit for the pastoral tenants. The loss
of land caused by mining and land sale was generally offset by
the ready local market for meat and, in general, most squatters
had already made their fortunes by the nid '1850s when gold
seekers began to seriously disrupt the pastoral solitude.

Aboriginal occuPation
Documents relating to the work of E.s. parker are reproduced in
cannon (ed)r 'Aborigines and protectors', Historicar Records of
Victoria, Foundation Series, volume 28, fffif
observations by Resident warden wirrian Templeton are in 'Report
From the select corunittee upon protection to the Aborigines'; Dg,
votes and Proceedinqs of the Leqislative council, .lg5g-59. useful
secondary sources incude p.J.F. coutts, Readings in victorian
prehistorv, volume 2, The victorian aborigin@
u-y
1981; and generar accounts are in Denis strongrman, ,The Rush to
Landsborough', unpublished typescript, Canberra, lgg6; Cusack,
Bendiqo; pp-4-6; osborn and Du Borg, Marvboroughr pp. 12-'17. The
Talbot Leader editorial was pubrisnea on-iJ-Feuluary 1853.

Mitchell
The primary source

for Mitchell's travels is his Three expeditions

recently explored
ion of Australia Felix and of t
nt
colonv of New south wares first pubrished in 1g3g. The second
edi-tion of 1839 was 'carefulry revised, by the author and many
srnall editorial corrections appear even in the section of malor
:-nterest to the present study area (volume 2; pp. 273_276 in the
1838 edition and pp. 2i4-277 in the 1839 edirion). The quotation at
the start of this chapter is a composite of the two editions. The
major biography of Mitcherl is william c. Fosterrs sir Thomas
Livinqston Mitcherr and his worrd 1792-1s55,, rnstitffii-i?Sn..t"y
19g5. This contains a
painstaking reconstruction of the"y,'Australian Ferixr expedition
and is complemented by maps in AIan Andrews (ed), Stapvlton with
!!gj-qf Mitchell's Australi_a Fe
ition, 1Q36 largely from the
iort..I of ct..rill. rilli"* chta*d-sE"*1G
apvlton, Blubber Head
Press, Hobart, 1986 which has both Mitcherl's maps and present day
reconstructions of the route. stapyrtonts journal is not
particularry usefur for topographic observations in this study
area although his direct style of writing conveys much fLavour
compared with Mitchell's more erudite account.
Pastoral occupation
The account of the squatters leases comes from the preface to
R.V. BiIIis and A.S. Kenyon,
Macmillan and Co. Ltd., l{elbourne
ed
for summaries of the locaL runs. Run files (on microfiche) for
crunes, Dunach Forest and Grenmona \.rere al_so consurted and prans
associated with these runs have formed the backbone of knowledge

about the district in the pre-gord rush period. Additionar
information on the clunes run and the scottish background has come
from Frank and Murier cameron and R.A. Bradfierd, camerons of ciunes,
printed by castlemaine Mail, r995. urquhart's reminisces
about
charres Halr of Grenmona are in victorian public Record series
(

VPRS

)

44
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CHAPTER

TWO

DISCOVERY OP GOLD
The land under study at one time formed the floor of a sea and
through a tremendous disturbance was elevated above sea level.
This was accompanied by crumpling and distortion so thac rocks
once horizontal nosr appear to have vertical stratification.
Sedimentary rocks (clays, slate and sandstone) were laid down on
the floor of an ancient ocean while the igneous rocks (mainly
granite) were forced up from the interior of the earth. It was
these intrusions from hundreds and perhaps thousands of metres
below the surface, which formed Mount Beckworth and introduced
gold in its matrix of stone. During a long period of quiescence,
thousands of metres of this plateau washed down the creeks and
rivers to help form the rich agricultural plains to the north.

later came the series of volcanic eruptions that produced
our basaltic mountains and lava flows. These covered the ancient,

Much

creeks and rivers. The rivers dammed back and soon silted up
forming such flats as Kangaroo Flat and Amherst FIat. The
weathering of the rocks through the ages sluiced the gold into
the ancient creeks. The lava flows and to a lesser extent, the
alluvial flats then eroded to forrn rich agricultural lands. The
volcanic lava flows produced bare plains and hills but the
sedimentary and silted areas were covered with the forest that
Mitche1l observed - riron-bark eucalypti and box' - while along
rivers and streams red gums thrived.

It r,ras known that gold existed in these rocks prior to the
official date of discovery in Victoria in 1851. Shepherds and
others on pastoral runs had collected specimens from the 1840s
but pressure from fearful squatters kept slich isolated
discoveries from general knowledge. In 1848, however, a well
publicised find at Daisy HiIl (on HalI and McNeilIrs Glenmona
run) attracted much attention in Meibourne. The surveyor Robert
Russell, fresh from plotting the boundaries of G1enmona, errote
ttrat Thomas Chapnran (one of Hall and McNeill's shepherds) had
found gold and sold a quantity to a Collins Street jeweiler. In
February 1849 the Arqus reported fifty men had rushed to the
vicinity, but the difficult bush and the swift preserrce of
Captain Dana and his native police soon aborted the 'rush'.
As Flett has observed the determined efforts to cor'ceal the find
gave the whole episode the air of a hoax. E.C. Booth, writing many
years later in Another England, also gave this irnpression ,^rith
his fanciful description of those at the Daisy HiIl rush.

'AIi sorts and condit:ions' of men started off for the
diggings. It is doubtful whether.' the first expedition
was looked up.on in a serious iight, for the most
unlikely persons possible joined in it. Dog-cartsr,
buggies, outside cars and inside cars, any and
everything on wheels, or circular contrivances that

rooked rike wheels, were laid under contribution
The equipnrent of the men seemed more rike the bel0ngings
of a monster pic-nic than of a gold rush, and
toors
taken were of the queerest pnossible kind- onethe
merchant
paid the expenses of the. trip by selIing,
high
prices, a case of bowie_l:nives, originaify atir,t"rrded
the Chinese, that served the purpo"" of shovel ana for
picf
to the amateur gold diggers
Arrivecl on the ground,
the 'diggers' commenced turning over the surface
of the
soil; those of them who were fortunate with
their
bowieknives, and the other with pieces of stick or

their

fingers.

gold diggings of California
oria, and possibly accounted
on of the Daisy HiLl. area.
was undertaken in California, bul
and the territory around Clunes r,
writing as special correspondent
summarised the situation at Clune

were there nothing about it to attract
attention but the
natural features of the country,
the
most
experienced
and most observant of gotd miners
are
who
had
practicar acquaintance with every
auriferous
district in
the col0ny, from steigritz to Korong,
and
from
Ararat to
the ovens, - might pais within a few
hundred
yards
of
clunes " ' and yet find nothing Lo arrest
his attention.

.rnes. prior to ig5 I the
with grey lichen and spilling
:eek had been fingered by
:t in the midst of vast tasalt
)unt Beckwith and bold volcanic
.tchellrs Eden, the creek had
ranges east of creswick weatheringI from its waterbed in the
the quart;-dyke and depositing
i-ts up'per veins in an arruvium cro_ee
to the surface.
st Dr George Herman Bruhn ha<l
the n,ineral. resources cf the
(of Strathloddon run) had
y of gold being found in the
quartz reefs on cameronrs clunes station
that' quartz be crushed for garden paths and eve' recourmended
residerrce-s on creswick's Creek in trder at cameron.s neh,
,,; ;;; tte cl.aims. This
t-riar hras not un(r.ertaken unti.i ltiarch 1g50
when goJ_cl was founcl
embeclded in quartz just .rs campbelr
iraa
preJi.a"a.
The disc:overy
was conceared- cameron feared a
rush to ni-* homstead block. rn
Decernber that year he app'iiecr
to have 4g0 acres of his station
rneasured for s.rre under right of
pre-empti;;. in april 1851 Bruhn
found gold at parker's staiion and
had been show-n gord obtainecr
at ciunes by cameron- Dr tsruhn spr:ead.
the news widely and an
10

eager ristener to the nehrs hras James Esmond. Esmond had been at
1848 rush to Daisy tiirr then spent ttro years in california.
He returned in the same ship as Edward Hamrnond Hargraves. Both
men r.tere keen to use their knowledge of Californian techniques to
discover gord in the colonies. Armed erith Bruhn's detailed
infonnation Esmond found gord at crunes on 29 June jg5r.

the

Rather than the first discoverer of gold, Esmond hras a good and
informed pubricist. Despite earrier documented discoveries at
crunes and Amherst by others, James Esmond is credited with the
'discovery' of payabre gord in Victoria. Travelring from clunes
with severar samples, his arrival in Geerong on saturday 5 July
1851 was greeted with great enthusiasm. on the forlovring Monday
the 9eelonq Adve_rtiser reporteed the discovery and the following
day its was reproduced in the Melbourne Dairv News. 'The rongsought treasure is at rast found. victoria is -a gold country, it
was claimed by the News.
The srender evidential basis of Esmond's craim was testified to
by another account of payable gord at warrandyte in the next
issue of the uelbourne Dailv News. Hor^rever, the discovery of gold

ofC1unesnaa@,andthecIoseproximityofthereefs
to cameron's homestead confirned the worst fears held by the
squatters that their peacefur pastoral occupation was to be
severely disrupted by gold mining.

A trickre of gord seekers arrived folrowing Esmond's disclosure
and by the end of July 1851 as many as 50-loo men hrere at clunes.
The majority stayed onry briefry, deterred by the hard labour and
wet winter conditions. various names were given to the fierd,
with some parties using 'The Clunes,, some rCraig Orr, (from
william campberr) and others refering to ttre ,pyrenees diggings'.
The Merbourne Da_i_ly News, whose correspondent w.s. Gibbons was
despatched to the new fierd at the start of August 1g51, preferred
crassicar alrusions. 'why not calr the diggings "Ttnolus,, and the
Deep creek "pactorus"?' The name clunes stuck however and more
important matters r/rere examined. How should the gold be mined?
Picks and hammers lvere early favourites to prise gold from the
guartz. Decomposed reefs arso enabled cradres and dishes to be
used, Esmond and his mate pugh reading the way with the first cradre.

Provisions were scarce with Burnbank [Lexton] ttre nearest
settrement with a store. cameron sold mutton to the diggers at
three pence per pound, 'a very moderate pr:ice when we consider

the incernvenience to which this gentleman has lately been
exposed' obser.red ttre Argus. By earry August a store tent had
been established by clapperton arrcl co of Burnbank and the Argus
corr.-espondent (writing from carpenter,s rnn in the .lirn crow
Ranges) reported dwellings comprising 'sod huts, gunyahs, tents,
tilted carts and mia-mias' .
The pioneer journarist of the gordfiel-ds, w.s. Gibbons of the
ttelbourne Daily News provided the most accurate ol>servation of
the settrement. His speciar report from crunes, written on 9
August 1851 conveys the spirit of the earry clays of mining.
11

The present population at the diggings is estimated to
be about 60 men, exclusive of a few htomen and children ...
only a few parties have been really successful, and
these will have to get a great deal more before they
realise much profit on their outfit and their labour.
They work early and late, and say, (which is true) that
without really hard labour and perseverance, nothing can
be done. The place presents a singular aspect, a small
settlement being formed of tilted carts, tents, mud
huts, etc., alI more or less comfortable. a store tent
from Burnbank has been established on the ground, and a
hawker made a stay of several days. The prices of some

articles in large demand are quoted as follows: Flour 5d per Ib., Meat - 3d per lb., Tobacco - 8/- per Lb.,
Mercury - 4/- per ounce in good demand ... Rains have
been very heavy here, roads very heawy, and the creeks
much swollen. Five miles per hour is a very good
average for riding. The level ground is only varied by
change from swamp to bog, and the hillsides are so
slippery as to be difficult of navigation, the journey
being perforned almost entirely by water. The miles, too,
seem to be considerably longer here, than anywhere else.

The mercury was a necessary final part of separating gold from
the gravel although the gold recovery process sras not without its
theatrical side, as Gibbons recounted.

The leader of the mob having finished the operation,
displayed a quantity far exceeding any previous gains,
when one of the men interested, who had for a moment,
put some small lumps in his month for safety, in a
convulsion of joy, swallowed his 'quidr, nuggets and
all. An emetic was proposed but strongly objected to by
the patient, who preferred submitting to the loss to
suffering so unpleasant a process of recovery-

WiIIiam Henry Wright, Commissioner of Crown Lands (and later
Chief Commissioner of the Goldfields) visited Clunes at the start
of September 1851 finding about 100 diggers. Despite the
Goverrrment order for miners to take out licences (at 30 shillings
per month) Wright assumed he had been sent to Clunes merely to
ascertain whether men there coriid afford to purchase licences
rather than actually issue them. He favour.ed the iice:,ce si.stem
and was sure most at Clunes could afford one, although this was
far from certain. The population of about 100 men sustained until
for several weeks until the greater attractions of Buninyorig,
Mount Alexander ICastlemaine], Ballarat, Daylesford and Bendigo
in the following weeks overshadowed the initiai disclosures at
Ciunes. The easily accessible gold along Creswick's C::eek was soon
exhausted and niners lacked the technology to extract gold from
t.he quartz reefs. Wj.thin a short period Clunes was practically
deserted Ieaving no permanent- develoF'menL. It was possibly ttris
lack of development- that caused the government to grant Cameron, -.
his 480 acres under right of pre-emption in June 1852, knowing -.
that part of the land was auriferous.
.
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surveyor Thomas Burr's plan of the clunes Fre-emFtive right,
ICentral PIan Officel
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1854

Meanwhile, in March 1852, attention $tas attracted back to the
Daisy Hill area. The track from Carisbrook through Glenmona run
formed part of the route of the gord escort to south Aust.raliaThe escort chief, To1mer, advised some hopefuls to try digging
near Daisy Hirl and gord was soon discovered. one of the diggers,
cowley, became a well known figure at Amherst but new and larger
gold discoveries in the vicinity soon captured public attention.
For the rest of the decade the Daisy Hill area hras to be invaded
and settled by thousarrds of diggers, with deveropment finalry
consoridating at Back creek in 1859 on the site of the present
Taibot township.

After the initial rush to clunes littte further development
occurred until the mid 1850s. surveyor Thomas Burr undertook the
survey of the clunes pre-emptive right during late August lg54
and the topography and georogy so excited him that he appended
two sketches in the margin of his retter conveying the pJ.arr to
the surveyor Generar. 'The Dyke of euartz' he remarked
contains grains of gold which are visible to the naked
eye: some which r saw of the size of smarl shot: and if
this quartz hras crushed and the gord amalgamated with
mercury the vein would in aII probability, yield a
sufficient quantity of gord to remunerate the operators.
rn the face of such observations ancl the genera]. progress of
quartz mining of Bendigo, and Tarrangower [ttaldon] it was
inevitable that operations wourd recommence at crunes. yet, as
Gibbons had observed in lg5l t.he reefs could not be furly
exploited until the advent of 'a properry organised company, with
machinery for crushing the quartz rock, in addition to
the auriferous deposit' . That company rvas to be the eort"ortir,rg
ehiliip
and colonial Gold Mining company and, much more than Esmond's
disclosure, its operations provided the greatest contribution
to mining in crunes, and in turn clunesr great contributiorr to
the history of victoria. prior to their comme.cement in 1g57, onry
small scale reef mining hacl occured at clunes, or on any local
gord fierd for that matter. The port phillip company and its
energetic manager Rivett Henry Bland so transformed Victorian
mining tl,at Robert Brough smythe declared with authority in 1gG9
thar the works were the finest in the southern Hemisphere.

Burr's sket:ch of Clunes , execu t-ed in the margin of a letter
wrote in 1A54 whil-st surreying the CI unes pre-emp,tive right
14
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The description of local gbological history is taken
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and

Hi1
ch
ush

freely- Booth's quote regarding tl

from Another Englandr PP.45-46. Thomas Burr's quotation regarding
rrom a letter in vPRS 44, unit 3, 55/61 and his
gora fE-ffiEE-s
ptan i-s on microfiche at the Central Plan Office with the Clunes
run. Research in Melbourne Daily News and the 4S was
undertaken by Con Weickhardt and is taken from his manuscript notes
(hetd by the shire of Talbot and clunes). General use has been
made of Robert Brough Smyth, The GoId Fields and Mineral
Districts of Victoria, 1869 and Geoffrey Serle, The Golden Aqe,
e hiitorv of the Colonv of Victoria 185.1-1851, Melbourne

University Press, |953.
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CHAPTER THREE

AI{HERST AI{D THE EARLY RUSHES
Following the first rushes to Daisy Hill in 1852, Charles HaIl
(who had recently sold his share in Glenmona to the Bradshaws)
was appointed Assistant Gold Commissioner for the area. The first
camp tras established at oaisy Hitl in october 1852, a timely
government decision given the influx in December to 'cowley's
Rush' at Blacksmith's Gully (east of the later site of Anherst
township). SubsequenL discoveries qrere at Kangaroo Gully (March
1853), Grecian Gully (l,tay t853), oPPossum Gully (October 1854)
and Daisy HiII Plat (1855). These were all in the vicinity of the
later site of Amherst township and competed with similar
discoveries long the Back Creek.
Assistant surveyor Hugh Fraser surveyed Amherst in early 1855 and
marked out town, providing suSurban arrd country allotments under
instructions from district surveyor W.S. Urquhart. As surveyed,
Amherst township comprised four sections of land located north of
the Daisy HiII Creek consisting of 74 quarter acre allotments.
These township, blocks were located on the road from Ade'laide to
Maryborough at its junction with the road to carisbrook.
The township of Arnhefst was centred within a square having one
mile sides marked out as roads, although at this date ttrese here
purely notional. The axis and size of the township was used Lo
g"n"t.t" a series of four further squares spreading east .r1orr9
Daisy Hill creek and this was followed by a further fou-r: squares,
including an abortive towrrship survey on Back Creek. The eastern
squares contained a large water hole which according to Fraser
was 'full in all seasorrs [and] the only supply to be depended on
by the residentS of "Amherst" and the "BaCk Creek"t . Fraser also
marked out a Cemetery reserve and 100 aCre government car'F on
high ground north of the Back Creek.
The whole pJan inrpressed a grand geometr:'c vision on the
u:rdulating, scrubby p'ock marked hills' The grid epitor'ised the
surveyor's idealistic vision tempered by the processes of a
bureaucuracy .tt work, responding, uncler pressure, to urge;nt local
needs. Despite the irrcorrgruity of imposing a grid on land whose
development was ciictated by the organic nreanderings of auriferous
leads and creleks, the township at Amherst fQrnrec a particularly
fi.ne exanple of the grid pattern layoul coruIiorriy utilised fcr
ge,,ldfield towns. At Amherst (anci late:r: on Back Creek FIat) relief
from a strict gr:id was provided l)y lrrilror deviartions to take
account of the topograpliy. These included arr ouLcrcFping quartz
knoli at Amherst, water cour:ses and e>listing tracks'

by Fi:;ist r tras set uP ir: March 1855 and
supercecled the old canrp at Daisy Hilt. The buildings howe-ver
were far fron, adequate. The gold c'Ifice consttuctej of bark rvas
in an appalling state with a tloor ir'capable of being fastened'
The subsequent disap;eararnce of a lng cf gold led to colisttuctacn

The new

camJ: s;urveyed
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of a new office made of iron r_n August lg55; the contract suxn of
ftso inaicated its superior nacure. Such iron buildings were a
boon to the government eager for quick solutiorrs
to a gold fields
building progranme that was inevitably behind schedule.
within the townstrip the first rand sare was conduct.ed
in May 1955
with major buyers including the pubricans Arbion
and
;-F.
cowrey.
These sales of sections 'r and 2.were supplemented
by
a
handfur
of
quarter acre all0tments in section 4 sold in November
1g55The
ar-lotments, and oLhers sold in iury 1956 were ar_l concentrated
along the main road (High street) whire sales in
rg57 filred in
some of the back blocks.
Little interest was shown in the all0tments
miners. Their
pressing needs, such as a mai] service, wereby
st'Il
Ho$'ever, tenders for a regurar mail service betweerrnot being met.
Amherst ancl
Maryborough were car-lec in oct:ober 1g55, ancl
by
Februar.y. the
forrowing year mair was delivered and colrectecr iairy.
A nehr government camF at Amherst was set up in 1956
0n high
ground north of the township allotments.
other
institutional
reserves were arso ar.l0cated and the church of
England occupied a
hirr of quartz with a semi-circurar track
whimsicalry entitred
'The circus'formin-o the southern boundaryEngrand school, a slab building was moved to The first church of
the new rese.re in
mid-1856 whirst an answer from the Denominationar
schoor Board
regarding additional funding was awaited. The
sLab
residence (and temporary schoor) of Richard stepherrs,and canvas
ttre school
ialling state tweLve months

was recived for a new brick
rf this new building four: years
made bricks and shodcly workmanship.

Notwithstanding the presence of large:: builcljngs
such as hoLels
and shops (especiarly after the te5i rand,;i;"),
Amher:st in rhis
period consisted of a fructuating number of
shops
and residences
of canvas or calico, at trest erect,ed fc-rr a crt:ration
rather tharr years. The commerciar premrses and some of months
more
pernranerrt residences were generally weatherboa::d
or
srab whire
the earliest brick buildings aF,pear to have beerr erected
in the
iate 1850s for institutional pur:po-ses.
The tenr.rF.: of corTrmercial premises prr_or-to iand
saies was sinri. lar
a governrire,Jrt lease, witl, ;_,rovisions of the miriers,
right
permitting a business license to be obtained.
The
holder
hras
entitied to occupy an area not exceeding 1.r x 33 feet
ror
a
quarter:Iy fee of f2 10s with r-he smalier dime:isfrontacae, alrhough rhe ac hoc .arure of o.ever.o*.t!l,t.l:tff:"::;t "
diggings clid noL aiways pernit such idealised nicet.ies.
t-c,

Township pJan ,rf Amherst p.tit, lished in 1859earliesi- surveyed
blocks were around the int_ersection of High The
Street
ancl princes
Street.
ICentraI plan Office]
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DeveloPrnent on

the Back Creek

While Amherst was consolidating as a settlement, Back Creek '"'as
also attractirrg gleat attention. Discovely of gold along the
creek had initiated the opening of Kangaroo FIat earil' rn 1854
and, later that year, Ballaarat HiIl. In March 1855 a Iarge rush
to Goodwomarrrs Hill took place with nearby Nuggetty Gully also
attracting many diggers. Felix P.ay, an early arrival orr the Back
Creek, described the growth of the area.

It was just about the time we first puddled our wash
that netrcomers wele arri.ving at the rate of about a
thousand a day. Every morning I could notice that a
few more acres of the landscape $rere covered by tents
of various sizes, and this encampnrent extended its
bounds daily, until we were surrounded by a camp that
would have lodged a vast army. Bet\,veen one day and
the next a dozen framed calico erections opened as
stores, each flying a gaudy fLag, and scores of carts
arrd sraggons, Ioaded with toois, clothing, provisiorrs
and cases of bottled ale and spirits, and their
several ways among the tents. Peripatetic hawkers,
mostly having Lvro covered carts filled with articles
suited to the requirements of digers, came along in
numbers and disposed of their stocks rapidly.
Caterers for the amusement of Lhe diggers were soon
in eviCence, and billiard rooms, dancing saloorrs artd
barbers shops quickly had one side of the firstformed street in pcssession. Hotels, stores,
restaurants, sliittle alleys, and cigar shops, where a
shilling was paid to a gaily-dressed female for a box
of matches, and a nip of brandy was presented
gratuitously to Lhe cust:omer, sprung up on the
opposite side, and, Io, the genesis of a town, where
nroney was erbundant among the working popul.ation, and
business brisk in consequence.
These buildings were probably the ones shown orr the road from
Ballarat arrd Creswick to Carisbrook plotted by Fraser in July
1855. Flett quotes a population of tens of thousands on the Back
Creek in ttris period including a iarge encampmerrt of Chinese.

Hotels in the vicinity of the settlen;errt irrcluded the 'Star',
'Daisy HiiI', 'Albion', 'Golden Age' and 'Goodwomat's', named
after publican DaIe Goodwoman. A police office was afsc' in
operation by this clate. PeeI Street was the main thoroughfar:e
between Amherst arrd Back Creek. It hras not until after th.e rusF
to the Scandinavian Lead that the present ciirect rcute was
es;tal>iis,hed

-

Part of the 1855 townsbip planr'eci for Fack Creek. Although later
cance.lIeC, the cluster of ]-rtri.ldings forming Lhe setilenerrt cari
easiiy' be disc-rned.
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Other settlements
ShalIow alluvial mining along the I'icunt Greenock or McCaIIum's
Creek conmenced in ianuary 1955 at Gar.derr FIat, near the present
northern Shire boundary and four months Iater miriers struck
alluvial gold on the nort-.hern sloFe of l'lount Greer:cck. These
early finds were suPFiemented by a latel rllsh to Mccallunr's Creek
(1858) and aiso Mount Glasgow (1859)-

Other settlements dotted the landscape including Bung tsong on Bet
Bet Creek and Emu on the Craigie - Amherst Road. GoId had been
discovered at Avoca in early 1953, several months after Daisy
Hi1I, and the rich shallow alluvial leads of Avoca caused a
dramatic rise in population there within a year- Much to the joy
of Avoca, and chagrin of the rapidly growing settlement aL
Maryborough (and to a lesser extent Anrherst), the Local court
District was centred on Avoca with the Resident Conunissioner
taking up office in 1855. Development at Avoca meant increased
use of tracks frorn Carisbrook (via Amherst) and Maryborough. The
two tracks converged a short distance east of the Bet Bet Creek
and were soon joined by a tlrirci (from Bet Bet), which ran ajcng
the fertiie river valley. 'Carrol's Hotel', sited beside the
Creek, uras strategically located near several ford crossings
al.though in 1855 its reputation riras not high.
There is a small hut dignified with the name of a hotel
- the Half-9ilay House - on the Creek, alr:ost nine miles
fron Maryborough; but it is wretchedly kept, and unless
very rlrlch exhausted, we advise the trav'el1er to take a
drink of Lhe pure element: at the creek ancl trasten on Such ,r,ere the beginrrings of Bung Bong.

Inn on the Carisbrrook-Ar,therst.
F.oad witir the discovery of a rich altuvial lead in t'iay 1857.
GoId rn white pipeclay only 2 metres below the surface attracted
many thousands of diggers. Its rep1;tation, however, was blemished.
A settlement sprang up near ttre

Emu

a real iy bad place, a coilection of the worst
p,e-ople in the Colony- ?tre reF'utatiorr of tl're place r'ras
bad; scenes disgraced its hist.lry- There r-ival beries
from oppc,sj.tion brothels fcrught aii-in battles in tire
streets, which kere roFed off for the encounters- lhey
foughc stri;-,ped to the waist. Emu l^ras a place of iow
shant-ies ancl hocussed drink. The drinking artd gambling
dens never closed at night; the roll of the ba1ls, the
rattle of r1ise, the caths of the card players, vjce and
cru€:Ity , the sound of biows anrl the strrieks of abanConecl
wc,Ifl€r'r - infamy, shame and deattr! The doings e-L Ftrtu
bror-,c-ht. qrr L:iaccustonre,ci biush to Llre fac'es cf t.hose iong
ho;rr;- ir' .iniqt.it;,'. No e:rquiry ivas ever inst-it:t:terj over
the cie.'ci; st'rt>rrg nren i-eli and biooning tnaidens ltret a
f ate worse than death. A f ew weeks dinrne:tl tne 91ory of
Emu, bul- no one e-ver forgcrt rt.
It

r,,ras
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!{ith further gold discoveries east of Avoca, the volume of
traffic through Amherst compelled the goverrrrnent to upgrade the
muddy track to a more passable state- fn 1857 conLractor
Archibald Oughton erected a briclge over the Bet Bet Creek ancl
also undertoc,k inrprovenrenLs to maintairr p'ortions of road between
Carisbrook ancl Avoca. This experrditure of alnost f:OOO was
consolidated by additional sums in succeeding years for cJ-earing,
forming, paving and ditching the road. A fine remainder of this
dramatic upgrading is provided by the basalt bridge in Amherst
which still serves traffic almost 130 years on.
A town reserve at Bung Bong was surveyed in 1857 with countly
Iots, typically 20 - 60 acreri, for cultivation on tfie river flats
and 75 - 250 acres for pasture on the crab holey basaltic plains
to the west of the Bet Bet Creek- Populatiorr in the district was
sufficient to sustairr a Church of England School from January
1862 (Iocated on the banks of the Bet Bet Creek north of the
bridge). Town lots in the 'village' were surveyed in 1853.
Although the electr:ic teiegraph followed the Avoca Rcradr
facilities were not provided at Bung Bong and ttre settlenrenL was
always overshadowed by tulrherst, Avoca and ttre golcl rush
settlenents at Landsborough and tiomebush. Floods in 1870 caused
extensive ciamage along the Bet Bet Creek and Archibald Oughton's
1857 brictge was swept avray. As the creek formed the boundary
between the Shires of Avoca and Talbot replacemenl- was not
speedy. In November 1871, well over twelve months since the
flood, 'the handsomest struct-ure of its kind out of Melbourne'
was opened and it is ttris bridge which stiLl forms the westeln
errtrance to Lhe Shire of Talbot and Clunes (arlthough badly
damaged by the 1985 bushfires).
Chinese miners
Chinese rniners were strongly represented around Amherst during
the 1850s. Resident l{arden l{i1liam Ternpleton estimated the local
Chinese population at 720 in October 1855. They were housed in
five encampmerr't-s and conr;'ris:€:d roughly 15t of the total
populatiorr irr the Amherstr/l(angaroo F1at,/Adelaide Lead area. I',s
with the Europe-ar po;ltilai icr , the rrunbers c,f Chinese n'iners
fiuc:tuated wildly. From an est:irrate of 300 Chinerse irr 'i 85o the
Chinese s.oared to 1800 irr August 1857, (or almost 70t of Lhe
tol-al population). This was infiated by an infiux of miners from
Guichen Bay in Scutl-, Austr.-,lia. During the first half of 1857
more than 141000 Chinese h.:rC Landed at'. Guichen Say.rnd the tcrtal
populatiorr irr Victoria numbered almost 26r000, poss.ibl.y crn uri(.lerest.i maLe

.

in June 185:, tf'e Government iiniited the rrumb.er c,f Chine:;e
passerlgers r*'n any one vessel, j.mpcrser] a €1 0 tax on artir,al ancl
st.ipulated segregated camps. The camps were tended by .1 EuroF\ean
'Protector:' arrd Bernha::d Snitlr was ap;oirrterJ to overs.ee Lhe
Amherst- encamF,merrLs. To facilitate
his wcrl: iames Acoy was
appointecl as interFreter. The 185'. me;rsure fueiied anti-Chine..se
fires and j.ntra-racial tensiorrs co:npol(r!ded tl-re sit.t:atiorr.
23

Cartoons, nicknanres, innuendo, fear and hatred all direct-ed
towards the 'celestial visitors'.
'The Law Abiding Chinaman', a
poen se.t to a popular tune and published in the Creswick and
CIunes Advertiser, dernonstrated contemFory fears.
I v. 5 I Your Briti.sh maiden he ' I]- wed;
What a subject for Lavater,
The fruit of that obscene bed An alrnond-eyed Ang.l,o-Tartar t
your girJ.s of tenderest youth

Are not safe from his lustful fires;
The barbarian knows no t:uth
To restrain from vile desires-

A chinese camp exi-sted at Back creek by late 1956 and the
regulations issued for ihe guidance of chinese protectors
Iaid down strict guideiine-s for such camps.

( lg59)

To ensure attention to creanliness in chinese canrps on
the gordfields, the inhabitants of each tent or dwerling
place shall keep free from rubbish of any sort, and
properly drain the half of any space which may intervene
between their tent or dwelling-place and that next
adjoining in every directiorr, upon ttre remcval of any
tent or dwelling place from a camp, the owners of the
same shall rem.ve all rubbish, etc. from the site thus
becoming vacant. The owners of pigs or goats sha11 keep
the same foi.<ied r^rithout the limits of the camp.
The chinese Protector nas arso able to give seven days notice to
inhabitants if he deemed it desirable to remove a camp.
The chinese camp recc,rded by Flett at Long Gurly was doubtless
prompted by intense 10ca1 mining activity in the late 1950s.
Whereas the rushes to Kangaroo FIat, Ballaarat HiIl and
Goodwoman's tiill of the 1854-55 period had been sharlow aliuvial
diggings, in 1858 a deeper lead was uncovered in riuggetty Gulry.
This joined with other deep sinkings on Barrarat Hirr in Jury
1858 and steadily the lead vras tr.rced through Goodwoman's girl.
towards the present site of Talbot- This deeper sinking gave
srightry more stability to the vicinity and commerciar businesses
remaining from the rushes of the n'id 1g5cs prospered again. rn
1858 a National schoc,i was opened to cater for a population
attr:acted by the sr.r-ghtiy more stabre environrnenl: of deep
sinking. with the tracing of the new reacls northwarcls the way was
thus opened for the discovery of the Scandinavian Leac and
crvnSolidation of rocai rer;identiai , commercial and institr.rtional
develop'merrt at Talboc.

l,lunicipal deveiopnient
Meanwhile, at Amherst, agitation for nrunicipal status \das
growing, with L-onsolidatiorr of comn,erc-iar anc resident-iai
developmer't arrcl a desire fc,r futur.e prc,gres:.. being the official_ry
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stated reasons. The Prospect of liberal grants from the colonial
government probably influenced the nrcve for prociar':ration of
An,herst as a municipality- The fear of domination by the growing
popuiarLion along Back creek appears to have been an unstated
motive. The Governor, Sir Henry Barkly, was petj.tiorred on ttre
issue by tocal householders and land owners irr 1858 arrd, with
revisiorrs to ProFrosed boundaries by Robert Brough Smyth, the
Borough of Amherst was given official sanction. A local meeting
on 17 November 1858 decided to hold elections and the next day
the first seven counciiiors were duly elected. The inaugural
meeting was held at Albion Cowley's Amherst Hotel a day later,
Cowley being one of twenty five unsuccessful candidates. The
Governor-in-Council approved a rate of one shilling in the pound
in January 1859 and in August that year a bye law sanctioned
including a Proposal for a
fl00o expenditure on public works,
Splendid splendid Town HaIi in the centre of Amherst township.
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Notes on sources
General

Generar background is taken from Frett,s, History of @rd
Discoverv , 1970 t pp.254-ss and r'raryborouch;-lltE;;h;FG; seven.
This latter work has arso ueer, --Ea-to: or-qrotes regarding Enu and
Back creek- The quote by Ferix Ray appears to refer to Back creek
in '1855 rather that scandinavian Lead in rg59 (according to
Frett) and is here used in reference to the earry settlement on
Back creek F1at. Flett's work has been supplemented for details
(such as land sares) by reference to Victoria crovernment Gazette
(vGG) and Coloniat (and after 1855) C
correspondence (vpns 1 199).
Bung Bong

Parish of Glenmona, geological plan, n.d.; Countrv Lots. parish
Funq Bonq, No. 786, survey 57/379; viffaffi
P?rishes of Bunq Bonq and Glenmona, L @
rithographed 6 February 1863. The disparaging quote came from
e to the Go1d-Fields of Victoria, with a Map and
New
Kyt{ur-crrrans
Iations for Ene
the Gord-Frerds
Gold-Fields ancl
and r.ocar
Local courts, slater,
wilriams and Hodgson, Merbourne, r955. Detairs of roads and
bridges came from vGG, victorian parriamentarv papers (Vpp) and
the Public gtorks Department Roads ana eriages contract Book (vpRS
1108)- The growing quote regarding the 1970 bridge came from the
Avoca Mail.

of

Chinese

Kathryn Cronin,
,
MUP, 1982. 'Regulations for the r
I
were published in victoria Government Gazette, 4 March tg59 and
reference to the rocal Guichen Bay influi and chinese populations
come from the fortnightly reports of the Resident wardens in vpRS
1189. These same records also contain diaries of the chinese
Protectors. The anti-chinese poem was published in creswick and
Clunes Advertiser, 18 May 1860, p.4.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DEVELOPING THE CLUNES QUARTZ REEPS
The initial
'discovery' of gold in july 1851 resulted in iittle
Fermanent irnpact on the environment at: Clunes, except for the
debris created by the early diggers. It is unlikely that any
permanent buildings were erected as part of the rush in 1851Calico and canvass were the most corfi.on matt,riais of the
itinerant digger. The earliest building on the present site of
Clunes township was possibly a shepherd's hut on Fart of Dorrald
Cameron's Clunes rurr. As plotted on Burrts 1854 plan, the small
building was located on the site of the present caravan parkOne of the earliest references to the creek which ran past the
hut, was contained in a letter from government surveyor Thomas
Burr to the Surveyor General in 1854. Describing Donald Cameron's

'l

pre-emptive right, Burr referred to 'Creswick's Creek' which was
a natural boundary for part of his survey of Cameron's block.
Creswick's Creek was also called Deep Creek and Tullaroop Creek
in the 1850s. This was l-he beginning of a vexed question of
nomenclature, one that is still a puzzle to many resident-s. Two
islarrds, one adjacent to the north end of CannP Street. and tlre
other on the preser,t site of Victoria Park were shown on the plan.
Despite rainy and windy weather Burr took the trouble to sketch
the creek valley and showed the waterhole where the creek turns
to the north east, away from Lhe presenL line of Station FIat
Road. This skerch is the earliest known illustration of Clunes
and was reworked by Robert Brough Smyth into a pen and irrk sketch
a year later. Although a more acomFlished vrork, the Snryth sketclt
lacks ttre immediacy of Burr's criginalTh.e earliest track to Pass through Clunes led from Lexton to
Mount Franklin where it joined a track from Newstead- Irlount
Flanklin rrras significarrt as the site of the Loddon Protectorate,
established by Edward Stolie Patker in i841 as a reserve for
aboriginal tribes disptaced by rapid pastoral expansion in the
Port Phillip District. Ry 1854 Clunes was also a junction for the
Lextotr Road with tracks tcr Sallarat- and 'The Avoca'-

Poilowing the shortlived settlement .rt Clunes in i85l little
activity (possibly no activity at all) took place until 1855. rn
September of thai. year a rush cf some 400 cr 50U miners focussed
attention back onto ihe quartz reefs in Clunes. llohtever rvith i:he
outcropping and eirsily accessible sections largely located on
private pr()perty attenEion '^ras directecl at adjacerrt Ianrf (se,:
Chapter firre). 'Sever.tl machines '.,ere erected to crush the quartz,
and pricijling rnachines supplemenLed hand worl<ings on severai
alluviai deposits. Of all local mining ventures, the joinl
operations cf the Port PhiIj.ip arrd Coionial GoId ltining Company
ancl the Clunes Quarr-z Mining Company were to have the greatest
impact on C1unes.
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The port Phillip and Colonial Gold Mining Company was formed in
London in January 1852 by promot-ors of the English and Australian
nining ventures.
Copper Company and several other South American
'150,000 fl shares (of
issue
by
an
of
raised
be
was
to
Capital
which lOrOO0 were reserved for appropriation in Australia). tne
mining interests in South America included the famed San Juan del
Rey gold mine in Brazi-i. and Evan Hopkins, fresh from mining
experience in Spanish America was despatctred to Victoria early in
1852 to cornmence the operations of tl-re comFan,'. liopkins was to

take charge of mining operations, including choice of location,
while William Henry Ritchie, (appointed superintendent of the
port Phillip Company on 21 February 1852 with renumeration of
fSOO p.t annun ancl a 2t share of profits) was to nranage financial
also sailed for Melbourne departing from
matters. A 'Mr Thompson'
Liverpool on 4lvlay .l 852 with a party from Westmoreland. Thompson
was probably Henry Alderson Thompsorr, previously engaged with
mining in Cumberland, now appointed as the Port Phiilip Company's
mining agent and later manager of the company's Clunes works. 'A
gentleman of large experience in English mining' (according to
C.F. Nicholls in the Ballarat Sta!) and later noted as author of
several techni.cal booklets on mining subjects.
Accompanying the officials (HoFkins, Ritchie and Thompson) were a
party of approximately 100 miners, specifically chosen froni
Cornwall and the north of England; the forrner being experienced
in tin or colrpef mining and the latter with coal. It was the
intention of the company to test the experience of bcth
iocalities ar.d select future nriners fr.'on those best fitted for
the colon;..al situatiorr.
The major aim of the Port Phillip Conrpany was to mine gold and
minerals in the colony, although purchase of gold dust and
assaying were other sidelines. !,lining in quartz was anticipateC
and the Fort Phillip Company secured exclusive rights to use
Longmaid's patent for the reduction of ores. with this in mind
a lease of land at Fryers Creek was sought initially to enable
o;:erations Lo conmence.
Meeti.ngs and corresporrderrce in London with Sir Charles Hotham
(prior t-.o his own voyage to Victoria) and Earl Grey, Secretary of

State for the Colonies, indicated the resolve of the London
cap'italists in seeking a secure lease. They were rr:buffed by
Lord Grey saying that ieases in the Colony li/ere a matter for the
colonial governlnent and tiotham, although he listened atterrtively
to their: requests, cou-ld promise nothing more- Once in Victoria
there could be IitLIe priority for such requests on Hotham's part,
and the tensions of a period cuiminating in incidents suc5 as those
at Eurek;i Ieft titi:ie popular sympathy for iarge rnining comparries.

Ritchie's performance in Victoria as superintendent of the port
PhiIi:-p Company cii.d not satisfy Lhe London dir:ectors. By .TuIy
1852 he n.U 6er-:n Ui"*i5se:d, only six nrorrlhs crfter his appointnent,
and repl.eced as superinterrdent by Rivett Henry Bland who was
given the euphemistic title of 'Resident Directrtrr. The dismis:.al,
.lpparenLly as a ::esult of unauthorised .rnd urdiscloserl specrilation
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- tcircumstances of a painful nature' - was suCCessfully contested
in court by Ritchie but Bland, having recently been elected a
member of the Port PhiIIip Company board, sailed for Melbourne
almost immediately and took control of the Company's colonial
interests.
Fryer,s Creek lease was finally granted on October 1853
although hopes of an early start to mining were dashed when local
storekeepers and others fearing competition objected to the
intrusion by a large comFany'. The local gold comrnissioner
overt'urned the lease and BIanC reluctantly senL Thompson to the
Oven,s to investigate mining of tin ore containing gold. This
Iatter venture, at Reid's Creek, was also unprofitable due to the
small area of ground able to be obtained. Thompson wrote to
Bland in JuIy 1855 suggesting prosPects on 'the watersheds on
each side of the dividing range, extending from Kilmore to t'lount
CoIe, as well deserving examination, either for quartz or
alluvial mining'.
At this time, quartz mining in victoria was progressing rapidly
and Bland was quick to realise ttre benefits of a large scale
operation of the type his Company could finance. Quartz had of
course been considered in 1852 but Longmaid's Patent "'as
abandoned due to its high capital cost. The new regulations of
1855 hacl allowed claims 22O yaxds along quartz reefs and Bland
addressed the directors on the subject of quartz mining in

The

September 1855.

the regulati-ons by the local courts do not ailow a
sufficient extenu of ciaim to vtarrant the cos"' of a
regular mining establishment. They are well suited to
small associated bodies of working miners. The feeling
in favour of encouraging Companies to work at this
branch of rnining is decidedly on the increase, owing
mainly to the fact that it requires some capital to
commence htith, even in a small way, and but few have the
means of erecting machinery suited to the FurPose
Should the Company decide uPon persevering here with
their mining operations, it would be well for the Board
to consider the subject of sending out proFer machinery
for this PurFc)se; that whish is at present in use here
seems to fall principally in the process of amaj.gamation.
A month

iater Bland

advised

r am decidedly of the opinion that ihere is a good opening
for the Comparry to Prosecute Lhe L'usiness of quartz
crustring in some favoulable situation where rrining rnay
be carri.ed on, and the quartz raised by oihers either
purchased or crushed and a.n'algamatec, at either a r:ate
per ton or a s;hare of the Prcf its For reductiorr of the quartz. Bland favourecl the Ctrileatr l"!i11, or
ratlrer a series of rnills of dirninishing size with the final
amalgamation taking place in a'DoIIy Tubr- He cited the adv.rnt.rges
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of using mercury in corrnection with the Chilean MiIl for his
preference over the cornish styre stamping mirl. Lack of reliable
rivers in victoria to power a crushing or stamping mitl also led
Brand to reluctantly advise motive power of steam and he even
recommerlded demountable components to facilitate
transport over
difficult terrain.
The London directors concurred with Blandrs view on quart:z and
aLso the desirabirity of undertaking oni.y recluction and
amalgamation, rather than mining for the ore, instancing success
in Mexico with this mode of operation.
I

Quartz reefs at Mount Brackwoori and steigritz were examined
although lacking the requisite equrpnrenL no progress was made. rn
1856 work was undertaken at Bl-ack Hirr, Balrarat arthough
expenditure of f:aoo at the oven's and over f20roo0 0n the
abor:tive Fryers creek venture had left the company with seriousiy
depreted finances. rn fact, Benjamin wirkins, secretary of the
Port Philr-rp conpany estirnated the company's assets in lg56 as
only f,30,000. (Profit from the gord purclrasing and assaying
branch of the conrpany had yierded a p,rofit of onty {oo0-o in tn.
first tr^ro years of operation, and a marked downturn in business
was fert after the government inposed an export duty on gold in
1855 and thus encouraged clirect selring to the government prior
to transport by escort from the various goldfields. )
The guartz reefs at clunes haci, at this date, already attracted
attentj.on; apart from Esmond,s werr pubricised lg5.l discovery,
a rush to the crunes pre-emptive right had taken prace in 1955.
Earry in 1856, George Mirner stephen representing the port
Phill.ip company visited the rocality and comrnenced negotiations
with Robert MacDonard, rocal representative of Lane, !{tryte and
MacDonald, owners of the land upon which the auriferous reefs
were prir:ariry situatecl . stepherr hacl been.apg,ointed by the port
much

Phillip company late in 1854 folrowing his offer of service.

He

had previously resided in Australia and was on his own admission
knowredgeabre about the gord mining districts in victoria.
A
barrister by profession, he arso p,rofessed. to a keen interest in
nrinerarorogy and he offerecl to tmanage a rnineral staticrnr in
Victoria with remuneration soley derived from any profits.
His
visit to crunes had been a resurt of iocal rnining specuration in
BaLiarat conrparries and a visit to test his political aspirations
for the Legislative Assenbly seat of North Grant. According to
c-F- Nichoirs in the eallgle_t_sta_r the negctiations ,clicJ not
assurre a practical shape' although he did consult charles Kinnear,
who was in the process of forning the white Frat company. Kinnear,s
pioneering vent're was soon to mine alluvial gorcl in tsal.rarat
under one of the earriest reases iss.ied by the Locar court.
Durinc; the pericd- of negotiation alrouf the crunes reefs, confiict
marred the progress of t.he growi ng torvnship an,1 Stephen was
apparenti-y' rerieved of his posit:ion by the port phillip conparny.
NegoLiations recomm€nc€:d rate i-n 1956 betweerr E:arrd, Kinrrear and
MacDonald leading io an agrer)ment dated 7 March 1957 whicli was
ihe turrring p'oint in exploration of the clunes
anrl a

'.eefs
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decisive momeni in the history of Iarge scale
the Colony.

comFany

mlnlng rlr

The lease agreenent, fox a period of 2'l years retrosFecti.vely
dating fr.om 1 January 1857, permitted the Port Phii.iip and
Colorria1 GoId llining Company to rnine the quartz reefs on a 160
acre section of the Clunes pre-emptive right and to 'crush, pound
and pulverise the said quartz, gold ore and every other matrir oI
substance fron, which gold may be extracted'. In return, the
owners, william Lane, James !{hyte and Robert t'tacDonald, were to
receive ten percent of the gross yield of all the gold and any
other precious metals. The lease waS cortditionai uporr ttre Fort
phillip company erecting machinery vrithin a specified period,
capable of crushing at least 50 tons of quartz a day and that all
quartz yielding at least one ounce of gold to the ton should be
raised and crushed. As the company was to later discover the
agreement was unwitt:j.ngIy weightecl heavily in favour of the

pastoral otirners.

The key to the lease offered by Lane, glhyce and MacDonald $tas the

of Charles Kinnear to form a co-oPerative party of one
hundred men to $rork the mine, while the Port Phillip Company
pursued its stated wish to nrerely CruStr the quartz and extract
gold. With news of the agreenent, strife between the 'insiders'
(men of the Port Phillip and Clunes companies) and 'outsiders'
(those miners denied access to the private land) was at its
height, with tensions exacerbatecl by the perceived injustice of
the agreement to mine on Private land (see chaFter five) '
ability

on 5 February 1857, following publication of the terms of the
lease, but prior to its signing, Kinnear issued a Prospectus for
the FroFosed co-operative rnining ccmPany known as tlre clunes
Quartz tlining Company. One hundred 15 shares were to be issued
rto
and ten free shares for the general managenent of t'he company
provide the services of a consulting engineer or Fractical
forenan of the horks, ancl aII clerical assistange needed'as well
aS renumeration for Kinnear. The share isSue wdS €tllnourrced aS
fully subscrit'ed in early April and on the 27th of that monEh ihe
men were sumlnoned to the ground. After discussion about the role
of Kinnear and his agreentent to waive certain clauses in ttre deed
of settlement, tl-re clocumerrt was signed and so the c-.ndition of
the Iease between MacDonald and ttre Port Phillip anc'i Coionial
GoId Mining Corrpany vras fulfiiled.
Although the agreement betrveen Biand, Kinnear and McDonald
heraldecl a new era in Colonial mining, the infant tnine was almost
Kinnear, although skilled in finarrcial managenrent,
stillborrr.
negiected technical lriatr;ers and operat:Lons proceeded withorit
order or plan. Mining ceyrrmenCpcl. on 4 tvlay 1857 , althougl:
according to the Dicker' s Mi_ninq Rec_ord correspondent 'the
shalehold,ers dicl not apf-,ear i:'o have dist.resserJ the:nse:ive:-: much
wii-h niining OI*eraticins dtirirrg i-t'e firs.t weeI:'. Instr':ard of
sinking one or tvro shaft s, ttre miners se'emed contenL to plunder
i.he rich quartz near i-tre surface31

Almost fifEy percent of the co-operative miners had only taken half
shares and with only scanty accommodation, relations soured when
and his cleputy became known.
;:lans for dweliings to house Kinnear
survived,
even
observed the Ballarat star
have
not
could
miners
ihe
,had it not been for the credit given to them by the cI;---storekeepers .rnd the great kindness shown to some of thern by the
propriet:ors of the Kent Hote1 and others'. Early dividends were
only modest although within a year the original d15 shares were
changing hands for ten times thaL sum- Much of this success was
due to Charles J. Harvey, who was appointed to supersede the
ancl an appointee
suspended foreman, robnoxiotrs and inefficient'
of Kinnear.
Harvey hras a practical, resoufceful man and gr:adualiy restored
both order and confidence to the company. His sound management
led to the practice of leaving large areas marked out ready for
stopeing thus allowing a continuity of work. Many of the problems
arose from the Fract ice of shareholders subst:ituting the lowest
priced labor they could find. As a result men iII fitt:ed for the
c,Ferations dragged the company down. Arising from this disconterrt
a climax was reached in early 1858 when by resoiution it was
decided to Fay every hired man f: per week to prevent the
previous malpractices. In fact on '16 JuIy 1858 the co-cperative
systenr was entir:ely abandoned in favour of a corrtract systen,.
A year later Kinnear sold his interest in the Clunes euartz
mining Company to Edward Bradley, Henry Thompson and Thomas Hood
for {ZISO with the latter genLlemen trustees of the company. At
this dat-e (5 frugust 1859) Harve)' was appoint-ed manager,
consoLidatirrg his influences on the operat:jons, and the dividends
for the ccmpany continued rising, reaching a peak in succeeding
years and in general scarcely approached in latter years.
Th.e combined works of the Port Phillip and Clunes Companies was
by far ihe most prominent- in the Clunes mining landscape- The
first battery of the Fort Philiip Company, erected in l,tay 1857,
was horised in a 1ar9e tinber building, by far the largest
structure in the growing township. Tarenty square headed stunrps
based on Cornish precedent clushed the quartz supplied by the
Cl-unes Company rrrith steam power provided by a portable Clayton
and Shutbleworth errgirie. A year Iater this crushing capacity rvas
doubiect wittr a furttrer twel.ve heads in cource of erection. The
remarkable model by Carl Nordstrom depicted the wor:kings at t,his
period and Professor McCoy's description of the works forneci a
useful adjunct to the model (see chapter five) -

The errterprise and success of the Port Phitiip proilioters gave
trer.endotis intr,etus to otlier mining verrtures. Tbe South C-lunes
ar-ea, for instance, had initially
been worked in 1856-57 without
cons;,;icuous sr-c'ce.:s, where lack of efficienL crushing faciiities
stallerd furt-her sinking. in 1858, with crushing technology
growing by the nroment, t.he l{hite FIat Quartz Minincl Associatjon
cc,nur,errced operatjons on a lease 8t0 yards by 300 yarris in the
block ror-rghly bounded L'y Fraser, Ce,mp, eaii-ey .rnd Tempietr>n
Stle(,ts- Stone frorn near ttre surface had t'eerr crrishect with good
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resuits at Robinsonrs battery on Lhe north side of Praser Street,
the first crushing mill on the Clunes goldfield, which encouraged
the Association to erect: a. battery of ts orrrn. However, the
thoughtful e>:periments of the Port Phillip Company were not
emulated and badly constructed crushing stamFs caused the l.lhite
Flat Association to stop work.
The South Clunes Quartz Mining Company had commenced operating
in 1858 on a lease 900 by 300 yards, south of the lihite FIat
hror-ks. The lesees, well known local identities Pattinsorr lriark
and Frederick Hickox, called tenders cn behalf of the 20
sharehoiders for a shaft to be sunk and thus began tlre
operations of one of the most sustained mining outfits to
operate in Clunes. By August 1859 the 21 year lease of the
disgrunLled White Flat members had been transferred to the
South Clunes Company, with a furtlret' Fart being taken up by the
Clunes Alliance Quartz [tining Company.

With an increase in mining ope::ations came the trappings of a
township. Unlike the overnight cities of alluvial gold rush
centres (such as the Scandinavian rush at Back Creek), the quartz
mining at Clunes meant a lengthy period of developmenL, yet one
easiiy capabie of consolidation.
The population of several hundred a year earlier dwindled to 40
or 50 in September 1856 (according to the Star) and 'Public
Houses have all disappeared having been remcved to some more
thriving locality, their places however are well supplied by
private establ.ishnent s' . Smail cottages of the miners were
dotted about. the hill to the soutlr of the Creswick's Creek, with
the town a confusing juxtaposition of tramways, small mullock
heaps, portable steam engines, kilns and milIs.
The con,merci.al area of Ciunes irritjaliy'developed on the flat land
adjacent to tt,e creek and east of Lhe quartz: reefs. Fraser St'r€et
(as yet un-nemed) forrned the rnain t.troroughfare and corur'er-cjial
premises were gradualiy erected fron, apprqrximately 1856. Here
weatherbc)ard and iror, bui-ldings soon replaced flinsy canvas and
caLico structui:es anrl hoardings advertising the 'Nag's Head
Hoteir, 'Lyceunr Theatretand the tlive and Let Live Restaurant'
soon shcuted ttreir rnessage.i.

Far fron, tlre centre cf activity'the pr:iice set uF'Ltreir camp on a
.lar_.:re site bourrcle.C by the Creek and Creswick Road. By 1857 the
force was stili 'cornpletely inadequate' accord.ing to SubInspector Shar:men crf C::esvrick and their tent (8' x 9' with 1 t/Z
foot wa1i ) sti-'il a clisgrace.
f would suEgest i:har- one of mcr.e anip)e rooft €rnd l.ret''-er
n'aterial brr prrivi<JecJ as: sic.cn -:.s. pc'ss,iL'r.ie as the iate
stGrr.rs. have rcrrde:red the f,rF:S€rrt one Lrrrfil for furt-her
us1). Th.e co:r:,;tables have ber-n ob'i.iged to rep,rir -it for
the preis<:rit r'ij.Ltr Lrlankets to prevent- the frequent
beating rains fron: penetrating.
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By 1858 the question of mining on the pre-emptive right had
provoked numerous disturbances and
the porice paddock, situated
to the south-east of the tohrn, hras too
for any effective
surveillance of the diggings. Hor^rever,distant
a
lock-up
situated on the
escarpment strategically overlooking ttre
line
was
of
reefs
erecred during 1858 at a cosr or f:io- o"rpii. objections
in the
10ca1 pres5, this was suppJ-emented by potice
(fgao
buildings
r0s)
and Court of lefly-sessions (€asol i".i"g-irig
,ian
a
cookhouse
for the police (ptOO) a year larer.
camp parade

ran in rine with the government buirdings and this
alignment was rater forrowed by the boundary of the criterion
Quartz Mining Company claim. Thrs company traa been established
in April 1858 on an L-shaped claim held on miner's rights when
extended (by 1862r the newly established western boundary
coincided in part with the arignment oh camp
government camp was fenced in 1g50-62 and thisitreet. The
consoridated the
line of Camp parade.
the georogist Richard Daintree photographed
Hilt the
hirlside was dotted with smarr timber trouies. No camp
systematic
layout of roads existed but instead a network of tracks
threaded
between the mine workings, houses and general debris.
The
miner's right, an outcome of the 1g55 Goldfields
seq
up forrowing the Eureka uprising, was in effect acommission
right
of
occupation of crown land and the horder was entitled to
erect a
residence on the land- As arr rand on camp Hilr was
stirl
the crown in the lg50s and earry rg60s, resi-dences were arrherd by
erected under this provision.
when

By mid 1858 the progress of crunes had been srow
and unspectacurar.
The Birlar3t star referred to 'scattered buirdings,
arthough in
November that year the paper reported the number
quadrupled and a
far more Iively scene was to be observed.

There are six or seven public houses, all open and doing
fair trade- There is, also, a large number
restaurants and boarding houses. There are of
3 doctors,
an apothecary's shop, that wourd do credit to Barlarat,
stores of aII kinds, two or three of no mean

pretensions, builders, timber yards, grocers, dairymen
and laundresses. There are also two flaces of public
worship, and a third is about to be erected;
the
of England being represented by a school, and the church
Wesleyans, and Roman Catholics by their Chapels.
The Union Bank has a bank and a gold buying
establishment in the Main Street in the ,flat,
the first substantial building to be erected. and was
Population was now estimated (probably overestimated)
4,000 and the correspondent noted that the Main Streetat 3 or
IFraser
streetl commenced at creswick's creek and ran east to the
the Port Phillip works with 'almost every avail_.rble space gate of
occupied by dwellings or places of business, .
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The proximity of rarge scare minrng works to the shops in Fraser
street caused many problems for both parties. For instance, the
clunes Arriance euartz Mining company had no access to the creek
for deposition of tailings and tail water (although it was served
by a vrater race and tunnel from the united company,s dam) and
the
shopkeepers were understandably reructant to give over precious
space in the flourishing cornmercial precinct.

North crunes was arso progressing. Burr's 1g54 plan had showed
the outcropping quartz reefs stopping uses short of the
northern
boundary of the clunes pre-emptive right but two years rater,
when surveyor John Taylor was mapping a possibr.e extension
to the
pre-emptive right, he showed the 'probable course' of the quartz
reefs extending well into North crunes- An rg57 pran by rniners
petitioning for permission to mine on the purchased land
showed
the reef and severar shafts in the North ctunes area, incJ.uding
one on a 'doubre craim for finding gold, in the vicinity. The
North clunes company, forerunner of the New North crunes company,
conunenced prospecting in '1959 and other earry mining companils
on
the reefs incruded the victoria, yankee and Great western.
Earry
alruvial mines incruded the North crunes Alluvial,
of
Justice, perseverence, Home-rirard Bound, Arl Nations,Friends
Gorden Horn,
North crunes Eureka and severar other parties incruding one of 14

Chinese.

North Clunes was, in lg5g, a 'serried line [ofl tents, whims,
shaft-houses and pudding machines alr mixed up' and extenaini ror
approximately 500m al0ng the northern boundary of the pre-emitive
right - North clunes was connected
tne main townsnip by a
'suffrance road' across the private'.rith
property; the proprietors
Lane, whyte and MacDonald were, no doubt, anxious to pracate
aggrieved miners with this practicar demonstration of goodwilr.
The North clunes area hras roughry bordered by the clunes preemptive right on the south, creswick's creek on the west and
Bulrarook or Birch's creek on the east. The road through
'MacDonald's paddock' connecting North and South crunes hras no.
properry constructed until 1964, and it was not until
much later

that

Angus

street

was extended

in the direction of

Grengower.

By 1859 the smarr settlement had consoridated in the vicinity
the mines and Anthony Dockery, 'whoresale and retair famiry of
grocer, rtalian warehouseman, etc. etc., was amongst
advertising at North crunes. The deep river varleys ofbusinesses
Clunes, when not fi11ed with sludge from the mines, hrereNorth
picturesque and a popular recreation destination. .A grand prc-Nrc
PARTY' was advertised in october 1g59 'near the junction
of the
Turlaroop and Bulrarook creeksr and a cricket ground on the
easc
bank of creswick's creek south east of the crunes station woorshed
was also formarly gazetted in 1964. But the North crunes area hras
dominated by mining activities- Apart from the port phirrip and
clunes companies, several other earry mining ventures north of
pre-emptive right. deveroped into stable companies which providedthe
the backbone of the crunes economy untir the 1gg0s and 90s.
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The Victoria Quartz Mining Company was formed in Aprit 1858, and
by mid 1859 had a claim of 390 feet along the guartz reefs
situated between the New North Clunes Company and the Yankee
Company in North Clunes. By November 1862' the company held two
blocksi one of 378 feet along the reef (just over 5 acres in
extent) held under lease from the Crown and the other, to the
east 700 feet from north to south held under miner's rights. The
claim was initially worked under the co-operative system with the
company formed under a deed of settlement, subscribed to by each
of twenty four shareholders.
The early history of the mine was not promising; the first quartz
was not crushed until May 1860, and in the absence of any battery
of their own this had to be undertaken by the Port Phillip
Company. Crushing was also undertaken on behalf of the Victoria
Company by the Clunes Alliance Company, and favourable results led
the owners to erect a 12 head battery of their own. The works
were situated just below the level of the surrounding plains and
the gentle natural incline was used to advantage in the construction
of tramways from the shaft to the mill. By August 1859 a 30
horse power steam engine had been erected for winding, its 14
foot diameter flywheel being the largest in Clunes at that date.
The Yankee Quartz Mining Company commenced alluvial operations as
the Sons of Freedom Company around '1857 although by August 1859 the
name Yankee Company had been adopted to coincide with a change in

operations to quartz mining. During this early period the area was
the site of bitter confrontation between miners of the Clunes
Company and 'outsiders' who were agrieved at government attitudes
to mining on private land. The Yankee Company claim was only
small, 100 feet along the reefs and 600 feet wide, and situated
between the Clunes Company and Victoria Company ground in North
concentrated on the Eastern Reef
Clunes. Work was initially
although later working exploited the Old Man and western Reefs. A
battery of eight stamps powered by a 15 horse po$ter steam engine
was in operation by August 1859 and water was obtained from the
creek by a tunnel then pumped to a dam on an uPper level. At this
date however, the shaft was only served by a whim, which was
insufficient to pump a shaft of great depth.
water was vital to the quartz mining which predominated at
Clunes, with crushing batteries requiring huge guantities on a
continuous basis. Droughts and dry sununers were therefore
disastrous for the Clunes economy and led the mining companies to
consider erection of dams and seek ltater fron farther afield. A
weir erected by 'Admiralr Blake (adjacent to the present Bowling
CIub site) was used to regulate water for the Port Phillip
Company battery which commenced crushing in May 1857. The
remnants of this weir were still in evidence a decade later when
Charles Nettleton photographed the creek. The earliest
substantial dam, the so called'Big Dam'qras constructed in 1859
upstream from the township at a large bend in the creek. With
heavy rains in mid-May the dam wall settled, causing some alarm,
but a local correspondent remarked that 'the dam may noh, said to
have been tested and proved strong ... water banked uP over a
36

mile
[however] tne dam is to be six feet higher when finished'contractor R. t'luir undertook this extra work in 1860 and in
t/tas strengthened
addition to its increased height the embankment
rso
that the
widened
bye-wash
with
the
walls
by two stone
came in April
Rain
wide'.
feet
twenty
over
part
will
be
narrovrest
.1860 to fill
the newly enlarged dam and the local newspaper
correspondent anticipated recreational use with 'plenty of room
for boating'.
Iong time Clunes resident 'Fidelis' reminisced about
the period prior to large scale mining of the late '1850s when the
creek was 'a crystal stream, abounding in good fish - blackfish,
catfish and cod. I remember seeing a 7 or 8 Ib. cod caught'.
Boating and fishing may well have been possible upstream from the
mines, but downstream was quite another matter. The crushed
quartz tailings were washed away and silted the bed of the creek'
In wet weather the pressure was sufficient to wash the debris
away but with the advent of dry weather the problem was acute.
'The bed of the creek will soon be as high as the road, and when
the flood comes that will clear it away there will be some
startling and striking incidents' prophesied the creswick ?nd
Clunes Advertiser corresPondent towards the end of summer in
1860. Floods 'roJe a hazard for early mines located on the flat'
ground near the creek and the low lying slopes in Fraser Street'

Much later,

The earliest bridges over Creswick's Creek qtere erected by mining
companies and'Fell's Crossing' (near the site of gueens Park) was
the only public crossing. FeIl charged a toll and 'Fidelisr
recalled the bridge as 'merely stones and logs loosely thrown into
the bed of the creek, and secured on the down side by stakes'.
1861 for a Permanent bridge
ISTOOO $ras granted by the government in
basalt abutments was
with
timber
laminated
of
and this structure
This was augmented
Road.
and
Smeaton
Street
Bailey
erected between
Street in
Service
of
end
north
the
at
bridge
by a substantial
footbridges
two
and
Clunes
to
North
road
connection with the
constructed by the Clunes Borough Councili one between Templeton
Street and Camp Street and the other off upper Fraser Street.

Richard Daintree's photographs of C1unes (c.1859) depicted a busy
scene with many substantial buildings almost completely replacing
earlier makeshift structures. The road, however, $ras anything but
substantial. 'The most striking fact at Clunes is the black mud,
the street in the Flat being almost impassable to the fair sex',
and again in the rniddle of winter 'Adventurous husbands, returning
to their beloved spouses, make mud-Iarks of themselves ... a
gentleman who went out in drab, returned in black"

Despite the technical advances of the mining companies, coordinated development of the township was hampered in the absence
of any form of local government. Individual government initiatives
These included
were beginning to give the town respectibilityregular mail serviges, a police station and Court house and even
the appearance of assistant government surveyor, John Templeton'
But the twin woes of mud in winter and lack of water in summer
caused Clunes residents to suffer periodic and needless discomfort'
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The earliest local institution left Clunes severely disenfranchisedThe creswick Roads Board, proclaimed on 11 January 1859, was
centred at Kingston. It was largely the preserve of Captain
Hepburn of Smeaton and his rural cronies. Jobbery and dishonesty
at the first election were evident- Requests for work on local
streets were politely ignored and at a meeting on 10 June 1859 in
the Washington Hotel at Clunes a large and influential body of
residents met to discuss their grievances, particularly the 'road
question'. Metalling of the main street (Fraser Street) and
fonnation of a proper road through 't'lacDonald's Paddock' hrere the
two burning issues; the first within the Powers of the Creswick
Roads Board, but the second, a more vexed problem for the
colonial government. Loca1 subscriptions for the metalling of
Fraser Street were taken but the decision by the 'Smeaton pushl
to assess and collect rates rubbed salt into the collective
wounds of potential urban Clunes ratepayers. There. were fighting
words from a local corresPondent to the Creswick Advertiserwe are getting public spirited and IocaIIy patriotic:
North Clunes and South Clunes, the HiIImen and the
Flatmen, are united as one man to throw off the yoke of
Smeaton, Spring Hill and Bullarook. Do what you like
with us, but do not tax us, or rebellion and separation
are the result. Touch our pockets, and you reach our
conscience, and as a matter of principle, we refuse to
pay a shilling or yield allegiance.

While a petition seeking the formation of a seParate Clunes Roads
Board (to take in Eglington and Beckworth) was Promptly
despatched to the C'overnor, the government, through the
Corunissioner of Roads and Bridges, delivered another blowTempleton's survey had not made Fraser Street the main road but
wisely had surveyed Bailey Street, on higher ground as the main
through road to avoid the floods which periodically played havoc
with the main conrmercial centre. It was aII too much. About 500
people met at the Lyceum Theatre in early SePtember and 'oPen war
was declared'. 35t of the assessed rates htere to be collected
Iocally as a 'defence fund' with the proviso that three quarters
of the defence fund was to be subscribed within a week or the
organisers would not have a mandate to Continue moves for
separation from the despised Creswick Roads Board'

Yet the Iong dry summer of 1859-60 meant a depressed economy due
to lack of water for the miners and many vtere yet to return from
the Back Creek rush. The drought also brought the fear of a large
fl-ood in the coming eret season. Tailings from the rnines clogged
the bed of creswick's creek causing the bed of the creek to
approach the level of Fraser Street. The promise of limited funding
for road works from the Creswick Roads Board appeared to aPpease
the Clunes dissidents althouqh a group of influential businessmen
stayed together as the 'Clunes Commercial CIub'. However by Dlarch
1860, the road contractors authorised from Kingston had still not
commenced and the Roads Board had almost halved the f9O0 available
for Clunes 'because it was wanted elsewherer 38
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A further petition for local- government was forwarded to the
Governor in september 1860 arguing for separate local government
for Clunes. It spoke of extensive mining operations 'of a
permanent character ... [incruding] severar quartz crushing works
of which the most efficient in the Colony', a population'in
occupation of dwellings of a substantiar character' and 'a rarge
breadth of the land under cultivation in the inrmediate
neighbourhood'. The petition also ramented the lack of made roads
and its consequent cost to local tradesmen and miners.

Sir Henry Barkly indicated his consent and the municipality,
three miles square in extent, held its first meeting of
councillor.s on 14 November 1860. The population of Clunes
rejoiced at this symbolic act of independence. In a period of
ress than ten years, the trappings of democratic rocar government
had been bestowed upon a group people and a geographic locality
brought together by the lure of wealth frorn gold.

Notes on sources

Port Phillip

and Clunes companies

The location of the Port ehillip and Colonial Gold Mining Company
papers has not been established although the manuscript section
within the State Library of Victoria's La Trobe Collection holds
a smal1 quantity of significant material (MS 12057, boxes 2560/2,
3). This contains the original prospectus; lease between Lane,
l{hyte and MacDonald and the Port ehillip Company (7 March 19571,
subsequent indenture amending the agreement ( 1 1 October 1864) and
ratification of lease following MacDonald's death (g January
1868); indenture upon Charles Kinnear's sale of his interest in
the Clunes Quartz Mining Company ( 1 1 August 1859); and copies of
several letters and agreements ( 1852-56). The provenance appears
to have been from Bland, as they contain his instructions from
the Port PhiIIip Company (24 July 1852) and copies of letters
forwarded for Bland's personal inspection. A small quantity of
Bland's personal papers are held by the National Library of
Australia (MS 4187, NK 10,4021.
The main published sources are Christopher Richardson, lrtr John
Diston Pow1es: or The antecedents, as a promotor and director of
Foreiqn mininq companies of an administrative reformer, printed
for the author, London, 1855; Report of the directors of The port
Phillip and Colonial Gold I'lining Companv. presented at the
qeneral meetinq of the proprietors. held at the London Tavern. on
t'londav. Februarv 25th 1856, R.Clay, printer, London, 1856; and
R.H. Bland, ttistory of the Port Phillip and Colonial Gold ll_ininq
Companv; in connection with the Clunes Mine, F.W. Niven 6, Co.,
Ballarat, 1888 and 1890- The 1856 report is particularly useful
as it contains lengthy quotes from correspondence between Bland
and the London directors.
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Major newspaper articles include a series of three articles in
the Bal,larat star, 7, 8, 9 Aprir 1858 (of which the first two

'"'"-'"p,'bIish"dasapamph1etinLondon,1858)andaIengthysix
part report by C.F. Nicholls (under the psuedenom 'Our Special
Reporter') entitled 'The Rise and Progress of Quartz Mining at
Clunes' in the Ballarat Star, 13, 16, 24 JuIy 1869, 9, 13, 14, 17
August. This was also republished as a panphlet and included an
appendix listing registered mining companies at Clunes as at
August 1869.
General

The Arsus has been thoroughly checked by Con Weickhardt and he
located no reference between the early rush in 1851 and 25
September 1855. References from '1856+ have generally come from the
Ballarat Star as transcribed by Con Weickhardt- References to
30 September 1856; Clunes
Clunes in 1856 are from Ballarat i@,
Star, 22 November
Ballarat
in
the
1858
rePort
frorn
a
special
in
1858. The disturbing report of the police tent is in a letter from
Sub-Inspector Sharman, Creswick to Superintendent of Police,
Ballarat, 1 January 1857 (VPRS 1 189, unit 469). General references
(including the Creswick Roads Board and the local road committee)
have come from the Clunes corresPondent of the Creswick
Advertiser, 1859-60 and his stirring words were published on 22
J"Iy 185% p.4. References to mines are detailed in the Talbot and

CIunesconservationstudybutmainSourceSare@
Reports; Dicker's t'tininq Record; Rise and Broqress of 9lunes,
r--aes;e"ll"r"t St"r, 13-14 August 1869; and C and CA 30 t'tarch.
election of the cresttick Roads Board is
1860. tn" corrrrlfiirst
detailed in an unidentified newspaper cutting dated 3 June 1913
held by the shire of Talbot and clunes, being reminiscences of
Hon. R. Richardson of Kingston. The September 1860 petition for
local government and related corresPondence regarding the first
election is housed in vPRS 1189, unit 613,.P60/7629. The petition
for a Clunes Roads Board is in E, 9 August 1859, p'1662'
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CTIAPTER FI\TE

LOCAL II{INING

IN

THE COLONIAL CONTEXT

Despite the rapid progress of mining in the colony, conflicts and
problems inevitably caused delays and setbacks. As well, the
imprecise nature of knowledge regarding mining technology, geology
and metallurgy. provided a further barrier to progress. These
factors were evident across Victoria, but local incidents and
innovations at Amherst and Clunes demonstrate perhaps better than
any other goldfield, the nature and partial solution of such
impediments.
The first issue concerns the question of mining on alienated land
and the second, the gradual scientific and technical recognition
of the Clunes mining operations, and especially the work undertaken by Rivett Henry Bland and the Port Phillip and Colonial Gold

t'lining

Company.

Mining on freehold land
With the discovery of go1d and subsequent progress of land survey
to meet demand for town and country allotnents came a stumbling
block. How should gold on private or sold land be regarded? Who
was its rightful owner? These questions engaged miners, land
orirners, squatters and the government during the period 1855-60,
and for a considerable tine thereafter.

local incidents illuninate different aspects of the conflict.
At Anherst, a problem occured when alienated land was proved
after sale to be auriferous and the incidents which followed may
be regarded as typical of perhaps a half dozen of similar cases
in the colony. At Clunes, discontent occured when land was
alienated well after the discovery of gold $tithin its boundaries.
This case is probably without parallel in the colony as it
concerned quartz reefs rather than an alluvial lead, and it touched
many facets of colonial politics, policies, Iaw and social behaviour.

Trvo

Following publication of Esmond's gold find at C1unes on 7 JuIy
1851, and subsequent discoveries at Warrandyte, Buninyong and
Ballarat the victorian executive introduced a licence system to
protect the basic legal right of the Crown to aII mineral deposits.
The Iicence applied to all Crown land. Mining on private property
posed Iittte problem as known gold deposits were located largely
in areas still belonging to the Cror^tn.

Still no provision was made for mining on private Property.
Reflecting on the quandry of gold ownership, the Argus editorial
writer of 28 JuIy 1851 posed the question 'Does gold belong to
the first discoveret, ot to the owner of the land?' In siding
with the owner, the Argus suggested a system of rewards for
discoveries, subdivision and sale of 'Gold Land' and, above all,
protection for the purchaser. However, chis gratuitous advice
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not heeded and the government allowed miners a claim of 8
feet square and lega1 entitlement remained that of a 1ease, not
freehold.

uras

rn the wake of the Eureka uprising at Barrarat, a Government
commission recommended new laws to provide for a 'miner's rightt
allowing the holder to mine for gold for twerve months and occupy a
craim for residence. Gold mining reases courd al_so be granted but
the question.of mining on private land hras not addressed due mainly
to lack of any percieved probrem. Hoh/ever, 1955, the year of the
first post Eureka goldfields acts gave the government ampre
evidence of the severity of the problemThe strife at Amherst had its origin in Hugh Fraser's survey of the
Township and surrounding suburban and country arlotments. Fraser
was in the fierd by Pebruary 1855 and work was sufficientry
advanced for the auction of rots to be advertised in aprir. onry
a week after the land sale (on 30, 3l May and 1 June tg55)
Resident commissioner Arexander Smith reported a rush in the
neighbourhood of the purchased Land with miners arready digging on
two of the allotments. The alruviar read from the 'Hard Hirr
sinkings' qras thought by miners to read across the sold land
towards Amherst and 'in consequence a considerabre rush took place
and much ground was marked for sinking'. Bernhard smith,
Assistant Gord corunissioner at Amherst, reported grievances from
two rand owners and bemoaned the difficulty of restraining miners
with the pitifully
small local police form-

w-H- wright, chief comnissioner of Gordfields, sras sympathetic
towards the pright of randowners and in mid-June approached the
coroniar secretary with regard to the Amherst incident (and another
at castremaine) suggesting compensation for the damaged property.
Attorney Generar wirliam stawerr and soricitor General Robert
Molesworth were not swayed. rn their regar opinion of 26 June
1855 they urged that 'these enroachments shourd be stopped at any
expense. Entertaining the question of compensation is in our
opinion due admission that the government are unabre to protect
from outrage, persons in the possession of property'.

This may have been the correct regal position but it was scarcery
of use to a government faced with an inadequate police strength
on the rapidry expanding goJ.dfields- Nor was it of use to irate
miners who had initialry been pacified after Eureka and yet were
now feering betrayed over the general principar of freedom to
search for gold.
Meanwhile, rnith continuing pressure from the goldfields the
colonial secretary sought a second opinion from stawelr and
Ivloresworth. They still herd the rine that offenders shoul_d be
prosecuted, and if a rarge group of miners were involved the
situation shourd be treated as a riot or unlawfur assembry.

At the Amherst rand sare alrotments in Section 2 were offered for
sare and in october 1855 Samuel Dunne subsequentry selected 37
acres to the north of the newly surveyed Amherst cemetery after
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no bids were received at auction for the
purchase in particular that vras to later
Iocal diggers.

land. It was thrs
ignite temPers amongst

Mining had taken place to the south and east of the cemetery and
the alluvial lead ran directly through Dunne's land (allotments
23r 24,36 and 37 in Section 2). Dunne hras a storekeeper at
Amherst, having been on the field in 1852 or early 1853. Part of
that time had been spent mining and whether he intended the newly
purchased land for agricultural or speculative purposes is
unclear. Certainly the land was not fenced (although material.s
for that purpose had been purchased) when at 11 orclock on the
morning of 4 December 1855 miners entered his land and began
diqging. Dunne had marked the boundary with about twenty notices
posted on trees several days earlier when miners first began to
dig in the vicinity.
within days, Dunne estimated 5000 miners
were mining his land and the damage vras considerable. Matters
came to a head on 10 December when one miner htas arrested and
taken by police towards the Union Hotel, north of Dunne's and
approximately one mile south east of Amherst township. A large
crowd congregated and warden Crespigny addressed the diggers,
pleading with them to compromise and compensate Dunne for the
privledge of mining on his land. Calm eventually prevailed but the
situation remained unresolved.

'Insiders'

versus toutsiderst at Clunes

At Clunes the problem of mining on private land htas also
beginning to surface. In December 1850, Donald Cameron had
applied to purchase 480 acres of his Clunes land under right of
pre-emption. This was approved in June 1852 by the Land Board,
comprising William Lonsdale (Colonial Secretary), Alastair
MacKenzie (Colonial Treasurer) and Robert l{oddle (Surveyor
General), although a plan of the land was not prepared until
September 1854.

In mid-September 1855 a rush took place to the reefs on the
Clunes pre-emptive right and soon 400-500 miners were working on
the spot- Cameron had recently sold the land and agents for the
neh, o$rners (Lane, Whyte and I'lacdonald) warned the men off for
trespassing; police assistance hras not available locally and a
large contingent of horse and foot police eventually arrived from
Melbourne to impose order. By 25 September only 150 men remained
and after a month this number dwindled to half- In general the
miners were orderly and after discussion with warden Gilbert Amos
of Creswick, agreed to respect the boundaries of the sold landThe Arqus praised the moderation of the miners, although
their discontent $ras generally evident.
Although the miners had t,respassed in the act of mining, still
the owner had no legal right to the gold. Why indeed was the
Iand sold to Cameron when it was fully a year after the first
rush to Clunes, and it was weII known that auriferous guartz
reefs ran through the proposed pre-emptive right? This fact was
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of
admitted with hindsight in october 1855 by Chief Comrnissioner
a
search
crown Lands, Frederick Powlett, although he added 'that
for gold had been made there, but, at that time without successr'
His admission had followed a hasty letter from the Colonial
Secretary several days after the rush to C1unes- This incident
(along with others at Castlemaine, Ballarat and EPsom near
eendigo) prompted the Legislative council to appoint a select
Committee 'to enquire into existing laws relative to Mining on
private Property, and to investigate the present position of the
question on the Goldfietds of victoria, and for the purpose of
devising and recomrnending ... such remedial measures as may apPear
best calculated to Promote the prosperity of the mining districts'.
The report of the committee began by reiterating 'the prerogative
right of the Crown to the precious metals being established by
the generaL laws of the realm' and the need for landowners to

obtain the sanction of the Legislature prior to the contrnencement
of any gold mining oPerations on Purchased lands- In fact the
Goldfields ect 1853 had specificalty mentioned this last point,
since the Colonia1 Legislature had been given Powers by the
Imperial Government to make laws regarding gold (although this
was of doubtful validity according to barrister John Atkins, a
specialist in mining law). The select comnittee acknowledged the
concerns of both miners and landowners but concluded that it was
desirable for mining to take place, under suitable regulations,
on all auriferous land. Exceptions were req9nmended fOr tot^tns
and town reserves, suburban or small allotments, cultivated land
and gardens, homesteads and public buildings, the Property of the
Government, churches and schools. The loca} court should have
the power, on application of ten or more miners, to arbitrate in
the case of private land thought to be auriferous. In such cases
the select committee reconmended a Payment to the land owner of
'lOt of the value of gotd found as comPensation, although the
committee did not rule out the possibility of a land owner
forming an alternative arrangement.
With regard to the survey of land on the go1dfields, the committee
concluded that if sufficient notice of forthcoming land sales htas
given, miners would have ample opportunity to test the nature of
the land, and if proven auriferous, such lots could be withdrawn
from sale. However, the committee also recognised the need for
the Government Surveyor to take the utmost care to ascertain the
nature of Iand being surveyed and 'subject to such precautions,
the right to any gold subsequently discovered might be sold with
all lands which at the time of sale are believed to be nonauriferous' .
This Iast finding led to great dissention among the committee and
was only endorsed by half the members. The final report was
ordered to be printed on 14 February 1856 by the Legislative
Council, yet the Act amending the laws relating to the goldfields
passed in the following year paid little heed to the document and
still contained no reference to mining on private land'
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The Legislative Council Select Committee was not the only source
of advice and recommendations regarding the vexed question of
rnining on private land- On 7 March 1856 in the wake of the
Amherst disturbance at Dunne's, Joseph Taaffe was moved to write
to the Chief Secretary ',rith his own remedy for the situation.
Taaffe saw the need for permanent settlement on the goldfields by
increasing the size of claims to a quarter acre for each man in
parties of up to ten and then small increments for additional
shareholders. (At this date the size of claims under the
Goldfields Act of 1855 were generally 12' x'l 4r for two men,
increasing to 24' x 24' for four men. ) He cited his Californian
experience, 'where claims were small, great was the amount of
crime'. Larger claims would lead to more effective co-operation,

not only in mining but in the process of building a settled
conununity 'respect to law and order, religion, education and the
prosperity of the colony would follow'.

There were two major confrontations at Clunes following the
initial skirmish in 1855; the first, in late 1856 and early '1857,
and the second, a more serious affray, following commencement of
mining on the C1unes pre-emptive right in t'tay 1857 by the Port
Phillip and Clunes companies.

Following the restoration of peace in late 1855, Lane, Whyte and
Macdonald tempted fate by applying for an additional 160 acres to
be purchased under their right of pre-emption. Hor^rever, surveyor
John Hamblin Taylor thought the land, north of the existing
block, would prove auriferous and a more cautious Government
refused to alienate land in this particular location. However, a
large section of auriferous material was still Iocked up in what
the Ballarat Star fiercely referred to as the 'consecrated
squatters reefs'.

The miners of both Clunes and Creswick were again agitated. A
petition was sent by the 'Peoples League' on 17 November 1856 and
several days later MacDonald's paddock was rushed. The two
police at Clunes were unequal to the task of removing the
trespassers and diggers adopted an organised system of sentries
to check movement of the constables from their isolated tent on
Creswick Road. When the police did get close the deliberately
blackened faces of the men evaded recognition. Arsonists lit a
grass fire on the Clunes run and finally, after MacDonald had
requested protection, 15 men vtere arrested on the evening of 8
January 1857. Resident warden James Daly, writing from remote
Ballarat applauded the 'prompt and decisive measures' which had
finally captured the men and advised the Chief Secretary that 'I

of the opinion that at Ieast for the present aII further
trespass on the part of the miners of Clunes will cease'.

am

However, the Chief Secretary was still uneasy about the
situation, and on 20 January 1857 belatedly received the Peoples
League petition'where has this been since the 17th November?'
he thundered, 'It is too late to acknot^rledge it now'- (A more
timid marginal note on his file advises 'Mr Leake is certain thatit did not reach the registry room till after the 17 January'! )
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gaols (and
While the miners languished in Ballarat and Geelong
population,
at.i, petition for clemency was refused) a small
1857'
estimated at 150, remained at Clunes during February - epril
also
was
Men were leaving for other fields, but Charles Kinnear
recruiting members of the clunes co-operative GoId l4ining company'
John Basson Humffray, affronted by the government's handling of
the Eureka uprising, had successfully stood for the Legislative
Assembly seat at North Grant and was now embroiled in the
controversy over rnining on alienated land. His question in the
Houseon2TFebruaryls5Tregardingcompanyminingpromptedyet
more correspondence from the Clunes miners' As their emissary'
HumffrayfeltcompelledtogivetheChiefSecretaryhisopinion. he
e 'gross deception' had been practiced on the miners and
claimed the original sale had been 'a job'. Yet the government'
stillclaimingtheyhadnoPowertoact,refusedtorectifythe
error of alienating such rich auriferous land'
The arrival of Kinnear's party on the ground in early May 1857
further outraged the diggers. Prom outside, the pre-emptive right
boundaries, the .outsidersr sank shafts and tunnelled beneath the
clunes company ground, stealing quartz and undermining equipment.
Kinnear,s men responded by si.nking shafts to meet the marauding
Detailed
diggers and fierce nana fighting alarmed the government.
government
the
kept
had
Amos
and urgent reports by warden Gilbert
fully informed almost hour by hour as the situation worsened.
The diggers assaulted one of Kinnear's men by throwing a heavy
slab of tinber at him, knocking him insensible. The same miners
were also armed ttith a primitive pike made of a piece of
quartering with a metal spike fixed to its head' Only after the
miners had barricaded themselves underground and police

reinforcementsarrivedweretheculpritsarrested.ByllMay
1857 nine men had been detained. lvo days later, the Clunes
an
Company men struck their first gold, thereby commencing
gold
sustained
operation that would result in one of the most
recovery operations ever undertaken in Australia'
Bland asked for a legal injunction to halt the nefarious
activitiesrbuttheGovernmentwasstillinaquandary'Lower any bilt
house members Iike Humffray would have gladly supported
toclarifythesituationyettheconservativeupperhouseblocked
aII efforts at reform. Bland was insensed by the chief
Secretary'sreplytohisrequestanderroneouslyinferredtheplea
to cease operacions until the matter was resolved, as a challenge
to the Royal Charter of the company'
w.G. Morgan (a ringleader of the 'outsiders') and others
petitionedconstantlyregardingtheinjusticeStillperceivedat
Clunes, Yet, apart from minor disturbances in the ensuing two
years, the matter quietened and activity was concentrated on
;Iegitimate' mining- The Port Phitlip Company had been
instrumentalindemonstratingtherichnessofthereefsbothnorth
andsouthofitslease,andevenltorganeventuallyfoundmore company'
profitable actrvity with the rich criterion Gold Mining
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Scientific

and technological progress

at

Clunes

Despite the frantic efforts of the 'outsiders' to gain access to

thereefstheyknewexistedontheprivatelandatClunes,the
earlyminershadlittletoguidethemintheirquestforfurther
auriferous reefs. Like pieces in a complex jigsaw, the
outcroppingsectionsofquartzprovidedthecornersandedgesbut
onlythemerestguidetotheremainingpicture.Afterall,the
jigsaw was three dimensional, and building up a picture of the and
underground reefs was to engage miners, managers' speculators
geotolists alike as each grappled for years with disparate
pieces.Minersunearthedthefactualclues,managers(within
defined boundaries) oversaw this Process of finding clues'and
speculators funded the game, and geologists pontificated
interpreted.Unliketheshallowalluvialleadsoftheearly
of
1850s, the course of which t"as usually traced in a matterfewer
weeks, or even days, the quartz reefs were much deeper'
ntiners worked on the field at any one time (theref-ore trends:ere
predict),
much slower to develop and more difficult to chart or
and
and the imprecise state of knowledge regarding reef mining
changing'
constantly
were
parameters
amalgamation meant the
the
The clunes goldfield was however, instrumental in challenging
Sir.
established views espoused by eminent English geologist,
(
Murchison
1854),
siluria
work
Roderick Murchison. rn his major
stated that auriferous quartz reefs decreased in value with
depth.UniversityofMelbourneProfessorFrederickMccoy
accepted these views as gospel yet A1fred Selwyn' a practicalgeologist,$'astroubled.Mccoyt/'asatheoretician,a'naturalist
the Victorian
who stayed indoors' while under selwyn's leadership

Geologicalsurveyworkedinthefieldandachievedpre-eminence
amongst kindred institutions '

Thecontroversyregardingquartzreefssurfacedatthehighest
included
political level when victorian Governor sir Henry Barkly
Lord
to
1857
conments on the subject in his despatch of october
from
information
Stan1ey. The comments were apParently based on
BlandandSelwyn.Whenthemattert,'asreferredtoMurchisonhe
immediately took offence at the challenge to his views from he
distant coloniars. Reef mining in Victoria was 'improvident'
said,andharkedbacktotheuncivilisedageofseveralcenturres
previous in the South Americas' Naturally the matter could not
restthere.earklyreiteratedSelwyn'sviewandstatedinpart:
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matters at Clunes,
Innovations in organisation and technica].
.H. Bland and the Port PhiIIiP
:ant in scientific circles far
rtions there or the economic
re colony. with the aPPointment
:derick McCoy, JosePh Anderson
ielwyn to form a Mining
was established to harness the
framework
a
1856
May
Commission in
public
benefit. The commission
for
at
Clunes
empirical trials
in the colony. To this
mining
modes
of
the
on
report
was asked to
processes and
mining
of
models
many
end Mccoy commissioned
of the
representation
splendid
and
a
large
techniques, including
works.
Companies
and
Clunes
Port Phillip

credit is due to mining engineer Henry smith for introducing
model maker Carl Nordstrom to t'lccoy. Writing from Bath's Hotel,
Ballarat in JuIy 1857 Smith indicated the willingness of
Nordstrom to make a model of a 'shaft with drives, windlass and
figures in wax, correctly coloured' based on the Ballarat
diggings as previously discussecl trith Mccoy. smith considered
Nordstrom ,very clever; his works convey an exact idea of the
He is a Swede [and] has been digging for 5 years; this
reality.
occupation he still follows [withl the models being executed on
wet days and odd hours'.
Although Smith was dissatisfied with the rePresentation of the

dif f erent strata in this f irst model , t'tccoy was suf f iciently
impressed to commission further work. In January 1859, with
Nordstrom contemplating an end to his life on the diggings, McCoy
asked Smith 'if Nordstrom could make a model of the earth works
etc- of the whole Clunes Flines'. Bland indicated his approval of
the venture (doubtless it would have appealed to the publicist in
him) and Nordstrom estimated the cost of such a model at t1O0also requested models from Nordstrom of 'alluvial work,
shewing a stream with all kinds of washing, cradling and
prospecting going on and dams and other contrivances for
directing and using water and shewing the methods of placing the
puddJ-ing machines in relation to the other portion of the
ground,. ttccoy envisaged three models based on workings in the
BaIIarat district, although when modelled (c.1857-58) Nordstrom
chose the Daisy Hill,/Amherst area for his inspiration, and thus
produced the earliest known representation of diggings in that

McCoy

area

-

l-lcCoy accepted Nordstrom,s quote of ft00 for the Clunes model on
23 August 1858 although a day later the capricious modeller
raised his price Uy fSO. Mcqoy was having trouble finding the
required finances although he requested the model proceed on the
understanding that the Museum may not ultimately purch.ese. t{ith

reports frtrm Bland in October of good progress lvlcCoy found the
extra cash by including the model under a parliamentary vote for
' t'lccoy $'as
'Relief Physical t'lap of the Goldmining Districts' yet
a further
requested
when
Nordstrom
understandably incensed
in light
especially
quot'rtion,
origi;ral
{SO, thereby doubling the
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c

Flodel of the Port Phillip and colonial Gold t'lining Company and
Clunes Quartz Mining Company works, made at Clunes in 1858 by

CarI Nordstrom
IMuseum of Victoria]

of the generous assistance offered by Bland in its execution.
Ho\^rever with laudatory comments from Bland, l{cCoy wrote to the
Chief Secretary requesting the extra money and despite internal
financial bungling the model apparentJ.y reached the newly
established museum at the University early in 1859otto Bobart hras appointed model maker to the Public Museum in
1859 foltowing execution of several successful models during
1857-58 and he was responsible for a number of other models of
mining inventions and innovations first trialled at Clunes.
Meanwhile Nordstrum had returned to England with instructions for
models of European and English works, thus encling his fruitful
association with the victol:ian goldfieldsThe Nordst.r:om mocel of the Port Phil l.ip .rnd clunes companies
works was perhaps the first vision of Clunes throrigh the eyes of
an historian. Although primarily designed as a didactic tooi,
the rnotives of the government surely extended to a cornmemoration
of the mine as an int:egral part of victLl-r.ia's mining history,
even at this early date, perceived to be a remarkable vehicle for
improvement and progress to the colony-

In the same year as mining history was being commemorated by the
remarkable Nordstrom modeI, the f-irst history of Clunes was
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Baflarat Star
published in London. Comprising extracts from the
glowing
account
a
pamphlet
contained
the
1858,
or z ana 8 April
of
supporters
by
l,,as
probably
sponsored
It
of mining in Clunes.
which
from
original
ne$tspaPers
As
the
port
ehillip Company.
the
the extracts htere published had taken a little over ts'o months to
reach London (a period representing only one eighth of the time
elapsed since the initial iease between Bland and the holders of
the Clunes pre-emptive right), it was no surprise than that such
a pamphlet should look to the pastoral period for an introductory
history to 'fiLl up a gap in a not unimportant Part of our short
but eventful colonial historY'The anrriversary of public disclosures of gold by Esmond was also
celebrated loca1ly. on 11 JuIy 1859, a large crowd of Clunes
residents braved damp weather and the choking mud which formed
loca1 roads to attend the newly opened Port PhiIliP Hotel. The
occasion ('Tickets to admit a lady and gentleman, 10s 6d, dancing
to commence at 9 o'clock') was to celebrate the 'anniversary of
the opening of the Clunes Mines'. That a conmunity barely 8 years
otd (in fact considerably less considering that sustained
development at Clunes had oniy commenced in 1855) should
conmemorate such a recent event was indicative of the confidence
which gold discovery had given the new colony.

At a government level, considerable effort was being expended to
find the original discoverer of gold. By the time of the
celebratory dinner, the entreprenerial James Esmond had already
received one thousand pounds for the first discovery of payable
gold, after convincing the first Legislative Council Select
Committee to report on gold discovery of his claim. In fact within
seven years of that memorable dinner at the Port Phillip Hotel, no
fewer than five select committee and Boards of Enquiry had been
appointed to investigate claims for discovery of gold in Victoria.
Historian Ann Moyall has pointed out the contradiction of a
government which handsomely rewarded 'prospectors who stumbled on
their gold' while trimrning budgets for more scientific aeological
surveys. In 1863 Jacob Brache estimated that it would cost 45
to survey the Clunes gold field, fZaO tor Talbot/gack Creek and
f:SO for the 25 square miles around Amherst- Yet this was not
done in the nineteenth century. Even the boundaries of Selwyn's
ambitious 'quarter-sheet' survey of Victoria (in whi.ch sheets of
54 square miles were progressively published from 1856) passed to
the east of clunes. The skill of his talented survey was thus
denied to Clunes and it was left to the Port Phillip Cornpany and
the other private companies to Prepare their own plansMeanwhile the mining commission proceeded with its other tasks.
Jacob Brache was appointed secretary and draftsman which gave the
Prussian born engineer an opportunity to quantify his thoughts on
mining, thoughts based on practical experience at Forest Creek
and Ballarat. He had pioneered attemPts at quartz reef mining
and although abortive, the venture no doubt imbued Brache with a

paternal interest in the exploitation of the quartz reefs at
Clunes. An ardent supporter of innovative mining techniques
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he

disagreed with Mccoy over the potentiar of quartz mining reading
to his disassociation from the commission. rn 1g57 Brache formed
the 'Mining rnstitute of victoria, under vice-regar patronage
and
listing the most eninent scientists, geologists and mining chiefs

amongst

its

membership.

Bland, arthough not a founding member, was elected with charres
Kinnear at the third meeting. At the folrowing meeting, in october
1858' Messrs Davies, Dumaresque, Harvey, Robson and Thompson were
all elected, arl associated with either the port phirrip or
companies- rn fact of the country districts, clunes ranked crunes
with
Bendigo and castlemaine in representation, with onry Barrarat
(having five members) enjoying greater representation. By
contrast Ararat, Anderson,s Creek Iwarrandyte], DunoIIy, ruclvor
IHeathcote], the Ovens IBeechworthl and Tairangower [Maldon] each
onry had a singre representative. The strength of crunes
in
scientific and technicar matters was further acknowredged when
H-A- Thompson had his paper 'The clunes Gordfierd' read in the
presence of the Governor at the inaugurar business meeting of
the
institute

in

tB5g.

This early and prominent rore taken by the mining industry in
crunes continued with strong representation by men of crunes in
technicar books, exhibitions and inventions. irougn smyth drew
strongry on the mines of clunes (especiarly the port.phirrip
company works) in his Goldfierds and Mineral Districts of
Vigtoria ( 1869); .rin.
ni"
edition of
(1875) use
Lunes to convey to an
internationar audience a typical deposition of gord in Austraria.
An accurate scale moder of the port philrip company,s battery
constructed on the site was sent by eland for incrusion
rnternationar Exhibition at London (1g62), and patent andin the
scientific journals consistently reported inventions whose genesis
had been at Clunes (such as lrlundy,s pyrites buddle of 1g64 brhich
did so much to improve the yierds of the port phirrip company).
Rarery did an exhibition of any importance pass without a moder or
dispray of quartz from the crunes mine. Even the port phirrip
Company shareholders benefitted from Bland's penchant for promotion
through lengthy printed annuar reports and even printed copies of
the agreements between the port phirrip company and pastoralists
Lane, whyte and MacDonard, arr printed by R. cray in London.
something of both the experimental scientist and publicist was
demonstrated by Brand's invorvement with wilkinsonrs patent
carcining kiln- A prototype of the kiln had been set up at
Anderson's creek in 1861 and Bland was chairman of a government
appointed committee to enquire into the merits of the invention.
The board's report of April lg6i was satisfied with some aspects
of the trial, but recommended erection of a rarger furnace
capable of calcining five tons of quartz. The matter rapsed
until May the forrowing year when Brand wrote to Government
Geologist selwyn if he might triar wirkinson,s process at the
Port Philrip company works at crunes. His motivation r,ras
comprex, driven by a zear for scientific and technicar curiosity,
5r

publicity and potential financial savings of the Process.
ia.itt"aty he was urged by his colleagues and the final inducement
was knowledge of a |ZSO parliamentary note for 'exPenses of
testing and reporting on new inventions and discoveries relating
to mining'. His request to Sel'rtyn was met with a speedy
recomnendation for fl00 and free rail carriage for 3000 fire
bricks and 1 ton of fire clay on the newly opened railway to
Ballarat. The trial was a subsequent failure and Ieft Wilkinson
testy over alleged irregularities in the trial proceduresHo$rever, Bland's curiosity had been satisfied and after all he
ended up with a large quantity of fire bricks courtesy of the
government. Horatio APpleton's quartz crushing machine was also
trialled at C1unes following a similar grant of f50The Port PhiIIip and Clunes Companies works were equivalent, in

present day standards, to a research institute or university
department of world standing. The commencement of the
exploitation of quartz reefs at Clunes coincided with the
foundation of the university, museum and public library in
Melbourne, all remarkably advanced cultural institutions for such
a young colony. Inventions and innovations from C1unes were
shared, by provision of models in the museum and the access to the
Clunes works, freely given on application, by Bland. How different
was the secretive Bendigo magnate George Lansell. The Port Phillip
works were no closed shop, where greedy entrepreneurs attempted a
monopoly on quartz mining. GoId was plentiful, the comPany had an
excellent, if not strictly legal lease over a large area of
auriferous reefs and the shared intelligence could only aid
further refinements to the process of gold extraction benefiting
the entire mining community and therefore the colony.
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Notes on sources
Mining on alienated land
General inforrnation regarding the legal position of mining on
private land is contained in Serle, The Go1den Aqe, 1963 and
Brough Smyth, The Gold Fields and t'tineral Districts of victoria,
1869. The chapter written by John Atkins, on mining law in
Smyth's work qras especially useful as weII as remarks on pp- l8'l183. The incidents at Anherst during June 1855 are documented in
weekly reports of the Resident Commission (VPRS 1189, unit 102,
llaryborough bundle), and following the proclamation of the 1855
Goldfields Act, the Resident Warden (VPRS 1 189, unit 99). The
rush to Dunne's land is documented in the weekly wardens reports
(vpnS 1189, unit 451) and this includes the written statements by
both Dunne and Taaffe (the spelling comes from signature of
Taaffe). Primary sources for the Clunes rush of September 1855
are from the Arqus 25-27 September 1855, and '16 October 1855.
Governnent material is housed in a report 'Disposal of Auriferous
Land at C1unes' (VPRS 2599, unit 523) which includes the printed
report of the 'Legislative Council Select Conunittee on GoId
llining on Private Land'. Key documents regarding later
disturbances at Clunes are in vPRs 44, unit 13, 56/2605, vPRs
't189, r:nit 482, L57/ 1059; unit 483, B57/4083, 857/3403 and
257/513i unit 468-473 (wardenrs reports).
Nordstrom

for Nordstrom are his actual models. These
are held by the Museum of victoria and those relating to the
study area are a model of alluvial workings at Daisy Hill

The major documents

(c.1857-58) no. 11399 in the 1869 catalogue and no. 11072 in the
current catalogue and the model of the Port Phillip and Clunes
companies works (1858) no. 11401 in the 1869 catalogue.
Correspondence from McCoy to Nordstrum (via Henry Smith of
Ballarat) is contained in the outwards letter book of the Mining
Cornmission and t'luseum, llay 1856 to October 1857 and National
Museum Outwards Letter Book, vol. 1 (1857-61) Other useful
material relating to R. H. Bland and models of items of the Port
Phillip C-ompanyrs works are in vol- 2 (186t-65).
Mining

The mining commission was announced in Victoria C'overnment
Gazette, 6 May 1856, p-783 and the Museum of Victoria hold-s two
boxes of correspondence and documents relating to that commission
in additiorr to the letter book previously mentioned. Oiher models
of Clunes are held by the Museum of Victoria and tlrey are listed
in Mccoy's Descriptive Catalggg- of the Mininq, Met-all"ggfg"L
Geoloqical and Aqricgll"fal uoae.ls in the National Museum
Melbour.'ne, Governmenl- Printer, ( 1859). OnIy the first volrrme
(Part 1, A - Exploration of the Soil) was ever l)ublished although
the rruseum holds the second volume in manuscript form. This
contains descriptions (and in some cases illustrations) of the
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documents
nodels and these are comPlemenLed by a further box ofMining
the
in
material
1855'
and
entitled 'Mining catalogue
of
Conunission miscellaneous papers' For the Mining Institute
VictoriaseeJ.Brache(ed),TransactionsoftheMininq
Institute of Victoria., vol.1, 1857-59, Melbourne 1959, and the
The Transactions of the Roval Societv
@Se.
6-f Vi"totia (and its predecessors) were also checked for ttre
lBSS-reSO. Specific parliamentary papers include
Frf"a
,Geological Survey. A copy of the deposition to Lord Stanley of
the tzirr .ruly 1858 together with the Report of the Geological
Surveyor, Mr. SeJ.wyn of 13 JuIy 1858' (1859-50, I\, A.R.C. Selwyn,
'Reports and progress relative to the Mining and Geological Survey
of Victoria, 1865 ( 1852-63, I, ordered to be printed 24 June 1863)
and 'Mr Wilkinson's Report. Reply to question Fut by Mr J'S'
Johnston 16 May 1861 for a copy of the Report of the Board
appointed to enquire into Mr !{ilkinson's patent for the extraction
of gold from quartz, (1860-51, I, ordered to be printed 25 June
1851). The quotation regarding geological surveys came from Ann
t'lozley t'toyal (ed), Scien-tists in Nineteent@
ryentary Hislg5lr cassell Australia, t'lelbourne, 1976' p'141 '
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CHAPTER SIX

SCAIIDINAVIAN LEAD AIVD TALBOT
Attention was turned from the Back Creek to the Present site of
Talbot with the discovery of the Scandinavian Lead some time
around New Years Day, 1859. As ne\'rs of the discovery, by
prospectors Adolph and Carl Olsen, Carl W. Hallen and Joseptr
BeIi, Ieaked to surrounding fields, eager diggers flocked to

register claims. The Marvborough and Dunollv Advertiser
estimated 000 claims had been marked by mid January arrd on 2'l
January that netrspaper devoted its first classified listing for
merchant,s at the rush, although at this date all were at the old
township on Back Creek FIat. Hawkers with their carts, no doubt,
plied their trade on the actual lead while the Advertiser boasted
'the crowd swells daily with wonderful rapidity'. The shaft of
'1

the originalpospectm was rushed one evening in late January by
a party of four. Their two illicit buckets were 'alive with
gold' and fresh impetus was given to diggers tiring of the
laborious sinking. Unlike many rushes, this new lead was
accessible only after blasting through 30 feet of basalt, the
ancient lava flow of Mount Greenock. Confusion about nomenclature
reigned: the area was referred to as Good Man's HiIl or Back
Creek New Rush. The Advertiser suggested naming the rush after
the original prospector and on 22 Eebruary rePorted the request
'to call the main lead the "scandinavian" as aPPropriate to the
native country of 3 out of 4 of the prosp.ectorsr.
By mid-February a population of 800-1500 was estimated by the
Advertiser and this doubled and trebled in a matter of days. On
15 February the Advertiser corresPondent claimed that 'the
permanent character of the place is now established beyond a
doubt, and an inmense number of stores and tents have been
removed to it' and whiie a week later the editor reported
fornation of a main st.reet.
The rush to the Back Creek has assumed gigantic
proportions; several thousand are already congr:egated
the spot, and every hour of Lhe day fresh bodies oi
miners are poul.'ing in. Stores and ottrer places of
business, as welL as grog strant-ies, are being er: ected by
scores, and in- short all the signs are t:here rvhich
denote a monster rush.

By the start of March the new tnain street had been christerted
Scanrlinaviar, Crescent and despi.te the high prices demanded for
prirne positions, the nunber of businesses had increased from 20
to 100 .in only a week. llany r.rere substant.ial timber or iron
structur:es, altl'tough most htere IitLIe nore than canvas LenLs with
pretentittus facades. The textravagant prices' for sites were
mereiy private de;rls, as most storeke,.'Fers \i{ere iIlegaiIy
occup,ying the lancl . Offic.ial sanction in th<l forr,r of a business
licence was available, but unti}- the appeararrce of tl're Crown
Lands B.riliff in micl April Iittle heed was paid to the regulat.ions.
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Early advertising in the Marvbofruqh and Dunolb- Adver+-iser,
4 March 1859.
The rush to Scandinavian Lead was being compared favor.irably with
'those glorious epochs', the rushes to Maryborough (1854),
Dunolly (1856) and Ararat (1857), and in early March the cry'it
wiLl be as good as Piery Creek' was perhaps the ultimate
accolade. Coaches rushed diggers from distant- Parts, hotels
dispensed liquor at a frantic pace, theatres opened and Back
Creek trecame a regular venue for the marly tou-r:ing ensembles and
circuses who patrcrnised the goldfields.
The initial number of the bi-weekly Amhers_t a1la Be-g!_ql_g_e!
Advertiser appeared on 5 l,larch 1859 although regretably no issues
are known to survive. Howeve::, it found company amongst other
net^rspaper scribes - Foremost among these was the correspondent of
the Marvborough an9 Dunol_l$dv_e-rtis_er, whose lucid and careful
reports form the basis of our present. knorvledge of tire rush Lo
the Scarrdinavian Lead. The Argus was content 'tc report sr.ippets
of other provincial newspap,el: accounts of Back Creek and
generally downplayed Lhe signJ-ficance of the rush. However, .t
leading article on 22 March in the Arqus (ascribed by the
Advertiser to Butier Cole AspinalI, barrister:, wit anci goidfields
Member of the LegisJative Assembly) painted a more favoul:'abie
picture, although deploring the lack of police or resideni: wardenA more orde:rly and -Lr'dustr-ic.,us popuiat jon neve.r
congregated together than this ac the new rush- .At. night
they amuse themselves irnd by day t-hey work. They are not
'dul I boys' and the; iir e rrDt idle ones 56

By the tine of Rspinall's visit (15 March) eight streets had
formed, some like Scandinavian Crescent and Oxford Street were
being metailed, and the population trad swelled Eo 20r000.

Early in March 1859, merchant Robert !{hittle met hundreds of
diggers on the road to Back Creek. The Scandinavian lead was 'a
very lively place' according to Whittle. His own business was
located on the Back Creek FIat near the treasury, but the
conunercial centre which followed the configuration of the lead
was the dirtyest [sicl place I ever saw ... busirress
people shifted into line along the streets, and we found
we by that time had two large theatres - four sets of
negro minstrels - two very big casinos - and no end of
smaller dance houses, and concert rooms. If at any time
business kept me out after dark, I $tas obliged to avoid
the streetst as they would be by then so crowded, as to
make it irnpossible to get a horse through ttrem ... Every
billiard room full to overflowing, with diggers in
moleskins and crimean shirts, covered with pipe clay;
playing at pin-Pool for heaps of money - and I have
here, often seen 5 - 6 horsemen, ride into a bar-room
and take their drinks in the saddle, at the bar.

Institutional

and commercial development:

Apart from commercial enterprises, schools and churches were some
of the earliest institutions to respond to the rush. Generally
lacking the heavy yoke of governmenL bureaucracy, many
denoninations, but especially the non-confornists, were able to
cater for the itinerent population. The Primitive Methodists and
Wesleyans had been rzealously in the field since the beqinning of
the rush'. with typical enterprise, the iatLer denomination
erectecl a portable iron chapel in Oxford Street, in close
proximity to the diggings. Father Fennelly preached in mid-april,
at the Rock of Cashel Hotel (what wouid the 9fesleyans have
thought? ), and a Roman Catholic church hlas soon erected in
Scandanavian Crescent (opposite the present bowling green).
Later, Presby'terians met .rL Siaveley's store while 'The English
Chapel' was constructed on the old main road (Argyle Street).
A temporary post office was oper\ed in the p,'rernises of Robinson
and Co. with future Amherst Borough secrel-ary Isiah Andrervs as
postmaster. On 24 Nlarch the Churcb of England School advertised
for its first pupils. However, the fee of ls 6d per week ltas a
Iikeiy deterrent and a ball was organised at Sault's Daisy Hill
Hote.l a month later ir, aiC of much needed adc'.itions to ttre
existing Natiorral School on Serck Cree,u: FIat.

Although the new ::ush was relativeiy peaceful and the diggers
smali pol.ice
actecl with 'zeaL and indrrstry', the pitlfully
for a police
si-te
The
ies:
than
retluired.
detachment was far
and already
in
l,!ar.ch
week
hras
first
nr:t selected until the
camp
huslranrl
cut her
wife
whose
estrangecl
t:he strocking case of a
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Publ-ic Works Department d::awing for the stabie at Ta1bot Police
Station
IPublic Record office]

throat had, according to the aa"erliser, encouraged 'crimes so
abhorent Isicl that civilised man cannot speak of them; murder,
rnanslaughter, highway robbery under arms and otherwise. Guilt of
every shade and hue is rife'.
The government set apart a 'Police Camp' reserve of approximately
three acres rnuch later in 1859 although the inertia caused by
recent erection of public buildings on the Back Creek FIat
impeded the provision of new buildings to service the diggings.
Accor,rnodation for the police and viardens was grudgingly provided,
although it was not until September 1860 that a contract for a
nelr court house 'las signed. A portable iron lock-up was supplied
by Enoch Chambers of t'lelbourne in mid 1659 although this was not
r:eplaced by tlre present basalt. building until 1863-

Population peaked at an estimated 301000 toward the end of March
March also
1859 and itris was sustained until the end of epril.
saw the er:ection of five banking agencies and substantial
upgrading of comn'.ercial premises. Robinson and Co. added an
elaborate facade to their prefabricated iron store and Wrigley's
Commer.'<:ial Hotel was enlar:gerl several times in a space of !,teeks
to cater for the increasing population. 'Mr Wrigley carr scarcely
extend his prenises; sufiiciently fast Lo nreet 'i.he requiremenls of
his customers.' The Advertiser described the wr-nderful nervs for
relatives at home in a summary penr'ied in mid-I'larch.

our English readers wiII s:carcely cred.it that the
fincl.ing a new golct-fit:Id wculd have the effect of
depopul;rtin9 long-est-ablisheci dist-ricts, and c'f drawing
together rvithin a few weeks c1 population estiliratecl at

301000. Let them fancy this number of persons located
in an area of about nine square miles of rocky sterilelcoking country. Let them fancy this space covered with
an endless number of small tenLs, with heaps of earth
and stone, varying in size from small piles to iarge
nounds, and with Iong irregular streets closely packed
with canvas, wooden and iron buildings of every
conceivable size and shape, and Lhey wili have some idea
of the new gold field at Back Creek ... The Back Creek
rush then is fully as Iarge as the largest yet known in
the colony, and, considering the short time it has been
opened, far larger.
Although ackncwledging that most rlf the diggers ceeme from
llaryborough, Dunolly and other nearby fields, the Advertiser saw
no cause for alarm. on the contrary, it ras uetieG-wnei-ttre
new rush subsided, diggers would return to the nearer fierds, and
besides most businesses at Back Creek were branches of larger.
stores in Duno1Iy and ltaryborough. Hohrever, several genuinely
new enterprises had their grounding on scandinavian Lead. Thomas
DaIe Wrigley of Lancashire apt)eared in Scandinavian Crescent
early in March after an unsFectacular career in baki.ng at
Maryborough, and soon made a fortune at the new rush. His
corrnerciar Hotel was well sited and the presenL building of tg6l
is remarkable evidence of that early prosperity. (Iihen Majorca
was rr:shed in 1863, it was the businesses of Talbot which were
well placed to open new branches. Pr:blican George }Ieriton,
photographer and tobacconist W. Hardegan - today renrembered for
his remarkable suit-e of photograp,hs depicting Majorca in 1866 and timber merchant l{illiam Phelan were all among Taibot
businessmen to establish at Majorca. )
Formation of streets
The streets at Talbot initially
formed separate co:r,munities.
Scandinavian CrescenL- t^,as the first to be formed (22 February)
wtrile Star Street (now Chapnian SE.reet - 0 March), Oxford Street,
Russell Street and several others (possibly Bond Street and
Seafield Street - 15 March), and Ballaarat Street (22 March)
foliowed rapi<ily. Two streets, one of which was Frcrt,ably Canrp
Street, were ntarkec! off on 28 llarr:tr to connect Sca:tdinavian
CrescenL: with Argyle Street (at that date the main Ballarat Maryborough Rcad). Indeed in mid epril the AdverLiser
correspondent sanguinely predicted the corrtinuation of Oxfor:d
Str-eet to the c,ld townslip on Back Cret:k Flat 'would very-nruch
imp.aqr. the locality, and iay t'he fouidatiorrs of a fine Lolrr,
which wculd in time con;iecl with Amtrersl: ' .
Scandinavian Cre:;cerrt was the prime locatiorr for nrercliarnts ar.d
institutiorrs such as the bank agencies, and the post office also
chose this loc.rlit:y- The C,xnercial Hote.i ancl United States
Hetel were foremost arnorrg the public houses .tnC Ltre shrewd
Wric.rley gained patrcnage and p'restige froni Cobb and Comparry's
desir-e to use his hote.i as their: de;:q1 for Back Creek.
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Restaurants as trell as hotels proliferated along Scandinavian
Crescent while timber yards and carp'errlers responsible for the
buildings congregated on Back Creek FIat or along the Eack Creek
ir, Seafiel-d Street.

on 20 April Wrig1ey, with winter approaching, hosted a meeting of
merchants and storekeepers to discuss improvements to the
physical condition of the Crescent. Alexander Fyfe chaired the
gathering, which was given added urgenc)'by an abortive rush of
hundreds of miners the previous rreek which had left the newly
metalled surface of Scandinavian Crescent in ruin. Fyfe
estimated that 20-30,000 had been spent on buildings and the
formation of a 'Street ImprovemenL Committee' was unanirnously
sanctioned in iight of the news that similar committees had
al.ready formed in Ballaarat, Oxford and Bond Streets. On Ehe
same afternoon a meeting of 300 persons in Ballaarat Street:
argreed to conLribute a shilJ.ing per foot of pro;ierty front-age.
While applauding the efforts of the street cor.mittees, the local
Advertiser correspondent hoped for their amalgamation Lo ensure
more economical and satisfactory works.

the local council at this time of need? In Amherst, it
j.t
quietly ignoring Ltre rush and was intent only on
was
seems,
inrproving its own partialiy desert-.ed township. The rush- had come
at;rn inconver:ierrt tinre of year. Rate notices had been served on
11 February 1859, by which date the new ru.sh was only in its
infancy. 750 was sought in April 1859 for erection of a town
halL at Anrherst as weli as 100 for making footFaths in its High
Street, while the needs of the new rush were virtualiy ignored.
It was not until Septenb€:r iB60 that funciing was sought for works
in Scandinavian Crescent and Baliaarat Street, although this only
conprised clearing mud from drains and filling troles with gravel,
or metal in the case of Ballaarat Street.
Where was

Municipal develop'psn gg
The Borough Councii of tunherst watched the new setL.lement .rt Back
Creek with mounuir;c- ani(iet) as cour',cillors Sensed their: polrer
base being erocled. With the develop.lngnt of Scarrdinavian
Cr:escent, the riding councillors decided (having the casting vote
of the chairman) to seize the initiative and meet separately in a
Iocal hotei. J.P. Smith, Mustow and Evans, the three agrieved
Amherst councillors, continue<J to neet at Lire rrew Town iiall at
Amherst.- Fr:ernrjses; were leased at Eack Creek and the rapid
decline c.f An,herst cour'l ed witli the spe'ctacular ri,s;<: of Back
Cree,k to ensr.,rre that ascendar,cy never returned to Amherst - The
council was reunited in 1861 (the Town Clerl< had::ever Ieft
tunher:st! ) and with t.he visit of the Governor, Sir Henry Barkly on
19 October 185 I the nan:e Talbot r.ras adopied iocally, e.1thouol', the
governmer.t refu'ced to rr:rrame th,: nrunici;;al.ity- This was r:ot
r.ectified until 1876 when i-tr€: ar.e,:, h/as rerranre:ci tl-'e gcrotigh ,;f
Talbot (tlespite the Anrher:;t and Clunes Roads Board having beerr
renamed

shire of Talbot in 1965).
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The municipal boundaries as drafted in 1858 also did nothing to
advance the cause of Back Creek. The boundary ran in a straight

line approximately in line with the present alignment of Barkly
Street, and formed a most inappropriate line of demarkation.
Disenfranchised householders and landowners petitioned the governor
in 1861 and the borough boundary hras shifted east to accommodate
their properties, and also the growing suburb of Rocky Plat.
Disenfranchisment in municipal matters was however not the most
pressing matter in the minds of diggers in early 1859. The second
Legislative Assembly elections had generated enormous interest, but
due to a technical error in the drafting of the Reqistration Act
diggers vrere enrolled wherever they happened to be in late 1858.
Thus the large numbers gathered at Back Creek would be unable to
exercise their right to vote. Large public meetings at Back Creek
elected delegates to lobby the colonial government to rectify this
anomaly. Serle acknowledges the decisive efforts by the radical
Back Creek diggers and their 'able and active' delegates in
assisting with postponment of the election to enable new and more
equitable enrolment procedures to be devised.
The German influence
The Germans made an early and lasting impression on Ta1bot. Large
numbers flocked to the Scandinavian Rush and within three months
had established a Deutscher Verin, or German Association. Popular
meeting places were the Teutonic (in Oxford Street) and Hamburg
Coffee House (in Star Street). Charles Shultz, wheelwright,
carpenter, turner and signwriter had premises on the Flat,
opposite Daisy HilI Hotel and his advertisement of 1 1 February
1859 in the t'taryborouqh and DunoIIy Advertiser was the first for a
builder at the Scandinavian rush. Could he have been Carl Justus
Schultz, co-Iessee of the Union GoId Mining Company lease at t'lount
Greenoch in 1864? Germans srere particularly active at the Mount
Greenoch Lead; Frederick George Klein was manager of the Union
Mine ( 1864-78), and Adolph Heinrich Frederich von Pein, Franz
Albrecht and David F.H. Schultz were all associated with its
operation. In May 1859 Malesky, 'this enterprising German',
established one of the early guartz mining batteries on Back Creek
and halved the previous cost (€2 per ton) for crushing, helping
revive interest in local reef mining. Of the merchants, butcher
Anton Bach was a prominent local identity. A German Association
had been formed at Dlaryborough in 1857 and in 1864 the Verins at
Talbot, McCallum's Creek, Majorca and Maryborough combined and by
1869 had 200 financial members (6d per week) -

Mining progress
The depth of sinking on the Scandinavian Lead r.ras generally 15-20
metres, but progress was slowed by a layer of basalt, often 5m
thick or more- Although often decomposed into boulders, blasting
with powder riras necessary and sometimes tragic in its consequences
for the operator. 'The Ballarat miners who throng the lead are too
accustomed to difficulties
to fear anythingr quipped the
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AdvertisercorresPondentinmid-Aprilastheleadbecame
increasinglyrockyattheNorthend.(appropriatelynamedbeen pioneered
Ballaarat Streec). The use of blasting powder had
the
in Ballarat in the mid 1850s as the leads were traced under of
volcanic escarpment of west Ballaarat, and the congregation
such experienced miners of Back Creek was fortuitious for the
use
exploitation of the lead. The lead was also wet and extensive were
of timber slabbing further slowed the work. The small claims
worked by hand windlasses and the basalt rocks, piled with mullock
beside the claims, gave a distinctive visual quality to the new
mining landscape- Lack of trater (the rush peaked in the dry
months of March and April) lead to stockpiling of dirt until more
u/ater was avaifable in the wetter months. Warden Crespigny
refused applications for puddling machines until the rush had
consolidated, to avoid the consequent sludge nuisance. In April
diggers r^rere sunrmoned for polluting the Big water HoIe (the only
reliable supply for domestic purposes) with their auriferous
paydirt. The shafts also yielded a hard conglomerate 'cement" 2m
in thickness, which yielded up to 7oz of gold per ton and
sometimes much higher.
The Scandinavian Lead was traced in a semi-circular configuration
ending at a mullock bank near
'nith the northern end eventually
end
crossed Scandinavian Crescent
Hard HiII, while the southern
joined
the previously worked lead on
above Oxford Street and
A wide branch forked off south of Oxford Street
Goodwoman's HiII.
and headed for Mount Greenock but was soon exhausted. The most
promising extension was Rocky Lead which ran east across the
plains towards McCallum's Creek.
Township survey

Surveyor General C.W. Ligar and District Surveyor W.S Urquhart
visited Back Creek in early May and instructions were issued for
an early survey of the ne\i, streets, not apparently for purposes of
immediate sale but to protect the rights of business Iicence
holders. This survey did not occur until late in 1859 when the new
settlement had sufficiently consolidated to warrant land sales'
The ad hoc development was surveyed by John Templeton yet these
allotments were not sold until 25 and 26 t{lay 1860. Almost all
buildings impinged on the surveyed allotments and new ovtners were
given twelve months to rebuild to conform to the surveyed
boundaries. None of this redevelopment could mask the origins of
the street pattern as an immediate response to the Scandinavian
Rush and the position of the lead. Indeed, when Templeton was
surveying, digging was still goinq on in Ballaarat Street close(asto
the back of the buildings and the northern end of that street
well as the eastern end of oxford Street) were considered of
insufficient permanence to warrant survey-

plan of Town Lots at Back Creek surveyed by John Templeton in
1859 showing the early pattern of develoPment
ICencral PIan Office]
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This early street pattern (especially Ballaarat Street,
Scandinavian Crescent and Oxford Street) $tas a direct response by
miners and businesses to the position of Scandinavian Lead. The
volcanic flow had confined the lead to a narrow horseshoe and
early exploitation of the lead directly influenced the locality
of those first commercial streets. As more areas were worked out,
so more streets and allotments rirere surveyed and thus deveJ_opment
of the township was further influenced by geology and mining.
Shortly after the rush to Scandinavian Lead, the government
surveyor surveyed the Back Creek Flat area. This took the form
of a reguJ-ar grid Iayout with streets named after English
statesmen (Peel, Lyndhurst, Carlyle, Gladstone, etc). Provision
was made for a court house, police buildings, gold office,
warden's office, telegraph office and post office although only
the gold office was ever erected at the site. SaIe of the
allotments was halted by the survey of the Scandinavian Lead and
t,here was little ensuing development.
The typical grid surveys were adopted by the Department of Crown
Lands and Survey to cope with the pressure for land sale caused
by the gold rushes. So great was the need for quick surveys that
in 1851 district surveyor Wilmott (working in Ararat) prepared

two standard subdivision plans for 'Goldfields Townships'. He
intended mining surveyors would be able to use these for laying
out new towns at new rushes and although the two pians were
Iithographed there are no known documented instances of their use.
Back Creek FIat
Development on Back Creek FIat was initially
aided by the
Scandinavian rush, as the area was within sufficient proximity to
benefit commercially from the increase j-n population. The FIat
and Goodwoman's Hill provided rnuch needed space for tents, as did
the locality around Hard HiIl to the north west of the lead.
Storekeeper Robert Whittle marvelled at the scene early in 1859.
'It was a fine sight to take a walk on Sunday to the hills in the
vicinity of the rush; from which one could look down upon an
encampment of 40r000 people, aII under canvas.' Diggers unlucky
to miss out on a claim on the Scandinavian lead reworked old
ground in the neighbourhood and the several new leads that forked
off the main Scandiavian Lead.

However, Back Creek Flat soon languished. In 1860 the rate book
Iisted 48 buildings including quartz mi1ls, brick yards, dairies,

stores, restaurants, a school, cordial manufactury, bakery, butcherts
shop, shoe maker's shop, slaughter yard and only 18 dwellings. In
March 1859 the Wesleyans had opened a chapel at Back Creek
although their energies were no$t concentrated on the population
closer to the di99in9s. The tents quickly disappeared and by 1862
only 40 ratepayers were listed. A small cluster of buildings rrras
located near the Amherst Road which superseeded peel Street in the
1870s as the main thoroughfare to Amherst following construction
of a reliable crossing over Back Creek at the foot of Camp Street.

The earlier settlement at Kangaroo Flat on Back Creek experienced
its own periodic rushes. The area now formed a suburb of Talbot.
A portable iron lOCk up was erected in 1859, and in the same year
moves were made to set aside worked out auriferous ground on the
FIat as a racecourse. A cricket ground for Talbot had been
requested in 1851 on land adjacent to Back Creek, between
Brougham and l{acaulay Streets and a seven acre site was
temporarily reserved in April 1862- Mining enroached onto the
ground shortly after. The Present site was gazetted in December
1862 following urging from the council that 'the r:ricket season
is fast approaching'.

Consolidation at Talbot
Developrnent in the principal streets consolidated, especiitty after
Templeton's survey. Early slab and canvas buildings were replaced
by more substantial timber^and brick structures, esPecially for
commercial premises. Some areas of Talbot, such as the PeriPhery of
Oxford Street declined while other areas developed. No major rushes
occurred in this locality after the Scandinavian rush and thus the
conmercial and residential centre
movement of the institutional,
from Amherst and Back Creek PIat ceased. This ensured that Talbot
became the major town between Clunes, Maryborough, Carisbrook,
Avoca and Lexton. OnIy the rush to Majorca in 1863 provided any

other large settlement in the general area, although this
development was not sustained.

The buildings which remain in Talbot are characteristic of two
critical periods of development. The first was the rebuilding
in the years immediately after the scandinavian Rush and is

represented by many substantial buildings, generally of brick.
tunong the commercial buildings are the Ramsey shop and
residence, Ballaarat Street (c.1850); former Commercial Hotel
(1861); Culley shop and residence (corner Scandinavian Crescent
and Camp Street - '1862) and Elderrs Hotel (corner Camp Street
and Heales Street - 18621. The two major institutional
buildings are the Post office (central section - 1860) and the
Court House (now library - 1860/61) -

Of the residential buildings, only one has been accurately dated
to this early period, that of Horatio Huntly Hoskins. Here the
early timber cottage of 1860 (at the corner of CamP and Heales
Street) remains behind the more substantial brick section of
1869. Many cottages in Ballaarat Street probably date from this
early period.
This rebuilding in Talbot is reflected in the annual valuations
for the Borough of Amherst. Rate revenue had trebled between
1859 and 1860 reflecij.ng the many new buildings still remaining
from the Scandinavian Rush, although a slight decrease in 1861
was followed by a modest rise the following year. This confirms
evidence of the extensive rebuilding process underway in the
newly surveyed townshiP65
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The shop and residence of tinsmith S-w- Ramsay stilL stands
BalLaarat Street, a fine reminder of the period of consolidation

at Talbot in the earlY

1850s

Lack of a reliable public water supply was a major problem for
mining and domestic consumption in the early days of Amherst and
Back creek. Flett records that the main water scheme at Back
Creek \^ras a reservoir, built in 1858 by Stewart and Farnsworth
on stony creek with a head race from t'lccallums creek. The cost
was apparently f10,OOO and began by serving sluicing parties on
Ballarat HiII and Hard HilI. Its usage grerrt, and a charge for
water of 9 per day was made. (The proprietor James Syme stewart
was later owner of Hoskins diminutive residence in Camp Street,
and during his membership of the Legislative Assembly added the
larger brick section.) In February 1860, with a view to
rectifying the poor provision of water for domestic usage, the
Borough of Amherst offered a {40 price for the best essay and
result. Durrng
scheme for a district water supply with little
1860 {1500 was expended by the Victorian Government at Amherst
for the purpose of 'constructing dams and reservoirs' . Some of
this sum was probably directed towards the construction of
Amherst Reservoir. The reservor-r was certainly under construction
by mid'1g61 when a rush to the site followed discovery of a
'Iost' alluvial lead-

'Lost' l_eads of another kind caused flared temperson Rocky FIat
on the evening of 16 october 1860- Earlier that day Jr:dge
Clarke, presiding in the Court of Mines at Back Creek, had ruled

the frontage rules of the Maryborough Mining District i1legal.
The rules were based on a system devised at Ballarat in 1856 to
overcome difficurty encountered in deep sinking under the basalt
cap. The usuaL indications of shallow aIluviaI leads were
disguised once under a lava flow. The frontage system allotted an
unrimited frontage across the lead with praces allotted in order
of registration until its exact course could be accurately
determined, at which time a conventional block claim could be
marked out. At Ballarat initial
opposition to the new rules was
quickly overcome, and the frontage system ushered the way for
smalI capitalists brith steam powered machinery, whilst still
encouraging democratic control of the defined leads. The rules
were soon adopted in other districts, including the Avoca local
court district (which included Back Creek) in June 1857.
As far as loca1 miners were concerned, the frontage system lay
dormant on the statute books until after the Scandinavian Lead
travelled under the basalt across Rocky Flat. By the time of
Judge Clark's ruling, 33 frontage claims had been registered and
three engines were already in operation. The declaration of
illegality prompted miners to make out conventional block claims
on the Rocky Lead against which disgruntled frontage men only had
Iegal recourse, as efforts to shift the block claim men were
futile.
The block claim men had powerful support from local
publican and businessmen, who even staged an amateur performance
at Back Creek's Theatre Roya1 (entitled 'Are the Maryborough
Frontage Rules Legal?' ) in support of a fund to defend the
Supreme Court appeal.
No wonder ihe Rocky Lead was rushed. Under the frontage rules,
each party of 6 was alowed 120' along the lead while a block
claim in wet alluvial sinkings (and the Rocky Lead was very wet)
70 feet square was allowed for each four miners. Assuming a width
of 20 ft., the nehr party could gain access to almost 250 feet

along the lead, already well defined by the laborious sinking of
the frontage claims. Parliament quickly legislated to legalise
the frontage rules of the Maryborough Mining Board and the
continued exploitation of the deep leads under the basalt of
Rocky FIat contributed to a limited measure of stability in
Taibot during the early 1850s.

Consolidation at Talbot

1855-75

The period 1855-75 sarr consolidation of most institutional
buildings and these buildings dominate the town in which most
accompanying commercial and residential development has
disappeared. Along with those buildings of the early tS60s these
institut:-onaI buildings form a critical component of Talbot's
bui It heritage -

As mining and reworking exhausted auriferous areas in the
township, allotments were surveyed and roads formed- Thus Prince
Alfred Street and Barkly Street were set out in the late 1860s,
and Railway Street and the east end of Ballaarat Street in the
ot

earry 1870s. rnstitutionar buirdings of this period included the
porice quarters (1865 and lockup - 1863), sub-treasury (1967),
oddfelrows Harl (behind Town Hall - 1866), presbyterian church
(1864-65) Court House (now Masonic Lodge - lg66), telegraph
office (1866), comrnon school (1869), primitive Methodist church
(1870), Roman Catholic church (1871), Church of England (187j),
fire engine house (1873), railway station (1g74) and prince
Al-fred school ( i875). Most of the new churches crustered in the
vicinity of Camp Street and the government block consolidated to
its present state- This group of buirdings now forms one of the
most significant precincts of any modestly-sized Australian gold
town remaining from the 1960s.
The major commerciar buildings to survive from this period are
the BuIl and Mouth Hotel (1960), London Chartered Bank (.1g66),
Court House Hote1 (19G7), flour mill (.|g59), Bank of Australasia
(1869), Phoenix Hotel (,|964) and Anton Bach's butchers
(Scandinavian Crescent - 1969). These last three were shop
all
rebuirt after a disastrous fire in Scandinavian crescent.
several brick residences, for exampre those of Syme (1g69),
Burdess (Barkly Street - 1969), WiIIox (Bond Street _ tBOg?) and
Dowring (camp Street - rB75) survive, arthough most of the
remaining residences from this period in Tarbot are constructed
of timber.

rn June 1859 the Amherst Reservoir was reased to the Borough of
Amherst for 99 years at lt per annum. The lease ,ras apparently
forfeited in october rg74 and the reservoir was described as
'useless' . It uras at this stage that the council sought to
purchase the TaLbot Reservoir at Evansford which it
did in Jury
1875 for 13500. rn December rg75 the council decided to
tenders for raising the reservoir warr and rsaac Meadows, calr
quotation of {3550 was finarry recommended to the Government for
acceptance- This work was compreted by october 'rg77 and a
contract was ret with Blyth and co. for water pipes to reticulate
Talbot in June 1877. stand pipes in Rrygre street and oxford
street (which stilr survive) were erected by contractor Hawkins
rn october 1878 and reticulation of rarbot was extended gradualry
as the need arose. Both the rairways and gardeners were rarge
consumers. The railway used l2rOOO gallons a day (charge l/A pet
locomotive) and irrigation for gardens consumed 15rooo garrons
during the day and 50,000 garrons at night. Difficulty with the
suppry was caused by the offtake at Mccallum's creek, which had

become defective since the original construction by stewart
Farnsworth- Repairs were undertaken in 1gg2 arthough much and
heartache hras caused by rivar Lexton shire council's decision to
rate the land on which the offtake weir was situated.
(Maryborough arso obtained hrater from Mccarrum's
creek and
constructed their reservoir at Evansford in lggt).

The 5 acre cricket and recreation ground at ralbot had
been
a temporary reservation and in the 1970s councir soughtonly
to
have
the site enrarged. An extra 4 acres were granted in lg74 and a
year rater the totar site was 'procraimed as a pubric
park,,
apparently in order to qualify for the vote for ,improvement of

was cIearIY
Talbot Church of England (1871)- The building
economy caused
local
the
designed to be enlaiged Yet decline in
its intended
after
long
the temPorarY timber vestry to survive
Iifespan.
syme
pubric parks and Gardens' - I-ocar parliamentarian Jamesand
{520
council'
of the
Stewart lobbied strenuously on behalf
a
had
Park
Public
was spent on a perimeter fence' By 1880 the Eo shelter Iarge
'dancing pavilion' and extensive buildings
century'
picnic parties, so popular in the nineteenth
Talbot-Resgsvel; was
Recreational boating and fishing at the
in 1883 the Victorian
also a boon to tn" *i"i"g settlementinand
case of boating
Humane SocLety provided a life buoy
place was the Dulapwhang
accidents. Another favourite wateringAboriginal
occupation of
waterhole, probably weII known since Bet Creek on the old road
the land. Thrs was situated on the Bet
(now StaweII)' The road'
between Amherst and Pleasant Creek
creek at the
apparently used as a stock route ' forded the
Glenmona station and
waterhole, immediately south of Bradshaw's
government for publrc
Dulapwhang was formally reserved by the
recreation -

The rise of Dunach

RenewedinterestindeepleadminingatDunachandMountGreenock
declining reef and
in the 1870s and 80s gave a boost ai a time of
otheralluvialminingalthoughtherewaslittlenewdevelopmentin
buildinq in ihis
Talbot. Fires tere the major impetus to new
in the
period and thrs has left very few early timber buildings
town.
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The rise of Dunach was largely due to the discovery of the deep
alluvial Mount Greenock Lead running roughly north-south under
Mount Greenock. The lava from Mount Gleenock's eruption had
covered ancient streams and solidified to form a thick layer of
basalt whil-e the early alluvial- rushes had come from much more
shal-low leads along the Back Creek and the eroded bed of
McCallum's Creek. At the edge of the lava flow the shallow leads
around Talbot, Back Creek and Amherst converged and continued in
a north easterly direction, becoming deeper and covered by an
increasingly thick Iayer of basalt. Rocky Lead (to the east of
Talbot township) was one of the first to be followed under the
basalt and by 1862 the lead had been traced towards McCaIIum's
Creek. The Sadowa Company commenced operations in August .|862 on
the lead and, although unsuccessful at first, hrere fortuitously
located at the junction of the Rocky and Mount Greenock Leads.
However, the AIl Nations Company had been one of the first to
strike the Mount Greenock Lead. They bottomed their shaft aE 204
feet in 1863 and the pipe clay they recovered yielded a paying
prospecE.

Yet it was the rich ground of the Sadowa mine that proved most
productive. By 1867, folrowing severar company fairures and at a
time when the mine was being worked by tributers, rich pickings
were obtained- The mine proved to be exceedingry rich and during
its existance over 1500 kg of gold hras extracted, making it one of
the top fifty Victorian deep lead mines in terms of gold
production. Puddring machines and sruices were used to separate
the gold from the wash dirt. The deep lead mines were also very
wet, and at sadowa, h/ith sixty men at work in'l 869, almost a harf a
million gallons of water were being pumped a day.
on the southern side of Mount Greenock at the township of Dunach,
the union Gold Mining company \,ras one of the f irst mines. They
acted as cataryst for tracing the southern.progress of the Mount
Greenock read and therefore continued mining development in the
area. The lessees, CarI Justus Schulz and Adolph Heinrich
Friedrich von Pein, had pegged out the twelve acre union craim in
october 1863, and a lease was granted in the following January.
The I'lining surveyor at Amherst estimated that upwards of 300 foot
of sinking through basalt and water would be necessary. A second
and subsequent rease was granted to Frederick George Klein and
others on beharf of the union company arthough by June 1967 the
initiar I3000 capitar had been spent and calls for fresh capital
were made- The mine bottomed on gord at 150 feet in March lg69
and for the next ten years yielded an annuar average of 14oo oz
of gold with a peak of 2916 oz in 1A79. By contrast, the last
years of working (1881-84) yierded an annuar average of onry
four
.l
5 I ounces.
The Mount Greenock area had originarry been surveyed in November
'1857 with large blocks (generarly 50-120
acres) marked out around
the mount. At this early date the main road from Ballarat to
carisbrook ran along Mccarrum's creek to the souEh and east of the
mount while another road fo::ked off, crossed Stony Creek and ran
across the prains to Back creek and Maryborough. when the telegraph
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line from Maryborough to Creswick was installed in 1860, surveyor
Henry Morres chose an alignment south of Mount Greenock slightly
different from the earlier road. This short section of road, which
s!.rept south of t'lount Greenock and crossed McCallum's Creek,
deviated to follow the telegraph and it is this formation that is
still visible south of the present road. This marked the centre of
the to'rrnship of Dunach.
received a boost in 1872 when the Shire of Ta1bot
(reconstituted from the Amherst and Clunes Roads Board in 1865)
decided to erect its Shire Offices at Dunach. Ballarat architect
John Doane provided the design and contractor Isaac Meadows of
Talbot used basalt from a small quarry at the rear of the building
for its construction. A school opened near the Union Mine in t'!ay
1874 following closure of smaller schools at Mount Greenock (on the
north of the nount) and Mount Glasgow. This development south of
Mount Greenock was consolidated in 1A73-75 by survey and
construction of the railway although it was not until seven years
later that a siding was provided to serve Dunach.
The locality

Nichol's Freehold Gold Mining Company drew heavily on the success
of the Union mine ('7000 oz of gold obtained in less that 14
months') and the rich Hoffnung mine, adjoining on the north
('121000 oz from their easterly workings, but even this was not
from the deepest ground'). Marklin and party had recently proved
the Iead was further west than supposed, and it was that party
which had floated the comPany on the public market.
with the peak production of the Union Mine in 1879 a 'wave of
mining speculation rolled over Talbot', according to the Leader.
Companies such as Nichols Freehold were floated and earlier mines,
the Rip Van Winkle, for instance, were refitted. The economy at
Talbot was poised for a rebirth but the boom vras to prove shortlived.
(see chapter twelve).
ttultock heaps of the Mount Greenock Lead form a conspicuous
feature in the landscape at Dunach
.:,:.ir.r;i.

tl

Notes on sources
Scandinavian Lead rush

AII issues of the Marvborouqh and Dunollv Advertiser for the
period 4 January - 6 Mav 1859 have been read and this section is
substantially derived from editorials and regular reports from
the unnamed Back Creek correspondent. Regretably no issues of
the Back Creek and Amherst Advertiser are known to survive, and
the first known i.ssues of the North htestern Chronicle date from
October 1860. Talbot Leader, 16 t'lay 1940 reprints extracts from
Ballarat Miner, 19 August - 15 October 1859. Other specific
references are from Borough of Amherst ratebooks ( 1858-63),
Mining_Surveyors_Reports, I, May'1859, p.9, Maryborough
Advertiser, 20 September 1869; Talbot Leader, 2 April 1880, Robert
whittle's diary (held by the State Library of Victoria, MS 11829'
box 2163/71. Several references come from Osborne and Du Borg,
Maryborouqh, Flett, Marvborough, 1975 and Souvenir Booklet of
Talbot's centenarv, 1952. W. Hardegan, photos of Majorcd, c.'l 866,
are held by the La Trobe Picture Collection, State Library of
Victoria,(H1693,LTA678).Themainp1ansare@
Creek, John Templeton, Assistant Surveyor, 20 December '1859,
Iithographed 28 March 1860, L.49O (Scandinavian Lead), Township of
Talbot on the Back Creek, William S. Mackintosh, Assistant
Surveyor, December 1851, lithographed 17 March 1864, L1189, 2009,
(Talbot), To$rn Lots Back Creek, lithographed 12 April 1860 (BacX
Creek Flat). surveyor WiIImot's plans and related correspondence
are in VPRS 44, unit 4O7, D62/2683. Bernard Barrett's, gl:llg
Frontier, contains background to the system of local government in
Victoria as well as a useful discussion of the Amherst-Back Creek
municipal crisis.
Later mining
Smyth, Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria , 1869,
pp.175-180, North Western Chronicle, in particular 23 October
1860 and 6 December 1860, Local Court Regulations and t'lining
District byelaws in VGG. General background is from Weston Bate,
Luckv Citv, 1978t pp-80-82, Flett, Maryborouqh, 1975, chapter 7.
Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, reserve files have
been used extensively including Rs 5153 (Talbot park) which
includes a plan dated 5 September 1874 which shows a dam,
puddling machines and mine shaft at North West corner of the
reserve, Rs 463 (Talbot Race Course), Rs 917 (Dulapwhang
waterhole) and Rs 1632 (Amherst reservoir). Dulapwhang waterhole
is shown on PIan of country allotments in the Parishes of Yalong
and Lilicur. counties of Talbot and unnamed, L 63, Crown Lands
Office, 2 March 1859. Information on Talbot reservoir is from
Flett, Maryborouqh, 1975, p.68, Borough of Arnherst minutes 1875-

85 (as summarised by Ron Pryor), Talbot Leader, l.l March, 29
Ivlarch 1881. For Amherst reservoir see Borough of Amherst minutes,
8 February 1860, vpRS 957, unit 2, p-251, Flett, Marybolgggh.,
1975, p.74, Borough of Amherst minutes, 2'l October 1874.
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Dunach and Mount Greenock

The major sources for the Mount Greenoch lead are Brough
Smyth's, Goldfields and Mineral Districts of Victoria, 1869,
pp.214-217; Reginald A-F. Murray, Geoloqical Survev: Clunes and
adiacent Goldfields, '17 July 1883 (which is also complemented by
a geological plan Clunes. Mt. Greenock - Talbot GoId Fields
surveyed by Norman Taylor and R.A.F. Murray, 'l 883); Flett, The
Historv of Gold Discoverv in Victoria, 1970; Fahey, The Berry
Deep Leads. An Historical Assessment, Historic Plans Branch,
Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, 1986; Bowen, 'An
analysis of gold production data for Victorian Reef and Deep Lead
Mines' , papers presented at conference on gold deposits in
Victoria, Mines Department, 1974i Joseph Smith, 'PIan of the Young
Sadowa GoId Mining Co.', F.W. Niven, Ballarat, 1869. Surviving
issues of the Talbot Leader were read for the period 1880-81,
1885 and in addition to 'mining intell.igence' contained several
detailed articles on individual companies. Rita and Dick HuII
(descendants of early land selector George HulI) have done
extensive research into the Dunach area and were particularly
generous with their information and ideas, as well as performing
the role of guide on my fieldwork.
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Township of C1unes, surveyed by John Templeton in 1858 and sold
1860-62. Existing development close to the mines was not surveyedin
due to the low-lying nature of the ground

lCentral plan Officel
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONSOLIDATION AT CLUNES
C1unes had achieved considerable growth before the government
surveyed allotments in December 1858 although it titas not until

1860, that the first Iand sales took place. During the intervening
period, the Clunes Commercial CIub had succesfully lobbied for the
creation of a local government for C1unes and aqitation for land
sales increased. Without such sales it was argued, little
permanent investment in buildings and commercial development could
be expected.
Reasons for the delay in land sales are unclear but the sale of

the first eight sections finally took place late in 1860. Section
7 was withdrawn prior to sale by the District Surveyor w.o.
Urquhart 'as a portion of it is leased to a nrining comPany'. Plans
of allotments in sections 9 - 18 (on the $'est side of the creek)
and 19 - 24 (on the east side) were published in 1862 and sale of
this land was augmented by allotments south of Victoria Street in
1864. The area west of Dickson Street and south of Victoria
street was largely taken up by mining operations of the south
clunes company and other smaller operations at this time.

i

John Templeton's survey had deliberately avoided the commercial
area of Lo!,Ier Fraser Street, in the hope that the ad hoc
development of this low lying area $tou}d relocate to the surveyed
Iots on higher ground. Following the sales in 1860 and 1862 this
movement of more substantial businesses and institutions to the
newly surveyed section of Fraser Street took place with the
National Hotel being the earliest such building surviving from
this relocation. J.N. Hassell, suPerintending inspector for the
Central Board of Health, made a preliminary inspection of the town
on 23 November 1860 (only days after the first municipal
elections) and likened the lower end of the main street to a
'minature East Ballaratr. He urged the government to refrain from
any survey in the vicinity, and applauded the decision to refuse
renewal of business licences - However the compromise of issuing
special leases would invariably lead to pressure for sale from
merchants eager to upgrade their premises. HasseII's reports in
succeeding years hrere to dwell on this problem.

Quartz Reef mines
The sanitary problems caused by concentrated activity in such a
Iow lying area r^rere exacerbated by the close proximity of several
Iarge mines which spewed their tailings directly into Creswick's
Creek. The major mines in the vicinity of this colDmercial precinct
were the Criterion Amalgamated workings and the Clunes United CompanyThe Criterion Quartz Gold Mininq Cornpany was formed in April
1858 with twelve shareholders, although three were subsequently
purchased by the company. In 1865 the nine shareholders included
75

WiIIiam G- Morgan (hero of the 'outsiders') and merchant Pattinson
Mark. Cornishman Thomas Angove was the manager with Thomas
consisted of an
Wakefield as secretary. The lease initially
irregular L-shaped area between the Clunes pre-emptive right and
Fraser Street commercial area. By 1862 this was extended to the
west with the boundary along Camp Parade and the entire area hras
held as miner's rights.
The works were compact. Much of their claim rdas covered by the
HilI residentiaL area and a small comrnercial area north of
the river in the vicinity of the Port Phillip Hotel. A 12 head
battery rrras erected by August 1859, although this was replaced
in mid 1a62 by a new 20 head set of square stamps with water
supplied from the creek via a tunnel and pump. The octagonal
chimney shaft was erected at this time at a cost of over tZ TOOO
and the works, 'for solidity and finish Iseem] scarcely possible
to be surpassed'. FoJ.Iowing completion of the new works, a
Iithograph by H- Deutsch was produced, along similar lines to
many such posters executed for Ballarat,mines.
Camp

The mine was very successful considering its comparatively small
area and about 1869 the company amalgamated with the neighbouring
Clunes United Company and was renamed the Criterion Amalgamated
Company.

The Clunes United Company began to erect its machinery in
December 1858 and quartz crushing was first undertaken in April
1859. The first battery had 12 stamps and a 25 horse pohrer

engine fitted

with winding gear operated on the Eastern Reef. In
battery was installed and a new
it was the only cast iron
battery in Clunes. Early gold yields were low but mining
engineer John Usher described the mine as 'a practical good
example of what real legitimate perseverj.ng mining is capable of
effecting'.
The mine yielded over 450 kg gold between 1859 and
c.1869, when it was amalgamated with the Criterion Company.
1862 a new iron framed 12 stamp
stamp house erected and in 1869

Allotments in Camp Parade and Camp Street were surveyed and sold
in 1864. The 1862 directory listed the new camp with Charles
Cholmeley Dowling, Warden & police Magistrate and t4oses Bolger,
Sergeant of Police e Clerk of Courts. Of the twenty five entries
for'Camp HiII Streett, 'l 0 were given as miners and 6 other
occupations connected $rith mining, 5 carpenters and wheelwrights,
3 retairers and mounted constabre corneilius Durack. The llasonic
Lodge at the intersection had been erected in 1864 as had
plasterer John Barwell's residence on the corner of Talbot Road.
AII other lots surveyed in Camp Street were already occupied at
the time of sare and residences such as that on arrotment 4 owned
by miner Peter Pearce had stood there since at least 1860.
However, most of the land on the escarpment of Camp HiII was not
sord until the earry 1870s- A pran of 1872 shows the alrotments
surveyed to accommodate existing residences and early layout of
access paths. This Iayout, a consequence of early mining
techniques and ad hoc residential deveropment is stilr refrected
Ln present land titles cadastral plans.
I6

Pormer lvlasonic Lodge, erected in Camp Street in 1864, now used as

a private residence

Inst j.tutional development

Section 4 housed most of the institutional buildings and wi-tnessed
great activity during the early 1850s. The block comprised an area
of approximately twelve acres bounded by Bailey Street on the
north, Service Street on the east, Templeton Street on the west
and a yet unnamed street on the remaining side. The allotments
along Service Street were aII of a quarter of an acre with the
exception of half acre reserves for the Post and Telegraph Office
and Police Reserve. The remaining lots, all one to two acres were
'proposed reserves' and presumably open for selection by the
appropriate institutions.
The contract for the Post and Telegraph Office was signed in
JuIy 1860 by contractors PIeydeI and Clark of Ballarat- The
design adopted was ident.ical to the new office at Back
Creek and in fact the same sheet of drawings were utilised for
both jobs- The post office reserve was fenced a year later and
telegraph $ras connected early in 1861, making this the fi-rst

public facility

in this precinct

-

The newly proclaimed Borough of Clunes inaugurated the selection
of reserves in December 1861 with their application for a
market place and site for future council chambers - The council
requested allotment 7, part of allotment 4 and the proposed
Police Reserve, assuming that t.his was now rendered surplus by
erection of government buildings in Camp Parade- The Chief
Commissioner of Police raised no objection and the two and a half
acre site was t.emporarily reserved by the Governor in CounciI.
11

An open sided market building tras erected in Service Street on
the reserve originally intended for police use.
The Roman cathoric vicar Generar was next to act. His retter to
the Commissioner of Crohrn Lands and Survey of January 196'l
requested a repry about the proposed two acre site in Bairey street

which had 'been for some time past occupied by a Roman catholic
chaper School-'. However, the government surveyor only marked out a
site of a littre over an acre, although it did contain the existinq
chaper school. This pran of June 1861 also showed another
innovation in the form of a one chain street running behind the

catholic reserve. This street, named Hannah street by 1962,
to service the Roman catholic presbytery
proposed for the southern portion of the Roman catholic reserve.
Roman

was possibry provided

The introduction of Hannah Street also saw the subdivision of those
arrotments in Section 4 west of the municipar reserve. This may
have been a response to demand for residentiar alrotments or
perhaps a measure to enforce some regularity or existing
residential deveropment in this area. The Roman catholic reserve
was finarry approved by Governor in council in Jury 196l and a year
rater the vicar Generar informed the commissioner of crown Lands
and survey that a chapel buirt of wood had been erected at a cost
of f300. This t^ras apparentry in response co a condition of the
temporary reservation and permanent status was thus given to the

Roman

Catholic reserve in Januarv

1g63.

The Presbyterian church was the next denomination to take up rand
in section 4. The foundation stone of the present church was
laid in December 1861 folrowing proposals of a meeting held in
May that year. Previous temporary accommodation had been
utirised in Mccarrum and companyrs store. The presbyterian
reserve took an awkward L-shape with the main block (the
original arlotment 6) facing Alliance street and alrotment 't4
providing access to service street. The church was set back on
the rarger of the two alrotments and a manse in Rlliance Street

erected shortly after the opening of the church. with the
gazettal of the Presbyterian Reserve in 1961, an opportunity was
taken to narrow the originar arrotment and create a right of way
to joi-n Hannah Street with Alliance Street.
hras

The wesleyans originally

worshiped in a smalr chapel in Fraser
street, west of the rater crub Hoter. The move to Service streec
refrected the gro$rth of population in that area and a reduction
of the need to be in crose proximity to the early diggings. The
foundation stone of the present church was raid on New years Day
1854 and the former Fraser street building was moved to an
adjacent site in service street, presumably for use as a sunday
schoor- A smarl parsonage compreted the ensembre and also the
early developrnent of Section 4 in the township of Clunes.

Residential deveropment occupied the remaining arrotments in
section 4. of note was the residence of Rarph Longstaff on the
corner of Bailey Street and Templeton Street (now demolished)
where painter Sir John Longstaff spent his childhoodt6

Service Street was a busy thoroughfare and also sahr some notable
residential development such as the Church of England manse
(42 Service Street - 1863), Scott residence (35 Service Street
corner Bath Street - '1863) and Shrigley residence (31 Service
Street - 1870) - Less pretentious cottages covered the remaining
allotments. Between visits in 1862 and 1863 J.N. HasseLl noticed
that approximately 100 new cottages had been erected, principally
in south and east Clunes. Almost all were small timber houses and
most were extended as individual prosperity improved, especially
in the late 1860s and early 1870s.
By this date most miners were employed in the large quartz mines
although one small but enterprising private company operated a 20
foot diameter overshot brater wheel to treat tailings from the
Victoria Company. The quartz tailings flowed directly from the
company battery and powered the waterwheel. After discharge they
flowed over a series of long wide tyes and at intervals these tyes
were emptied and the tailings treated in a concave buddle (Mundy's
Patent), inclined roasting furnace and Chilean milI. Deposited
tailings were also treated in this way. This mode of obtaining
gold without the need for expensive shafts and machinery hras
matched by other miners, although none with such ingenuity.
The area east of Creswick's Creek and south of the Clunes preemptive right was inc.Luded in the 1858 survey although only Section
1 betr,reen Smeaton Road and Bland Street was sold at the initial
land sale in 1860. This eastern portion of Clunes was connected
with the comrnercial centre as early as 1857 by a bridge, possibly
'Fell's Crossing', although it was not until 1862 that the
Government Bridge gave direct access to Creswick and Smeaton Roads.
In that year the English writer J. A. Patterson described the
descent into the township.

But, if the road to Creswick [from Ballarat] was bad, that
to Clunes was almost inconceivably worse. Just as we
approached its most troublesome part, the rain came down
more thickly, the mist crept closer to the ground, and the
lamps became useless for any other purpose than to make the
fog visible. Down came the off wheeler and the rear wheels
simultaneously in a deep ditch, cut by the roadmen to
'improve' the track, and out stepped a fellow passenger and
myself into the soft mud, to assist the coach to the
perpendicular again, and restore Her Majesty's MaiI to a
condition to travel. It was only the third time that a
similar mischance had occured, almost in the same spot of
the same ditch, within ten days, in spite of the vigilence
and knowledge of the driver!
With the move of the police to Camp HilI in 1859, the old police
Paddock was available for sale. This area hras surveyed in 1863
and the thirty acre 'botanical gardens' were reserved in that
year. Approximat,ely twenty houses were located in the area west
of MacDronald Street (mainly along the creek) and subdiuision of
the former Police Paddock was carefully arranged to enable
existing buildings to remain on individual surveyed aliotments.
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The northbound streets htere named after pastoral occupants Whyte
and MacDonald, while east-west streets were titled Lugg,
Coundon, Hickox and Lathlain after prominent local residents.

North Clunes
An 1853 survey of the North Clunes area showed a cluster of
almost thirty buildings near the present corner of Albert Street
and Pearce's Road and the number of commercial buildings rated
doubled between '1852 and 1864. By 1870 this number had reached
over twenty. 'Fidelis' recalled this as the peak of North
C1unes as a residential centre. This was undoubtedly given a
boost by the success of the Ne$r North Clunes Company which
crushed its first quartz in october 1867 and decrared -a dividend
within one year. Suburban lands (allotments of approximately
harf an acre) were surveyed in Albert street, Downes Street,
Cricket Street and Fraser Street North, although the New North
Clunes Company objected to the gazettal of Albert Street as it
ran through their claim.
The North clunes Quartz Irrining company had commenced working by
August '1859, although the company was wound up in September 1860
after expending over f3000 in an unsuccessful quest for payabre
quartz. The second company, as unsuccessful as the first, wound

Cluster of buildings at North Clunes , 'l 863 , demonstrating the
organic nature of development away from the surveyed sections of
the township
lCentral Plan Officel
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up in December 1862 following expenditure of almost {12,000.
discoverer of payable gold of clunes, riras
James Esmond, initial
involved with the New North Clunes Conpany, and one writer
suggested the lease was recommended by the Local Court partly out
of consideration to Esmond for his part in Victoria's gold
discovery. He was aided by S. Irvin, of the earlier North Clunes
Company, in obtaining an extended area for the leaseThe New North C|unes Company was formed in March 1863 to work a
claim of 1?0 acres. The success of this third venture firned the
commitment of the proprietors and views of the works show the
massive size of the pit gear and battery house, all carefully
arranged on the sloping site to obviate the need for tramways.
The original No. I shaft of the earlier comPany was also
deepened. By the late 1860s it struck payable quartz,
retrospectively endorsing the original decision to test the
arear a move prematurely halted by the Ballarat directors of the
original company. The great success of the New North Clunes
Company, proving the reefs north of the Victoria Company, caused
a rush to the area as far north as Mount Cameron-

Other major guartz reef mines at North Clunes consolidated their
early progress during the 1860s and 70s. In the case of companies
that were floated on the public market, perseverence $tas necessary
in the face of indifference by speculators. In the case of the
favourable market
Victoria Quartz Mining Company, an initially
to
secure immediate
reception in 1859 was dampened by failure
practiCes
many investors
caused
success while unsound management
1862' once the
good
in
returns
to look elsewhere. However, with
erection of a net, 24 head battery had been undertaken, confidence
was restored and shares reached a value of over {ZOOO- A second
shaft (on the Welcome Reef) was sunk late in 1852 and soon served
by substantial plant. The main shaft (on the Eastern Reef) was
served by two boilers and separate winding and pumping engines,
while a portable 12 horse Po!{er Clayton and Shuttleworth steam
An assay house
engine was used on the Welcome Shaft initially.
was erected in 1863 and at a meeting of shareholders in January
that year each share was divided into four, giving a total of 96
shares

-

By 1869, the eastern portion of the Victoria Company's ground
was being worked by a separate comPany to try the deep alluvial
ground. with a depth of about 800 feet, the mine \^tas the deepest
in clunes at this time. Later work by the Victoria company
concentrated on Robinson's Reef. During its existence the mine
yielded almost 2000 kg of gold, making it the fourth richest
mine in Clunes and the 128th richest quartz mine in Victoria.
The Yankee Company was also a comParatively rich mine, especially
given the smal1 area of working, and its total yield amounted to
approximately 1 275 kg of gold. By the early 1860s the inefficient
whim had been replaced by a more sophisticated pithead operation
and the Nettleton view (c.1865) shows the shaft with a substantial
boiler house (partially constructed of dressed basalt) and square
brick chimney. Four years later, when mining surveyor John Usher
8r

visitedtheworks'a20headbatterywasin-operationandtheeight
chirean mill for treating
sharehorders brere said to be erecting a
success of this
pyritous sand. However usher doubted the eventualand
also observed
mil-I without more sophistication in its operation
thattheYankeeCompany'perseveringlydesistsfromsinking
their shaft to below, or even the same depth as their neighbours,
to save the exPense of just work''
The Port Phillip and Colonial GoId Mining Company continued to
be the leading mining establishment at clunes. A new bed of 24
stamps had supplemented the 55 already in operation in 1854 and
buddles for the treatment of pyrites htere also installed in that
year. The buddles, perfected by one of the Port Phillip engineers,
,"r. .n outstanding success and obtained approximately 830 k9 of
gold (at a profit. of over {9OrOO0) during their operation. By
1g72, both sets of stamps had been combined and rehoused in an
enlarged battery building. Gold production peaked in 1867-68
although this was offset by a decline durinq 1870-76. Hohtever,
production soon reached its former magnitude, and in the late
1870s the htorl<s were still providing fine dividends, especially
for the owners of the land who had received almost {140,000 in the
period to 1880. Technical advances during the 1860s and 70s were
constantly being tested in an endeavour to cut costs' The
introduction of Root's Blower (claimed by Bland to be the first
installation in the colony) did much to improve the health of
miners. Even this innovation, which increased ventilation,
achieved considerable reduction in the cost of mining by
Iessening the need for large numbers of winzes (vertical shafts
betlveen different levels ) .
The Cornish at Clunes

'clunes from the 'sixties onwards was a hotbed of cornishmen'
quipped ,Fidelis' in his reminiscences. Trenerry, Treglowen,
Treloar, Tresize, Tremewan, Tregonning, Penalaud, Penburthy,
polglase, Polmear and others were all names encountered at
clunes, and the influence of cornish miners in clunes was indeed
pervasive. The initial migrants may weII have been amongst
those whO sailed with the Port Phillip Company contingent in
1852. By the late 1850s, when mining in clunes was beginning to
expand, it is tikely that most cornish miners on the field had
come from other Victorian diggings, the copPer mines of Kapunda,
Wallaroo, Burra or tvloota in South Australia, or even from the
californian gold rush. The Port PhiIlip and colonial GoId
Mining Company had, in fact, been sponsored by the promotors of
the English and Australian copper company, who had extensive
interests in South Australia, the home of many Cornish migrants.
Engraving of Clunes during the peak of mining in 1859- The shops
in Lower Fraser Street are clearJ-y visible although by this date
the more fashionable end of Fraser street was to the east of
Templeton Street
Austraf ian Ne\^ts , 'l 9 June 1859 ]
I Illustrated
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The Cornish in nineteenth century Australia were virtually
regarded as a seParate ethnic grouping. Cornwall, a sma]I county
at the \^restern tip of England, was largej-y bounded by the
Atlantic coastline. SmalI settlements, rather than large urban
towns, characterised its population in the mid-nineteenth
century. Their Celtic ancestry accounted for an extreme
provincialism although the distance across Cornwall from Lands
End to the Tamar River hras less than the distance from Melbourne
to Clunes. The Cornish miners were used to a rigid hierarchy from
women and boys, through to the tutmen (who worked on excavation),
tributers (who mined the ore for a percentage of the ore mined)
to the mine captain who negotiated with the tributers.
t'lanagement, who ran the mine, rrrere uSuaIJ-y a group of captalists
who took charge of securing rights over the land on which mining
took place. With this in mind, the agreement between the Port
Phillip Company, private land owners and Clunes Company miners
can be viewed as conventional by Cornish standards, although

novel in the Victorian context.

The influence of Cornish mining practices was especially strong
in Victoria, and the Clunes mines reinforce the claim. The use of
stamping mills rather than Chilean or rolling mills to crush the
ore, steam powered beam pumping engines with neatly crafted brick
chimneys, expertly timbered shafts, but especially the deep lead
mining plant on the Madam Berry Lead, east of Clunes all point to
Cornish precedents. Even the names of some mines betray their
Cornish origins (for example the Great Wheal company). The
Clunes Accident Relief Fund started by Charles Harvey was also
based on Cornish precedents. The Cornish were strong adherents of
Methodism and the success of the Bible Christians, Primitive
Methodists and especially the Wesleyans can, in part, be traced
to Cornish religious fervour. Characteristic sPorts, such as
wrestling, were popular amongst the Cornish, and htere a special
feature of many organised picnics.

Rebuilding in Fraser Street
The decay of earlier structures, fires (some perhaps intentional)
and a feverish period of speculative rnining activity (fuelled by
particularly encouraging dividends and new prospects) all
contributed to a remarkable rebuilding of Fraser Street in 185970. The borough ratebooks give telling evidence of this
transformation. Just as the period 1855-58 had seen canvas,
calico and slab disappear in favour of weatherboard and
corrugated iron, so the late '1850s saw timber relinquish its
virtual monopoly in favour of the locally made red,/brown bricks
in the commercial area. In'l 868 Fraser Street tras graced by only
a handful of such brick buildings yet in the next tl^ro years, many
new brick shops were erected. Businesses moved premises
frequently as their proprietors used the mobility to upgrade the
standard of accommodation. The period also saw the waning of
influences for that section of Fraser Street north of Templeton
Street, the so-called 'Iower' end- Allotments in Lower Fraser
Street were either leased or held on business licenses and the

Former National Bank (now State Bank), erected in Clunes during
1871. It stands asa fine examPle of the rebuilding undertaken bY
banking and other institutions

chaotic layout although surveyed in 1866 was not sold until 18'74Floods and fires had also created havoc with earlier building
stock. The fine new banks; union ( 1865), National (1871) and
London Chartered (1871) Ient prestige to the middle section of
Fraser Street, consolidating its role as the main business
centre. The current buildings in Fraser Street then represent
this third layer or rebuilding of Fraser Street, which represents
Clunes at the peak of its prosperity. Few timber shops survive
and this material is now almost exclusively represented in the
residential buil-ding stock.
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The present church of England was erected on its elevated site
1g70 with the earlier timber church relocated as a Sunday School'
The Mechanics' Institute removed to new premises in Templeton
Street in 1874 (and changed its name to Free Library) ' A net" Post
and Telegraph office was erected in 1879 to replace the earlier
in the
building. Other institutional buildings to choose sites (now
Fire
HaII
the
Rechabite
included
Street
vicinity of Service
(now
Church
Methodist
1868)
and
Primitive
Street
Station, Hill
remodelled as Masonic Lodge - 1868) Pub|ic works of this period included the massive Clunes Water
supply scheme, government powder magazine (constructed on a site
overlooking Birch's Creek in 1867) and manure depot in 1872. The
Clunes Water Supply tras in fact one of the major engineering
undertakings in the colony during the 1870s. Funding for the
works (excluding reticulation) had been supplied by the New North
clunes Gold Mining company, then at the peak of its prosperity,
to ensure a regular supply of water for its thi-rsty stamPs'
Peter Lalor, Eureka hero, Member of Parliament and director of
the Net, North Clunes Company was chairman of the undertaking,
and engineer Octavius Langtree tdas commissioned to design the
works. The main works comprised a storage reservoir and weir on
Bullarook creek, an aqueduct 108 chains long leading to a pipe
head reservoir, 15 inch mains for 6 1/8 miles and finally the
reticulated supply to consumers in Clunes. With the exception
of reticulation, works were completed in early 1873. A private
reservoir had also been constructed at Smeaton to supply
Hepburn's MiIl. Storage works cost over €AOOO and by 1875, when
the reticulation had been almost completed an extra ft5,OOO nad
been expended.

Just as the connection of gas in 1852 had provided major
benefits now reticulation brought civilisation closer to Clunes.
Fire plugs were provided to reinforce the primitive fire
fighting services, water mains piped limitless quantities of
t^rater to houses and commercial businesses while the mines
benefitted enormously. The Port PhiIIip Company, acknowledged
leader amongst local mines, had pre-empted the official supply
by erecting a pumping plant on Birch's Creek in 1867' AII
told, the new pipes serviced 170 head of stamps at four quartz
establishments and 14 pudling machines at eight alluvial mines.
This consumed over sixty million litres of water per week and
provided a vast advance on the intermittent supply from
Creswick's Creek. In 1874 the Clunes Borough Council purchased
the r^rorks with the aid of a loan and were charged i"tith the
responsibility of completing the reticulation. This water supply
is still administered by the council The press welcomed the scheme warmly, Yet the waterworks were
fatally flawed. Farms and piggeries located in catchment areas
polluted the open aqueduct. Fords brere provided over the creeks
in the catchment area and one, at Newlyn, v/as provided
especially for watering teams of bullocks. The foul Hepburnts
Lagoon formed part of the water supply and 'it is said to emit
at a certain season a peculiar and powerful stench, observed

even $rhere it reaches Clunes'. After over 'l 20 years the problem
has been addressed by construction of a neh, holding and aeration

reservorr.

The area east of Leslie Street, on the plateau beyond the
escarpment, was only partially developed in the early 1870s
although the erection of a large State School (opened 1875) and
introduction of reticulated water in the 1870s helped consolidate
development. smeaton Road played a major Part in the clunes
tirater scheme as the location of the main pipe to the township.
Health services were inrneasurably aided by the opening of the
hospital in 1871 on its sit,e east of Creswick Road and recreation
rrras also aided by gazettal of a twenty acre reserve at the south
end of MacDonaLd Street in that year. Little mining activity took
place in East Clunes, although in the early 1870s the Great
Eastern Gold Mining company had a Iarge lease in this area.
However, the area was so far from the line of reefs, that the
company achieved little known success.
Commemoration

of

Clunes

The Great Exhibitions, so popular in the Iast half of the nineteenth
century, produced a steady flow of colonial exhibits, and people of
Clunes (and Talbot) were not slow to aPPreciate the prestige
attached to such events. The mining companies in particular took
the opportunity to commemorate the Progress of the town starting
with L,Exposition Universelle, Paris ( 1867) to the Vienna Exhibition
( 1873), PhiladelPtria international Exhibition ( 1876), Universal

B<hibition, paris ( 1878), Calcutta International Exhibition ( 188384) and the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, London ( 1886) as weII as
the more weII known local exhibitions. Samples of gold and quartz
were often sent, particularly by the Port PhiIIip Company, but
historical samples also attracted attention. For instance in 1886
the 'first speck of gold discovered in Victoria by w. campbell's
party in 1849, on the site of the Port Phillip GoId t'line at Clunes'
was exhibited at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition.
coinciding with this display of pride in the history of the young
goldfield were works such as C.F. Nicholls Rise and Proqress of
Ouartz Mininq at Clunes, published by the Ballarat Star in 1869.
T|n" tnet"e of unbounded prosperity was well in evidence. The
catalogue to the Philadelphia International Exhibition pointed
out that clunes was for a time in the 1860s and 70s, the sixth
most populous town in the colony. Pride did not only manifest
itself in geological exhibits. A farmer from coghill's creek
(south of Clunes) sent cheese samples to Vienna in 1873 and
Alfred Turner of Clunes won praise for his sauces and chutney at
the Calcutta International Exhibition of 1885'
Detailed accounts of mining and mining history at Clunes by James
Stevenson(1859),C.F.Nicholls(1869)andJohnUsher(1869-74|'
whilst undoubtedly intended to attract interesi to the locality,
also included considerable historical material. This forms the
corner-stone much of of our knowledge of ear:Iy mining in the town
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Whilst sentimentality always attached to the anniversary of the
discovery of gold, other aspects of Clunes and its history
attracted similar attention. One of the earliest sentimental
outbursts accompanied the demolition of the original Clunes
homestead when the C1unes Guardian and Gazette reported:
In connection with the past, an interesting event occurred
last Thursday, when the old Home Station was 'knocked down'
to Messrs. Nichol and Wallace, to be carted away by the end
of the year, so that shortly aII there was of Clunes before
the discovery of gold, will be obliterated. Perhaps some who
read these Iines may think with regret, not unmixed with
pleasure, of many a pleasant gathering under that hospitable
roof with genial companions, several of whom, including the
kind-hearted host himself, have gone to join that assemblage
'Where the peasant and the King

Side by side lay mouldering.'

What a sad, sad spectacle the old place presented. Heaps of
sand and drift now cover the spot where once flourished the
only garden of which Clunes could boast, and which, for years

after the settlement of the place, contributed the greater
portion of the flowers and evergreens so abundantly displayed
at the numerous tea-fights, for which Mud Creek early became
famous.

Later histories which often took the form of reminiscences.
C1unes was favoured with such publications in 1920, 1927, 1939,
1951 and even the most recent work ( 1984) contained more than the
occasional lapse. Perhaps as a foretaste, the local net^rspaper at
the turn of the century recalled 'the days of old, the days of
gold'. The report continued:

the records of those stirring times are convincing that the
pioneers of Clunes compared most favorably vrith those in any
other part of the State for pluck and enterprise. The town
as it stands today, with its fine thoroughfare and many
splendid buildings, speaks loudly of the ambitious scheme of
those early settlers for its importance and welfare.
The theme of sentimentality was not only demonstrated in literary
works. Sir John Longstaff painted his well known 'Breaking the
News' in 1887 and a Iarge chromolithograph reproduction was
included in the Australasian Sketcher. The painting depicted an
old miner comforting a young wife, as several men stood in the
doorway with a rough stretcher. The poppet legs and chimney in
the background placed the scene in a mining town and the title
alerted the viewer to the tragic tale unfolding- Less well known
is the fact that Longstaff was born in Clunes in 1862, son of a
Iocal timber merchant- As young Longstaff left the district in
1873, the picture was not a direct'impression'but
rather a
sentimental evocation of his childhood memories of the mining
scene. The painting was given added poignancy by a tragic mine
disaster at Creswick five years earlier when many lives were
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lost- Longstaff commented much later 'my picture ...
connected with any mining disaster but depicted one
happenings seen by me as a small boy at Clunes - in
before hospitals or mortuaries - so it is to Clunes
am indebted for the idea'.

was not

of many
the days
alone that I

Such sentimentality lras the product of a very young town. Since
the first settlement in the mid-1850s the population had risen
slowly and in 1873 peaked at just over 6000. The period 1855-60
had marked the origins of an energetic and sustained township,
yet the period after 1860 had also seen some remarkable advances.
The consolidation of the township gave every reason to predict a
bright future. Mines such as the Port Phillip, Clunes, New North
Clunes, Victoria, Yankee, South Clunes and Criterion Amalgamated,
although relatively small in number, vrere successful and
sustained in their operation. It was these mines that formed the
basis of the Clunes economy in the second half of the nineteenth
century and the 1860s and 70s had witnessed their greatest
success. If their buildings and machinery can no longer be seen,
the mine sites are clearly indicated by mullock and ground'"rcrks,
and the remarkable rebuilding of the town's commercial centre is
the clearest indication of their success.
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Notes on sources
The research notes of con weickhardt r^rere indespensible in
compiring this chapter as were photographs and irrustrations in
Shire of Tarbot and clunes collection. Borough of crunes
ratebooks, 1868-72, were used in anarysis and many references are
given in detair in the conservation study. The most significant
refernces regarding mining are James Stevenson, 'Creswick

Division',
lc.F. Nich
Clunes, Ba
and

Bowen

15:

derick I'Ihite,
' clunes , 1902

, 1974, p.16 -

For the Cornish see Jim Faull, The Cornis[ in Ausr!g!!g,
Austrarasian Educa press, Metuom
rs a general
overview aimed at senior secondary students and provides a most
illuminating overview) and phillip J. payton, The Cornish Miner

, Dyllans"ffi

supply is beautifulty
ilrustrated in 'Drawings and Description of the works of the
Clunes water Supplyr, a compilation of photographs and
biographicar drawings presented by octavius Langtree to the
surveyor Generar of New south 9,rares. The arbum assembred
for
exhibition at rhe l976 philaderphia Exhibition at the request
of
rhe victorian Government and now held by Mitcherr Library
(MLxx49). Critical comments come from the Annual Report
of the
central Board of Hearth. The 'Report by orGesswerr
on the
sanitary condition and sanitary Administration of the Borough of
cluygsr, vPp, r89r. References to Exhibitions and
at crunes come from crunes Guardian and Gazette, 7sentimentirity
November 1g72,

p.3,

undated
shire of Ta1bot
",ttting
and crunes, Jane
crark and Bridget whiteraw, Golden sununers:
t-lei9elPgrq and Bevond, International Cuttrr"tElZEffi
Australia, 1985 , pp.20, 46-47; painting in collection of Art
Garlery of western Australia, John Longstaff to Mr whi.teraw,
o-d-, retter herd by wilriam Barkerr Memoriar Arts
Historicar
centre, crunes, arr exhibition catarogues are herd and
by the state

Library of Victoria.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE AND BOUNDARIES
One of the most obscure problems of social science that
await solut.ion, is why can private individuals and public
companies always enter into, and carry out, an undertaking
in a quarter, nay, a tenth part of the time, that it takes
to overcome the inertia of the ruling po$rers. The short
space of two months has afforded the merchants, traders, and
miners of the colony sufficient time to change the solitary
bush of Back Creek into an extensive city ... Streets formed
and macadamised; substantial buildings devoted to extensive
businesses; handsome shops, and tenements of every

description put to every conceivable purpose; places of
amusement as numerous and as varied as in Melbourne; and
last, but not least, a busy and bustling population
thronging the thoroughfares from morning to night, all
attest the presence and the power of the stream of humanity
seething and foaming in a newly found channel of industry.
But there is one feature wanting in the scene. Every
interest in the colony is represented save that of the

Government.

While the editor of the Marvborouqh and DunoIIv Advertiser seethed
with righteous indignation in 1859 about the inability of the
government to respond to the gold rushes, the departmental heads.
in !4elbourne and district officials were quietly continuing the
process of imposing a burgeoning bureaucratic imprint across the
countryside. This process, especially the imposition of boundaries
and division of loca1 land into discrete areas had in fact
commenced with the separation of Victoria from the Colony of New
South !{ales.

Frior to separation in 1851, local pastoral runs had been located
within the Port Phillip district of New south wales, with a small
government presence at Melbourne supplementing the main
bureaucracy in Sydney. Apart from the settled areas of Melbourne,
Geelong and other provincial centres, no land had been sold in
country Victoria and its subsequent alienation was to provide a
revenue base for the colony fot a considerable period.
Administration of land was the paramount concern within the
pastoral area of Port Phillip both before and after separation,
and the runs of Clunes, Dunach Forest and Glenmona hrere
administered by a Crown Land Commission. For this purpose the
colony was divided into districts, and, locally, the pastoral runs
feII within the Western Port district.
with separation came the need to impose boundaries to facilitate
the administration of government. Land, already the major
priority, sras soon joined by matters of electoral and legal
concern. The coincidence of gold discovery with colonial
separation exacerbated such administrative tasks.
9r

The early gold discoveries had created many problems for the
Commissioner of Crown Lands. The minerS rrrere trespassing on
Crown Land, and hence fell within the jurisdiction of the
Commissioner. Yet police were required to enforce the early
goldfield regulations and matters such as sly grog. Tensions
arose because the miner's thirty shilling monthly licence fee was
a ludicrously large sum given the expected rewards. Presumably,
it was intended to serve as a deterrent rather than as a licence
fee having a realistic basis. Squatters were able to obtain a
yearly lease over thousands of acres for a comparable sum. At
Clunes, the difficulty of extracting gold from the quartz reefs
combined with news of the fabulous alluvial gold discoveries at
Ballarat, and elsewhere, to drew miners away before discontent
and conflict arose.
The creation of a quasi-military Goldfields Conunission in
response to the gold discoveries created a situation of virtual
martial law on the early goldfields. This ritas exacerbated by the

fierce independence of the police force. On smaller fields one
officer occasionally fulfilIed a conbination of roles - Goldfields
Conunissioner, Magistrate and Police Inspector - Providing a
confusing mix of legal, judicial and supervisory Powers which
added to tension between government and miners.
Police districts
Police arrived at Clunes in 185'l to check early activity on the
reefs, and slightly later more police were despatched to control
the increasing numbers arriving at Daisy Hill and Amherst. By
this date the local Police District was centered at Carisbrook,
and ran almost as far south as Clunes. Carisbrook was a small
township strategically situated at the junction of Deep Creek and
catered to the pastoral
t'lcCallumrs Creek and had initially
community. with the discovery of gold in the district the
township greer, but as the goldfields of Maryborough, Avoca,
Amherst, Talbot, Dunolly and Maldon consolidated, the importance
of Carisbrook declined. Although the Carisbrook Police District,
as finally defined in 1857 Iargely used watercourses for
boundaries, the southern side (a straight line of 70 km extending
west from rMount Franklyn' to the Avoca River) arbitrarily passed
to the north of Clunes. This contributed Iittle to the effective
administration of the law, and added greatly to bureaucratic
Ietter writing and disputed responsibility in that town.
Political

boundaries

Political representation hras a vexed issue on the goldfields and
the first parJ.iaments were notoriously biased against the
for electoral purposes the colony
interests of miners. Initially,
was divided into several counties. The County of Talbot was
defined by an act of parliament published in 1851. The creat
Dividing Range forned the southern boundary with all other
boundaries following rivers and creeks. whilst hratercourses were
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comparatively easy to define, especially in wet seasons, the line
of the creat Dividing Range was quite flat in the vicinity of
Glendaruel and Ascot, defying accurate survey for many years.

Victoria's first legislature contained only a single house (the
Legislative Council), arrd at the first election in 1851 John
Pascoe Fawkner was returned as member representing the Counties
of TaLbot, Dalhousie and Anglesey: a large tract of land
extending from Mount Cole to Goulburn River. Not that this size
mattered greatly, as only a few were franchised to vote including
those gentlemen over 21 who possessed freehold Property worth
f,too, leasehold estate valued at f10 or a depasture license).
with the introduction in 1855 of a bicameral or two house system
of government, the Legislative Council was supplemented by the
Legislative Assembly. This was introduced as a result of popular
agitation for a fairer system of parliamentary representation, in
particular the call for members to represent the growing and
numerically sigificant goldfields towns. The Legislative Council
province of North western took in the counties of Talbot,
Dalhousie and Pastoral Districts of Loddon and Winmera, while the
new Legislative Assembly electoral district was smaller in size
and comprised only the County of Talbot (with the exclusion of
the Castlemaine Borough). Polling for the Legislative Council
within the Daisy HilI division was at Avoca while for the lower
house (Legislative Assembly) polling places were Amherst and
Lexton. In both instances, Clunes voters lvere required to poll
at Creswick.
Survey districts

Ballarat
survey districts also separated crunes and Amherst,
at Taradale
controlling survey activity at Clunes, and the office"tith
(and later Sandhurst) overseeing Amherst and Back Creek. The Bet
Bet Creek formed a western boundary for the Taradale district
with Bung Bong (which stradled the creek) included with
the more highly populated eastern townships rather than the newer
township of Avoca.
Local Courts
In 1854, when boundaries for courts were being drawn up,
Carisbrook was again chosen as the major centre for the district.
The new jurisdictions (county court and general sessions) in the
Carisbrook district used the Great Dividing Range as the southern
boundary, although with little thought to any subsequent
development at Clunes, another boundary ran along the 'Deep
Creek' or Creswick's Creek bisecting the future township site.
By 1855 when a third jurisdiction (the circuit court) was
introduced, the boundaries ran along McCallum's (or l'lount
Greenock) Creek and the range between Joyce's Creek and Bullarook
Creek. Clunes was thereby included in the Ballaarat circuit court
district and Amherst within the Castlemaine circuit court district
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A1I boundaries discussed thus far were ones imposed by a central
government, for official purposes and taking little account of
local conditions, apart from some rudimentary topographical
features. With the introduction of electoral districts and
divisions for the Legislative Assembly in 1855, came an
acknowledgment that local communities needed convenient
boundaries in order to fulfil basic functions such as their right
of franchise in elections - I,lore important than the electoral
districts for most people i.n Amherst and Clunes was the
introduction in mid-1855 of the Local Court system. Above all, it
was these Local Court boundaries that needed to suit the mining
population if implementation of the system was to be effective.
The Local Court system was enshrined in the Goldfields Amendinq
Act (proclaimed in June 1855) which introduced a system of five
Local Court districts for the colony. These \^tere soon suMivided
to take account of ne$r gold discoveries and local agitation for
autonomy. Amherst was included within the Avoca Iocal court
district and resident warden William Templeton arrived in JuIy to
take control from Alexander Smith, the former resident gold
commissioner. At that date Maryborough had only been mined for a
lit.tle over a year and the dominance of Avoca (and later DunoIIy)
was a cause of much local political brawling, reaching a climax
with the question of a site for the gaol in 1858. Anherst (in
1855 a thriving locality with a population of approximately
4500 ) had a sub warden to serve local diggings extending as far
afield as Adelaide Lead, Kangaroo FIat, Cockatoo GuIIy and Back
Creek.

By contrast, Clunes in 1855 was a tiny settlement, especially
with the bustling alluvial field of Creswick. This
minor role in government affai.rs was to haunt the town for many
years. Clunes was initially within the BaIlaarat Local Court
District, although the Creswick locality (including Clunes) was
given autonomy in February 1856.
when compared

Rationalisation of the Local Court system occured in January 1858
with proclamation of a further Goldfields Amendinq Act.
Responding to dissatisfaction with the existing system, the new
Each district was split into
Act created six Mining Districts.
divisions to reflect geographical distribution of the local
mining centres and a mining board of 10 members was elected
Iocally. Thus Amherst was included in the Maryborough Mining
The
District and Clunes in the Ballaarat ['tining DistrictAmherst division was represented by a member of its own, while
Clunes was only part of the Creswick Division, and lvithout
individual representation. Although Clunes was rapidly achieving
fame as a quartz mining field, its population hras small, and only
steadily growing unlike the large aIluvial gold mining towns.
Hence, its comparative significance was realised not by
government representation, or recognition, but by the individual
efforts of local mining entrepreneurs. With t.he rise of
Maryborough and the comparative decline of Amherst around 1858,
much to the consternation of the Amherst mining populace,. both
areas were amalgamated. However with the spectacular growth in
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population occasioned by discovery of the Scandinavian Lead, the
Amherst board member ttas lat,er reinstated.
The diggers along the McCaIIum's Creek were the real losers in
the imposition of government boundaries. East of l.'lcCall,.im's (or
Mount Greenock) Creek was the Castlemaine (and slightly Iater,
Theoretically, a miner on one
Hepburn) Iocal court district.
side of the creek had to observe rules imposed by a court at
Castlemaine, and on the other side, at Avoca. The confusion was
such that during a rush to McCaIIum's Creek in November '1857 the
resident warden of the Ballaarat District included the area in
his report! The awkward framing of the boundaries in this
vicinity was amended with the introduction of mining districts at
the start of 1858, when the area was included in the Amherst
division of the Maryborough Mining District.

LocaI government boundaries
boundaries, imposed by the central government, h,ere
increasingly supplemented from the mid-1850s by official
boundaries created by a local process. From the acknowledgement
of local factors in local court districts came the much more
explicit local boundaries created by municipal development.
Such official

local government boundary to influence Clunes was
As defined in October 1856 the
the Ballarat Road District.
Ballaarat Road District took in most of the Iand as far north as
Spring HiIl. Its northern boundary defined a line still in use
today as the southern boundary of the Shire of Ta1bot and Clunes.
The Cres$rick Road District took in land north of the Ba1laarat
Road District, although the general development of this local
government area, touching as it does on the history of Clunes, is
included in chapter four.
The earliest

Urban municipal areas ltere organised into Boroughs and both
Maryborough and Carisbrook were granted municipal status in 1857.
These were followed by Creswick, Amherst and Dunolly ( 1858),
Avoca (1859) and Clunes (1860). Such local government areas could
only be created in response to local Pressure. Accordingly they
more accurately reflected geographical distribution of loca1
communities and their spheres of interest than the imposed
boundaries of central government for matters of general colonial
concern -

The urban areas of C1unes and Amherst,/Talbot were quite separate
in such municipal matters until as late as 1965. The rural areas
were united as the Amherst and Clunes Road Board in 1860 and

renarned the Shire of Talbot five years later. This took in aII
the local rural land and roughly corresponded with the boundaries
of the present Shire of Talbot and Clunes-

But this rural shire was the exception. Clunes was strongly
aLlied to Creswick in both municipal development and as part of
the Creswick Local Court District; two matters which affected the
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riverihood of the majority of residents in clunes. Amherst on the
other hand was cl-oser to Maryborough, and to a resser extent
Avoca and carisbrook. rn mining matters it was a separate
subdivision werl before crunes received such acknowledgment. The
administration headquarters of Avoca, and after 1g5g, Maryborough
ensured conduct of official business in the opposite direction
crunes- The presence of a heavily forested area between clunes to
and Amherst had meant that the main Barlarat road ran directly
across the pJ-ains to Amherst via Ascot- rt was not until
the Back Creek rush that a more direct route was properJ_y after

surveyed and formed.

The impact of naturar features, government boundaries
and rocal
communities on the spatial division of r.and was
compremented by
many unofficial boundaries- These included areas
covered by
rocal neh'spapers, crubs and societies and the rinear
boundaries
formed by roads, telegraph and railways_
Newspapers
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Ner"rspapers most accuratery reflected rocal
of
population and more general factors such asconcentrations
transport, routes and
naturar features. The earriest local ner^rspaper, apart from those

al
of
of Freedom also had a short
elections in August 1959. These
papers gave rittle coverage to mines in crunes, arthough
from rg5g
its residents courd purchase the creswick Advertiser, which
included the subtitle
indicate its superior
concentrated heavily on the smeaton and BuI1arook district
rather
than parts further north- Little coverage was given by
the
newspapers to Tarbot or Amherst and when editoriar
comment was
forthcoming it \.ras generarry negative in tone. Arthough
Creswick paper had an active Clunes correspondent (and the
in the
early 1860s was cal_led the
Clunes
did not have a paper of its
cement
of the Clunes Gazette.
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Notes on sources
The major source for government boundaries comes from gazettal

notices in Victoria C'overnment Gazette. AII issues in the period
1855-60 have been examined and this also yielded much information
on the Local court system (1855-58) and court of I'tines (1858+)The qualifications for voting were detailed in An Act for better
qovernment of Her Maiestvrs Australian Colonies, published in,VGG,
county of Talbot was defined by 14 victoria
1, w
(assented
2 May 1851), An Act to provide for the division of
47
in vGG 1, 9
the colonv of Victoria into electoral districts...
(1978)
Serle's
gateG
and
Geoffrey
Lucky Citv
J"Iy' 1851. W"rton
aspects of
all
of
(
discussions
The C,olden Aqe 19G3) coniain useful
by
caused
upheaval
So"ern*e"t fnfrastructure and the consequent
antagonism
early
the gold rushes. Bate,s discussion of the
between the Crown Land Commission and Police is Particularly
illuminating. Information on newspaper titles has come from the
National Library of Australia's Union List, supplemented by
reading of copies at the State Library of Victoria, Shire of
Talbot and Clunes and the WiIIiam BarkeII Memorial Arts and
Historical Society at Clunes. The elusive Standard of Freedom is
mentioned by the reporter of the equally elusive Ballarat I'liner,
himself quoted in Talbot Leader, 13 May 1940-
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CHAPTER NINE

INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMT'NT
Institutionat buildings, in particular churches, currently form
primary visual elements in both Clunes and Talbot- Despite their
strong presence, it is the unfinished nature of many of the
buildings, particularly at Clunes, that speaks powerfully of the
confidence of the first generation of miners and residents. In
such transient townships the growth of permanent buildings,
especially churches, however smalI and unpretentious, was hailed
again and again in the colonial press as a sign of increasing
prosperity, permanence, social order and the imposition of man's
will upon the environment. Phrases like 'permanent structure',
'ornament to the town' and 'imposing appearance' (even for the
sparest of brick and stuccoed churches) registered an emotional
impact as weII as referring to physical structures.
To understand the place of major buildings in the complex overlay
of loca1 history it is necessary to know both the chronological
facts regarding construction and aLso the motives and philosophies
represented by the different organisations and religious
denominations responsible for their construction. This chaPter
examines churches, schools, mechanics' institutes (and their
Iater manifestation, the free Iibrary), and finally institutions
associated with health and welfare -

Religious denominations and their background
ReIigion, as already suggested, had a sPecial role to PIay,
particularly in an urban working-class community such as this
was. Furthermore, that religious perspective t^tas more reflective
of imported nonconformist traditions than the more establishe
denominations. The great aqe of growth in religious Nonconformity
was the Iast part of-the eighteenth century and the first half of
the nineteenth century. Toward the end of the eighteenth
century, the Established church in England had become totally
irrelevant to the ne\^t artisan classes sustained by the Industrial
Revolution. It was aristocratic in sympathy and was dogged by
absenteeism. The census of 1851 disclosed that more
Nonconformists were attending church regularly in England than
Anglicans. It was also found that the onJ-y group which was
successful with the working classes lrras the !4ethodists. This
census also marked the full realisation by the Anglican church
that something must be done to win back the faithful - A reform
movement was initiated within the church- This led to a growth of
Anglicanism and almost to the eclipse of Nonconformit.y in the
early twentieth century. However, decline in Nonconformity was
due not only to the reform of Anglicanism.
By .l 85'l the Methodist, Presbyterian and Congregational
denominations in England had virtually become establishments in
their own right. Until the mid-nineteenth century they had been
This sect-ion on churches and religion was written by Chris

Wood

content to worship in small barn-Iike buildings of the same, or
even less, pretension than the Protestant churches of Clunes,
Talbot and Amherst. Their growth in power, and the fact that
their congregations were predominantly middle class, led to the
desire for a more permanent 'churchy' form of architeciure. It
was at that point when Nonconformity realised its apogee in
Britain and her colonies. Lrge churches Iike the Clunes Wesleyan
The next century was to see the decline
Church were being builtof Nonconfornity and the emptying of many of these churches.
The decline of Evangelicalism came in part from the questioning of
its roots, Biblical truth. The theories of Darwin and other
natural scientists led to scepticism about the absolute and Iiteral

truth of the Bible. It also came from the demands placed upon
fellowships by the Protestant code. The core of people worshipping
in a Nonconformist church was made up of a fellowship of believers
not of those witnessing the miracle of the Eucharist. whereas in
the Roman Catholic and Anglican denominations, church life could
perpetuate itself through the weekly perfornance of the Eucharist,
Nonconformity demanded an extraordinarily strong comnittment to
Church meetings, class meetings (amongst the Methodists), bible
study classes, and prayer meetings. Functions in aid of 'the
building fund'were also a Iarge consumer of time and energy.
With the onset of the Iate nineteenth and the twentieth
centuries, this intense church life suffered through competition
from the demands of work, and especially the pleasures of
recreation. For example, the growth of the weekend as a time of
recreation, along with the development of cheaper travel, enabled
people to remove geographically thenseLves from proximity to
their church life on SundaYs.
Scepticism about biblical truth and competit.ion from alternative
forms of activity led men, in particular, to reject that vital,
engrossing connection required of fellowship. It was easier to
go to an Anglican church once a week to receive salvation through
the Sacraments than it was to commit hours each week to meetings
and classes.
The Anglican and Roman Catholic denominations gained continuity
and perserverance from their central hierarchj.es and
administrations. There was a poot of men and money in a central

organisation which could perpetuate parishes irrespective of
rises and falls in the local populations. Indeed, R-H- Bland was
instructed to assist the Church of England cause, even to the
extent of providing financial assistance from the Port Phillip
Company coffers. Nonconformists relied on a central bureacracy to
a far lesser extent- In the worst position of aII were small
denominations like the Baptists who excluded those who did not
believe in adult baptism, and the Congregationalists whose'policy
allowed associations between churches but no central hierarchy.
Protestant churches were founded localIy by Evangelicals coming
together to create a more permanent community- Such churches
were unable to be initiated by a central, wealthy hierarchy and
it can be imagined therefore that in towns like Amherst and Talbot,
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which owed their existence in the 1850s to the vagaries of the
gold rushes, it was extremely difficult to establish fellowships
and permanent churches-

By far the most successful denomination locally were the
Methodists. They had a large population base to work from
including many Cornish miners (especially at Clunes) - They were
also less intellectual in their attitude to preaching than
Presbyterians and Congregationalists. Wesleyan t"lethodists used
Iay preachers to develop communities which would then support a
minister- Because Evangelicals did not differ markedly in their
basic creed, Methodists attracted Presbyterians and Congregationalists
who might otherwise found and support their own churches. The
Presbyterians were, on the other hand, dogged by schisms within
the denomination whilst the Congregationalists had too small a
population base, and not enough preachers to develop any
fellowships locally. These factors, above aI1, accounted for the
great size of the Wesleyan church in C1unes compared to those of
the other Nonconformists. This church tras extended when even the
Anglicans and Roman Catholics were bricking up the openings which
led to unbuilt chancels and transepts.

Little is known of local Chinese religious activities.
Weickhardt records the existance of a Joss House on Station Flat
at Clunes. The Talbot Wesleyan Church held a Chinese Baptisimal
Service for several converts in 1881. As weII, little that is
permanent has survived from the influx of Jewish immigrants who
were most prominent as storekeepers at Ta1bot.
Church buildings
The chronological sequence of the building of the various
churches is discussed elsewhere in this history under chapters
dealing with growth of towns and settlements. But the progression
of church buildings must be fused with knowledge of the
denominations to analyse the different categories of local church
buildings. These ranged from simple barn-like structures to much
more sophisticated designs incorporating'ecclesiological'
detailing drawn from medieval English parish churches-

Simple wooden barn-Iike structures could be identified as
churches by the addition of Gothic or 'ecclesiatical' detailing These were typically constructed of timber, canvas or iron, and
transcended denominational boundaries- The best remaining example
of this class is St Paul's Church of England (erected in Fraser
Street, 1859-60 and relocated to Templeton Street in 1859).
Other examples (now demolished) included the first churches at
Clunes of the !,Iesleyans, Roman Catholics and Church of EngIand,
and the prefabricated iron chapels of the Wesleyans at Back Creek
( 1859) - These buildings typified the first generation of
churches in a mining town- Cheap and easy to erect, they were
soon rebuilt, or given the subordinate role of Sunday School when
more more permanent structures \rere erectedr00

This former Church of England building at Clunes (erected in
Fraser Street in 1859-60 and relocated in 1869) is one of the
finest examples in Victoria of an early timber church
Also simpre and barn-rike were the permanent, second generation
churches of the Nonconformists - They were not grand churches Their unimposing appearance spoke of the unsuccessful attempts,
particularly of the Presbyterians, to build larger, more
permanent communities in mining towns. Such buiJ_dings were
distinguished from the first category of church building by
sJ-ightly more elaborate, but nonetheless still spare,
eccresiasticar features (such as the use of orgival windows and
detaiLs such as pinnacles and crockets attached to facades). This
arso distinguished them from similar shaped secular structures
such as barns and halls- These churches had thej-r genesis in the
Commissioners Churches of England and paralleled many of the
Nonconformist churches in Cornwall and ersewhere i-n provj-nciar
England- LocaI examples which remain include St Andrew's
Presbyterian church, crunes (c- 1862), Primitive Irlethodist church,
Clunes (c.1868, converted to Masonic Lodge, i9O8), Wesleyan
(c.1862) and Presbyterian churches, Talbot (c- 1864). Two
buirdings at Amherst now demorished, the g'Jesl-eyan church and the
Presbyterian common school also exemprified this crass of church.
The Talbot Primit.ive Methodist church (c.1870) now forms the most

distinctive locar church of this kind- Although simirar in its
barn-like qualities to the earlier churches, this building
incorporated 'classical' references in chat its facade was desiqned
around a great Serlian arch motif- The use of classical
embellishment would not, in iLself, suggest that the burldrng be
accorded speciar mention were it not for the motives behind che
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choice of the style. The Primitive Methodist Church commenced in
1811 when the follol^ters of Hugh Bourne and Lorenzo Dow were
expelled from the Wesleyan Church for holding camp meetings. Its
members eschewed any form of 'popery' implicit in the use of the
Gothic style, often criticising the Wesleyans for building Gothic
churches.
The Nonconformist churches of Clunes, Talbot and Amherst, were
typical in their interior arrangements. Erected without chancels
they had only a simple table used as an altar for the celebration
of the 'Lord's Supper'. This was not considered a Sacrament but
rather a conrmemoration of Christ's sacrifice. Preaching took
precedence in such churches, r"rith preaching platforms often
substituting for pulpits and raked floors generally incorporated
to enable the preacher to be more clearly viewed.

Although generally unimposing, €ls a group these churches made an
important contribution to the urban environment. After the Act
of Uniformity ( 16621 Nonconformist chapels had usually been
extremely sma1l, deliberately inconspicuous affairs in the back
streets of English towns. With the Act of Toleration (1689), and
subsequent rise of Nonconformism in the late eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, came a pride in placing a chapel in a more
prominant position. This was also promoted by the Evangelicalism
(or desire to convert) of the Nonconformists. Hence Nonconformist
chapels participated visually in invaluable ways to the
streetscapes of townships. This was particularly true in the
siting of the Talbot Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist churches.
The Primitive Methodist Church at Ta1bot, in fact, is much more
Iike a commercial building, with its imposing basalt facade
contrasting with inconspicuous rendered side walls. So strong was
the local following of Primitive t'lethodism that the history of
its denominational progress in Victoria and Tasmania was
published in the 1870s at Talbot.
Another category of church building may be labelled
'Associative Protestant Architecture'. The C1unes Wesleyan
Church with its nave ( 1854), 9a11ery ( 1866 now demolished) and
1870 additions of tohrer and galleried transepts, is a striking
example of the success of the Methodists in Clunes in the 1860sWhilst other denominations were building simple or incomplete
structures, the Wesleyans were outgrowing their church. The style
of this Wesleyan church, with its strange Gothic tower and clumsy
perpendicular tracery, could be labelled 'Associative Gothic'.
Although it had transepts added (which to an ecclesiologist
symbolised the arms of the Cross of Christ), these did not
perform a symbolic function but rather opened up the east end of
the church to allow more sittings and two galleries. Like the
Gothic detailing, the plan of this church may seem strangely
devoid of archaeological correctness or symbolic meaning - It was
Gothic used in the service of functionalism.

Galleries were used in Nonconformist churches to allow large
congregations to sit within hearing of the preacher. However
they caused problems for architects- If placed in traditional
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Gothic design they crossed windows in aestheticalry crass,

visuarly uncomfortabre ways and cut down righting. The wesreyan
church at clunes, which has no crerestory in its nave, sorved the
probrem of added galleries by its clever addition of transepts to
either side of the preaching platform, bringing a much greater
number of people croser to the preacher. This wourd have been
far preferable to extending the nave in length, as this wourd
prace those at the west end a great distance fron the preacher.
The transepts with their smarl oriel windows, courd hord
garreries which did not interupt the frow of right from the side
windows or large west window.
The wesleyan church, with its associative 'churchy, Gothic could
be criticised for the clumsiness of its historicism. However, it
was extremely significant for its spatiar organisation and for the
pride with which it announced the success of the Methodists in
Clunes. This pride would have been felt not only by the
Methodists but, in the sense that it spoke of permanence, by
other Evangelicals in the town_

st PauIs church of Engrand, crunes ( 1g7o) and St Michaels
of England, Talbot (lg71) were of the same associative
Gothic as the clunes wesleyan church. lrlhirst they were not
ecclesiological (they do not have clerestories and the Clunes
church had a thoroughry 'Evangericar, raked floor), they were
more controrred in design than the ratter and their detailing was
integrated in an overarr conception which gave them a
monumentality pararreling warderl,s churches. They were a far
cry from the Nonconformist barns. Like the gilesleyan church at
crunes, they stood half-way between the symboric Gothic of the
Roman cathorics and the utilitarianism of the presbyterians.
The churches of England at both Talbot and clunes are unfinished,
the victims of a coJ.rapse in the locar economy due to cessation
of mining. Their precincts, both on hi.lls with churchyards fu1l
of Engrish trees, evoke feerings of a wistful return to rurar
Church

England more than Evangelical pride.

Prior to a discussion of the two Roman cathoric churches it is
useful to reflect on the infruence of doctrine upon architecture.
rn eighteenth century Engrand the most corunon ne$, type of church
was the Establishment preaching church, the church of Engrand at
this time having a strong evangerical wing. with the paising of
the cathoric Emancipation Act ( jg29't and the growth of Roman
cathoric buirdings through the country, architect Augustus werby
Pugin ( 18r2-1852) advocated the revivar of archaeorogicarly
exact, riturgicarly correct revivar of the 'middre-pointed-styrel
of the l'tiddre Ages as the architecturar setting for revived
traditionar rituar of the Eucharistic service. The cambridge
camden society and oxford lvtovement in the Angrican church,
cornposed of High Angricans who feared that the Angrican church
wourd rose many of its forrowers to the Roman cathorics on one
hand and the Nonconformists on the other, arso revived the
rituaristic architecture of the Middre Ages. An overriding
objective uras to provide a correct copy of those churches in
which ritual had developed.
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the local churches were
Architecturally the most accomplished of
(1874)'
the Roman Catholic Churches of Talbot (1872) and Clunes revivals
,t.y r"r" ecclesiological, archaeologically consistent,
of a tqeai-eval style. Their use of local stone (a characteristic
of !,tedieval churches promoted by eugin), clerestories, subsidiary
masses (such as porches), middle pointed tracery, crisp detailing
and tight profiJ_es all mark them as fine examples of the
at
ecclesiological Gothic Revival. The use of triple lancets
(alluding
Lancets
double
of
and
(symbolic
Trinity)
of the
Talbot
to ss peter and PauI) on the aisle facade at clunes aII
participated in the creation of a symbolic setting for ritual.
tn.i-t aisled interiors created an aPpropriate setting for ritual
as did the clearly delineated chancel of the Talbot church. Such
interiors would clearly be inappropriate to a denomination which
emphasised preaching.

Education and schools

In the period when gold discoveries were providing tremendous
impetus to township development in the colony of victoria,
education was still in its infancy. It was also marked by
denominational differences as well as the controversy between
secular and religious educational instruction. A complex
organisational framework meant that two competing systems vied
for government funding and the strains imposed by a transitory
population on the diggings almost caused the colony's school
building programme to be stillbornFollowing separation from New South Wales in 1851, Lieutenent
Governor La Trobe set uP the Denominational schools Board, a
decision likety influenced by the large number of church schools
already in existance, and also their established beaucratic
hierarchy. However, the Victorian National Board of Education was
created in December 1851 to continue the work of the Sydney-based
National Board which had previously administered education in the
provided for
port phillip District.
Tents were initially
goldfields schools but their usefulness etas limited, especially
in the harsh winters - Iron buildings were trialled by both
Boards but this met with only Iimited success. Local architects
and builders also contributed strongly to the building program as
design of schools almost invariably devolved upon the local
community

-

The first school erected locally was that of the church of
England at Amherst. The earliest reference comes in a letter of
June ]856 from the Bishop of Melbourne to the Denominational
School Board applying for a grant of f150 to meet a similar
amount subscribed IocaIIy for the erection of 'a school house at
Daisy HilI' although this request was later increased to {200
The school opened early in July 1856 and later that month a list
of 45 scholars was forwarded as part of the grant application.
Of the children named, twenty slx were listed as Church of
England adherents, six Presbyterian, and the remaining two,
Christian and George Davis, 'Romanist'. The f2O0 promised
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IocaIIy was finarry matched by tzoo from the government and
substantial brick buirding with shingled roof was erected-

a

The first church of England school at Amherst and arso that at
Back creek were typicar of the more rudimentary and old
fashioned
Denominational schools in victoria. The weatherboard construction
at Back creek ( rg5g) was at reast an improvement over the slab
and canvas of Amherst ( lgs6) and Clunes ( 1g57). However, Back
creek had the unwierdy and outmoded system of double writing
desks in the centre of the room with seats arong two sides of
the
buiIding.
The second Amherst Church of England School ( 1856) and adjacent
Presbyterian schoor ( 1g5g) both used brick
and with
their lancet windows, buttresses and steepryconstruction
pitched roofs courd
easily have been mistaken for churches. tnieed they probably
were used as churches and thus in contravention of the guideiir,."
for government grants. The abuse of such funds in the 1g50s and
earry 1850s was werl known yet the burgeoning schoor
buirding
programme, conducted at arm's rength from the government
(in the
case of the Denominational School Board) and lack of supervision
made such practices difficurt to eradicate. Arthough
sophisticated in construction, these brick schoors stiltmore
contained only one rarge room with only of the church of England
school having an external porch (the presbyterian porch q/as
an

afterthought of several years later).

rn contrast to the rerigious denominations, eager to estabrish
in the new gord fierds, the Nationar schoor
lagged. Apart from its paltry funding, much energy (andBoard
rrrent to build expensive 'Model schools, in Merbourne. money)
onry
local National School opened at Back creek in December the
rg5g,
in
response to the growing number of miners deep sinking at
Goodwoman's Hirr. The schoor was rocated in Hume street
on the
Back creek Frat and on his first inspection Henry venables
described it as:
themselves

SIab, shingle roof - in good repairi one room 40 x 20 x
7 feet; accommodation: 45 at desks, 45 in class
Iiqht and ventilation: good, privies: two _ good;= 90;
playground - open bush; is it fenced in? _ no; general
fitness of premises: suitable-

!{ith the boom in popuration during rg59, due to the scandinavian
Rush, the number of chirdren on the rolrs rept to 237.
premises were enlarged by provision of a new building ofThe,wood,
lined with canvass; shingre roof, 20 x 'r4 x 9 feet' yet this
accommodation was stilr fert by the rnspector to be deficient
for
the population.
Denominationar and private schoors catered for education at
crunes and with proclaimation of the commoq schools Act .r962 came
the end of the competing DenominationilffiTionar schoors
Boards, thus denying crunes the chance to gain schoor controrled
by the National School Board105

over seven hundred schools were vested in the Common Board of
Education of which 193 were National and 513 denominational.
Under the new Board, existing denominational schools were referred
to as 'non-vested'. Many of the local 'non-vested' denominational
schools combined and aid $/as granted to many neh, schools including
MiIe Creek or Beckworth's Creek (wesleyan, 5 km north of Clunes);
Maiden HiIIs (Primitive Methodist); Clunes (Wesleyan); Bung Bong
(Church of England); t'tcCallum's Creek (Church of England). Some,
such as the Mount Beckworth Free Church of Scotland School ( 1850)
became fuJ-Iy vested Common Schools and neqr schools erected after
1852 were generally fully vested in the new Common School Board.
Local schools in this last category included Mount Greenock
(1864), Red Lion (1865), Evansford (1867), Glengower (1867),
Kangaroo FIat or Caralulup (1868), Lilicur (1868), Big Swamp (5
krn north of Clunes - 1869), Clunes South (1859), Talbot (1869),
t'lount Glasgow (1870), Mount Cameron (1871) and Emu (1873). In many
cases the schools had been opened for several years before
government assistance hras finally approved.
The common schoor buildings at ralbot and Evansford survive and
usefully illustrate typical school architecture of the common
school period (1962-72). The basalt construction of Evansford was
relativery uncommon arthough Like many smarl schoors the windows
punctuated one long wall behind forms or desks arranged in tiers
(so that light would fall from behind the children) and a fire
place located on the opposite wall. plans took two years to be
approved after much correspondence between increasingly
frustrated locals and the Board of Education.

Talbot served a much larger popuration and the common schoor- was
built of brick with three rooms. The smaller rooms ( 19' x 19')
hrere expressed as flanking pedimented pavilions around a central
room 60' Iong. As with Evansford, the windows were arranged
along the long facade (these were replaced with the present
hopper-style windows in 1908) with fireplaces on the opposite
wall. The common school building of 1859 still survives behind
the current school (erected 1875).
The third major administrative change to state education in Victoria
came with the Education Act 1872 which created the Education
Department of Victoria. with regard to the design and construction
of new schools, from 1 January 1873 the government assumed fuII
responsibirity and the rore of locar architects and designers was
Iimited to the few new private schools- Roman Catholics decided to
continue their denominationar education separately and many of the
protestant schools (even at this early date in often poor condition)
trere retained as halls or meeting rooms. Therefore an immense
building programme was implemented by the Education Department,
under its chief architect Henry Robert Basto\^r.
The local Iegacy of Bastow includes the present schools of Talbot
(1875), North Clunes (1875), South Clunes (1882) and the former
school at Amherst ( tg74). AII were of brick and represented a
substantial improvement over the earlier smaller schools,
especially with regard to constructionr06

The former South Clunes State School is not only architecturally
significant but its reuse as a knitting mil-l tells of the
structural change attempted in the local economy followrng
cessation of mining

Higher and technical- education was Iargely the preserve of
mechanics' institutes and self improvement societies in the
nineteenth century and it was not until c- 1911-'l 2 that a basic six
years of primary education could be extended by an additional two
years at Clunes Higher Elementary School. The North Clunes SchooI
was remodelled to accommodate classes in sloyd and other
technical and domestic subjects in this period. CIunes was Lhe
third higher elementary school to open in Victoria (after
ALlendale and Dean) and these three were all in the state
electorate of Sir Alexander Peacock- However, a much more
significant development in education was the advent of the
mechanics' instj-tute - To understand their impact in nineteenth
century colonial society it is first necessary to examine their
background in BritainMechanics' Institutes and Free Libraries
A variety of trends and impulses contributed to the establishment
of the British mechanic's institutes, their rapid muJ-tiplication
from the mid-1820s to the 1840s and subsequent transplantatr-on to
the Australian colonies- By this period there was already a
strong tradition of self-help and mutual education among
artisans. Much of the power behind this derived from strong
Calvinist and Wesleyan beliefs in individual self-deveJ-opment
through the reading of the Bible and other devotional literature -

This sect-ion on Mechanics' rnst-it-ut-es h/as writ-t-en by Marc
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Askew

I,lany skilled workingmen in the latter years of the eighteenth
century had formed smalI informal groups aimed at providing
In addition, the
instruction in basic reading and writing skil]s.
Sunday schools of Robert Raikes laid some basis for the
development of popular literacy for the next century-

political motives were also prominent among working-class self
improvers. To G.J. Holyoake, owenite Socialist and later
Chartist, 'Intellectual bondage is worse than physical, because
the physical chain is rivetted by others; the mental by
ourseLves. The ignorant man is at the mercy of educated opinion.
To be free, we should be in a position to dare the judgement of
the wise.' Working-class proponents of 'self' and 'mutual'
improvement or education aimed to produce intelligence, moral
rectitude, sobriety and political awareness €rmong their compatriots.
By the latter decades of the eighteenth century many scientific,
philosophical and literary societies had been established in the
cities and provincial towns of England and Scotland to cater for
a growing interest in new technological and scientific
developments. These groups were formed and patronised by the
professional and other educated sectors of the British middle
cLass- Experimentation, discussion, Iecturing and pubJ.ication
were common activities of these groups. In most cases, such
institutions did not aim to spread scientific knowledge beyond
the ranks of their middle-class members.
The prominent politician

and amateur scientist Lord Henry Brougham
maintained that Britain's prosperity depended more than ever on
industrial production and the development of an intelligent and
scientifically informed artisan workforce. To Brougham and his
upper class supporters, the 'diffusion of useful knowledge' would
be the great means by which Britain's iodustrial prosperity and
intelligence would advance sida-by-side. Brougham's advocacy of
education for artisans (or 'mechanics') was taken up by a number
of worki-ng class Ieaders in London and by 1823 an alliance between
middle-c1ass reformers and working-class radicals gave rise to the

formation of the London l4echanics' Institution. (It is of interest
that the .1859 government subdivision in Talbot took Brougham's
name for one of its streets - )

The rapid growth of settlements in Victoria's interior as a result
of gold discoveries and the expansion of suburbs around l4elbourne
was closely accommpanied by the re-creation of familiar cultural
institutions.
Mechanics' institutes were regarded as an important
component in the process of creating and sustaining a cultural
environment.. The goal- of self-improvement characterized many of
the gold-rush immigrants as it had done their predecessors who
Large numbers of
founded the t'lelbourne l'lechanics' Instituteartisans and professionals were among the gold seekers who poured
into Victoria from Britain, neighbouring colonies and elsewherewhile not all immigrants embraced the idealogy of mental culture,
those who did so were of a sufficient number to ensure the
mushroom-Iike expansion of mechanics' institutes throughout
Vi-ctoria from 'l 854 onwards.
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General support for mechanics' institutes and libraries was so
widespread that from 1860 the Victorian government made funds
available, in the form of annual grants-in-aid, for aiding
institutes and libraries in purchasing books. The maximum grant
for any individual institution was not to exceed *200 and at
first, no distinctions were drawn between the institutes and
'public libraries'. However, from the mid to late sixties
mechanics' institutes were subject to increasing criticism in
Victoria. In particular they were seen to have failed in
attracting the bulk of the working classes; the subscription fee
was seen to be the greatest barrier to working class involvement.
These reservations lrere reflected in the changing character of
qualifications for the government book grant. By the early
seventies only those institutions allowing free public access to
Iibraries could qualify for substantial government aid: mechanics'
institute committees t"ere realizing that they had to justify their
institutions' existance on utilitarian grounds. Government grants
to mechanics' institutes (in contrast to free public libraries)
ceased entirely in 1887. Hence during the decade of the seventies
many small mechanics' institutes, including those at Clunes and
Talbot - hitherto virtually private subscription and circulating
libraries - opened their doors to non-members in order to receive
aid. The Clunes Nlechanics' Institute 'has in the last month been
altered in its character to that of a Free Libraryrwrote the
secretary in 1873 and 'this steP has been taken with a view to
popularize the educational effort and thereby secure the sympathy
and support of the whole of the public of Clunes'. The initiative
at Clunes was not stirnulated exclusively by altruism; in fact, it
was at least partly the result of an enquiry made of the secretary
of the Sebastopol Mechanics' Institute and Free Library, who had
strongly suggested to his counterpart in Clunes that substantially
more money was available from the government, both for the library
and building, if the institution was dubbed a 'free library'.
The Clunes and Talbot free libraries were not unique in maintaining
a distinction between subscribers - who were granted the right to
take books home to read - and the general public - who could consult
books and journals in the reading room but not borrow. At the
Clunes free Iibrary only subscribers were allowed the use of the
class room. In addition to Lhe colonial government and private

subscribers, these institutions benefitted from the support of
municipal councils, either through the provision of rooms or buildings
for the libraries (such as the use of the upper floor at the
Talbot Borough HaII), occasional grants of money, and,/ot remission
of ratesNotwithstanding distinctions between'subscribers' and'the
public', tmembers' and 'non-members', it is clear that these
institutions played an important part in the social and
recreational life of victorian communities, particularly in the
nineteenth century. The buildings were utilised by a range of
groups in these communities, from the young mens' mutual
improvement societies (primarily debating and elocution groups)
to dramatic societies, sports clubs and fund raising groups.
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Hospitals

other institutional buildings were erected during the
nineteenth century although due mainly to their relatively small
si-ze, Talbot and Clunes r^rere never the site of such facilities as
gaols, Iarge railway yards or lunatic asylums- Hohrever, health
faciiities erere provided, and, in the case of Amherst hospital,
provided the community with buildings far in excess of the
comensurate colonial significance of its community.
Many

Public health in the Colony of Victoria was given increased
recognition by the government in 1854 with the passing of An Act
for promotinq the Public Health in populous places in the colonv
of victoria.
This created a Central Board of Health and, as the
act was extended to different towns, various local Boards of
Health. However, it was not until 1860 that the Act was extended
to the municipalities of Amherst and Clunes.
With few local doctors, most residents and miners relied on
chemists and druggists in the case of accident or illness. Twelve
local doctors formed the Back creek Medical society in April 1959
to guard against imposters but with such a large population
prompt medical treatment was rarely possible. Diseases of the
chest and lungs were prevalent during the early days of the
Scandinavian rush, no doubt due in part to the damp and dust
encountered in the shafts.
rn the makeshift world of Back creek in 18G0 Ready and searle
advertised 'leeches, trusses, patent and other proprietary
medicines'. For women on the goldfields hearth and werfare posed
speciar problens. Here Holloway's pirrs were advertised as the
answer. rn a remarkabre brend of friendly advice and pure mumbojumbo the makers addressed 'A Word to Fema1es, in the
North western Chronicle.
The local debility

and irregularities which are the
special annoyance of the weaker sex, and which when
neglected always shortens life, are relieved for the
time being and prevented for the time to come by a
course of this mild but thorough alternative.

Apart from this reassurance to the women of Back creek, Holroway,s
Pills were also recommended generally for ,ill health at the
diggings, bilious and Iiver complaints, dropsical swellings and
turns of life, stomach and liver compliants, dysentry and bowel
complaints' . when such proprietary measures faired the hapless
digger could then resort to a locar doctor, or possibly a hospitar
bed- However with the nearest institutions at Ballarat,
Maryborough and creswick the need for local hospitals was acute.
The first meeting of the Amherst Hospital committee took place in
JuIy 1859. A nine member committee of management comprising
prominent Amherst citizens was appointed rrith porice Magistrate
Phillip Crespigny as president. Money was sought from the
coloniar government for a building and meanwhile the hospital
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opened in a most unsuitable temporary timber structure on Ne$,
Years Day 1860. Facilities included a 'cook house', erected by
Isaac Meadows late in 1859 for {40 and the timber 'sick ward'.
The push for a hospital at Amherst however appears to have been
motivated by a desire for civic progress rather than an altruistic
concern for the welfare of local residents and miners. with
ascendancy shifting so dramatically from Amherst to Back Creek in
1859-50, Amherstians sought capital works and civic improvements
to halt the decay and prolong the town's existance. Back Creek
had not been surveyed in '1859 and the actions of Amherst residents
in securing a hospital and official grant of land (formerly set
aside in September 1850) ensured a similar institution at Back
Creek would be unlikely to attract government support. In a deft
piece of local politicking, half the Amherst committee stood down
in October 1859 in order to obtain representation from the large
Back Creek populace and thereby secure allegiance.

Following opening of the hospital, a'dead house' 12 feet by 11
feet was erected and its need was evident from n the inaugural
report of the House Surgeon. Of the twelve patients admitted in
that first month of January 1860 there were 9 patients still in
hospital, 6 out patients, 1 discharged (cured) and 2 dead. In
September 1860, the visiting committee reported 'that a cesspool
was necessary to be at once made' Ieaving previous sanitary
arrangements open to speculation. A grant-in-aid of f5OO was
made in 1860 by the government for erection of a more permanant
hospital building and t'taryborough architect Charles Toutcher was
appointed by the hospital committee to prepare plans.
Three tenders were considered at a sPecial meeting in September
1860 and the lowest, that of Isaac Meadows (t369 5s) was
accepted. No doubt with the substantial monetary grant in mind,
the committee authorised Meadows to substitute stone sills and
window heads in place of the original brick for an extra{7 10s.
However, this building only comprised the northern wing of
Toutcher's design and still provided no acconmodation for a
resident surgeon. The building was completed in November 1860
and housed sixteen beds with additional ten beds still in the old
ward. A trater tank of 8500 gallons was also erected during the
year to provide a much needed supply of clean lvater. Further
government assistance hras received during 1861'62 and the
committee proceeded with Toutcher's masterPlan for the hospitalHe envisaged a double storey central block with southern wing to
match the 1850 northern wing. Isaac Meadows (elected a member of
the hospital comrnittee in t'lay 1862) was again the successful
tender for the central block erected in 1862 (f1146) and the third
wing was erected shortly after.

In an unusual reversal of roles, the generalIy progressive Clunes
community lagged far behind Amherst in the provision of hospital
accommodation. The Clunes Accident Relief Fund was inaugurated in
the early 1850s with the stated aims of 'helping the widow and
fatherless, and helping one another in case of accident at their
daily work'. Stretchers, pillows and blankets were also provided
I l'l

at the major mines and for serious accidents a horse drawn
ambulance was available to carry patients to Creswick. The idea
was proposed by C.J. Harvey, manager of the Clunes euartz Company
and demonstrated the general concern for welfare of that
establishment, and especially the influence of Harvey. prominant
resident Henry Lugg was instrumental in proposars for a hospital
at crunes and after years of fund raising the foundation stone was
raid in January 1871. The hospital was considerabry extended in
1873. Sanitary science in the nineteenth century was in its
infancy by present standards and as late as 1891, the hospital was

still burying refuse from its pan service crose to the hospital, a
practice noticed by Dr. Gresswerl in his report to parriament and
drawn out for special attention-

The importance of a hospital to the rocar community eras seen in the
high regard and support for hospitar fete day. This annual event
eras a feature of both Clunes and Amherst,/Talbot with the
parade and stalls usually raising significant sums for the
hospital fund. t{hile hospitals gave hope to many on the
goldfields, death hras a customary fact of life and generally
provision for a cemetery predated a hospital by severar years.
Cemeteries

The earriest cemetery to cater for Daisy
Creek was Iocated north of the main road
Maryborough. This was shown by Fraser as
1855 plan of Amherst township consisting

Hirr, Amherst and Back
from Adelaide to
a 'Grave yard' on his
of a square roughry one
acre in area although his pran also included a nehr reserve of
approximately 7 acres on the Amherst-Back Creek Road as a
cemetery. This reserve, on the Mia Mia Lead, was located to the
east of the known gold workings, altho.:gh the vicinity was the
scene of notorious riots in December .1855 as miners rushed
purchased land of samuel Dunne adjacent to the northern boundary
of the cemetery.
Six cemetery trustees \^rere appointed in June 1858 and these
gentremen formed a virtual ro11 carr of the town's most repected
citizens- The Borough of Amherst obtained 955 13s in 1859 for
'Fencing in and providing gates for the netd cemetery'. The
specifications for this work ('erecting a two rail fence 144 rods

in Iength or thereby, providing 3 gates with hinges, locks and
bolts complete') were approved by Charles Pasley, Inspector
General of Public Works and Buildings, in November 1859. Local
bluegum was specified for posts $rith 'sawn coroniar tirnber Red or
Blue Gum' for rails.
The timber was left untreated, although aII
gates were to receive three coats of paint.
The plan of the cemetery took the form of a Ce1tic cross and a
garden bed was included in the centre of the path system. This
$ras a comnon plan for cemeteries and even domestic aardens.
Clunes adopted a variant of the cross plan and l4ajorca by 1966
had also opened a cemetery with this configuration. The sexton at
Amherst was still residing in a tent in 1862 (erected at his own
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expense near the entrance) although a small but elegant lodge was
erected in succeeding years and the cemetery hras also extended by
incorporation of two ten acre allotments to the west.

In Clunes the earliest graveyard had been situated in HiIl Street
although this site was later purchased for erection of the first
Primitive Methodist Church. J.N. Hassall, superintending inspector
of the Central Board of Health, estimated that there had been 20
burials but by mid 1859 the present cemetery had been set aside on
a site overlooking a small tributary of the Kilkenny Creek. Access
was gained by a track along the east bank of the creek from the
point of confluence near the Talbot Road. Government grants for
fencing were made in the mid-1860s and a small timber shelter was
erected early in 1863 for use by the sexton and grave digger.
The planning of the cemeteries at Amherst, C1unes and Majorca was
reminiscent of ideas contained in John Claudius Loudon's on the
lavinq out. plantinq and manaqinq of cemeteries. This influential
book, published i-n in London in 1843, generally preferred a
chapel to be located in the central area and although seldom
found in srnall Victorian cemeteries the weatherboard lodge at
Clunes provided a modest antipodean equivalent. The use of bulbs,
as found in the central bed at Amherst, is now an unusual remnant
although the species Lilium and Narcissus (still flowering after
a century and a quarter) were recommended by Loudon.
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Notes on sources
General background to churches is be included in Christopher
wood, A historv of the fndependent Ch ch. CoIIins Street, (in
Press, 1987) -

Generar background to schools comes from Lawrence Burcherr,
Victorian Schools. A
nt Architecture

1837-1900, MUp in asociatlon ritn
Department, 1980, whire deLairs of individuar schools
are from Les
Brake (ed;, vision and Rear-isation, Education Department
of
victoria, lgmwards
correspondence for the
Denominational Schools Board (vpRS 4926, unit l_4) was
examined
for the period June l957-December rg59. This gave access
actuar Denominational schoors Board rnwards correspondenceto the
Register, ('PRS 60, unit 2) 1g55-57 (vpRs gg9, units 1,2)
1g57-5g.
From these sources, some of the more relevant
letters
r.rere
examined (vpRs 51), especiarly a report by
rnspector parker, 1g5g
(vPRs 6', unit 24,59/2ta), plan
of emherst Chlrcn of England
School (vpRs 61, unit 44, bundle 61/2g91,,. The major
documents
about the early Amherst church of England school
are
at
vpRs 6 l,
unit 8, 56/924. Grants for buirding, Denominationar
schoors
Board,
1854-52 (vpRs 886, unit 1) were also examined.
The plans for the
Amherst Presbyterian School by
is filed with the
Public works Department plans,
ted
from relevant
documents in VPRS et, unit :t,
her
plans
of
reference are in the public wor
lection.
plan
The
of Back Creek Church of England S
l,
(not
unit
?
recorded), 59(?)/995 with comparisons
unit 24, 39/320. Early
photographs of schoors are neid by theinshire
of Tarbot and crunes
and also in an arbum I photographs of state
schoor
Buildings in
Victoria', vpRs 1396, unit 4.

Generar background to Mechanics' rnstitutes
Askew's M'A thesis, rThe diffusion of useful is contained in Marc
knowredge, Mechanics,
rnstitutes in nineteenth century victoria,, Monash
university,

19g2.

The Anngar reports of the central Board
contain some
material regarding hospitals although byoffarHearth
the
most
useful
material regarding Amherst Hospital has come from
the
tlinute
Book
of the Committee of Management (examined for the period
tg59_G2)
Thi-s has been complemented by the many photographs
in the
shire of Talbot and crunes colrection and plans rn heldpublic
works Department collection of the pubric Record the
office. I,10st
records of the Clunes Hospital we
ushfire
(which burnt out the building) an
Fidelis and the booklet the Clune
1.921 A Bfief Hisrgrv n".uGlT
rhe
shire colrection have again been valuabre pictori-ar
sources.
The
Annual Report of the crunes District Hospitar for
1g7r is held by
the state Library of victoria but was missing at the
1986
stocktake' The quotations from the North wesiern chronir-ra
regarding leeches and femal" .o*pi--ffi
october
1860

-
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CHAPTER TEN
DEVELOPI,IENT OF THE

BUILT

EIIVIRONI'IENT

Apart from the residences erected in the .1840s by local
squatters, the earliest local buildings were very rudimentary
indeed. Shepherds often lived in quite small huts although
several structures of basalt are still to be seen locally, most
notably beside McCallum's Creek on the Talbot - Mount Greenock
Road- However shelter for the first miners at Clunes in 1851 vras
makeshift.
The Arqus correspondent slept in Archie t'tcDonald's 'habitation'
composed of sod walls and a canvas roof. 'There were 7 of us in a
bed on this occasion. Among the number, was a Mr G. of Melbourne,
who complained sadly of the hardness of the feathers, (gum
Ieaves).' w.s. Gibbons of the Melbourne Dailv News provided a

light hearted glimpse of those early shelters.

I camped one night at the mines beneath the shelter of a
hospitable tent, and was much amused with the appearance
of the place at night. There was a large fire at the
doors of each house (as they facetiously term their
gunyahs) and if you enquire for t'lr So and So, you will
be told that he is not at 'home', or that he lives Inext
door', or tover the wayt, etc. and the chances are, that
you will be asked to 'walk in and take a chair', the
said chair, meaning the turf, or, in Iuxurious
establishments, an empty box.
Building regulations
From the conmencement of more sustained local development in the
nid 1850s, the design of buildings $ras increasingly regulated by
authorities at both a local and state level. Building
regulations had been in force in ttelbourne since 1849/50 and
several acts of parliament prescribed standards and regulations,
but none of these measures applied to the new goldfields towns,
nor would their enforcement have even been possible in that
turbulent early period.

!,Iith the formation of a municipal councils at Anherst (1858) and
Clunes (1860) came the introduction of Iocal byelaws. Such
byelaws needed sanction from the colonial government for mainly
Iegal and technical reasons and publication of byelaws in Victoria
Government Gazette ensured a certain'uniformity across municipal
boundaries. The first byelaw to affect local buildings waa sent
by the Town Clerk at Amherst to the Chief Secretary in October '1860
for official sanction. When gazetted a month later it stipulated:
That no person shall erect any tent, store or dwelling
of calico, canvas or other flexible fabric or renew with
the like material any roof or any other exterior part of
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any-tent, store or building noh' existing in any of the
[except] at a distance of thirty
proctaimed streets
other
building.
any
from
feet
clear
storage of hay, corn or straw in canvas buildings was also
prohibited with penalties up to {20 provided.
MateriaLs
Such canvas and calico buildings had been the norm in Clunes and
especially Amherst and Back Creek for residential dwellings and
even commercial premises in the 1850s. Tentmaking was a thriving
business, but desire for increased standards of accommodation,
backed by such municipal byelaws, ensured a dwindling number of

such structures.

With the gradual decline of canvas and calico as a cladding
material in the late 1850s and 1850s came the use of timber
slabs, iron and brick. t'tasonry construction (whether brick or
stone) h,as rarely used for smaller residential buildings but
was almost exclusively used in commercial and institutional
construction, esPecially after the late 1850s. Evidence from
ratebooks and photographs shows that the early timber
residences were often extended, generally by the addition of
rear hipped or gabled rooms or, commonly in C1unes, by a
projecting side wing with gable facing the street frontage.
Typical residence at C1unes which, based on a typological
analysis, appears to have been erected during the period c.'185080. Analyses of different buildings types are contained in
Section 2.1 of this volume
r*1'*- ."-- *
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Sanitation
The improvement of sanitation in local dwelrings and prenises
was a story of slow acceptance of scientific principles
compounded by ignorance, problems of a transitory popuration and
even wilful indifference. From 1959 the superintending
inspector of the Central Board of Health, J- N. Hassall, made
yearly visits to arr nunicipalities and his reports, published
annually in the Victorian parliamentarv papers make chilling

reading.

HassaII corunented in 1860 that in Back Creek ,many premises
were without privy accomrnodation beyond such as is ordinariry
avairabre where mining operations are going on adjacent to
population, i.e., old holes, not far distant from respective
premises'. At crunes he bemoaned the row rying nature of much
of the township and found deprorable sanitory conditions equal
to Back creek and Amherst. At the rear of a drapery in Fraser
Street he noted 'a convenient substitute
in lieu of a
cesspool, the privy being immediately over the creek at rear of
premises'. And yet even the cesspool hras an object of great
objection. A year later Hassall noted cesspools at Clunes
being 'usually a mere hole dug in the ground, with no impevious
Iining and certainly no means of regular emptying. Such
cesspools were arl the more objectionable when they overfrowed
(often across pubric footpaths) and where werrs for domestic
water supply were sunk in adjoining ground. Although
construction of cesspools gradually improved, aided by 1ocal
byelaws at Clunes (1861), Amherst (1863) and generally by
Central Board of Health byelaws ( tg69), their abolition did nor
occur in clunes until 1881-82 when a singre pan or box system

introduced. Hohrever, this advance was rargery ineffective
as it was unaccompanied by any regular or properly managed
night-soil removal service. Even when convicted were recorded,
penalLies were absurdly low. For instance in 1864 this
licensed nightman in Talbot was only fined one shilling for
was

emptying

night soil into

Back Creek!

Apart from sanitary measures, the public Health Act lg54 incruded
regurations rerating to ventilation and buirding materials. As the
Act was extended to incrude the municiparities of Amherst and
crunes in 1860, theoreticarry, so did its provisions. Hor^rever
locar enforcement was often rax and superintending inspector
Hassarl often comprained bitterly of such disregard. rn lodging
houses, stipulated minimum capacity for each person to prevent
overcrowding and inadequate ventilation was provided but rarely
enforced, htith accommodation often double that permitted.

t'laintaining clear access arong public footpaths, roads and water
courses hras a local_ responsibility and the Borough of Clunes
introduced their byelaw 7 in 1861 to contror incursions- At Back
creek, the problem had been largery overcome by the Government
surveyor who drew survey boundaries through the frontages of
offending premises and ordering rebuilding to conform to the new,
and more orderly frontage line.
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Although a properly constructed sewerage system rrtas regarded as
desirable as early as the 1850s and 50s by the Central Board of
Health this system t^tas never introduced locally. It would have
been a costly exercise and comparable in magnitude to the Clunes
!,rater supply system of the 1870s. Alternative arrangements less
objectionable than cesspools and far less expensive than sewerage
hrere promoted by the Central Board of Health. In their annual
report for 1870, the Board urged county municipalities to use
either an earth closet system or a double pan system. The earth
closet, if intelligently managed etas a relatively hygenic system,
was cheap (especially in comparison with sehrerage) and its
contents could eventually be used as manure for domestic gardens

or agricultural purposes.

In Clunes however, the objectionable priwy cesspools and Iater
single pan system continued until 1899 when the double pan system
was introduced. This bras one of the main recommendations of a
special report conducted by Dr Gresswell in 1891 to enquire into
the sanitary condition and sanitary administration of the Borough
of Clunes. D. Astley Gresswell ( 1853-1904) was a tireless
reformer and the C1unes report, published in Victorian
Parliamentarv Papers was highly critical of sanitary conditions
there- He echoed the sentiments recorded by J.N. Hassell in the
1850s and 50s that Clunes was poorly situated from a sanitary
point of view, with Creswick's Creek being an offensive open drain
carrying most of the liquid refuse of the town as weII as sludge
from the mines.
particularly damning with regard to ventilation and
confirmed the view that ventilation principles and even legislative
provisions were either not weII understood or ignored. Gresswell
singled out 'defects ... which give rise to dampness of floors and
of walls, to mould growth and to ill ventilationr as the most
objectionable feature of most local houses.
He was

It appears to be altogether exceptional to find any
attempt made at rendering the sites of dwellings
impervious, though the cost of making them so is in most
instances very small; if, for instance, tar-paving be
employed for the purpose. It is rare, too, to find the
space under the floor properly ventilated, though a few
holes through the sides of that space wiII suffice. It
is not uncommon to find roof gutters defective; and
permanent provision for entrance of fresh air seems to
be very generally ignored.
Gresswell urged the introduction of adequate building regulations
but in the meantime recommended a device (the bead sash) to allow
the bottom sash of double hung windows to remain open and allow
ventilation to occur through the interval left between the sashes.
For dampness he recommended the introduction of dampcourses in
brick construction and more adequate drainage and paving.

Infectious diseases ri/ere rife in Clunes (and Talbot) prior to the
introduction of the double pan system as recommended by Gresswell
| 18

I

The fact that by 1901 there were no such diseases reported in
clunes resoundingly supports the wisdom of D. Astley Gresswelr

his

campaign

for reforms.

and

Regarding drinking brater, Grenwelr detailed extraordinary
deficiencies in the catchment area for the crunes scheme but
acknowredged the difficurty of rectifying these marters.
To
overcome polruted suppries, Gresswerr recommended the use of
individuar rain trater tanks, but even this courd give rise to
probrems. Roofs of slate or earthenhrare tiles formed excerrent
correction surfaces, but garvanised iron was far from safe. rt
was possibre for the surpherous fumes given off from pyrites
burning in locar mines to react with the zinc aarvanising to
porrute the water. Grenwerr recommended coating
of garvanised
iron with bitumen but the danger subsided when mining operations
ceased, soon after the production of his report.

Architects and Builders
Such recomrnendations were fine, but they came too rate for crunes.
By 1891 almost alr residentiar deveropment had ceased, apart from
rebuirding on the site of the occasionar burnt out buirding
(perhaps arson to claim insurance during the recession of the
1890s?). Thus the existing ninteenth century buildings stock was
rargely the product of rocal buirders and contractors. As welL, the
distinction between builder and architect hras often merely semantic.

william F. sheridan, of clunes vras an archetype of the rocal
builder,/architect. Although his trade was given in the 1864
ratebooks as 'Iabour[er]' in newspapers Sheridan advertised as
'architect, surveyor and valuator'. By the rate lg70s he was
acting as architect for the Free Library Committee. other builders
in clunes who are known to have designed local buildings incruded

Nichorr and walrace, Dow, Barwell, warlace and Longstaff.

George washington Dow was variously listed as buirder, bricklayer
and mason in the ratebooks betqreen 1964-69 and his house (at 9
Hill street) was an earry brick and stone residence in a town
predominantly composed of timber dwellings. prior to this, Dow had
been a brickrayer using sludge from the arluviar mines to make
distinctive orange/brovrn local bricks and his shop in Fraser Street
(inunediatery west of Templeton street) was rented to the newry
constituted Borough of Clunes as a meeting place-

carpenter Peter warrace had erected a residence for himself in
Bairey street by 1860. rn ensuing years the buirding was
enlarged (including his workshop erected 1969-71) but this house
(68 Fraser Street) now remains behind mature gardens as one of the
earliest surviving residential buildings in the ShireHenry Wallace was another of the
of a carpenter, Wallace was born
arrival in Melbourne in 1854 and
Within a year he had established

major builders in Clunes- The son
in Scotland in 1835 and after
reached Clunes about 857.
his business with Alexander
.1
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The premises of NichoL and WaIIace i^ Fraser Street, CIunes,
durinq the 1870s. The building is no$/ used bv the CIunes I'luseum-

Ni-chol and the pair traded as ironmongers, furniture dealers, timber
merchants, and builders- The Nichol and 9'faIlace warehouse (now
used as premises of the Clunes Museum) was originally single
storey and greatly enlarged during the local boom of the late 1850s.
Henry Wallace, Nichol, Preston and Chapman were all committee members
of the 'Clunes District Permanent Investment and Benefit Building
Soci.ety' established in 1873 and WaIIace was one of three trustees.

plasterer John BarweII erected his own residence (25 Camp Street)
in 1864-67- Barwell undertook the external rendering of the Clunes
Free Library and no doubt many other stucco facades in Fraser
Street- His house was di-stinctive for its rendered walls, a fine
advertisement for its owner.
Ralph Longstaff was in business in Templeton Street, Clunes
Timber l{erchant and Ironmonger by 1A64 - He advertised as:
Timber l4erchant and Ironmonger, R-L- has on sale a
good stock of hardwood all sizes for mining and buildrng
purposes, American tongued and grooved lumber, Scotch
flooring, shelving, red and white deals, cut deal-s,
skirting, architraves, mouldings, doors and sashes,
American laths, t'lantIe pieces, Meat saf es and tables
always on hand and to order, a good selection of
carpenters tooIs, Sorby-'s and Mathieson's brands,

corrugated iron for roofing, spouting, ridges, colonial
ovens, nail, Iocks, hinges, American axes, iron
bedsteads, ztnc, Coor scrapers, air brrcks, etc120

as

Longstaff had considerable property interests in Clunes and his
son John was later a celebrated artist.
Duncan and Johnston, contractors, builders, house carPenters and
cabinet makers cornmenced business in 1864. 'Plans and
specifications drawn up' formed part of their services al.though
only examples of their building work are known.

Irish born Charles Toutcher ( 1A26-7A) was the major local architect
operating in Amherst and Talbot. He arrived in Victoria in 1A54
and worked in Bendigo prior to setting up practice in Maryborough.
His arrival coincided with a period of expansion and rebuilding in
the fledgling gold towns and many commercial premises erected in
t'laryborough during the late 1850s and 1860s are his designs- one
of Toutcher earliest local woiks was the Amherst Town HaII for the
newly constituted Borough of Amherst in 1858. His design,
submitted under the nom de plume 'Palladio', was one of several
similar designs - a central hall with a classically derived
portico and flanking office - with others being at Carisbrook
( 1859), Avoca, and Dunolly. Toutcher designed the Presbyterian
School in Amherst, in '1859 and in the same year was aPPointed
Surveyor and Architect to the Municipality of t'laryboroughSeveral years later he was appointed Town Clerk and held the
position until 1875. He died of whooping cough in 1878 following
a short stint as Totirn Clerk and Borough Surveyor of Amherst.
In Ta1bot, Isaac Meadows and William Phelan were the two largest
contractors. Meadows conmenced working at Amherst in the late 1850s
with Thomas Fisher and Co., where he managed the building and
contracting branch of that firm. Successful contracts for l'leadows
included the Amherst Hospital, Wesleyan, Presbyterian and Anglican
Churches and the court house of Amherst. Following dissolution of
the partnership, t'leadows came to Talbot and was responsible for
many local buildings including a substantial number of government
contracts of which the Court of Petty Sessions in Camp Street (now
library - 1860) stands an example of his workmanship. Government
contracts across Victoria and into New South Wales accounted for an
increasing portion of his business and at the time of his death in
l,lay 1880 the firm, with its modest beginnings at Amherst, eras one
of the major contracting comPanies in the colonyWiIIiam Phelan commenced business in Talbot around 1860 and soon
had the leading timber yard, ironmongery and furnishing
He undertook many local building
establishment in the district.
projects and in 1881-82 established a large branch in Ivlaryborough
and soon completed several large contracts in that town- His
1880 press advertisement advised 'Plans and specifications
prepared and estimates given', although like most local
builders,/architects his works are still largeJ-y unattributed.
skills can be attributed
t'lethodist
Church ( 1870)
is a. HaIIen, designer of the Primitive
undertook
the
carpentry work
in Camp Street, Talbot. Hallen also
fund.
building
to
the
as welI as contributing liberally

One local carpenter whose architectural
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With the exception of l-ocal architects such as Sheridan and
Toutcher, most major buildings in Talbot and C1unes hrere designed
by architects in Ballarat and t'lelbourne. Ballarat architects
were particularly dominant in Clunes and institutional architects
from Melbourne offices of the Public Works Department, Victorian
Railways and Education Department left a distinctive legacy of
buildings in both towns.
Leonard Terry (1825-84) was architect for many of the banks in
Talbot and Clunes including the London Chartered Banks in
Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot ( 1866 - later ANZ) and Fraser
Street, Clunes (1871 - now RSL), and probably the Union Bank,
corner Fraser Street and Templeton Street, Clunes ( 1865 - notr,
ANz). Banks formed a major part of his architectural practice as
did commissions for the Church of England and the manse in Service
Street, Clunes (1853) can almost certainly be attributed to Terry.
Terry practised in Ballarat and undertook many major commissions,
including that remarkable row of six banks in Lydiard Street.

It hras to Ballarat that most clients looked when contemplating
buildings in Clunes and other major architects to work there were
Joseph Doane, Percy Oakden, Henry Caselli and Edward James.
Joseph A. Doane designed the first section of the Clunes Wesleyan
Church (1863) and later the Talbot Shire Offices at Dunach (1872 burnt in 1985 bushfires). Doane was a natural choice of architect
for the local Wesleyan Church as his office almost had a monopoly
on local nonconformist Church designs- In the 1850s he designed
nine of eleven new Wesleyan churches in Ballarat, two of the four
Pri.mitive Methodist churches and chapels for each of the Disciples
of Christ, Congregational and Baptist congregations in Ballarat.

Percy Oakden (1845-1917) arrived in Victoria from Van Dieman's
Land in 1858 and practiced in Ballarat for the next six years.
He $ras joined by J.H. Fox during 1A69-72 and during this period
was placed second in the competition for Ballarat Town HaIl,
although following local jockeying he was appointed Borough
Architect, with fuII responsibility for modifying the favoured
external design of J.T- Lorenz with the interior features of
Henry CaseIIi's proposal. This redesign was undertaken in 1870
and, possibly influenced by the process, the Borough of Clunes
sought designs for new offices to incorporate a haII and court
house. Oakden's scheme for Clunes was approved in December 1871
and today his distinctive design makes the Clunes Town HaIl and
Court House one of the most notable nineteenth century municipal
complexes.
Henry CaseIIi was another architect rnith an extensive practice in
Ballarat. He undertook a wide range of commercial, institutional,
industrial and residential work and executed a number of local
churches to the design of English Gothic Revivalist Charles
Hansom- St- Thomas Aquinas Roman Catholic Church of Clunes
(1872) by CaseIIi, although not one of the five specific designs
provided for Bishop James Alipius Goold by Hansom, took elements
from one of the designs and inspiratiorr from St. Patrick's,
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Ballarat (1857-70'). william Brittain Tappin was architect to
CaseIIi during the period of St. Thomas Aquinas, Clunes and
Tappin went on to join the premier Melbourne firm of architects,
Reed and Barnes- The design of Caselli and Tappin for Clunes rtas
also used at st. Alipius, East Ballarat, and this provides a
useful complement St.. Thomas Aquinas as it shows the completed
tower and chancel never erected at Clunes'
Edward James was architect for the large extension to Clunes
Hospital ( 1873) and may well have been responsible for the
original section (1871). James, although n_ot a leading Ballarat
architect had a busy practice and undertook the Freemason's HaIl
in Camp Street, Ballarat during this period'
Freemasonry titas a Cornmon meeting ground for many local builders,
architects and artisans. In Talbot, Isaac Meadows tras a well known
Lodges seem to
member of the masonic fraternity, and historically
and protection
development
mutual
of
objective
the
with
have formed
was
development
mutual
of
concePt
The
artisans.
by builders and
time
of
the
although
by
environment
frontier
much needed in the
between
the
link
60s
1850s
and
in
the
gold
fields
development of
freemasonry and practical building was only coincidental - In this
harsh society, without a centrally controlled health and welfare

system, freemasonry filled the breach for many. 'It is not the
piactice of t'tasons to advertise their intents, and in no direction
is the "silent Tongue', more incumbent. The widow and the
fatherless have been cheered; the cries of the distressed have been
listened to with attent,ion; and accordingly as "necessity requires
and our ability affords", relief has been given"
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Notes on sources

Sanitation and improved building practices
The annual reports of the Central Board of Health (after 1890 the
Board of Public Health) were examined for the period 1855-1907
and form essential reading for the local historian. During 1859-

64, 1884-90 , 1892- 1907 individual reports are given for all
municipalities and these give very detailed information. The
'Report by Dr. Grenwell on the Sanitary Condition and Sanitary
Administration of the Borough of Clunes' is published in
victorian Parliamentarv Papers, 1891 and its 16 pages contain
both detailed and more general observations; this is complemented
by Lhe examinati-on of contemporary Borough of Clunes reports by
con weickhardt in his unpublished paper 'Clunes Borough Council
1860 to 1955', January 1975, held by the Shire of Talbot and
Clunes. Gressvrell's biography is in the relevant 1891-1939 volume
of ADB. Municipal byelaws are published in Victoria Government
Gazette and related correspondence in the Chief Secretary's papers
of the Public Record Office (VPRS 1 189, units 500-620) has also
been examined.

Architects and builders
Biographical material regarding architects and builders has
generally been gleaned from ratebooks, directories and
miscellaneous material in the Con Weickhardt collection, held by
the Shire of Talbot and Clunes. Relevant entries in ADB were
consulted and histories such as Withers' , @,
1887 and Osborne & Du Borg, Marvborough, '1985 provided specific
references. The quotation regarding freemasonry was from The A11
Nations Lodge. Clunes. Centenarv Celebrations, 1958-
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE ARRIVAL OF THE SMALL FARMER
Atthebeginningofthels60slocalfarningwasunderdeveloped.
the hands of
During the 1850; most land had been locked up in land
had been
pastoral licensees, or squatters' All alienated financial
some
sold by auction and this favoured those with
Beckworth
resources. rn March 1850 in the parishes of Anherst'
there
Eglinton
and
and Clunes, Rodborough, Bung Bong, Glengower
acres
2500
mere
a
were fewer than 100 farmers, who had cultivated 15'000 bushels of
in the previous season' This area had produced
of a
wheat and 221000 bushels of oats' In this year the first
seriesoflandactsvtaspassed'Theseactsv'ereeventuallyto
change the face of the district'
Early land selection
Asgoldyieldsdeclinedinthelatels50sthegoldseekerslooked
enviouslyatthepubliclandsofvictoriaheldunderlicencebyin 1858
squatters. The land convention formed in Melbourne
pressedtheGovernmentto,unlocktheland'.Inthatyearabill
the aim of
was introduced into the Legislative Assembly with
creatingaclassofsmalllandholders,whowouldcultivateand
Council was
not simPly graze sheep' Ho$'ever, the Legislative
forth
and
back
passed
bill
dominated by squatters, and the
in
House
Parliament
outside
between tne twJ houses. A riot
Augustl360frightenedbothmoderatesandcons€rvatives'alike
passed during the
and broke the dJadl0ck; the f irst Land Act \^ras
following monthThelS60,orNicholsonLandActt,'assoriddledwithloopholes,
of crown
created by the squatters themselves' that large tracts
landquicrtypassedintothehandsofthosewhoweresupposedto
beoutsidethetermsoftheact.t'lostoftheareasurveyedand
openforselectionwasintheWesternDistrict-thestronghold
in the next two
of squatterdom. Of the 900,000 acres sold
end of 1861 a
the
years, five srxths \"ent to squatters' At
pecondattemPtwasrnadebychel4inisterforLands,CharlesGavan
acres and then' by
Duffy. Duffy intended to oPen ten thousand
almost universal'
swamping the squatters, make land holding
nine,9"y:' ni1:.i^
Duffy,s act r.s' pootly drafced, and within
Durang
million acres had been selected' mainly by squatters'
thenextEwoyearsonehundredmenwereabletobuyabouttwo.
thirds of a million acres'
Provision of

commons

t{ostlocallandwasexcludedfromselectionundertheseactsas
itwasconsideredauriferous.Nonetheless,theearlylandacts
permittedmi-ners,carters,tradesmenandresidentstousecrov'n
landdesignatedas,commons'.InlS50theMaryboroughDistrict
This chapter was writt-en by Charles

Fahey
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Mining Board sought approval for a cornmon to take in the land
surrounding Back Creek/TaIbot which included t'lount Greenock and
the land to the south east. Known as the Back Creek GoId Fields
Common, its main purpose was to provide grazing land. The
boundaries of the cornmon were gazetted in November 1860 and to
truly serve the local miners no part was further than one mile
distant from any 'important diggings'. 1200 acres $rere set
aside at North Clunes in 1881 as a conmon and the area today is
still largely crown land.

'section 42' selections
A third Land Act was introduced by the Minister for Lands, James
Grant, in 1855. This act designated agricultural areas where
selection could take place, but once again the act was generally
a failure and pastoral runs were turned into freehold estates.
However, this act was saved by one clause, the 42nd, which Grant
introduced to assist selectors in gold mining areas. The 42nd
section allowed annual occupation licences (with a limits of 20
acres) within ten miles of a goldfield. Unlike other sections
of the act it did not permit alienation of these areas.
Furthermore to 'protect the public and local interests'
commissions of enquiry were appointed to consider aIl
applications. These boards met localIy and their numbers
included the district land surveyors and mining surveyors,
together with the chairman and members of the mininq boards and
local councils. From time to time they included the Surveyor
General, the Assistant Commissioner for Lands and Survey and the
Secretary for Mines.

his first assessment of the operation of the 42nd
section in his annual report, tabled at the end of January 1867 .
He proudly announced that those who benefitted from this section
were tenant farmers, married farm labourers (rwho prior to the
facilities afforded for occupying small farms ... were unable to
profitably make use of their savings in settling on the public
lands' ) , miners who were abLe to supplement their earnings by the
sale of produce (and were therefore less detrimentally influenced
by the periodical occurences of diminished local yields of gold
issuing from the deficiency of water) and storekeepers or others
engaged in trade and business adjacent to the various goldfieldsGrant recorded that during the period t'lay 1865 to December 1866,
over 4000 men supporting a population of 14,57O had occupied
89O,0OO acres, and this land had been improved to the extent of
James Grant gave

f,szo

,sts.

In an appendix to his report, Grant set out the impact of
section 42 on a regional basis. In the Amherst district 276
farms had been inspected (total of 101300 acres)- on these
holdings 89 Iicencees were resident and they supported a total
population of 437. The local Crown Lands Bailiff wrote that
improvements were aII of a 'valuable and satisfactory
character', and farnily settlement was general. Of the 10r300
acres, 530 were ploughed and the resulting crops ttere'all that
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could be desired'. In January 1866 a considerable quantity of
land had been ploughed for fallow, which the bailiff believed
would be cropped during the coming season'
In the districts of Clunes, Dean, Spring HilI, Ascot, Glendaruel'
Tourello and Creswick, 307 sites under Xlrre 42 section had been
inspected, with 10? resident licencees and a total population of
345. In these parishes the bailiff reported that croPs of wheat
and oats had been gathered from many allotments, and on many
others potatoes were grown. The non-resident licencees, he
neighbourhood of their holdings,
noted, nearly aII resided in_the
iunusually
valuable character'and improvements were of an
In February 1865 cheered by this success, the maximum area open
to licence was increased fron 20 to 80 acres. In August of the
following year the oPeration of the section !,tas extended to a
distance of 30 miles from a goldfield, and the area available for
Iicence was doubled to 160 acres. By the end of the 1860s, Grant
claimed that the section had settled 13,000 applicants on 786r000
acres. The first extant rate book of the Shire of Talbot reveals
that this colony-wide success uras mirrored locally'
Large holdings
Under the pre-1850 regulations sale by auction had permitted a
handful of land holders to tie up a substantial proportion of the
pastoral and agricultural land in the shire. By February 1870 the
most extensive local ProPerty was a 5019 acre freehold estate in
the parish of Glengotrer, held in partnership by Robert Bland,
Lewis Grant, Malcolm Morrison, WiIliam McDonald and Alexander
McParlane. In the parish of Rodborough, land was also concentrated,
and here Edward Bucknall (of Rodborough VaIe) owned 3,073 acres
and Duncan Sinclair a furthet 4,800 acres. These men made little
effort to cultivate and all their land was rated as being pastoral
in February 1870. In the parish of Beckworth Robert and James
Nichol had engrossed 2,500 acres, while in Bung Bong, John
Quarterman held 2 r7OO acres of crovtn land and 300 acres of
Iand

freehold pastoral Iand. In the parish of Lilicur the Iargest
holding was 1,500 acres of pastoral land held by George H. chomley.
In February 1g70 these half dozen landholders had been able to
acquire some forty percent of the pastoral and agricultural land
in the shire. They had not, however, been able to lock out the
small land holder, and the 42nd section had permitted 470 men and
uromen to occupy land that had formerly been excluded for farming
as it was considered auriferOus. The most intense COncentration
of selectors hras in the parish of Eglinton, where 108 residents
were rated on lands of greater than one acre. outside the
township of Clunes, a further 82 r/tere on the land, and in Amherst
there was a further 48 farmers. In the parish of Beckworth 46
farmers were rated in 1870, while in both smeaton and Tourello
there were about 30 farmers. However, these Iast two parishes
extended into the Shire of Creswick where they supported a large
number of land holders.
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SmaII farms

the farms in the
As they were selected under the 42nd section'
ShireofTalbotweretypicallyverysmall.InFebruarylST0over
one
the farms were less than 40 acres in extent' About
half
fifthoflandholdershadmanagedtoextendtheirholdingstoS0
or more'
or more acres, but only a handful (4t) held 200 acres

after taking up their holdings, these small holders
facedwithaconsiderableamountorrarcur.Thefirsttask!'asto
cleartheland.Intheearlyls50stheCregwich'andCluEes
crearing of native
described the. ttrot6sate
ij;;#.r-irJnr"'rry
i
i d rac^rrrr.a
bv
^resource bv
-!
^a
this
of 5|'
;;;i;r"d the simple destruction
;;*";-";;
fire.Nonetheless,notallnativetimberwasdestroyed,andin
was used to build
the early years of selection a good deal ofbuildings'
Native
residences, barns, dairies and other farm post and rail fences
the
timber was also essential for building
that enclosed most ProPerties'
were

Soon

.

I

--:

:

Withinthefirstyearsofsettlementtheareaundercultivation
'18,051 acres were cultivated in the
rose dranatically- By 1857'
parishes of runheist, Beckworth, Bung Bong' C1unes' Eglinton'
increase
Lilicur, Rodborough and Tourello' This t"as a sevenfold
240 acres
his
180
of
over 1860. In 1870 Robert Hancock cultivated be expected from the
would
in the parish of Smeaton' However, as
More
size of farms, most selectors cropped much less than this'
typicalwasRobertElderofClunes,whocultivatedonly20ofhis
his 20 acre
75 acres, or George Leitch who cropped two acres on
block.InlsT0theaverageareacultivatedwasonly22acxes'
than l0 acres.
and armost one third of curtivators cropped ress landholders
small
Although these were small areas, almost all
season the
cropped a Part of their holdings' In the 1871-72
ShireofTalbotproducedl3l,O0Obushelsofwheatand94'000
two flour
bushels of wheat, and the township of Amherst supported
a
were
there
rnills. In the neighbouring Shire of Creswick
further two millsoccasionallytheaimsofsettlingthelandless.undersection42
$rentastrayrandestablishedlandnoldersuseddummies'oragentE'
C1ancy applied for
to select on their behalf. In October 1869inJohn
parish of
the
the holding formerly held by Henry Morley'
occupancy had not
his
Tourello. Clancy claimed that uorley' during
toqether
fenced
been
bothered to imprtve the land: his block hadland
He
holder'
with four other blocks and used by a large
argued in a letter to the Minister for Lands:
got a foot of
I have four sons and neither of us have
that piece of
the land in the colony ' If you grant me
cultivate it
the late Henry t{orley I wiII reside ontoand
see others
as soon as possible' It is very hard
monoleliz" isic for monopolisel thousands of acres of
Iand and the Poor man without any'
for
However, such cases were atypical, and application forms
section 42 blocks clearly record that in the Shire of Talbot
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Local basalt was often used in farm buildings and gives such
structures a distinctive appearance. This characteristic is shared
with other volcanic areas such as the Western District.
licencees came from the groups Grant identified in his annual
report of January 1A67. Typical of the Iandless workingmen who
took up section 42 blocks were John Beacher, a miner of Clunes
who selected 80 acres in July 1866 and Robert Barry, a Iabourer
from uiddJ-e Swamp, who selected 35 acres in JuIy 1867. Edward
Carter, a tenant farmer, of l"lount Beckworth used the 42nd section
to obtain a small block of his own- Widows and single women were
also allowed to take up licences. For example, Mary l'loss, a
widow with eight dependent children, took up 19 acres at Talbot
in June 1867 which she used to carry on a dairy business.
In 1859 James Grant introduced his famous second Land act, which
for the first time threw the whole colony oPen to selection
before survey. This act also adopted many of the requlations
successfully trialled under the 1865 42nd section. For example,
all land was to be initially held under Licence and ail selectors
had to appear before a Iocal land board before they were allowed
to occupy the land- Although this act opened up little Iand in
the Shire of Talbot, it had a dramatic impact. Firstly, under
section 3'l of the 1869 Land Act, Iicencees who resided on their
selections, improved the Iand and paid their annual rents were
enabled to alienate their blocks- By this clause the maiority of
the local holdings passed from the Crown to freeholders. Thus
John Beacher, who had paid annual rents of {11 10s for his 80
acre block at Clunes since 1861, was able to obtain freehold
possession by the payment of a further f 5 12s for survey fees 129
I

More importantly the 1869 Land Act opened up the Wimmera and the
northern plains to selectors and shifted the wheat belt from
southern Victoria and the Central Highlands to the north- In
the wetter or more elevated shires (such as Talbot) wheat gro\ders
in the late 1860s frequently satt their crops attacked by diseases
such as rust. As the northern wheat belt opened so southern
selectors abandoned wheat farming. In 1871 47O local farmers
cultivated 18,000 acres of wheat and 9,149 acres of oat.s; by 1892
the number of cultivated holdings had declined to only 184. On
these farms a mere 181 acres were laid down in wheat and 526 in
oats. Most of the cultivated land was sown with grasses and cut
for hay- one of the results of this change in land use was the

1

closure of two loca1 flour mills.

In the two decades after the introduction of thc 1869 Land Act,
there was a substantial turnover of holdings in the Shire of
Talbot. of the ratepayers Iisted in 1870, less than half were
still in the shire in 1891. Many of those who left sold out to
take advantage of the 1859 Land Act and select larger holdings
further north. In 1974 Robert Barry, for example, transferred
his licencc (over 35 acres at Eglinton) explaining to the
officials of the Lands Department that he had selected in the
Wimmera County of Kara Kara. The improvements on his Talbot
selection were valued at fZtO, which provided him $rith the
capital to clear and improve his new selection.
AJ,though the turnover of landholders htas high between 1870 and
.l
89'l , the movement did not inmediately result in the amalgamation
of small farms. In 1891 the number of farms listed in the Shire
of Talbot ratebook had not declined since 1870, and the pattern

of combining farming with other occupations such as mining or
carting continued. This Pattern of part-time farming continued
while there trere opportunities for small block holders to either
supply local mining communities, or work at rnining themselvesAs gold mining declined in the late nineteenth century and early
twentieth century the position of small block holders
deteriorated. In 1870 half the Shire of Talbot farmers held less
than 50 acres; by 1912 the proportion had dropped to about one
quarter. on the other hand the proportion of farmers holding
farms in excess of 150 acres rose from six to forty percent. The
age of the part-time farmer $ras therefore drawing to a close and
the current land usage pattern was established.

of the Shi-re of Talbot and Clunes showing cadastral
boundaries which reflect extensive land selection during the 1860s
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Hobby farrns

By way of postscript, the subdivision of large pastoral holdings
for hobby farms in the Shire of Talbot and Clunes has recently
refocused attention onto the hinterlands surrounding Clunes (and
to a lesser extent, Talbot). In December 1978 a planning
application was lodged for the hobby farm development known as
Scale Park. The council refused this application yet the
Planning eppeals Board directed the council to issue 55 permits
to construct dwellings. No conditions were imposed and in fact
some of the permits were for 'Iand locked' allotments. Although
roads hrere partly constructed the proposed water supply was not

installed.

Other developments of this period included the Birdfarm Estate
(parish of Eglinton - approximately 111 lots), Beckworth Court
Estate (approximately 12 lots), Edloso Estate (Mclennans Road approximately 14 lots) and an area north of Wanlace Road (parish
of Craigie - approximately 20 lots). Two similar developments but
with sealed roads, electricity and reticulated water, were the
adjoining estates of Fairview park Estate and Blackmore park
Estate (total of 230 lots) north of Clunes.

After much debate an Interim Development Order was gazetted in
October 1984 to regulate future hobby farm developments (amongst
other items). However the boom in the rate 1970s saw the number of
houses constructed in the shire reach revels not seen since the
ninteenth century and a steady demand continues.

Notes on sources
The best book on land settlement is J.M. powell, The public Lands
of Australia Felix, I{elbourne, 1970. The settlement of the Shire
of Talbot and crunes can be forlowed by examining section 42 fires
at the Public Record Office or through the Shire of Talbot
ratebooks. The Victorian statistical Register and its predecessor,
the Agricultural Statistics, give the area cropped and these are
published in Victorian parliamentary Papers.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

DECLINE AI{ID END OF MINING
The Creswick - Maryborough railway, constructed in the early
1g70s, arrived too late to greatly benefit Talbot or Clunes. Ten
or even five years earlier the arrival of the first train would
have attracted a Iarge crowd, a ball or at least a souvenir
progranme of the days events. Yet the platform at clunes was
almost empty on that auspicious day. Although the railway was of
use to local farmers, the anticlimax was symbolic- Mininq at
Clunes and Talbot had peaked and yields were decreasing-

At Talbot little sustained mining activity had taken place since
the 1870s and despite the optimism shown by the Talbot Leader,
the southerly nines on the Mount Greenock Lead were never rich.
In fact, geological surveyor Reginald A.F. lrturray pointed to the
success of the Union Company where deep alluvial finds were
supplemented by obtaining half an ounce of gold Per ton of ore in
quartz reefs struck in the bed rock. Murray cited the aPPlication
of Ballarat experience for the relative lack of success with the
deep leads of Mount Greenock.
Those accustomed to find the best of the go1d
concentrated in the deeper portions of the Ba1larat
gutters were discouraged on finding the deep ground of
the !4ount Greenock Lead to be poor, and giving up hope,
they did not properly test the reef-washes on the slopes
above the gutter level.

The famous Madame Berry deep leads at Creswick were also
generally developed after the spate of deep leads mines at
Dunach were active in the late 1870s. Thus any chance of shared
knowledge was unavailable or too late to economise local deep
Iead workings.
By the 1870s and 80s the day of the small scale mining operation
was almost over. Apart from the odd fossicker working tailings
along the creek and some minor alluvial workings on reef drifts,
very few small parties remained.
The Perseveranqe Company, true to its name, was significant as

the longest surviving small co-operative company in Clunes. The
company had been operating on a small scale since at least 1859
and its lease, to the east of the Clunes United Company, had
supported a small party who operated the shaft with a whim and
12 head battery. Without an engine, sinking could not proceed
beyond the 240 foot level and the co-operative Party sold out to
the Central Clunes Company, a Melbourne syndicate who erected
the necessary machinery for deeper sinking. A portion of the
Central Clunes Company lease was obtained but despite net^I popPet
heads, engine house and machinery, tenders were soon called to
work the mine on tribute and all work ceased about 1890. The
mine yielded approximately 140 kg of gold133
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Despite the late arrival of the railway to Clunes, it did give
some minor impetus to the development of Service Street,
especially the southern end. This is best exemplified by the
Railway Hotel, which was erected to cater for railway construction
workers, and, after 18'75, also rail passengers. Such development
was reinforced by the extensive works of the South Clunes
Company, whose battery was located on the creek at the end of
William Street, and serviced by an extensive net$rork of tramwaysThe works of Bute and Downes and the Lothair Company hrere located
in South C1unes. In April 1885 the South Clunes Company was
amalgamated with the New Lothair Company to form the South Clunes
United Company, No Liability.
The 'Chinese riot'

It was a strike at the Lothair and South Clunes mines which
caused the most lawless strife since the heady days of the
'insiders' and 'outsiders' of the mid 1850s. A Clunes Miners
Association had been formed in September 1873. At that first
meeting on 23 September 300 miners joined while the number had
swelled to 650 by mid November. The strikes were over hours and
htages and proved a decisive period for the miners association.
The biggest victory was the prevention of Chinese labour to
reopen the mines. On I December 1873 Chinese aboard coaches from
Creswick and BaIlarat hrere reported heading for Clunes. Expecting
an entry on the Creswick Road, massive parties of local miners and
residents gathered to repel the coaches. Hovrever, the coaches had
unexpectedly taken the back road to Ascot and thus came up the
Tourello Road. The ruse almost caught the welcoming party unaware
but a scramble across town saw the coaches met on the morning of 9
December by almost 1000 angry Clunes faces. The angry group milled
south of the new railway station site and a barrage of insults and
missiles greeted the Chinese. Withing a short time the coaches
turned and retreated. Local feeling !.ras strongly behind the
action but many in the rest of the colony were shocked by the
lawless action. 'The successful attempt to resist the law, and to
prohibit by force of arms the exercise on the part of the
employers of their unquestionable right to get labour where they
pleased' offended the Australasian Sketcher which felt that a
dangerous precedent had been set.
Yet nilitancy quietened at Clunes, perhaps as miners sensed the
gradual decline in mining that had within the previous few years
began to affect the town. By 1877 (the last entry in the Clunes
!4iners Association members ledger) only 51 nembers were fully
paid up and the dire consequences predicted by some observers of
the Chinese riot hrere not fulfilled until later years, in distant
towns, and often within industries unconnected with mining.
The Port PhiIIip Company continued its successful operations
until the 1890s, although the yield of gold dropped below the
101000 oz Wr year mark in 1880-81, and production never regained
former magnitude. Significantly less quartz hras crushed after
1885-86 and a loss was incurred by the company from 1880-81
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onwards. The company expanded its area significantly in the 1880s
by amalgamation of leases belonging to smaller companies unable
to continue profitable operation. The Criterion Amalgamated
Company, itself the result of a merger of the Criterion and
Clunes United Companies in the 1860s, riras taken over by the Port
Phillip Mining Company by 1888 and renamed Port Phillip
Criterion. The Criterion mine was the sixth highest yielding mine
in Clunes and the combined ground (Criterion, United and Central)
was the fourth most productive area on the Clunes goldfield.

In 1884 the New Yankee Company reached agreement $rith the port
Phillip Company to use that latter company's drives to obtain
gold near the boundary of the claim although this was soon
abandoned and the company was amalgamated with the port phirrip
company. The Yankee euartz Mining company had been significant as
the seventh richest mine in clunes and one of a smarl number of
successful sustained gold mines upon which the economy of clunes
was based in the second half of the nineteenth century.
on 1 september 1889 the company changed name to the port phirrip
GoId Company Limited. In total, the port phillip Company had
produced 15,013 kg of gold, making it the third most productive
reef mj.ne and fourth most productive gold mine in Victoria.
Mining histories
Following the period of successfur mining operations, histories
based on direct experience tirere able to be published. The port
Phillip Mine had the distinction of being commemorated at the
start and end of its operations. The Nordstrom model of 1858 had
presaged a great mine and R.H. Bland's Historv of the port
Phillip and Colonial Gold Mininq Co. in connection with the
Clunes Mine, provided a fitting conclusion; the mine closed in
published in two editions
1893 and Bland died a year later.
(1888 and 1890) by F.W. Niven of Ballarat, the 24 page pamphlet
provided a relatively thorough account of the history of the
mine, although such a contemporary account Iacked any substantial
reference to the place of the port phillip Mine in relation to
reef mining, company mining and to Victoria's mining history in
general. Bland's work incidently ranked as one of the very early
company histories, a discipline not fully developed until after
the Second world war. It also coincided with a number of
pioneering nineteenth century Victorian provincial histories such
as Withers' Historv of Ballarat (1870, 2nd edition 1887),
Osborne's, Warrnambool (1887), Mackay's, Bendigo (1891) Earle's,
Port Fairv (1896) and Franks' Geelonq Past and Present (1891).
The New North clunes Mine had achieved favorabre yields untir the
mid 1860s and the North Clunes area rose in importance as a
residential area during this period. Despite the shaky start in
the 1850s the mine had been a spectacular success. In total, the
New North Clunes mine yielded over 7800 kg of gold which placed
the mine as the second highest yielding mine in Clunes and 20th
richest quartz mine in Victoria. The company paid f,750,000 in
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dividends which ranked the company as the most successful mine in
Clunes in terms of dividends.
The end

of mining at

Clunes

In 1888 however, the New North Clunes Company suspended work with
aII capital exhausted. During the first half of 1889 a new syndicate
took up the lease, with slightly altered boundaries to take in
part of the former Victoria Company's lease. This company was known
as Dixon's New North Clunes. The end of the mine and indeed the
virtual end of mining in Clunes came in 1892. A decade later journalist
A.J. Giddings described the events leading to this situation:
The New North Clunes Company, having followed one of its
rich shoots of gold at a deep level for a considerable
distance to within a few feet of the boundary, ceased
pumping operations while it turned its attention to
ground in higher parts, which were kept clear of water by
the pumps of the Clunes Quartz Mining Co. This latter
company promptly resented the action of its neighbour,
and although it had reached a most interesting and
promising stage in its career - one shaft being the
deepest on the line - decided, rather than go on for its
would not
own benefit, that - as officially stated -'It
continue to contribute towards the cost of pumping water
from other people's properties'. This decision
ultimately caused the flooding of the mines to the south,
and matters rrere rapidly becoming ripe for a general
discontinuance of work.

To overcome these problems and ensure economical working of the
mines, an amalgamation of all mines was proposed. In 1894 Thomas
Cornish, Chairman of the Port Phillip Conpany, secured consent
from adjacent mines to form such a company to work the entire Clunes
goldfield. However, efforts to raise the necessary t20r000 on the
London market failed and the mines gradually filled with water.
Giddings was far from pleased at the cessation of work, especially
when the required pumping equpiment was easily available and
examples were at that time working on some of the larger deep lead
mines in the vicinity.
Some of the companies, which, under the singular connected
nature of their workings, should have worked hand in hand
for mutual self preservation, seemed to have been blinded
to their own interests by selfishness and not to realise
to the full extent the serious nature of the situation.

Reworking

of the

mines

Reworking of the mines at Clunes occurred sporadically during the
1890s generally carried on in a desultory fashion by tribute
parties. Tailings in heaps and even along the creek \itere treated
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rrrith cyanide. The wealthy lawyer and pastorarist Agar wynne
a small fortune by sponsoring such works at crunes.

amassed

At Amherst cyanide was arso used for treating abandoned tairings.
The quartz reef mines here were often distant from creeks and
therefore tailings had not been washed away as in clunes. Amherst
metallurgicar chemist and engineer for the Bresis cynadide works
at Amherst and opossum Gurry cyanide works. Both these
exemprified the resurgence of mining the author sought.works
yet the
treatment of tailings was unabre to sustain any major or lasting
development and Reid,s plea went largely unheeded.
Just as the first phase of histories seeking pubricity for the
local qoldfierds coincided with the earry expioitation
reef
mining so the second phase coincided witn tne cessationof
of
around the turn of the century and especially the desire mining
by
government to reopen the mines at clunes. Reid's publication
about cyaniding at Amherst h,as joined in the same year
by
The clunes Mines. This booklet was written by rocar
newspaper
proprieter and editor A.J. ciddings and published by the crunes
Borough councir- rt was distributed 'with a view
of bringing
under notice of mining investors and capitalists generarry
the
great undevel0ped resources of the clunes
Gordfierd'.
Quartz
whilst much of the work was devoted to'Fuiure prospects,and
'stoppage of work: The causes', much historical
was
given regarding individuar mines and the historyrnformation
of
crunes
as
a
tor^rn was accorded quite detailed examination.
Apart from the bord but unsuccessfur
of such rocal
publications, the Department of Minesrhetoric
produced a similar documenc,
arthough the preading stance $ras repraced by a more detachedr
equarly sincere tone. Georogist william gradfora visited crunesyet
in 1902 and his report hras published the following year as
Bulletin No- G of the Georogicar survey
of victoria. The combined
effect of arr these pubrications was sright
and it was not until
the early 1930s that
serious

nerr,

work was undertaken.

Notes on sources
The railway is fully des

Historical Bulletin, 44g
quotation comes from his
qoldfields, 1893. Detail
included with the citat.i
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PERCEPTTONS OF'THE EbT TRONMETiIT
Although this history has thus far concentrated on the manner :-n
which the geological and topographical environment has shaped the
Shire's history, nany other aspects influenced the local way of
life. Perceptions of the environment through PhotograPhs and
illustrations are also important because they reveal to our
modern eyes what locals considered were significant aspects in
their environment.

Private gardens
Thc earliest gardens in the shire were probably those attached to
the squatting huts or homesteads on squatters pastoral runs. The
earliest huts on such runs lvere of necessity erected near the
best available supply of fresh water. Initial plantings may have
included fruit trees (such as mulberry, fig, almond, apple and
Ioquat) and other economic or culinary plants (such as Parsley,
rosemary, sage, mint and even the bay laurel tree). It is likely
that following consolidation of the Pastoral run, and perhaps
coinciding with the transition from early slab but- to a more
sophisticated residence, that a flower or pleasure garden may
have been formed.

{

As many immigrants from the United Kingdom htere leaving home, a
garden revolution was sweeping areas of England and Scotland. The
English landscape style of gardening with its sweeping lawns,
picturesque clumps of trees and eyecatching vistas was giving way
to a more Precise, plant-based style; Ehe gardenesque. Pussy
geometric beds made a reaPPearance after languishinq for a
century or more, emphasis was placed on individual specimen trees
and in the wake of the great botanical travellers of the Iate
eighteenth and early nineteenth century, exotic plants were
collected with fervour, especially by gentlemen with scientific
leanings. This garden revolution ritas significant for it enabled

the small holder to enjoy in his tiny allotment, a microcosm of
the larger gardens without the need for a massive estate to gain
the necessary vistas or landscape effectsThe gradual introduction of the 'gardenesque' style coincided
neatly with the discovery of gold in Australia. Fo1lowing early
discoveries in the mid-1850s, the rise of more permanent
dwellings than mere canvas or calico Presented the opportunity
for gardening.

In 1861, after only three years residence, Talbot storekeePer
Robert Whittle had a small cottage with 'a very nice garden
filled with choice plants in front of it, of which I used to be
very proud, and I used to find great pleasure in cultivation
and tending this, whenever I could find any spare time to do so'.
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Seeds and plants

As earry as 18G1, wilkinsonrs Dispensdry in Tarbot acted as agent
for John smith's 'victorian seed store, in Barrarat and wirkinson
advertised 'Agriculturar seeds, Fruit rrees, shrubs, cuttings and
every requisite for Gardening and Agriculturar purposes,
years rater wirkinson advertised continuous receipt of . Thro
'Fresh
seeds from the celebrated firm of Smith and Adamson,, Melbourne
nurserlrmen and forerunners of the present Brunnings horticultural
business - wirkinson eras a keen naturar histori_an and exhibeted
fossils at the 1862 exhibition. catarogues of nurser)rmen and
seedsmen were often reviewed in the pages of the l0car press
and
the wide variety of specres generarry attracted favourable
attention The'wide variety of imported seeds and plants combined with
severar rocal materials to give the typical goldfierds garden
a
distinctive character- The rocky plains around Tarbot and
Clunes, and the local availability of quartz (both crushed
rocks) made formation of paths and garden beds a rerativery and as
simpre task- contrary to accepted views, indigenous
Austrarian
trees were commonry used in earry l0car gardens.
growing
wattles and eucalypts gave shade and proiection forQuick
more
tender
prants and courd easiry be removed as more expensive
exotics
gained maturity- Many native plants were enjoyed for
their
subtre frowers and species such as pittosporim undulatum,
&ggl_ a armarta .nd Mvoporu* in",rr..ilGZt6FfLa, ) formed dense
hedges- Hovrever exot-E-llGsuch as hawthorn, gorze,
boxthorn,
briar rose and box were more widery used for hedges and have
often become noxious weeds. Later, the native Bunya Bunya pine
(Araucgri+ bidwillii),
Moreton Bay Fig (Ficus macrophvlla) and
Queensrand kauri. (Aqathis robusta) ,eie ffiu="a
arongside
favoured exotic i*ports roGEci*en trees. The native
were also more suited to the harsher crimate, with its prants
irregular
brater supply and high summer temperarures.
Pleasure gardens
Pleasure however, r^ras a major theme in rocar gardens, especiarly
those attached to hoters, nurseries and orchaids.. rn the
.l
early
860s the Greenock park Hotel at McCallum's Creek
tRed
Lionl
boasted of 'preasure gardens unsurpassed in victoria' and
'Attwood's preasure Gardens' which consisted of vine, tree,
nursery, fruit and frower gardens provided a complete
contrast
from the diggings. The gardens were situated on the Deep
near the cattre pound at carisbrook and the ls admission creek
entitred
each person to either refreshment, fruit or flowers.
Later
exampres included cox's garden in Amherst Road and
Tarrant,s
Rosedare orchard at crunes. Features of such preasure
gardens
generarry included shaded warks, frorar displays,
ornamentar
garden buildings and structures with perh"pr
a rake such as
that at the Bermont homestead near Beaufort where
"r"r, Japanese
bridges lent an oriental theme.
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The popularity of gardening on the goldfields was demonstrated by
formation of a horticultural society in Clunes by 1881- J-BEdwards, formerly a watchmaker at Ta1bot, played a leading role
along with Messrs. w. Appleby, E. Eberhard, J.L. Collier and
Bolton. In 1882 the society conducted a competition for the
'Best Kept Cottage Garden'with premiums of f:3s and {Z ZsSuch popularity reflected many factors. Nostalgia for English
plants provided a strong impetus and often use of indigenous plants
was merely the framework for an English influenced garden. t'lore
likely hOwever, was the desire to impose some order, however small,
on the unwieldy and sometimes oppressive landscape. Cultivation
pushed back the boundaries and gave the gardener a feeling of
influence as well as creativity and pleasure. Gardening was the
great (and often unrecognised) civilising pastime on the goldfields.

Photographers and PhotograPhs
The complex influences and perceptions demonstrated in local
gardens were also expressed in the work of the many photographers
who captured views of the new mining totrnships. Photographer's
working locally feII into four main grouPs. The first comprised
professionals rrrith studios in Melbourne or larger towns such as
Ballarat who made occasional forays into the district, generally
on commission. The second group, strongly represented in
surviving photograPhs, were local professional photographers and
account for most surviving local photographs- The numerous
amateur photographers formed a distinct third group. Whether
hobbyists or semi-professional they formed an imPortant adjunct
to the second category of local professionals and often combined
their photography with another calling such as pharmacy- The
Iast, a shadowy group, were itinerant photographers often pausing
in the district for only a few weeks or even days-

Of the first category, the views of Daintree and Nettleton remain
outstanding for their technical excellence and value as pictorial
records of Clunes. Richard Daintree ( 1832-1878) was a geologist
and served with the Geoloqical Survey of Victoria until 1856 when
he returned to England to study assaying and metalurgy. When he
rejoined the Geological Society in January 1859 he pioneered the
use of photography in geological field work. His four known
views of Clunes, are models of clarity and scientific precision;
two views look north from Camp HilI to the Port Phillip and
Clunes Companies works to form a panorama and two look south to
the first vantage point. In this way objects in the foreground
of one pair became views in the distance of the other pair and
vice versa. Looking to Camp HitI, the new court house and police
quarters could be be seen on the horizon indicating a date of
c.1859. The view was carefully composed '.rith the horizon at
eyelevel heightening the perception of Clunes as a valley of
industry. The panoramic view to the north also emphasised the
powerful mining scene; the scarred landscape being an object of
pride to the geologist's lens.
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Charles Nettleton (1826-1902) was a prominant Melbourne
photographer who specialised in views, often sold in albums. His
major work comprised a series of eighteen photographs of Clunes
taken in 1855-56 which formed part of the Clunes Borough Council
exhibit at the rntercolonial Exhibition of Australia, held in
Melbourne during 1866-1867- Like Daintree, Nettleton included many
panoramic views, although when framed for the exhibition the
photographs appeared as individual specimens mounted in two giant
frames. The views were certainly taken with an eye for the enormous
municipal and technical progress achieved in the previous two
decades and depicted both mining and township scenes.

local government to contribute photographs
to the Intercolonial Exhibition appears to have been the
brainchild of architect John George fnight, Secretary to the
Exhibition Commissioners and views were requested in March 1856.
Whether the Nettleton views of Clunes rrtere a speculative venture
on his part in 1865 or actually commenced by the council in 1866
is unclear; the special Clunes Exhibition Corunittee expendea fZZ
14s on the exhibit and the Nettleton photograph no doubt
accounted for the bulk of this sum.
The idea of inviting

The exhibition, held in a temporary annexe at the rear of the
t'lelbourne Pub1ic Library, featured exhibits from aII the
Australian colonies and, apart from the Nettleton photographs,
the contribution from Clunes Borough Council included a printed
panel of municipal statistics, the borough banner and samples of
quartz from local gold mines. Nettleton regarded the views highly
enough to hrrite to the council complaining about their mode of
display in the exhibition and following corresPondence with
Knight the matter was rectified to assuage local pride. Following
the Intercolonial Exhibition the views returned to Clunes and for
many years they hung in their two large exhibition frames at the
rear of the Clunes Town HalI. The panel of statistics, now on
display in the Clunes museum, stilI retains the original
exhibition frame.
The technical excellence shown by Daintree and Nettleton was due
mainly to the use of large glass negatives and the wet colloidon
process; a cumbersome process whereby the plate was coated with
emulsion immediately prior to exPosure and developed immediatelyContact prints were taken and the clarity was awesome. Other
major photographers Ieaving views of Talbot and Clunes include
Solomon and Baldwell of Ballarat and James Lind of Melbourne-

The second category of photographers, the local professionals,
Ieft a Iasting record of people, events, buildings and viewsThe most prolific were J.R. Tanner, John Bawden and H- [4oser, all
of Clunes. Of the Talbot photographers, easily the most
celebrated was Nicholas Caire, who had a studio in Scandinavian
Crescent during 1870-72. This was an early phase in Caire's
distinguished career although few of his local photographs
survive and his fame was yet to come. Other Talbot photographers
included W. Hardegan and w.E. James (whose 'photographic rooms'
in Scandinavian Crescent were first rated in 1850)142
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Local amateur photographers were less active in the nineteenth
than the twentieth century. Until the advent of roII film in the
1890s photography was an expensive business with its mysteries
being mastered by only a few. Amateurs who showed distinct
aptitude, were often the local pharmacist or tratchmaker and thus
filled a semi-professional role. Of the twentieth century
amateurs, the views of most lasting value were those by the
energetic Weickhardt family of Clunes. Their views, often of
family business activities, provided a personal glimpse largely
forgotten since the carte de visit photoqraph of the 1850s and
70s which commonly depicted business men outside their premises
and families outside their homes.
The fourth group, itinerant photograPhers, have left almost no
surviving photographs, although contemporary newsPapers flesh out
the story. Professor Golightly (electrician and photographer)
hras one of the first such artists to visit clunes. conducting
business in August 1859 from the Kingston Hotel at Ki.ngston, the
Professor advertised his intentions to photograph 'likenesses and
views, portraits, family groups, views of buildings, machinery,
etc'. His main purpose, however, was to lecture on galvanism
and he advertised galvanised batteries ('made to order') for
blasting. Lucky residents of Amherst and Mosquito Flat were
visited by Messrs Plymouthz and Co. in '1862. 'Correct likeness
or no change' $ras their boast although their stay at the White
Horse Hotel in Amherst proved to be short as this travelling
show was soon advertising in the New South Wales gold towns of
Adelong and Tumbarumba. Others with grand names followed but
vanished just as quickly. Where are the lasting views by the
victoria Portrait and View GaIIery (Talbot, 1880) or Free and
Son, portrait and landscape photographs (Clunes, 1882)?

Hill was a popular spot for photographers and
the edge of the escarpmentThese included distinguished photographers such as Richard
Daintree (c.1859) and Charles Nettleton ( 1865-66) as well as many
local operators. Using Camp ni}| as his vantage point in 1862 the
Dicker's Mininq Record correspondent observed the mining
operations of Criterion, Clunes United, Port Phillip, Yankee and
Victoria companies with satisfaction:
In Clunes,

Camp

many panoramic views were taken from

they form by far the Iiveliest and most encouraging mining
scene that can be witnessed in the whole colony - more
especially enhanced as that scene is by the sound of the
busy hum of the mills that are for ever at work, and the
significant and Iabored shouts of the winding engines, so
suggestive of the fitful occupation they are engaged inTalbot and Amherst both lacked any obvious vantage points for
panoramic work and in those towns, photographs of the '1860s and
70s were invariably of individual buildings, often with proud
owners posed at the door. A Iarge suite of photographs, by an
unknown hand, showing the hotels, shops and residences of Talbot
in 1875 is outst.andinq-
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By the 1880s in crunes, camp Hill was no longer the mandatory
spot for a panorama but had been repraced by 'the Rocks'. The
newry pranted trees which blocked the view from camp Hilr could
be captured at a distance from 'the Rocks' . whereas earlier views
had captured an awkward foreshortened view of Fraser Street and
highlighted the mines of North clunes this was now repraced by a
side-on view of the rebuiLt middle section of Fraser street with
its impressive banks and new commercial premises. rndeed, if the
rens was pointed sufficientry far to the left, it was posibre to
even avoid any mines at arr, but stirl capture those symbors of
progress from the 1870s, the Free Library and enlarged church of
England.

rn the 1870s and 80s photographs tended to emphasise individuaL
buirdings and arthough panoramas continued to be taken at clunes,
quick growing trees now clouded the views. The buirdings were a
product of the spectacurar growth of both Tarbot and clunes in
the period 1860-70. rn crunes Beauchamp took monumentar shots of
the Hospital (erected 1971-73) and Town HaIl (1g72-73) and the
new straggry eucalypts of the hospital garden contrasted with the
order and impressive architecturar qualities of the new buirding.
Public Aardens and landscaping
Brue gums were arso used for street tree pranting and rong avenues
were planted in clunes. public parks and gardens were also popurar
after the '1870s when a reaction against the debris of locar mining
(especiarry in clunes) provoked action from local councirs.

rn the early 1870s mulrock from the mines had blocked the second
branch of creswick's creek and council grasped upon the opportunity
of improving the area alomg the creek. creswick's creek was used
far less for mining purposes following erection of the port phirrip
Company's pumping plant on Birch's Creek (1967) and commissioning
of the C1unes water supply (1969-74). tne council could at last
contemplate recraimation of the creek and its environs, which were
by that period in a deprorable state. A grant from the government
in 1872 enabled the council to excavate the creek to a depth of
twelve feet and a uniform width of fifty feet. This work extended
from upstream of the government bridge to a point dorrrnstream from
camp street and was prollressivery augmented by the plantations of
silver poplars and elms along the banks.
rn 1878 a deputation was received by the Borough of clunes when
permission was sought to occupy a portion of the creek Reserve as a
bowling green. The bowling club (as yet in an embryonic form)
undertook to prant the ground if the council wourd fence the area.
In June the council adopted a proposal by its public works
committee and the town clerk was instructed to prepare a rease for
the ground- As the Borough was not gazetted as a committee of
Management for the entire reserve untir just over ten years rater
the exact nature of the agreement is uncertain. However 'Fideris'
recarred the green was laid out by Arthur Batson, the town clerk,
and an earry photograph shows a smalr timber clubhouse on this site.
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the century and
Queens Park was at its maturity by the Eurn of qarden
elements
today retains manY of che early Plantings and

I

I
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progress with planting and landscapinq at Queens park was sIow.
'The land is fencedr wrote Che t.own clerk in 1886 'and partially
planted Ialthough] the council proPose to make more improvements'After considerable negotiations Ligar SEreet was reduced in wrdth
to 1 chain and, following the creation of a sludge channel along
the line of the creek, an area of slightly over two acres was
available for a PubIic garden.
The fountain in Queens Park was constructed in 1887 as one of
countless memorials across the colonies to conmemorate the
jubilee of Queen Victoria's assession t,o the Lhrone in 1837 and
the park was also officially opened at this time. Forty years
later, a former resident recalled the erection of the fountain
and the former bridge i-n Service Street.

to worry t\4r Fry (the caretaker) while the
fountain was being buiIt. we were inquisitive lictIe
children, and watched with wonder the modelling being
done. I think it was at the celebration of the Queen's
jubilee these were completed, as I remember walkrng in
the procession to the park, walking hand in hand wrth
the teacher, holding a flag in the other hand' The
mayor and some of the leading councillors spoke, the
older scholars sang Patriotic sonqs, and the mayor
turned on the tap of the wonderful fountain- But what
interested us most was that we smaller folk each
received a paper bag containing a bun, IoIIies and nuts.

How we used
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Bytheturnofthecentury,QueensParkwasreachingmaturrty. with
tie trees, mainly evergreen conifers, contrasted strongly
the deciduous poplars (planted along the creek in the 1880s) and a
detailed planting was evident- Neatly clipped box hedges lined
planted
serpentine path of crushed quartz and a large cordyline was
adjacent to the fountain. At this date many of the early plantings
nad been thinned and augmented with other exotic plantings,
especially at the north end where a 'pinetum' was cultivatedPlantings of conifers, especially the Pinus species, had been
Loudon and the
popularised
-rpinetum' by the writings of John cladius
public and larger
Victoria's
many
of
in
became a feature
influenced by
strongly
also
was
planting
private gardens. This
liberally
who
Botanist,
Ferdinand von Mueller, the Government
distributed seeds and Plants.
gardens in
Queens park was only one of a network of botanic
Buninyong,
Castlemaine,
frovincial Victoria. Some, Iike Malmsbury,
to the
closer
possibly
Hamilton and Camperdown were Iarger and
significant
a
formed
ideals of a botanic Aarden but Queens Park
Iink in this network of gardens. It was not merely a municipal park
catering for the recreation of residents but contained a
significant emphasis on planting, the results of which are clearly
evident today. It is also a significant reminder of contemPorary
local reaction against mining debris and representative of an early
reclaimation project, the genesis of many of our outstanding gardens'
Not only was Queens Park reaching maturity but private tree planting
across the township was transforming Clunes into a scene unrecognisable
to those who had been mining there in the 1850s or 60s. However, just
as the planting was starting to camouflage the scars of mining, an
exodus was taking place, Ieaving closed mines and often lonely families'

Life after mining
The comparatively sudden cessation of work in the mines of Clunes
in the 1890s due to underground flooding sent hundreds of men and
often families to seek employment elsewhere. Many came to
Melbourne and a significant percentage sought work on the newly
opened goldfields of Western Australia. A 'Clunes in Melbourne
CIub' was formed and reuni-ons became a conmon feature of life in
TaIbot and Clunes; a tradition which still continues. Histories
of this period dwelt on personal anecdotes and notable or
memorable incidents. The severe decline of the town was given
Iittle emphasis and in clunes stress'was placed on the picturesque
character which Iarge scale tree planting had given the town. with
a rise in 'motor touring' in the interwar period this picturesque
ethos was much in vogue with tourist publicity and even Talbot
hotels claimed a share of this patronage.

of the earliest local reunions was held in November 1906 when
'old residents of Talbot and Amherst' celebrateo their 'homecoming'. The phenoma of such reunions and 'back-to' celebrations
was a significant manifestation of the dual blows caused by the
depression of the .l890s and the coincident cessation of Iocal mining-

One
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Many local hotels were advertised in motoring booklets as imProved
roads and more reliable cars made travel less arduous
War rnemorials

After the cessation of
idea of converting the
park with an avenue of
formed and at a public

hostilities in the First world war, the
old Talbot market reserve into a memorial
honour was raised. A local commj-ttee was
meeting in May 1919, the idea was adopted

It is expected that the cost of the planting of each
tree wiII be about 10s 5d, and if you are desirous of
donating a tree in memory of a soJ-dier, or of jorn:-ng
with others in doing so, donations wilI be thankfully
received by any of the officers. As time is limited for
planting, we would be obliged by a reply for our next
meeting on 4th June.
The memorial was opened shortly after and by 1923 the market
reservation had been revoked ans t.he site re-reserved as a
'public park' - Regulations prohibited ( amongst other things )
unauthorised musical performances, pubJ-ic betting, sPort,
Iight.ing fires and spitting. Despite the unfulfilled local
suggestion that a small kiosk or summer house might be
I A1

constructed, the Talbot soldiers memorial park mirrored countless
other First War Memorial across Australia, many of which had used
trees as a symbol of new life and growthKnitting mills
Without mining industry was at a virtual standstill in Talbot and
Clunes after the turn of the century. A butter factory had been
opened at Clunes in the 1890s and knitting mills at both Talbot
and clunes provided a Iittle assistance with the lopsided
economies of the former mining towns. Significantly, both mills
chose to reuse ninteenth century buildings which had been
products of the large local populations in the '1870s; Talbot
primitive Methodist church and the South Clunes school, both
barely used since the 1890s.
New

mining ventures

Mining had continued on a small scale IocaIIy with the activity
of cyaniders and small prospectors. Isolated attempts at more
intensive activity \itere Pursued lsuch as the Loddon Deep Leads
Ltd., floated in London in July 1904 who sunk a shaft to 232 feet
at clunes and expanded f20r000 without payable results). However,
both Talbot and C1unes received serious attention in the 1930s
with hopes of a giant mining boom.
Three companies - Talbot Alluvials Ltd., Madam Hopkins GoId
Mining Company Ltd., and Homebush Gold Mining Comapny Ltdsought to re$rork Deep Leads in the Avoca and Talbot district in
the early '1930s and obtained massive leases for this PurPoses.
Using British finance, a site at Caralulup was developed as a
prototyPe for the venture and equipped with the most
sophisticated equipment then available. Using an existing shaft
pumping at a rate of 30,000 gallons per hour was continued for
seven months and this was continued using bore hole drainage, an
important advance in mining technology trialled on this project.
At caralulup two puddling machines were installed, little
different in principle to those of the rnid'1 850s but gaining in
efficiency from their welded steel construction and motors,
driven from below, rather than above the machine. Despite many
thosands of pounds expended the results were disappointing and by
the Second World war the mine had closed-

At Clunes, two companies (Clunes Limited and subsequently Clunes
Goldfields (1931) Limited) held leases coverinq the whole of the
fietd. The latter company had a shaft east of the main reefs
(near 'The Rocks' Iookout) exploring an anticline in the hope
that the eastern reef would reappear close to the surface. This
shaft had been commenced in 1913 by a small London company acting
on a report by E.J. Dunn but reached only 200 feet when the First.
World War intervened. By 1935 the shaft had been rendered
useless by rising water.
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The plant however was incapable of sustaining dewatering to
greater than 500 feet and the directors decided to suspend aJ.I
suspend all sinking pending additional capital to a1low 800 feet
to be reached. Dunn had suggested that, like Bendigo, the reefs
at Clunes may weII continue well beyond the main anticline and
reappear, Perhaps nany times on the east and west of the centre
line of the original reefs. He also dre$, attention to the reefs
outside the northern and southern extremitites of earlier mining
and to the quartz at depths beyond previous shafts.
The companies htere apparently run on behalf of London investors,
of whom L. Charles Trist was the Victorian representative and
company secretary. The major sources of information to the
companies was Bland's 1890 history of the Port Phillip l'tine
although in mid-.1 934 Robert J. O'Brien uncovered plans and
sections of the Clunes mines at the Town Ha}l. Having obtained
pennission from a council still feeling the effects of the
depression and eager to encourage new mining development O'Brien
took the plans to the ground. Here he was able to compute the
extent of reefs left intact above existing levels in the mines
and the figures gave hope of a new mining recovery. In total (on
the six reefs) an average of almost 200m depth of quartz remained
along the length of the reefs with the Western Reef (over 300m
depth) giving the most promise in this resPect-

In a similar manner to O'Brien's discovery at the Clunes Town
HaII, Dr M. Feldman chanced upon a speech delivered by Thomas
Cornish to a meeting of the Port Phillip GoId Mining Company
(Limited) in 1894. This speech, reprinted in the Enqlish t'lininq
Journal, put forward the massive and ultimately unsuccessful
arnatgamation proposal which virtually marked the end of mininq in
Clunes. To Feldrnan, however, Cornish's coltunents about quantities
of ore yet to be extracted and possible yields were 'of great
interest,. He commissioned the London firm of John Taylor and
Sons to report on the proposals of reopening Clunes goldfields
for purpose of floatation on the London t'tarket- This major
commission was entrusted to Charles Heathcote, mining engineer of
Melbourne, with experience in Ballarat in the 1890s and India.
Heathcote visited the mines on 25 January 1935 but found all the
shafts, 'rrith the exception of the Port Phillip North and South
shafts, fallen in. After detailed examination he concluded that
mining would only be marginally profitable and John Taylor and
Sons final report estimate working capital of t144,000 would be
needed for the first state tvith a further f136 '000 to follow at
a later date. These vast sums lvere a Considerable deterrant and
it is only in recent years, with advances in gold recovery
processes, that such sums have again been contemPlatedConservation
However, it is conservation of the environment rather that its
exploitation which has aroused interest in Talbot and Clunes in

the intervening period. With the formation of the National Trust
of Australia (Victoria) in 1955, the advent of heritage
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conservation had tentatively arrived in Victoria. The fledgling
organisation combined the efforts of scattered individuals
alitrougfr early debate predominantly centred around the grand
buildings of the metropolis and monuments of the wealthy classes.

It has been very interestinq to find the wide diverging
estimates of how many buildings in Victoria might be
worth preserving. Some say there is only a handful,
others say there are hundredsSo pondered the Hon. E. Lloyd Sommerlad, M.L.C. in Walkabout
magazi.ne in 1958 .

The earliest contact betvteen Clunes and the National Trust was ln
survey work had
1959 only a short time after the Trust's initial
commenced. Of the buildings classified, three were banks, and
others included the post office, a hotel, and the former free
library. The remarkable intactness of Fraser Street, with its
Iong runs of verandahed shops, little changed from the 1870s and
80s was ignored and reflecting contemPorary opinions, attention
focussed on the more substantial monuments of the town. Daryl
Lindsay, then President of the Trust, wrote to the ohtner of the
The tone of the letter
former bank advising of classification.

gives an insight into the philosophy of the Trust in their early

days.

on behalf of the Council of the National Trust, I have
pleasure in informing you that the former E.S. & A- Bank,
Main Street, C1unes, has been selected as one of Victoria's
outstanding old buildings. It has been examined from the
viewpoints of historical interest and architectural merit and
classified Class 'B' in the National Trust's survey of
buildings in Victoria. This class is confined to a
comparatively few buildings and refers to those, the
preservation of which is desirable.
The Trust were not the only Party interested in clunes in the
early 1960s. Shire secretary Ron Pryor and local historian Conrad
Weickhardt had also been gathering historical material and around
1964 great excitment was occasioned by an agreement between the
council and Australian Broadcasting Corunission to produce a
television documentary on 'historic' Clunes. Councillors and
residents alike eagerly anticipated the positive benetits which
they foresa\ir as a logical outcome. The warm glow was shattered
when the programme was screened: Clunes was portrayed as a
completely derelict, unkempt ghost town. Protests ensued and a
later prograrnme presented the town in a much more favorable light
thus redressing the balance. In 1965 a similar feature appeared
under the heading 'Geese, goats and girls in old Clunes' in the
Aqe as part of their 'Ghost towns of Australia' series-

Ironically it has been the ghost town attitude which has been
of great benefit to conservation in talbot and Clunes. Apart from
maintenance problems caused by years of neglect since the
collapse of local mining in the 1880s and 90s, the lack of
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commercial and residential pressure aided the survival of a Iarge
percentage of ninteenth century building stock during a period
when 'restoration' often did more damage than good'

Interest in the town's history was aided by the publication of
by loca1
nt of anY
it
importantly
and
history
real scholarship to assess the town's
part
integral
an
as
also identified many of the extant buildings
of the town,s heritage. This booklet was followed by several
theses and essays as weII as the detail,ed work by James Flett on
the history of gold mining in Victorra.
The focus which weickhardt provided for documentary research was
matched by interest in the physical environment as a tourist
Tourist
attraction. The shire and the state government's
'1970 and even at
in
issue
the
considered
Authority
Development
that date the concept of ,special interst' tourism was seen as
appropriate for the locality. 'Clunes is on the up' commented the
Shire President.
However, the idea of people coming to clunes to look at buildings
and derelict sites was still only partially grasped by the newly
formed clunes Tourist and Development Authority. Funds were
directed at infrastructure projects such as a caravan park and
scenic road although this latter project $tas constructed over
several of the most significant mining sites in the town.
Thoughts of conservation were directed towards ideas such as
painiing the facades of shops in the main street or recreating
poppet legs. At the same time, architects John and Graham Reid
were producing
town. Although thin o" hi€torical background the study drew
strongJ-y on the English tohtnscape tradition' The comments
regarding tourism were Particularly pointed'
The Pressure of tourism is growing and brings with it
the good, the bad and the ugly " ' only meagre
commercial returns can be expected from through trade'
Attempts to make it a fashionable atE/ctafi- centre wiII
not only have difficulty competeing with other
established tourist centres, but also introduce the
usual amateurish and generally rather cheap art
adornments which will destroy the authenticity of the town.

with the increasing interest in conservation in the early 1980s
several significant initiatives were commenced within clunes' The
first was appointment of a heritage advisor for the shire of
Talbot and clunes. Funded by the f'linistry for Planning and
Environment the service provides free advice to the council and
Iocal building o$rners and occupants. This service was reinforced
by changes to the Interim Developent Order based on work of
Meldrum Burrows and Partners and the Ministry for Planning to
introduce controls on demolition and unsympathetic development'
s300,000 was allocated by the Australian Bicentennial AuthoriLy
r5r

The former WesleYan SundaY SchooI (later Scout HaII), demolished

in ,|986 with li.ttle comprehens'ion of its architectural
historical significance

and

to the Ministry for Planning and Environment for conservataon
work in the tor^tns of Talbot and Clunes and a conservation study
of the shire was commissioned- This was funded sufficiently theto
enable a comprehensive hi-story to be produced to underpin
framework of the shire's conservation strategy'
It is ironic that as these conservation initiatives are berng For
undertaken several unsympathetic developments have occurred'
instance, despite the existance of adequate planning controls
'
the IocaI council recently sanctioned the demolition of one of
thetown,smostsignificanttimberchurchbuildings.Erectedin
lsT5thisvasthalloriginallyhousedg00Wesleyansundayschool
scho]-arsdurrngthepeakofmininginClunes.APotentreminder
of the days when clunes was the sixth Iargest town in the colony,
asignificantpartoftheurbanfabricofthetownandakey
physical reminder of the success of non-conformists in Victoria's
mining towns The Victorian Tourist Commission in its recent report Goldfields
Development Proqram has st,:ongly recommended a unified approach
to the netvrork of goldfields towns and siies in Victoria's
central highlands - With the Possibllity of genuine special
interest tourism in che goldfields region cases such as the
clunes Sunday School symbolise the delicate balance between
parochiai ambitions and centralrst strategres'

t)z

Notes on sources
Photography

The two major works on the history of Australian photography are
Cato, The storv of the camera in Australia and Davies & Stanbury,
The Mechanical Eve in Australia, 1985. These works have been
supplemented by nevtspaper advertisements, information from
ratebooks and biographies of Caire, Daintree and Nettleton in
Australian Dictionarv of Bioqraphv.
Gardens

General background to gardening in Australia is found in Tanner
and Begg, Great Gardens of Australia, 1976r Tanner, Convertinq
the Wilderness. Gardeninq in Colonial Australia, 1980 and Watts
ana Sarrett, Historic Gardens in Victoria' A reconaissance, 1983.
Rosemary Polya's Nineteenth Century Plant Cataloques of SouthEast Australia: A Biblioqraphv (1981) also provided useful
referenles. Specific references to local gardens includes North
West Chronicle, 19 October 1861; Talbot Leader, 22 October 1851,
10 December 1861r 27 December'1861, 17 February 1853, 1 February
1881, 5 April 1881; Clunes Guardian and Gazetter 4 March 1872,30
August 1882. Robert Whittle's diary is at La Trobe Library (t'ts
1rc29 box 2153/71. The extensive photograph collection held by
the Shire of Talbot and Clunes Provided a rich visual source for
early gardens in the region.
Sources for Queens Park included DePartment of Conservation,
1920, p.8. and early
Forests and Lands file Rs 1'754, 'Fidelis"
and Jane Lennon
Clunes
and
Talbot
of
photographs held by Shire
park
see
Department of
memorial
collection. For Talbot soldiers
of Amherst
Borough
2722,
Rs
file
Conservation, Forests and Lands,
21 June
1866,
November
30
minutes, as summarised by Ron Pryor,
1881,
Pamphlet
2
February
1874'
1868, 26 March 1873,'12 August
held by Shire of Tal'bot and Clunes dated 24 ltay 1919-

t'lining
The revival of mining is well documented in Deep Leads of
Victoria, Mines Department, Victoria, 1937 ' pp.17, 26-29, 33 for
Talbot AIIuviaIs Ltd. This account is based on a brochure by G.B.
O'N,taIIey, lecturer in mining and metallurgy at the University of
Melbourne, I"larch 1935. For Clunes the most useful references are
in the Heathcote papers and John Taylor and Sons Report on the
Clunes GoldfieId, State of Victoria, Australia, 3Oth March 1935,
London,1935.

Conservation

conservation in the 1950s and 60s is drawn from Australian
Geographical Walkabout l4aqazine, XXIV, 9, I October 1958, P-22'
David Saunders (ed), Historic Buildinqs of Victoria, Jacaranda
press in association with the National Trust of Australia
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(victoria), llelbourne, 1966, introduction, pp.9-13; National
'1970, John
Trust research notes, MarYsboroush Advertiser, 3 April
and Graham Reid, Clunes a townscape studv of a Victorian
ggruntrv tovm, Centre for Environmental Studies, University of
1977 Melbourne
'
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INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS
AND SITES
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2.0
2.1

INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS AND SITES
BUILDING AND SITE ANALYSES

This section has been included to deal with the most cornmon
building types found in Talbot and Clunes. Whereas buildings of
more unusual types or high individual significance have been
accorded individual analysis, this section should assist in
drawing distinctions or points of commonality and save repetition
when discussing such points as the early use of masonry
construction. The following buildings, sites and materials have
been analysed.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Early brick or stone buildings
Ear1y timber buildings
Early public works
Timber residences
Brick or stone residences
Commercial buildings

The analyses have been based on extant examPles although
judgements such as 'cortunont, tgeneralt or trarer may also be
based on information gleaned from early photographs or other
doCumentary sources. In general the term rearlyr has been used to
describe buildings erected locally in the period to c- 1864'Locaf is taken to mean the area now covered by the Shire of
Talbot and Clunes.

Analysis has been undertaken after external survey fieldwork,
photography and preparation of small sketch elevations (to a
consistent scale) for almost all local buildings-

2.1

.1 Early brick or stone buildings

following is a list of the earliest extant buildings
constructed of brick and stone. Masonry construction was far
outweighed by timber and even as late as the 1880s the inspector
from the Central Board of Health observed a ratio of over I
tirnber : 1 brick or stone buildings in Clunes. Stone was rarely
used locally and, when it was used, almost without exception
basalt was the obvious choice in such volcanic country-

The

The Iocal brickmaking industry was weII in evidence by 1860 with
several manufacturers advertising or beinq rated for their
premises. In Clunes, documentary evidence suggests the local
alluvial clays were used by George Dow, a prominent local
brickmaker and this choice of material accounts'for the rich
red,/orange colouration of the finished bricks. Polychrome brickwork
was rarely encountered with such uniforrnity of local clays. Where
coloured bricks were used to form patterns in later buildings (such
as at the Church of England, Talbot, 1870-71) this probably
indicated the hand of a more soPhiSticated metropolitan architectThis was certainl.y the case with the highly ornate brickwork of the
railway stations at Clunes and Talbot erected in the mid 1870s.
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somemasonrybui]-dingswererenderedalthoughthiswasmore
conmonwithcommercialpremisesthanresidences.ofthe was that
residences where render was used, the most conspicuous
of plasterer John Barwell at the corner of camp Street and
Bailey Street, Clunes ( 1864) '
1858 KiIn remains, Port PhiIIip Company works, Clunes
c.1859-50s Gas holder, whittakers Lane, Talbot
Iate 1860s Former Dow Shop, Fraser Street, Clunes
1g60 Former wallace residence, 58 Fraser Street, clunes
1860 Ramsay Shop & residence, Ballaarat Street, Talbot
1860 Post office (central section), Camp SEreet, Talbot
1860 Court House (now Free tibrary), Camp Street Ta1bot
by 1861 Former canp Hotel, Camp Street, corner Heales Street,

TaIbot
1861 Rear offices, Court House (now Free tibrary), Camp
Street, Talbot
1861 Former Comnercial Hotel, Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot
1861 National Hotel, 35 Fraser Street, C1unes
1861-62 Presbyterian Church, Service Street, Clunes
c.1851 Shop and residence, camp street, corner scandinavian
Crescent, Talbot
c.1862-65 Former Presbyterian Manse, Alliance Street, clunes
1862-63 Wesleyan Church, Camp Street, Talbot
by 1853 Former NichoII and Wallace warehouse (lower section),
36 Fraser Street, Clunes
1863 scott residence, 35 Service Street, Clunes
1863 Former Church of England residence, 42 service Street
CIunes
Former Telegraph

Hotel, Bailey Street, Clunes
Lock-uP, Heales Street, Talbot
BarweII residence, Camp Street. Clunes
Former Wesleyan church, (front section), service
Street, Clunes
1964 Former l.'tasonic Lodge, CamP Street, Clunes
1864 Coundon residence, Leslie Street, Clunes
1864-65 Former Presbyterian church, Heales street, Talbot
early 'l 860s Church of England vicarage, Talbot
1860s? Glenmona
1863
1863
1864
1864

2.1.2 EarIY timber buildings
of the earliest documented timber
buildings still surviving in the shire of Talbot and clunesThese are only buildings which have been dated using the
ratebooks or other documentary sources. Others of an equally
early date but less integrity (and therefore excluded from more
detailed research) would almost certainly be uncovered by
further research.

The following is a list
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by 1859 Residence on Clunes pre-emptive right
c.1859-60 Pormer Hoskins residence, camp street, corner Heales
Street, Talbot
1860 Former Pearce residence, Camp Street, Cl-unes
1860 Former Matthews residence, 26 Fraser Street, Clunes
1860 Former Wiles residence, 70 Fraser Street, Clunes
1860 Former St Pauls Church of England, Templeton Street
(formerly Fraser street), Clunes
c.1861 Former Growcott residence, 4 HilI Street, Clunes
by 1a62 Residence, 41 Angus Street, Clunes
1862 Former Grenfell residence, Service Street, Clunes
1863 Residence, 21 Service Street, Clunes
1853 Former Payne residence, 43 East Parade, Clunes
c.1863 Residence, 25 East Parade, Clunes
The less durable nature of tirnber and prevalence of fires (both
bushfires and 'urban' fires) have generally accounted for the
relatively small number of extent examples of very early timber
buildings compared with those of masonry construction-

2.

1

.3 Early public

works

Public works, whether roads, bridges or buildings, were amongst the
nost permanent early works in the wake of loca1 gold discoveries
(especially at Amherst and Talbot). They were generally of
superior construction to the majority of privately owned buildings
and therefore have survived where more flimsy or shoddy structures
have disappeared. The followrng is a list of the early public works
carried out locally where a substantial part of the building or
site remains from an early date. Archaeological investigation may
reveal remnants of earlier buildings.
1855 Early road layout at Amherst
1858 Talbot Reservoir
c.1858-60s Remnants of residence, Back Creek National School,
PeeI Street, Talbot
1859 Streets layout at Talbot (scandinavian Crescent,
Ballaarat Street, Oxford Street, etc- )
1859 Amherst CemeterY
c. 1859 Culverts, t\mherst
1859-60 'Big Dam', Creswick's Creek, adjacent to Thornton

Street, Clunes
1860 Street pattern, Back Creek (Talbot) r'Iat
1860 'Bolties Bridge', PeeI Street, Talbot
1860 Layout of early roads at clunes (Fraser Street, Bailey
Street, Alliance Street, HilI Street, Templeton Street,
Service Street, etc.

)

1860 Post Office (Central Section), Camp street, Talbot
1860 Court House (now Free tibrary), Camp Street, Talbot
c.1860 Clunes cemetery
1860-61 Anherst Reservoir, Bung Bong - Amherst Road, Anherst
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Talbot
1960-61 Court House (now Free l,ibrary), Camp Street,street,
1A62 Basalt abutments, 'Government Bridge" Bailey
Creswick Road and Smeaton Road
1862 nridge at Dunach
1863 Lock-uP, Heales Street, Talbot
1863 Dam on Coghill's Creek
1860s? Old Ballarat Road

.1

2
1

.4 Timber residences

850s

of the
Early makeshift shelters have been discussed in chapter 10
timber
more
only
and
Permanent
background history of this study
residences, which are represented by several extant structures,
of the
will be examined in this section. For instance, parts
or during
by
erected
been
have
following residences are likely to
Street'
Hea1es
and
Street
1860: Hoskins residence, corner CamP
residence'
Talboti Pearce residence, Camp Street, Clunes; Matthews
clunes
street,
Fraser
70
26 Fraser Street, clunes; Wiles residence,

andpossiblythecottageonClunespre-emptiverightoffStation
FIat Road.
The hipped roof form was most conmon and l'tiles Lewis has discussed
timber
the evolution from tents and framed canvas structures tocottage
in
extant
buildings in The Essential llaldon. The earliest
residence,
the Shire of Talbot and Clunet "p-pe"rs to be the Hoskins
corner of camp street and Heales Street, Talbot. This has vertical
timber slabs with tinber cover straPs and relies on horizontal
are only
internal living for structural rigidity as wall studs
provided next to the full height windows. other vertical timberthis
strucrures are seen in the c.1859 Daintree views of clunes and
technique may have indicated prefabrication and importation of the
components.

nearly always on the outside walls of residences in
tents which
this early period, perhaps as a carryover from the
the risk of
reduce
to
likely
more
but
preceeded tirnber structures,
fire(figure6.1).Earlychimneyswereoftenofrubblestonework
about
although brick became almost universal for this component by
although
palings
or
shingles
tinber
1g60. Roofing was conmonly of
the j.nferior protection offered by canvas was often still used'

Chimneys l,ttere

I

860s

This was a period of great building activity in both Talbot and
to
Clunes. Many residents upgraded canvas or calico structures
the
to
rush
the
of
wake
timber (especially at Talbot in the
scandinavian Lead) and the general increase in population meant a
steadyincreaseinthenumberofnewhouseserected.Timberfar
outweighed brick or stone as a building material for residential
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purposes and three roof forms Predominated: hips, gables and
pyramidal (figures 1.1, 1.2, 1.3). From surviving examples and
Lvidence from early photographs (especially the Nettleton viehts
of Clunes c.1865-66) hipped and gabled roofs appeared equally
popular with a much smaller number having pyramidal roofs- Many
residences were erected rrtithout verandahs and the typical front
facade was a symetrical composition of two windows and a central
door. The buildings often consisted of only two rooms within the
one building form although a second hipped or skillion roofed
gabled block often gave added accommodation for kitchen or other
rooms (figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). In the 1860s chimneys were still
generally constructed on external walls and their brick
construction is often one of the main distinguishing features of
surviving early residences.
when verandahs were added, both straight and hipped roof forms
appear to have been used with almost equal freguency irrespective
of whether the main roof of the house was hipped or gabled
(figures 4.1, 4.21. Straight profiles were the most common in
this period although gently curved forms (either concave or
convex) were also used but are not common amongst surviving
residences (figures 3.1 , 3.2, 3.3). In some isolated instances
the verandahs returned along one or both sides of a residence
(see figure 4.3) as found in a cottage in Maryborough Road,
Talbot for instance. This rrras not common however until the 1880s
and 1890s. Verandahs htere commonly decorated with timber
embellishment such as brackets at the head of columns or a frLeze
along the bressumer. Local examples rarely departed from simple
fretwork (e.g. 52 Alliance Street, Clunes or 43 East Parade,
Clunes) and this material was often utilised on barge boards or
gable ends.

invariably double hung sashes generally without
counter weighted sash balances found in the '1870s and later. The
resulting narro$, architrave is a distinctive element in such
early residences. The sashes were most often broken into small
panes with the most common divisions being two or six. Ho$rever
more quirky individual examples still exist, such as the twelve
pane sashes at 52 Talbot Road, Clunes (which appear to be
original ) .

Windows were

Roofing material was still commonly timber shingles although in
this decade came the universal accePtance of corrugated iron.
Isolated examples in the 1850s and 50s had used patent metal roof
tiles (such as t'torewood and Rogers zinc sheet tiles) but
corrugated iron htas relatively cheap, light and easy to work1

870s

In the late 1860s and 1870s many houses were extended. New houses
continued to be erected, but in basic form these differed little
from the preceeding decade. When houses were extended the
traditional solution of adding a rear extension (figures 2.2' 2.3)
was still common, and in one instance (Ballaarat Street, Talbot) up
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to four hipped sections were used, the greatest number of any
surviving local residenCe. The next most Common extension was to
add a projecting room trith gabled roof at right angles to the main
roof line (figures 5.1, 5-2)- This is represented by many surviving
examples (e.g. 4 HiIl Street, clunes and Bond street, Talbot) and
had the benefit of increasing the bulk of the facade, perhaps a
desirable feature amongst those residents of the 1860s and 70s who
wished to display some of their new wealth. Another form of
extension was to add an additional room to one side, but to retain
the same basic roof line (figure 5.3) ' Verandahs were also commonly
added to exist.ing residences during this decade'
1880s and

.1890s

In the 1880s, population was declininq steadily at Clunes and
rapidly at Ta1bot. Few new houses were erected and those that
were oft,en replaced earlier houses destroyed by fire' The
ratebooks record many such instances, especially in the
depression of the 1890s following almost total cessation of
mining at clunes. For instance, 25 and 40 Service street, clunes
were both rebuilt following fires in 1893'
in this period tended to be Iarger and following
conventional suburban practices incorPorated a central Passage'
Fireplaces were now corunonly located on internal walls rather of
than side walls (figures 5.11 5.2) with the resulting symmetry
elevations (figures 7.1,7.2)..To coPe with the larger roofs'form
utilised, a
the ,M, shaped hip roof (figure 8) was generally
(e'g'
forner
used in isolated instances in earlier decades
Talbot)
Street,
Barkly
residence,
'
Burdess

Houses

much
In this period, cast iron decoration and even columns became
of
more widespread. whereas in the 1870s only a small number
cottagetwere adorned with iron decoration, now timber was almost
and friezes
totally eschewed and intricately detailed balustrades were
often
friezes
even
and
brackets
iron
became the norm. cast
even
have
may
instances
some
in
or
verandahs
added to earlier
inspired a verandahless owner to add an entirely new verandah
replete with mass produced decorative items'

Post

1900

until the 1960s, Iittle new residential development occurred
Iocally. Those houses that were erected generally followedthe
prevailing metropolitan trends such as the introduction of
the
californian Bungalow. This is best exemplified by houses ofStreet,
Bailey
95
period c.1910-30 such as 5 HilI Street, Clunes;
Clunes and Scandinavian Crescent (adjacent to the end of Camp
street) Talbot.
The original character of many hipped and gabled roof cottages at
Talbot was downgraded (probably in the 1940s and 50s) by the
substitution of a large gable roof with the gable to the street in
r61

place of a series of smarler roof forms. Doubtress it sorved the
problems sometimes associated with valley gutters but at the
expense of the visual appearance of the residence (figures 9 and lO).
in the period c.1900-15 and these are
generarly distinguished by turned timber corumns and a return to
timber fretwork (e.g. 64 Fraser Street, Clunes). Bullnose
profire corrugated iron often superseeded the straight or gentry
curved iron of the nineteenth century in such instances.
Many verandahs were renewed

Residential buildings were moved in and out of towns, especialry
at crunes. rn the absence of documentary evidence such exampres
are noh, difficult to distinguish from other houses erected in a
similar period.

2.1

.5 Brick or stone residences

surviving brick or stone residences fall into two roughry equar
categories: small cottages and larger villas.
The smarr cottages were almost identicar in form to contemporary
timber cottages and often like the rarger brick virlas the choice
of material refrected an occupant or owner connected with the
building trades (e.9. peter Wallace, John BarweII, George Dow,
Rarph coundon, willian pheran). The most representative serving
exampres of this category are 74 and 94 Bairey street, 25 camp
street, 14 Tourelro street and a residence in Maryborough Road,

Talbot.

of the larger brick virras, basart, face brick and render were arl
popurar and are represented by surviving examples. These were often
distinguished from the snaller cottages by rarge gardens and
grounds, rather than a much larger burk of buirding. of the brick
residences, possibry the finest are the coundon residence and
former church of England vicarage, crunes- rn both instances the
brickwork is exceedingry simpre and architecturar effect is gained
by use of refined verandah detailing (the Church of England
vicarage is almost a lone local example of a verandah being
incorporated into the main roofrine) and use of srate for roofing.
The vicarage is arso one of few rocar buirdings to incorporate bay
windows and this feature is arso found in one of the basalt
residences (31 Service Street, Clunes).
The three major basart residences are at 3l and 35 service street
and the former Presbyterian Manse at 49 Arliance street, arl in
crunes. The simple verandah on 35 service Street appears to be
original although the verandahs on the other turo are later
additions, not wholly in keeping with the original designs.
where masonry buirdings hrere extended, timber was often used.
Exampres are located at 94 Bailey street, 68 Fraser street and

Tourello Street)

-
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2. | .6 Commercial buildings
Following the earliest tents and canvas structures used for
Commercial premises, many were rebuilt in a more substantial form
(see chapters 4 and 6 of the background history). Timber was the
most common material, but from approximately 1860 brick was
increasingly used. By the late 1860s rendered brick was the most
common external material as well as a small number of basalt
buildings. Of the latter, the former BulI and Mouth Hotel, Talbot
and shop at 27 Fraser street are perhaps the two most notable
surviving examples.

of the hundreds of commercial premises which once existed
IocaIIy, approximately 60 now survive in a recognisable form.
These comprise 40 shops, 15 hotels and 5 banksThe

hotel buildings which survive include:

1861 Former Camp Hotel, Camp Street, corner Heales Street, Talbot
1851 National Hotel, 35 Fraser Street, Clunes
1861 Former Conmercial Hotel, Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot
by 1862 Former Greenock Park Hotel, t'lcCallumrs Creek Road, Red Lion
1863 Pormer Telegraph Hotel, Bailey Street, corner Fraser

by

Street, Clunes
18ti6 Former Bull and Mouth Hotel, Ballaarat Street, Talbot
1867 Court House Hotel, Ballaarat Street, Talbot
1869 Former Duke of Edinburgh Hotel, 19 Fraser Street, clunes
l8?0-73 Former Fire Brigade Hotel, 43 Fraser Street, Clunes
1870 Former Town HaII Hotel, 55 Fraser street, C1unes
1870 CIub Hote1, 34 Fraser Street, clunes
l8?3 Former Railway Hotel, 55 Service Street, corner william
Street, Clunes

The Banks which survive are:

1865 Former Union Bank, (now A.N.Z. ) corner Fraser Street
TemPleton

Street,

and

Clunes

1866 Former London chartered Bank, scandinavian crescent,
TaIbot

1869 Former Bank of Australasia, Scandinavian crescent, Talbot
1871 Former National Bank, (no$t State Bank Victoria), 28 Fraser
Street, Clunes
18?1 Former London chartered Bank, (now R.s.L.), 30 Fraser
Street. Clunes
The commercial premises varied in basic building form but the
individual single or double storied buildings were by far the most
conmon (figures 1.1, 1.2) with attached single and even double
storied shops (4 Service Street) beinq found at Clunes (figures
2-1, 2.21: 'The prominence of SuCh attached premises at clunes was

Iargely a product of the progressive rebuilding of Fraser Street rn
the prosperous Years 1869-70.
r63

of
The building form of t,he various premises varied with type(as
street
the
to
glazed
shopfront
a
had
business. Most shops

a

principal facade) with residential quarters at the rear or ln an
Lpp., storey. Rarely, such as the Ramsay Shop, Ballaarat Street,
Talbot or shop at 62 Talbot Road, clunes, residential accommodation
was provided to one side of the main shop front. Hotels had far
Iess window space to the street, although generously sized windows
were stilt employed. Banks on the other hand had no shopfronts and
relied on simPle fenestration.
hotels and larger shops were located on favoured
corner sites. To give increased prominence to both Streets a
splayed corner was generally used. such corner sites were
especially favoured by banks and hotels, with surviving examples
including the former Telegraph Hotel, corner Bailey street and
Fraser Street, Clunes; former Union Bank, corner Fraser Street
and Templeton Street, clunes; and former BuII and t'louth Hotel,
TaIbot.
post supported verandahs were an almost universal feature of
local commercial premises. ExcePtions were some banks and hotels
where architectural treatment of the facade precluded such
appendages. The verandahs $rere generally of tirnber construction
although some notable examples were in locally cast iron (e'9'
Former Railway Hotel, 55 Service street, clunes and Former Town
HaII Hotel, 65 Fraser Street). Like domestic verandahs they
commonly incorporated decorative timber or cast iron brackets and
fixtures. As weII, they provided a suitable location for
advertising, which in the nineteenth century was generally
confined to a plain business siqn. other elements of the
building facade were designed to receive either fixed or painted
advertrsements and although often bold in lettering or size, such
signs generally respected the architectural feature of the
building. Several early examples of painted advertising signs
remain especially in Fraser street and these form a rich element
of t,he streetscaPe.
Many banks,

have been
Post supported verandahs remain and several
one
of the most
form
they
reconstructed recently. collectively
precincts
especially
dominant elements of the local commercial
was
severely
Victoria
in
at Clunes. Retention of such verandahs
progressively
threatened in the 1960s and 70s when councils
introduced by laws demanding their replacement. Fortunately the
Shire of Talbot and Clunes did not embrace this rash direction
and both tovrns now have far more Post supPorted verandahs than
most country towns. Of those local buildings designed to receive
verandahs, 32 out of 55 (6Ot) now retain early verandah
structures.

I',lany

Architectural treatment for commercial facades varied. The more
sophisticated architecture of the banks drew on classical
references and, in a diluted form, some classical elements were
still found on even the most humble shop. These included
pilasters flanking doors and shop fronts, noulded architraves,
balustradea parapets, quoining to define the sides of buildings
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and strong cornices to define the parapet. tvlaterials varied and
pilasters, for instance, were commonly constructed of face brick
in Talbot in the 1860s, of t,imber in Clunes shopfronts of the late
1860s and 70s and even htith rusticated effects at 45-49 Fraser
Street (1870) in the manner of Gibbs.
The shopfronts rtere generally composed of a stallboard and glazed
window, broken into smaller panels by mullions- The entry was
generally recessed in a 'splayed' form and the space behind the
stallboard was used for window display (figures 3.1, 3-2)- At
the opposing end of the scale, banks and hotels employed
conventional fenestration with doorways and double hung windows
(figure 3.3). Isolated examples (such as the Butchers Shop in
Scandinavian Crescent) stood midway between these extremes and
had large windows of glass set within masonry columns, which
gave a more sophisticated touch to the facade.
The use of large areas of glass was influenced by the early use
of gas for lighting (1859 in Talboti 1862 in Clunes)- a
contemporary newspaper at Clunes sPoke of a 'revolution in the
appearance of our shopfronts' with the introduction of this new
sophisticated form of lighting.

Approximately 48 out of 60 (8Ot) of surviving local comnercial
premises still retain original or early shopfronts fenestration.

I I
fig 1.1

fig 2-1

1.2

I
fig 3.

1

3.2

3.3
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2.2 INDIVIDUAL SITE AND BUILDING

CITATIONS

The citations in this section have been prepared following an
external field survey and external photography. Photographs were
ge""r"iiy taken during JuIy 1986 and the majority of citations
have been prepared without further fieldwork. Internal
inspections were undertaken vtere possible but this was only done

in a minority of cases. Therefore significant interior features
have only been mentioned where these were drawn to my attention
or were well known.
Individual citations are divided into a number of sections
arranged as follows.
BUILDING TITLE, Address

Cadastral information (i.e. section, allotment and Parish. This
has often been difficult to determine and in some instances has
been onunitted)

Australian

MaP

Grid Reference (for rural sites)

HISTORY (based on documentary sources)

of the intactness of the building,
and additions. This
paying special attention to later alterations
rstructural
adequacy'
or
snoufa not be confused with 'condition'
rmaintenanCe
not
are
Part Of
required'. These Considerations
or
or
architectural
the brief of this study and rarely affect the
historical integrity of a building.)
INTEGRITY (an assessment

(This is included for buildings with high individual
significance or unusual characteristics. For the majority of
uuitaings, reference is nade to section 2.1 which is a general
analysis for several common building tyPes or styles' Reference
is also nade to the Background History where necessary. )
ANALYSIS

(This is a succinct statement which provides a
foregoing items. It can be used as an objective
the
sunmary of
base future decisions regarding alterations to
to
basis on which
buildings and sites. )
SIGNIFICANCE

REFERENCES
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FORI',IER STATE SCHOOL

No. 1459' Queen Street, Amherst

Township of Anherst

7623-4-2

YD368858

History

This school was established in october 1874 and the present
buildings date from this time. ( 1 ) Alterations were carried out
in 1901 by Arthur Edwards fot {ll'l 15s- (2', The school was
closed on',10 March '1946 (3) and the buildings burnt out on 14
January 1985. (4)

Integrity
The bluestone and brick walls of this school remained intact
after the 1985 bushfire and in September 1987 the building was
reroofed and a new floor installed-

Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history. This is the only
substantial early building now remaining in Amherst although the
school dates from a period after the peak of proserity in
Anherst.
Significance
As the only substantial remaining ninteenth century building in
Amherst this former school is now a critical reminder of a once
flourishing cornnrunity. It is a typical examPle of a school
erected by the newly formewd Education Department for a small
rural settlement.
1

2

Blake (ed)r Vision and Realisation, vol'?' p'769'
contract drawing held by Public Record office, Laverton
(

3

4

PRO,/SSO 1549 ) .

Blaker op-cit., p.770.
Higgins, Hobbs and ward, The t'larvborouqh Reqion Bush Fire,
1985, p.24.
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Talbot - Avoca Road, Amherst
Township and Parish of Amherst

BASALT CULVERTS,

7623-4-2

YD386855

i 7623-4.2 YD363856; 7623-4-2

YD365855

HistorY
through Amherst increased with gold
discoveries east of Avoca and the government was compelled to
upgrade to muddy track which formed the main road. In 1857 a
bridge was erected over the Bet Bet creek and expenditure of
almost f30OO was made to maintain and ugrade portions of the road
between Carisbrook and Avoca. This stas consolidated in succeeding
years by additional sums for clearing, forming, paving and
ditching the road- ( 1 ) Tenders for 'works reguired on the
Amherst and Avoca Road' $rere sought by 1 1 March 1859 by the Roads
and Bridges Office of the Public Works Department- (21
Contractor J.H. Lawlor, the only tenderer, was awarded the
contract for 'clearing, constructing culverts and other
improvements, at a price oe {aZel 10s. (3) It is likely that
this included the three large basalt culverts west of Amherst.
The volume of traffic

Integrity
The three culverts are

still substantially intact and in use as

part of the current Pyrenees Highway. Bushfires have destroyed
the early timber Posts.

Analysis
Refer to analysis of 'early public works'. These culverts were
constructed during a period when Amherst and Avoca were both
major towns on the Victoria goldfields- They are now the
earliest remaining structures in the Anherst/Talbot area- Ttto
sizes of structure are represented and other examples are
Iocated on the same road but within the Shire of Avoca. Their
construction characterizes the solid nature of much public work
of this rnid nineteenth centurY.

Significance

culverts are significant as some of the earliest surviving
public works in the Shire. They Possess considerable aesthetic
and technical appeal as a result of their curved configuration
and the skill demonstrated in the masonry work. The significance
is enhanced by their continued use-

These

2
3

VPP, 1860-51, Il, order 10 January 1861; VPRS 1108, unit 7,
1857; unit 8, 1858-59.
vGG, 4 March 1859, P.415ibid., 1 April 1859, P.634-
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RESIDENCE,

, allotment

Section
7623-4-2

Ballarat - Maryborough Road, Talbot
, Parish of Arnherst

YD397832

History

This area was mined as part of the rush to Scandinavian Lead in
1859 and the general alignnent of Ballaarat Street was
formed at this time. This area was primarily a commercial
precinct although in the years following the rush, residential
buildings began to predominate. This allotment was included in
the 186 1 survey ( 1 ) and based on a typological analysis this
residence appears to have been erected during the period
c.1860-80.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the basalt walls
have been painted.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'.
Significance
A characteristic residence erected in the period following
intensive nining at Talbot and distinguished by its basalt
construction, rare amongst small cottages in this regi.on. The
building is a crucial part of the main northern entry to Talbot.
Totrnship of Talbot on the Back Creek, L.1189, 2OO9, December
1861, Iithographed 17 March 1864.
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MOUNT GREENOCK,

off Ballarat-Maryborough Road,

Dunach

Parish of Amherst
1623-4-2 YD419789 (cairn on summit)

History
Ivlount Greenock was climbed and named by Major Thomas Mitchell on
26 September 1836. He chose the name from a burgh on the Forth of
Clyde. The vantage point resulted in much useful survey work by

Mitchell and led him to refer to the bare surrounding volcanic
cones as the 'Mammeloid Hilts'. (1) The Mount formed part of
Alexander MacCallum's Dunach Forest pastoral run from 1841 and
this was sometimes referred to as the tMount Greenockt run.
Mining along the lrlount Greenock Creek (or McCaIIum's Creek as it
was later known) commenced in the mid 1850s and the area saw a
mining boom in the 1870s and 80 when the deep alluvial lead
running under the Mount was exploited. Several mines had their
workings on the slopes of Mount Greenock. The town of Dunach was
Iargely a product of this mining boom and was also sustained by
extensive farming in the vicinity.
Integrity
t'lount Greenock is still largely as Mitchell
from his sketch from the summit). Some mine
on the lower slopes, several roads now skirt
commemorative cairn has been erected on the

found it (judging
workings are Iocated
the base and a
summit.

Significance

This is one of many sites named and used for survey work by major
t'litchell but due to surrounding development has become the most
promient of local sites. It bare volcanic cone forms a graceful
feature in the Iandscape and contrasts strongly with the
surrounding forest. The surrounding area, including mines, roads,
bridges and several early buildings combine to form an historical
Iandscape of considerable significance.
See background history, chapter one for a full

references.
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list of

FORMER MORTUARY, AmhCTSt

District

Hospital site, Cavendish

Street, Amherst
Section

, allotment

, Parish of Anherst

History

hospital at Amhurst was founded in 1859 and the majority of
its buildings were erected by the nid 1860s. (1) The site later
became a sanatorium and the mortuary dated from 191 1 - The
drawings were signed by Public Works Department architect S.C.
Arittingham on 14 January 191 1 and a contract with William John
Dingle was signed on 1 1 February 191 1. (21 Ttre buildings of the
hospital were all sold in the '1930s although being constructed of
reinforced concrete, the mortuary was left standing- (3)

The

Integrity
The mortuary no$t retains only its reinforced concrete shell, the
roof and all other fittings having been either removed or burnt.
The building is now the only remaining building in the former
hospital complex.

Analysis

Refer to chaPter 9 of the background history for a rnore detailed
history of the hospital. As seen in the architects working
drawings, the mortuary tas a simple box-Iike structure with a
typical Edwardian roof form and simple fittings. The use of
reinforced concrete for walls and a raft floor slab almost
certainly makes this the earliest local example of this material.
Significance
A small nortuary building which marks the site of the Anherst
Hospital. The use of reinforced concrete for walls and a raft
floor slab almost certainly makes this the earliest local example
of this material. The building is one of few early structures
remaining at Amherst and now forms a vital interpretative
component

1
2
3

of the

town.

history of the hospital included in the background
history is largely derived for an exanination of the Amherst
Hospital minute books, 1859-62, held by the shire of Talbot
The

and Clunes.
Drawing held

ibid-,

at Public

Record

office, Laverton (PRO,/HAI.2).

(PRo,/HA1-5)-
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.BIG

WATER HOLE. And BASALT CELLAR,

Section

, allotment

off Champions Road, Talbot

, Parish of Amherst

7623-4-2 YD418847 (ceIlar)

History
The 'Large Water HoIe' or 'Big Water HoIe' as it was more commonly
known, rrras surveyed by Hugh Fraser in 1855 as part of his survey
of Daisy HiII. This was the earliest survey of allotments in the
area and the water hole, on the Back Creek, was noted as ,full
in all seasons and the only supply to be depended upon by the
residents of "Amherst" and the "Back Creek"'. ( 1 ) The supply sras
very necessary during the ruch to Scandinavian Lead in 1859 and
miners were rebuked by the Warden for washing their auriferous
paydirt in the brater hole. (2, The water hole was the scene of
a large party on New Years Day 1861 when 800-900 people
assembled for sports including an aquatic tub race. 'What with
greasy pigs, junping in sacks and other time honoured
amusements, the vast assemblage managed to spend a very pleasant
time of it'quipped the local reporter. (3) Use of the water
hole as a supply of $rater presumably waned with the advent of
reservoirs at Amherst and on the Stoney Creek. Nothing is
presently known about the history of the basalt cellar adjacent
to the t^rater hole arthough it may rerate to a brewing or other
secondary industry where a supply of water was vital. Based on a
typological analysis the building appears to have been erected
during the period c.1860-80.

Integrity
cellar building is substantially intact
internally.

The

and

retains shelving

Analysis

This cellar is constructed of basalt almost certainly quarried
Iocally. The building is located near the basalt quarry in
Champions Road.

Significance
A site associated with the earliest days of the Daisy HiIl area
and as the only major supply of fresh water, critical to its
early survival. The significance of the site is enhanced by the
survival of an early basalt cellar, possibly Iocated near the
htater hole for functional reasons.

2
3

Amherst Township and suburban and countr
surveyed by Hugh Fraser, 1855.
@, 1 April 1859.
llortll Western Chro4lgle, 4 January 1861.
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lands at Dai

BRIDGE, McCaIIum's Creek, former Clunes-Talbot Road, Dunach

Parishes of Amherst and Eglinton
7623-4-2 vD420774

History

the original contract to erect
this bridge and work was supposed to be cornpleted by october
1861. The contractors had apparently underestimated the heavy
work in the cutting (part of the contract) and work came to a
the
standstill. (1) In April 1862' the loca1 corresPondent indamage
could
creswick and clunes Advertiser warned that a flood
and in MaY was still urging
compietion of the crossing. (21 rt is presumed that the bridge
was completed shortly after this time.

Dempsey and Burns were awarded

Integrity
This bridge $ras washed out and the alignment of road now passes
to the west on a new bridge. only the abutments are extant and
these are being slowly depleted through theft'
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'early publiC works'. These abutments are
similar in date and design to others elsewhere in the district.
Signi-f icance

These abutments are the earliest surviving works at Dunach and
form part of a network of similar basalt bridges of similar date
and dlsign within the district. They are a highly visible
.o.porr"ni of the former township of Dunach and are conplemented
by the early road cutting to the west of the present road
alignment.

1 Research by Rita HuIl in VPRS 1126' 61/2772'
2 Creswick and C1unef-3dvgrtiser,, 4 April 1862, P'2i 6 May
1862, p.2.
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PRINCE OF WALES REEF AND GttLLY,

Daisy HiIl Track, Daisy HilI

State Forest, Parish of Amherst
7623-4-1 tD

History

This reef lras apparently first worked in the 1860s although it
was the scene of more intesive nining in the 1870s. In 1873 a
party of twelve well known local mining operators and
businessmen (including F.G. Klein, F. Shultz and I. t'leadows)
took out a lease of 1200 by 500 feet on behalf of the Lady Bowen
Quartz Mining Company. ( 1 ) Results of this operation are not
known but the Prince of Wales Company had moderate success in
the 1870s. Smaller parties (Busch, Fental amd Lubie) also worked
the reef and in 1876 the Perserverance United Company obtained a
ten acre lease. This company closed in 1880 and was taken over
by the Talbot Quartz ttining Company. They worked with little
success and in 1883 the comPany was floated under the name Mount
Hnu GoId Mining Company. The Iast work on the reef was
apparently undertaken in 1881. The Prince of Wa1es reef was
close to a smaller reef named the Enu although this did not
apparently see such large mining ventures as the Prince of
Wales. A rich alluvial gu}Iy also intersected the reef and this
was worked with success. (2)

Integrity
in Howitt's 'record' are particularly
valuable in interpreting this site. They record position of
shafts, buildings and other features. Currently the attributes
of the site include several open deep shafts, mullock dumps, a
battery site (with broken bricks and dressed basalt),
outcropping quartz of the reef and a large dam (waII breached).
From the alluvial gu1ly a puddling circle is also located
adjacent to the dam with a very clear overflow channel.
Vegetation is growing very rapidly after the 1985 bushfires and
this tends to obscure some of the relics in the vicinity of the
dam and puddler. Reworking of the area is also in progress and
has already downgraded the significance of this siteThe plans included

Analysis

This is one of the best documented sma1l reefs in the Shire and
of the nineteenth century features identified in Howitt's
1909 ,record' are stilt clearly visible. The combination of
technology from reef and alluvial mining also greatly enhances
the interest of the site.

many
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Significance
This gold mining site is significant for the intactness of its
physical remains, the extent of documentation and the ease of
interpretation it offers the visitor, demonstrating both shallow
alluvial and quartz reef nining techniques.
Register of claims, Amherst division of the Maryborough
llining District, VPRS 1649, unit 1, 1869-80, f .55' 57A.w. Ho$ritt, 'The Prince of !{ales Mine, Amherst, near
Talbot', Records of the Geoloqical Survev of Victoria, III,
parE 2, 20 November '1909r PP.155-158 and plates XXl1 and
XXIII.

17'7

TUNNEL

HILL

REEF

'

off Lexton-Talbot

Road, Talbot

Parish of i\mherst
7523-4-2

YD380822

HistorY

This reef was apparently discovered in 1861 when a tunnel reached
a seam of quartz 45 feet thick. other shafts were sunk on the
reef and the area was just payable. A rich alluvial gully was
also located to the east of the tunnel and this htas reworked with
cyanide after the turn of the century- ( 1 )

Integrity
The tunnel at this site is still open and is currently being
reworked by a small operator. Other evidence of former gold
nining operations is also located in the inunediate area.

Analysis

This is one of few former mining sites within the shire where a
tunnel of such an early date is still oPen. The current reworking
is of such a small scale that it does not jeopardise the
integrity of this site, although more intensive working could
easily destroy attributes of this site.
Signif.icance

This gold mining site is significant for the intactness of its
physical remains, being one of very few early reef mines in the
shire where a tunnel is still intactH.S. whitelaw, 'Auriferous Areas near Talbot', IGeological
sirrvey reportl, c. 1912.
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FOR.I.,IER

PHELAN RESIDENCE,

Section

, allotment

7623-4-2

Majorca Road, Talbot

, Parish of Amherst

YD413821

History

This residence was erected for local builder Williarn Phelan by

c.18?5 (when it was photographed). ( 1 ) Phelan commenced business
in Talbot around 1860 and soon had the leading timber yard,
ironmongery and furnishing estabtishment in the district. He
undertook many local building projects and in 1881-82 established
a large branch in Maryborough, soon completing several large
building projects in that town. Phelan's 1880 Press advertisment
advised ,Plans and specifications prepared' and it is possible
this residence is his own design. (21

Integrity
This residence was gutted by the 1985 bushfires although the
external and internal walls still standAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'. This residence
is one of the most sophisticated residential designs in the
district. The building $ras an unusually refined two storey
structure with cement rendered walIs and moulded architraves' The
talI building form, comparatively low verandah, elevated site and
slight remotness frorn the town aII contributed to the grand
aspirations of this successful merchant's residence. In its
current fire damaged state reconstruction would not be impossible
(as recent work at the fire damaged former Anherst State School
has demonstrated), and even in its damaged state the residence
still retains significance for its siting, building form and
remnant garden.

Significance

This residence was one of the grandest houses in the Shire
fu1ly demonstrates the aspiration of a successful merchant

prosperedonthegoldfields.Eveninitsguttedstatethe
residence is stili distinguished by its siting, building

and
who

fosm and

remnant garden.

original photograph, an excellent shot of the front
facade and circular garden layout, is held by the shire of

The

Talbot and Clunes.
See background

history, chapter
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FORI4ER SAMUELS HOMESTEAD,

Mount Greenock Road, Talbot

Section B, allotments 5-10, Parish of Amherst
7623-4-2

YD

History
t-lordech Jaker samuels was first included in the Talbot voters
roII in 1867 when he was listed rJtith'Farm, Talbot'and entitled
to one vote. In the period to 1870 his vote increased to 8 with
the rolls listing two holdings, one at Amherst and one at
Eglinton. (1) In that year the rate book description was 519
pasture Iand and 60 acres cultivation. A house was listed
".r""
as another improvement and its is presumed the present residence
dates from this period. The net annual value in 1871 (f,1800) made
the property, called'Lone Pine' in the'1901 rate book, amongst
the largest fourteen Properties in the shire. Ql Samuels was
president of the Shire of Talbot in 1876-78- (3)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and is greatly enhanced by
the row of mature trees which form the main entrance drive. These
include cypress, Pines, cedars and a pair of Aracaurica bidwillii
(Bunya Bunya pines) flanking the homestead.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'. This ProPerty
retains one of the finest driveway avenues in the Shire. The
homestead is sited on the side of a hilt which affords the only
elevated view of the generally flat terrain on which Talbot
township is located.
Significance
A characteristic brick homestead located on a successful pastoral
holding of the mid to late nineteenth century. The significance
is enhance by the avenue of mature trees, one of the finest
examples in the shire.

Shire of Talbot, voters roll, 1867' no'106; 1868, no'137;
1869, no- 137; 1870, no.191 Shire of Talbot, rate book, 1870, no.64'l t 187 1, no'247i 190 1,
nos.142, 538.
Honour board in Shire of Talbot and Clunes office'
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AMHERST CEMETERY,

Talbot-Avoca Road, Amherst

Cemetery reserve, Section

Parish of Amherst

7623-4-2

II, allotments 38 and 41,

YD375835

History

earliest cemetery at Amherst appears to have been Iocatedshown
north of the main road from Adelaide to t'taryborough. It is 1855
by assistant surveyor Hugh Fraser as a 'Grave Yard' on his
plan of Anherst Township comprising a square of roughly one acre.
His plan, surveyed in
Its date of commencement is not known.
'1855
also included a reserve
May
9
on
lithographed
Rpril 1855 and
creek Road as a
the
AmhersL-Back
on
perches
19
of 7 acres 0 roods
was
located to the
Lead,
t{ia
ttia
the
on
Cemetery . This reserve,
was the
vicinity
this
although
gold
workings,
east of the known
rushed
miners
as
1855
December
scene of notorious riots in
purchased land of samuel Dunne discovered tO be auriferous
adjacent to the
iallotments 23, 24r 36, 37 of Section( 2, located
vtere
trustees
Six
1
northern boundary of the cemetery). )
new
the
for
regulations
and
appointed in June 1858 and rules
(2)
part
the
of
As
1859'
cemetery were gazetted on 9 Setember
for
aPProPriated
was
13s
byelaw b of the Borough of Nrherst, f55
,iencing in and providing gates for the neht cemetery'. This

The

byelaw was approved by the Governor-in-Council on 28 December
1859 and the specification approved by charles Pasley, InsPector
General of Public works and Buildings on 10 Novenber 1859, cited
rods in
that 'The works consist of erecting a tvro rail fence 144and
bolts
Iocks
length or thereby, providing 3 gates with hinges,
with
'sawn
.o*fl"t",. Local bluegum was specified for Posts
was left
timber
The
rails.
for
Gum'
Blue
or
Red
timber
colonial
untreated, although aII gates were to receive three coats of
the
paint. (3) rhe eirliest burials apparently took Place in1852
in
Larty 1860s. The sexton was still residing in a tent but
eleqant
(erected near the entrance at his own expense) small
was
the
cemetery
years
and
succeeding
in
lodge hras erected
extended by incorporation of two ten acre allotments to the west'
(4) In 1880 the cemetery trustees called for a plan of plots to be
prepared and surveyor clarence Snith's plan was dated 4 December
1880. (5) tne plan included a drive and paths in the form of a
celtic cross "rrd . garden bed was included at the crossing.
Extensiveplantingwascarriedoutinmid.lSSl(including20
young pinus insiqiis and halepensi.s) although. hot weather in
1887 kill"a *"rrfrFtne ne' prantings. (6) The 'Old Burial
Ground, at Amherst is still shown on current cadastral plans and
lvas gazetted as such in 1867- (7)

Integrity
The cemetery was burnt in the recent bushfires and many mature
trees were destroyed. The sexton's lodge was aPParently destroyed
by fire c.1964. tne early timber fencing has been replaced by a
181

wire fence. Many plants both exotic and native
flourish in the cemetery. The central bulb bed still has
Agapanthus, Jonquils, Daffodils, Oxalis brownii, as weII as some
earty shrubs. (8) A basalt culvert spans a small gully and the
."..t"ty retains a fine collection of monuments and cemeterialia'
newer eroven

Analysis
The layout at Amherst was certainly in place by 1880 when smith
drew his plan but is would be logical for the basic plan of plots
to have existed prior to this date (possibly even from 1859). The
plan of Amherst cemetery is similar to many other contemporary
Victorian cemeteries and even domestic aardens. Clunes adopted a
variant of the cross plan and Majorca by 1866 had also opened a
cemetery of this configuration. The planning of the cemeteries at
Amherst, Clunes and l4ajorca was reminiscent of ideas contained in
Loudon's

I1

This infl

known as an architect, garden designed and writer) in London in
1843. He recorunended the central area of a cemetery as a suitable
site for a chapel (as at Clunes) and was a Proponent of the use
of bulbs in cemeteries, as well as evergreen trees.

Significance
A representative mid-ninteenth century cemetery with a fine
colleciion of monuments and grave markers- The layout is
distinguished by the central bulb bed, a rare feature among
victorian cemeteries. ![any other exotic and native Plants
flourish in the cemetery. The site is historically significant
for the notorious riots in 1855 when miners rushed the purchased

sections of land in this vicinity in their quest for gold'
I
2
3

4

o
7

8

VPRS 1 189, unit 45't , K/55/16319.
Victoria Government Gazette, 9 September 1859r PP.1904-1905.
vPRs 1189, unit 507, L59/11248' M59/1 1301-

Annual Report of the Central Board of Health; a photograph of
the sextonii foage is held by the Shire of Talbot and Clunes.
Talbot Leader, 4 May 1880; copy held by Shire of Ta1bot and
Clunes.
Talbot Leader, 5 JuIy 1881, 1 Decernber 1885, 8 February 1887.
Victoria C'overnment Gazette, 1861, P-1036 or 3752 ?? check'
Identification by John Hawker, Royal Botanic Gardens.
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BECKWORTH COURT,

Old BaIlarat

Road

Section 84, Parish of Beckworth
7623-3-l YD390717 (Residence)
History
1850 Beckworth Court was purchased by Robert Nichol and his
son James for {:ZOO. This consisted of 500 acres with 1800
sheep and in 1863 they purchased the remaining 1000 areas
(carrying 5000 sheep) from J.H McVean for fsOOO. Nichol was
born near the Scottish border in 1834 and had landed in
t'telbourne in 1854. In 1859, following a period of fluctuating
family prosperity, Robert Nichol became manager of Mount
Greenock station and his son James worked as a share farmer in
the Clunes district. (1) Beckworth Court was first listed in
Shire of Talbot voters roll in 1864 when 'John Nicho1 Snr.' and
'John Nichol Jnr. I were allocated 2 votes each for 'Farm and
Sheep run, Beckworth and Eglington' . (21 By 1867 Robert and
James Nichol were listed in the roll (3) and the Shire of
Talbot ratebook ( 1869) Iisted 3600 acres of pasture land and a
house of net annual value of fZgl and it is presumed that the
present residence dates fronr this period. (4) In February 1881
builder Peter Wallace of Clunes called tenders for 'repairs and
additions to Beckworth Court'. (5) Robert Nichol died in 1900
and his eldest son James in 1902 with the property Passing to
surviving sons Thomas Ainslie Nichol and Robert WiIIian NicholThe property and biographies of sons Thomas and Robert were
included in the Cvclopaedia of Victoria ( 1904) when Beckworth
Court was described as 'one of the principal pastoral stations
in Victoria and norit comprises about 101000 acres, on which are
run about 121000 sheep, 80 head of horned cattle, and 30
horses'. (6)

In

Integrity
In recent years part of the original holding has been subdivided
into hoby farm allotments and the development has taken the name
'Beckworth Court'. The residence is substantially intact,
presumably from the 1881 additions. Many early outbuildings also
remain.

Analysis
See chapter 1 1

selection.

of the

background

history for a discussion of

Significance

is one of the most complete remaining large
nineteenth century pastoral properties in the district- The
residence is a characteristic rural homestead set in an
evocative setting of remnant red gum trees. The property is
Beckworth Court
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land

enhanced by the local historical significance of the Nichol
family who were prominent in the local community and
government.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Alexander Sutherland (ed), Victoria and its Metropolis,
t"lelbourne, 1888, vol .2, P.251rc64 voters rollt nos. 97 ' 98.

1867 voters roll, nos. 88, 89.
Shire of Talbot ratebook, 1869, no. 225.
Talbot Leader, 18 FebruarY 1881.
James Smith (ed), Cvclopaedia of victoria, llelbourne, 1904'
vol.2, P.297 .
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BRTDGES,

Old Ballarat

Road

Parish of Beckworth
7623'3-1 YD405635 (north of Glendaruel)
7623-3-1 YD379674 (Beckworth)

History
A contract for work on the 'Ballaarat and Amherst Road' (as the
OId Ballarat Road was then known) t/tas accePted in June 1859' The
work involved ,clearing 4 miles and 40 chains, building two
bridges and other improvements' and contractors Bro$tn and co
submitted a price of{aOA: 16s- (1) A total of three bridges and
one ford had been erected on the road by the end of 1860. one of
these was probably the bridge at Beckworth township over a small
been
tributary of the one MiIe creek. The third bridge may( havefoot
15
bridge
and
timber
stone
A
that over Becktrorth Creek.
span and 22 foot roadway) was certain,Iy in process of erection
over that creek in 1860 at a cost off5l0' (2)

Integrity
Thesebridgesarestillsubstantiallyintactandinuse.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'early public works'. These bridges are some
of the
of the earliest structures in the Shire and mark the line
basalt
the
to
old Ballarat Road. They are similar in construction
(q.v.
) and
at
Dunach
culverts at Amherst (q.v. ) and other bridges
Back Creek

FIat ('Bolties Bridge' - g'v')'

Significance

significant as some of the earliest surviving
public ,rori= in the Shire. They Possess considerable aesthetic and
technical appeal as a result of their design and basalt
construction. They form an integral part of the early road to
between Ballarat and Amherst and date from the period prior
the well defined road through clunes. Their significance is
enhanced by their continued use.

Thesc bridges are

1

2

E,

,

3 June 1859, p. 1 180.
1860-61 , rl, ordered to be printed 10 January 1861'
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pRE-EMprrvE RrcHT HoMESTEAD,
RUrNS oF r4accALLuM's
Road

off ord Barrarat

l'lacCallum's Pre-emptive Right, Parish of Beckworth
7623-3-1 vD374725

History
Alexander t'tcCallum tOok up the t DunaCh Forestt or 'Mount
Greenock, run in 1841. The large run extended from Mount Becku'ith
to carisbrook. t'laccallum held the run until 1850 with Andrew
Aldcorn and James Forsyth although following a short break in
1g5O-54 he regained the run until '1862. Maccallum applied for his
homestead block under right of pre-emption in August 1854 and
this was granted in June 1855. ( 1 ) The stone footings of a
residence are stil1 extant and this is presumed to date from the

periodpriortolss2.The.Homestead'wasshownonthelSS3
geological map

Integrity
This site has not been visited but only stone footings
remain. (21

now

Analysis

of three such areas of
squatting runs' The
larger
from
land within the shlre alienated
tclunes'
should be made
referance
and
and 'Glenmona'
others were
of this
details
for
to chapter one of the background history
pastoral period.

Maccallum,s pre-emptive

right

was one

Significance
Ruins from one of the earliest pastoral runs in the shire and a
tangible marker of the former pre-enptive right section of
Alexander MacCallun's pastoral squatting run'
Refer to chapter one of the background history for details of
sources.

Information from Rita HulI-
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CLUNES WATER SUPPLY

WORKS

SLorage reservoir, Birch's Creek (parish of Bullarook or Dean?)
Storage weir (Hepburn Lagoon), Birch's Creek (Parish of Bullarook)
Aqueduct and pipehead reservoir (Parish of Smeaton and Spring Hilf)
t'lains and reticulation, Clunes (parish of Tourello and Clunes)
76237623-

BU

YD650595 (Hepburn Lagoon)

History

of the major engineering
undertakings in the colony during the 1870s. Funding for the
works (excluding reticulation) was provided by the New North
Clunes GoId Mining Company. The mine was then at the peak of its
prosperity and needed a regular supply of water for its stamping
battery. Peter Lalor, Eureka hero, Menber of Parliament and
director of the New North Clunes Conpany was chairman of the
undertaking and Octavius Langtree was commissioned to design the
works. The main works comprised a storage reservoir and weir on
Bullarook Creek (noqr called Birch's Creek), an aqueduct 108
chains Iong leading to a pipehead reservoir, 15 inch mains for
the last 6 t/A miles and finally the reticulated supply to
consumers in Clunes. With the exception of reticulation, works
srere completed in early 1873. A private reservoir had also been
constructed at Smeaton to supply Hepburn's MiIl. Stroage works
cost over €SOOO and by 1875, when the reticulation had been
almost completed an extra fls,OOO had been expended. The new
service greatly benefitted the mines and serviced 170 head of
stamps at four quartz mines and 14 puddling machines at eight
alluvial mines. This consumed over sixty million litres of water
per week. In 1974 the Clunes Borough Council purchased the
works with the aid of a loan and were charged with the
responsibility of completing the reticulation. ( 1 ) Despite the
great advance, the works were far from perfect and as early as
1883 the Board of Hea1th vrere questioning aspects of their
The Clunes Water Supply was one

design. (2)

Integrity
not been inspected but they are understood to
be substantially intact. The reservoir at Bu1larook is still in
use and erater then flows down Birch's Creek to the original
pipehead Reservoir. Hepburn's Lagoon is still extant and
occasionally augments the main supply. The pipehead reservoir is
no Ionger in use although water flows through it before entering
a nen reservoir immediately below. The original cast iron main
pipe is still in use although almost all the cast iron
reticulation pipes in Clunes have been replaced with more modern
materials. An early residence is still located next to the
pipehead reservoir at UIIina and is rented by the Shire- (3)
These works have
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AnalYsis

Thisisoneofseveralundertak.ngsdesignedtobringwaterto
attempts and in 1859
Clunes- Creswickrs Creek was used in early
constructed, superseeded by an ill-fated
the ,Big Dam' (q.v.) was
6oghirr,s creek (q.v.) and many schemes to tap Birch's
i"*
""
Creek.
Significance
constructed in the
This is one of the major engineering works
need for water on
colony during the 1870s' It demonstrates theuse'
rn this case
ii" q"fafields for both domestic and mining
considerablehistoricalsignificanceisattachedtothefactthat
funded by a private mining company
the scheme was initially
The significance is enhanced by its
go.,.trr.L,,t'
rather than the
continued use of the original system'

'|

Clunes
Octavius Langtree, 'Drawings and description of the
prepared
photographs
and
plans
of
water suppty;, poiteotio
by the Mitchell
for rhe eniraieiphia Exhibirion, 1876 held5.June
1873' p'8
svdnev.News'
Illustrated
Library, sydneyt,The
reservoir and dam of the clunes water
illustration of
supply', original water colour in Langtree album'

2CentralgoardofHealth,AnnualReport'1June1885'P'44'
3 Information from Len Thomas, Talbot' 14 January 1988'
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GLENIJIONA HOI4ESTEAD, GICNMONA ROAd

Glenmona Pre-emptive

7623-4-4

Right, Parish of

Bung Bong

YD285871

History

of the
The Glenmona run was created in 1845 by the combination D{cNeiII
Edmund
runs.
(or
creek)
14
t'lile
scarborough and Far creek
(of Scarborough) and Charles HaIl (of Far Creek) joined in
partnershipatGlenmona(.|845-52)andlatertransferredtheir
was on part of
interest to Charles and Joseph Bradshaw' ( 1 ) Itwas
made in 1848'
gold
discovery
this Glenmona run that an early
the colony'
in
gold
discoveries
one of the earliest publicised
a slab
originally
was
12, Osborn and Du Borg record that there
existence
in
was
hut at Glenmona and the Present stone homestead
by1875.(3)Hori'ever,itispossiblethatit$'asconstructeda fine
considerably earlier than this date' Glenmona Possessed
garden and as early as 1859 w'H' Bradshaw advertised for a
gardener to work on the station' (4)

Integrity
This site has not been inspected but it is understood to comprise
theearlystoneresidence(substantiallyintact)andseveral
outbuildings. The proPerty is located on the Bet' Bet Creek'
Analysis
on pre-emptive
This is the most intact of the residences erectednow
marked only
is
rights within the Shire. The C1unes homestead
by some trees, the Dunach Forest homestead has some stone
footingsandthepre-emptiverightblocksof-RodboroughVale'
(even
Plaistow and Tourello lie outside the Shire boundaries
' tne
though part of the runs once cover land within the Shire)
of
is
and
courtyard
central
residence is arranged around a
considerable architectural significance'

Significance

block' now the
early residence located on a Pre-emptive rightwith
this
homestead
only example in the Shire of an early
outbuildings
early
by
charactistic. The residence is complemented
Historical
Creek'
and is enhanced by its setting on Bet Bet
discovery made in 1848
significance is attacned to the early gold
gold
publicised
on the Glenmona run, one of the earliest
discoveriesinthecolonyandtheearlyroleofCharlesHallas
GoId Commissioner for Amherst from 1A52'

An

1

2
3

4

See background

historY, chaPter one for details of sources'

ibid., chaPter t\"o-

Osborn and Du Bor9, Marvborough, 1985, PP. 11-13.
, 1 1 April 1859 , p.2 .
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RICHt"toND HOUSE, Glenmona

Section , allotment

Road, Glenmona

, Parish of Bung Bong

7623-4-4 vD
HistorY

This land was part of the'Glenmona'pastoral run. 21 acres was
selected by brothers Fred and Edward Miller where they
established a garden and orchard on the rich volcanic soil along
Bet Bet Creek. Edward died a batchelor but Fred had nine
children, of which the youngest boy George took over the
property. Again the youngest son Fred, took over the property in
1950 when the homestead section totalled almost 700 acres. The
present house $tas apparently erected in 1875. (1)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although outbuildings stere
extensively darnaged in the 1985 bushfires. Based on a stylistic
analysis the present verandah appears to date from the period
c.1900-15.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'.
Significance

typical brick homestead located on a successful selectors
hotdinq of the mid to late nineteenth century. This significance
is enhanced by long ownership of the one fanily-

A

All information taken from H.w. LemPriere,
Ballarat Cpqrleq, 8 October

1969.
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'Richmond House',

AMHERST RESERVOIR,

Parish of Bung Bung

Talbot-Avoca Road, Amherst

7623-4'2 YD337864 (reservoir waII)
History
Lack of water was a major problern for rnining and domestic
consumption in the early days of Amherst and Back Creek- In February
1860, with a view to rectifying the situation, the Borough of
Amherst offered a 40 ptLze for the best essay and scheme for water
supply in the district although little productive gain ensued. ( 1 )
p"ri"e 1860 €1599 14s 5d r,ras expended by the victorian Government at
(21
Amherst for the Purpose of rconstructing dams and reservoirs''
It is probable that some of this sum htas directed towards the under
Construction Of Nnherst Reservoir. The reservoir was certainly
construction by mid 1861 when a rush to the site followed discovery
of a rlost, alluvial lead. (3) O'n 14 June 1959 the Amherst Reservoir
was leased to the 'Mayor, Councillors and Burgesses of the Borough
of Anherst, for 99 y..r" atfl per annum. The Iease bras apParently
forfeited in October 1874 and the reservoir was described as
,useless' in council minutes. It was at this st,age that the council
sought to purchase the Talbot Reservoir at Evansford. (4) In 1885
the Manager of the Talbot and Amherst GoId fields' conmon applied
for a permanent reservation of the dam as a site for water supply
p,rrpo=L" and temporary reservation tras granted on 11 t'tay 1886.
However in 1918 the purpose of 'water supplyr was augmented by
purPoses' in the temPorary reservation' (5)
of

inclusion

'recreation

Integrity
This reservoir is still full but not used for domestic suPPIY- The
reservoir is located in a forest setting and remnants of shallow
alluvial diggings are located in the reserve.
Analysis

This is one of Ehree major reservoi-rs which served the shire (the
others being at Evansford and Bullarook) - AII these sites are
complemented bY a linear network of !"ater races.
Significance
The Anherst reservoir is a vital and early reminder of the
importance of water to the central goldfields area, both for
domestic supply and mining. The site is enhanced by the proximity
of early shallow alluvial gold workings'

1

Borough

2

VPRS

3

4

of

Amherst minutes, as sutunarised by Ron Pryor,

8

February 1860.
957, unit 2' P.251Flett, t'tarvborouqh ' '|975, P-74Oep"rt.6ffiEoor"rvation, Forests and Lands, file Rs 1632t
Borough of Amherst minutes, 21 october 1874'
Rs 1632.
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sToNE BARN,
Amherst

Section

west of Anherst Reservoir, off Talbot-Avoca Road,

, allotment

, Parish of Bung

Bong

History
Based on a stylistic

analysis this building appears to have been
constructed during the period c.1855-70.

Integrity

This northern waII of this building has suffered damage due to
partial collapse and other walls are in need of maintenance to
prevent further deterioration. The timber shingles have also
decayed and are covered with metal sheeting (of an early date).
Internally there evidence of use as a shearing shed and for
shelter for horses. Nearby are relics of other buildings and
some early plantings.
Analysis

This is a fine example of a simple farm outbuilding. Due to
widespead damage to the Shire by fire, very few such outbuildings
survive from the nineteenth century. This building has been

modified during its Iife by the covering of the timber shingles
by Morewood and Rogers patent roof tiles (introduced to the
colony in the 1850s) and later corrugated iron. The roof also
appears to have been raised by introduction of several brick
courses (or this may have been an original feature designed to
give a regular surface on which the top plate could sit). The
walls are constructed of coursed rubble. The use of such an
early sheet material over the shingles could date the building

to the

1850s

or early

'1860s.

Significance

typical nineteenth century barn, one of few survivers in the
Iocal area. The building is distinguished by its timber shingles,
later Morewood and Rogers roof tiles and unusual (in the local

A

context) stone walls.
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GLENMONA

BRIDGE, Bet

Bet Creek, Bung Bong

Parish of Bung Bong
7623-4-4

YD

History

rain during 6-8 September 1870 washed away an earlier
bridge at this site (probably that erected by Archibald Oughton
in 1857). (1) Following a joint meeting on 16 September
l8?0 of representatives of Talbot and Avoca Shire Councils it was
agreed to:

Heavy

1 Create a temporary ford,
2 CaIt tenders for the sale of iron and wood from the debris of
the ruined bridge,
3 Engineer of Talbot Shire to Prepare plan of Iaminated arch
bridge. ( 1 )
The tender of Milne and Gartley of ftO Os 15d was accepted for
purchase of the bridge remains and on 3 November 18?0 engineer
l{oods' design of a replacement bridge was tabled at Avoca Shire
Council meeting and approved. t'luch discussion ensued with
regard to funding and on 20 January 1871 shire rePresentatives
were informed that the government District Engineer had
suggested an iron girder bridge instead of the proposed
laninated timber design. Woods tabled an unfinished design of
an iron bridge and following a resolution that 'a permanent
structure be erected on the old site at Glenmona Bridge' he
completed the design. The bridge, 'the handsomest'structure of

itskindoutofMeIbourne,(accordin9tothe@)was
in November 'lg?1. The contractors were Fishburn and Lain
of Ballarat and the cost f:eOO. Iron lattice girders were
supplied by John Price of'Ballarat and timber from Mount cole
was used for the decking. (21
opened

Integrity
This bridge has been superseeded by a modern structure on a more
northern alignnent to enable the earlier bridge to remain. The
bridge was damaged in the 1985 bushfires when the decking was
badly damagedAnalysis

Refer to analysis of ,early public works'. The iron lattice
girders are unusual in the local context as all other early
bridges !{ere constructed of stone arches or stome abutments
spanned with tinber. This bridge is one of the few surviving
structures to mark the township of Bung Bong-
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Significance
A sophisticated earry bridge which stands on one of the earriest
bridge sites in the shire. Despite fire damage the bridge stirl
has considerabre aesthetic appear and now remains as one of the
few early structures at Bung Bonq.

1
2

VPRS 1109, unit 7, 1957.
All history derived from typescript notes compired from Avoca
councir minute books and the Avoca Mair, compirer and date
unknown, copy held by Shire of Tatbot and Clunes.
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TALBOT RESERVOIR, WATER RACE AND STANDPIPES,

Stony Creek, Evansford

Reservoir: formerly allotment 35, Parish of Caralulup
Intake on McCallums Creek: Adjacent !{aubra - Talbot Road
Standpipes: Arqyle Street and oxford Street, Talbot
7623-3-1 vD342739 (north east corner
'?623-3-1 \D347677 (intake weir)

of reservoir)

History
The Talbot Reservoir was originally constructed bY James SYme
stewart and Flett details the early history of the works.
The main urater scheme at Back creek was a reservoir,
built by stewart and Farnsworth on stony creek with a
head race from tlcCallum's Creek. It cost f tOrOoo and
began by serving sluicing parties on Ballaarat HiII and
gard (wtrite) Hill, but served a number of localities
soon after. The charge for $tater '"as fS per day, but
despite this the diggers maae {ZO per week. The scheme
began in June 1858. (1)

Oissatisfaction with the Amherst Reservoir led to the purchase of
Talbot Reservoir by the Borough of Anherst in July 1875 for
fgsoo. (21 on 13 December 1876 the council decided to call
tenders for raising the reservoir wall and after several problens
with tenders and contracts, the price of Isaac Meadows or;frssr
2s 1 1d was recommended to the Government for acceptance. This
work was completed by Octobet 1877 and a contract had been let
with Blyth and Co. for water pipes to reticulate Talbot in June
1877. Further tenders in connection with the scheme were let;
14s
settling ponds on the land of a t'tr Jackson (W. Phe1an, f t:SO
ponds
to
settling
creek
t1d); repairs to water race from stony
and oxford Streets
site (peter l,tacleod); and standpipes in Argyle
'1878.
of
Reticulation
were erected by a Mr Hawkins in October
the
and
both
arose,
Talbot was extended gradually as the need
railways and gardeners were large consumers. The railway used
12r0OO gallons a day (charge 1/6 Pet locomotive) and irrigation
for gardens consumed 151000 gallons during the day and 50r000
9a11ons at night. (3) Difficulty with the supply was caused by
the offtake at tlcCallum's Creek, which had become defective (4)
since the original construction by Stewart and Farnsworth.
The council accepted the tender of Jones and Crabb ({196 16s 6d)
on 17 April 1882 although much heartache was caused by rival
Lexton Shire Council's decision to rate the land on which the
offtake weir was situated. (5) [t'taryborough also obtained water
from McCaIIum's Creek and constructed their reservoir at
Evansford in 1881. (6)l The Talbot reservoir was surveyed in
August 1984 by Batson prior to fencing and this was undertaken
by a !{r Douglas in September 1885. Boating and fishing at the
reservoir was subject to much discussion and in 1883 the
Victorian Humane Society had provided a life buoy in case of
boating accidents. (7)
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IntegritY
This reservoir is still in use as Part of the main domestic
supply to Talbot. It has been progressively modified although the
essential features of the original site are presumably still
those on site. The offtake on McCallum's Creek is still intact.
Analysis

This is one of three major reservoirs which served the shire
(the others being at Bullarook and Amherst). AIt these sites are
complemented by a linear network of water races and this
reservoir is of especially due to its intact offtake on
McCaIIum's Creek and the early standpipes in Talbot.
Significance
The Talbot reservoir is a vital and early reminder of the
importance of water to the central goldfields area, both for
domestic supply and mining. This site is complemented by the
intact offtake on McCallum's Creek and the standpipes in their

original locations at Talbot.

1 Flett, Marvborough, 1975, p.68.
2 Borough of Amherst minutes, as sumnarised by Ron Pryor,
JuIy 1875.
3 ibid., 13 December 1876; 7 March 1876; 13 June 1877i 5
4
5
6
7

14

September 1877i 17 October 1877; 28 November 1877i 2 October
1878; 21 January 1880.
Talbot Leader, 11 March 1881.
Borough of Anherst minutes, 17 April 1882.
Talbot Leader, 29 ttarch 1881.
Borough of Amherst minutes, 27 August 1884; 28 March 1883; 23
September 1885.
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AIIiance Street, Clunes
Section 4, Allotment 58, Township of Clunes

RESIDENCE, 47

History
Although this section was included in John Templeton's initial
township survey of Clunes in 1858, this allotment was not
subdivided until the formation of Hannah Street in 1851. (1)
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1860-80.

Integrit,y
This residence is substantially intact with the exception of
additions to the side waII.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of

prosperity in

1

C1unes.

See Department

of Conservation, Porests

and Lands,

file

Rs 759.

Alliance Street, Clunes
Section 7, Allotment 12, Township of Clunes

RESIDENCE, 48

History
Although this section was included in John Templeton's initial
township survey of Clunes in 1858, this allotment was not
subdivided until the formation of Hannah Street in 1861- (1)
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1860-80.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intacf-. Stylistically,
verandah appears to date from the period c- 1900-20-

the front

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residencesl. The Iarge number of
different chimneys indicates that this residence may have been
erected in several stages.
Significance
A characteristic

timber residence erected during the peak of

prosperity in Clunes.
I

See Department of Conservationl Forests and Lands, file
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Rs 759'

RESIDENCE, 52

Alliance Street, Clunes

Secti-on 7, Allotment 10, Township of Clunes

History
This allotment, was purchased from the Crown by Antonio Guiachino
on 8 JuIy 1851. (1) The site was rated as land in 1873, owned by
the executors of the Iate A- Guiachino. (2) By December 1873,
Constable Cornelius Durack had erected a house with net annual
value of ft:. (3) By 1879 the properE,y was owned by Margaret
Bryens ( ? ) and tenants included miners David Williams and Thomas
Higgs. (4) In 1887 the house was described as 'weatherboard, 5
rooms'. (5)
Integrity
This building is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This example is not
early by Clunes standards but visually it exemplifies
characteristics of a very early cottage type due to its steeply
pitched roof and decortive timber work.
Significance
A characteristic timber cottage erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. Visua1ly its pyramidal roof form is more
reminiscent of an earlier period but in the absence of many local
eammples this cottage assumes increased significance as an
exemplar of this form.
1

2
3

4
f,

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 15 January 1873, no.1043.
ibid. , 31 December 18'73 , no- 'l 050 .
ibid., 23 January 1879, no.906.
ibid., 12 January 1887, no-786-
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RESIDENCE, 24 Angus

Section

Street, Clunes

, Allotment

, Township of Clunes

History
Based on a typological analysis' this residence
been constructed in the period c'1860-80'

apPeals Ltr

rrdve

IntegrrcY

of Iarge
The windows have been altered by substitution

new

openLngs.

Analysis
Based on a visual
Refer to analysis of 'timber residences''
weII have been
may
house
examination it "pp."t" that this
appears to date
verandah
The
extended at the rignt hand end'
from the Edwardian Period'

Significance

during the peak of
A characteristic timber residence erected
prosperitY in Clunes'
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RESIDENCE,

41 Angus Street' corner Bland Street' Clunes

Section 22, Allotment 8, Township of Clunes
HistorY

by w-w- Ewart on 10
This arroLment was purchased from the crown
in the 1862 ratepayers
June 1852- ( 1 ) William Ewart was listed
annual value ( ? )
assessed
of
proPerty
roll in Sectton 22 with a
Clunes' in the
of. f12- He was also listed as 'engineer' ofNorth
this Angus Street
1862 d:-rectory, most likely confirmation
Street and this is
Ligar
in
address - (21 In 1863 he was listed
present residence' (3)
not inconsistent with the siting of the
'tenement and land' in
In the 1854 ratebook Ewart was iisted witn
(4) An increase
Angus Street, having a net annual value of ftO' ta7o-7l and by
occurred-il
in net annual ".f".'fi"m ftz to ft5
Benjamin
this date the ProPerty t'as owned and occupied by
and
carpenter
bricklayer,
williamson, variously described as
roomed
four
a
simple
as
miner. (5) The residence was shown
cottageinac.lSSo-Elphotographtakenfromtheescarpment.(6)

IntegritY
TheoriginalverandahPostshavebeenreplacedbymetalPiPes.
Analysis
timber
Refer to analyses of timber residences and early
probably erected
was
buildings. The front section of this cottage
indicate
by 1862 although the 1870-71 rise in value may
its early date of
rebuilding. Thrs building is aistinguished by
concave
construction, false timber ashlar quoining and elegant
verandah.

Significance

during the rrse
A characteristic early timber residence erected
by the use of false
of prosperity in Clunes' It is distinguished
rare in the Iocal
timber ashlar quoins on the facade' aatfeature
the corner of three
context. The titirrg of the residence especially
the view from
streets gives added visual prominenc'
Queens Park.
1

2

3

4

)
o

Cadastral PIan.
1862, rro'434i
Borough of Clunes ratePayers roII, 16 JanuarY
1862 directory.
Borough of Clunes ratePayers rolI, no.139.
no - 298 '
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 9 t'larch 1864 ,
187'l
, no '729 '
ibid., 2 March 1870, no'689; 4 JanuarY Talbot
and Clunes'
of
PhotograPh bY BeauchamP held by Shire
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RESIDENCE, 71

Bailey Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment 7, Township of Clunes
History

This land was part of the area mined by various companies, with
the South Clunes Quartz Mining Company having the most successful
operations. A residence tiras shown in this Iocation on an 1868
plan of Clunes and in a c.1870 photograph of the area. ( 1 )
Integrity

This residence has been extended by a timber gabled addition at
the eastern side (c.1920-40) and a brick porch,/verandah (c.193050). The residence retains a picket fence, albeit probably lower
in height than the original.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residencesr.
Significance
A characteristic residence erected during the peak of prosperity
in Clunes. Although now altered, this residence is a vital part
of the Talbot Road streetscape, the main western entry to Clunes

Clunes, L.3887, lithographed 28 March 1858; Langtree album,
t4itchell Library.
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RESIDENCE,

75 BaiIeY Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment 8D?, Township of Clunes
HistorY

with
This Iand vtas Part of the area mined by various companies'
successful
the south clunes Quartz Mining company having the most
operations. This residence was not shovtn on an( 1868 plan of
Ciunes nor in a c- 1870 photograph of the area' 1 ) Based on a
typologicalanalysisrtheresidenceaPpearstohavebeenerected
during the Period c.1870-90IntegrrtY

This residence is substantiallY intact and retains a Picket
fence, albeit ProbablY lower in height than the originalAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences"
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the Peak of
prosperity in Clunes. This residence is a vital part of the
Talbot Road streetscape, the main western entry to clunes.

Clunes,L.3887'lithographed28March1868;Langtreealbum,

t'litchell LibrarY.
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RESIDENCE, 77

Bailey Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment

, Township of Clunes

History
This land was part of the area mined by various companies, with
the South Clunes Quartz l,lining Company having the most successful
operations. This residence was not shown on an 1868 plan of
Clunes nor in a c.1870 photograph of the area. ( 1 ) Based on a
typological analysis, the residence aPPears to have been erected
during the period c.1880-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the verandah
appears to have been altered or rebuilt.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by large building forrn with elaborate door surround

tripartite windows, details
typical of suburban t'telbourne.
and

uncommon elsewhere

in Clunes

but

Significance
A timber residence erected during the prosperous mining period in
Clunes. This residence is a vital part of the Talbot Road
streetscape, the main vtestern entry to C1unes.
Clunes, L.3887, lithographed 28 March 1868; Langtree album,
Mitchell Library.
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RESIDENCE, 79

BaileY Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment

, Township of Clunes

HistorY

ThislandwaspartoftheareaminedbyvariouscomPanieswith
successful
the south clunes Quartz tlining company having the most
plan
of Clunes
1858
an
on
shown
not
was
operations. The residence
(1)
a
on
Based
area'
the
nor in a c.'l 8?0 photograph of
typological analysis, the residence apPears to have been
erected during the period c- 1870-90.

IntegritY
from
This residence is wonderfully intact although now suffering
is
picket
fence
inherent structural deficiencies. An early
retained along Bailey Street and the side I'ane'

Analysis

Refer to analysis of timber residences'
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. rts unchanged appearance gives the
tuilding special appeal on this highly visible Part of Talbot
Road, the main western entry to Clunes.
Clunes L.3887, Iithographed 28 March 1868; Langtree album'
Mitchell LibrarY.
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FORMER STATE SCHOOL No..l

36, Bailey Street, clunes

Section 31, Allotrnent 5, Township of Clunes
History

This building were erected in 1881 following overcrowding of
previous school buildings in South Clunes. Agitation for the new
school had commenced in 1878 when the average attendance of the
a
earlier school approached 500. The contract for erection of
.1881
new school was signed with Cocks and Brown on 17 November
for f::S: l4s. The building was designed by Education Department
architect Henry Bastow and the new school was opened on 1 January
1882. (1) This school (No.136) was arnalgamated with Clunes
School (No.1552) on '18 September 1892 following the collapse of
mining in Clunes. The building was used as an infant school
(grades 1,2 and 3) causing bitter protests from local parents.
The

infant school continued until

1922.

Allotment 5 was purchased from the Crown by Clunes Knitting and
Manufacturing Company Limited on 6 March 1923 and adjacent
allotment 4 (corner Suburban Street and Alliance Street) was
purchased from the Crown on 5 August 1924. The school building
extended and converted to a knitting mill. A block of land
slightly larger than one acre was purchased by Interknit Hosiery
Co Ltd on 23 March 1949 in nearby Camp Street (section G,
allotment 1 1 ), presumably in connection with this mill. (2)

Integrity
original buitding has had numerous additions which relate to
its use as a mill. Much of the original slate roof has been
replaced by corrugated iron and, presumably in the Process, many
roof detail (such as vents) have been removed- The original
finials are now missing and part of the flectre has been infilled.
The picket fence has been removed but many of the pine trees on
the boundary still remain, Presumably from the school period. (3)

The

Analysis

Refer to chaPter nine of the background history for a discusion
of education in the region. Burchell lists 25 schools erected in
the period 1876-1901 which had similar elevation to Clunes South(41 The earliest examPle, Horsham (No- 298r - Burchell regards
this design as revolutionary for the manner in which it adopts,
for the first time, the verandah as a concious design element in
Victorian school buildings. Moreover, the manner in which the
verandahs are integral with the main roof gives the Horsham grouP
a very distinctive aPPearance. One drawback of such a larqe
verandah was the Ioss of natural light, although Clunes South
overcomes this difficulty by adopting a courtyard plan to allow
alternative sources of light. The use of timber for part of the
Clunes South building was due, Burchell suggests, to a conscious
recognition that the school would soon have a falling enrollment
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as mining faded. This was proved when we consider that such a
Iarge building only fully functioned for 10 years. Burchell
regards the best remaining exarnples of the Horsham type schools
on a statewide basis as those at California Gully, Bendigo
(No.123 - 1883) and Tooronga Road, Malvern (No-2586 - 1887)'
Clunes South fits into a category of many of the other similar
buildings which although they have been sli-ghtly altered, still
retain most of their architectural integrityThe manner in which this building has been converted to a miII
demonstrates an early twentieth century reaction to the cessation
of loca1 mining. ttany out buildings and additions remain to
recall the use as a miII. This reuse also helped the school
escape the rather brutal enlargement of windows which occurred to
most older school buildings in the 1940s.

Significance

Achitecturally this is the most sophisticated of the schools
erected locally and despite its conversion to a kniting mill
these qualities have been retained. The manner in which the
building has been altered for use a a mill provides a reminder
of the social and economic history of Clunes in the period
following cessation of mining. The school is a relatively early
example (although one of a number throughout Victoria) which
demonstates the incorporation of verandahs into state school
design. The building is also a key element in Talbot Road, the
main entry to Clunes from the north.

2
3

Contract drawings held by Public Record office, Laverton
( PRO/SSO 136. I to 'l36. 3 t Blake (ed), Vision and
vol.2, pp-627-628.
Cadastral plan.
several early photographs are held by the shire of Talbot and
Clunes and these have been used for determining the integrity
of the building.
Lawrence Burchell, Victorian Schools, MUP in association with
the Victorian Education DePartment, 1980, pp.164-168, 175.
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RESIDENCE, 74

Section

3'l

Bailey Street

, Allotment

, Township of Clunes

Hrstory
Based on typological analysis the central section of the
residence appears to have been erected during the period
c.1865-70. The buitding is shown in a c.1870 photograph but not
in the Nettleton views of c.1865-66. ( 1 )

Integrity
Front facade has been rendered although this is now spalling offThe building has possibly had a verandah although this i-s now
missing- The rear outbuilding needs urgent repairs to one corner
to regain structural stability.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of timber residences. This building is
distinguished by its siting on the street frontage and for
ret,ention of early outbuildings.
Significance
A characteristic early brick cottage distinguished by its siting
on the street frontage, the only remaining local example with
this feature. The residence forms important visual link between
the institutional Precinct in Bailey Street and the residential
area in Talbot Road.

Nettleton views held by shire of Talbot and Clunes; c.1870
view in I'litchel Library.
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sr

rHoMAs AQUTNAS ROMAN cATHoLrc cHURcH and pREsByrERy, Bairey
Clunes

Street,

Section 4, Allotment 4, Township of Clunes
History

This Iand was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of crunes in 1858. The present site of the Roman cathoric
church in clunes was formerry set aside in July 1861 forrowing a
request from the Vicar General. The church had originally
applied for two acres, h,ith half an acre each for presbytery and
schoor although surveyor Thomas Adair finarry marked out a site
of slightly over one acre. The site was already occupied by a
'chapel-school' and by September 1862 a wooden chapel costing
f300 had been erected. Forlowing the erection of this buirding,
apparently a condition of the reservation, the site was
permanently reserved by the Governor in Council on 19 January
1863. (l) The contract for the present church was signed in
November 1872 and architect Henry caselri carred tenders for the
stonework to be returned by 7 November 1872. An earlier church
was apparentry relocated to the rear of the site and rater used
as a school. The foundation stone was laid by Bishop Goold on 9
March 1873 when a marquee was erected over the harf buirt warrs
and mass was celebrated. The church was blessed and opened on 7
June 1873 by Rev. Dr. Fitzpatrick following an outlay ot 13,250.
(2) Ballarat was created a Diocese in 1874 and Bishop O,Connor
visited crunes on the Feast of st rhomas Aquinas (7 March 1975)
and again blessed the church. In April 1903 the wooden
Presbytery in Talbot Road was destroyed by fire and Father
Patrick Kenerry had the present brick presbytery erected shortry
after. A brick garage and other outbuirdings were erected at the
rear of the presbytery in 1927.
Integrity
This church is intact
erected and the early
hras never erected and
this intended feature
fence appears to date
timber picket fence.

arthough only the nave and aisles were ever
timber chancel is still in use. The tower
toothed stonework marks the position of
as arso the unfinished chancer. The present
from c.192O-4O and replaced an earlier

Analys j.s

This is a fine example of Gothic Revival church where
architectural elements have been used in an ecclesiological,
archaeologically consistent revival of a Medieval style. The use
of ]ocal stone (a characteristic promoted by pugin),
clerestories, subsiduary masses (such as porches), middle pointed
tracery and elements such as the double lancet -.rindows on the
aisles (alluding to SS Peter and paul) aII assist in the creation
of a synbolic setting for ritual. The design for St Thomas
Aquinas, Clunes was similar to designs provided for Bishop Goold
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by eminent English Gothic Revival architect charles HansomAlthough not one of the five specific designs furnished for
colonial use by Hanson, caselli and assistant william Brittain
Tapprn drew on elements of St Patrick's, Ballarat (1857-70) in
their inspiration for Clunes - This design was also used at St
Alipius, East Ballarat, where the tower was erected to a
different design in the 1920s- (3) However it is the unfinished
nature of the churches at Clunes (and Talbot) which gives the
visitor clues to the fortunes of this former mining town- This
church combines with the Town HaII, Court House and Post Office
to form a fine streetscape of nineteenth century institutionaL
buildings.
Significance

A fine Gothic Revival church which is distinguished by its form
and detail, both derived from Medieval precedents in a manner
consistent with the ritual of the church. The unfinished nature
of the building informs the viewer about the flucuating fortunes
of the mining town and the fine Edwardian presbytery is the most
stylish local building of this period. The buildings form an
integral part of a institutional Precinct of high significance.
Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands reserve fiIe,
Rs 759.
Clunes Guardian and Gazette, 1 November 1972i O'Bryan,
'History of St Thomas Aquinas Church, Clunes', 1972,
handwritten coPy by F.C. Weickhardt, 1972' held by Shire of
Talbot and Clunes. AII subsequent references are from O'Bryan.
Brian Andrews, 'The English Benedictine Connection - The
works of charles Hansom in Australia" paper delivered to the
Society of Architectural Historians (A & NZ) conference, 1985,
pp. 12-

13 .
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FORMER NELSON RESIDENCE,

94 Bailey Street, Clunes

Section 4, Allotment 31, Township of Clunes
Hrstory

This arrotment was incruded in John Tempreton's initiar survey of
.l
858 as part of the section j_ntended to accomrnodate public
buildings and reserves- It was purchased from the Crown by
Adolph Nelson on 7 June 1964- (1) During 1g60_62 Nelson was
Iisted in the'Clunes Company paddock,although by 1g64 he was
Iisted in Bailey Street with property rated at (26. (2) The
house is shown in the c.1965 Nettreton view of 'c]unes united
Quartz Mining Company Registered, Clunes'. Net annual value
jumped in 1868-69 (f22 to
f30) and 1869_70 (4:O _ f40). (3)
Nerson's occupation was risted as miner until rg75 when he was
Iisted as publican of a neighbouring hotel to the east.
crergyman Robert scanron was risted as tenant a year later and
this coincided with a rise in nett annuar varue ot
to$30.(4)
Nerson sold the property in the earry 1gg0s and in fzz
rggT the
residence was described as 'brick and weatherboard, g rooms,. (5)
Integrity
This buirding is substantiarly intact- The front verandah
possibry added or rebuirt during the period c.1gg0-1900.

was

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick residences' . This exampre is a rare
combination of building forms in both brick (front) and timber
(rear).

Significance
A characteristic earry cottage combining brick and timber (which
was quite uncommon in the rocal context). The prominent siting in

the significant institutional
I

2

4

)

precinct enhances its significance.

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratepayers roII, lg60, no.274i 1g62, no.
487; ratebook, 9 March 1864, no.75ibid., 18 March, 1868, no.82; 3 March 1g69, no.469; 2 f"larch
1870, no.976.
24 February 1875, no.983; 9 February, 1g76, no.95g.
23 January, 1879, no.838; l2 January 1gg7, no -729.

ibid.,
ibid.,
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RESIDENCE,

96 BaiIeY Street, Clunes

Section 4, AIIotment 32, Township of Clunes
Hrstory

This residence was apParently erected for Richard Ford' weII
known in Clunes as a artist and painter' ( 1 ) His work includes
thebackdropoftheClunesTownHallstageaswellasmanyvlews
in the town in the period 1930-50. Based on typological analysis
site
the residence appears Lo have been erected c.1920-30. TheAdolph
publican
was occupied in the mid 1870s by a hotel and its
(2''
Nelson Iived in the existing house at 94 Bailey Street '
IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact '
Analysis

Refer to analysis of'timber residences'' This is one of few
l0cal residences to show the influence of the californian
have
Bungalow. It is similar to 15 Ligar street, clunes and may
been constructed by the same builder'
Significance
A characterist,ic residence of the period c.1920-30 demonstrating

a style of architectural rare in the local context'
1

2

Cr Wally Cook, personal communication, 8 October 1987 '
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 24 Febtuary 1875' no' 983'
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CLUNES

TOWN

HALL AND COURT HOUSE,

Bailey Street, Clunes

Section 4, Allotment 7, TownshiP of Clunes
HistorY

This section was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of clunes in 1858. A two acre site for Borough chanbers
hras temporarily reserved by order of the Governor-in-Council of
29 January 1861. This included allotments 9 and 10 (which were
earmarked for the police), allotment 7 and part of allotment 4.
on 8 r'lay 1855, allotments 7r9 and 10 in section 4 were
permanently reserved by the Governor-in-Council and on 25
January 1866 the grant was formalised to 'The Mayor, Councillor
and Burgesses for Town HaII, Court House, Borough Chambers and
Market.' (1) Plans for a proposed Town HaIl and Court House
were drawn up in 1870. The C,overnment indicated that some
funding would be made available, especially towards the cost of
the Court House and in JuIy 1871 the council raised a debenture
Ioan, partially to fund the erection of the new Town HaIl. On
13 December 1871, at a special meeting of clunes Borough
council, architect Percy oakden was instructed to produce a
final design for a Town HaII and Court House not to exceed the
cost of f,:,OOO. (2) William Cowland's tender of{327 for laying
foundations was accepted on 17 January 1872 and the foundation
stone was laid by the chief secretary, charles Gavan Duffy on 4
April 1872. (3) Since February 1872 Percy Oakden had joined Fox
in partnership and this firm was invited to call tenders for the
remainder of the building. WiIIiam Cowland's tender ot f,3458
was accepted on 4 April 1872 and on 1 1 September council raised
the contract sum Uy {eS to provide slate instead of galvanised
iron. (4) The building was opened on 30 t'lay 1873 by the
Governor, sir George Bowen. Final cost of the building was
calculated at{5314 ts ?d. (5) Ttre supper room is thought to be
the former Bible Christian Church, erected in upper Fraser
Street in 1867 (architect Lugg) and relocated at an unknown
date. (6)
Integrity
This building is remarkably intact and retains many significant
external and internal features. These include highly nodelled
external render work, early joinery, waII paper, painted
finishes, painted backdrop, wings, Proscenium arch, painted war
memorial, fireplaces, furniture (especially the original court
house furniture and fittings) and much historical material
relating to the Borough of clunes. The original council table is
l0cated in the williarn Barkell centre in Fraser street. The
painted ceiling in the hall has been repainted c' 1975-80
apparently to the original scheme' The exterior render basalt
base has been painted although aII face brickwork rernains
unpainted. The buitding is presently ( 1987-88) tne subject of
extensive external conservation works'
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Analysis

This is amongst the most significant Town HaIIs in Victoria. It
is unusual for its combined Town HaIl and Court House facilities
and architecturally is very distinctive. Despite the architectural
treatment of the facade it follows a reasonably conventional
symetrical massing with a large central hall and subsiduary
flanking offices and the court house. The interior finishes are
particually important as is the original court furniture. The
backdrop, wings and proscenium arch in the main hall are most
unusual and their survival is very fortunate.
Significance

significant building on account of the ecclectic design of
the facade, the strongly modelled render, the massing of central
hall and flanking subsiduary elements and high level of
intactness. There are many internal features of significance,
particularly intact early finishes, painted backdrop to the stage
and proscenium arch. The combination of Town HalI and Court House
is highly unusual and reflects the confidence of C1unes at the
peak of its prosperity. The relocation of the former Bible Christian
Church highlights a later phase in the histroy of Clunes when the
peak of prosperity had passed. The building forms one of the key
elements in a block of institutional buildings of outstanding
significance.
A most

of Conservation, Forests and Lands reserve file,
R.J. Pryor (compiler), 'A brief history of the Clunes Town
HaIl', May 1978.
Ballarat Courier, 5 April 1872, p.2.
ibid., 31 t'tay 1873, p-2i Illustrated Australian News, 25
Department
Rs 6781.

3

4

March 1874, p.42.

5

6

Pryor, op. cit.
gible Christian Victorian Record, 1 January 1868, p.43i
April 1g68, p.53. A larger ur-icx giule christian church
was erected in 1869-70 (Record, April 1870, p.239) and a
photograph in Langtree (Mitchell tibrary) c.1870 shows the
two buildings in Fraser Street.
The
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POST AND TELEGRAPH

OFFICE, corner Bailey Street and Servrce

Street, Clunes
Section 4, Allotment 8, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial survey of
lg58 ( 1 ) and drawings for the first Telegraph and Post office on
the site were signed by Public Works Department draughtsman
Charles Vickers on 10 May 1850. (2) A contract with Pleydell and
cLark of Ballarat for {1,390 was signed on 26 JuIy 1860. (3) The
same drawings were intended for the Post and Telegraph Office at
Back creek (Talbot) and this building, erected in 1860, still
stands with Iater additions. It is not known which building was
completed first, but the original architects drawing have the
word 'BaCk Creekt crossed out and 'Clunest written along side,
perhaps indicating that the urgent needs of the settlement at
Back creek in the turbulent period following the scandinavian
Lead rush had inspired the design.
Replacement of the clunes office was contemplated in 1877 when a
public Works Department drawing of 'Public Offices' was prepared.
This was to include a Treasury in addition to the Post and
Telegraph office. The design riras never executed, although

drawings prepared a year later for the present building bore a
resemblance to the lg77 scheme- (4) The 1877 scheme was designed
by Alfred Snow and following his sacking, the design of the
present building is likely to have been executed by George
Watson. ( 5 )
On 14 August 1878 a contract was signed for the present building
with Lewis and Roberts for {arO9S. (6) A contract for further
works was signed on 24 JuIy 1879 for f,\SS es 11d (7) and it is
probable that this covered the erection of the timber kitchen,
which was not shown on the 1878 ink drawing although it was
pencilLed in. A contract with Ptorgan and Co. for f,ZtA l7s 6d_was
let on 18 September 1879 and this included a shed and fence' (8)
The architects drawing shows the kitchen and it is possible the
one drawing may have served the two contracts. Since that date,
painting and srnall repairs have been the only works of any
consequence. (9)

Integrity
This building remains in a remarkably intact state. Externally
the cement render is unpainted apart from a small section in the
arcade. The weatherboard kitchen section was repainted (c-198081) in an appropriate nineteenth century scheme and the postal
hall has been repainted internally ( 1985) in the original scheme
of Iight blue with a brown dado. The telegraph room has been
repainted internally in a scheme typical of the period of
construction. The 1879 shed is still intact as are possibly some
sections of the corrugated iron fence of the same date.
2't4

Analysis

This building was designed at a time of great upheaval in the
Public Works Department. The design tras commenced before the
sacking of WardeII and other staff on 'Black Wednesday' (9
January 1878) and completed in the revamped office. The design
in the Italianate Palazzo idiom is similar to several other
Victorian post offices, with StaweII ( 1874) being the most
comparable prototype. Port Fairy and warrnambool (both 1880)
demonstrate similar window treatment and the simplicity of floor
elevations at Clunes reflects Wardell's edictsThe plan of C1unes with small separate public spaces for Post and
Telegraph functions was used at Kyneton ( 1870) and later at
Warrnambool, Port Fairy and Benalla. The planning of the
residential section is typical of contemPorary medium sized post
offices although the apparent ommission of the kitchen in the

original drawings is puzzling.
Significance

The Clunes Post and TelegraPh Office is one of the grandest and
most sophisticated public buildings in Clunes. The comparatively
Iate date of its rebuilding demonstrates the optimism generated
by local nrining at a time when the peak of prosperity in clunes
had passed.
The Clunes Post office is one of the most intact Italinate Post
office buildings in the state and an excellent example of the
Italinate PaLazzo style of public buildings.
The building is a crucial part of the institutional block of
buildings in Clunes and the prominent corner location means the
building is a highly visible paet of the streetscape. The height
and bulk of the building also gives it special prominence in
distant vistas within the Clunes valley-

Cadastral plan.
Drawing held by Public Record office, Laverton, aII drawings
are reProduced in Power & Coleman, 'Clunes Post office,
Report for charge of annuity', Department of Housing and
Construction, 1981.
VPRS 979, unit 2, P-47.
3
4
Drawing held by PRO, (PBC 3).
Power & Coleman, oP.cit., 1981, P-535
ibid. , p.31 .
6
7
ibid., p.34I Drawing held by PRO.
9
A detailed Iist of contracts included in Power & Co)-eman,
1981 , p. 35 .
10 See Power & Coleman, 98 1, PP. 34' 45'55.
'11 ibid., PP. 45-55; for a discussion of the kitchen see p'51

1
2

'1
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RESIDENCE, 106 BaiIeY

Section 5, Allotment

Street, Clunes
, TownshiP of Clunes

HistorY

section of the
Based on typological analysis the central
residenceapPearstohavebeenerectedduringtheperiodc.lSS0been erected
1900. The projecting right hand appears to have
c. 1900-20.
I

IntegritY
downgraded by
The integrity of this house has been considerably
of a corner window
use of later brick cladding and substitutionof a centrallY Placed
in
Place
in the Projecting right hand room
window.

Analysis
The construction and
Refer to analysis of 'timber residences''has
ocurred in a manner
subsequent enlargement of this building this instance the period
in
typical of the r6zos and gos althoughthan
was common IocaIIy'
later
much
been
has
of construction

Significance
growth in a period not
A characteristic cottage demonstrating The.mature palm tree
associated with great Iocat prosperity' period and considerably
(pnoenix canarieisi-s) -is typical of this
rhe immediate locality-

"ffid
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FORI.{ER TELEGRAPH

HOTEL, 114

Bailey Street, corner Fraser Street,

CIunes

Section 12, Allotment 1, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was put up for auction on 5 March 1862 with valuation
including improvements of €1500 and purchased by F- Hami-Iton- ( 1 )
Frederick Hamilton was Iisted on this site in 1862 with a net annual
value of 60 and in the 1862 directory Hamilton was listed as'Hotel
Keeper' in Bailey Street - (21 This was an earlier hotel building on
The hotel was rebuilt
the site which was destroyed by fire on
and the local correspondent of the Creswick and Clunes Advertiser
favourably on the 'Telegraph Hotel' in JuIy 1863 (3). The Clunes
AII Nations tlasonic Lodge met in the Telegraph Hotel for the first
time on 25 August 1863. (4) R:blican WiIIiam Gubbins was first
listed in the 1854 ratebook as owner and occupier of 'Iand and
tenement, at 'Sect 12, Bailey Street' with a net annual value of
{140. (5) The present building is shown c.1865 in Nettleton's views
of 'Fraser Street', 'View in Township' and 'Government Bridger. (4)

Integrity
The external brickwork of this building is painted white, a doorway
on the main facade to Fraser Street has been blocked and a new skillion
had been added to the rear of the building. Internally some alteraltion
have been made to walls although the uPPer floor 'Iodge room' remains
intact with dado panelling, timber ceiling and early wallpaper.

Analysis

Refer to analyses of commercial buildings and early brick or stone
buildings. This building is typical of metropolitan and major provincial
hotels with its splayed corner two storey form. The upper lodge room
is now extremely rare with no other known examples known elsewhere in
the state (however further research is likely to reveal other instances)
Significance

This former hotel is a characteristic early conmercial building and
one of the earliest surviving hotels in the Shire. The upPer storey
lodge room is of special significance on account of its intactness
and comparative rarity. The building forms a prominent part of the
streetscape in clunes, ends the vista along Fraser Street and Bailey
Street and is the first major building encountered upon entry from
Creswick or SmeatonI
2
3

4

5
6

Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 March 1862' p'3'
1862 voters ro11, no.332i 1862 directory.
Borough of Clunes
'
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 8 July 1863, p'3'
AII Nations Lodge, Clunes. CentenarY Celebrations, 1958,
quoting minute books.
Borough of Clunes, ratebook, 1864, no-188'
Photographs held by Shire of Talbot and Clunes
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BRIDGE', Creswick's Creek, Bailey Street, Creswick
Road and Smeaton Road, Clunes

'GOVERNMENT

Township of Clunes

History
The road between Creswick and Cl-unes was directed to be laid out
in December 1858 by C.w. Ligar, Surveyor General and was finally
gazetted in November 1859. ( 1 ) In 1860 {5800 was estimated as
the amount required for the Creswick to Clunes Road 'Lo clear
about 2 mi-les and to erect a bridge over the Tullaroop Creek at
Clunes with approaches'. (2) Material was on site by January 1862
and contractor Barker was making 'very rapid improvement with
the new bridge' in April 1852. Completion in May 1862 was
estimated by the loca1 correspondent of the Creswick and Clunes
Advertiser. (3)

Integrity
This bridge originally had a laminated timber arch to carry
traffic. However in 1896 this was replaced by a steel lattice
girder supporting the decking whilst retaining the basalt
abutments of 1862. P. new foundation stone was dedicated by the
The abutments are marred
Mayoress on 12 December 1896. (4)
visually by white painted lines at road level on the stone
surface. The bridge is still in use.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'early public worksr. The precise location
of this bridge was determined by the boundaries of the original
police paddock of the 1850s and its siting therefore recalls a
period prior even to its construction.
Significance

This bridge is one of the earliest remaining public works at
Clunes and was the earliest substantial link between north and
south Clunes. The location is a vital reminer of the location of
the original police paddock used for survellience during the
turbulent 'insiders versus outsiders' conflict of the '1850s. The
axis of the bridge, at 90 degrees to the line of Creswick's
Creek, provides a dramatic entry to Clunes when approaching from
Creswick and Smeaton.
1

2

3

242, unit 13, 59A/4814.
p.41 in VPP, 1860-61, II.
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 3 January 1862' p.3; 28 April

VPRS

1861 Estimates,

'1852, p. 3.
Commemorative stone on south western abutment.
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RESIDENCE,

6 Bath Street, Clunes

Section 8, allotment

17?,

Township

of

C1unes

History
This section was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of Clunes in 1858. ( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis
this residence appears to have been erected during the period
c. '1870-90 .
Integrity

This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This example is
distinguished by its bay window, an unusual element to
incorporate under a straight verandah.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak
of prosperity in Clunes. It is distinguished by its bay window,
an unusual element for such a modest residence.
Cadastral plan.
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RESIDENCE, 15 Bath

Street' Clunes

.l
Township of Clunes
Section 1, Allotment 1 1'

HistorY

: uP for auction in March 1862 '
I wlre excluded' (1) This
erected using residential
I based on a tYPological analYsis
iluring the Period c' 1860-80'
IntegritY

intact and there is no physical
This residence is substantiarry
The frontage to Bath
evidence that il e.r.i po"r"sredof"-.r"randah.
early picket fence'
Street still tetti"" a section
Analysis

This building is
the
Refer to analysis of 'timber residences"
and dramatic siting on
distinguished by its lack of verandah
overrooking creswick's creek'
;;;;;""t
Significance

erected during the rise of
_cottage
A characteristic early timber distiniuished
by its lack of
prosperity in ci't""=" It is ot'ttiooking the Creswickrs Creek
verandah and dramatic siting
comPonent'
valley, of which it forms a significant

'

4 March 1862'
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RESIDENCE, 16

Bath Street, Clunes

Section 10, Allotment 4, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment rrras put up for public auction on 5 March 1862
(with a valuation including improvements of f:o)- (1) Based on a
typological analysis this residence appears to have been erected
during the period c.1860-80 and probably incorporates the
residence included in the 1862 valuation.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This example is
distinguished by its unusual curved verandah and the dramatic
siting on the escarpment overlooking Creswick's Creek.
Significance
A characteristic early timber residence erected during the rise
of prosperity in Clunes. It is distinguished by the unusual
curved verandah and dranatic siting overlooking the Creswickrs
Creek valley, of which it forms a significant component.
Creswick and Clunes $|yg.1!!9g, 4 March
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1862

RESIDENCE, 20 Bath

Street,

Clunes

Section 10, A1lotment 1A, Tovmship of Clunes
HistorY
and put up for auction in t'larch 1862
This section was surveyed
'1,
1A, 6 and 6A were excluded' ( 1 ) This
although allotments
residence may however have been erected using residential
provisions of a miner's right and based on a typological analysis
it appears to have been erected during the period c.'1860-70.

IntegritY
This residence has had the verandah partially infitled and its
window openings altered. Later surrounding outbuildings make
this residence difficult to view from Bath Street'
Analysis

Refer to analysis of timber residences. This example is
distinguished by its steeply pitched roof and encircling
verandah. Allthough the address is now Bath street, this
allotment was originally intended as an extension of uPPer Fraser

Street(orPerhaPseven'Lower'victoriaStreet).Theresidence
is now best appreciated from Creek Parade'
Significance

A characteristic early timber residence erected during the rise
of prosperitY in Clunes. It is distinguished by its steeply
pit.ched roof and encircling verandah- The siting assists with an
understanding of the early road layout of Clunes and the
residence forms an important component of the Creswick's Creek

vaIley.

Creswick and C1unes Advertiser, 4 lr{arch 1862'
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RESIDENCE, 21 Beckwith

Street, Clunes

Section 25, allotment 17?, Township of Clunes
History
This section was included in the 1864 Township plan of Clunes.
( 1 ) Based on a tyPological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1865-80 and extended during
the same period.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the present
verandah may date from a period considerably later than the main
date of construction for the residence.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This example is
distinguished by its building forn with two gables sections and
rear gabled section oriented at right angles to the main
residence.

Significance

characteristic timber residence erected during the peak
of prosperity in Clunes. It is distinguished by its simple
building form and siting, overlooking the significant south

A

Clunes mining area.

Township of Clunes, L.1653, 2026,lithographed 4 May 1854.
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RESTDENCE,

23 Bec,kwith Street, clunes

Section 26, allotment 16?, Township of Clunes
History
This section was included in the 1864 Township plan of Clunes( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1865-80.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the present
weatherboards appear to be new. A small verandah has been aded to
the northern elevation. The property retains an early timber
picket fence and hedge of Artemesia arborescens (Wormwood).
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This example is
distinguished by its simple building form and lack of verandah.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak
of prosperity in Clunes. rt is distinguished by its simple,
verandahless building form and siting, overlooking the
significant South Clunes mining area.

1

Township of Clunes, L.1653, 2026,Iithographed 4 May 1854.
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BUTE AND DOWNES MINE, Boundary

Street, Clunes

Section 30, south of allotment 9 (mullock

heap)

History
There v,as apparentry no craim over this area during the peak of
mining in 1869-70. (1) By 1872 the Clunes euartz and Alluvial
company has a rozenge shaped craim centred on the ,Big Dam' with
its western boundary running approximately arong service street.
(2) Nothing is known of this company except to say that it- was
outside the rine of quartz reefs. rn rgg2 the Bute and Downes
Amargamated company were prospecting the area, seeking the read
worked in the adjacent Lothair cornpany,s craim. Mining Registrar
c-A.c cresswerl commented in March lgg3 about the prospects of
the mine.

Great interest continues to be centred in the two
alluvial prospecting mines at clunes, the Bute and
Do$rnes Amargamated company and the cryde, and each day
news is eagerly sought respecting the operations, and
as to whether they have resulted in the discovery of
payabre wash dirt, as it is fert by everyone here that
the stability of Clunes as one of the principal
goldfields in the colony depend_s very much upon the
discovery of a payabre read in one or other of these
prospecting mines.
Puddling machines were testing a rreef-washr in February 1gg3 and
by the middle of the year resurts red to sanguine predictions. A
sudden influx of h'ater in the third quarter of lgg3 dampened
prospects although to the end of November 1gg3 R.H. Bland (of tne
Port Phillip company) estinated that the Bute and Downes company
had won 1
oz gold at a varue of f 7 ,345. The company srarted
1884 badry'778
having to put off g0 men after abandoning its upper
workings- Despite energetic prospecting in ensuing years tnl
company does not seem to had met with conspicuous success. The
t'lining Registrar rast mentioned the mine in his report of 3.1
March 1887 (3) although the company's clain was stirr shown on a
plan of 1891. (4') T.Hewitson, manager of the South Clunes
company, estimated that to the end of 1gg7 the Bute and Do$rnes
company had won 14,379 oz gord worth€sgr452 and this figure was
repeated by Giddings in 1902. (5)

Integrity
This mine retains a rarge mullock heap, rend.ered conspicuous by
its rocation close the the Barrarat-crunes Road near the rairway
station. This murlock is rocated crose to the shaft marked on the
189.1 plan if the claim.
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AnalYsis
mines in Clunes' Others were
This was one of the main deep leadCompany,
and Clunes
the South Clunes Company, Lothair alluvial BaIIarat
claims
'
CompanY as weII as smaller earlier

Significance
and
one of the most productive deep Iead mines in Clunes
of
period
a
in
economy
a mine which contributed to the local
particularly
now
is
decline for quartz teef mines' The site
at the main
conspicuous due to its Iarge mullock dump located
southern entry to Clunes'

'Plan of the Clunes North western Q.t'1'Co'
and adjacent claimsr, F.tl. Niven, Ballarat, Ic- 18691.
Jesse Hoare Smith, 'PIan of the Lothair Extended Gold t'tining
Co- Clunes, 10 MaY 18'12.
the
Information on gute and Downes from QuarterlV Reports 9f
June
30
1883'
t'larch
31
1882,
September
30
Mininq Reqistrars,
James Stevenson,

@

March

1g83, 31 December 1883, 31 March 1884,

1886'

, quarter
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RESIDENCE,

I Cameron Street, Clunes

Section 23, Allotment 1, Township of Clunes
History

1864. On the 1852
township PIan the allotment was in the middle of an area
tentatively titled 'East Parade'. Ho$tever, the 1864 township
plan included a new street titled Angus street which included
nine pre-existing buildings. (1) Hordever, none was indicated on
allotment 1 and based on a typological analysis this residence
appears to date from the period c.1880-1900. However, d c.1910
postcard view of clunes does not shott a residence on this
allotment and this may indicate that an existing residence was
probably relocated on this site. (2)

This allotment

$tas surveyed between 1862 and

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. Removal and relocation
of timber residences and buildings \iras common in mining towns
where comparatively sudden shifts in economic activity could
displace or augiment the poPulation. It was however more cornmon
for houses to be moved out of towns and this is now a rare
documented instance (determined from PhotograPhs and typological
evidence) of a relocated residence in Clunes'
Significance

This is characteristic ninteenth century timber residence,
apparently moved to this location following a cessation of
miningr a dePressed period in the Clunes economy'
Township of Clunes
1

'

L.628 & 1138, lithographed 13 February
, L-1653' 2026, lithograPhed 4 MaY

864.

Postcard lview south west from Cameron Street]; Don Mackinnon
Collection, Geelong
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1i
I

RESIDENCE, 1 I CamP

Street,

e1

Clunes

I

Section D, Allotment 8C, Township of Clunes

I

I
l

HistorY

I

but a
This allotment was not included on the 1864 Township PIan
photograph
Nettletonrs
in
qtas
allotment
shor^,n on this
residence
not
of c.1865 and a plan of 1868- However this residence does
the
in
shown
structures
the
appear to correspond with any of
Nettleton view and may date from a slightly later date.
IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact although the timber
fretwork brackets aPpear to be a later addition' The site Iower
retains remnants of an early garden layout' A picket fence,
in height than the original, runs across the camp street frontage
although an intrusive horizontal corrugated iron fence is used on
the north-eastern boundarY.

t

Analysis

Refer to analysis of'timber residences'. This is a fine example ot
the traditional use of quartz pebbles to edge paths and garden
beds, common in many Victorian mining towns'
Significance
A characteristic tinber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The early garden layout, distinguished by
the
the long central path bordered with quartz pebbles, enhancespart
crucial
a
is
residence
This
signifi-ance of the residence.
of the camp HilI area, an early residential area serving nearby

q

mines.
Township of Clunes, L- 1653, 2026, lithographed 4 t'lay 1864;
euartz Mining Company, Registered,
@ion
tview
in townshiP, Crunes, South Eastr c' 1865;
Clunes' and
Clunes, L.3887, Iithographed 28 l'larch 1868'

1

t

.l

I
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RESIDENCE, 'l 3 Camp

Street

Section D, Allotment 6A, Township of Clunes

History

This arrotment was not incruded on the

1964 Township pran but a
residence was shown on this arl.otment in a Nettleton,s photograph
of c.1865 and a plan of 1969. Hohrever the residence may have
been erected earlier than '1964 and herd under resicl.entiar
provisions of a miner.s right.

fntegrity
This residence is substantiarry intact arthough the wire
balustrade is presumably a recent addition.

mesh

Analysis

Refer to anarysis of 'timber residences'. The residence in the
Nettleton photograph (thought to correspond to this present
buirding) has a hipped roof but it is possibre that the current
building is the same structure in an extended form and with a
rebuirt gabre roof and new verandah. The existing chimney is in
the same rocation as the Nettreton view. This residence is
distinguished by its dramatic siting on the edge of the
encampment, nade more dramatic in this location by the deep
cutting for Camp Street and the elevated footpath.
Significance
A characteristic earry timber residence erected during the rise
in prosperity in C1unes and extended during the peak of
prosperity. rt is distinguished by its dramatic siting and is a
cruciar part of the canp Hill area, an earry residentiar area
serving nearby mines.

of Clunes, L.1653, 2026, lithographed 4 May .tg64;
Nettletonr'Criterion euartz Mining Company, Regristered,

Township

Clunes', c.1865; Clunes, L.3gg7, Iithographed 29 l,larch 1g6g.
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FORI\,IER MASONIC

LODGE, 18 CAMP SITEEt, C1UNCS

Section B, Allotment 5, Township of Clunes
HistorY

of the AIt Nations Lodge (No. 425 of the
Irish Constitution) took place in the Criterion Hotel, Clunes on
30 November 1858. A new hall was erected on the west side of
service st,reet between Bailey street and Fraser street in
t"1arch,/April 1860. This building was purchased by the Mechanics
Institute and in August 1863 the Lodge met in the newly erected
Telegraph Hotel. Qn 24 November 1863 a committee was appointed
on 5 April
'to procure a suitable site for a Masonic HaII' and
1854 the foundation stone of the present building in Camp Street
was laid. The contract price for the hall was fSOO- The first
meeting was held in July 1864 and the lodge met regularly in
these premises until its transfer in 1909 to the former
Primitive Methodist Church in Service Street. The lodge building
is clearly depicted in the background of a Nettleton photograph
taken c.1865-66. (5) The site in Camp Street was purchased from
the crown on 28 August 1871 by J. Dickson and co, Presumably on
behalf of the lodge. (5)
The inaugural meeting

Integrity
This building is now used as a private residence (and presumably
has ben since 1909). The original building form is substantially
intact although its has been extended at the northern end. AI1
but one of the original windows have been blocked (the remaining
window retains the original or early joinery) and the main door
and entablature at the south end have been removed. Evidence of
the original or early painted ceiling decoration is retained
above a new false ceiling. The picket fence is a recent
addition.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'early brick or stone buildings'. This
building has rendered walls with basalt quoining to define the
corners, an unusual combination in the local context. The
building incorporates design elements typically associated with
masonic lodges, such as small high windows and the entablature
over the front door (now removed). It is one of many surviving
nineteenth cetury masonic lodges, albeit of a relatively early
date. It forms part of a network of buildings in clunes that
are associated with the masonic lodge. The others are the former
Telegraph Hotel, Clunes (which currently retains its upstairs
lodge room) and former prirnitive Methodist Church, Clunes (used
as lodge since 1909).
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Significance
A distinctive early institutional building which forms part of a
group of local buildings associated with the masonic lodge. It is
one of many surviving lodge buildings in Victoria although it is
now amongst the earliest examples. The building is a major
surviving nineteenth century element on Camp HilI, one of the
earliest developed areas in C1unes and is enhanced by iEs

elevated site.
The

AII Nations Lodqe. C1unes...Centenarv Celebrations,

'1958,

p.2.
Extracts from minute books quoted in centenary brochure,
3

4

op.cit., pp.2-3.
ibid-, p.3; Clunes Gazette, 5 August 1864, p.3.
The AII Nations Lodqe..., op.cit., pP.3-4; Borough of

Clunes

ratebook, 8 March 1865, no.898.
'Camp Parade, Clunes, South Westr, held by Shire of Talbot
and Clunes.

Cadastral plan.
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FORMER PEARCE RESIDENCE,

19 Camp Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment 4, Township of Clunes
Hr

story

A residence owned by miner Peter Pearce was first listed in the
ratepayers roII of 1860, when it was rated atf15. (1) and a
residence similar to the existing dwelling is visible in
Nettleton's c.1855 view of 'Criterion Q.M-C-'.(2) The allotment
was purchased by Pearce on 7 June 1864 and the valuation
jumped from f,ta to fta in 1870-71. (3) Pearce sold the house to
James Pickford in 1885 and it tdas rented to various miners. In
1890, the dwelling was listed as '5 room weatherboard'.(4)

Integrity

This house is substantially intact although the verandah appears
to date from the period c.1890-1910. The garden paths and edges
have now been concreted although they presumably follow an early

geometrical layout.
Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'timber residences' and 'early timber
buildings'. The 1870-71 rise may indicate an extension, or merely
a different method of rate assessment. The garden layout aPPears
to date from the mid-nineteenth century.
Significance
A characteristic early tinber residence erected during the rise
of prosperity in Clunes. It is possibly one of only
a handful of loca1 1850s cottages still surviving in a
recognisable forrn. The house is a crucial part of the Camp HilI
area, an early residential area serving nearby mines. The garden
layout is a significant survivor from the nineteenth century and
one of few local examples of a detailed geometric cotage garden1

2

4

Borough of Clunes, ratepayers ro11, 1860' no.291.
Photograph held by Shire of Talbot and ClunesBorough of Clunes, ratebook, '1870, no. 1119; 187 1, no.1183ibid., 1885, no.909; 1890, no.913.
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FORI{ER BARWELL RESIDENCE,

25 Camp Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment 1, Township of Clunes
History
A residence owned and occupied by plasterer John BarweII, was
first listed on this allotment in the 1864 ratebook, $rith a net
annual value of flo. (1) This junped from/s to fto in 1866-57
(2) and the site was owned by Bardwell until at Ieast 1894. The
block was purchased from the Crown by BarweIL on 2'7 January 1873( 3 ) The house was variously described in ratebooks as being 5 to
7 rooms, constructed of brick.

Integrity
This building is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences' and 'early brick
or stone buildings'. The 1856-67 rise in value probably indicates
the rear extension of the residence. the unusual angle between
the front and rear building forms possibly indicates construction
of Bailey street,/Talbot Road in the period since original
erection c.1864 and the corresPonding alignment of the side waII

parallel to the

roadway.

Significance
A characteristic early brick residence distinguished by its
rendered walls, which recall the trade of the owner and occupant.
The house is a crucial part of the Camp HiIl area, an early
residential area serving nearby mrnes.
1

2

Borough of Clunes, ratebook, 1864 , no. 36'l .
ibid., 1866, no.591; 1867, no.640. Ratebook only checked

until 1894.
Cadastral plan.
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9 Canterbury Street, Clunes

RESIDENCE,

Section 58, Allotment 3, Township of Clunes
I

HistorY
appears to have
Based on a tyPological analysis, this residence residence of this
A
been constructed during the period c'1860-80'
plan of this
configuration was cteaity indicated on the 1905-08

vicinity.

(

1

1)

1

IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact'
Analysis
from the many
Refer to analYsis of I timber residences'' Judging
to have been erected

different roof
in stages.

forms,

this building

appears

Significance

the peak of
A characteristic timber residence erected during
surviving
prosperity in Clunes- The building is one ofoffew
Clunes' once
East
area
this
ningeteenth century tresidences in
serving the nearby mining operations.
a rarge residenti.i

"r..

IithograPhed 1906 or

print
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RESIDENCE,

|0 Canterbury Street, Clunes

Section 57, Allotment 21, Township of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis, th5-s residence appears to have
been constructed during the period c.1860-1900- A residence of
this configuration was clearly indicated on the 1906-08 plan of
this vicinity. (1)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact except for the false brick
cladding.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. The use of patterned
brickwork (on the chimney) is unusual in the local context.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes distinguished by it,s use of patterned
brickwork in the chirnneys. The building is one of few surviving
nineteenth century residences in this area of East Clunes, once a
Iarge residential area serving the nearby mining operations-

1 Allotments in the Township of
(copy print unclear).

C1unes, lithographed 1906
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or
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RESIDENCE, 26 Canterbury

Street, Clunes

Section 56, Allotment 8, Township of Clunes
HistorY
Based on a typological analysis, this residence apPears to have
been constructed during the period c- 1860-80. A residence of this
configuration was clearly indicated on the 1906-08 plan of this

vicinity.

(

1)

IntegritY
This residence is substantiatly intact with the exception of
new cream brick chimney and flat sheeting on the side wall.

a

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences''
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The building is one of few surviving
nineteenth century residences in this area of East Clunes, once
Iarge residential area serving the nearby mining oPerations.

lithographed 1906 or

Allotments in the 1'o@,
(copy print unclear).
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a

Street,

RESIDENCE, 27 CanterburY

Section 53, Allotment

,

Clunes

TownshiP

of

Clunes

History
Based on a tyPological analysis, this residence appears to have
been constructed during the period c.1860-80-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the front
verandah has been infilled and side walls covered with flat
sheeting.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The building is one of few survivinq
nineteenth century residences in this area of East clunes, once
large residential area serving the nearby mining operations'

Allotments in the Township of C1unes, lithographed 1906 or
(copy print unclear).
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RESIDENCE, 12 Creswick Road, Clunes

section 27, Allotrnent 27, Township of Clunes
HistorY

Thissectionwassurveyedbetween1362and,|S54andahouseh'as
plan. ( 1 ) A house
shown on this allotment on the 1864 township
(2)
is also shown (albeit indistinctly) in a c.1870 photograph.

IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact'
Analysis

section of
Refer to analysis of ,timber residences'. The early
addition
gabled
this residence is clearly distinguished from the
atthelefthandend,whichpresumablydatesfromc.lg2o-4o.The
of
siting of this residence is also a reminder of the boundary
1864'
the police paddock of the 1850s which was subdivided in
Significance

of
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peakthe
visualisinq
in
assists
prosperity in Clunes. Its siting
boundary of the original police paddock and the 1864 subdivision
is also a
following removal oi tn. police to Camp Hill' This
to Clunes'
roads
entry
main
very Prominent location on one of the
C1unes, lithographed 13 Februaxy 1862; Pwnship
Cl,tnes, lithographed 4 t'lay 1864'

Township

of
L""rtt..

of

a1bum,

Mitchell Library, c'1870'
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RESTDENCE, 15

Creswick Road, corner of George Street and lvloatt

Street, Clunes

Section 35, Allotment 10, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was purchased from the Crown by G.R. Kinaman on
20 December 1855(?) (1) Based on a typological analysis this
residence appears to have been constructed during the period
c.1860-90.

Integrity
This house has quite a low integrity due to cladding with
simulated brick sheet, insertion of new large aluminium windows
and replacement of the verandah. However an early picket fence
is still retained along the Creswick Road frontage.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This building, despite
its low integrity, is a vital part of the main entry to Clunes
(from Creswick) in a precinct now devoid of many of its former
buildings. Its siting at the corner of George Street and Moatt
street (both of which are now closed to through traffic) also
assists in an understanding of the early town plan of Clunes.
Significance
A characteristic nineteenth century timber residence,
distinguished by its dramatic siting. Its location in an area
developed with consolidation of prosperity in Clunes also assists
in an understanding of the early road layout in Clunes. This is
also a very prominent location on one of the main entry roads to
CIunes.

Cadastral plan, the date is unclear on the coPy.

I

I
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RESIDENCE, 29 Creswick Road,

corner Hotham Street, Clunes

Section 35, Allotment 1A, Township of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected in the period c.1870-90. The residence was shown in
a c.1910 postcard vievr. (1)

Integrit,y
The basic form of this residence is intact, although windows have
now been altered and the front verandah (not shown in the c.1910
view) enclosed. The picket fence shown in the postcard view has
also been dismantled.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of'timber residences'. This building is a vital
part of the main entry to Clunes (from Creswick) in a precinct
now devoid of many of its former buildings.
Significance
A characteristic nineteenth century timber residence is a
Iocality developed with consolidation of prosperity in
Clunes. This is also a very prominent location on one of the
main entry roads to Clunes.

1

Postcard 'Creswick Road, Clunes', Don Mackinnon collection,
GeeIong.
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RESIDENCE, 25

East Parade, corner Coundon Street, Clunes

Section 27, Allotment 57, Township of Clunes
History

This section was surveyed between .1862 and 1864 and a house
shown on this allotment on the 1864 township plan- ( I ) The

was

allotment was purchased from the Crown by R- Longstaff- - A
residence was rated in 1864 with a net annual value of {t2. The
owner was timber merchant Ralph Longstaff and occupant JoeI
Deeble (who does not aPPear in the 1863 ratepayers roll) Longstaff was listed as owner until 1871 and occupants included a
number of miners. The value rose from{Z tofS in 1875.76 during
the ownership and occuPancy of Constable James Murray- The
residence was described as 6 rooms weatherboard in 1889- (2)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences' and rearly timber
buildings' . This building is distinguished by its combination of
gable roof and return verandahs, its siting close to the main
frontage and the manner in which it closes the vista south alongt
East Parade.
Significance
A characteristic early timber residence, erected by a well known
merchant as a sPeculative venture during the rise to prosperity
in Clunes. It is distinguished by its building form which
combines a gable roof with return verandah (now uncommon in
Clunes) and its siting on the street frontage- It is now a rare

survivor in this early residential locality.

Township of Clunes, Iithographed 13 February 1861; Township of

Clunes, Iithographed 4 MaY 1864.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 1864, no. 403; 1871' no- 287i
1875, no. 278t 1876, no. 281; 1889, no. 223-
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FoRMER PAYNE RESIDENCE,

43 East Parade, Clunes

Section 27, Allotment 78, Township of Clunes
HistorY
and a house was
This section was surveyed between 1862 and 1864
( 1 ) The
plan'
shown on this allotment on the 1854 township
5 December
on
Payne
T'
by
allotment was purchased from the Crown
and
fireman
miner'
as
1879. Thomas eayn", variously described
Iabourerintheratebooks,waslistedaSownerandoccupantof
It is of interest
this residence from 1863 to at least 1899'
as 'near dam" a
given
that in the first listing the adress !{as
net annual
reference to the early dam on Creswick's Creek' The
fructuated
varue
the
varue rose was ;r;; {; io fts i" 1869-70 and
was
residence
the
1889
gradually over the rest of the century' In
(2)
described as 6 room weatherboard'

IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact'
Analysis
timber
Refer to analysis of rtimber residences' and 'early
to
presumed
buildings'. The rear section of this residence is
datefrom1363andthefrontsectionfromthelESg-Toriseinnet
value. The building is distinguished by the form of the
annual

frontsectionrwithitsunusualroofandL-shapedverandah'The
the bend of
building is also distinguished by its sitingit inachieves
by this
creswick,s creek and the visual prominence
siting.
Significance

the rise to
A characteristic timber residence erected during
peak
of prosperity'
its
during
prosperity in Clunes and extended
form and
roof
and
building
It is distinguished by its uncommon
prominent
a
forms
it
its siting in the creek valley of which
element. It is now a rare survivor in this early residential

IocaIity.

of Clunes, lithogrill:d 13 Februarv 1861 ; TownshiP of
ClunesJithograPhed 4 !!aY 1864'
Borough of Clunes
E"t""gn of Clunes ratePayers roll' 1863;no'1097;
2 t'larch 1870,
1864, no. 417i 3 llarch 1869'
ratebook
'
no.287; 1887, no-211i 1889, no'209'
Township
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RESIDENCE,

9 Fraser Street, CIunes

Section D, allotment

, Township of Clunes

History
This building is situated in 'Lower' Fraser Street, the earliest
commercial area in Clunes. Developnent occurred from the mid
1850s but the area was not surveyed until 1866 and put up for
auction in 1874. Based on a typological analysis this residence
appears to have been constructed during the period 1870-90.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the weatherboard
side wa1ls have been covered with flat sheeting.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of'timber residences'. This building is a rare
surviving nineteenth century building in this former commercial
area. It is also uncommon to find such an early detached
residence in an area formerly dorninated by commercial activity
suggesting that the building may have possibly been relocated
onto this site.
Significance

This is a characteristic timber residence erected during the
period following consolidation of company mining activity and
relocation of commercial business further east in Fraser Street'
This building is a rare surviving nineteenth century building in

this former commercial

area.
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FORMER DUKE

OF EDINBURGH HoTEL, 19 Fraser

Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment 38, Township of Clunes

History
This building is situated in 'Lower' Fraser street, the earliest
commercial area in Clunes- Development occured frorn the mid
1850s but the area was not surveyed until 1866. The allotment was
auctioned and purchased from the Crown by F. Robinson on 24 JuIy
1874(?). ( 1 ) Prior to 1869 the allotment was occupied by the
Duke of Edinburgh Hotel run by a Mr rililliams. This building and
several neighbouring properties were destroyed by fire on 15
October 1859. The building was insured with the Imperial
Insurance Company for f100 and it is presumed that the present
building was rebuilt on the site after the fire. (21 'Early
Bird', recalling the Hotels in C}unes in 1870, still included the
Duke of Edinburgh and listed Willians as ProPrietor so it is
assumed the rebuilt hotel retained the earlier name. (3) In 1873
Mr A. Willi.ams was rated for Hotel and Land on this allotment
with a net annual value of faS housing 10 occupants. The hotel was
apparently delicensed in 1919. (41
Integrity
This building is substantially intact and retains a Post
supported verandah, early window and door joinery. However, face
brickwork on the side walls has been painted white and the
parapet may have been altered.

i

t

Analysis

of 'commercial buildings' as well as background to
Fraser Street in chapter 4 and 7 of the background history. This
building is characteristic of the rebuilding that occured in
Fraser street in the years 1869-70.

See analysis

I

Significance
A characteristic single storey hotel erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes, novt a rare surviving Iocal example of this
building type and form. The building is distinguished by its post
upporte verandah and early joinery. The building is a vital
reminder of the former commercial dominance of tlower' Fraser

Street.
1

Part of Section D, Township of Clunes, L. 4675' lithographed
28 March 1874i copy of plan and related corresPondence in Rs
1754.

2
3
4

Clunes Guardian, 18 October 1869Clunes Guardian and Gazette, 'l 9 April 1930.
Ros o'Brien, Clunes, Personal communication, 1986244
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I

FORI4ER DOW SHOP,

23 Fraser Street, Clunes

Section D, allotment 35B, Township of Clunes

History

This building is situated in 'Lowerr Fraser street, the earliest
commercial area in Clunes. Development occurred from the mid
1850s but the area was not surveyed until 1866 and put up for
auction in 1874. However, this allotment ritas not surveyed as it
was located on the surveyed line of Templeton Street. Weickhardt
records that the shop was erected in the late 1850s for George

Washington Dow, pioneer local brickmaker and builder. It was
apparently also used as a temporary council chamber by the newly
constituted Borough of Clunes. (1)

Integrity
building forrn of this former shop is substantially intact
although the external appearance is altered by shingles on the
verandah, new windows in the front and side walls and false brick
cladding on the rear timber section. The shop retains an early
post supported verandah.

The

Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'early brick or stone buildings' and
'commercial buildings'. This is almost certainly the earliest
surviving commercial building in the Shire and amongst the
earliest local buildings of any kind. The survival of this very
early building is largely due to its masonry construction (which
recalls the occupation of its owner,/builder). The building is
distinguished by its small frontage and pyranidal roof form, a
prominent focus when looking north down Templeton Street. Dowrs
own residence survives at 9 HilI Street (q.v. )
Significance

This is a characteristic early shop erected during the rise of
prosperity in Clunes. It is probably the earliest surviving
commercial building in the Shire and amongst the earliest local
building of any kind. It forms a critigcal'reminder of the early
commercial prominence of 'L.ower' Fraser street and forms an
important termination of the vista north down Templeton Street.
Weickhardt, Clunes 1839-1972, 1972, p-11.
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FoRl4ER 'NOAH'S ARK'

, 27 Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotment 3, Township of Clunes
Hr-story

This allotment t/,ras Put up for public auction by the Crown on 6
March 1862 (wrth a valuation including improvements of{80)'
However it was not purchased from the Crown until 25 August 1863
when it was acquired by B. Bunt. (1) The site was rated as land
owned by miner Benjamin Bunt in september 1871 although by 31
January 1872 was described as 'shop and land'with a net annual
value of €Al. The shop was initially occupied by bookseller
Thomas Ashburner - (2) In a local newspaper of 1872 he advertised
his new premises 'Noah's Ark'as opposite the union Bank (corner

Fraser street and Templeton street) and selling books,
stationery, periodicals, newsPapers, music, engravings as well as
cigars, tobacco, fishing tickle, dolls and pamphlets on
included Bernardo Crameri
'spiritism'. (3) Later occuPants(storekeeper)
and- John Lenunon
(storekeeper) I william Richards
(saddler).

IntegritY
This shop is substantially intact and in particular it retains
its early shopfront, early painted signs and post suPPorted
verandah. The parapet has possibly been altered from the original
configuration.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,commercial buildings'. This shop is
distinguished by its use of basalt for side walls and for the
manner in which it typified the rebuilding of Fraser Street in

the late

1860s and

earlY

1870s-

Significance
A characteristic single storey shop erected during the peak of
prosperity in clunes. The building is distinguished by its intact
Lnop front, basalt side wallsr'post supported verandah and early
painted signs. The shop is a vital reminder of the process of
rebuilding which occurred in Fraser Street in the late 1860s and
early 1870s and it forms an integral part of that significant

precinct

Creswick and Clunes

Advertiser, 4 l4arch

plan.

1862,

P.3; cadastral

Borough of Clunes ratebook, 6 September 187 1, no.834; 31
January 1872' no.840 and subsequent entries to 1889.
Cutting in Weickhardt collection, Shire of Talbot and Clunes.
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SHOP, 29

Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotment 4, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment $ras put up for: public auction by the Crown on 6
March 1862 (with a valuation including improvements of f25O).
However it was not purchased from the Crown until 25 August 1863
when it was acquired by E. Jones. (1) 'rhe site was rated as land
owned by Constable Lawrence llorton in January 1872. It was rated
as 'shop and land'on 15 January 1873 with a net annual value of
f:0. Leather cutter Eliza Farrant was the first owner and
occupied the premises until at least 1889. (2')

Integrity
This shop is substantially intact and in particular it retains
its early shopfront, early painted signs and post supported
verandah. The parapet has been altered from the original
configuration.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This shop typifies
the rebuilding of Fraser Street in the late 1860s and early
1870s.

Significance
A characteristic single storey shop erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The building is distinguished by its intact
shop front and post supported verandah. The shop is a vital
reminder of the process of rebuilding which occurred in Fraser
Street in the late 1860s and early 1870s and it forms an integral

part of that significant precinct.

Creswick and C1unes Advertiser, 4 March 1862, p.3i cadastral
plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 21 January 1a72, no.841; 15
January 1873; no.842 and subsequent entries to 1889.
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SHOPS,

31-33 Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotments 5 and part 5, Township of Clunes
History
These allotments was put up for public auction by the Crown on
5 trlarch rc62 (with a valuation including improvements of f600)
and purchased on that date by J. BoIe. (1) A'shop and land'
owned by John BoIe was rated on the right hand portion of this
allotment (i.e. site of 33 Fraser Street) in t'tarch 1869. By
l,larch the following year former tenant John Finn was also owner
and the new description of 'shop, dwelling and land' corresponded
to an increase in net annual value frorn {SS to faa. (21 Finn
also advertised in 3 June 1869 'HaII of Commerce, J. Finn [has]
opened the above premises (forrnerly occupied by the late
C.I. Donaldson) as a General DraPery Establishment. The stock
is entirely new and fresh ... The uillinery DePartment is under
the management of a competent lady'. (3)

The left hand portion of this allotment (i.e. site of 31 Fraser
Street) was rated as Iand in September 1871 and'shop and land'
by 31 January 1872. The new net annual value tasf36 and this
shop was also owned by Finn. (4) By September 1872 ot slightly
Iater the premises hrere occupied by bookseller Thomas Ashburner,
after an apparently brief stay of several months in an adjacent
building (27 Fraser Street). Finn also owned and possibly
erected the shop at 35 Fraser Street at about this time although
this was demolished c.1970-80 for the new dining room of the

National Hotel.
Integrity

These shops are substantially intact and both retain early
shopfronts, Post supported verandahs and timber paraPets. 33

Fraser Street still retains early tinber shelving in the shop
space. The tinber parapet of 31 Fraser street has some of its
timber moundings missing. As indicated in the history above, a
shop formerly existed to the right hand side of this pair and
its architectural detailing matched the shop at 31 Fraser
Street.
Analysis

Refer to analysis.of 'commercial buildinlts'. These shops are
distinguished by their timber parapets and for the manner in
which they typify the rebuilding of Fraser Street in the late
1860s and early 1870s. The early shelving is now a rare internal
feature in the local context. The shops vtere a rare local
example of three conjoined shops (especially those having tinber
parapets) and even with the loss of the third shop the remaining
pair are still highly unusual in the local context.
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q

Significance
A characteristic pair of single storey shop erected during the
peak of prosperity in Clunes - This pair is now the last surviving
Iocal example of conjoined shops with timber parapets. The shops
are distinguished by their intact shop fronts, post supported
verandahs and the early internal shop joinery of No. 33. They are
a vital reminder of the process of rebuilding which occurred in
Fraser Street in the late 1850s and early 1870s and they form an

integral part of that significant precinct.

3
4

Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 March 1862, p-3; cadastral
plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 3 March 1869, no.19; 2 March
1870, no.785.
Clunes Guardian, 3 June 1869.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 6 September 1871, no.836; 31
January 1872, no.842.
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NATIONAL HOTEL,

35 Fraser Street' Clunes

Section 14, allotment 7, Township of Clunes
HistorY

by the Crown on 6
This allotment was put up for public auction
of *1500) and
improvements
March t862 (with a valuation including
heading
'Town
the
(
Under
purchased by Niels Nicholson' 1 )
Improvements,thelocalnewsPaperscorrespondentrecordedthe
.alterationsandrebuildingoftheScandinavianHotel.inoctober
186'1. on 23 October 1861:
of the
one half of the hotel was removed to the rear
and
commenced)
be
to
premises (for the frontage building
weather
the other half will this day [23 october]'
permitting, be effected' The front premises wiII be of
Parlour'
brick, consisting of a spacious bar' taproom'room
40r x
large
a
form
will
structure
and the Present
doubt
No
1000'
be
18'. The estimated cost of which wiII
a
large
the attractivness of such a building and for the
increase of accommodation will amply rePay
outlay. (2)

TheScandinavianHotel(presumablysonamedduetoNicholson's
by at least December 1859' (3)
nationality) had been erected'1862
directory as oltner of
Nicholson was listed in the
,Nicholson.s Hotel' although the sale of Nicholson's Hotel by
private treaty was advertiied in April 1862' (4) The local
newsPaPerpraisedthearchitectureofthe'RobertBurnsHotelIin
the most prominent
July 1863 remarking that it was amongstwas
rated in Dlarch 1864
buildings in ctune!. (5) The building
Thomas Hood'
with a net annuli-""r". of fr20 and the licensee was
in
(6) The hotel was listed under the name 'Robert Burns'
1870
c'
although a map of
directories of 1865-66 and 1856-67(7)
This possibly coincides
Hotel'.
indicated the name 'Globe
1870 when the
March
of
book
rate
with the division in the
tenement' (NAv
premises were listed separately as 'Hotel Iand and year Robert
and 'Livery stablel' (NAV re19)' The following
*73)
F
occupation 'Iivery
!,tcKenzie Elder was listed as ocEupier and his
of 1871
ratebook
the
that
interest
stable keeper'- It is of
land"
describes the premises as 'Bank, residence' stable and
rebuilt
Bank
Chartered
London
the
of
possibly t..pol"ty premises
1872 when
in 1871. (8) The function reverted to a hotel by t'tarch
itwasdescribedinanadvertisementas'Elder.sNationalHotel..
Iate
(9) The net annual value'steadily declined during thealterations
substantial
any
of
nineteenth century indicating lack
to the buildingIntegritY
This building form and fenestration of this hotel is
substantiallyintactalthoughthebrickworkhasbeenpainted.The
(
1970s a
verandah possibly dates from c' 1910-20' 10) In the
250

timber shop at 35 F'raser Street was demolished and the present
hotel dining room erected.
Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'early brick or stone buildings'
'commercial buildingls' .

and

Significance
A characteristic early hotel building erected during the rise of
prosjrerity in Clunes. It is one of the earliest surviving
buitdings in C1unes. With the former Dow shop (23 Fraser Street)
it is the earliest brick conmercial building in Clunes and is a
critical reminder of the rebuilding in this part of Fraser Street
following the governmenu survey. The building forms a critical
part of the Fraser Street commercial area, a precinct of
outstanding historical and architectural significanceCreswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 l,larch 1862' cadastral plan.
ibid., 25 October 1861, P.3.
ibid., 16 December 1859, P.5.
ibid., 8 April 1862i Clunes directory, 1862, P-91.
ibid., 8 JuIy 1863, P.3.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 9 March 1864, no-220.
Hickox plan, c. '1870 .
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 2 March 1870, nos-787, 788i 4
January 1871, no.839.
9 undated newspaPer cutting in Weickhardt collection
advertising horse races at Lord clyde Hotel, smeaton Plains.
10 The present verandah was not shown in a c.1905-'10 Postcard in
the Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne although it tras shown
(witn raised advertising hoarding) in the folding card series
entitled 'Join us in a trip around Clunes', c.1945.

1
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
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FORI',IER

SHOP, 41

Fraser Street, Clunes

Section |4, allotment 10, Township of Clunes
HistorY

on 6
This allotment was put up for public auction by the Crown
(1)
of
f:SOl'
March t862 (with a valuation including improvements
(2)
and
postcard
The shop was shown with a verandah in a c'1905
constructed
based on a typological analysis aPpears to have been
in the Period c.1865-80.

IntegritY
Thebuildingformofthisformershopissubstantiallyintact
althoughtheshoPfonthasbeeninfilled(Presumablyc.1930-50)
entry plan of the
and the verandah removed. However, the splayed
joinery'
shopfront is still retained as is early door
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings"
Significance
period
A characteristic shop erected during the prosPerous mining
at Clunes. Although of low integrity in comparison to the
forms
remainder of uuildings in rrasei street, the building still
precinct'
outstanding
a critical early elernent in this

1
2

Creswick and Clunes Advertiger, 4 trlarch 1862'
Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne'
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p'3'

FORMER

FIRE BRIGADE HOTEL, 43 Fraser StreeL, Clunes

Section 14, allotment 1 l, Township of Clunes
History

This altotment \itas put up for public auction by the
March 1862 (with a valuation including improvements
purchased on that date by E. Grimwood. ( 1 ) In 1870 the sLt€ was
rated as 'stable, bedrooms and land' with a net annual value of
20 although by 4 January 1871 the description had altered to
,hotel and land' and the net annual value jurnped to /gO. Ql A
comparison between the Hickox plan (c.1870) and a list of C1unes
hotels in 1870 recallgd by 'Early Bird' suggests the building was
known as the Fire Brigade Hotel. (3) Benjamin Tarrant was the
owner,/publican and the change in rate book description coincided
with a change in Tarrant's occupation from fruiterer to publican.
t

,Fidelis,recalled in 1920 that 'in about 72 li.e. 18721 the
National, and later the London, Banks were built, and at about
the same time the Fire Brigade Hotel was built, later to be
bought by the late T. Cooper (ex tt.L.A. ) and converted into a
drapery emporium - now occupied by !lr. champion'. (4) Between 15
January 1873 and 31 December 1973 the net annual value junped
considerably (trom /zS to f,rao) and description altered fron
'Hotel, building and landr to 'shop, buildings and land'' (5) A
change in ownership to draper Thomas Cooper was also recorded.
This change saw a long period of use as a drapery shop with later
owners including George Tuff, James Liston and W.J. ChampionIntegrity
This shop is substantially intact and in particular it retains
its early shopfront and post supported verandah, both of which
appear to date from 1873 (see analysis below). Urns shown on the
parapet in early photographs (6) are now rnissing as is the deep
hoarding around the top of the verandah. The early painted
business sign of G. Tuff remains on the ParaPet.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This building
appears to have had its upper storey added to an existing single
storey building. This can be deduced frorn internal detailing
(witn metal columns and beams) and the manner in which the uPPer
storey facade is supported. From evidence in the rate books the
ground floor appears to have been constructed in 1870 and the
upper floor in 1873. This shop is distinguished by its unusual
first floor fenestration with a central arched doorway which
opened onto the verandah. The use of decorative moulded cement
render incorporating pilasters on the uPPer floor and quoining at
ground floor level is also more elaborate than vtas usual loca}Iy.

building demonstrates the addition of a uPPer floor to an
existing building (in a similar manner to the former Nichol anC
Wallace warehouse at 36 Fraser Street) and typifies the
rebuilding of Fraser Street in the late 1860s and early 1870s.
The
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Significance
A double storey shop erected in stages during the peak of
prosperity in ctunes- The building is a rare local example of a
singie storey building with a later upper floor and is now one of
comiaratively few double storey shops in Clunes. The building is
distinguished by its intact shop front, Post supported verandah
and elaborate cement render detailing. The shop is a vital
reminder of the process of rebuilding which occurred in Fraser
Street in the late 1860s and early 1870s and it forms an integral

part of that significant precinct-

Creswick and Clunes Advertiselq, 4 March 1862, P.3r cadastral
plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 2 March 1870, no'792; 18712
no.848.
Hickox plan, c.18?0; 'Early Bird', 'Hotels of Early Clunes' A
lengthy list" clunes Guardian and Gazette, 19 April 1930.
,Fidelis,, ,Early clunes, in Back to clunes celebrations,
1920 , p.6.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 15 January 1873, no'849; 31
December 1873, no.889.
Ttro postcards c.1910 in Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne.
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SHOPS, 45-49

Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotments 12, 13, Township of Clunes
History
These allotments were put up for public auction by the Crown on 5
t4arch 1862 (with a valuation including improvements of floo for Iot
12 and f25O for Iot 13) and purchased on that date; Iot 12 to T.
Jones and lot 13 to T. Walton. (1) Three shops were subsequently
erected on these allotnents and all were burnt down in 1870. (2)
Allotment 13 was purchased by Thomas Jones and he erected 3 new
brick shops on his consoLidated land holding. By 4 January 1871 aII
had an individual net annual value of {X and were described
individually as 'shops and rooms'. 45 Fraser Street was initially
occupied by Joseph Oldham, hairdresser; 47 by !{illiam Blanchard,
fruiterer and 49 by John Lemmon, saddler. (3) For much of the 1870s
and 80s Thomas Jones conducted a store at 45 Fraser Street. (4)

Integrity
substantially iirtact and in particular all retain
early shopfronts, early painted signs and post supported verandahs.
Urns shown in early photographs are now missing from the parapet. (5)

These shops are

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This group is
distinguished by its use of elaborate engaged columns
(constructed of cement render) framing the shopfronts. This group
were a rare local example of three conjoined shops and with the
building at 4 Service Street are now the only two remaining
examples of this type. These shops also typify the rebuilding of
Fraser Street in the late 1860s and early 1870s.
Significance
A group of three single storey shops erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. This configuration was unusual in the local
context and this group now forms one of the last remaining
Iocal examples of this type. The buildings are distinguished by
their intact shop fronts, elaborate render columns, post
supported verandahs and early painted signs. The shops are a
vital reminder of the process of rebuilding which occurred in
Fraser Street in the late 1860s and early 1870s and they form an
integral part of that significant precinct.

3

Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 March 1862, p.3; cadastral
plan.
Borough of'C1unes ratebook, 2 l4arch 1870, nos.793-795 all have
a note in red ink 'burnt down'.
ibid., 4, January 1871, nos .A44-846.

4
5

T'vro postcards c. 1910 in Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne.

ibid., at least

1875-89

(aII

checked).
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SHOP, 51

Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotment 13a, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This allotment was put up for public auction by the Crown on 5and
t'tarch 1862 (with a valuation including improvements of f'115)
purchased on that date by J. Griffis. (1) The description of'shop
a
Iand, changed to 'shop and dwelling' between,1869 and 1870 with
corresponding rise in net annual "it''tt trom f:S to fSo' ?l The
owner and occupier was James Farrant whO the ratebook variously
descripted as leather cuttes (1869), ironmonger (1870) and
merchant ( 1871). In 1869 Farrant advertised as 'Iron t'lerchant
and General Manager, with merchandise ranging from tools and
builders ironmongery to leathergoods and agricultural implements'
In connection with this latter item, Farrant was 'District Agent
for Buncle's celebrated chaff cutterr' (3)
IntegritY
This shop is substantially intact and in particular it retains
its early shopfront, Post supported verandah and rear residence'
The verandah hoarding has been altered from an earlier (4)
configuration shown in a c.1910 view of Fraser street.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This shop is
distinguished by a detached rear residence which runs along one
this
side of the narrow allotment. From evidence in the ratebooks
earlier
from
date
may
appears to date from c.1969 while the shop
in the 1860s. The addition of the residence typifies the
rebuildingandgeneralupgradingofFraserStreetinthelate
1860s and earlY 1870sSignificance

Acharacteristicsinglestoreyshoperectedduringtheriseof
prosperityinClunes.Thebuildingisdistinguishebyitsearly
shopfront, Post supported verandah and timber ParaPet' nobt one of
fewlocalshopstoretainthislatterfeature.Theprovisionof
newresidentialaccomodationisavitalreminderoftheProcess
ofrebuildingandupgradingwhichoccurredinFraserStreetin part of
the late 1850s and early 1870s and it forms an integral
that significant Precinct-'
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 March 1862, P.3; cadastral
pIan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 3 March 1869, no-29; 2 t"larch 1870,
no. 796 .
3

4

Clunes Guardian, 3 June 1869'
T\.ro postcards c.1910 in Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne.
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and

FORMER HOTCHIN SHOP,

53 Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotment 14, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was put up for pubtic auction by the crown on 6
March 1862 (with a valuation includinq improvements of fZSol
although it was not purchased from the crown by J. sloan on 25
August 1863. (1) The net annual value jurnped fromf,ZS to /tto
between 1869 and 1870 with a corresPonding change in description
from 'shop and land' to 'shop, dwelling and tenements'- (21 The
owner and occupant was draper Edwin Kent Hotchin who conducted
his business at this address until at Ieast 1889 and this usage
continued until weII into this century- (3)

Integrity
This shop is substantially intact and in particular it retains
its early shopfront and post suPPorted verandah. Timber brackets
shown on the verandah in a c.1910 view are now missing. (4) Part
of rhe rear of this building was demolished in 1984-85 during
refurbishment for the C1unes Library.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This shop is
distinguished by the cement render decoration on the facade and
parapet, comparatively elaborate by local standards. This shop
typifies the rebuilding of Fraser Street in the late 1860s and

early

1870s.

Significance
A characteristic single storey shop erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The building is distinguished by its intact
shop front Post supported verandah and elaborate cement render
work. The shop is a vital reminder of the Process of rebuilding
which occurred in Fraser street in the late 1860s and early
'18?0s and it forms an integral part of that significant precinct.
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 March 1862t P-3; cadastral
plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 3 March 1869, no.30; 2 March

3
4

18'70

, no.797

ibid., only

checked to 1889.
in Jane Lennon

Postcard c.1910

collection,
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Melbourne-

FoRMER I.,IoRITZ SHOPS,

55-57 Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotment 15, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was put up for public auction by the Crown on 6
t"larch 1862 and purchased on that day by R. Mason- ( I ) The net
annual value jumped from {+S to d75 between 1871 and 1873
although the description 'shop, premises and land' remained
constant. The ohrners were cabinet makers Andrew Glass and Charles
Moritz. (21 Moritz owned both shops until 1888 and was listed as
occupant of one (probably 55 Fraser Street) until that date. Six
years earlier he had advertised as 'Furniture dealer and
Undertaker' with a wide range of stock.. (3)
Integrity
These shops are substantially intact and both retain early
shopfronts. 55 Fraser Street retains its post supported
verandah although this is now missing from 57 Fraser Street. This
latter shop has also had much of the roof structure and rear
walls removed recently. The verandah shown in a c.1910 photograph
extended across both shops in a uniform manner with a deep
hoarding. (4)

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. These buildings were
erected as a matching pair of shops, a relatively uncommon type
in Clunes. Although analysis of the ratebook entries is
difficult the date of construction of both appears to be c.187173. The pair typify the rebuilding of Fraser Street in the late
1860s and early 1870s.
Significance
A characteristic pair of single storey shops erected during the
peak of prosperity in Clunes. The shops are distinguished by
their intact shop fronts and the post supported verandah of 55
Fraser Street. The shops are a vital reminder of the process of
rebuilding which occurred in Fraser Street in the late '1860s and
early 1870s and they form an integral part of that significant

precinct.

4 March 1862, p.3; cadastral
Creswick and Clu!€.\]g!!g,
plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 6 September 1871, no.854; 31
3

4

December 1873, no.867Clunes Guardian and Gazette, 30 August 1882.
Postcard c.'l 910 in Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne.
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v

SHOP, 59 Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotrnent 15, Township t

d
.F{

r+{

.Fl

History

u|

;f)
Q
n
.F{

This allotment was Put uP for Put
Dlarch 1862 (with a valuation inc
although it was not Purchased fr
25 August 1863. (1) The net an
between 1869 and 1870 with a cr
from 'shop and land' to 'shoP
occupant was druggist Evan Thc
Cozens occupied the premises after

until at least 1889.

(3)

Integrity
This shop is substantially intact and in Particular it retains
its early shopfront (now without its original splayed entry),
early painted signs and post supported verandah. The parapet was
apparently rebuilt after c.1910 although in a similar
configuration to the original brick ParaPer' (4)
Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,commercial buildings'. This shop is
distinguished by its post supported verandah which retains early
timber brackets and returns duwn the lane to the east of this
allotment. the shop typifies the rebuilding of Fraser street in

the late

1860s and

earlY 1870s.

Significance
A characteristic single storey shop erected during the peak of
prosperity in clunes. The building is distinguished by its early
shop front, post supported verandah and early painted signs. The
shop is a vital reminder of the Process of rebuilding which
occurred in Fraser street in the late 1960s and early 1970s and
it forms an integral part of that significant precinct.

1 Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 t'tarch 1862, p'3'
of, 3 March 1969, no'33; 2 March
Z
3
4

no.800

1870'

to 1889in Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne shows
the earlier brick ParaPet partly dernolished at the eastern
ibid.,

checked

Postcard c.1910
corner.
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FoRMER EDWARDS SHOP,

53 Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 14, allotment 18, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This allotment was purchased from the Crown by Jesse Hoare Smith
on 25 August 1863. The land was owned by Nichol and wallace in
't
868 and by 1859 the site was rated as 'shop and land'$tith net
annual value jumping from {q to fSO between those years. (2') The
new o$rner was confectioner Thomas Lowe and in 1870 the net annual
value again increased from fso to fze and description changed
from 'shop and land' to 'shop and dwelling'- (3) 'Fidelis'
recalled in 1920 that 'in 70 ot 71 [i.e.1870-71] the neighbouring
building [to the Town HaIl Hotell - Iong known as Jim Edwards hras opened by a baker and confectioner in great style'. (4) The
property was later owned by auctioneer James Edwards and he also
operated a sale yard in Purcell Street at the rear of his Fraser
Street property. (5)
Integrity
This shop is substantially intact and in particular it retains
its early shopfront and post supported verandah. The face
brickwork on the facade has now been paintedAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This shop is
distinguished by its use of brickwork on the facade, uncommon in
the local context (the CIub Hotel is another example) ' The shop
typifies the rebuilding of Fraser street in the tate 1860s and

early

1870s.

Significance
A characteristic double storey shop erected during the peak of

prosperity in clunes. The building is distinguished by its intact
shop front, brick facade and post supported verandah. The shop is
a vital reminder of the Process of rebuildinq which occurred in
Fraser street in the late 1860s and early 1870s and it forms an
integral part of that significant precinct.
1

2

Cadastral pl4n.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 18 uarch 1868, no'240; 3 March
1869, no.36.

3

4

ibid. , 2 t'larch 1870 , no. 80 3 Fidelis, p.6ibid., 25 January, 1883, saleroom first
allotment 1.
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listed, section

15,

FORMER TOWN

HALL HOTEL,

Section 14, allotment

55 Fraser Street

19, TownshiP

of CIu

o...

o

rO

..{
r+.1

'r{

o

.d

History

n

This allotment ltas Put up for public auct
March 1862 (with a valuation including im
purchased on

iirst

Town

that

day by Jesse Hoare Snitl

Clerk and Surveyor for

allotment was conveyed

to S'

and

Borough

J'

Warnot

ratebook description altered from 'shop at
dwelling' in 1869-70 and this coincided w: was still owned by
annual value rromd6t to fga' (2) The shop
!{arnock of
the Warnock brothers (presumably James and Stephen
was
occuPant
Maldon) and used as a drapery' (3) In 1871 the a euphenism
Richard Stephens, d 'restaurant keeper' - Perhaps was known as
for publican - as several years later the property
that 'in
the Town HaII Hotel- (4) 'Fidelis' recalled in 1920
built, but
was
about 70 or 71 ti.e. 18?0-711 the Town HalI Hotel

Ithinkitwasop"''"aasaladiesdraperyestablishment'.(5)
(date unknown)
Eliza Molony advertised in the local newspaper Streets'
and
rTown HaII Hotel, corner of Fraser and Service
the
(Clunes)
and
mentioned ner experience at wiles' club Hotel
(
1879-80
(ga1larat). The net annual value rises in
George
-;; Hotelana
1883-84 tfes to fzsl and an 1880 Photosraph
{;;
#es)
ts"i"r"-tf,e
hotel without its current verandah or side entry'
DuringtheearlyPartofthetwentiethcenturythebuildingwas
was
extended for use as a bakery and a large wood fired oven
constructed. (7)

IntegritY

Thisshopissubstantiallyintactandinparticularitretainsan
locally) and Part
early cast iron post supptrted verandah (cast
to be a much
aPPears
window
(the
eastern
of its early shopfront
by sand
damaged
was
facade
Iater addition) - The cement render
blasting in 1987.
Analysis

side entry and
Refer to analysis of ,commercial buildings'. Thevalue'
This shop
in
rise
veranah possibly dates from the 1883-84
few used
only
of
one
is distinguished by its cast iron verandah'
(the
other
locally
cast
locally and only one of two known to be
of
survival
The
is the former Railway Hotel, 55 Service street).
a
of
example
local
a substantial part oi tt" shopfront is a rare

smallhotel-tyPeshopfront.ThetypifiestherebuildingofFraser
Street in the late 1860s and early 1870s'
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Significance
A characterist

the Peak of Pr
by its earlY s
cement render

e

1;ffi:':":t.::il'i:ll3

significant Precinct'

""u

it

rorms an inteerar part or that

cadastral
uar;tr
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser' I
l!2'-: P'3;
1870'
ratebook, 3 uaich 186e' no'37; 2 March
::::il':i'.iil:"
no.804.
LcwroVines,' Mardon conpeEvtligg-slg9Y,
see Jaco,,s Lewis
l!""ll."os
rl?li:
activities'
the Tt::-..--., 1,.11 no-855;
,Tor^
pp.12-15 for details of re
ratebook,-1
:3;13;i'"1"i'li!" bv
nl?Il"'""
{?;11'I-'?ll;
rist of hoters
an 1870 l?"1'3;
'Earrv Bird' in
ill:l?"t:"ii."u
r--.i l 1o?n
) and an
an 1880
1930)
19 APriI

,

painted on the side walr'
"t,n"
'Fidelis', P-623 January 18?9, no-7202 22
Borough of Clunes ratebooks'
'l 880
42; 25 January 1883 no.699; 30 JbnuarY
no

:ffi:ff:"1"'"nii"-in"
5

o

January

J3?i;

,

li*3ll;rt

'

'7

in shire or rarbot and crunes correction'
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RESIDENCE, 85?

Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 13, allotment

, Township of Clunes

History
This allotment was included in the 1864 Township plan of Clunes
and the area formed an extension of the conmercial area. ( 1 )
However this section of Fraser Street was never solely a
commercial precinct and this residence may have been erected in
conjunction with an adjacent shop or been relocated to this
allotment. Several residences are shown in this vicinity in
Nettleton's c.1865-65 view 'Ballarat Road' and One rnay be this
building. Based on a typological analysis this residence appears
to have been erected during the period c.'1860-90'
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the exterior
walls have been clad with a false 'half timber' treatment. The
verandah bracket and low timber balustrade probably date from the
date of these alterationsAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is one
of few surviving nineteenth century residences in Fraser Street'
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in clunes. It is sited in 'upper' Praser street, a
prominent part of the main eastern entry to the clunes
conmercial area.
'1864'
Township of Clunes, L.1653' 2026, lithographed 4 May

I

)

lr
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RESIDENCE,

4? Fraser Street

Section C, allotment 24, Township of Clunes
HistorY
scene
This residence is Iocated on the area known as 'camp HiII"
of
residence
A
in
clunesof the earliest residential development
a
in
also
and
photograph
this configuration was shown in a c.1865
had
section
front
the
time
c.1870 view. ( 1 ) During the elapsed
been rebuilt with hipped roof replacing the earlier gabled
residence whilst a verandah had beeb added to the rear section'
The residence was also clearly shown on a 1872 plan of Camp HiII'

(2)

IntegrLty
This residence is substantiallY intact. The garden retains
several earlY Plantings as weII as a simple earlY Picket fence'
Analysis
rtimber
Refer to analyses of 'early timber buildings' and
relationship
the
residences,. This residence is distinguished by
between the two building forms, their perpendicular alignment
being an extremely uncommon feature and even rarer to have
survived. This residence is now one of few nineteenth century
buildings to servive on CamP HiII.

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the rise of
prosperity in Clunes and extended during the peak of prosperity'
angles
tne luxtaposition of the two main building forms at rightbuilding
The
is an extremely rare example of this configuration. on
camp HilI
residences
century
is one of few intact nineteenth
in this
residence
surviving
earliest
the
and is almost certainly
important Precinct.
Charles Nettleton, 'View in Township, Clunes, South Eastr'
c.1855, held by Shire of Talbot and Clunes; Langtree album'
c. 1870, Mitchell LibrarYAllotments Clunes, L-4462, Iithographed 6 Septembet 1872'
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FORI',IER UNION

BANK,

corner Fraser Street and Templeton Street, Clunes

Section 3, allotment 25, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of clunes in 1858. It was purchased from the crown on I
JuIy 1851 by W. Mortimer. (1) This building was erected as a
branch of the Union Bank of Australia in 1855. The contract sum
was ft500 and the architect was thought to h-ave been Leonard
Terry . (21 The net annual value rose from {'t'tS rct220 in 1869-70
and description altered to include 'dwelling' (presumably the
southern portion of the Present building). (3) The Union Bank of
Australia merged with the Bank of Australasia in October 1951 to
form the A.N.z. Bank and this building still functions as a
branch of the A.N.Z Bank.

Integrity
This building is substantially intact although the render
basalt base have been Painted.

and

Analysis
bank in his 'conservative classicism'
architectural category and ranked the building as worthy of the
'supplementary list' of recorunendations. The building was one of
the first of the extant institutional and conunercial buildings to
be erected in that section of Fraser Street between Templeton and
Service Streets. In this, it paved the way for the neighbouring
branches of the National and London Chartered banks to rebuild.

Trethowan included

this

Significance
A bank of considerable architectural significance located on a
key corner in Clunes. It is one of the earliest extant buildings
in Fraser Street and was the forerunner of many new and rebuilt
premises during the late 1860s and early 1870s as mining led
clunes to its peak of prosperity. This bank forms an integral
part of the Praser Street precinct, an area of outstanding
architectural and historical significanceI
2

Cadastral plari.
Trethowan, Bank Study for the Historic Buildings Council,
1976; quoting TroPPe II, P-'1 08; C1unes Gazette, 7 November
1865 (extract in National Trust file) mentions the 'New union
Bank, corner Fraser and Templeton Streets'; Union Bank of
Australia, signature Books ( 1865-c.19471 ' ledger for
individual accounts (December 1853 - Decembex 1876) held by
Williarn Barkell Menrorial Historical and Arts CentreBorough of Clunes, ratebooks, 3 March 1869, no-441; 2 Dlarch
1870, no.961.
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FORI',IER MATTHEWS RESIDENCE'

26 Fraser Street' Clunes

Section 3, Allotment 23' Township of Clunes
HistorY
John Templeton's initiar township
This arrotmenr was incruded infrom
the Crown by Frederick John
survey of fASg and purchased
listed in Fraser
Matthews on 8 JuIy f gef ' (1) I"latthews was 1860 with a proPerty
street in the ratlpayers roll of 26 December
property for

it {zz- uarthews advertised his business and
sale in JuIy 1863
the
For sale, by private contract until 11 July'
between
carrier
as
t'latthews
J
F
business Ueionging to
'
by F J
Clunes and Baliarat ... The ProPerty occupied
t'latthewswillalsobeputupforpubliccompetitionthe
same day t18 JuIYl. (2)
it is clear
However, from evidence in ratebooks and directories
thatheoccupiedthisallotmentinFraserStreetuntilatleast
thelatenineteenthcenturyexceptforls54whenCharlesLockwas
(3) MatthewSr occupation was
listed as occupier in the ratebook.
rcoach
agentr and ragent' and
variously listed as 'carrier',
'Fidelis'recallshislinkswithCobbandCompany'scoaches'
side of
The BuII and r'buth I Hotel ] was on the south
built in
was
roof'
domed
It had a
lFraser streetl
to
brought
and
Geelong
England in sections, shipped to
Co's
and
Cobb
for
Clunes. It was the changing house llatthews was then
coaches , fox which comPany Mr F'J'
a resident I do
agent. Horrt long Mr tilatthews has been
when any one
time
,rot krrot, but I can't think of the
be a resident
he
else was in charge of the office' t'lay
for manY Years to come' (4)
to 'land,
The ratebook description 'house and land' changed
dwellingrstablesroffice'it,1869-T0andcoincidedwitharise
in net annual value orf:o to f+a' (5)

;i;;

IntegritY
and the adjacent vacant
This residence is substantially intact PhilliP,
saddler.
Iand formerlY housed the shoP of John

Analysis

Refertoanalysesof'earlytimberbuildings'and'timber
in the
residences'. Part of this residence was clearly shown
backgroundofanls50sphotographoftheadjacentshopofJohn
phillip. (6) ttre residlnce in that view had a shingle roof and
verandahandjudgingfromthesetbackfromFraserstreetthe
buildingprobablynowformsoneoftherniddlesectionsofthe
presentresidence.AhousewasshownonthePresentallotmentin
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a c.1863 photograph of Clunes (7) and was probably the same
building as in the previous photograph- The house in its present
configuration was shown in several later panoramic photographs of
the town.
This building is a rare surviving detached residence in the
Clunes commercial precinct. Such instances were more common in
the 1850s and 60s, although following the virtual rebuilding of
Fraser Street c.1869-70 this residence was left as a rare
survivor. This was possibly due to the long occupancy by t"latthews
and the nature of his business. Following major rebuilding of
Fraser Street this residence formed one of only two residences in
the section between Templeton Street and Service Street (the
other was Niels Nicholson's residence to the left of the Union
gank).

Significance
This is a characteristic early timber residence erected during
the rise in prosperity of Clunes and extended during its peak of
prosperity. It is a rare local exanple of a residence in an area
Iargely occupied by commercial premises. This residence forms an
integral part of the significant Fraser Street precinct.
1

2
3

4
5

Cadastral plan.
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 6 J.uly 1863, p.3.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 9 March 1864, no.45.
'Fidelis' , p.4Borough of Clunes ratebook, 3 tlarch 1869, no.438; 2 March
no.958.
Small picture

file, La Trobe collection, state Library of
Victoria.
'C1unes in the early sixties' , photograph held by Shire of
Ta1bot and Clunes.
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1870

FoRl4ER NATIONAL BANK,

28 Fraser Street' Clunes

Section 3, allotment 22, Township of Clunes
HistorY

initiar township
This arrotment was incruded in John Tempreton's
Crown by R'
survey of Clunes in 1858 and purchased from theBank opened an
Mitchell on 5 October 1860. (1) The National
a substantial building
agency at Clunes on 4 December 1862 and and
in-the 1854 ratebook'
indicated by the net annual value of {rZO and
had a recessed
storey
single
(2) This first bank was of
described
'bank'
ratebook
(3)
the
1870
In
central loggia(/zs) ana
''ez1
land'
and
'stables
dwerring.r,a t.r,.i..""atT ilt5oi,
an 1871 date of
1g72 ,Bank, stable and land' tdzoo) giving
bank apparently
erection for the Present building' (4) The
in clunes' (51
mining
most
of
closed in 1893 with the cessation

Itreopened,asastatesavingsBankofVictoriainlgl2whenit
llillar
for dlSO. gallirat architects Clegg andthe
and
year
that
in
undertook alterations valued aE{362
(6)
building still functions as a bJanch of the State Bank'

was purchased

IntegritY
This building is substantially intact although the basalt

base

have been Painted.
Analysis

this bank in his 'conservative classicism'
architecturalcategoryandrankedthebuildingasworthyofthe
'supplementary list' of recommendations'

Trethowan included

Significance
Iocated on a
A bank of considerable architectural significance
of the
reminder
key site in Clunes- The building is a vital
ProcessofrebuildingwhichoccurredinE.raserstreetinthelate
part of the Fraser
1850s and early 1870s and forms an integral
street precinct, an area of outstanding architectural and

historical significance.
1

2

Cadastral PIan.
Borough
Creswick and 9lunes edvertiseEr.14 April 1863' P'3';
9 March 1864' no'44'
t"t.troox,;Clunes
6ffitt."
in the early sixties' held by Shire
Photograph c.1863
of Talbot and Clunes4 JanuarY
Borough of Clunes ratebooks, 2 t'larch 1870' no'957;
no'983'
18'72,
187 1, no.990; 31 January
and
weickhardt scrapbook (red cover) held by Shire of Talbot
Clunes.
Trethowan, Bank Study for the Historic Buildings Council'
1976.
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d

FORITIER LONDON CHARTERED

BANK, 30 ETASCT StTECt, CIUNCS

Section 3, allotment 21, Toltnship of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of clunes in 1858 and purchased from the crown by H.A.
Thompson on 5 october 1860. (1) The land was used by the
church of England and the former St Pauls Church of England
building (which now stands to the rear of the present bluestone
church - q.v. ) was erected on this site in 1859-60. The land was
sold in 1869, following removal of the tinber church to Templeton
street. Tenders were called by architect Leonard Terry for the
present bank on 9 October 1871. (21 The bank became a branch of
tne nnglisn, Scottish and Australian Bank 1921 and is currently
used by the R.S-L. for clubrooms.

Integrity
This building is substantially intact although a small
balustraded balcnoy which formerly sat atoP the Porch has been
dismantled and is now in storage at the rear of the building' (3)
The cement render is also spalling badlyAnalysis

this bank in his 'conservative classicism'
architectural category and ranked the building as worthy of the
'designated list' of reconunendations.

Trethowan included

Significance

of considerable architectural significance located on a
key site in clunes. The building is a vital reminder of the
prl""=" of rebuilding which occurred in Fraser street. in the late
1860s and early 1870s and forms an integral part of the Fraser
Street precinct, an area of outstanding architectural and
historical significance. As original site of the former st Pauls
church of England this site is essential in understanding the
significance of the timber church now relocated toi Templeton

A bank

Street.
1

2

Cadastral plan.
Trethowan, Bank Study for H.B.C., 1976i quoting Troppe II,
pp-47-48.
Saunders (ed), Historic Buildinqs of victoria' 1966' contains
a photograpn prioi to demolition of balcony balustrading'
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CLUB HOTEL,

34 Fraser

Street,

Clunes

)

Section 3, allotment 19, Township of Clunes
History

This alLotment was included in John Templeton's initial survey of
1858 and purchased from the Crown by James Ethersay on 5 October
1860. (1) Ethersay ran a private school on the site and by 1870
Griffin Fletcher wiles was rated as owner and occupier of a
dwelling on this lot. (2) The Club Hotel was first rated in 1871
with a net annual value of tr175 and the ratebook description was
,Hotel, buildings, stable and shop'. (3) This sum included the
adjacent shoP of stationer Thomas Ashburner. Wiles was listed as
a miner at the Victoria mine in 1863 and had also been the
publican of the Washington Hotel in Lower Fraser Street. (4) It
is presumed the present stable dates from c- 1870 with the
construction of the hotel and this is consistent with a

stylistic analysis.
Integrity

Externally this building is substantially intact with the
exception of the painted brickwork. The Iarge internally
illuminated advertising sign is a recent additionAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'conmercial buildings'. This building is
notable for its cast iron Post suPPorted verandah- The
configuration of this verandah with a trafficable surface and
cast iron balustrading is unique in the local context and rare
elsewhere. The incorporation of the carriage drive on the western
side and retention of early stables is also notable. This is the
Iargest commercial building in the main section of Fraser Street
and its central position forms a focus for the streetscaPe. The
CIub Hotel typifies the rebuilding of Fraser Street in the Iate
1860s and

early

1870s.

Significance
A large double storey hotel erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. It is distinquished by its unusual
verandah, side carriageway and early stables. The building is a
key elenent of the significant Fraser Street commercial area and
is a vital reminder of the.Process of rebuilding which occurred
in Fraser street in the late 1860s and early 1870s.
1

2

3

4

Cadastral plan.
Fidelis, P.6; Borough of Clunes ratebook, 2 l'larch 1870, no.1
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 4 January 1871' no-1.
Fidelis, pp.14-15.
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FORMER

NrcHoL AND WALLACE wAREHousE, 36 Fraser

Street, clunes

Section 3, allotment 18, Township of Clunes
History

This arrotment was incruded in John Tempretonrs initiar survey of
1858 and purchased from the crown by Arexander Nichol and Henry
Wallace on 5 October 1860. (1) WalLace \,ras a carpenter and the
pair had established their business Iocally in 1958 - (2,) They were
included in the 1862 ratepayers roll with a property on this allotment
rated at {105- (3) Nichor and walrace advertised that they were
'about to make rarge inprovements in building new premises' in Jury
1863- (4) Nichor and warrace hrere rated in rg6g for ,stores and

office {{taSl , in

1869 ,new shop and land' (#}O) and 1870 ,shop,
workshop, timber yard and rand' (f2r0). (4) on 3 June 1969, the
cruges Guardian announced that ,Nichor and wallace have now opened
their extensive new premises' . The buirding was subsequentry
occupied by merchant George chapman and later Joseph preston.

Integrity
Externarly this buirding is substantiarly intact with the
exception of a new infilred masonry warl and double doors (of
unknown date) towards the rear of the east elevation. The
original shop has now been subdivided into two occupancies
although this has caused no damage to the shopfront. The
originar timber balusters on the verandah have been removed and
replaced with frat sheeting. cast iron brackets have been
fitted recentry although the superstructure of the verandah is
early if not original. The east warr has always been exposed
duge to a walkway but it is now very prominent due to the vacant
site of demolished shops to the east.
Analysis

j
I

rl

Refer to anaryses of 'commerciar buirdings' and ,early brick or
stone buildings'. This building is significant for its
combination of basalt and brickwork; the rower basalt section
possibly dating from c.1858-63 and the brick section
substantially from 1869. rt is rikery that the shopfront dates
from the 1869 rebuirding arthough an earrier date is possibre.
Significance
A characteristic double stordy shop erected during the rise of
prosperity in crunes and extended during the peak of prosperity.
The building is a rare rocar exampre of a singre storey buirding
with a letter upper froor and is nohr one of comparativery few
doubre storey shops in crunes. The building is distinguished by
its intact shopfront, post supported verandah and basart ground
froor construction. The shop is a vitar reminder of the process
of rebuirding which occurred in Friaser street in the late lg60s
and

early

1870s-
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'l

2

3

4
5

Cadastral PIanJack Wallace, notes on Henry WaIIace, typescript, 3 January
1978, copy held by william Barkell Centre, Clunes; Clunes
Gazette, 3 June 1869, p.1 refers to the business 'established
eleven yearst.
.15
January 1862, no-57Borough of Clunes ratepayers roII,
Creswick and Clunes Advertisbr, 5 JuIy 1863, p-3Borough of Clunes ratebooks, 1868, no.42; 3 I'larch 'l 869,
no-870; 2 llarch 1870, no.3.
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SHOPS, 46

Fraser Street, Clunes

Section 3, allotment 17?, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial survey of
1858- ( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this building appears
to have been erected during the period c.1880-1900Integrity
This shop is substantially intact although the flat sheeting on
the Ieft hand portion of the shopfront may be of recent originThe building retains a post supported verandah, early shopfront
and timber parapet.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This shop is quite
diminutive in comparison with other commercial buildings in
Fraser Street and is now very prominent due to the vacant site of
demolished shops to the west.
Significance
A characteristic single storey shop erected during the prosperous
mining period in Clunes. It is distinguished by post supported
verandah, early shopfront and timber parapet and now forms an
integral part of the significant Fraser Street commercial

precinct.

CadastraL plan.
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sHoFS, 48 Fraser

street,

Clunes

Section 3, allotment 16?, TownshiP of Clunes
HistorY

survey of
This alrotment was included in John Templeton's initiar
ls5SandpurchasedfromtheCrownbyJ.Blackon5october1360.
part of which was
( 1 ) He owned the Royal Hotel on this site'
apparentlydemolishedinls6gforerectionofPrisk'sDraperyMart
(now50FraserStreet).(2)Portionofthehotelremaineduntil with a net
and rand'
1976 when it was described as 'hoter, buirding
shops were listed
two
annual value of/SS. (3) The following year
onthissitebothownedbyJosephPreston.Heoccupiedone(NAV
the
ana 'boot factor' John Sloan conducted his business from
/:g)
-"In.I"i*avJjol.
in
shown
(4) The present buildings are clearlv
(5)
the Beauchamp photograph of c'1881-82'

IntegritY
of the
These shops are substantially intact with the exception
infillingofthelefthandshopfront.Therighthandshopfrontis
intact and the building retains a post supPorted verandah'
Analysis

of shops
Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This pair
of which
design
the
parapets'
rendered
are distinguished by their
(in
Street
is very similar to snops elsewhere in Fraser
the work ofa
probably
is
and
particular 45-49 Fraser Street)
)
(maybe
John Barwell? '
Iocal plasterer
Significance

Acharacteristicsinglestoreypairofshopserectedduringthe
prosperous mining in Clunes' It is distinguished by a Post
is a
supported ,rerandih and early shopfront' Th: buildingstreet during
Fraser
in
reminder of the rebuitding tnicn occurred
the late 1860s and 1g70s ind this pair forms an integral part of
that significant Precinct'
1
2
3
4
5

Cadastral PIanSee 50 Fraser Street for details'
Royal Hotel shown on Hickox plan, c' 1870; Borough of Clunes
ratebook, 9 February 1976, no'10'
11Borough of Clunes ratebook, I February 1877, nos.10,
ehototraph held by Shire of Talbot and Clunes.
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PRISK'S DRAPERY litART, 50-54 Fraser S,
Section 3, allotment ,l5, Township of Clunes

FORI\,IER

History

f.J

F

I

q
This allotment was included in John Temp
1858 and purchased from the Crown by JOctober 1850. (1) Black's Royal Hotel
and 16 until 1869. By that year the h
of fOS and Black also had land on the
and Fraser Street with a net annual valuc.
whole site was apparently owned by Lisle (or Ly_
and a 'shop and land' with a net annual value of {ZZv
(3) The Clunes Guardian announced the opening of S. Prisk's
Drapery Mart' in June 1859 at the corner of service street and
E'raser Street- (4) The Hickox plan (c.1870) shows the drapery
confined to the two storey section (now 50 Fraser Street) and a
Boot Store (now 52 Fraser Street) - The boot store was run for
many years by Robert Ross and the drapery by James t'tarony. (5)

Integrity
The doubre storey portion of this building (no 50 Fraser street)
is substantiarry intact arthough the singl.e storey section at the
cormer of Service Street (54 Fraser Street) has had its facade
artered. A post supported verandah runs arong the frontage of
both portions arthough the corumns are new metar pipes. 54 Fraser
street retains an intact shopfront although this feature has been
obscured and largely removed from 54 Fraser Street.

Analysis

Refer to anarysis of 'commerciar buildings,. This building is distinguished by its combination of single and doubre storey sections, and
the important intact side wall to Service Street which forms a crucial
link between the Fraser street shops and those in service street.
Significance
A characteristic commerciar building erected during the peak of
prosperity in crunes- rt is unusuar for its cornbination of double
and single storey and retains many earry features such as a rarge
timber shopfront and the early building form arong service
street, a crucial corner at the eastern end of the Fraser streeE
commercial precinct. The building is a reminder of the rebuilding
which occurred in Fraser street during the rate tg60s and 1g70s.

1 Cadastral plan.
2 Borough of C1unes ratebook, 3 l,tarch 1969, nos.362-363.
3 ibid., 2 March 1870, no.1l.
4 crunes Guardian, 3 June 1869, p-2r an encumbrance mentioned on
the title is a party wall and a related agreement is dated 19 August
1859 between Christie, John and Mary Black and James 6r6die (book no.
198, no. 961).
5 See later ratebook entries.
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RESIDENCE,

64 Fraser Street' corner Bailey Street, Clunes

)

Section 2, allotment 6, TownshiP of CIunes
HistorY
survey of
arlotment was included in John Tenpreton's initiar
This
October
5
on
.1858 and purchased from the Crown by F- Hamilton
purchased by J' George'
1960 and the neighbouring allotment 5 was
on this
( 1 ) There is apparently no rnention of any residence
John
reporter
1871
corner in the '1870 ratebook but by 4 January stable and land'
is Iisted with a 'dwelling house'

lloore Davis
value of fZA' ltl
owned by Thomas D. walliss with a net annual
by 1879 when the house
Carrier John Walker was listed as occupier
(3) The tip of land at the
was rated on both allotments 5 and 6'
(4)
corner was made a reserve for public purPoses in 1877'

IntegritY
a stylistic
This residence is substantially intact. Based on
erected in the
been
have
to
appears
analysis the Present verandah
period1890-lglo.severalmaturetreesarelocatedonthepublic
reserve and road verge.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences" This residence
criticalpartoftheeasternentrytoClunesandstandsononeof
the most prominent corners in Clunes'

is

a

Significance

Acharacteristictirnberresidenceerectedduringthepeakof
entry
prosperity in Clunes- It forms a key element in the eastern
adjacent
the
on
randscaping
to the town and is enhanced by mature
public reserve.
1

2
?

4

Cadastral Plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 4 January 1871' no'44'
ibid., 23 January 1879, no'39'
'1877
p'740'
See cadastral plans; $,
'
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FORMER WALLACE RESIDENCE,

68 Fraser Street,

C1unes

Section 5, allotment 12, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial survey of
'|
858 and purchased from the Crown by peter tilallace on 6 October
1860. (1) Wallace, a carpenter by trade, was listed in the i860
ratepayers roll rrrith a residence of assessed annual value of {ZO.
This value jumped to f,36 in 1863-64, although this may only
indicate a different method of rating. (21 The front masonry
section of the residence was shown in the c.1865 Nettleton
photograph and a c.1870 photograph shows a similar scene- In
1859-70 the description changed from 'house and land, to
'dwelling house and part of workshop and gardens' with a
corresponding jump in net annual value fron {Z+ to f:0. (4) From
that date the value decreased steadily and in 1887 the house is
described as 'brick and weatherboard, 5 rooms'. (5)
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and retains a mature

garden.

Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'early brick or stone buildings, and ,brick
or stone residences'. The front masonry section of this building
is clearly shown in the c.1855 view prior to construction of the
rear timber section (which probably dates from 1870).
Significance

This in a characteristic early residence erected during the rise
of prosperity in Clunes and enlarged during the peak of
prosperity by one of the town's most prominent builders. It is
one of the earliest brick or stone residences in Clunes and its
significance is enhanced by the mature landscaping. The buitding
is located on the main entry to Clunes from the south east.
1

2

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratepayers roII, 26 December 1860, no.403;
1863, no.544; 9 March 1864, no.87.
rBallarat Road, Clunes South West', photograph by Nettleton
held by Shire of Ta1bot and Clunes c.1870 in Langtree album.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 3 t'larch 869, no.g88; 2 March
'1

1870, no.52.
12 January 1887, no.53.

ibid.,
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FORMER

BIBLE CHRISTIAN MINISTER'S RESIDENCE, 70 Fraser

Street, Clunes

Section 5, allotrnent 1 0, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This allotment was included in John TemPleton's initial survey
of 't858 and purchased from the crown by Griffin F- Wiles on 5
October 1850. ( 1) 'Griffin l'lyles' was listed in the 1850
ratepayersrolllocatedonthe'westsideofthecreek'.This
rnayrefertothepres^entallotmentastheinitialvaluationof
the change from a
ftO-*as confirmed at trfZO, possibly(2)indicating
listed in the
was
Wiles
tent or hut to a small cottage.
shows a
photograph
1862 ratebook on this allotment and a c- 1863
1856
was
againf30
cottage as this lot. (3) The valuation in
and the house showed in Nettleton's c.1855-56 view as a sirnple
hip roofed cottage. (5) A note in the 1868 ratebook indicated
the residence had been purchased by the Bible Christians (whose
church was on the adjacent allotment to the north west) and
occupied by t'tinistetr James Sweetland. The rates were remitted
andtheProperty','asaPParentlynotratedthefollowingyear.
(6) However, the net annual value rose tofzo in 1871 and a
c.1871 photograph shows the addition of the projecting gable
wing onto the original cottage. (7) Drring the incumbency of
Reverend william Blainey (18':.5.76) the net annual value again
rose (€18 to dZZ) aftnough this may have included rating of the
adjacentchurch.(8)Ac.lg05photographshowsthaLthe
residence had reached its Present configuration by that date.
(e)

IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact in its extended form.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'early timber buildings' and 'timber
residences'. This is the best documented example of the growth
of a timber residence by successive additions as photographs of
virtually every stage are knownSignificance

i

A characteristic early timber residence erected during the rise

I

ofprosperityinClunesandextendedmanytimesduringthe
prosperous mining boom of the next decades. The residence forms
part of a significant precinct centered on the adjacent former
TelegraPh Hot.eI

-

;

1

2
3

Cadastral planBorough of Clunes ratePayers roII, 26 December 1860, no-432ibid., 1863, no. 545; 'Clunes in the early sixtiesl.
2'78

Borough
no.80 o
1

8

of Clunes ratebook, 9 l4arch 1854, no.85; 8 March

1865,

ibid-, 9 April 1866, no.86; Nettleton photo held by Shire of
TaIbot and Clunes.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 18 March |868, no-95ibid-, 4 January 1871, no.57; Langtree photo, Mitchell LibraryBorough of Clunes ratebook, 24 Eebruary, 1875, no-55; 9
February,'l875, no.56.
Don I'lackinnon collection, Geelong.
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RESIDENCE,

9 George Street, Clunes

Section 21, allotment 18, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This allotment was included in the 1864 Township plan of Clunes
(1) and Charles Nettleton's panoramic photographs from Camp HiIl
(c.1855-66) shown a number of small timber cottages in this
Iocality - (2) One of these may have been on this allotment and
further research may confirm if the present residence
incorporated part of a very early structure. Based on a stylistic
analysis the present building exterior appears to date from the
period c.1900-1915.
IntegritY
This residence may incorPorate additions from many different
dates but remains substantially intact from the period c.1900-15'
The only major downgrading of this integrity is the small flat
sheeted addition on the front elevation. An early picket fence is
stiIl retained.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This example is most
unusual in the local context and gains prominence from its
elevated position on the edge of the escarpment. Features of note
include the unusual square bay window, projecting gable roof
forms and assymetrical building form which imbues the residence
with an exotic and picturesque air.
Significance
A highly unusual residence incorporating many elements more
commonly associated witn larger Edwardian residences. The
residence occupies a prominent and elevated position overlooking
Queens park and introduces a picturesque note into an area
Iargely comprised of smaller nineteenth century cottages.

1
2

of clunes, L.1635 , 2026, Iithographed 4 May 1864.
.Fraser street, clunes" photograph held by shire of Talbot

Township

and C1unes.
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1

RESIDENCE, 29? George

Street, Clunes

Section 20, allotment 12, Township of Clunes
History
The allotment \.ras auctioned by the Crown and purchased by J
Wakefield on 10 June 1862 (part of four allotments purchased by
wakefield in this Section). ( I ) A substantial brick residence
was erected on an adjacent allotment in the early 1850s by
Wakefield (now 32 Leslie Street, 9.v. ) and this residence and two
smaller adjacent cotages are clearly visible in the background of
the Nettleton photograph 'Fraser Street, Clunes' (c.1855-66). (2)
One of these is apparently this residence at 29 George Street and
this also shows in a c.1870 photograph (3) although neither vieqt
shows the small projecting side wing. This is sholi,n in a c.1905
postcard. (4) The verandah was not shown in c.1905 view and
appears to date from the period c- 1905-15stylistically

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although large concrete
bases have been added the verandah columns.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its unusual combination of building forms, its
prominent siting and relationship to the adjacent Coundon
residence.
Significance

early timber residence erected during the rise of prosperity
in Clunes and extended during the Peak of prosperity- It is
distinguished by its unusual cornbination of building forms, its
prominent siting and relationship to the adjacent Coundon
residence, a building of high individual significance-

An

1

2
3

4

Cadastral plan.
HeId by the Shire of Talbot and C1unes.
Langtree album, c.1870, llitchell Library.
Postcard in Don t'lackinnon collection, Geelong-
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2 HiIl Street' Clunes
S""tio.t 6, allotment 12' Township of Clunes

FoRtlER RECHABITE HALL,

Hr-siorY

initial township
This allotment was included in John Templeton's
SurveyofClunesinls5SandpurchasedfromtheCrownbyC.Danber
was erected in'1858 for the
on 6 october 1860' (1) This building (2) In 1870-71 the building
Trustees of the Order of RechabiLes'
becameknownasApolloHallandwasthenownedbyJosephTarrant,a
building again changed hands in 1877
Iocal journalist- (3) The
primitive rqetrroaist church, Iocated nearby
when the trusEees of the
in Service Street, purchased the bui
use bY the Fir
faoo- (4) The Present
for fitO
purchased
was
when the hall'
altho
date
unknown
an
at
to the east,
have been c' 1910-30'
may
date
the
facade
metal for the
IntegritY
Thebuildingiscurrentlyusedasafirestation.Thebuildingissubpainted decoration has been
stantially intact and internarlf some early
facade has now been painted'
retained. However, the face brilkwork of the
AnaIYsis

rer of former lodge, friendlY
ing in Victoria' Based on research
ris is the earliest remaining
chabites in Victoria (the next
chronologicallybeingPrahranoflsss.Sg).Itisprobablyoneofonly
sixnineteenthcenturytemPerancehallsremaininginVictoria'with
Hexham and stanrey'
the other exampres being prahran, Bendigo, ceres,
Significance

Thisisprobablytheoldestsurvivinghallofthelndependentorder
ofRechabitesinVictoriaandoneofonlyfewsurvivingnineteenth
a significant physical
century temPerance halls in Victoria' It is
reminderofsocialandinstitutionalactivitiesinClunessincethe
:he verY varied changes of use
r and the frequent reuse of
rilding is a keY Part of the
.unes.

1
2
J

4

5
b

Cadastral Plan'
1858' Do' 118 and 3 March
Borough of Clunes ratebook' 18 lvtarch
1859, no. 905no' 92'
ibid., 2 March 1870, no' 87 and 1871 ' Januarv
18?8', Do' 84i
24
1877, no- 86 and
;;";;;arv
t;;:;
L
:*
Victoria
n lt;^+^t
church'
sc
t'{athod'
f the'Pr'm' t've
;;;;:,-Hi-l----'
and Tasmania, TaIboL, c'1887'
1972, P'27'
G-icxnar4,
former Rechabite Hall' 10
into
r"tr"t"[GGF
carlotta
Australia' 1983'
Clarence Streetr-Prahra"', National Trust of
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4 HiII StTCEt, CIUNCS
Section 6, allotment'l 1, Township of Clunes

EORI.,IER GROWCOTT RESIDENCE,

History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of clunes in 1g5g and purchased from the crown by J. Growcott
on I July 1861 - ( 1 ) In the Borough of Clunes ratepayers roII

compiled 16 January 1862, miner John Growcott was Iisted in HilI
Street on this allotment and his residence had a net annual value of
only
*fA. (21 In March 1864, the valuation was fZS aftnough this may
indicate a different method of rating rather than an increase in
size of the house. (3) I\to photographs of the mid 1860s show a
sirnple residence on this site. (4) The house was sold by Growcott
to journalist Joseph Tarrant c.1866-67 and he rented the property to
many varied tenants. These include Reverend William Baxter, draper
WiIIiam Bolam and Constable Charles Delany. (5) Between 1869 and
1870 the valuation jumped frorn f20 to faO indicating substantial
improvements. (6) The value gradually feII to ftZ in 1890 when the
residence was first described as 7 room weatherboard' (7)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and was thoroughly
renovated in 1985-85. The orchard and garden layout still
remains substantiatly intact although during renovations the
front garden was covered with topsoil (disguising the original
layout) and remnants of the early picket.fence were removed. The
two large trees in the front garden are of particular note.
Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'early timber buildings' and 'timber
residences'. The central section of this building probably dates
from c.'1861 or earlier (shown in the two early photographs) with
the eastern side wing accounting for some of the 1869-70 jump in
valuation. The garden is typical of the period 1860-80'
Significance
A characteristic early timber residence erected during the rise
of prosperity of Clunes and enlarged during the peak of
prosperity. The surviving nineteenth century garden elements
enhance the significance of this property'|

2
3

4

5

o
7

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratefayers roll to end 13 Novenber 1862'
compiled to January 1862r Do. 249Borough of Clunes ratebook, 9 March 1854' no. 170.
'Clunes in the early sixties', c-1863 and Nettleton,
'Ballarat Road, Clunes', c- 1865-66; both photographs held bY
the Shire of Talbot and Clunesibid., 1867-1879.
ibid., 3 l"larch 1869, no. 907 and 1870, no- 85ibid., 1890, oo. 69283

RESIDENCE,

5 HiIl Street, Clunes

Section 5, allotment 5, Township of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c-1915-30-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intactAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This is one of few
local buildings to show the influence of architectural styles
conmon during the Edwardian and first world war period. such
details include the half timbered gable ends, decorative flat
tinber brackets, projecting rafter ends and overhanging gable
ends.

Significance

of the Period c- 1915-30 demonstarating
a style of architecture rare in the local context'

A characteristic residence
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FORMER DOW RESIDENCE,

9 HiIl Street, Clunes

Section 5, allotment 7, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of Clunes in 1858 and purchased from the Crown by George
Washington Dohr on 6 October 1860- (1) Dow was rated for land in
HiIl Street in 1864 but by titarch 1865 the rating was for'house
and land' with a net annual value of f,18 - (2) The value again

jumped in 1866-62 tfrs ro f23) and in 1858-6e (tn tofzol. (3)
This latter rise coincided with change of occupant to carpenter
John l'lartin. A rise in the following year 1869-70 (fZA rcf ZZI
coincided with change of description from 'house and land' to
'house, Iand and stable'. The tenant at this date was WiIIiam
Henry Bowden, a produce merchant. (4) In a c.1870 photograph the
house was shown as two storied $rith a transverse gable roof but
no rear verandah although by c.1905-10, a photograph showed the
rear verandah. (5) Dow again occupied the house in l87l-72 and
in 1875, Reverend Thomas Adamson, (possibly minister of the
nearby Primitive Methodist Church) was tenant. Other changes in

ownership and occupancy ensued and another rise in nett annual
value occurred in 1880-81 (f19 to{21). (5) In January 1885 the
net annual value rose to t'Za, and october 1885 to t29. (7) In
1887 the property was described as 'brick and weatherboard, 9
rooms, 1/2 acre'. (8)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact to c.1910, the date of the
Iast major alterations.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'. This building
incorporates evidence of many building campaigns and is
distinguished by its dramatic siting on the edge of the
escarpment. Dow's early shop stj-Il survives 23 Fraser Street,
CIunes (q.r. ).
Significance
A distinctive residence erected and extended many times during
the prosperous mining period in Clunes. The building is
distinguished by its dramatic siting and its siting on the HiIl
Street frontage heightens this feature.

1
2

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 9 March 1864, no.8l;
no-93

ibid.,

8

t'larch 1865,

22 August 1866, no.96; 3 April 1861, no-87; 18 tlarch
1868, no.93; 3 llarch 1869, no.885.
245

ibid-, 2 t{arch 1870, no'55'
Langtree, photo l4itchell Library; postcard in Don Mackinnon
collection.
6BoroughofClunesratebook,22JanuarylEE0'no'54;20January
1881 , no- 54January 1885, no'57; 1 October 1885' no'56'
7 ibid-, 28
'l
8 ibid - , 2 January 1887 , no ' 56 '

4
5

RESIDENCE,

8?

HilI Street,

Clunes

Section 9, allotment 10, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes
although there was apparently no residence on the site in 1970'

(1)BasedonatyPologicalanalysisthisresidenceaPPearsto
in the period c.1870-90'

have been erected

IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact and retains
trees in the garden.

many mature

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences''
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in Clunes- It is distinguished by its mature
Iandscaping and dramatic siting-

1

of Clunes, L-1553, 2026' Iithographed 4 May 1864;
t attgttee albumn, c - 1870 , Dlitchell Library '

Township
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FORMER CLUNES HOSPITAL,

Hospital Street, Clunes

Section 44, Township of Clunes

History
The Clunes Hospital building vras commenced in 1871 following a
decade of discussion and the need for a nore sophisticated
facility than that provided by the 'Clunes Accident Re1ief
Fund'. ( 1 ) The foundation stone of the first wing was laid on
2 January '1871 and the hospital was oficially opened in August
that year. This hras presumably the southern wing as early
photographs show a northern wing with the date 1873 on the
facade. (2\ The hospital posessed an extensive formal garden
and was enclosed vrith a picket fence. The hospital was
threatened with closure in the 1920s but this was averted with
an extensive remodelling in 1935-36. Architects Yuncken, Freeman
and Freeman of llelbourne prepared plans which saw the demolition
of the second storey with its decorative gables and extensive
internal remodelling. This remodelled building $ras opened on
April 1936. Disaster struck on 8 January 1944 when bushfires
devastated the northern side of Clunes and the hospital was
almost completely gutted. (3) OnIy a small brick wing escaped
damage. The damage necessitated rebuilding on a net', site and the
foundation stone of the new Hospital in Service Street was laid
on 21 June 1946. The 5 acre site in Hospital Street was sold on
1 1 August 1948 to o. Nichol and the buildings are now used as a
private residence. (4)
1

Integrity
Only the small brick building which escaped the 1944 bushfire
remains extent. However the bluestone footings of the early
building still remain as does much of the early garden layout.
Analysis
The small building which remains on this site was apparently the
nurses home and laundry. Although only a minor part of the
overall former hospital complex it marks the site in a very
visible manner and provides a useful interpretative function (in
a similar manner to the facade of the ruined hospital at
Beechworth. Several early nineteenth century country hospital
buildings remain in other towns (e.9. Maldon, Kilmore and
t'laryborough) and this building at Clunes is of significance to

the local community.
Significance
home and laundry building combines with footings and
garden elements to mark the site of the former Clunes hospital.
Together they form a key part in the interpretation of Clunes
from the peak of prosperity of the town in the 1870s onwards and
illuminate other themes such as the depression in the local

This nurses

2a7

after cessation of mining and the 1944 bushfires' The
site and building are prominent visual elements at the south
eastern entry to Clunes.

economy

1871-1971i all
ital A Brief His
otherwise
unless
source
this
ftom
f"rtfter r"ter".rc"t "r"
Fund is
Relief
Accident
noted. Background to the clunes
history'
background
the
contained in Chapter 9 of
several early photographs are held by the shire of Talbot and

The Clunes District

Clunes.
photographs of the gutted building prior to demolition are
held in the PWD photograph collection, VPRS 10515'
Cadastral PIan.
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RESIDENCE, Lathlain Street, Clunes

Section 27, allotment

, Township of Clunes

History
This allotment was included in the 1854 township plan of Clunes
and had originally formed part of the earliest police paddock on
the field. ( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence
appears to have been erected during the Period c- 1860-80Integrity
This residence is substantially intact with parts of the verandah
infilled, presumably at an early date.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This building is
distinguished by its mature landscaping and remote setting in
part of Clunes now devoid of most of its nineteenth century

a

building stock.
Significance

A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in Clunes. It is enhanced by its mature
landscaping and is now one of few surviving nineteenth century
residences in this locality, once an important residential area
serving nearby mining operations.
Township

of Clunes, L.1553, 2025, lithographed 4 May 1864-

249

RESIDENCE, 1

Leslie Street, CIunes

Section 57, allotment 6, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This residence has at least three distinct stages of construction'
analysis the rear
( 1 ) Based on a typological and stylistic
the period c.1860during
erected
have
been
to
appears
section
the period c.'1870(witn
during
verandah)
section
front
the
7O,
g0 and the southern gabled wing during the period c.1900-20.
Integrity
This residenid is substantialty intact from the date of the Iast
major extensions (c.1900-20). Internally several ceilings are
pressed metal (witn Parts retaining early paint finishes)
presumably dating from the c.1900-20 extensionsAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'- This building is
distinguished by its clearly defined sequence of construction
which exhibits characteristic details from a range of different
architectural styles.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected and extended during the
prosperous mining period in clunes and as well as extensions
dating from the period following cessation of local mining. The
building is one of few surviving ninteenth century residences in
this area of East Clunes, once a large residential area serving
nearby mining operations.
Determined from a physical examination of the exterior and

interior,

tlarch

1986.
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RESIDENCE, Leslie Street, corner Smeaton Road, Clunes

Section 57, allotment 14, TownshiP of clunes
History
Based on a tyPological analysis this residence apPears to have
been erected in at least two stages during the period c.1860-90'

Integrity
The form of this residence is substant.ially intact although the
exterior has been clad with false brick sheeting, the verandah
columns altered and the original timber joinery replaced with
aluminium framed windows-

Analysis

Refer to analYsis of 'timber residences'. This building is a part
distinguished bY its prominent siting on the escarPmant in
of Clunes now devoid of most of its nineteenth century building
stock.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in Clunes- It is a highly'visible part of the
streetscape on t'he main eastern entry to Clunes and is
is
dramatically sited on the escarPment of the clunes valley.ofIt East
area
nor/, one of few nineteenth century residences in this
mining
nearby
serving
area
Clunes, once a large residential
operations.
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COUNDON RESIDENCE,

32 Leslie Street, Clunes

Section 20, allotments 3, 11 and 12, Township of Clunes
Hist,ory

This section was incruded in the tg64 township pran of clunes and
J. Wakefield purchased 1 acre (Iots 11-14) on 10 June tg62 and
F.A- Coundon purchased 1 area (Iot 3) on [check date?]. (1) John
wakefierd was first Listed in this vicinity ('Section 20,
Tenement and land, George Streetr) in the 1g64 valuers roll with
property valued at f:e. (2) This was the highest valuation on
section 20 and probabry accounted for the present residence.
wakefierd, who was risted as owner and occupier of the residence,
was variousry listed as mining sharehorder, miner and carpenter
in succeeding ratebooks while the varue of the residence remained
relativery constant. on 24 June 1g5g wakefierd,s name as occupant
was crossed and repraced by Town crerk, Louis Le,Goold. (3) bv:
March 1859 Rarph coundon (described as a 'gentleman') was risted
as both owner and occupier. (4) The value rose in lg59_70 (from
{:o to fa:t artnough this included g quarter acre arrotments in
section 20 which possibry accounted for the rise. The description
for Coundon's property hras ,dwelling house, outbuildings, gaid"r,
and paddock'- (5) However in the forrowing years the varuation
was again 35 and thus the rise of the previous year was possibly
an aberration.
Integrity

This residence is completely intact and still occupied by
It retains a large mature garden, rear

Coundon's descendants.
yard and outbuildings.

Analysis

Refer to anaryses of'earry brick or stone buildings,and'brick
or stone residences'. This is one of the most styrish residences
in crunes and ranks with the former scott residence ( 35 Service
street) and former church of Engrand vicarage (42 Service
street) in terms of sophistication of architecture. The elegant
tinber and iron verandah (with frat tirnber columns and doubre
curved roof profile) contrasts with the dark slate roof and rich
orange bricks although the symmetrical form unifies the buirding
to produce a most satisfying ensembre. The rocation of the
residence on the edge of the escarpment formerly gave the
residence great prominence arthough the mature landscaping and
the siting in the centre of the brock now imparts a remote and
mystical air to the property.
Significance
A sophisticated brick residence erected during the rise
prosperity in crunes. The residence is characterised by of
fine
detailing and a high degree of intactness- The property is
292

associated with two of the pioneering families of Clunes (both
connected with mining and building trades) and this has
contributed to the remarkabry high integrity
whole
property- The mature garden and randscaping isof athe
significant
part of the ensembre and gives an appropriate setting for
the
residence.

3

4
5

Toynship-of Clunes, L-1653, 2026, Iithographed 4 May 1g54;
cadastral plan.
Borough of clunes varuers rorr, vtakefield was risted in
the
'|
863 ratepayers roII ,near Criterion works,.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 19 March 1g6g, no.291.
ibid., 3 March 1869, no.1014.
ibid., 2 March 1870, no.363.

RESIDENCE,

40 LesIie Street, Clunes

Section 20, allotment 1, Township of

C1unes

History

This allotment was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes.
( 1 ) Based on a typobgical analysis
this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1850-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although a Iarge flat
roofed addition has been added on the south wall.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'
distinguished by its diminutive scaLe-

This example is

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in clunes. rt is now one of few nineteenth century
residences in this area of East crunes, once a rarge ,""ia.iii"i
area serving nearby mining operations.
Township of Clunes, L.1653, 2026, tithographed 4 May .tg64.
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RESIDENCE, 1

Ligar Street, Clunes

Section 22, aLlotment 3, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in the 1862 township plan of Clunes
although by 1864 allotment 2 in this section had been abolished
and replaced by the southern continuation of cameron street.
Allotment 3 was puchased from the Crown by A- Nicholls on 10 June
1862. ( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears
to have been erected during the period c- 1880-90'
Integrity
This residence is substantially intactAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This example is
distinguished by its cast iron verandah and prominent siting
the main northern exit to Clunes.

on

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in clunes. It is prominently sited on a main
thoroughfare in Clunes and forms a critical part of the vista
from Queens Park.

of clunes, L.628 & 1138, lithographed 13 February
L.1653, 2026' lithographed 4 May
te62, T"*""hip .f CI*,

Township

1864; cadastral PIan.
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RESIDENCE,

3 Ligar Street, Clunes

Section 22, allotment 4, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was incruded in the 1862 township ptan of crunes
arthough by 1864 alrotment 2 in this section had been aborished
and repraced by the southern continuation of cameron street.
Arlotment 4 was puchased from the crown by J. ehirrips on 10 June
1862. (1) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears
to have been erected during the period c.1880-90 and extended by
the addition of a gabled bay during the period c.1890-1920.

Integrity
This residence is substantialry intact although a frat verandah
with concrete columns has been added during the period c.1920-40Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences' . This example is
prominently sited opposite eueens park.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in crunes. rt forms a critical part of the vista
from Queens Park.
Township of Clunes, L.628 & 1138, lithographed 13 February
1862i Township of Clunes, L.1653 , 2026, lithographed 4 May
1854e cadastral plan.
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RESIDENCE, 15

Ligar Street, Clunes

Section 1, allotment 6, Township of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence apPears to have
been constructed during the period c.1920-30.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the original
verandah columns may have been replaced.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of'timber residences'. This is one of few local
residences to show the influence of the Californial Bungalow- It
is similar to 95 Bairey street (q'v') and may have been
constructed by the same builder.
Significance
A characteristic residence of the period c.1920-30 demonstrating
a style of architecture rare in the local context.
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RESIDENCE, 19

Ligar Street, Clunes

Section 1, allotments 7 and 14, Township of Clunes
History
These allotments vrere included in John Templeton's initial
township survey of Clunes in 1858 and purchased from the Crown by
F. Harnilton (tot 7) and J. George (Iot 14) on 5 October 1860. (1)
A residence (part of which is probably incorporated into the
present building) was clearly shown in the foreground of
Nettleon's c.1865-65 view of 'Government Bridger. (2) This early
residence was also shown in a c.1870 view from a sirnilar vantage

point.

(3

)

Integrity
This residence has seen a number of changes including
installation of aluminium windows in some openings, alteration to
the front windows and verandah (possibly c.1920-40) and painting
of the brick chirnneys. The garden layout as shown in the c.1865
photograph with its central path is still retained and the garden
is graced by a magnificant pair of trees, the central one a
Iarge bunya bunya pine (Araucaria gidwillii)Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'- This property is
distinguished by its mature trees and deep setback of the
residence (taking full advantage of the narrow double block)
Significance
A characteristic tinber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in clunes. It is distinguished by the large setback
of the residence and the pair of mature trees in the front
garden. The property forms a critical part of the vista from
Queens Park.

1
2
3

Cadastral plan.
HeId by the Shire of Talbot and ClunesLangtree album, Mitchell Library.
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RESIDENCE,

21 Lrgar Street' Clunes

Section 1, allotment 8, Township of Clunes
HistorY

initiar township
This arrotment was incruded in John Tempreton's
by S'
Crown
the
survey of Clunes in 1858 and purchased from was still vacant in
Merrifield on 5 October 1860' (1) The site
the residence
1870 (2) although based on a typological analysis
c'1870-90'
appears to have been erected dUring the period
IntegritY
some window
This residence is substantially intact although
garden gives an
opwnings have been enlarged' A hedged side
appropriate setting to this residence'

Analysis

is
Refer to analYsis of 'timber residences'. This ProPertY
roof
distinguished bY its unusual building form of three hiPPed
forms.

Significance
prosperous
A characteristic timber residence erected during the part of
mining period in Clunes. The ProPerty forms a critical
the vista from Queens Park.

1 Cadastral PIan2 Langtree album, c.1970, Mitchell Library'
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QUEENS PARK,

Ligar Street, corner Cameron Street and

Smeaton

Road, Clunes

Crown Reserve (Rs 1'754), Township of Clunes

History
A 30 acre reserve for a botanic Aarden was included in the 1864
township plan of Clunes although the land was not developed- An
early reference to planting on the site of Queens Park was contained
in a tetter written by the Borough of Clunes to the Secretary for
Lands in 1886. 'The land is fenced' said the town clerk 'and
partially planted .. . the council propose to make more
improvements'. Ligar Street was reduced to 1 chain and following
the creation of a sludge channel along the line of the creek, an
area of slightly over two acres was available for a public
garden. (1) A decade earlier Council had resolved 'to plant 30
or 40 trees' on the east side of Ligar Street and a number on the
west side of the creek opposite the site of Queens Park, but the
details of implementation of this proposal are unclear. In the
same year (1872) mullock from a mining comPany had blocked the
second branch of Creswick's Creek and council grasped upon the
opportunity of improving the area. (21 The fountain was
constructed in 1887 to conmemorate the jubilee of Queen
Victoria's assession to the throne in 1837 and the park was also
officially opened at this time. rn 1878 a deputation was
received by the Borough of Clunes when permission was sought to
occupy a portion of the Creek Reserve as a bowling green. The
bowling club (as yet in an embryonic form) undertook to plant
the ground if the council would fence the area. On 3 June 1878
the council adopted a proposal by its public works committee and
the town clerk was instructed to prepare a lease for the ground(4) As the Borough was not gazetted as a Conunittee of
Management for the entire reserve until just over ten years
later the exact nature of the agreement is uncertain. (5)
However 'Fidelis' recalled the green was laid out by Arthur
Batson, the town clerk, and an early photograph showed a small
tirnber clubhouse on this site.
By the turn of the century, Queens Park was reaching maturityThe trees, mainly evergreen conifers, contrasted strongly with
the deciduous poplars (planted along the creek in the 1880s) and
detailed planting was evident. Neatly clipped box hedges Iined a
serpentine path of crushed quartz and a large cordyline was

planted adjacent to the fountain. At this date many of the early
plantings had been thinned and augmented with other exotic
plantings, especially at the north end where a 'pinetum' vtas
cultivated. (7)
Integrity
This garden contains many remnant nineteenth and early twentieth
century plantings. The bowling club is an early intrusion in the
area although the car park to the north is on part of the garden
299

shed are now the only
reserve. The fountain and a small gabled
remaining garden structures' The original path has been
has survived'
"arfy
covered and no small scale 'detailed' planting
hedge'
box
with the excePtion of a

Analysis

is only one of a network of botanic gardens created
these
in nineteenth century pro'rincial Victoria' The planting of
who
as
Mueller
von
Ferdinand
by
gardens was aided immeasurably
GovernmentBotanistandrforaperiodrdirectorofMelbourne's
to aII
botanic aardens liberally distributed seeds and plants
Malmsbury'
like
gardens,
parts of the state- Some provrncial
and
Castlemaine, BuninYongr Hamilton and Camperdown are larger
Park
garden
but
botanic
Queens
possibly closer to the ideals of a
formsasignificantlinkinthisnetworkofgardens.Itwasnot
merely a municipal park catering for the recreation of residents
but contained a significant emphasis on planting' the results of
which are clearly evident today' Plantings of conifers'
especially the pitto" species, had been popularised by the a
writings of gonn Ctaaius Loudon and the 'pinetum' becamegardens'
feature in many of victoria's public and larger private
QueensParkisalsoasignificantreminderofcontemPorarylocal
reaction agaj-nst rnining debris and representative of an early
reclaimation project, the genesis of many of Victoria's
outstanding gardens-

Queens Park

Significance

QueensParkisoneofanumberofsmallprovincialbotanic
century Victoria'
fardens, a garden form popular in nineteenthand
early twentieth
The garden contains many remnant nineteenth
century plantings and has considerable potential for
reconstruction of missing elements using the wealth of
documentary evidence available. The garden remains as a
mining
significant reminder of contemPorary reaction against
project'
reclaimation
early
an
of
debris and representative
1

2
3

Rs 1154, letter dated 10 APril 1886'
Borough of Clunes, minutes, 5 June 1872t 9 october 1872Undated cutting from the lgr c'1927 in Weickhardt PaPers,
Shire of Talbot and ClunesBorough of Clunes, minutes i 2 Nlay 1878; 30 May 1878; 3 June
1

5

o
'7

878.

Rs 1754, 18 June 1888-.
'FideIis', 1920, P-8Early photographs held by Shire of Talbot and Clunes; Jane
Lennon collection, lvlelbourne
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RESIDENCE,

4 Macdonald Street, Clunes
Section 27, allotment 12, Township
of Clunes
History

This aLrotment was incruded in the rg64
Township pran of clunes.
( 1 ) Based on a
typorogicar anarysis tr,is resiaence
appears to
have been erected in tie p".iou
c.1870_1890-

Integrity
This residence
unoccupiea
prt!=:;::t""tta11v

"t

intact althoush is apparenrly

Analysis

Refer to anarysis of

'tinber residences,. This building forms an
r'mportant visuar element
on the south eastern approach to
crunesSignificance
A characteristic timber residence
erected during the prosperous
mining period in clunes. The resiaence
forms a significant visnar
element at the head of the valiey
on
a
nain
entry point to
Clunes and is nor{ one of few surviving
nirret"Lith
century
residences on this entry.
Township

of Clunes, L.1653 ,

2026, Iithographed 4 May 1g64.
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RESIDENCE,

8 Macdonald Street, Clunes

Section 27, allotment 11, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This allotment was included in the 1864 Township plan of Clunes'
( 1 ) A ,tenement and land' owned and occupied by miner Richard
Trounce was first rated in t'larch 1864' (2) Trounce remained
owner and occupant until Thomas Beckerly purchased the residence
in 1868-69 although it was still subsequently occupied by minersvalue of {le stayed relatively constant until
(3)
The net
"r,r,,ril
1870 alrhough it dropped to{t1 in 1871. Although this rose to
{lz in 1873 such small rises make attribution of particular parts
(4)
of the residence difficult.
Integrity
This residence is substantiatly intact and has recently had an
appropriate picket fence erected across the frontage (which also
takes in the site of Thomas woolf's residence on all0tment 11A,
demolished in 1985).
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. It is likely t'hat the
front section of this residence dates from 1864 with rear
sections accounting for later rises in value. The verandah, with
its simple timber fretwork frLeze, is one of the best local
examples of this detail and is assumed to be early (if not
original). This building forms an important visual element on the
south eastern aPProach to ClunesSignificance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the rise of
prosperity in clunes and extended during the peak of prosperity
in clunes. The residence is distinguished by its combination of
building forms and the simply detailed verandah- The residence
forms a significant visual element at the head of the valley on
main entry point to Clunes and is nolv one of few surviving
nineteenth century residences on this entry'
1

2
3

4

Township of Clirnes, L.1653 , 2026, lithographed 4 May 1864'
eorougfr of Clunes ratebook, 9 March 1864, no' 391ibid., '18 March 1868 , no.449i 3 !4arch 1869, no' 1075'
ibid., 1870, no.313; 4 January 1871, no.307; 1873, no'304'
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a

RESIDENCE, Purcell Street, C1unes

Section 15, allotment 13?, Township of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1860-90. A residence \das shown
in a c.1870 photograph and also an '1882 engraving and this may
now be incorporated in the present building. ( 1 ) The two rear
wings were clearly shown on a c- 1905-10 postcard view- (2)

Integrrty
This residence has been extended and altered but early building
forms and details are still readily apparent.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
located in an area which formerly acted as 'overflow' from
Fraser Street. The land between PurceII Street and the creek
comprised a mixture of residential and commercial buildings
although this residence is now the lone survivorSignificance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at C1unes. This residence is a critical reminder of
the extensive former development which once existed between
Fraser Street and the creek.
Langtree album, Mitchell LibrarY; Illustrated Australian News,
1 November 1882.
'C1unes. 5', postcard in Jane Lennon collection, Melbourne'
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FoRMER SCHoOL

oF I'{INES, Service Street, Clunes

Crown Land, alignment

of West Parade, Township of Clunes

History

This building was apparently erected as a School of t'tines and
subsequently used as a hall by the Australian Natives
Association. The building htas Purchased by the Borough of Clunes
in 1956 and now serves as Infant Welfare Centre- ( 1 )
Integrity
This building is substantially intact although the front porch
has been added at a later date than the remainder of the
building- The retort furnace used by the School of tlines is still
retained in the rear room.
Analysis
Schools of Mines were an important facility in mining towns and
Iarge institutions vrere established in towns such as Ballarat and
Bendigo. However, this is a rare example of a small Schoo1 of
t'tines and drew on a long tradition of ernperical research into
nining technology fostered in Clunes since the late 1850s. Ql

Significance
A characteristic small country haII having sPecial historical
associations with the local School of tlines and Australian
Natives Association. The rear room (with furnace) is a significant
physical feature of the former School of Mines. This building
is the only known School of Mines building outside larger
Victorian towns such as Ballarat and Bendigo.

1

Legal agreement regarding purchase held by Shire of Talbot

2

and Clunes.
See background history, Chapter 5.
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FORMER 'JOBSONS

CIunes

ccRNER', 1 Service street, corner Fraser street

Section 2, allotment 3, Township of Clunes
History
This arlotment was incruded in John Tempreton's initiar township
survey of Clunes in 1858 and purchased from the Crown by D.
McCoIl on 5 October 1860. (1) This shop was first rated in
January 1871 as 'store and land' (net annual valuetg4) and this
is supported by the date .t870 on the parapet. The owners and
occupants were christopher Jobson and wirliam cocking and the
buirding presumbary repraced an earlier buirding. (2) Jobson
ceased trading in 1882 when Joseph Edwin Meyers took over the
business. By this date, the o\irner was John S. Blyth. (3) In
1887 the premises were described as ,brick, 2 rooms'. (4)
Integrity
This shop is substantiarry intact with an extension and carriage
entrance added in service street. Much of the earry shopfront
joinery is retained as is the early post supported verandah.
Face brick waII have been painted abd a large internally
illuminated sign erected over the corner.
Analysis

Refer to analysis cf 'commercial buitdings'. This shop is now
significant as the eastern boundary of the Fraser Street
commercial area and provides a significant contribution to this
important intersection.
Significance
A characteristic corner shop erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The building is distinguished by its early
shopfront, post supported verandah and side wal1s (one of which
incorporates and earry carriageway. The building now defines the
eastern boundary of the significant Fraser street comrnercial
precinct and is a vital reminder of the rebuilding in Fraser
Street in the late '1860s and early 1870s.
I
2
3

4

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 4 January
ibid., 19 January, no.39.
ibid-, 12 January, 188?, no.42.
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187

l, no.43.

SHoP, 5? Service Street, corner Bailey Street, Clunes
.1, Township of Clunes

Section 2, allotment

HistorY

This land was purchased by corn dealer

Thomas

Turnbull from

publican Thomas Coad in t'!ay 1885. At this date the land was rated
at {6. (1) However by the following valuation (Iater in 1885)
this rose to f33 and the description altered to 'shop and land,
section 2, Iots 1, 2 and 4' (2) indicating erection of a
substantial builing. A c.1905 view showed a two storey building
on the corner with a flanking single storey section to the north.
(3)

Integrity

the 1885 structure with the top storey
removed (some time after c.1905) or may be a new structure
erected after c.1905. The present building retains an early post

This building

may be

supported verandah and shopfront.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildingts'. This building
retains enough details from the Victorian perid to suggest 1885
as a plausible date although a construction date to c.1920 nay
not be inconsistent with the present building. The building is
Iocated on a major intersection in Clunes.
Significance
A characteristic nineteenth century era commercial building which
forms a critical part of the streetscape, both as a continuation
of the Service Street commercial area and as an aPpropriate
complement to the major institutional buildings to the south.
1

2

3

Borough of Clunes ratebook, 28 January 1885, no-42ibid., 6 October 1885, no-42Postcards in Don Mackinnon collection, Geelong and Jane
Lennon collection, llelbourne.
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RESIDENCE,

7 Service Street, Clunes

Section 5, allotment 18, Township of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1880-90 and the verandah
possibly added (or altered) c.1900-15-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact. The picket fence
erected in 1985.

was

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This building is
distinguished by its chimney which exibits patterned brickwork
in creams and orange, an uncommon feature in the local contextSignificance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at clunes. The residence is located on the main
intersection in clunes and directly opposite the Post office, a
building of high individual significance. It forms Part of an

appropriate setting for this important institutional precinct.
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RESIDENCE AND FORMER SURGERY,

21 Service Street, Clunes

Section 6, allotment 14, Township of Clunes
HisLory

This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of Clunes in 1858 and purchased from the Crown by H. Detert
on 8 JuIy 1861. (1) Joseph stubbs, draper, was first listed as
owner and occupier of a residence on this site in the 1863 voters
roII. (1) Stubbs was not listed in the 1852 roll but the residence
may have been listed under another name; given the paucity of
information on the rolls this is hard to ascertain. Stubbs sold
the house to miner Henry t'lundy in 1868-69 and Joseph Tarrant was
Iisted as or^rner in 1870. (2) In the period 1869-70 the net annual
value jumped from {tS to f,:O indicating either a new residence or,
more probably, substantial additions to the existing building. The
earlier building is shown in two c.1865 photographs in the form of
a single gable roofed cottage with verandah. (3) Tarrant sold the
house to medical practitioner John Andrew in 1880 and in 1885-87
the value junped from {Ze to {fS t4) perhaps indicating the
construction of the northern wing. This section is shown with a
large verandah in a postcard view c.1905-10. ('5) From 1887 to 1895
the house was described in rate books variously as having 8 to 12 rooms.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact from the date of the last
major additions, possibly in 1887.
Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'early timber buildings' and 'timber residences' . This building is distinguished by its clearly defined
stages of construction and resulting juxtaposition of building forms.
Significance
A characteristic early timber residence erected buring the rise of
prosperity in Clunes and extended many times during the peak of
prosperity to produce a distinctive juxtaposition of building
forms. This residence forms a critical part of the Service Street
streetscape, one of the most intact areas of nineteenth century

buildings in Clunes.
1

2

Borough of Clunes, ratepayers roll, 1863, no-464.
Borough of Clunes, ratebook, 'l 868, no. 116; 1869. no.903; 1870,
no.68.
Postcard 'Clunes in The Early Sixties' and Nettleton

photograph 'Ballarat Road', c-1865; both held by Shire of

4
f

Talbot and Clunes.
Borough of Clunes, ratebook, 1880, no.64; 1886, no.64i
Postcard, Don tlackinnon collection, Geelong.
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1887

'

no-54-

MASONIC IODGE (FORMER PRIMITIVE IT1ETHODIST CHURCH),

Street, Clunes

23 Service

Section 6, allotment 15, Township of Clunes

History

This building was erected in 1868 as a Primitive l4ethodist church
at a cost of fSO:. ( 1 ) This replaced an earlier chapel of c.185960 located in HiII Street. The church united with the Wesleyans in
1899 and this group later joined the tlethodist Union with the gible
Christians. (2) The church was sold to the local masonic body in
1908 for use as a lodge. The new lodge building opened on 30 JuIy
1909 following the move from former premises in Camp Street. (3)
The masonic brethren blocked most of the windows and refaced the
facade to service street. (4) The snarl front porch was possibry
added by the lodge although it may have been modified from an
earlier structure. The building is still used as a Masonic Lodge.

Integrity
This building is completely intact from the 1909 conversion to a lodge
A small brick toilet wing forms an intrusive element and, to a lesser
extent, so does the long single storey building in front of the lodge.
Analysis

building is one of relatively few surviving primitive
Methodist church buildings in Victoria although its signifieance is
Iimited to the local context in this respect. However, this
building is of interest for its dual role as a Primitive Methodist
Church ( 1868-99) and a masonic lodge ( 1909-present). The building
fabric clearly reflects the two uses and underlines the dramatic
change of fortunes in Clunes following cessation of mining. The
survival of the former lodge building ( 18 Camp Street) enhances the
significance of the present, Iodge building for the manner in
demonstrates the upgrading of lodge facilities in a period when
many large buildings in Clunes were made redundant. Architecturally,
skilful use of the former gothic building in its conversion into a
classically derived temple, with pedimented heads applied to window
openings and the parapet built up to form a large pediment.
The church

Significance
A J-arge former Primitive t'lethodist church which assists in an
understanding of the dominence of nonconformist religious beliefs
in Clunes, primarily brought about by the large local Cornish
population. The conversion of the building to a masonic lodge has
been handled in a skilfull manner to create a distinctive
building architecturally. The property demonstrates the reuse of
buildings following large population movement and economic
decline. This building forms a critical part of the Service
Street streetscape, one of the most intact areas of nineteenth
century buildings in Clunes.
309

z
3

4

Clarke, The History of Primitive Methodism in Victoria and
Tasmania, Ic- 1887] , P- 39'
Clte spe"tator, 7 August 1908'
e. Clunes centenar Celebrations, 1958The AII Nations
Y, PhotograPh shows the
facade in the distance although the gable \ntas much steeper
than at present and followed the roof lrne'

RESIDENCE,

25 Service Street, Clunes

Section 6, allotment

16

History
A 9 roomed weatherboard residence owned and occupied by labourer
Robert l4orrison was rated on this site in 1892. The residence burnt
down on 26 January 1893 and the land left vacant until 1900-01'By
september 190'l a weatherboard residence with net annual value of
block
{ii'".r rated, owned by Erizabeth Gordon (who had purchased the

in1900)andoccupiedbydraper.sassistantWiltiamTurner.(1)
Integrity

This residence is substantially intact and retains an early picket
fence and hedge.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences"
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during a depressed period
in the local economy as the result of a fire. This residence is
distinguished by its encircling verandah and is an archetypal
example of a late Victorian timber villa residence. This
residence forms a critical part of the Service street
streetscape, one Of the most intact areas of nineteenth Century

buildings in Clunes.

Borough of Clunes ratebook ' 18g2r Do'59 (note 'house burnt down
26 .lanuary 1893'); 1893, no-58; 19 September 1900, no'56; 4
September 1901, no.56-
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FORMER SHRIGLEY RESIDENCE,

31 Service Street, Clunes

Section 6, allotment 19, Township of Clunes

History
This allotment was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of Clunes in 1858 and sold by the Crown to J.A. Shrigley on
6 october 1860- (1) The present house was erected in 1870, when
the ratebook of that year described it as 'unfinished'. (2) The
net annual valuation decreased slowly and in 1890 the building was
described as 'stone, 7 roomed'. (3) The owner and occupier was
John A. Shrigley a chemist and druggist who had established his
business in Fraser Street by 1859. (4)
Integrity

This residence is substantially intact with the exception of the
front verandah which appears to have been altered c.1920-40.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its bay windows and is also one of very few loca1
residences constructed of basalt.
Significance
A characteristic villa residence, distinguished by its basalt
eonstruction and architecturally more sophisticated than most
local residences of this date. This residence forms a critical
part of the Service Street streetscaPe' one of the most intact
areas of nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.
1

Cadastral plan.

2

Borough

3

4

of

Clunes ratebook, 3 t'tarch 1869,

no. 899 and 2 March

1870, no.721890r Do. 63.
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 9 September 1859, P.1.

ibid.,
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scorr

RESTDENCE,

Section 6, allotments 2l

35 service

street, corner Bath street,

crunes

22, Township of Clunes

History
This arlotment was incruded in John Tempreton,s initiar township
survey of crunes in 1g5g and sord by thl crown to c. Mccrennan
on 6 .ctober 1960- (1) A residence $ras first risted
for miner
Wi]liam Grigor Scott on this site in 1863 (2) and in the
following year the house and rand had a net annuar varue or
{l+.
(3) rn Jury 1963 the locar. correspondent of the
creswick and
ctunes aa"ertiser described scott as a , rucky
=i"ffian"
Yankee luiningl conpany' and praised his
designed virra
residence and grounds'. (4) The value was'weir
reduced by consent of
"'
the council in 1865 (5) and rhe value jumped er".
between 1869-70- (6) This may indicate erection liO-;;?;;
of the present
residence or an extension- rn 1g69, scott was r-isted
as ,miner,
but this was crossed out with the word ,Gentleman, pencilled
in.
(7) Next year he was described as 'Landowner,, and
the
increase
'in net annuar varue may arso be accounted by his
ownership of an
extra four allotments in Section 4.

Integrity
This residence is totalry intact and retains .a mature if slightry

overgrohrn garden.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,brick or stone residences'.
is a
particularly early and elegant Iocal exanple of a This
residential
building constructed. The early garden layout is also of
significance.
Significance
A characteristic villa residence, distinguished by
basalt
construction and architecturalry more sophisticatedits
than
most
rocar residences of this date. itris residence forms a criticar
part of the service street streetscape, one of the most
intact
areas of nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.
.l

2

3

4
5

6
7

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes, ratepayers roll, .1g63,
no.466. Scott is
not listed in the 1962 rolt.
i-bid., ratebook, 9 lrlarch 1g64, no.99.
8 JuIy 't863, p.3.
ril 1866, no. 9j 3.
ibid., loc.cit-
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RESIDENCE, 39

Service Street, Clunes

Section 8, part allotment 2, Township of Clunes
History
of Clunes'
This allotment was included in the 1862 township planapPears
to
( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence
the
by
have been erected during tne period c' 1860-70 and extended
addition of a gabled wing c.1870-80'

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and retains an early
timber hood over the front window'
Analysis

is
Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'' This residence
at
from
resulted
has
which
distinguished by its building form
Ieast two stages of construction'
Significance

during the
A characteristic timber residence erected and extended
a
forms
residence
prosperous mining period at Clunes' This
most
the
of
one
triticaf part of the service street streetscaPe'
Clunes'
in
intact areas of nineteenth century buildings
Township of Clunes ' L-62g 5. 1138, lithographed 13 February
1862.
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RESIDENCE,

41 Service Street , CIunes

Section 8, part allotment 2, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in the 1852 township plan of Clunes.
(1) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1870-90.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences,.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at crunes- This residence forms a critical part of
the service street streetscape, one of the most intact areas of
nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.

Tg tship of Clunes, L.628 & 1139, Iithographed
1862.
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13 February

RESIDENCE,

43 Service Street, Clunes

Section 8, allotment 1, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in the 1862 township plan of Clunes.
( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1880-1900.

Integrity
This residence is intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its cast iron verandah decoration, the general
form of the verandah (especially the return section and
projecting gablet over the entry). It, is a form of building rare
in Clunes but very common in suburban Melbourne and larger
provincial cities such as Ballarat.
Significance
A timber villa residence which is an outstanding example of
a building form rare in the local context but conunon in suburban
Melbourne and larger provincial cities. This residence forms a
critical part of the Service Street streetscape, one of the most
intact areas of nineteenth century buildings in C1unes
Township

of Clunes, L.629 & 1138, Iithographed

1862.
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13 February

SHOWGROUNDS,

Service Street, Clunes

Section 25, allotments 6-14; section 8, allotments 3-14;
alignment of Victoria Street east of Service Street; Township
of clunes
History

Part of this land was set aside in 1853 for use of the Glendaruel
Agricultural Society. Prior to this a 2 acre site at Beckworth had
been temporarily reserved as 'show yards' for the society,s useThis earlier reserve r.ras revoked on 18 March 1863 when 3 areas
(comprising alrotrnents 1-9 and 'l 5-18 of section 25) was temporariry
reserved in service street, crunes- (1) weickhardt records that
the Grendaruer Agricurturar society decided in '1864 to enrarge its
geographical scope and was renamed the Grendaruel, coghir|s creek,
Beckworth, Clunes and Eglinton Agricultural Society. (2) The
reservation of the showground site in service street was revoked by
'the Victorian government in 1875 and in August 1875 a rarge parcer
of land was purchased by G. chapnan and .l- orife (arlotments 6-18
of section 25), presumably on behalf of the society. (3) The
current grounds also encroach on land in section g, although
detairs of tenure are unknown. photographs of the crunes show in
1913 show many temporary buildings and tents and details of
construction for the present sheds and booths are not known. (4) '
Integrity
These showgrounds have been in continuous use since 1963 and an
annuar show is stiIl herd each year. severar buildings, sheds and
booths are Iocated on the southern and eastern section of the
grounds and these date from approximately c.1900 to the present.
trlany mature pine trees mark the perimeter of the site.

Significance

This is a typical rural showground and is the home of one of the
oldest surviving agricultural societies in Victoria. It is
distinguished by buildings which demonstrate a continuity of
traditionar agricurtural shows. The site is enhanced by many mature
trees

-

Victoria Government Gazette, 11 February 1851, p.287i

2
3

27 t"larch 1863, p.677 .
Weickhardt, Clunes, 1972 , pp-32-33.
VGG, 5 November 1875, p. 21O4i 17 December 1875, p-2334i
details from annotations on plan in VPRS 6420, unit t, p-45.
Photographs held by the Shire of Talbot and Clunes and
WiIlian BarkeII Memorial Historical and Arts Centre.
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RESIDENCE, 51

Service Street, Clunes

Section 25, allotment 4, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes.
(1) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1860-80 and extended by the
addition of a gabled wing c. 870-90 1

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its building form which has resulted from at
least two stages of construction.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected and extended during the
prosperous mining period at Clunes. This residence forms a
critical part of the Service Street streetscape, one of the most
intact areas of nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.
Township

of Clunes, L.1653, 2026, Iithographed 4 t'tay

I
I

I

I
I

i

:

I
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1864-

RESIDENCE,

53 Servrce Street, Clunes

of Clunes
Section 25, allotment 5, TownshiP
HistorY

Thisallotmentwasincludedinthels64townshipplanofClunes.
this residence appears to
( 1 ) Based or, . iypological analysis
c' 1860-?0 and extended by the
have been erected during tne period
addition of a gabled wing c' 1870-80'
IntegritY
intact although the front
This residence is substantially with
glazed panels in front of
verandah have now been infilled
The front fence of besser
the decorative cast iron verandah tri;' to the verandah infiIling'
blocks is probably also contemPorary
Analysis

This residence is
Refer to .analysis of 'timber residences''
has resulted from at
distinguished by its building form which
Ieast two stages of construction'
Significance

Acharacteristictimberresidenceerectedandextendedduringthe
residence forms a
prosPerous mining perioa at Clunes' This
street streetscaPe, one of the most
criticar part of the servicecentury
buildings in Clunes'
intact areas of nineteenth
Township

of Clunes,

L'1653

'

2026' Iithographed 4 l{ay 1864'
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FORI4ER RAILWAY HOTEL,

55 Service Street corner WiIIian Stre

Section 25A, allotment 1, Township of Clunes
History

This hotel was erected in 1873 by publican Thomas HalI- (1) Hall
the land on 2 September 1879. (2) Ttre strategic
Iocation in the southern section of Service Street was no doubt
prompted by the construction of the Ballarat and l"laryborough
Railway. The contract for the section Creswick to Clunes
was signed in JuIy 1873 and the Clunes Railway Station was the
northern terminus until the section to lr{aryborough opened in 1875As well as the Railway, the hotel was also strategically Iocated
for traffic from Ballarat.
purchased

Integrity
This building is substantially intact although has seen several
changes since its original construction. The side wall to William
Street was originally timber and this was replaced at an unknown
date by concrete blocks with second hand windows of the Edwardian

period.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This former hotel is
distinguished by its early timber shopfronts, cast iron verandah
(cast in Clunes) and the unusual verandah configuration to suit the
corner location.
Significance
A former hotel demonstrating a design unusual in the loca1
context. The building is distinguished by its cast iron
verandah and prominent corner location. The relationship to the
nearby railway station provides a demonstration of economic links
within Clunes, with local business responding to changing modes
of transport. This building forms a critical part of the Service
Street streetscape, one of the rnost intact areas of nineteenth
century buildings in Clunes.
Borough of C1unes ratebooks, 15 January 1873,
December 1873, no. 194.

Cadastral plan.
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Do. 190 and

31

RESIDENCE,

57 Service Street, Clunes

Section 25A, allotment 1A, Township of Clunes

History
This allotment was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes'
( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1870-90 with the verandah
possibly added separately c. 1880-1900Integrity
This residence is substantially intactAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its cast iron verandah decoration, which is
unusually elaborate for such a modest cottage'
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at C}unes. This residence forms a critical part of
the service street streetscaPe, one of the most intact areas of
nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.
Township

of Clunes,

L.1653

, 2026, lithographed 4 May 1864'

I

I
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RESIDENCE,

65 Service Street, Clunes

Section 28, allotment 6, Township of Clunes
History
This section was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes
although the subivision was not mapped until 1a72. (1) This
residence was not in exixtence at the date of survey and based
a typological analysis this residence appears to have been
erected during the period c.1872-90.
Integrity
This resi.dence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences,.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Clunes. This residence forms a critical part of
the Service Street streetscape, one of the most intact areas of
nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.
Township of Clunes, L.1653, 2025, lithographed 4 tlay 1864;
Allotments. C1unes, L-4462, C/242R, lithographed 6 September
1872.
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RESIDENCE,

75 Service Street, Clunes

Section 29, allotment

, Township of Clunes

History

This section was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes( I ) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1870-90 and possibly
extended by the addition of a gabled wing c.1880-90.
Integrity
This residence is subsLantially intactAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence may have
been constructed in the present form or the gabled wing added at
a later date. The residence is distinguished by its cast iron
verandah and bay window.

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Clunes. This residence forms a critical part of
the Service Street streetscape, one of the most intact areas of
nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.

1

Township of Clunes, L.1553 , 2026, lithographed 4 May 1964-
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83 Service Street, Clunes
Section 30, allotment 8, Township of Clunes

RESIDENCE,

History

This section was included in the '1864 township plan of clunes.
( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected in stages during the period c.1970-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the verandah
now been

has

infilled.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected duri-ng the prosperous
mining period at clunes. This residence forms a critical Part of
the service street streetscape, one of the most intact areas of
nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.

1

Township

of

C1unes, L.1653

'

2026, lithographed 4 l{ay

'1854'

93 Service Street, Clunes
Section 30, allotnent 8, Township of Clunes
RESIDENCE,

History

This section was included in the 1854 township plan of Clunes'
( 1 ) Based on a tyPological analysis this residence apPears to
have been erected in stages during the period c' 1870-90'

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis'of 'timber residences"
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at clunes. This residence forms a critical part of
the service street streetscaPe, one of the most intact areas of
nineteenth century buildings in Clunes.

1

Township

of Clunes, L.1653, 2026, lithographed 4 D{ay 1864.
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wAR l4EMoRrAL,

Service street, corner Fraser street, clunes

Crown Land, on alignment

of Service Street

History

of the 300 men and women from crunes and district who
in
the First World War (1914-19) forty five were killed. served
(t) A
memoriar was erected in service street and opened on 1g
November
1921 - (2) rt took the form of a sordier
sculpted of marbre,
mounted on a granite printh; the names of falren
inscribed on the
printh' The memoriar was surrounded by a decorative
cycrone
metal fence with four timber posts.
Integrity
This memoriar is stilr totalry intact. rt stirr stands
middLe of the carriageway and this contributes to its

in the

significance.

Analysis
war memoriars are located in armost arl Austrarian to$rns and
example at clunes is a fine exampre of a simple scurpted
monument. It is enhanced by its original fence

this

Significance
A simpre war memoriar commemnorating rocar participation in
the
First worrd war- rts significance as a monument is enhanced
by
the
originar decorative encrosure. The manner in which it sits in the
roadway recalls an era prior to widespread use of
the motor car.
The siting is arso a vitar part of the Fraser street and
Service
streetscape as it provides a focus for this important

intersection.
1

2

1972 , p. 19.
25 November 1921, quoted in
: Victoria. The impact of the
Great war 1914-191 , B.A. (Hons) Thesis, Duntroon, 19g0,
(compiler), Centenary of
, 1939, p-24; early

,

Clunes

eld by the Shire of Talbot
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and

2 Service Street, Clunes
Section 3, allotment 14, Township of Clunes

SHOPS,

History

This allotment was included in John Ternpleton's initial township
survey of Clunes in 1858 and purchased from the Crown by R. Cochrane
on 8 July 1851. ( 1 ) Trvo shops were listed on the site in the 1869
ratebook and both had a rise in net annual value in 1870. A change
of description also accompanied the rise in net annual value; from
'shop and land (f26) to 'shop and dwelling (f40) in the case of the
southern section; and'shop and land' (ffZ) to'dwelling, shop, out
buildings and land' (f60) in the case of the northern section. (21
The Hickox plan (c.1870) shows both shops as 'Smith and Sons'
although the northern portion r^ras also annotated 'wood'. The 1870
ratebook Iists 'John Smith and Son, Painters and Builders' as
occupants of the northern portion and 'Henry llohr, Hairdresser' as
owner and occupant of the southern portion. The tilechanics'
Institute was also rated in the 1870 ratebook and this was shown in
the c.1870 Hickox plan between the northern portion and the shop on
the corner of Fraser Street (it may weII have been located on part
of the present site of the single storey shop). (3) The shop on the
southern portion rose in net annual value in 1882-83 €14 to 819)
although this may only coincide with internal alterations for the
change of occupancy from John smith, painter to John R. Tippett,
draper. (4)

Integrity
These shops are substantially intact. Both retain a common early
post supported verandah anlthough both shopfronts have been
altered. The face brickwork of the southern shop has been coated
with a cement slurry.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. These shops are
distinguished by the manner in which the toothed brickwork of the
southern anticipated an upper storey on the northern shop.
Significance
A characteristic pair of shops erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The building is a reminder of the manner in
which the Clunes conmercial centre was rebuilt during the late
1860s and early 1870s. Further interest attaches to the toothed
brickwork indicating unfinished expansion on the site. The shops
form a critical part of the Clunes corunercial precinct, an area
of outstanding historical and architectural significance.
I
2
3

4

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 3 tlarch 1869, nos.860, 861i
March 1870, nos.13, 14ibid-, 2 March 1870, no.12.
ibid., 1882, no.15; 1883, no.15.
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FORMER SHOPS,

4 Servrce Street' Clunes

Section 3, Allotment 14, Township of Clunes
HistorY

initiar township
This arrotment was incruded in John Tempreton's
by J' Dunn
survey of Clunes in l85g and purchased from the Crown
purchased by
on 5 october 1860. (1) The site was subsequently
miningmanagerWilliamAngovefromJamesTregonningc.-|869-70and
theriseinnetannualvalueofthebuildingsandincreaseofof the present'
tenancies from two to three indicated construction
was confirmed by
row of three double storey brick shops' This
Iists them as '3 brick
the Hickox plan of c.1870 which simply
(from
north to south) l'lrs'
were
shops'. The first occuPants
Holly'
value
(nlt
annual
f1zl;. Francis
Julia Lisre, teacher
(2)
(f25)
'
;;;;;'-iiaei and John Phirrip, saddler

IntegritY
a Post suPPorted
These shops are substantially intact and retain and
timber
columns)
verandah (albeit with new tubular metal

shopfronts.TheParapethasbeenslightlyalteredbyremovalofa
centralsemi-circularpedimentandsome.internalwallshavebeen
removed to allow a single occuPancy'
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings"
Significance

prosperity in
A row of three shops erected during the peak of
of an attached
example
C1unes. The building is now tne oniy local
clunes. This
in
rare
was
row of double ,tor"i shops, a form which
the
of
row of shops is one of very few physical reminders
is a
building
The
formerly Iarge Cornish poput"tion in Clunes'
was
centre
reminder of the manner in which the Clunes commercial
a
form
shops
The
during the late 1850s and early 1870s'

rebuilt
criticalpartoftheClunescommercialprecinct,anareaof
outstanding historical and architectural significance'
1
2

Cadastral PIan
Borough of Clunes ratebooks, 3 trtarch 1869' nos'858-859;
see
March 1870, nos-15, 16i 4 January 1871' nos'14-16;
the
of
chapter 7 of the background history for details
Cornish at Clunes-
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Service Street, Clunes
Section 4, allotments 9 and 10, Township of Clunes

POLICE RESIDENCE, LOCK-UP AND STABLES, 10

History
These allotments were surveyed in John Templeton's initial township
survey of Clunes in 1858. At this date the Police Paddock was
Iocated on land between Creswick Road and the creek. In 1859 the
police relocate to a site strategically overlooking the town known
as 'Camp HiII' and on the intended police reserve (allotments 9 and
'10) an open sided market shed was erected by the council. (1) In
'|
872 the police relocated to the reserve in Service Street arld the
market shed was shifted to a site in Templeton Street (north of the
Free Library) for use as a Fire Engine House. (2) 'Re-moval and reerection of Police Buildings' was undertaken by E. WaIIis for fqOl
although the number and nature of the buildings was not specified.
(3) General repairs were undertaken during 1902 when the courtyard
of the Police residence and ofice was enclosed and new chimneys were

erected. At this date the site plan showed a residence/office,
detached Ktchen, detached bedroom, stable, washhouse, two portable
lock-ups, double outhouse, manure pit and single outhouse. A
contract for the work was work was signed with James Williamson on
l0 october 1902 for {t9e l0s. (4) The present police residence
appears to have been erected on the site of the former residence,/
office c. l9l5-30. The present portable office was installed in 1985.
Integrity
The c.1915-30 residence is substantially intact and many of the
buildings shown on the 1902 site plan are also intact. These
include a portable lock-up and stables.

Analysis

Whilst the residence is a modest and characteristic design from the
period c.1915-30 it is the early outbuildings which are of most
interest on this site. The portable lock-up is the only known surviving
example of this type (although others may still lurk in rear yards of
other police stations) and the survival of stables provides an insight
to the nineteenth and early twentieth century node of law enforcement.
The three relocations of the police reserve provide clues to the
history of the town and its centre of activity during different periods.
Significance
A typical police reserve which contains outbuildings relating to the
earlier 'Camp HilI' reserve. The portable lock-up is the only known
surviving example of this style of lock-up. The residence is a
characteristic building of the period c. 1915-30, a period not
represented by many buildings in C1unes.
1

2
3

4

Refer to chapter 7 of the background history.
Clunes Guardian and Gazette, 1 November 1872VPRS 977, unit 1, 1872-73/332P.W.D. drawing collection, PRO, drawing initialled
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I

18 Sept 1902.

Service Street, Clunes
of
Clunes
Section 4, Allotment I l, TownshiP

FORMER WESLEYAN CHURCH

AND PARSONAGE,

HistorY
The first Permanent chapel for local Wesleyans was aPParently located
in Fraser Street, west of the later CIub Hotel' The Present site in 12
Service street was acquired in two Parcels during 1861. Allotnents

and13weretemporarilyreservedbytheVictoriangovernmentonT
Januaryls5lforapurposesofa.wesleyanChurchandminister.S
dwelling,. (1) Allotment l1 was purchased by Richard cochrane on I
JuIy 1861 and was conveyed to the 'Trustees of Wesleyan Chapel'
promptly mortqaged
Clunes' on |5 January 1864 for ftZS. The land was(10
trlarch 1864) and
interest
to carpent.er Robert Atten tor f,:OO plus
( 29 npril
Nelson
Adolph
miner
a second mortgage for a similar sum to
.l
in
Nelson's
and
859
August
tg64). AIIen,s irortgage was discharged in
Reverend
for
tneat
erected
was
cottage' and stable
June 1890- (21 A
w. woodall in october 186'l (presumably on the new site in service
Street)andbyJune1852fundswerebeingcollectedfor.erectinga
the
substantial stone or brick church'- (3) The funds (including building
commence
to
fOOO fro* the mortgages no doubt) were sufficient
and the front section of the Present church erected in 1864'1 The
foundation stone was laid by Rev. J.S. Waugh of Ballarat on January
1864 and the architect was J. A. Doane of Ballarat. Ralph Longstaff
gavehisservicesasClerkofworksandthefirstsermonswere
preached on 12 June 1864. The church was provided with pews and'Iit
porch
by two gas 'sunlights' - t'tention was also made of an entrance
late
the
in
mooted
and a belfry. (4) Proposals for a new church were
existing
the
1860s although in June 1870 it was decided to enlarge
ot{zlzo
building by the addition of a transept. Henry Bell's tender
The
1870'
hras accepted and the foundation stone laid on 10 october
to
said
was
enlarged church vras opened in March 1871 and the seating
to
adjacent
accommodate 900- (5) A large Sunday School r^tas erected
968
the church in 1975 at a cost or (rrooo. By late 1878 there were
memberscholars and 93 teachers in the blunes circuit and the church
ship of 365 represented the zenith of tlesleyan t{ethodism in clunes'
(5) A pipe organ was purchased for the church after negotiations
with a Mr. Anderson and the instrument was first used on 26 April
1882. The iron fence in front of the church was erected in February
tg88 at a cost of {fae- In April 1889 the organ was moved from the
easterngalleryapparentlytoitspresentposition.Achoirgallery (a second
of{SO. In 1898 the Parsonage
was also erected
"t.
"o"t
a brick facade) was substantially
having
date
building of unknown
provided in the church. Evidence of
ceiling
rebuilt and a new timber
an earlier lath and plaster ceiling is still visible behind thewith
diagonal timber boarding. The wesleyans at clunes amalgamated
the primitive Methodists in 1899, prior to the more widespread
llethodist union of 1902 when the Bible christians also joined'

)

It

*

J

IntegritY
This building is still remarkably intact although several small
alteraltions have occurred. The eastern galIery has been removed
(date unknown) and the 1854 and 1870 sections of the building are
partition
now divided from each other internally by a lightweight
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l

I

I

I

(date unknown). Internally the church, which is still used on a
regular but infrequent basis, has many features including the organ,
cast iron balconies in the rear transepts and carved timber bosses
on the roof trusses. Evidence of the early preaching platform can
still be discerned on the floor. The structure has moved gradually
and many measures have been taken since the late nineteenth century
to arrest this. A separate engineer's report has been prepared on
this matter. The roof slates were stripped and renailed during 1947 The sunday school haII was demolished in 1986Analysis

Refer to chapter nine of the background history for a detailed
discussion of non-conformist church architecture. This church is a
remarkable demonstration of the success of the Wesleyans in Clunes.
It holds the Iargest congergation by far of any local church and was
formerly complemented by a vast sunday school hall. The building was
greatly extended at a time when other denominations were either
contemplating upgrading of an early building or worshipping in
substantial buildings destined to remain incomplete. The building
used Gothic features in an rassociative' manner in contrast to the
archaeological corectness of the Roman Catholic church nearby in
Bailey Street. The pointed windows of the Wesleyan church announced
the buildings was a place of worship and the addition of transcepts
in 1870 was not intended to irnitate a medieaval parish church but
rather to add vast new cast iron ga}Ieries for crowds more akin to a
theatre than a church.
Significance
A large Wesleyan church built in two major campaigns and a
powerful symbol of the success of the non-conformists in Clunes,
a mining tovrn with a large cornish population. The building is
significant architecturally for the manner in which it uses
Gothic elements in its PIan as an aid to the mode of preaching
rather than for the sake of an accurate revival of Gothic
architecture. The building is a prominent Iandmark in Service
Street and forms an integral part of a precinct of institutional
buildings of high significance. The site is enhanced by the
survivial of an early Parsonage which stands on the site of
previous minister's residences.
1

2

Government Ga4ette, 1851, p-286.
Copies of title and mortgage kindly provided

victoria

by Rev Stuart

Paddle.

4
5

Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 18 Oct 1861, p.2i 17 June
1862, p.3.
Weslevan Chronicle, 16 January 1864' p-12AII further reference from The Spectator, 7 August 1908,
pp- 1373-1378.

National Trust of Australia (Victoria), 'submission
concerning the scout haII (forurer tilesleyan Sabbath School),
Service Street, Clunes', 22 November 1983.
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FORI\,IER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, SUNDAY SCHOOL SCTViCC

MANSE, 49 Alliance

Street,

StTECt'

ANd

Clunes

Section 4, allotments 6 and 14, Township of Clunes
History

This site was temporarily reserved for 'Presbyterian church
purposes' in 1861. (1) During '1861 funds towards building were
raised Clunes and by September the committee cxould report that
they were ,preparing the necessary plans and specifications
preparatory to calting tenders, so that the building, if
possible, mdy be roofed in before the end of the yearr. Drawings
of a brick structure 40 by 20 feet r^rith porch, were exhibited
estimated to cost {soo - (2) Tenders were invited to be returned
by 29 November 1851 with plans held by J.H. smith at the council
Chambers. (3) On '17 December 1861 the foundation stone was laid
by C.T. Sutherland, Past Ftaster of the Clunes AII Nations Lodge.
The design was provided gratuitiously by local builder P. Wallace,
the builder was Samuel Fraser and the total cost {e50. (4) The
opening service qras Preached by Rev. J. Downes of Learmonth on 13
April 1852. (5) A vestry $tas erected at the rear of the church
in 1907 and a new pulpit was provided by the Ladies' Guild in
this year. The church was refurbished internatly in 1912. The
adjacent Sunday School was erected in tllZ to the design of
Ballarat architect P.S. Richards. The builders were Geddes and
Bryant of Ballarat and the cost was {400. The halI was opened
during the jubilee celebrations of the church on 27 October 1912.
The kindergarten room was added in 1914. The manse was erected
c.1862-65 and the encircling verandah was added c.1907-12. (5)
In 1872 Reverend A. l,lorrison departed from C1unes and the sale
notice details the contents of the manse at that dateSALE OF VERY SUPERIOR

Household Furniture and Effects
Monday, November 4th, 1872

Pianoforte by Cadby, elegant book case, cheffionere,
round tables, dining, do., cedar chairs, cane seat
chairs, cornice poles and rings, bedsteads, bells,
bedding, wash-stands and r"are, looking glasses, carpets,
fenders and fireirons, ornaments, engravings, IampsIadies work table, whatnot, sofas, table-cloths, china
tea service, glass crockery, electroplated goods, the
ordinary kitchen utensils, water tank, fowls, wheelbarrow, and an immense. quantity of sundries- (7)
Integrity
This church is substantially intact from the aditions of 1914.
The brick walls have been painted (date unknown) although this is
due to be removed in early 1988. The manse is substantially
intact from the c.1907-12 and many early plantings are retained
on the site.
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Analysis

This church is typical of the sinple early churches, particularly
those erected by the non-conformists- It is distinguished by its
small scale (particularly when compared with the adjacent Wesleyan
Church), face brick construction (the only remaininq ecclesiastical
example of this material in the shire) and simple detailingInternally the church retains an early 'box' Pew to the right of
the preacher. The halls are typical Edwardian structures in a
town not noted for a large amount of building activity in the
years after the turn of the century. For the manse, refer to
analysis of 'brick or stone residences'. This building is
distinguished by its basalt construction and combination of brick
quoining around window window openings, a feature not found on
other local basalt buildings.
Significance
A simple Presbyterian church and manse erected during the rise of
prosperity in Clunes. The church is the only loca1 example of a
church to use face brickwork and this informs the viewer of the
early date of the building and, in a town of large, often
incornplete churches, of the failure of the congregation to
rebuild in more prosperous times. The siting of the church and
manse on an irregular T-shaped allotnent provides a richness to
the urban pattern in this significant institutional precinct.
I
2
3

4
5

6

Victoria

Government Gazette, 1861, P.1264Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 10 May 1861 ' P-2i
27 Septenber 1861, P.3.
ibid., 22'November 1861, P.3.
ibid., 20 December '1861, P.3.

ibid., 15 Aprit 1861.
st Andrew's Presbvterian Church. Clunes. Centenarv
Celebrations 1862-19522 the manse is shown without verandah
in the Nettleton view of 'Ballarat Road', c-1865-56Clunes Guardian and Gazette, 1 November 1872-
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FORI,IER GRENFELL RESIDENCE,

28 Service Street, Clunes

Section 7, Allotment 9, Township of Clunes
History

This arrotment was incruded in John Tempreton's original survey
of 1858- It was put up for public auction on 5 March 1862 (with
a varuation incruding improvements of {70) and purchased on that
date by A Grenfell. (1) Miner Abel Grenfell was first rated on
this arlotment in 1862 with a property valued at f6 - (2) He bras
arso rated in Bairey street in section 4 in t86o-62. (3) rn 1864
the service street residence had a net annuar value of f14 and
this rose to ft5 in 18G9 and fzo in 1870. (41 The buirding was
shown as a very simple cottage in the c.1865-65 view of 'Barlarat
Road'. In 1887 the residence was described as 'weatherboard, j
rooms' by which date Grenfell,s occupation was given as
'herbalist'. (5)
Integrity

This residence is substantially intact. The basalt, retaining wall
appears to date from an early period of building activity on
this site.
Analysis

Refer to anarysis of 'timber residences'. Either of the main
hipped sections of the residence probably date from lg62 with the
other accounting for the 1864 rise in value or a rebuirding on
the same site (see Nettleton photograph). The left hand wing
possibly accounts for the rise in tB69-70 (or even later - beyond
the scope of ratebook research done for this study).
Significance
A characteristic earry timber residence erected during the rise
of prosperity in Clunes and extended during the peak of the
town's prosperity. The elevated corner rocation consid.erabry
enhances this site and the immediate locality. This residence
forms a criticar part of the service street streetscape, one of
the most intact areas of nineteenth century buirdings in crunes.

2
3

4

Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 4 March 1962, P.3; cadastral
pran.
Borough of C1unes ratepayers roll, .l 6 January 1862, no.269a.
ibid., 1860r Do. 129; 1862, no- 190.
Borough or- Clunes ratebook, 9 March 1854, no. 'l 15; 18 March
1868, no. 130 ; 3 tlarch 1869, no. 472; 2 l"larch '| 870 , no. 1000 .
ibid., 12 January 1887, no. 785 -
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RESIDENCE, 36

Service Street, Clunes

Section 7, Allotment 6, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's original survey
of 1858. It was purchased from the Crown by J C Weickhardt on 8
JuIy 1861. ( 1 ) tlining manaqer, Thomas Bruce, purchased the
allotment in June 1868 from publican John Conrad Weickhardt and
erected a residence; by 3|,!arch 1869 the net annual value was 25
and descriptions had altered from'Iand' to'house and land'. (2)
Two further rises in net annual value in 1869-70 (f25 to {:o) and
possibly indicated small additions- (3)
1872-73 (f22 and tn)
Bruce occupied the residence in 1869-70 and later occuPants
included architect Joseph Darcey (1872) and James Smith ( 1873),
Nicholas Avent ( 1875) and Thomas Walter ( 1878) aII surgeonsIntegrity
Apart from the brick stub columns on the verandah this residence
is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. The mairr section of the
residence probably dates from 1868-69 with the left hand
extension possibly accounting for either the 1869-70 or 1872-73
rise in value.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected and extended during the
peak of prosperity in Clunes. This residence forms a critical
part of the Service Street streetscape, one of the most intact
areas of nineteenth century buildings in Clunes1

2

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 18 March 1868, no. 135; 3 tlarch
1869, no- 477.
ibid., 2 },larch 1870, no- 1004; 31 January 1a72r Do. 1036; 15
January 1873, no. 1032-
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RESIDENCE,

38 Service Street, Clunes

,t

I

)t.
I

Section 7, Allotment 5, Township of Clunes

I
I
I

i
1

I
I
I

HistorY

At.
.ry\:
I

survey
This allotment was included in John Templeton's original
8
JuIy
on
of 1858. It was purchased from the Crown by T Bath
1861.(1)tnesitewasfirstlistedinthelSTlratebook,and
described as 'house and land, Service and Beckwith Street'
indicatingthesitetookinbothallotments5and16.Theowner
and occupier was Isabella l'lcCoII, a widow and,Iisted as
Iaundress. The initial net annual value wasf22 and this
decreased steadily during the last decade of the nineteenth
century. (21 Painter John F' Paterson was listed as tenant rn

i

)l
I

I
I

1884. (3)

IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact. The palm trees, although
probably planted during the early twentieth century' form an
appropriate garden setting for this residence'

I

Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,timber residences'. The house apPears to
have been the result of a single building campaign alt'hough the
verandahmayhavebeenalateradditionorreplacement.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperityinClunes.Thematurepalmtrees(PhgenixcanaTignsis)
considerably enhance this site. This residence forms a critical
part of the Service Street streetscaPe, one of the most intact
areas of nineteenth century buildings in Clunes'
1

2

Cadastral PIan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 2 March 1870, not listed
apparentlY, 4 JanuarY 1871, no. 1O44i 1872, no- 1038.
ibid., '1884, Do. 842-
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RESIDENCE,

40 Service Street, Clunes

Section 7, Allotment 4, Township of Clunes

History
This allotment was included in John Templeton's original survey
of 1858. It was purchased from the Crown by R Cochrane on 8 JuIy
1861. ( 1 ) The site was rated as land in 1873 although on January
1875 a'house and land'r,tith net annual value of f,ta was rated(2) In January 1891 the residence had a net annual value of {lZ
although by october Lhat year the site was described as 'Iand'
with a value of {Z perhaps indicating a fire or removal of the
residence. (3) A note on the 1892 ratebook entry reveals 'ne!"
house built 1/2/93' indicating construction of the Present
residence. The house was owned by Niels Nicholson and occupied
by Joseph Geo. Pitcher- (4)
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected at the tine of great
local depression due to the cessation of mining in Clunes. This
residence forms a critical part of the Service Street
streetscape, one of the most intact areas of nineteenth century

buildings in Clunes.
1

2
3

4

Cadastral plan.
Borough of Clunes ratebook, 31 December 873, no- 1041 ; 24
January 1875, no. 1016.
ibid., 7 January 1891, no. 709i 28 October 1891, no. 676.
ibid. , 1892, Do. 668.
'1
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RESIDENCE,

52 Service Street, Clunes

Section 26, allotment 4, Township of Clunes
History

This allotment was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes'
(1)BasedonatypologicalanalysisthisresidenceaPpearsto
have been erected during the period c.1860-80 and extended by the
addition of a gabled wing c-1870-90.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact. The picket fence
recently been erected-

has

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its building form which has resulted from at
least two stages of constructionSignificance
A characteristic timber residence erected and extended during the
prosperous mining period at clunes- This residence forms a
triticaf part of the Service Street streetscaPe, one of the most
intact areas of nineteenth century buildings in clunes.
Township

of Clunes,

L.1553

'

2026, Iithographed 4 t'lay 1864'
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RESIDENCE,

60 Service Street, Clunes

Section 26, allotment 8, Township of Clunes
History

This residence is believed to have been relocated on this site
during the first half of the twentieth century from its original
Iocation at lvlount Beckhrith. ( 1) Based on a typological analysis
the residence appears to originally date from the period c.18801900-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residencesr. Relocation of
residences on the goldfields was a cornmon occurrence and this is
only one of several examples in Clunes. The building is
distinguished by its encircling verandah.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence constructed during the
nineteenth century and subsequently relocated onto this site.
Visually this residence forms a critical part of the Service
Street streetscape, one of the most intact areas of nineteenth

century buildings in Clunes.

Syd Duncan, present o!,rner, personal communication, 8 May
1 986.
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RESIDENCE,

64 Service Street, Clunes

Section 26, allotment

, Township of Clunes

History

This section was included in the 1864 township plan of Clunes
(1) Based on a typological analysis the residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1870-90.
Integrity
This residence retains its basic building form although the
verandah and front windows have been altered.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences' . Although of relatively
Iow integrity, this residence is located on a very conspicuous
bend in Service Street. It forms a major focus when approaching
Clunes from the south and its significsnce is thus upgraded.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence constnicted during the
prosperous mining period in Clunes. Its location on a corner in the
main southern approach to Clunes means that visually this
residence forms a critical part of the Service Street
streetscape, one of the most intact areas of nineteenth century

buildings in

Township

C1unes.

of Clunes, L.1653, 2026, lithographed 4 May 1864.
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Service Street, Clunes
Railway reserve, Township of Clunes

CLUNES RAILWAY STATION,

History
The contract for this station (No.624) was dated 25 Septenber
'1874 and the contractor was J. Short. The cast iron verandah was
supplied by Robinson Brothers. (1) A contract for the goods shed
(f,t:eS 19s 2d) vras accepted in June 1874. (2) Clunes was the
temporary terminus of the line from Ballarat to Maryborough from
October 1874 to February 1875 and has been in continuous use

since that date. Shortly after the completion of the contract for
the original station the Iadies waiting room vras converted into a
general waiting room and a new waiting room and toilet added at
the south end of the building. A small signal box was added when
the track layout was 'interlocked' in 1893 and several railway
houses were added in the mid-twentieth century. (3)
Integrity
The railway station building at Clunes is substantially intact
with the major exception of its painted polychrome brickwork. The
precinct is defined by rnany mature pine trees, especially on the
west. The water tower, crane and van goods shed had been
demolished by 1980 and the lamp room and men's toilet at the
north end of the station was demolished in 1980. The goods shed
was demolished in 198?. Early fencing has also been removed-

Analysis
Ward has grouped this station in the 'Creswick sub-group'- This
group was used extensively on certain lines, rather than being
scattered around the state, and this has created a significant
network of buildings on this line- Those stations on the Ballarat
to Maryborough line to adopt this style were Creswick, Clunes and
Talbot. For a more detailed discussion, lilard's study should be
consulted (vol. 2, pp.59-85). tne station and railway precinct

form a fine entry to Clunes on the main road from Ballarat-

Significance
A typical railway station building of the '1870s with surviving
components which combine to form a distinct precinct- The
building's significance is principally derived from its fine
polychrome brickwork (despite the paint on the walls), platform
verandah and genenal high level of intactness. The railway
station and precinct defined by mature trees is a major feature
on the main southern approach to Clunes. The station also forrns a
critical part of the Service Street streetscaPe, one of the most
intact areas of nineteenth century buildings in Clunes-

2
3

Ward, A., 'Victorian Railway Stations', 1982' II,
ARHS Bulletin, 448, February 1975' P.49llarvborough Advertiser, 29 June 1474Ward. Ioc.cit.; ARHS Bulletin, loc.cit339
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RESIDENCE,

5 Short Street, Clunes

Section 28, allotment 2, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was included in the '1864 township plan of Clunes
and a building was shown on this allotment in the same siting as
the present residence- ( 1 ) This early structure may be
incorporate \^rithin the present residence although based on a
typological analysis the front section of the present residence
appears to date from the period c- 1880-1890Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although thi: exterior
been clad in false brick sheeting.

has

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its decorative cast iron verandah decorat'ion and
may incorporate one of the earliest survivinq residences in South
Clunes within the present building.
Significance
A characteristii timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Clunes. The present residence may also
incorporate one of the earliest surviving buildings in South
CIunes.
Township

of

C1unes, L.1553

, 2026, Iithographed 4 May 1864'
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RESIDENCE,

I Smeaton Road, Clunes

Section 20, ailotment 7, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was included in the 1862 township plan of Clunes.
( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c.1860-80 with the rear
section added as a second stage within the same period.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residencesr. This residence is
distinguished by its sirnple building form and prominent siting
the side of the escarpment.

on

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. It is a notable element on the main eastern
entry to Clunes and forms part of a important ensemble with the
highly significant Coundon residence which stand adjacent.
Township
1862

of

Clunes

, L.626 & 1 138, lithographed l3 February

-
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RESIDENCE,

47

Smeaton

Road, Clunes

Section 50, allotment 2?, TownshiP of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected during the period c- 1860-90'

Integrt-tY

This building form and early brick chimneys of this residence are
substantially intact although the walls have been sheeted with
Iarge profile cladding and the front verandah infilled.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences' . This residence is
distinguished by its sinple building form and prominent siting on
the main eastern approach to ClunesSignificance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in Clunes. It is a notable element on the main
eastern entry to Clunes.
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RESTDENCE, Smith street, clunes

Section 6, allotment 6, Township of C1unes

History
This section was included in John Templeton's initial township
survey of Clunes in 1858. This allotment was rated as unoccupied
Iand in 1870 although the net annual value rose from f,Z to f,5 in
1870-71 although no description accompanied the rise. The value
again rose in 1877-78 (tS to t't t 1 possibly indicating construction
of the present residence or, more likely, the rear additions. (1)
Integrity
This building form of this residence is intact although the
building is unoccupied and windows are boarded uP.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its simple building form (without verandah) and
is one of few surviving residences sited on blocks away from main
roads in the South Clunes area.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes.
Borough of C1unes ratebook, 20 March 1870, no.761 31 January
1871 , no.80 i 1877 , no -77 i 'l878, no.75 -
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RESIDENCE, 1 1 Suburban

Street, Clunes

Section 36, allotment 3?, Township of Clunes
History

This residence is Iocated close to the northern edge of the
alluvial lead fotlowed in the 1870s and 80 by the South Clunes
Company and the Ballarat and Clunes Company. The No. 2 shaft of
the tsallarat and Clunes Company was located in the same section
as this residence. Due to this nearby mining activity this
residence may have been erected on this site or relocated after
cesation of mining. Based on a tyPological analysis this
residence aPpears to date from the period c- 1870-1890Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the verandah
columns have been replaced with wrought iron and the brick
chimneys have been painted. The picket fence aPpears to date from
the period c.1915-30.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the Prosperous
mining period at Clunes.
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d

i

TaIbot Road, Clunes
Section G, allotment
, Township of Clunes

RESIDENCE, 59

History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1870-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intactAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residencest.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at crunes. This residence is a criticar part of the
Talbot Road streetscape, the main $restern entry to Clunes.

Talbot Road, Clunes
Section 32, allotment 8?, Township of Clunes
RESIDENCE, 52

History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1860-70 and extended during the

nineteenth century.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the verandah
columns have been replaced with wrought iron members, possibly in
the 1960s. The front windows are also most unusual, having 12
panes instead of the more common 6 panes. These are possibly
original but may also have been inserted at a later dateAnalysis

Refer to analysis.of rtimber residences,. This residence is
distinguished by its diminr-ltive scale.
Significance
A characteristic residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Clunes. Visually this residence appears to be
much earlier than other residences in Talbot Road and its
building form recalls the very early mining period at Clunes.
This residence is a vital part of the Talbot Road streetscape,
the main western entry to Clunes.
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sHoP AND RESTDENCE, 62

Section 32, Allotment

Talbot Road, Clunes
, TownshiP of Clunes

HistorY
on-7
This allotment was Purchased
(if
lot
io" t2) or F' BarweII in 186913)
wi
r"i"u in this location

1883-t890s). In 1887 the ProPer
ran th
9 rooms- (4) Richard Lean
the twentieth century' (5)
into
continued until well
(

and

IntegritY

,s painted during 1987'
AnaIYsis

This example is

buildings"
Refer to analysis of 'commercial
combinatig" "f':l"l-i:u
unique in the i"tti context roi-it=
is from the marn
entrance
residence, 'nere-ihe residential
tpptopriate relationship in this
frontage- However it is "" area'
predominantlY

residential

Significance

of
1

2

4
5

Clunes where smalI conmerca€

Cadastral plan.
rch 1g59, no. 665; 2 l,larch
eorougn of C1unes ratebook' 3 Ma
1873' Do' 1397i
'92i 15 JanuarYno'
1069'
JanuarY 1884'
111'

)- 559'
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RESIDENCE,

5 Templeton Street, Clunes

Section 3, allotment 1, Township of Clunes
History
This residence t^tas aPParently moved to this site from Tourello in
the period c.1940-50. (1) Based on a typological analysis the
original residence apPears to have been constructed during the
period c.1870-90 and extended by the addition of a projecting
gabled wing.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and, as indicated in the

history,

was moved

to this site.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in this district during
the prosperous mining period and later relocated to this site.
The building provides is appropriate element in this important
precinct which contains significant buildings such as the former
Free Library, Roman Catholic church and Anglican Church.

Cr wally Cook, personal comrnunication, 8 october

I
I
I

I

I

i
!
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1987.

9 Templeton Street, Clunes
allotnent 25, Township of Clunes
4,
Section

RESIDENCE,

HistorY
township
This section was incruded in John Tenpreton's initiar
the
until
shown
survey in 1858 although this allotment was not
this
analysis
1862 township plan- Based on a tyPological
period
residence aPpears to have been constructed during the gabled
projecting
c.1g70-90 and extended by the addition of a
wrng.

lntegritY
This residence is substantially intact'
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences''
Significance

Acharacteristictimberresidenceerectedandextendedduring
provides is
the ProsPerous mining period in Clunes' The building
which contains
appropriate element in- this inportant precinct Library,
Roman
Free
former
the
as
sigrriiic.nt buildings such
Church'
Catholic church and Anglican

RESIDENCE,

20 Templeton

Street,

Clunes

Section 16, allotment 2, Township of Clunes
History
surveY of
This allotment was included in the 1864 to!.rnship
aPPears to
residence
this
Clunes. Based on a typological analysis
c.1880-90.
have been constructed during the period

IntegritY
This residence is substantiallY intactAnalysis

Refer to analYsis of 'timber residences'
Significance
prosperous
A characteristic tinber residence erected during the
mining Period in Clunes 348

FORMER FREE

LIBRARY, Templeton

Street, Clunes

Section D, Allotment 34A, Township of Clunes

History

I

I
I

i

I

A suggestion for the formation of a ,Mechanics, Library
rnstitution' was made in June 1859 and was apparently established
in 1862. ( 1) By August 1864 the lt{echanics' rnstitute comnittee
had negotiated a loan with the Union Bank to pay the t{asonic
Lodge money owing to them on the purchase of their o1d hall in
Service Street. (2) Following a Ietter of reply from the
sebastopor Mechanics' rnstitute, the clunes lriechanics' rnstitute
decided to change names to become C1unes Free Library in the
berief that this wourd resurt in a rarger government grant than
previousry. Following a poorry attended pubric meeting, a second
meeting on 20 February 1874 of 100 peopre decided to arter the
constitution of the present Institute and form a Free Library.
This was formalised by a written agreement between the two
committees on 1 April 1874. (3) Ttre letter from Sebastopol
refers to a 'heavy debt of flOO on your building, and this may
refer to the erection of part of the present building by the date
of the letter - 4 March 1873. The printed return by the
Registrar-Generar of Public Libraries, Mechanics rnstitutes, etc
for 1872 indicates f569 6s tOd had been spent on the erection of
the 'Clunes Mechanics' Instituter. By the end of 1873 this sun
had risen tofsea tts lld. On 4 November 1g74 a letter was
received from the Board of Land and works stating that the site
of the Free Library was required to be put up for sale and on 22
December 1875 it was decided by the cornmittee to purchase the
land at the upset price. This was done by R.H. Bland, George
chapman and wirliam Bolam on behalf of the committee. on 7 April
1876 a !{r Appleby's tender of (2 5s was accepted for a 'sunlight,
in the reading room and on 14 September 1977 the tender of a l,tr.
Bruce of ft 5s was accepted for a porch at the rear of the
building. flS was placed in a building fund on 7 February 1a79
for the purpose of enlarging the reading room and a week later at
a special meeting a sub-conunittee was fomed to engage an
architect. Architect Sheridan was engaged and by 1881 tenders
were carred for the work. on 29 september '1881 the joint tender
of Stone and BarweII of f360 14s Gd lras accepted and by early
1882 the work was approaching completion.

Integrity
This buirding is substantiarry intact and has recentry been the
subject of conservation works funded by the Talbot and clunes
Bicenteniar Heritage Project. Many earry features are retained
internarry incruding a praque rerated to R.H. Brand's connection
with the institution, some early wallpaper and early joinery. One
of the early exhibits is stored in the rear of the Talbot Free
Library and severar of the books are herd by the ltilriam Barkelr
tlemorial Historical and Arts Society.
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AnaIYsis

Thisisaverydistinctivebuildingarchitecturallywiththe
The date of construction is
double gabled facade being unusuallto have reached its present
uncertain but the building apPears
configurationbythe.|881-E2works.Thenatureofthebuildingin
The 'heavy debt' of
1874 (the date on the parapet) is unknown'
building'
1873 may weII have been on a previous
Significance
of
-considerabre
A nineteenth century free ribrary buirding
gable facade
of its double

architectural significance o" t"lo'"'t is also of interest for its
and superU renaei work' The building
period at the peak
part in the int;ilectual life in clunes in the
part of a group of
of prosperity- The building is an integral
significance- rt arso
institutionar buirdings of outstanding
Street' the main
forms a very p.ot:-"""i vista along Bailey
thoroughfare through Clunes'

I
2

Clunes Free Library
Creswick AdvertigeFr-?4.J":: 1859' P'3; centre'
Barkerr
minute booLs-1873tt"rd by wirriam
Clunes Gazette, 5 August 1864' P'3' Free Library Minute boo,<s'
rro*'ciunes

3 Arl ,,ru""q.,"fr'r.r.rli""
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ST PAULIS CHURCH OF ENGLAND, TempletOn Street
CHURCH OF ENGLAND, Templeton Street corner
FORMER VICARAGE, 42 Service Street, Clunes

FORT\,IER

ST PAUL'S

Bailey Street

Section 15, allotments 61 7r 7ar 8, 9, l0 (two church buildings)
Section 7, allotment 1 (fonner vicarage)
History

I

I
I
I

Subscribers of fl and upwards met at C1unes on 14 JuIy 1859 to
discuss the erection of a Church of England. ( 1 ) Opposing views
were later expressed about the siting of the church on the 'FIat'
in Fraser street with some subscribers wishing a higher site on
the hill. (21 Erection of the new church in Fraser Street
(section 3, allotment 21) was progressing rapidly in litarch 1860
and St Pauls Church of England was.opened on 29 April 1860 by the
Bishop of Melbourne. (3) bcpenditure to 29 October 185'l had been
was
{595 15s 5d while receipts totalled {sea ss ld. (4) The church
extended by the addition of two side wings between c.1863 (when it
was pictured in 'Clunes in the early sixties') and 1859 (view in
Illustrated Australian News). (5) A new site in Templeton Street
was reserved in 1869 and the Fraser Street church was relocated.
(6) The foundation stone of the present bluestone Church of
England was laid on 13 December 1870 by Rivett Henry Bland and
following cornpletion of the new church the 1859-50 building served
as a sunday school haII. (7) Ttre architect was apparently C.D.
Cuthbert of Ballarat and the contractor William Cowland. The new
church riras opened on 13 August 187 l. (8) The present organ was
installed in 1888 and internal alterations aPParently took place
at this time. The church was also extended by one bay and a
bricked opening installed for a chancel (never built). (9) The
organ was built c.1860 by Hanlin & $n, of London and lras
originally installed in Daylesford Methodist Church in 1881. (10)
Land for a vicarage was temporarily reserved in Service Street in
1861 and in October 1852 a design was sought. rA very neat plan
for the same has been drawn by Mr Terry of Ballarat and t'lelbourne
lpresumably architect Leonard Terryl. It is to be of brick and the
estimated cost will be between f,SOo and{600.' The 'parsonage' was
noticed as 'newly finished' by the local newspaPer correspondent
in July 1853. (11)

Integrity
The two churches and vicarage are substantially intact. The
timber church is now in need of maintenance and work due to
conmence in 1988 has been funded by the Talbot ad Clunes

Bicentennial Heritage Project. Internally the haII retains an
early decorative scheme with stencilled dado frieze. The basalt
church is intact from the date of last alterations (c.1888) and
stands in an early landscaped setting. The fence possibly dates
from c.1900-20 and many early plantings remain. The brickwork of
the vicarage has been painted although the slate roof is intactA early picket fence contains a garden with plantings and
semblance of an early layout.
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Analysis
The early timber church is possibly the most significant

building in Clunes. In its relocated position next to the basalt
church of 1A7O-7 1 the ensemble teII much about the aspirations of
the Anglican congregation (promoted by R.H. Bland and his English
capital), the history of development of the Fraser Street
commercial area and building technology. In his reminiscences,
George Nelson recounted to Con Weickhardt that the building was
prefabricated although no further evidence of this fact has come
to light. (12) tfre basalt structure is a simple buildinq with its
design aligned to the evangelical wing of the Church of England.
It uses Gothic elements in a free manner and has a thoroughly
'evangelical' raked floor. Only in its setting on the hilttop
surrounded by mature English trees does it resemble a medieval
English parish church. The design of t,he vicarage is very
accomplished and reference should be made to analysis of 'brick or
stone residences' and chapter 9 of the background history.
Significance

A group of three buildings 6f outstanding significance. They
demonstrate diverse architectural approaches from early timber

(posibly prefabricated construction) to a sophisticated villa
style vicarage and a solid, well sited basalt church. fn its
relocated position the ensemble of timber church ( 1850) and
incomplete basalt church (1870-71) teII much about the
aspirations of the Anglican congregation (promoted by R.H. Bland
and his English capital), the history of developrnent of the
Fraser Street commercial area, building technology and the
fluct,uating prosperity of a mining town. The vicarage forms
part of the significant Service Street precinct and the basalt
church looms above Bailey Street, the main thoroughfare through
CIunes.

1

2
3

4
5

6
'7

8

10

1l

12

Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 24 June 1859, p.2
ibid., 14 October 1859, p.3.
ibid., 30 March 1860, p.2i 27 April 1860, p.3; 4 May 1860, p.2.
ibid., 1 November 1861 , p.2.
'19 June 1869.
Photograph held by Shire of Talbot and Clunesr 4,
VGG, 1869, p.615 (Rs 5719).
Church of Enqland Messanqer, 30 December 1870, p.9
Weickhardt, Clunes 1839-1972, 1972, pp.13, 24i research by
Mrs H.J. Toole, Clunes, information on architect possibly
from Creswick Advertisqr, 15 December 1870 or Ballarat
Courier, 17 December 1871.
Copy of photograph held by Shire of Ta1bot and Clunes showing
the church prior to extensions (c.1880 according to the caption).
Research notes by National Trust of Australia (Victoria).
VGG, 9 August 186'l , p. 1513; Creswick and-Clunes Advertiser,
7 October 1862, p.2i 8 JuIy |863, p.3; an early photograph of
the vicarage, c.1905-10 is held by Don t'lackinnon, Geelong.
Handwritten notes in the tileickhardt collection, Shire of
Talbot and Clunes.
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RESIDENCE,

45 Thornton Street, Clunes

Section 26, allotnent 10, Township of Clunes
History
This allotment was included in the 1864 Township plan of C1unes.
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been constructed in stages during the period c.1865-90Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'- This example is
distinguished by its combination of low gabled sections at the
rear and a hipped building form with cast iron trim at the front
(possibly c.1880 or 90s).
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in stages during the
prosperous mining period at Clunes. The building is distinguished
by its combination of differing building forms.
Township

of

Clunes

, L.1653, 2026' IithograPhed 4 l'!ay 1864-
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RESIDENCE,

47 Thornton Street, Clunes

Section 25A, allotment lB, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This section was included in the 1864 Township plan of Clunes
althoughatthatdateitwasnotsubdivided.Thetramwaytothe
Based
South Clunes Company battery ran to the north of this site'been
have
to
aPpears
on a typological ana'tysis tnis residence
erected during the period c.1865-90'
IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact'
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences''
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
element
mining period at clunes. The building forms a conspicr-rous
point
where
in the vista from the head of Service Street at the
its turns for the descent into the Fraser Street commercial area'
Township

of

Clunes,

L.1653

'

2026, Iithographed 4 t'[ay 1864'
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'BIG DA.l4', Creswick's Creek, adjacent to Thornton Street, Clunes
Streamside reserve, Township

of

Clunes

History
The earliest substantial dam in Clunes, the so called 'Big Dam'
was constructed in 1859 upstream from the township at a large
'bend in the creek. Weickhardt records that the dan was funded by
Iocal mining companies. (1) with heavy rains in mid May the dam wall
settled, causing some alarm, but a local correspondent remarked
that 'the dam may nor^, said to have been tested and proved strong,
water banked up over a mile [however] the dam is to be six feet
higher when finished'- (2) Contractor R- Muir undertook this
extra work in 1860 and in addition to increased height the
embankment was strengthened by tero stone walls with the bye-wash
widened 'so that the narrorrrest part will be over twenty feet
wide'. (3) Rain came in April 1860 to fiII the newly enlarged
dam and the local ne$rspaper correspondent anticipated
recreational use with 'plenty of room for boating'. (4) A plan
of the dam was included on the 1864 township plan of Clunes. (5)
Weickhardt records that the dam dried up during the summer of
1862-63 and the silt was used for making bricks. (6)

Integrity
of the dam,
evident at the site.

The plan

dam

wall and byewash are aII still clearly

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'early public works'. The site comprises an
embankment and bye wash as weII as the actual dam site through
which the Creswick's Creek flows. The site is also adjacent to
the site of the South Clues company battery.
Significance
dam is a major historical site in the Creswick's Creek
valley and is now the earliest surviving public work in Clunes.
The site is a vital part of the early mining history of Clunes
abd also demonstrates the provision made for water supply on the
goldfields. The dam forms part of a linear network of historic
sites, all connecled by watercourses-

This

1

2
3

4
5

6

weickhardt, C1unes, 1972, P-14.
Creswick Advertiser, 20 l,[ay 1859, p.3.
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 23 ltlarch 1860 ' P-2.
ibid., 6 April 1860, p.2i 20 April 1860, p.2.
Township of Clunes, L.1553, 2026, lithographed 4 Flay 1864.
weickhardt, Ioc. cit.
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SOUTH CLUNES AND LOTHAIR MINES,

off Thornton Street, Clunes

Part sections 16, 18, 37,39, 4Or 41 and 60, Township of Clunes
History
The earry history of mines which rater formed part of the south
Clunes group of mines is detailed in Section 3.3.9 of this
volume

-

The south cLunes company commenced operating in lg59 with a rease
900 by 300 yards, south of the White Flat euartz l,tining
Association. The resees, pattinson Mark and Frederick Hickox
carled tenders on beharf of the 20 shareholders for a shaft to be
sunk and the white Flat claim was also taken up by the south
crunes company. ( 1 ) By the time charres Nettreton photographed
the mine (c- 1865) a substantiar winding and battery engine had
been instarred crose to Bailey street.
rn lg59 (by which stage
the company had 3000 shares) it $ras reported that the company was
'partly an English and partly a Colonial company'. (2,) A battery
was erected on the creswick's creek and a tramway red from the
craim down wirriam street where the steep varrey afforded easy
gravitational feeding of quartz to the stampers. (3) Although the
south crunes company commenced as as reef mining outfit a rarge
arluviar drift was found to run through their claim. This was
successfurry mined and the comet company was an early conpany to
try this lead. The Ballarat and C1unes Company was first
mentioned by the Mining Regi-strar in his report of 30 september
1865 and by c.1869 the company had a large craim to the south and
west of the South crunes company. (4) No doubt the company was eager
to find the quartz reefs payabre in the extreme south of the
field but it was the alruviar drift which provided their only
source of gord. The company r.ras sold in 1970 and possibry taken
over by the Lothair company. (5) !{ining registrar James
stevenson first mentioned the Lothair compay in his report of 31
December 1870 working the arluviar lead and by march 1gz5 the
company was known as the New Lothair company. (6) rn lg?3 the
Lothair mine was the scene of the famour "chinese Riotr when
strike-breaking labour from Barrarat was reperred by a rarge and
animated crowd (more details in background history, chapter
twerve). rn Aprir 1885 the south crunes company was amalgamated
with the New Lothair company to forrn the south crunes united
(7)
Company, No Liability.

Integrity
The Balrarat and crunes company shafts (as protted on the map in
South Clunes United booklet of 1888) are all sti1l visible
although of generarly low integrity. The South crunes shafts are
marked bt rarger murrock heaps and these form a prominent feature
in the area. The Lothair mine has the largest and most intact
remains. Here the 'fingers' of mulrock are strongry defined and
other attributes include tramway formations, dam, shaft site,
brick and stone footings and an early boiler.
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Analysis
The South Clunes mine grouP yielded 5980 kg gold making it the

third highest Yielding
combination of alluvial

mine
and

in Clunes. It is also notable for the
reef mining techniques-

Significance

This site has some of the most intact relics from the mining era
at Clunes and is of interest for its combination of alluvial and
reef mining. The Lothair mine is also of historical interest as
the scene of a notorious 'chginese Riot' in the early 1970s- The
large mullock heaps, particularly that of the Lothair company,
form dramatic features in the landscape. The open area around the
mines strongly contrasts with the generally tight urban
development in south clunes and this pattern of development is a
strong reminder of the combination of mining and residential
devel-pment which characterised mining towns in Victoria- The
mine was amongst a small grouP of mines whiCh sustained the local
economy in the nineteenth centuryI
2

3

4
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7

August 1859, PP.12-13
Ba1larat Star, 14 August 1869.
E"riy ph"t.graph held by the shire of Talbot and clunes.
PIan of Clunes North !{estern G-M-C, Ic'1869], Mitchell
Library.
USR, 30 June 1870, P-26MSR, 31 March 1875, P-26.
s United
South CI
Reports and stqtlelllge-o:q

MSR,

t{ine, Clunes-Victoria,

1888, p.4

-
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RESIDENCE, 14

Tourello Street, Clunes

Section 9, allotment 2, Township of

C1unes

History

This allotment was included in John Templetonrs initiual township
survey of clunes in 1858 and appeared on the 1862 Township plan.
( 1 ) The residence can be traced back in the ratebooks until 1856
and possibly as early as 1864. John Tippett was listed with a
'house and land' in Tourello Street in 1866 and the value
increased from {t4 to fl6 ( 1869) and fll tt870) }liner George
Roberts occupie the residence at this period although he was not
listed as owner until 1871. The value decreased steadily
until the Iate nineteenth century. In 1987 the residence was
describe as 'brick and wood, 5 rooms'. (3)
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although large profile
imitation weatherboard cladding has been used at the rearAnalysis

Refer to analysis of ' brick or stone residences'. This example as
distinguished by its combination of an early masonry winq with a
projecting gabled section in timber.
Significance
A characteristic brick and timber residence erected in stages
during the prosperous nining period at Clunes. The building is
distinguished by its combination of differing building forms and
materials.

'|

Township of Clunes ,

L.628 & 1138, lithographed 13 February

1862.

2

Borough of Clunes, ratebooks, 9 April 1855, no-157; l8 March
'l
1 868 , no. 167 ; 3 March 1869, no.954; 2 t"tarch 1870 , no. 1 4; 4
January 187 1, no.113; 2 January 1887, no.89.
'1
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RESIDENCE,

5 WhYte Street, CIunes

Section 27, allotment

118, Township

of Clunes

History
This section was included in the 1864 Township plan of Clunes
although this allotment was part of lot 1 1A' ( ) Based on a
typological analysis this residence apPears to have been erected
during the Period c.1870-901

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the verandah may
have been added c. 1890-1910.

Analysis

Refer to analYsis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic tirnber residence erected during the prosperous
rnining period at clunes. It is now one of few surviving
nineteenth century residences in this area of East Clunes, once
an irnportant residential area for nearby mines'
Township

of Clunes, L.1653 ' 2025, lithographed 4 t'1ay 1864'
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RESIDENCE, 10 WhYte

Street, Clunes

Section 27, allotment 50, Township of Clunes
HistorY

This section was included in the 1864 Township ptan of Clunes
although this allotrnent did not conform to the original residence
subdivision. ( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this
appears to have been erected during the period c'1865-90'
IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact although the windows have
been enlarged and framed with aluminiun'
Analysis

Refertoanalysisof.timberresidences'.Thisbuildingis
istinguished by the simple tirnber fretwork frieze on the
verandah.

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Clunes- It is now one of few remaining
nineteenth century residences in this area of East clunes, once
an important residential area for nearby mines'
Township of Clunes, L-1653, 2026, Iithographed 4 trlay 1864
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RESIDENCE,

2 Albert Street, Clunes

Section VIII, AIlotment 44?, Parish

of Clunes

History
Based on a typological analysis, this residence appears to have
been constructed in the period c-1860-80. A residence of this
size in this location was shown in the 1904 subdivision plan of
Clunes Common and possibly on the 1867 plan- ( 1 )

Integrity
Substantially intact although the front verandah has been
partially infilled with weatherboard. Remnants of an early
picket fence survive.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This building is one
of the smallest residences in Clunes, having only one main hiproofed building form and rear skillion.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. It is one of the smallest ti-urber
residences in Clunes and now one of few surviving nineteenth
century residences in North Clunes, once a large residential area
serving this important mining locality.
PIan of Subdivision of part of Clunes Common, 1904; Suburban
Lands, Parish of Clunes, L.3844, lithographed 9 December 1867
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T
RESIDENCE, 25

Albert Street, North Clunes

Section VIII, AIlotment 3?, Parish of Clunes
HistorY
Based on a typological analysis, this residence appears to have
been constructed in the period c.1870-80. A residence of this size
in this Location was shown in the 1904 subdivision plan of Clunes
Common but not on the 1867 PIan. ( 1 )

Integrity
The house is substantially intact.

o

Analysrs

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This building is a fine
example of a hip-roofed cottage. The visual appeal is heightened
by the small mullock heap in the backyard and the manner in which
the western boundary fence runs up and over the mound. Both the
side paling fence and front picket fence contribute to the
character of the ProPertY.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of

prosperity in clunes. It is distinguished distinguished by its
fencing and simple building form. The residence is one of few
surviving nineteenth century residences in North Clunes, once a
Iarge residential area serving this important mining locality.
1

PIan of Subdivision of part of Clunes Common, 19O4; Suburban
Lands, Parish of=lllg4es, L.3844, lithographed 9 December 1867.
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30 Albert Street, North Clunes

RESIDENCE,

Section

, Allotment

, parish of Clunes

History
Based on a typological analysis, this residence appears
to
been constructed during the period c. 1860-80. A residence have
of
this size in this 1ocation hras shown in the 1904 subdivision
plan
of Clunes Common. ( I )

Integrity
The residence is substantially intact.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This buirding is
distinguished by its rack of verandah, pyramidal roof form
and
siting on the street frontage.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during
peak of
prosperity in crunes. rt is distinguished by its the
pyramidal roof
form, lack of verandah and siting on the street frontage, aII
rare attributes among surviving rocar residences.
The house
one of few surviving nineteenth century residences in North is
crunes, once a rarge residentiar area serving this important
mining locality.

,
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1904.

RESIDENCE,

Section

9 Angus Street, North Clunes
, Allotment

, Parish of Clunes

History
Based on a typographical analysis, this residence aPpears to have
been constructed during the period c.1870-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact al.though weatherboards
have been replaced by flat sheeting on the upper section of the
external walls and the verandah columns replaced by metal PiPe.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences t .
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. It is norir one of few surviving nineteenth
century residences in North Clunes, once a Iarge residential area
serving this important mining locality-

RESIDENCE, 10 Angus

Section

Street, North

, Allotment

C1unes

, Parish of Clunes

History
Based on a typographical analysis this residence apPears to have
been erected during the period c.1910-30.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residencesr. This example is
distinguished by its use of weatherboard combnined with flat
sheeting and groups of awning windows, both characteristic
details of domestic architecture of the period c.1910-30.
Significance
A characteristic residence of the period c.1910-30 demonstrating
a style of architecture rare in the local context.
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RESIDENCE, Angus

Section

StreeL, corner Flood Street, North Clunes

, Allotmenl 2?, Parish of Clunes

History
Based on a typological analysis, this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1860-80. The residence was not
apparently in existance in 1867 when the area was mapped. ( I )

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of rtimber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. It is nout one of few surviving nineteenth
century residences in North Clunes, once a large residential area
serving this important mining locality.
Suburban Lands. Parish
9 December 1867.

of

Clunes
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, L-3844, IithograPhed

CLUNES CEMETERY,

off Ballarat-l,laryborough Road, Clunes

Cemetery reserve, Section 6, allotment 39A, Parish of Clunes

'7623-2-4 YD443688

History
The earliest cemetery in Clunes was apparently located south of
HiII Street, on a site Iater occupied by the Primitive t'tethodist
Church. A township plan of Clunes by John Templeton surveyed in
1858 and lithographed in 1860 shows this allotment (Section 5,
Allotment 4) with the annotation 'Graves'. (1) By nid 1859
however, the present cemetery had been set aside on a site
overlooking a small tributary of the Kilkenny Creek and access
was gained by a track along the east bank of the creek from the
point of confluence near the Talbot Road. (2) A f50 government
grant for fencing was made in 1853 and this was followed ny fZO
in 1865-66. (3) The Public Works DePartment requested a rouqh
plan or tracing of the external boundaries showing the extent of
facing prior to this latter grant. (4) A small timber shelter
was erected in 1853 for use by the sexton and grave digger- (5)
The 31 acre site was formally gazetted in 1872. (5)

Integrity
in use and retains its original layout. The
Iodge, presumed to date from 1863 (7), is still located in the
centre of the plan and brick spoon drains define the major Pathsl,tany typical nineteenth century cemetery plantings survive Most
of the headstones are in good condition and one Chinese grave
marker survives at the rear of the cemetery.

The cemetery is stilt

Analysis
The plan of Clunes cemetery is similar to many other contemporary
Victorian cemeteries and even domestic gardens. Amherst adopted
the cross plan and Majorca by 1866 had also opened a cemetery of
this configuration. The planning of the cemeteries at Clunes,
Amherst, and t-lajorca was reminiscent of ideas contained in John
Claudius Loudon's On the laving out. plantinq and managing of
cemeteries. This influential book was published by Loudon (weII
known as an architect, garden designed and writer) in London in
1843. He recommended the central area of a cemetery as a suitable
site for a chapel (in this case the sexton's lodge) and was a
proponent of the use of evergreen trees in cemeteries. At Clunes
those trees'still to be found include Pinus radiata, Quercus
robur (Oak), Cedrus deodara and atlantica f. glauca (cedars),
Cupressus sempervirens (Cypress), Callitris sp and a rare example
of Noltea africana. (8)

Significance
A representative mid-ninteenth century cemetery with a fine
collection of monuments and grave markers. The layout is well
366

defined by early spoon drains and the sextons lodge is amongst
the earliest surviving examples of this building type in
Victoria. t'lany exotic and native plants f Iourish in the cemetery
and these contribute greatly to the significance. The Chinese
grave marker is now the Iast remaining physical sign of the once
Iarge Chinese population in the shire.
1
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4
5
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7

Township of Clunes, lithographed 13 Septenber 1860.
Mininq District of Ballarat, plan cornpiled 25 June 1859;
Special Lands. Parish of Clunes, L 3487, Iithographed 29
October 1866.
VPRS 957, unit 3, P.838; VPRS 987, P.50 VPRS 987, p.4OAnnual Report of the Central Board of Health.
Cadastral plan.
The construction appears to be very early, although the front
porch has been added at a later date.
Plant identification by John Hawker, Royal Botanic Gardens.
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FORMER BLAND RESIDENCE,

Clunes pre-emptive

I

Camp

Parade, Clunes

right, parish of

Clunes

History
The land on which this residence stands is part of the Clunes
pre-emptive right. The land was originally settled by Donald
Cameron and the pre-emptive right \das purchased by the squatting
firm of Lane, Whyte and Macdonald in 1855. ( l ) t"lacdonald resided
in cameron's ord homestead until his departure for England in March
1855. (2) The pre-emptive right was purchased from Macdonald in
January 1866 by Rivett Henry Bland, manager of the successful
Port Phillip and Colonial GoId Mining Company. (3) Bland had of
course reased the rand since 1857 for his mining operations (see
background history). Brand erected the present house for his own
use c.1867-68. (4)

Integrity
Part of this residence has apparently been demolished (5)
arthough a crose examination has not been undertaken. The earry
garden layout is still intact and retains many mature trees.
Analysis

Details regarding R.H. Bland and the Port PhiIIip works are discussed
in chapters 4 and 5 of the background history. This residence is
distinguished by its mature garden setting, its siting on the crunes
pre-emptive right and the rerationship between this siting and the
nearby works of the Port phillip and Clunes companies.
Significance

This residence, of a characteristic vitla design, is a tangible
reminder of the Port Phillip and coloniar Mining company and its
Inanager Rivett Henry B1and. Its siting overlooking the works tells of
the crose relationship between the mining manager and his mine while
its proximity to smalr miners cottages on camp Hirr emphasises the
differences in lifestyle between the local artisan and a manager with
vast assets and backing of capital from England. The date of
construction of the residence recalls the rise and subsequent peak of
prosperity in Clunes in the late 1860s and early 1870s. This residence
retains the best private collection of mature tree in Clunes and the
early garden rayout is arso a significant component of the property-

1 See references in background history
2 Obituary for Robert Macdonald, [?Clunes Gazette], '17 August
1866, typescript copy by F. C. Weickhardt held by Shire of
3
4
5

Talbot and Clunes.

Billis

and Kenyon, p.191.
Borough of Clunes ratebooks, 186ir Do- 848 and 1869,

Information tendered in discussion at meeting of

Historical

and

Arts Society,

1986368

no.

C1unes

1091.

CLUNES STATE SCHOOL No.1552 And

former

TOURELLO STATE SCHOOL,

Canterbury Street, Clunes
Reserve formerly part of Clunes pre-emptive right,

Parish of

CIunes

History

for a school to serve this vicinity of Clunes was
apparent in the early 1870s and in 1873 District Inspector Bolan

The need

recommended

1
2
3

that:

The Bible Christian School (Upper Fraser Street), James
SchoII's Private School (corner George Street and Creswick
Road) and !{esleyan School No.157 (t-lay Street) be leased.
That a new brick school for 750 be erected.
That the wesleyan School be closed following erection of a
new school and all staff transferred to the State School;
James Scholl and his assistant Miss Richard to receive
temporary employment. ( 1 )

R.H. Bland of the Port PhiIIip Company apparently donated land
in Paddock Street (part of the Clunes pre-emptive right) and the
new school was erected by Spence, Purcie and Co. for r€,qlSS. The
school was opened on 1 JuIy 1875. A verandah was erected along
the north side of the school in 1888. (2, The school was used
as a training school and in 1911-'12 the school also became a
Higher Elementary School; the third such school in Victoria.
Alterations hrere carried out between 1912-14 for this purpose.
The Higher Elementary Schoo1 continued until 1955.(3) A small
site for rstate school plantation purposes' v,ras reserved at the
corner of Cameron, Leslie and Paddock Streets. (4) A school
building (apparently from Tourello judging by the painted sign
on the front gable) was moved to this site at an unknown date.
(s)

Integrity
This school building is substantially intact although the bell
tower was demolished in late 1960s and slate roof relaid. (6)
Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 in the background history for a discussion of
local education and school buildings. This is a typical example
of a large brick school erected for a country town in the years
immediately following the creation of the education department.
The design, by architect H.R Bastow, is almost identical to
!{illiamstown North No- 1409 (erected 18741 and Burchell cites
these thro, as weII as similar schools at Ararat, Sebastopol
Maldon, Creswick and Golden Square, as typical Education
Department designs for schools to acconunodate between 500 and
1000 scholars. (7) Of historical interest is the action of R.H.
Bland in donating the land. This is a typical example of his
369

unobtrusive involvement in a local institution aimed at
improvement of the standard of life in the town which had proved
so rich for his company.
Significance
one of the major nineteenth century institutional buildings in
Clunes and now the only school to remain in operation from the
scores of educational establishments opened during the peak of
prosperity in Clunes. The building is a typical example of a
large country school erected in the years following the formation
of the Education Department of Victoria. Of historical interest
is the association with R.H. Bland, donor of the land, and the
progress with higher elementary education in Victoria.

1 O'Brien,
2
3
4
5
6
7

Centenary Clunes Primarv School No.1552, 1875-1975,
1975, pp.2-3.
Blake (ed), vision and Realisation, vol.2, p-775i orBrien,
op.cit., pp.3-4.
Drawings held by Public Record Office, Laverton (PRO,/SSO
1552.1, 1552.4-5l.i O'Brien, op.cit. p.3.
Cadastral plan.
Blake r op. cit. , vol. 2, p.58'l makes no mention of this

building being moved to this site so the relocation
later than 1973.
Blake t op.cit., p.776; orBrien, op.cit., p.4; see also
postcard, c.1905-10 in Jane Lennon collection
Burchell, Victorian Schools, 1980, pp.104, 105.
presumably occurred
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LEONARD'S BRIDGE,

Creswick's Creek, Clunes-Mount Cameron

Road

Parish of CIunes
7623-2-4

YD468722

History

of ft125 was approved by the government in 1873 for a
bridge 'over Bullarook Creek at Fletchers Crossing'- (1) It is
presumed this tender refers to a bridge at this site (possibly
even the present structure). A photograph of Leonard's bridge was
taken c.1890-1900 by Chuck of Ballarat and this shows the present
structure (possibly soon after erection). (2) The name of this
bridge is derived from the selection of W. Leonard south of the
creek in this vicinity.

The tender

Integrity
This bridge is still

in

use.

Analysis

This is a characteristic early timber bridge. It is now a
relatively rare survivor as most comparable bridges have been
upgraded.

Significance
A typical small nineteenth century tinber bridge which is now a
relatively rare survivor. The bridge is greatly enhanced by its
setting in the deep Creswick's Creek valley.

Victoria Government Gazette, 10 l4arch 1873, researched
Rita Hull.
Photograph held by the Shire of Talbot and Clunes-
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NEW NORTH CLUNES QUARTZ MINE

SITE, Downes Street, North

C1unes

Parish of Clunes
7523-2-4

YD468698

History
Following a preliminary meeting in December 1862, the New North
Clunes Company was formed in March 1863 to work a claim of 170
acres. (1) This followed a number of unsuccessful efforts to
work the ground. The North Clunes guartz l4ining Company was
working the area by August 1859 (2) although the company was
wound up on 29 Septenber 1860 after expending over 3000 in an
unsuccessful quest for payable quartz. The second comPany, as
unsuccessful as the first, wound up in December 1862 following
expenditure of fll,esz 6s 3d. (3) James Esmond, initial
discoverer of payable gold of Clunes, was involved with the New
North Clunes Company and one writer suggested the lease was
recommended by the Loca1 Court partly out of consideration to
Esmond for his part in victoria's gold discovery. He was aided
by S. Irvin, of the earlier North Clunes Company, in obtaining an
extended area for the lease. (4) A battery was erected in 1866
with its first crushing in October '1867 and an initial dividend
was declared in August 1858. Several views of the works shovt the
massive size of the pit gear and battery house, (5) all carefully
arranged on the sloping site to obviate the need for tramways. (6)
The original No. 'l shaft of the earlier company was deepened and
by the late 1860s struck payable quartz, retrospectively endorsing
the original decision to test the areai a move Prematurely halted
by the Ballarat directors of the original North Clunes Company.
The great success of the New North Clunes Company, proving the
reefs north of the Victoria Company, caused a rush to the area as
far north as Mount Cameron. (7) The New North Clunes Mine
achieved favorable yields until the mid 1860s (8) and the North
Clunes area rose in importance as a residential area during this
period. (9) The company suspended work in 1888 with all capital
exhausted. During the first half of 1889 a new syndicate took up
the lease, h'ith slightly altered boundaries taking in part of the
former Victoria Company's lease. This company was known as Dixon's
New North Clunes. (10) The end of the mine came in 1892.
Giddings described the events leading to this situation:
The New North Clunes Company, having followed one of its
rich shoots of gold at a deep level for a considerable
distance to within a few feet of the boundary, ceased
pumping operations while it turned its attention to
ground in higher parts, which were kept clear of water
by the pumps of the Clunes guartz Mining Co. This

latter company promptly resented the action of its
neighbour, and although it had reached a most
interesting and promising stage in its career - one
shaft being the deepest on the line - decided, rather
than go on for its own benefit, that - as officially
312

stated - 'It would not continue to contribute tohrards
the cost of pumping hrater from other people's
properties'. This decision ultinately caused the
flooding of the mines to the south, and matters were
rapidly becoming ripe for a general discontinuance of
work. To obviate such a disaster, in 1892 came
proposals for the amalgamation into one big company of
the whole of the mines, so as to secure unanimity,
overcome the pumping difficulties, and ensure economical
working. In the meantime, pumping having been suspended
by the companies referred to, the water soon began to
find its way into and seriously hamper the adjoining
mines, whose shafts were not so deep.
Some of the companies, which, under the singular
connected nature of their workings, should have worked
hand in hand for mutual self preservation, seemed to
have been blinded to their own interests by selfishness
and not to realise to the fuII extent the serious nature

of the situation.

(11)

carried on in a desultory fashion by tribute parties
12) until about 1897 when all work ceased. ( 13)

Work was
(

Integrity
This mine was centred on the area now used as the Clunes tip.
Based on early photographs and the Tibbits watercolour the site
of the main works can still be discerned with large mullock heaps
spilling down the hillside. A large mullock heap is located on
the plateau in North Clunes and several brick footings still
remain on the site.
Analysis

This is one of the most significant mines in Clunes in terms of
both total production and richness. In total, the New North
Clunes mine yielded 7808 k9 gold which placed the mine as the
20th richest quartz mine in Victoria. ( 14) The company paid
I,tso,ooo in dividends.
Significance

site of the New North Clunes Quartz Mining Company is
significant as one of a small number of successful sustained gold
mines upon which the economy of Clunes was based in the second
half of the nineteenth century. It was the second highest
yielding mine in Clunes and the twentieth highest of aII quartz
mines in Victoria. The New North Clunes Company !.ras the most
successful mine in Clunes in terms of dividends. The rnullock
heaps and other remains now form a major element in the
Iandscape of North Clunes and the Creswick's Creek VaIIeyThe
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Ballarat Star, 13 August 1869, p'2i 17 August 1869' p'2'
l4SR, August 1859, P-12'
BS , Ioc. cit.
ibid., Ioc.cit.; Rise and progress of clunes, 1869, P.50.
Watercolour by williarn Tibbits held by wiliam Barkell
Memorial Arts and Historical societyt Photographs by John
Tanner held by Shire of Talbot and Clunes'
6 BS, Ioc.cit.
? ibid., 9 August 1869, suPPlement.
g Heathcote papers, on Ioan to william Barkell society.
9 ' Fidelis' , 'Early Clunes' , 1920 ' P. 1 5'
10 Quarterly report to 31 March and 30 June 1889'
'11 Giddings , 1902, P.24.
12 ibid, p.25-26.
13 Heathcote paPers.
14 Bowen, 1914, P.16.

1
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POWDER

MAGAZINE,

off Glengower Road, North Clunes

Section 9, allotment 1, Parish of Clunes
7623-2-4 YD484702

History

This building was designed by the Victorian Public Works
Department and erected in 1869 at a cost off899 11s. The
contractor was Thomas watts- In 1A72'73 a tramway was installed
by J. Foot at a cost oe f,Sg 10s although details of its operation
are not known. ( 1 ) The site vras conveyed to the Conmonwealth of
Australia on 1 September 1901 with the advent of Federation. (2)

Integrity
building is currently in a poor state of repair. The gable
roof is now nissing, the tirnber floor rotted out and entry porch
unroofed and partially demolished.

The

Analysis

This magazine consists of two rectangular chambers with barred
vaulted brick ceilings. They are approached by a side porch. A
gable roof of slate or corrugated iron formerly covered the two
chambers and the porch. This is one of a network of surviving
powder magazines in Victoria originally intended for use in
conjunction with mining. other magazines are known to survive at
Castlemaine (1856), Beechworth (1859), Avoca (1860), Heathcote
(1863) and Daylesford (1864). (3)
Significance

This powder magazine is one of only relatively few such purPose
built structures to survive on Victoria's goldfields. It is the
most substantial built structure illustrative of the extractive
gold mining industry now surviving in C1unes. Its remote location
in North Clunes assists an understanding of the nature of
explosives in the days prior to dynamite and the hazards of
underground mining.

1

2
3

972, vol.1, p.32Cadastral plan.
Trethowan, 1975, II, pp. 119-'123-

VPRS
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SHEPHERDTS

HUT,

off

Glengower Road

Section , allotment , parish of
7623-2-4

Clunes

YD484714

History
Nothing is known about the history of this buirding although it
appears to date fron the period c.1860-90.

Integrity
This building retains basart warrs and a brick chirnney- The roof
has corlapsed arthough the timber members are stirr resting on
the top of the wallsAnalysis

This is one of severar smarl shepherd's huts located throughout
the shire. All are distinguished by basart construction, smarl
openings and a modest one roomed pIan.
Significance

typical nineteenth century farm outbuilding, one of few
surviving in the local area. The buirding is distinguished by its
. simple building form and diminutive scale.
A
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RESIDENCE,

north end of Lothair Street, Clunes

CLunes pre-emptive right,

Parish of Clunes

History
The land on which this residence stands is part of the Clunes
pre-emptive right. The land was originally settled by Donald
Cameron and the pre-emptive right was purchased by the squatting
firm of Lane, Whyte and Macdonald in 1855. (1) l,lacdonald
resided in Cameron's old homestead until his departure form
England in March 1866. (21 The Pre-emptive right was purchased
from Macdonald in January 1866 by Rivett Henry Bland, manager of
the successful Port Phillip and Colonial Gold Mining Company. (3)
Bland had of course leased the land since 1857 for his company's
mining operations (4) and this residence may have been erected as
part of continued pastoral activity on the land. Based on a
typological analysis this residence aPpears to have been erected
in the period c.1870-90.

Integrity

This residence appears to be substantially intact although it
not been inspected closely

has

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period in Clunes. The siting on the C1unes pre-emptive
right is of interest historically as it may have been associated
with pastoral activities on that land. The building forms an
important landmark in the Clunes valley and assists in an
understanding of the physical boundaries of the pre-enptive
right, an area significant in the early mining hi-story of Clunes.
1

2

3

4

See references in the background history,

Chapter 4.
7 August
lrtacdonald,
Robert
Gazette],
[?Clunes
Obituary for
of
Weickhardt
held
by
Shire
by
F.C.
1866, typescript coPy
Talbot and Clunes.
BiIIis and Kenyon, P.191.
See background history, ChaPter 4.
'1
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RESIDENCE,

7 Pearces Road, North Clunes

Section 8, allotment 12, Parish of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1860-90. A plan of 1867 (1)
showed many buildings clustered in this vicinity although it is
not certain if this residence corresponds to any of those
marked- The building was apparently shown on a plan of 1904. (2)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although some
weatherboards have been replaced by flat sheeting.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is one
of very few early residences in North Clunes.
Significance
A characteristic tinber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Clunes. It is one of few surviving nineteenth
century residences in North Clunes, once a large residential area
serving this important rnining locality.

1
2

Suburban Lands Parish
December 1857.

PIan

of Clunes, L.3844, lithograPhed

of subdivision of Clunes

Conmon, 1904-
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9

RESIDENCE,

8 Pearces Road, North

C1unes

Section 8, allotment 14, Parish of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence aPPears to have
been erected during the period c.1860-90. A plan of 1867 (1)
showed many buildings clustered in this vicinity although it is
not certain if this residence corresponds to any of those
marked. The building was apparently shown on a plan of 1904. (2)

Integrity
This residence has been considerably altered and extended
although the original section is clearly visibleAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
of very few early residences in North Clunes-

one

significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at C1unes. It is one of few surviving nineteenth
century residences in North Clunes, once a large residential area
serving this important mining localitySuburban Lands Parish
December 1867

.

of

Clunes

Plan of subdivision of Clunes

'

L-3844, lithoqraphed

Common
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'

1904.

9

RESIDENCE, Roses

Lane, Clunes

Section 1, allotnent 16?, Parish of Clunes
Hrstory
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1870-90.

Integrity

This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'. This residence
is distinguished by its encircling verandah and intact building
form and chimneys, aII visible from the main road.
Significance
A characteristic masonry residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Clunes. It is one of few surviving ninteenth
century residences in the hinterland surrounding Clunes.
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RESIDENCE,

Station FIat Road, Clunes

Clunes pre-emptive right, Parish of Clunes

Historv
The land on which this residence stands is part of the Clunes preemptive right- The land was originally settled by Donald Cameron
and the pre-emptive right was purchased by the squatting firrn of
Lane, Whyte and l4acdonald in 1855- ( 1) t'lacdonald resided in
Cameron's old homestead until his departure form England in March
1866. (21 The pre-emptive right was purchased from tlacdonald in
January 1866 by Rivett Henry Bland, manager of the successful Port
PhiIIip and Colonia1 GoId Mining Company. (3) Bland had of course
Ieased the land since 1857 for his company's mining operations (4).
A residence is shown on the site of the present building in the
c.1859 Daintree photograph of the Port Phillip. works and again in
views of c.1865-66 and c.1870. (5) This early residence is
probably incorporate within the structure of the present residence.

Integrity
This residence appears to be substantially intact although it
not been inspected closely. It is not currently occupied.

has

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residencesr. This residence may well
incorporate the earliest surviving residence in Clunes. The
present residence is distinguished by its conbination of building
forms and its location on the Clunes pre-emptive right, adjacent
to the works of the Port Phillip and Clunes companies works.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence possibly incorporating part of
the eariest surviving residence in Clunes. The siting on the Clunes
pre-emptive right is of interest historically as the residence
doubtless related to the adjacent Port Phillip and Clunes companies
works. The building forms an important landmark in the Clunes
valley assists in an understanding of the physical boundaries of
the pre-emptive right, an area significant in the early mining
history of Clunes.
1

2

See references in the background history, Chapter 4.
Obituary for Rcibert Macdonald, [?C1unes Gazette], 17 August

1866, typescript copy by F.C. !{eickhardt held by Shire of

Talbot and Clunes3

4
5

Billis

and Kenyon, p.'19'1.
See background history, Chapter 4.

Daintree negatives held by the La Trobe picture collection,
State Library of Victoria, contact prints held by Shire of
Talbot and Clunesr Nettleton, 'Yankee Quartz Mining Company,
Registered, Clunes', c.1865-66, held by Shire of Ta1bot and
Clunes; Langtree aIbum, c-1870, t'titchell Library.
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PORT PHILLIP AND COLONIAL GOLD I"IINING COI"IPANY and CLUNES
CO-OPERATIVE QUARTZ MINING COMPANY SITE, off Station FIat Road

Clunes Pre-emptive Right, Parish of CIunes
7623-2-4 vD467693

History

to exploiting the auriferous quartz reefs at Clunes came
in late 1856 when Rivett Henry Bland of the Port Phillip and
Colonial GoId Mining Company arrived at Clunes. (1) Following an
inspection of the reefs he negotiated a lease with the
proprietors of Clunes pre-emptive right and, obtaining the
assistance of Charles Kinnear, sought the formation of a large
co-operative Party to assist in rnining operations- Kinnear
The key

gathered together '100 men and Bland formalised an agreement with
Lane, Whyte and MacDonald in April 1857. The Clunes Co-oPerative
Quartz t'lining Company would mine the quartz and Blandrs Port
phillip company would crush the stone and extract the gold. The
lease conditions sasr the proprietors of the land gaining 10 per
cent of the gross yield although this varied greatly over the
ensuing years. That the Port Phillip and Clunes Co-oPerative
companies commenced working did not mean a peaceful solution to
the vexed question of mining on private land. since late 1856
incursions by indignant miners had irked MacDonald and his
partners although the small contingent of police were powerless
to intervene. t'tany arrests oggurred in the next f ew years and
the feuding between the 'outsiders' and 'insiders' (as
contemporary reports titled the two factions) gave a violent
start to a goldfield which subsequently saw generally orderly
progress. The Port Phillip Company commenced erection of
machinery in April '1857 and crushed its first quartz in JuIy
that year. Additional stampers were added to battery and by
January 1860 56 heads were in operation and in February 1864 an
additional 24 heads were added in a separate building on a
slightly higher level. Finally both batteries were combined and
the calcining process employed at the earlier battery was
discontinued in favour of mechanised rock-breaking around 1865.
The Port Phillip Company continued its successful operations
until the 1890s although the yield of gold dropped below the
'101000 oz per year mark in 1880-81 and production never regained
former magnitude. Significantly Iess quartz was crushed after
1885-86 and a loss was incurred by the comPany from 1880-81
onwards. On 1 September 1880 the company changed name to the
Port Phillip Gold company Lirnited and in 1893 mining came to an
almost complete halt due to water problems along the line of reefs

Integrity
retains many attributes from the mining period.
The most visible are the gashes in the landscape where the
outcropping reefs qrere quarried. Many large 'fingers' of nullock
also mark the sit,e and earthworks associated with the battery and

This site still
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other buildings are clearly visible. Some stone work of the
calcining kiln still remains in situ although the structure is
now in a ruinous state. However, the arches can still be
discerned and the ground formation of the forrner battery and line
of divisions between the Clunes Company and Port Phillip Company
can be easily interpreted. In the early twentieth century an old
iron chimney r^ras erected on a cairn of quartz as a memorial to
the discovery of gold in Clunes. A more thorough comparison of
the many plans, photographs and sketches of this site would
reveal other atributes.
Analysis

This mine and works have been discussed in great detail in the
background history and reference should be made to Chapters 5 and
7. The calcining kiln ruins are rare survivors of the early
experimental days of the history of quartz rnining in this
country. Survival of the kiln was only possible due to changing
technological processes which saw the calcining kiln superseeded
in the 1860s and a new larger battery erected on another site,
Lhereby permitting the suivival of this feature which probably
would otherwise have been demolished. The Port Phillip Conpany
produced a total of 16,013 k9 of gold making it the third most
productive reef mine and fourth most productive gold mine in
Victoria. It was of course the most productive mine in Clunes.
Significance

Phillip mine is amongst the most significant gold mines
in Victoria and Australia. It was foremost in technical
innovation and pioneered or trialled many new innovations in
quartz reef mining. Some of the remains (especially the kiln
arches) are amongst the earliest man made structures surviving
at Clunes. The site is a powerful interpretative relic of
Clunes during its rise and peak of prosperity and also of its
subsequent decline. The Port Phillip and Clunes Companies site is
of national significance to the history of mining.
The Port

AIl references are detailed in the
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background history.

yANKEE QUARTZ MINING COIIIPANY

SITE, off Station FIat Road, Clunes

Parish of CIunes
7623-2-4 YD 466696

History
company apparently commenced alluvial operations as the
Sons of Freedom Company in 1857 although by August 1859 the name
Yankee Company had been adopted to coincide with a change in

This

operations to quartz mining. ( 1 ) During this early period the
area r^ras the site of bitter confrontation between miners of the
Clunes Company and 'outsiders' who were agrieved at government
attitudes to mining on private land. The Yankee Company claim
was only small, 100 feet along the reefs and 600 feet wide, and
situated between the Clunes Company and Victoria Company ground
in North Clunes. (2) !{ork was initially concentrated on the
Eastern Reef although later working exploited the OId Man and
western Reefs. A battery of eight stamps powered by a 16 horse
power steam engine was in operation by August 1859 and water was
obtained from the creek by a tunnel then pumped to a dam on an
upper level. At this date however, the shaft was only served by
a whim, which was insufficient to pump a shaft of great depth.
(3) By c.1855, when Charles Nettleton photographed the shaft, a
substantial boiler house (partially constructed of dressed
basaLt) and square brick chimney indicated a more sophisticated
pithead operation. (4) By 1869, when mining surveyor John Usher
visited the works, a 20 head battery was in operation and the
eight shareholders were said to be erecting a Chilean mill fbr
treating pyritous sand. Usher however doubted the eventual
success of this mill without more sophistication in its

operation. (5) He also observed that the Yankee Company
from sinking their shaft to below, or
'perseveringly desists
even the same depth as their neighbours, to save the expense of
just workr. (6) In 1884 the New Yankee Company reached
agreement with the Port Phillip Conpany to use that latter
cornpany's drives to obtain gold near the boundary of the claim
(7) although this was soon abandoned and the company was
amalgamated with the Port PhiIIip Company. (8)

Integrity
This site contains much evidence past workings, mainly through
the earthworks from buildings now demolished. A tunnel enters
the escarpment on this sitb although it is not known whether
this related to the nineteenth century operation of the mine or
is a more recent prospecting attempt (possibly from the
depression of the 1930s). Other features would be revealed by a
thorough comparison between early photographs and plans and the

site.
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Analysis

a comparatively rich oner given the small area of
working. The total yield amounted to apProximately 45,000 ozgold and this made it the seventh most productive mine in Clunes-

The mine was

Significance
The site of the Yankee Quartz Mining Company is significant as
one of a small number of successful sustained gold mines upon
which the economy of Clunes was based in the second half of the
nineteenth century. It was the seventh most produCtive mine in
Clunes. The site is a major historical component of the
Creswick's Creek valley.

1 Ballarat Star, 13 August 1869' p-22
, August 1859, P.123 ibid., Ioc.cit.
4 Shire of Tatbot and Clunes collection5 Usher, 1874, P.16.
6 ibid., p.9.
7 Quarterly report to 30 December 1884.
I ibid, 1891.
9 Giddings, 1902' P.12.
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VICToRIA QUARTZ MINING COI4PANY SITE,

off Station FIat Road, Clunes

Parish of Clunes
7623-2-4

YD465697

History

This company was formed on 22 April 1858 ( 1 ) and in mid 1859 had a
claim of 390 feet along the quartz reefs situated between the New
North Clunes Company and the Yankee Company in North Clunes - (2)
By November 1862, the company held two blocks; one one of 378 feet
along the reef (5a tr 13p in extent) held under lease from the
Crown and the other, to the east 700 feet from north to south held
worked under
under miner's rights. (3) The claim was initially
the co-operative system with the company being formed under a deed
of settLement, subscribed to by each of twenty four shareholders.
(4) The early history of the mine was not promising; the first
quartz was not crushed until 7 May 1860 and in the absence of any
battery of their own this had to be undertaken by the Port ehillip
Company. (5) A second crushing was undertaken on behalf of the
Victoria Company by the Clunes Alliance Company and favourable
results led the owners to erect a 12 head battery of their own.
(6) As a public company, perseverence $tas necessary in the face
of indifference by speculators. Following a favourable market
reception in 1859 failure to secure irnmediate success and unsound
management practices caused many investors to look elsewhere.
However, with good returns in 1862 once the erection of a new 24
head battery had been undertaken , (7 \ confidence was restored and
shares reached a value of over f,Zooo. (8) on 13 January 1863, at
a shareholders meeting each share was divided into four giving a
total of 95 shares and by 1859 this had been increased to 900
shares (of which none were paid up). (9) The works were situated
just below the level of the surrounding plains and the gentle
natural incline was used to advantage in the construction of
By August 1859 a 30 horse
tramways from the shaft to the mill.
po$rer steam engine had been erected for winding, its 14 foot
diameter flywheel being the largest in Clunes at that date. ( 10)
This replaced a whim and by November 1862, when a second shaft (on
the Welcome Reef) was newly sunk, substantial plant had been
installed. The main shaft (on the Eastern Reef) was served by two
boilers and separate winding and pumping engines, while a portable
12 horse povrer Clayton and Shuttleworth steam engine was used on
( 1 1 ) en assay house was erected in
the Welcome Shaft initially.
1863. (12) The large building housing the battery was erected in
1862 when the new 24 head battery was installed and sufficient
space was Ieft for the earlier 12 head of stamps. A circular
chimney shaft for the adjoining boiler house was erected at a cost
of f:Za 10s 0d which included bricking in the two boilers used in
connection with the stamps engine. (13) ft was this building
photographed by Charles Nettleton in his series of views of Clunes
mines taken c.1865-66. ( 14) This Nettleton view also showed a 20
foot diameter overshot water wheel operated by a private company
to treat tailings from the Victoria Company. The quartz tailings
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flowed directly frorn the company battery and powered the
waterwheel. After discharge they flowed over a series of long
wide tyes and at intervals these tyes were emptied and the
tailings treated in a concave buddLe (t'tundy's patent), inclined
roasting furnace and Chilean mill. Deposited tailings were also
treated in this way. ( 15) By 1869, the eastern portion of the
Victoria Company's ground was being worked by a separate company
to try the deep alluvial ground. ( 15) with a depth of about 800
feet, the mine was the deepest in clunes at this time. Later work
by the victoria company concentrated on Robinson's Reef. The
Victoria Company was apparently amalgamated with the New North(
Clunes Company by the early 1890s and mining ceased in 1892. 16)

Integrity
This site is now marked by a deep excavation where the battery
was located. other features would be revealed by a thorough
comparison between early photographs and the site.
Analysis

This was one of the most significant reef mines in Clunes. Durinq
its existence this nine yielded over 70,000 oz. (1376 kg) gotd
making it the fourth richest mine in Clunes and the 128th richest
quartz mine in Victoria. ( 17)
Significance
The site of the victoria Quartz Mining company is significant as
one of a small number of successful sustained gold mines upon
which the economy of Clunes was based in the second half of the
nineteenth century. It was the fourth richest mine in Clunes and
amongst those mines in vi.ctoria which yielded over 1000 k9 9o1d.
The site of the former battery is a major historical component of
the Creswick's Creek valleY.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
16
17

Dickerrs Mining Record, Novembet 1862, PP-3-4'
MSR, August 1859, P.12DMR, November 1862' P-3.

ibid., loc.cit.
ibid., Ioc.cit.
ibid., Ioc.cit.
ibid, May 1852, p-5.
ibid., November 1862' P-4
ibid., January 1863, P.48i Rise and Prosress of C1unes, 1869,
MSR, Ioc.cit.
$, November 1862, P.3.
ibid., January 1863, P.51.
ibid., November 1862' PP.3-4Shire of Talbot and Clunes collectionUsher, 1874 pp.16-17.
$, 13 August 1869' P.2Quarterly rePort, 1891; Giddings , P-24
Giddings, 1902, P.12e Bowen, 19'74' P.16.
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P.50"

RESIDENCE, 19

Talbot Road, CIunes

Section H, allotment 14?, parish of Clunes

History
Based on a tgpologicar analysis this residence appears
been erected during the period c.1970-90.

to

have

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis
Refer to analysis of 'timber residences,.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at crunes. This residence is a critical part of the
Talbot Road streetscape, the main western entry to clunes.

RESIDENCE, 21

Talbot Road, Clunes

Section H, allotment l7?, parish of C1unes

History
Based on a typologicar anarysis this residence appears
been erected during the period c.1970-90.

to

have

Integrity
This residence is substantialry intact although it has
extended at the rear.

been

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber resid.ences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at clunes. This residence is a critical part of the
Tarbot Road streetscape, the main western entry to clunes.
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{

Talbot Road, Clunes
Section H, allotment 6, parish of Clunes

RESIDENCE, 37

H]-story

A building was shown on this site in 1972 and this is pobably the
front section of the present residence. ( 1 ) Based on a
typorogicar anarysis the rear section appears to have been
erected during the period c-1972-90-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,timber residences,.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected and extended during the
peak of prosperity in crunes. This residence is a criticar part of
the Tarbot Road streetscape, the main lvestern entry to crunes.

1

Alrotment clunes, L.4462, c/242R, rithographed 5 sept 1g72.

RESIDENCE, 14 Talbot Road, Clunes
Section 1, allotment 6C, parish of

C1unes

History
Based on a typologicar anarysis this residence appears
been erected during the period c.1970-90.

to

have

Integrity
The buirding form

of this residence is substantiarly intact
although the front verandah has been infil1ed.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick residences,.
Significance
A characteristic residence erected during the prosperous mining
period at crunes. As the first nineteenth century residence
encountered at the western entry to clunes, this residence a
critical part of the entry from Talbot.
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RESIDENCE, 18 Talbot Road, Clunes

Section 1, allotment 9A, Parish of Clunes
History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c. lgg0-90.

Integrity

This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at clunes. This residence is a vitar part of the
Tarbot Road streetscape, the main western entry to crunes.

RESIDENCE, 32

Talbot Road, Clunes

Section 1, allotment 7A, parish of Clunes

I
I

I

History
Based on a typological analysis this residence appears to have
been erected during the period c.1g?0-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,timber residences'Significance
A characteristic residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at crunes. This residence is a vital part of the
Talbot Road streetscape, the main western entry to crunes.
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MOUNT BECKWORTH

State Forest, parish of

C1unes

7623-3-l YD401662 (surnmit)
History
Mount Beckworth was named by Major Thomas Mitcherr on 26
september 1836 after Thomas sidney Beckwith, a founder of the
English Rifles Brigade. ( 1 ) The spelling ,Beckwith, had altered
to Beckworth by the late 1850s and this ratter spetring is now
accepted. Mount Beckworth is composed largely of granitic rock
which had intruded through the surrounding basaltic prains. rt
stands in contrast to the surrounding volcanic mounds and has a
dense tree cover. This prominence may account for its early
popularity as a recreational venue. A 'considerabre proportion of
our popurationr attended a picnic on Boxing Day 1959 according to
the crunes correspondent of the creswick and crunes Advertiser.
Ql Surviving photographi also
parties on the distinctive granitic formations. (3) The
government proclained the area around Mount Beckworth as a state
Forest in 1865. Tr.r0 areas ( 1060 acres and a northern block of 22s
acres) were included and under section 62 of the Land Act '1g62 no
person (even if licensed) was permitted to 'cut or remove live or
dead timber or bark or gravel,. (4) The desirability of
protecting the forest may have been prompted by rocar action,
especiarly given its earry recreationar significance and the
threat from rocar mines desperate for tinber. The lone pine atop
Mount Beckworth was apparentry pranted in July or August 1919 by
Ranger John scarfe as one of several trees planted on that day.
The others hrere cut down in 1945 but one was spared with only a
severe pruning to lower branches. (5)

fntegrity
Mount Beckworth is stirr reserved as state Forest. Areas at the
south east and south hrest were planted with pines from 1916. (6)

Analysis

Although this site is more werr known for naturar attributes
(outside the scope of this study to assess) its has considerabre
significance as a curtural site, due to its early recreational
use.

Significance
A site of considerable scenic and naturar history interest
(beyond the scope of this study to assess) tnis site arso has
curturar significance as an early recreationar site for the
nearby mining of clunes. rt is arso an earry rocar example of an
area set aside as state Forest, possibry a reaction to the
despoilation of the environment caused by rnining.
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1
2
3
4

Refer to Chapter one of the Background history.
Creswick and Clunes Advertiser, 30 December 1859, p.3.
Photographs held by the Shire of Talbot and Clunes and
william Barkell l"lemoria1 Arts and Historical Society, Clunes.
PIan C241, Central PIan Office, shows details of the
proclaimation.

5Rosamundo'Brien,,ThestoryoftheIonepine,,@
Courier, 8 February 1875, p.18 (quoting Cr Colin Drife
witnessed the original planting.
6 ibid., Ioc cit.
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who

WOOROOKOOBANYA HOIIESTEAD,

, allotment

Section

Buicks Road, Majorca

Parish of Craigie

7623-1-3 YD523850

lNational Estate citation T/05/01 prepared by AIIan Willinghaml
History

I

]

'woorookoobanya" Majorca, is a large bluestone house erected
Iargely between 1876-84 for pastoralist Albert Bucknall, to the
designs probably of architect James K. Greber. AsyTnetrically
composed, the single storied structure has a large projecting bay
windowed wing and widow's walk with tower beside it, originally
with a tapered slate roof and widow's walk. verandahs and
decorated gables are other featuresI

rntegrity

]

rWoorookoobanya', MajorCa, has been variously altered in recent
years, the removal of the roof to the tower being the most
extreme. The verandah columns aPpear also to have been replaced'
Intactness is still reasonableI

Significance

]

is a house designed in the Picturesque
recent unsympathetic alterations, the
Until
Gothic Revival style.
homestead was an irnportant, late example of the quite rare style.
The homestead is still of note architecturally, Particularly for
composition of the section about the tower and also for the
detailing of the chinneys and central hipped roof. The property
also has historical associationsrWoorookoobanya', Majorca,

Principal source of infornation
1 National Trust of Australia (Victoria), FiIe No. 2171
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SADOWA MINE

and CYANIDE

WORKS,

off Champions Road, Rocky FIat

Section 3, allotments 28 and 33, Parish of Craigie
7623-4-2 YD426838 (centre of mullock heaps)

History
The Sadowa mine was one of the early mines on Rocky FIat and was
instrumental in proving both the Rocky Lead and l\'lount Greenock
Lead. The Sadowa company, who commenced operations in August
1862, were fortuitously located on the junction of the two Ieads
and the mine proved very rich. By 1867, following several company
fail-ures, the mine was being worked on tribute. An indications of
the importance may be gained from Robert Brough Smyth 's choice
of the mine to illustrate his monumental GoId Fields and Mineral
Districts of Victoria ( 1869). ( 1 ) After the depression of 1893
Melbourne businessman Thomas Williarn Clark took over the lease of
the mine for the purposes of treating the slimes with cyanide.
According to his biography in the Cvclopaedia of Victoria, C1ark
had been at Back Creek on the Scandinavian Lead in 1859 and spent
fourteen years at Talbot 'engaged extensively in prospecting and
mining developmentsr. His mining lease application, of 30 acres,
was received by the Warden on 23 September 1899. P1ans were
received in January 1900 and a report followed a month later.
Under general remarks it was noted that the applicant would 'have
to contend with heavy water'. (2) Clark engaged engineer and
chemist S.M. Hawkins to assist with erection of the plant at
Sadowa and this was described in 1904 to consist of

thirteen vats, the four principal being agitating ones,
100 tons each capacity; the solutions are decanted, no
filter presses being used; one patent Seitz centrifugal
pumpr which does perfect work; one 6 h.p. oil engine by
Tange, which works well; and the necessary furnaces,
etc. The precipitation is effected by charcoal, the
method ernployed being altogether different from the
usual big tub arrangement, and entirely satisfactory,
the value of the gold produced beinS{4 :s 5d per oz. (3)
In the 1905 directory Clark was listed as manager of therRocky
FIat Cyandide Works'. (4) A later Iease application by Clark,
received on 9 July 1902, applied for 15 acres in Section 11,
allotment 1 1, Parish of Amherst. Although submitted as part of
Clarkrs activities at the Sadowa Cyanide Works this lease was for
quartz mining and was soon.abandoned. (5)
Integrity
This site still retains large mullock heaps, gravel heaps and
evidence of slimes, although early cyanide treatment has now
severely depleted this last element. The site comprises at least
three main sites, which correspond with the sites of early
shafts. Two of the mullock heaps are thought to relate to shafts
3 and 4 as shown on a plan of 1869. (6) The site on allotment 33
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has not been examined and may contain evidence of the cyanide
works.

Analysis

Refer to chapter 6 for a discussion of the mining history of this
area. This mine htas one of the richest mines in the district and
Boriren records that the Sadowa won 1559 kg of gold during its
operation. This nakes its comparable to the mines at Clunes in
terms of gold production and also slightly greater than the
Hoffnung mine at Dunach. On a state wide basis the Sadowa was
among the top fifty deep lead mines in terms of gold production(7)

Significance

e significant deep lead mine opened during the early period of
deep mining at Talbot and culninating in one of the largest
cyanide works in the district. In terms of gold production at a
statewide level the mine'ranks among the top fifty deep lead
mines. The physical remains of mullock durnps and gravel heaps are
some of the largest and most visible in the dist,rict and form
part of a network of sites on the Rocky and Mount Greenock
Leads.

Stirling,
,
Talbot, Department of Mines, l,lelbourne, 1898, quoting mining
surveyor J. Smith in Smyth , 991d Fields and Mineral
Districts of Victoria, 1869, P.214. The illustration faces

James

p

2
3

-216.

unit 1, no.523.
James Snith (ed), Cvclopeadia of Victoria, Melbourne, 1904'
vol.2r pp.310-31 1.
victorian Post office Directory, 1905, pp.924-925; Several
early photographs of the works are held by the Shire of
VPRS 1624,

Talbot and Clunes.

5

6

624, unit 1, no.544i VGG' 1902' p.3643.
Snith, PIan of the Younq Sado$ta GoId Mininq Co.. Maiden
Hill, Majorca, 22 June 1869, held by Mitchelllibrary.
K.G. Bowen, 'An analysis of gold production data for
Victorian reef and deep lead mines', @
conference on qold Deposits in Victoria, Mines DePartment
Victoria, 1974VPRS

'f

James
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FORMER GREENOCK PARK HOTEL,

Section
7523-4-2

, allotment

tlcCallum's Creek Road, Red Lion

, parish of Craigie

YD438835

History
The Greenock Park Hotel_ was opened by December 1862 when the

proprietor, R. Sanders, advertised Christmas Sports.

Races! Races! and other christmas sports at the Greenock
Park Hotel, McCallum's Creek, on Boxing Day, 26th
instant
[three racesl, quoit match ... Also a
scratch match at Football, and various other good old
English sports. The pleasure Gardens, which are
unsurpassed in victoria, will be opened to the pubric on
this occasion free. (1)

Integrity
This building was burnt out in the 19g5 bushfires arthough the
building had been dererict prior to that event. The basalt walls
remain standing and patches of cement render remain attached to
the basart. prior to the fires the painted name of the hoter
couLd be discerned on the facade.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commerciar buirdings,. The building is
to date from the early 1g60s as other tender notices for
basart brewery buildings were carred in this area in tg60 (2) and
this was the peak of the early period of locar mining. The area
also recieved a boost by later deep lead mining.
presumed

Significance
An early basalt hotel buirding which marks the early settrement
associated with ndning on Mccarlum's creek. Arthough onry the
warrs remain standing the buirding stands as a potent reminder of
the devastation caused by bushfires in the district.
1

2

Talbot Leader, 27 Decernber 1862; an early photo is held by the Shire.
North western chronicle, 'l 3 December 1860.

I
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BASALT BARN, Cobar Park, l'lount Cameron Road, Mount Cameron

Section
7623-1-3

, allotment

, Parish of Eglinton

YD504770

History

stylistic analysis this barn appears to have
constructed during the period c.1860-1900.

Based on a

been

Integrity
This building is substantially intact although the roof of the
rear skillion has been raised (date unknown).
Analysis

This is a fine example of a simple farm outbuilding. Due to
widespread damage to the Shire by fire, very few such
outbuildings survive from the nineteenth century. The single
opening in the front wall (with massive lintel) and simpte ashlar
stonework of local basalt give the building a monumental quality.
The building is a very conspicuous landmark on the Mount Cameron
Road. It is very similar to many examples in other basaltic areas
such as the Western District.
Significance
A typical nineteenth century basalt barn, one of few such
surviving structures in the local area. It is distinguished by
its simple building form and basalt stonework.
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BASALT BARN,

Mount Cameron Road, Mount Cameron

, allotment

Section
7623-1-3

, Parish of Eglinton

YD481803

History

a stylistic analysis this buitdinq appears to have
constructed during the Period c.1860-1900-

Based on

been

Integrity
This building is no longer roofed and the floor has been removed
(or has totally decayed). The northern waIl is on the verge of
failure unless urgent action is taken to augment the current
proPs.

Analysis

This is a fine example of a simple farm outbuilding. Due to
widespread damage to the Shire by fire, very few such
outbuildings survive fron the nineteenth century. The walls have
buttresses and simple fenestration. Some brickwork has been
introduced in newer openings. The walls also have strategically
placed slit windows to enable enfilade defence. The building is a
very conspicuous landmark on the Mount Cameron Road. It is very
similar to many examples in other basaltic areas such as the
western

District.

Significance

wall structure of a typical nineteenth centurY
basalt barn, one of few such surviving structures in the local
area. It is distinguished bY its fine basalt construction
including butresses and slit windows.
The remaining
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and
Mount Greenock

SHEPHERDTS HUT

Section
7623-4-2

FORMER BARN,

Mount Greenock Road,

, alJ-otment , Parish of Eglinton
YD428795

History
Based on a stylistic analysis these two buildings appear
been constructed during the period c- 1860-80.

to

have

Integrity
The brick barn was gutted during the 1985 bushfires although the
walrs and gable ends are stirr standing. The hut escaped major
damage and had deteriorated due to naturar decay of mortar. Much
of the render has becone detached from the walls.

Analysis
These are tqro fine exampre of a simple farm outbuirdings. Due to
widespread damage to the Shire by fire, very few such
outbuirdings survive from the nineteenth century and even at this
site the barn was extensively damaged in 1985 due to fire. The
walls of the barn have buttresses and simpre circurar openings in
the gable ends. The brickwork is very similar to buildings
erected in Talbot during the period c.1850-90. The shepherrs hut
is one of a smaIl number located in the shire and is possibry the
most intact. The walls also have strategically placed slit
windows to enable enfilade defence. Both buildings are
conspicuous randmarks on the slopes leading up to t'lount Greenock.

Significance
The two buirdings are typicar nineteenth century outbuildings,
amonbst few local surviving examples. The barn is distinguished
by its brick construction with butressed warrs and the hut is
distinguished by its sirnple form, diminutive scale and slit
windows.
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Road
CLUNES ESTATE HOMESTEAD AND OUTBUILDINGS, Glengower

Parish of Glengower
7623-1-3

YD5

18739 (homestead)

History

This land formed part of Donald cameronrs 'clunes' run although
such large squatting runs were generally broken up in the 1860s
was
by the sale of land. Land which now forms this property
purchased
purchased by Lane, Whyte and Macdonald, owners of the
section of the original Clunes run. (1) The land passed into the
ownership of the fiaser family and by the turn of the century the
to
'clunes Estater was run by George Fraser, who had SuCCeeded
had
Fraser
Peter
Peter.
father
the property from his deceased
emigrated from Aberdeenshire, Scotland in 1952 and it is presumed
the buildings on the property date from his ownership. At the
turn of the century the.property comprised 5000-6000 acres
carrying about one sheep Per acre. (2)

Integrity
This property has not been inspected but is understood to
comprise a large stone residence and shearing shed set, on YeIIow
Creek, a tributary of Tullaroop Creek'
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences' and chapters
and 11 of the background history-

1

Significance

typical large nineteenth century pastoral ProPerty which
retains a range of outbuildings. The owners have been involved in
the Iocal conununity and government over an extended period.

A

1
2

Cadastral PIan.
Smith (ed), Cvclopaedia of Victoria, II,
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1904, p'298'

DULAPWHANG WATERHOLE,

Bet Bet creek, former Amherst - pleasant

Creek Road, Glenmona

Crown reserve (Rs 9'17), parishes of Lillicur

7623-4-4

and yalonq

vD

History

This waterhore is rocated on the old road between Amherst and
Pleasant Creek (now StaweII). (1) The road was apparently used
as a stock route and this site contained an earry ford over the
Bet Bet creek imrnediately south of Bradshaw,s Glenmona pre
emptive right - (21 15 acres were temporariry reserved in rggl as
'a site for affording access to water, (3) and in 1914 the Talbot
District Progressive Association urged the secretary for Lands to
grant permanent status to the reserve. 'The reserve in question
is much used by the peopre of arl the surrounding aistricts as a
pleasure resort at holiday times
[by] picnic and fishing
parties.r on 30 November 1915 the 33 acre site was permanently
reserved as a rsite for pubric recreation'and on 11 December
1935 the shire of Tarbot was gazettd as comnittee of management,.
(4)

Integrity
This site has not been inspected.
Significance

This site is a significant earry recreation reserve on the
goldfields, part of an early transport route and may have
sigrificarre to local aboriginal peopre (the assessment of whj_ch is
beyond the scope of this study).

3

4

Report by p. Campbell, 26 October 1915 in Department of
Conservation, Forests and Lands file Rs 917.
Victoria Government Gazette, 11 February 1gg1, p.4g2.
Rs 917 .
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STONY CREEK SCHOOL

Gully Track

SITE, (formerly

KANGAROO

GULLY), extension of Nuggetty

State Forest (Talbot Block), Parish of Lill_icur
7623-4-2

YD355765

History
A schoor was erected on this site in 1g65 by rocar residents.
Government support h,as not forthcoming until JuJ_y 967, when Head
Teacher James Knight was granted a salary. The site was
officiarry gazetted in 1868 and a year later a new brick conmon
school was erected at a cost of {z+2. The ord schoor was re-used
as a teachers residence. The site was fenced in 1976 forlowing
new impetus given to the vicinity by a nearby gold discovery. By
1902 the net enrorment hras onry ten and the District rnspector
recommended that the schoor be worked part time with Red Lion
schoor arthough this apparentry did not occur untir 1916. (1)
'1

By 1905 Miss Erizabeth James was Head Teacher and she initiated
(or possibly continued) the policy of improving the grounds and
general welfare of the students. (2) On 26 JuIy .1907 Inspector
Dean commented on the grounds in his report which he found 'in
excellent order'.
The boys have cleared the grounds of some old stumps;
they have arso carried a good deal of soir and graver to
the garden. On Arbor Day 'l 5 trees were planted; many,

many

of the parents attending. A convenient seat

has

been recentry erected under a good shade tree near the
door. There is every evidence that Miss James has
succeeded in securing a good deal of locar interest in
the school.

rnspector saxon was similarry impressed in 1909 when he
Hidden away

in the heart of a forest,

used only

corunented

for

mining timber purposes, this nice bush schoor presents,
by reason of its tastefully improved grounds, quite a
preasing spectacle. A three-railed fence, wire netted to
the top, surrounds the grounds. They have been
absorutely cleared whire garden prots in excerrent
order, the property of individuar chirdren, arl encrosed
by a high wire netting fence, give an atmosphere of home
to the place. Neat rockeries with climbing plants, an
excerrent sunrmer house, with pot prants, a wire netting
approach to the porch, hung with creepers and assisted
by a fine array of prants in pots assist in increasing
the excelrent effect. rn this respect it is the best
school I have met.
Miss James rernained at the schoor untir september 1912 when she
went to rive and teach in crunes. severar years later rnspector
402

1

Lowry still found the grounds 'very good'. 'The missing rails in
the fence have not yet been replaced. The reserve is weII
planted and the garden rockeries and greenhouse are carefully
tended.' In 1916, following a short period when the school !"as
worked part time with Red Lion the school closed-

Integrity
There are no buildings left on this site. However, the map of
Australia and other garden beds formed of quartz are still extant
and some early remnant Plants still grow on the site. A post and
rail fence r,{as erected around part of the original 2 acre school
site by the Department of conservation, Forests and Lands and
Talbot Tourism Conunittee in August-September 1987.

Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history for a discussion of
education and schools buildings. Although there are many rural
school sites in country Victoria few are such evocative reminders
of the isolated and self contained conmunity on this site.
Significance

This site is a vital reminder of the nature of rural education in
a transient goldfiels setting. The rockwork is an unusual
reminder of the nationalistic pride displayed at the turn of the
century coinciding with the federation of six clonies to form the
Conunonwealth of Australia. Its significance is considerably
enhanced by contemporary photographs (3) and documentary accounts
of the garden in its mature state prior to closure of the school.
1

2

Blake (ed), Vision and Realisation, p-704; cadastral plan'
Ros OrBrien, 'A Monument in the Bush Survives Fires',
Ballarat News, 6 February '1985, pp.5, '14. AI1 further
infor.ation and quotations are from this very weII researched

article.
HeId in the Shire of ralbot

and Clunes
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collection.

BIG REEF, Quarry Track

Parish of Lilicur
7623-4-2

YD335844

History
The 'Big Reef is a massive quartz outcrop although it has never
been a rich source of gold. In 1872 John Berry of the Suffolk
GoId Mining Company registered a claim of 200 feet by 200 feet to
mine for alluvial gold half a mile to the west of the outcrop
although surviving records do not indicate any early or
profitabte reef rnining ventures- (1) Reid in his Anherst and
Talbot District - their mineral resources and development ( 1902)
stated that only 1.5 to 2.5 dwts per ton of gold was obtained
from ore at the north end although he recorded yields of 2 oz
per ton at the south end. A syndicate of local residents was
formed c.1908-10 to further provce the Aig Reef but were
unsuccessful. (2)

Integrity
The quartz is formed in large boulders and stands approximately
6 m above the peak of the hill. The site is surrounded by bush
and from the top of the rocks an extensive view is obtained.

Analysis

survival of the Big Reef is due to its comparative lack of
gold when compared with other loca1 reefs and consequent lack of
depredation by miners. Although not especially significant as a
mining site this reef is a fine visual record of a large
outcropping quartz reef (perhaps similar to others in the
distrist) as it would have appeared prior to mining. The site is
also of geological significance in its own right (but outside the

The

scope

of this study to assess).

Significance
A massive outcropping quartz reef, now culturally significant as
a reminder of the nature of local reefs prior to mining in the
mid to late nineteenth century. The site is also of special

geological significance.

'Register of Clains, Amherst division of the tvlaryborough
1869-80, VPRS 1649, unit 1, entry for
Mining District',
6 July 1872.
References from 'The big quartz reef near Amherst', appendix
three of a typescript document [possibly a submission by the
t'laryborough Field Naturalists' CIub to the Land Conservation
Councill held by the Shite of Talbot and Clunes.
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GRANITE QUARRY,

, allotment

Section
7623-4-2

off Quarry Track
, Parish of Lillicur

YD360784

History
Reginald Murray, a geological surveyor, discussing outcrops of
igneous rocks stated in his notes to the Geological I'{ap of Clunes
t"lount Greenock and Talbot, dated 17 JuIy 1884:
The most conspicuous of these masses occurs on a hiII
known as the Granite HiII or Green's HiIl, between the
western head of Nuggety GuIIy and the fall towards
Kangaroo Flat ... The entire length exposed at Granite
HiII is about half-a-rnile, and the width about the
cewntral and southern portion fron 200 to 300 feet - - About the central portion, on the sununit of the hiII,

the rock is a pink syenite granite, fine to medium
grained, composed of flesh-coloured orthoclase, and some
plagioclase feldspar, greenish-black hornblende, and a
very little quartz, with some scattered chlorite. (1)

Murray concluded by observing
portion would prove

that the rock in the central

a very valuable ornamental building stone, as it aPPears
to be of a very durable character, good colour and
susceptible of a high polish. vfere a quarry opened, a
Iarge quantity would be available, and in blocks fully 6
feet, if not more, each waY. (21
quarrying evidently took place as by 1912 geologist H-SWhitelaw commented that he had seen a piece of polished stone at
the Talbot Leader office and the stone in his opinion would make
a 'handsome and durable monumental stone'. Whitelaw was also
informed that
Some

about 25 years ago [i.e. c.1887] a cube of about 4 cwt.
was obtained fron below the surface of the central portion
of the hill and sent to a London Exhibition, and later
it was exhibited in llelbourne and attracted attentionr- (3)

Integrity
still retains a derrick crane with timber posts and
gear. A small shed stands next to the guarry and a
winding
metal
Iarge amount of stone is still visible. The site is set in
cleared land in the middle of forest and a number of stone
buildings (although not necessarily of granite) survive in the
area. Several early plantings such as fruit trees survive on the
The quarry

site.
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Analysis
The Talbot district has a number of quarries whose extractive
products include basalt, diatomaceous earth and granite. Quartz
was of course mined in the quest for gold and was often used for
edgings in Iocal gardens. Elsewhere in Victoria a diverse array
of stone was quarried and this area is not as weII known for its
granite as other sites such as Harcourt.

Significance
A typical smal-I quarry, worked in the nineteenth century and now
distinguished by its surviving quarrying machinery. The area is
enhanced by the survival of several small stone buildings and
combine with fruit trees and the cleared nature of the land in

defining this site.

1 Reginald A.F. I{urray, Geological Survev: Clunes and ad'iacent
Goldfields (notes to accompany plan Clunes. llt. Greenock Talbot GoId Fields, 1883), p.33.
2 ibid., loc.cit.
3 H.S. Whitelaw, lGeological report onl 'Auriferous areas near
Talbot', [source unknown], c.1912, copy held by Shire of
Talbot and Clunes.
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FORMER LEISHMAN HOI,IESTEAD AND OUTBUILDINGS,

Section , allotment
7623-2-4

35, Parish

of

Smeaton Road

Smeaton

YD504699

History

This land formed part of the Donald Cameronrs 'Clunes' run and
for a time was joined to the nearby'Tourello' run. (1) These
Iarge squatting properties lsere generally diminished by sale of
Iand and the land on which this homestead stands was sold on 24
September 1863 to G. Stack. (2\ The present homestead was
erected c.1905 (possibly to the design of Ballarat architects
Clegg and Millar) by the Leishman family and the rear walled
courtyard formed in the 1940s. (3) The Leishman family took up
Iand in this district in the early 1860s and were successful
farmers. John Leishman was agricultural correspondent for the
Creswick Advertiser and from descriptions of his own farming
activities he was sornething of an ragricultural improver'. The
Leishman family invested heavily in deep lead mines on the nearby
Berry Lead and the generous size of the present homestead may be
a reflection of both successful farming and mining speculation. (4)

Integrity
This homestead and outbuildings are still used for farning
purposes. The outbuildings include a detached ki.tchen, sheds and a
shearing shed. Internally the residence retains many original
features including pressed metal ceilings. The early garden layout
is still apparent and the garden enhanced by several mature trees
(including a massive Oak). Screen planting has closed the vista to
Mount Beckwith framed by mature pine trees in the front paddock.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'. This residence
is constructed of red brick with slate roof and encircling cast
iron verandah. StylisticalIy the design falls midway between the
Victorian and Edwardian periods and thus the slate roof is ridged
with terra cotta and the pressed red bricks and roughcast render
contrast with cast iron decoration of a very late pattern.
Significance

buildings form one of the most complete farm properties in
the district to date from the turn of the century. This is due to
the variety of outbuildings in the homestead group and the
survival of the early garden layout and some planting.
Architecturaly the residence represents stylistic trends not
apparent in other residential buildings in Clunes.
These

1

2
3

4

Refer to background history, chapter one for sources.
Cadastral plan.
Ian Cox, present owner, Personal communication, 24 September 1987John A. Graham, Earlv Creswick, 1942 ( 1987); Charles Fahey,
historian, personal corununication, 29 December 1987.
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BASALT BARN OR OUTBUILDING, AT9YIC

StTECt, TAlbOt

Section 25A, allotment 3 [or 4?], Township of Talbot
History

This area was developed in 1859 during the rush to Scandinavian
Lead and this allotment was surveyed in 1851. (1) Based on a
typological analysis this buildings appears to have been erected
during the period c.1865-90.
Integrity
This building may have been connected with other buildings, now
demolished. Parts of the basalt walls are infilled with
early brickwork and the front door has also been infilled. The
rear brickwork appears to indicate the position of an early
chimney. The building is abutted by a corrugated iron shed of
unknown age.

Analysis

Although this building probably dates from c.1865-90 it is a
critical reminder of the original alignnent of Argyle Street. The
street was included in the abandoned 1855 survey of Back Creek
and followed the main Ballarat - Creswick - Maryborough Road. The
alignment was again mapped with the 1860 plan of Back Creek and
had been extensively developed during the Scandinavian Lead rushWith the dramatic rise in development along Scandinavian
Crescent, Argyle Street languished as a thoroughfare and today
has few surviving buildings - (2) Architecturally this building
is typical of nineteenth century outbuildings and farrn buildings,
with a hipped roof, no overhang on the eaves and a simple building
form. This area may have been a popular with produce merchants, as
Pearson and Dermoody ran a wholesale and retail 'Hay and Corn
Exchange' on the opposite corner of Camp Street and Argyle Street
during the early 1860s. (3)
Significance
A characteristic nineteenth century barn or outbuilding, now a
rare survivor in the local context. The building is now one of
very few surviving nineteenth century buildings on Talbot FIat
and its use of basalt is also one of few local examPles- Its
Iocation helps define one of the earliest roads through Talbot
and since the construction of the Talbot by-pass road the
building has become a very prominent landmark at the western
entrance of the town.

1
2
3

Tovrnship of Ta1bot on the Back Creek, L.1189, 2009, December
'1861, lithographed '17 t"tarch 1864.
Refer to background history, chapters 4 and 6Talbot'Leader, 9 September 1862, p- 1.
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RESIDENCE,

Argyle Street, TaIbot

Section 25A, allotment 4 [or5?), Township of Talbot
History

This area was developed in 1859 during the rush to Scandinavian
Lead and this allotment was surveyed in 1861. (1) Based on a
typological analysis this buildings aPPears to have been erected
during the period c.1860-75.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although changes have
occurred to the windows and possibly the verandah. The brick
chimney has been painted.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residencesr. Although this building
probably dates from c.1860-75 it is a critical reminder of the
original alignment of Argyle Street. The street was included in
the abandoned 1855 survey of Back Creek and followed the main
Ballarat - Creswick - Maryborough Road. The alignment was again
mapped with the 1860 plan of Back Creek and had been extensively
developed during the Scandinavian Lead rush. with the dramatic
rise in development along Scandinavian Crescent, Argyle Street
languished as a thoroughfare and today has few surviving

buildings.

(2)

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the prosperous
mining period at Talbot and now one of very few. surviving
nineteenth century buildings on Talbot FIat. Its location helps
define one of the earliest roads through Talbot and since the
construction of the Talbot by-pass road the building has become
prominent element at the western entrance of the town.
Township of Talbot on the Back Creek, L.1189, 2009, December
1861, lithographed 17 March 1864.
Refer to background history, chapters 4 and 6.
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RESIDENCE,

Ballaarat Street East, Talbot

Section , allotment 10?, Township of Talbot
History

This area was part of the rand mined as part of the scandinavian
Lead from 1859 and was not surveyed until ,|973. (1) Based on a
typologicar anarysis this buirding appears to have been erected
during the period c.1870-80-

Integrity
This residence is substantiarry intact atthough changes have
occurred to the windows. A newer skillion addition has been added
to the western side.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of rtimber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its diminutive scare and elegant tinber verandah
decoration.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the period
folrowing intensive mining at ralbot. rt is one of rerativery few
earry cottages remaining in Tarbot and demonstrates the nature of
the shallow arruvial diggings where land was reclaimed soon after
being worked-out. The residence forms an important rink between
the Ballaarat Street,/Scandinavian Crescent precinct and the
railway station, constructed in the same period as this residence.

1 Special allotments

Township

of Talbot, L.4679, 1973.

4r0

CORNIER TALBOT BOROUGH

HALL, Ballaarat Street, Talbot

Section C, Allotment 8, Township of Talbot

History

This allotment r^ras surveyed by John Templeton in December 1859
following the rush to Scandinavian Lead- ( 1 ) The site was
occupied by. a Iarge structure, possibly a hall of some kind' The
foundation stone of a hall, erected for the Oddfellows, was Iaid
on 'l December 1862- (2) About this time the Borough of Amherst
was considering designs for a Borough HaII; the existing town
haII at Amherst being superseded as a meeting place by the
settlement at Back Creek (Talbot) - A design for a building in
Scandinavian Crescent htas debated but after much discussion (and
a later redesign) the matter was still not resoLved. on 25
November 1864 the council decided to caII tenders for
accommodation and John Medley offered his Oddfellows HaII for
llSO. Vigourous discussion and a reduction of f,tSO in theofprice
a Mr
enabled the haII to be purchased in May 1865. The tender
1865
21
June
(f48
on
accepted
14s)
was
Boyd for office furniture
although the tender of Nicholson and Brown for additions was
recinded after an earlier accePtance. A later tender of Fisher
and Co. was also stopped after a petition from local residents'
Finally on 21 June 1871 the tender of Nathaniel crampton of /,sez
for a two storey addition to the front of the haII was accepted
and this improvement was followed in Februaty 1873 by erection of
a stage and seating in the hall. It is presumed that the
internal stairs date from the 1871 additions.

Integrity
This hall is substantially intact dating from the 1871 double
storey additions to the front of the earlier hall. The main haII
is now joined to the adjacent A.N.A. Hatl (q.v. ). tne octagonal
turret which formerly projected above the main facade was removed
c.1940-50 and the clock mechanism ldas presumably removed at this
stage. The face basalt of the ground floor pilasters has been
painted.

Analysis

This building shows evidence of two distinct phases in the
history of Talbot. The main haII which is presumed to be the
oddfellows HaIl of 1862 was extended (or perhaps originally
incorporated) to include a'rear suite of three rooms approached
by the two present rear doors and a third (now blocked) behind
the stage. (3) This hall relates to the period c.1860-62
fotlowing discovery of gold on Scandinavian Lead when many
temporary buildings were demolished and rebuilt to conform the
the boundaries of Templeton's survey- The double storey addition
relates to a slightly later period in the history of Talbot when
Iocal government was settled and Talbot was experiencing a period
of consolidation following the boom of the late 1850s and early
4',t

1

hall

was erected for the Borough of Amherst
1858 and renamed Borough of Tarbot in 1g76). rt
remained in use by the councir untiL 1962? when the present
premises in Scandinavian crescent were purchased. The rural
shire of Tarbot had also met in the building untir 't972 when its
own hall vras erected at Dunach. The upper room qras used as Free
Library in the years to 1881 when the ribrary tras rerocated in
the former court house in camp street- Architecturarly the facade
was welr suited to the ribrary use with the rarge tripartite
windows allowing ample Iight to enter.

1860s- The

(constituted in

Significance
A highly unusuar harr with its juxtaposition of buirding forms
highrighting evidence of two major periods in the history of
Tarbot- The buirding has strong historicar links with major
institutions in Tarbot and stirr serves one of its major original
functions as the main town halr. visualry the buirding is the
most prominent feature in a rerativery frat town (especiarry from
the main northern entry) and forms a crucial part of the
significant Ballaarat Street precinct.

lots Back Creek, L.490, 20 December 1959, lithographed
28 March 1860.
Borough of Amherst minute books, as summarised by Ron Pryor.
Unless otherwise indicated al1 other references for this
building are from this source.
Evidence uncovered during works, September 1997.
Town
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A.N.A. HALL, Ballaarat Street, corner Heales Street, Talbot
Section C, allotments 6 and 7, Township of Talbot
History

in December 1859
This allotment was surveyed by John Templeton
(
site was
The
1
)
Lead'
following the rush to Scandinavian
the turn of
by
although
occupied by an assortment of structures
tyPological
a
(21
on
Based
the century the site was vacant.
in the
analysis the present haII aPpears to have been constructed
site'
this
onto
relocated
period c.1870-1910 and may have been
Integrity
This building is substantially intact although it has been
extendedwithaskillionroofedkitchenattherear.Itis
(q'v' ) by an
connected to the adjacent former Talbot borough hall
was
skillion
this
of
early skillion adailion. The lattice door
HaII
A'N'A
the
replaced by a roll-a-dooi in 1984' Internally
lined with
retains its pressed metal sheeting and the wallsinare
shire'
the
early honour boards, many from other buildings the interior'
(3)
These

details r"r. .I"o "hott in a

1938 view

of

Analysis

Thisisatypicalsrnalltimberhall,architecturallysimilarto
nany surviving examPles.

Significance
a
This building is unexceptional architecturally and now forms
former
complementary relationship to the far more significant
vista
Borough haII to the east. The building closes a prominent
main
along the significant Ballaarat Street precinct' the HaIl is
northern entry to Ta1bot- The interior of the A'N'A'
notable for its intact pressed metal lininq and collection of

honourboardswhichrecalltheimportantroleoffriendly
societies on the goldfields'
Tor"rn

lots Back Creek, L-4gO, 20 December 1859, Iithographed

28 March 1860.
ss the Duke of CPI4geII and York
aI
Addresses to His
of
..., uun:-ciPal Association Victoria, 1901.
inotograph in Shire of Talbot and Clunes collection-

,)
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RAMSAY SHOP AND RESIDENCE,

Ballaarat Street North, Talbot

Section B, Allotments 5, 6, Township of Talbot

History
These allotments were marked out in Temp)-eton's 1859 survey and
by 1860 George Durbridge had a tinsmith's shop with a net annual
,r.trr" of {f g, apparently on lot 6- ( 1) In October 1860 Durbridqe
advertised as ,wholesale and Retail Tinsmith, Ballaarat Street,
Back Creek, ZLnc spouting and ridging "' galvanised iron baths
-.. made to order'- (2) In November 1860 Durbridge advertised a

building to Iet, possibly the present building' 'To let' A
building with shop window, containing two sitting rooms' bedroom
(3)
and kitchen having a frontage of 20 feet to Ballarat Street''
occupiers
as
(?)
Iisted
Ramsay were
A year later OurUiidge and J.
of both Iots and in 1862 S-w- (or J'w'?) Ramsay was listed as
Tinsrnith on both allotments with premises having a net annual(5)
value of ffS. (4) The value jumped fromf:O to 140 in 1873
and the present configuration was photographed c.1875. (6).
Integrity
This building is substantially intact and still retains its post
supported verandah, shopfront and evidence of the c' 1875
Iettering on the ParaPetAnalysis

Refer to analyses of 'early brick or stone buildings' and
,commercial buildings'. This shop is probably the original building
of1860(asdescribedintheearly,Tolet.advertisment)andif
the adjacent residence does not date from that early period then
it was certainly erected by the 1873 rise in value. This building
is distinguished by its combination of shop and residence with
both having facades to the main frontage'
Significance
An unusual attached shop and residence erected during the early
development in Talbot following the Scandinavian Lead rush and
extended during the subsequent period, of consolidation in the
1870s. This building is distinguished by its post suPPorted
verandah, early shopfront and juxtaposition of building forms.
The building is a crucial part of the significant Ballaarat
Street precinct, the main riorthern entry to Talbot'

1
2
3
4
5
6

Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1860, no. 286North Western Chronicle, 25 October 1860.
ibid., 15 November 1860ibid., 186'l , nos- 380, 38 1; '1862, no.206ibid-, 1873, no. 401 PhotograPh held bY Shire of Talbot and Clunes414

RESIDENCE,

Section

Ballaarat Street North, Talbot

, allotment

, Township of Talbot

History
This area was mined as part of the rush to Scandinavian Lead in
1859 and the general alignment of Ballaarat Street was formed at
this time. This area hras primarily a commercial precinct although
in the years following the rush, residential buildings began to
predominate. This allotment was surveyed in 1861 although based
on a typological analysis this residence appears to have been
erected during the period c.1880-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the verandah
columns have been replaced with this tubular metal and flat
wrought iron.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Talbot. This residence is part of the

significant Ballaarat Street precinct.

Township of Talbot on the Back creek, L.1'l
1861, lithographed 17 March 1864.
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89, 2009,

December

F

FORMER BULL AND

MourH HorEL,

Balraarat Street, Tarbot

Section A, allotments 6, 7, Township of Talbot

History
These arrotments were surveyed by John Tempreton in December rg59
following the rush to Scandinavian lead. ( 1 ) Both allotments
were purchased from the Crown by Samue1 Marks; allotment 5 on 7
August 1860 and arrotment 7 on 26 November 1g60. The Hope and
Anchor Hoter was situated on the site and its sare was adverti.sed
in December 18G0. (2)

For Sale
The Hope and Anchor Hotel
Ballaarat Street, Back Creek
Licensed, and on Freehold Ground, with a frontage on the
best corner in the Township, of 90 feet. There is a
comfortabre concert Room, furnished with seats, tabres
&c.; also a NEW pIANo. The Freehold Hotel, with bar
fixtures, Furniture &c., will be sold in one lot, if
requiredr or Hotel, Land, and Licence separate; the

terms for which witl be - one third cash; balance by
monthly installments. Apply to Samuel Marks-

site was conveyed to Henry o. pirani on 1 February 1961
thence to WiIIiam Ohren on 22 April 1g65. (4) Oven gave his and
occupation as'sraughterman,in the 1964 rate book and thus the
clientere of the hotel remains something of a mystery. (5) The
buirding had a net annuar varue of
in 1865 and was mortgaged
to Crook and Sweet on 22 epril tee5{eo
by Ovren. (6) Broton ffenry
crook of Barrarat and George sweet of carisbrook carried on
business as cattre dearers and the rate book of 4 Aprir 1966
The

indicates a 'stone Buirding, Barrarat street, with net annual
varue or f,tsz, a considerabre rise over the previous year and
almost certainry indicating construction of the present building.
(71 Publicans included Edward parry (1g67), Caroline Davies
( 1868-70), Edward D'ivcy (1970-72),
Mary Jane Stevens ( 1g73) and
Ivlichael Torson ( j874-91). (g) The name changef to Town Harl
Hoter around the turn of the century, possibry coinciding with
the erection of the verandah. rt was during tolson's era that
the welr known photograph of the buirding was taken prior to
erection of the verandah.

Integrity
This former hoter is substantiarly intact arthough minor
alterations have occurred to the verandah. A new kitchen
outbuildings vrere added at Lhe rear of the buirding duringand
1986.
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Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'- This is an
uncommonly imposing hotel building in Talbot due to its
construction of basalt (rare in the local context) and the
constructed without
generous verandah. The building was initially
verandah and the present structure was added around the turn of
the century. The building is situated on a very prominent corner
and serves to link the nineteenth century residences in Ballaarat
Street with the early conmercial and institutional buildings in
Ballaarat Street East and Scandinavian Crescent.
Significance
An archetypal nineteenth century hotel distinguished by its
basalt walls and large verandah which spreads around the corner
site. This building is one of the most significant early
buildings in Talbot and illustrates the consolidation which
occurred IocaIIy as earlier conmercial buildings were rebuilt
during the Iate 1860s and early 1870s. The building forms a
pivotal role in linking the existing commercial centre of Talbot
with the town's most intact area of nineteenth century
residential building stock.

1 Town Lots, Back creek, county of Talbot, L49O John Templeton,
Assistant Surveyor, December 20th 1859, Iithographed of the

3

4
5

6
7

8
9

Crown Lands Office Melbourne, 28 t'tarch 1860Mortgage document William Owens to Crook and Sweet, 22 AptiL
1865, held by Shire of Ta1bot and Clunes.
North West Chronicle, 13 December 1860, p-3.
Mortgage document, op.cit.
Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1864, no. 144i this occupation is
also given on the mortgage document.
ibid., 1865, no.232i mottgage document.
ibid., 4 April 1866, no.1'14, mortgage documentBorough of Amherst ratebooks, various datesPhotograph hetd by Shire of Talbot and Clunes.
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RESIDENCE,

-

Ballaarat Street North, Talbot

Section A, allotmenr

, Township of Talbot

History

This area was mined as part of the rush to scandinavian Lead in
1859 and this alrotment was included in John Templeton,s initial
survey of that year. ( 1 ) This area was primarily a comrnercial
precinct although in the years forrowing the rush, residential
buirdings began to predominate. Based on a typorogicar anarysis
thi's residence appears to have been erected during the perioa
c.1865-80.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and an earry picket fence
is retained.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Ta1bot. fhis residence is part of the
significant Ballaarat Street precinct.
Tow{r Lots.
e"sis

Back Creek, County

Crown Lands

Office

of

Talbo,!., LA}O John Templeton,
lithographed of the
Melbourne, 29 March lg60.
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RESIDENCE,

Ballaarat Street North, Talbot

Section A, allotment

, Township of Talbot

History

This area was mined as part of the rush to Scandinavian Lead in
1859 and this allotment was included in John Templeton's initialsurvey of that year. ( 1 ) This area was primarily a commercial
precinct although in the years following the rush, residential
buildings began to predominate. Based on a typological analysis
this residence appears to have been erected during the period
c.1865-80 and extended at the front c.1910-30.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the original
building form is now slightly masked by the c.1910-30 addition
and flat sheeting has been applied to the exterior.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Talbot. This residence is part of the

significant BaIlaarat Street precinct.
I

Lots, Back Creek, Countv of Ta1bot, L490 John Templeton,
Assistant Surveyor, December 20th 1859, lithographed of the
Crown Lands office Melbourne, 28 March 1860.
Town
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FORI4ER FLoUR

tt'lILL, Ballaarat Street, Talbot

Section A, Allotment

, Township of Talbot

History
This flour mill was first listed in the 1869 ratebook with a net
annual value of dZSO. It was occupied by Stelvart Wilson, a (
storekeeper who also Iived and traded fron Ballaarat street. 1 )
The ,Talbot Flour t,lilt' applied to the Anherst Borough council in
October 1868 to construct a drain near their premises at their
own expense and this may coincide with a date of erection of this
building (or may refer to another nill elsewhere in Talbot) ' (2\
The mill dam was located at the eastern end of Crespigny Street,
adjacent to the line of the railway. (3) The water race ran
diagonally through the Prince Alfred school reserve and its
periodic flooding of the playing fields created many problems.
The race was aPParently filled in 1878' (4)
Integrity
This miII now has a new low pitched roof and may also have been
reduced in height (possibly by one storey?). AlI ancillary
buitdings have now been demolished and the former miII is used as
a prirraie residence. Additions to the north and south were added
during 198?-88. The wall to Ballaarat street retains many
painted signs from the period c.1920-60 and these provide a
graphic interpretation of the building and its recent historyAnalysis

This building with its simple building form is typical of nill
architecture although without machinery and ancillary
outbuildings it is now primarily of significance at the local
Ievel.
Significance
A typical nineteenth century flour miII building, a once cornmon
building type no$, uncommon rn small country towns. The building
provides evidence of the consolidation of Talbot in the Iate
1860s following a period of intensive mining. This building is an

integral part of the significant Ballaarat Street precinct.
1

2

Borough of Amherst ratbbook, 1869, Do- 564Borough of Amherst minutes, 7 October 1868, as summarised by
Ron Pryor.

Talbot, 1982, P.23.
Gilot"= on prince Alfred School in National Trust of
Australia (Victoria) file, source unknown420

RESIDENCE,

BaIIaaraL Street North, Ta\bot

Section 29B, allotment

, Township of Talbot

Hastory

This area was mined as Part of the rush to scandinavian Lead inat
.1g59 and the general alignment of Ballaarat street was formed
this time. This area was primarily a commercial precinct although
in the years following the rush, residential buildings began( to
predominate. This allotment was included in the 1861 survey 1 )
and based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected in stages during the period c.1860-90.

IntegritY
This residence is substantiallY intact dating from the
recent addition, PresumablY the front gabled wing.

most

Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'brick or stone residences' and 'timber
residences'. This residence is distinguished by its combination
materials'
of separate building forms constructed of contrasting
the front
to
added
wing
kitchen
a
be
The brick section miy weII
timber residenceSignificance
A characteristic residence erected in stages and contrasting
materials during the period following intensive mining at Talbot'
This residence is part of the significant Ballaarat street
precinct and the view of its south elevation forms a critical
part of the aPpreciation of this building'
Township of Talbot on the Baclf -Creek, L'1189, 2009, December
Iithographed 17 March 1864'

-186i,
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f

RESIDENCE,

Section

Ballaarat Street North, Talbot

, allotment

, Township of Talbot

History
This area was mined as part of the rush to Scandinavian Lead in
1859 and the general alignment of Ballaarat Street was formed at
this time. This area was primarily a commercial precinct although
in the years following the rush, residential buildings began to
predominate. This allotment was included in the 1861 survey ( 1 )
and based on a typological analysis this residence aPPears to
have been erected in stages during the period c.1860-80.
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although Part of the
decorative timber verandah decoration is missing.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its unusual asymetrical configuration of windows
and door on the front facade, possibly the result of early
alterations. The simple timber verandah decoration is also
notable.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive rnining at Talbot. This residence is part of the
significant Ballaarat Street precinct.

1

Township of Talbot on the Back Creek' L..1 189, 2009' December
186'l , lithograPhed 17 March 1854 -
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RESIDENCE,

Section

BaIlaarat Street North, Taibot

, allotment

, Township of Talbot

History

This area was mined as part of the rush to Scandinavian Lead in
1859 and the general alignment of Ballaarat Street was formed at
this time. This area was prinarily a commercial precinct although
in the years following the rush, residential buildings began to
predominate. This allotment was included in the 'l 861 survey (.1 )
and based on a typological analysis this residence appears to
have been erected in stages during the period c.1860-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although alterations
occurred to the windows.

have

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by unusually large number of identical gab1e roof
forms (four in total).
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Talbot and distinguished by its large number
of identical gable roof forms. This residence is part of the

significant BaIlaarat Street precinct.

Township of Talbot on the Back Creek, L-1189, 2009, December
1861, lithographed 17 March 1864.
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FORMER BURDESS RESfDENCE,

Barkly Street, Talbot

Section 18, allotment 1, Townshi.p of Talbot
History

This arl-otment was formerry located on the scandinavian
Lead and
therefore the arignment of Barkry street was no. surveyed
until
1861' (1) Joseph Burdess, a bootmaker had premises
at
the
of scandinavian crescent and Barraarat strelt ., werr as corner
a
cottage in chapman street. rn 1g69 this residence
was
first
rated (net annual value /60) and the address gi.r"r, ." ,near
chapman street'- (2) rn 1g74 the address
first listed as
Barkry street and during the rg70s Burdesswas
purchased a
considerable portion of land in this vicinity- (3)

Integrity
This residence is substantiarry intact although
render has been stripped from external wa1rs. some of the cemenc
The early form of the
garden survives as do several outbuildings.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of brick or stone residences.
This is an unusuar
design with the J-arge roof form being an unusuarry
earry exampre of
this form in the local context.
Significance
An unusual residence which demonstrates architecturar
forms more
commonry found rocarry in buirdings of
atr"
p"ri"d
after
siting of this residence on the alluvial f""a pro.rides the 1g90s. The
a vital
reminder of the manner in which ord auriferous
ground
was
reclaimed
once mining had ceased. The retentions of earry
garden
erements
is now
rare in the rocar context- The relationsnip oi'the
residence
with
the
former shop of Joseph Burdess (at the corner of
scandinavian
crescent
and Ballaarat street) enhances the significance

of both buirdings.

I Tohrnship of Talbot on the Bac
qeeEz@,
L1186,
:EgcI
2oog' wirm"nl
a"=i-"t."ffivor,
December
1851, rithographed at rhe Department or
r,anJl and survey,
Melbourne, 17 March 1A64-

2 Borough of Amherst ratebook, 3l Irlarch .l 969,
no.
3 ibid-, 1874' no-59; see'current cadastrar
pran-
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RESIDENCE,

Barkly Street, Talbot

Section G, allotment 42, Township of Tatbot
History

This area was on the periphery of the Scandinavian Lead from
1859 and \^ras not used for permanent buildings until the early
1860s. Based on a typological analysis this building appears
have been erected during the period c.1870-90.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This residence is
distinguished by its elegant curved verandah, unusual amongst

Iocal residences.

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the period
following intensive mining at Talbot. It is one of relatively few
early cottages remaining in Talbot and demonstrates the nature of
the shallow alluvial diggings where land was reclaimed soon after
being worked-out.
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RESIDENCE, Bond

Street, corner Regent Street, Talbot

Section L, allotment 24?, Township of Talbot

History
This area hras settled as part of the rush to Scandinavian Lead in
1859 and this allotment was included in John Templeton's initial
survey of that year. (1) This allotment was Purchased from the
Crown by publican T.D. Wrigley. (2) This area was Primarily a
commercial precinct although in the years following the rush,
residential buildings began to predominate. Based on a
typological analysis this residence aPPears to have been erected
during the period c.1860-90 and extended by the addition of a
gabled front wing during the same period. Boundaries of the
allotment were probably altered to take account of the reserve
for the railway (which opened in 1875).
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the weatherboards
were covered with vinyl sheeting during 1985. The original window
joinery has also been replaced.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'

.

Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Talbot. This residence is part of a small
cluster of nineteenth century buildings south of the railway line
in Talbot.

Lots. Back Creek. Countv of Talbot, L490 John Templeton,
Assistant Surveyor, December 20th 1859, lithographed at the
Crown Lands Office t'lelbourne, 28 l4arch 1860.
Cadastral plan.
Town
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FORMER FLYNN RESIDENCE,

Bond Street, corner Regent Street, Taibot

Section L2, allotment 4, Township of Talbot
History

This allotment was just outsi.de the southern extremity of John
Templeton's 1859 survey of Back Creek and although a building was
shown on the site it did not conform to the configuration of the
present residence. (1) The allotment was Purchased by Ann Flynn
on 28 January 1871. (2) Flynn was a school mistress and had been
first rated in this location in 1967 for a'cottage and schoof'
(net annual value t',t9) (3) The 'school' was variously described
as a ,school house, and 'school roomr in later rate books
although it is presumed that this did not form part of the
present residence. Based on a typoloqical analysis, this
residence was probably extended by the addition of a front gabled
wing during the period c.1870-1920-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the original
window joinery in the front wing appears to be relatively modern'
A large mature Cedar (Cedrus deodara) tree is located in the
front garden.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Talbot. Of historical interest is the link
between this residence and the private school which was operated
on this site. This residence is part of a small cluster of
nineteenth century buildings south of the railway line in Talbot.

1 Town Lots, Back creek, county of Talbot, L49O John Templeton,
Assistant Surveyor, December 20th 1859, lithographed at the
Crown Lands Office Melbourne, 28 Nlatch 1860.
2 See current cadastral PIan.
3 Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1866, no.'l 82 (Ann Flynn rated in
canning Street); 1867,.no-173. It is possible the residence
may have been erected earlier than 1867 although the
alphabetical listing of the ratebook entries makes this almost
impossible to deterrnine.
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FORMER WILLOX RESIDENCE,

Bond Street, corner t'lount Greenock Road,

Talbot

Section L2, Allotment 5, Township of Taibot

History
This aLlotment was purchased from the Crown by J. McKinley and
Co. on 28 February 1871- (1) James Leonard Willox was first
listed in Bond Street in 1872 with a cottage valued at f,:S losPrior to this he had.occupied a cottage on Talbot FIat (1870) and
in Chapman Street (1871). (2) A stable was al-so rated in 1874
and in 1877 the net annual value rose from oy':e to f57 possibly
indicating construction of the present house or enlargement of
the existing cottage. The value decreased gradually and WiIlox
was last listed as occupier in 1883. (3) Debate in council was
caused by the decision to remove the gas Iamp at'l,tr willox's
cormer' to a position outside the newly opened library in Camp
Street. (4) Willox had been head teacher at the National School
on Talbot FIat (see PeeI street) from 1855 to 1871 when he
transferred to the new Prince Alfred Common School in Rowe
Street. ( 5 )
Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and the garden layout also
retains part of its early structure, .including some large mature
trees and an early picket fence.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'.
Significance
A characteristic brick villa erected in the period following
intensive mining at Ta1bot. The building is distinguished by its
cast iron verandah and finely detailed brick and render walls. It
provides an intact example of a building style common in
I"lelbourne and larger provincial towns but now rare in the local
context. This residence is part of a small cluster of nineteenth
century buildings south of the railway line in Talbot.
1

2
3

4
5

See current cadastral plan.
Borough of Amherst ratebooks, 18'72, no.562;1870, no.563;
187 1 , no-560.
ibid. , 1874, ro. 517; 1876, no.527; 1877, no.521.

Tal-bot Leader, 8 JuIy 1881Blake (ed), Visi,oq and Realisation, 1973,
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vol.2, p.714-

RESIDENCE, Bond

Street, corner Mount Greenock Road, Talbot

Section K2, allotment 6, Township of Talbot

History
The allotment was purchased from the Crown by A.E- Roffey on 3
June 1897. (1) Based on a typological analysis this residence
appears to have been erected during the period c.1890-1910.

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the original
front door joinery has been replaced and the verandah columns
replaced with wrought iron.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
cessation of most mining at Talbot. This residence is part of a
small cluster of nineteenth century buildings south of the

railway line in Ta1bot.
Cadastral plan.
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RESIDENCE, Bond

Street, Talbot

Section K2, allotment 7, Township of Talbot

History
The allotment was purchased from the Crown by M.C. wallis on 18
october 1932. (1) Based on a tyPological analysis this residence
appears to have been erected during the period c.1870-1910-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact and retains some early
garden elements including a large palm tree (Phoenix canarensis).
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
cessation of most mining at Talbot. This residence is part of a
small cluster of nineteenth century buildings south of the
railway line in Talbot.

1 Cadastral

p1an.

,l:

J

q
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RESIDENCE, Bulwer

Street, Talbot

Section 25, allotment 13 lor 14?l' Township of Talbot
History
This residence is sited on the 1860 survey of Back Creek PIat( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis the residence Iocated on the
north of the site appears to have been erected during the
period c.1860-1880 and the southern residence erected during the
period c.1920-30 (possibly on another site and relocated) Integrity
The building form of the earlier of these building is
substantially intact although the waetherboards have been covered
with flat sheeting. The later building forms a complementary
relationship with the early cottage.

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Talbot. It is distinguished by its siting
along the allotment boundary and is one of very few nineteenth
century buildings remaining on the Talbot FlatTown Lots

Back Creek, Iithographed 12
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April

1860

TALBOT PUBLIC PARK AND RECREATION RESERVE,

Bulwer Street, Talbot

Crown reserve (Rs 5.153), TownshiP of Talbot

History
A cricket ground for Talbot htas sought in 1861 on land adjacent
to Back Creek, between Brougham and Maculay Streets and a Seven
acre site was temPorarily reserved in April 1862' Hoh'ever
mining encroached onto the ground shortly after and the Present
in December 1862 following urging from the
site was gazetted
,the
cri-cket season is fast approaching'. (1) In
council that
1955 the land had been described as 'Fine grassy flat weII
adapted for agricultural purposes ' . (2) This site was close to
the old workings of white or Hard HiII and small scale mining
took place on the perimeter of the new park in the years
following its reservation. (3) The 5 acre site was gazetted
for cricket and other Purposes
reservation
only as a '!s.W
.l
sought to have the site
870s
council
of recreation'a-1,d itt the
by parts of
bisected
was
enlarged. The new larger site
eventually closed
were
these
Junction Road and Elgin street and
to be
perches
site
to enable the full 9 acre 2 rood 27
superseded by
been
reserved. By this date, Junction street had
Bulwer Street as the main thoroughfare to Amherst. The new
reservation was for 'recreation purposes' (the reference to
cricket was dropped at this date) but a year later, 8 February
1875, the area was 'proclaimed as a public park'' This was
apparently in order to qualify for the vote for 'improvement of
Public Parks and Gardens' and local parliamentarian James Syme
stewart lobbied strenuously on behalf of the council. t'szo was
spent on a perimeter fence and in 1891 f9 16s 2d was sPent on
new gate posts. A committee of management was appointed on 2
eprii 1885 and the Borough of Talbot took over this function in
1905.(4)NewspaperreportsoflEs0referedtothe.Public
park' having ,extensive buildings providing shelter Iand a1 ...
dancing pavilion. (5)

Integrity
This site is still used for its original purpose although
early buildings or major works survive'

no

Analysis

This reserve dates from a period of sustained development in
Talbot- Whilst the vast population at the Scandinavian Lead
rush in 1859 had largely departed by the early 1860s, the town
was experiencing rebuilding of property and provision of
facilities such as this reserve. It can be compared with the
showgrounds at clunes as a typical early recreational
feature.
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Significance
AsportingreserveincontinuoususesincetheearlylE60s,a
period of sustained development at Talbot following intensive
small scale mining. The reserve demonstrates the early need for
recreation on the goldfields and its boundaries provide a
reminder of the original boundaries of surveyed township
allotments on Talbot Flat.
'l Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, File Rs 5153.
County of
2 Suburban and Country Lands at DaisY HiII
6

@ot,

surveyor-Generar

office, Melbourne,

october 1855.
See plan dated 5 september 1874 in Rs 5153 which shows a dam,
puddling machines and mine shaft at north west corner of the
reserve.

4 All further references in file Rs 5153'
5 Talbot Leader, 2 APriI 1880.

o
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FORMER HOSKINS RESIDENCE, Camp

street, corner Heales SLreet'

TaIbot

Section F, allotment 36, Township of Ta1bot
HistorY

This allotment was included in John Templeton initial survey of
allotments following the Scandinavian Lead rush in 1859. ( 1 ) The
allotment was purchased from the Crown by Thomas DaLe Wrigley
(publican of the commercial Hotel) on 4 September 1860 and 'l
conveyed to solicitor Horatio HuntJ-y Hoskins on 5 December 864'
(2) A building riras shown on this allotment by Templeton although
its outline does not conform with any part of the existing
structure. By 1860 Hoskins was listed as a ratepayer with
,Residence &c' having a net annual value of{fO Iocated in Camp
Street. (3) The net annual value of the ProPerty judged from{SO
Eo {75 in 1868 and to ftoo in 1869. (4) The property was
purchased by James Syme Stewart in I'lay 1874 and photographed
shortly after. (5)
Integrity
Currently both the timber and brick sections of this residence
are intact, as are several outbuildings. The face brick work of
the main house has been painted white and the unusual ornamental
cresting shown in the early photograph is missing from the
verandah. The tirnber cottage retains the only known local example
of half round guttering, a once common profile.
Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'timber buildings' and 'brick or stone
buildings,. Judging from physical evidence, it is probable that
the existing vertical planked cottage dates from the 1860
valuation and the brick section accounts for the rise in NAV
between 1868 and 1869. The toothed brickwork and the plan of the
Iater brick residence indicate that the earlier timber cottage
was eventually destined for rebuilding. It is probable that
fluctuating fortunes of the owner or a general downturn in
Talbot's economy causes this residence to remain unfinished. The
vertical planking of the timber cottage and its unusual
construction (only having studs at corners and beside window
openings) may indicate the structure was prefabricated and
transported to the site for erection. Apart from the vertical
planks (approximately 30mm thick) and few waII studs, structural
rigidity i.s assisted from the internal horizontal lining of
timber, possibly from packing cases. The windows sills of the
timber section are at ground level and this is a most uncommon
feature.
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Significance
A highly unusual residence comprising two distinct sections, an
earlier one of timber, possibly prefabricated, and a later one of
brick. Their combination provides a clear physical manifestation
of three consequtive Periods in local history; the timber section

being the earliest surviving building at Talbot, the brick
section giving evidence of consolidation of the township and its
Lack of completion testifying to the downturn at Talbot following
cessation of intensive mining. The unusual juxtaposition of
forms gives this building considerable visual appeal and this
property forms a crucial Part of the significant Camp Street
nrani

3

4
5

nci

Town Lots, Back Creek, L49O, signed John Templeton, 20
December'l 859, Iithographed 28 March r860.
Land grant and subsequent conveyance documents held bY current
owner.
Borough of Anherst ratebook, 1860, no- 381'
ibid. , '1868, ho. 229; 1869 , no - 233 .
photograph held by the shire of Talbot and clunes; conveyance
held by current owner.
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POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICE, Camp

Street, corner Heales Street, Talbot

Section E, allotment 13, Township of Talbot

History
This block was marked out in Templeton's first survey of 1859 and
the first section of the building erected in 1860- This
comprised separate post and telegraph offices, a battery room and
Iiving quarters for the postmaster. The PubLic Works DePartment
drawing was initialled by Charles Vickers on 20 t'lay 1860- The
contract with Griffith & Co. was signed on I 1 Auqust 1860 and
their price was tlr330. (1) Samuel w. Mccowan, General
Superintendent of Electric Telegraph, notified that 'telegraphic
communication had been established with Back Creek' on 1 January
1861- (21 The site was fenced during '186'l for {Ze and fittings
and furniture were also installed in 186'l at a cost of f20 10sSmaII sums were expended as fittings and furniture in 1862 and
1855 while 'repairs and alterations' (of a nature unknown) cost
I,Aq lOs in 1863. (3) A'telegraph officert/ras erected in'1866 for
$ZAZ 10s (4) and this is presumably the eastern section of the
building, now used as the postal chamber. Contractor J. Meadows
undertook 'alterations and additions' in 1876-77 at a cost of
{CeS Ss (5) and this probably included the western residential
wing, fronted by a large bay window. Ownership of the bulding
passed from Victoria to the Commonwealth on I March 190'l with
payment of 3!1r855 compensation although the title was not
officially registered until 20 october '1931. The building was
sold by the Commonwealth in 1968 and is currently operated as a
postal agency. (6)
Integrity
This building is substantially intact. The curtilage retains two
distinctive monuments, one commemorating the Boer War (1899-19021
and the other a water trough donated in the 1940s as part of a
world wide programme by anirnal welfare campaigner Georqe Bills.
Analysis

building is typical of the standards of design and construction
promoted by the Public Works Department during the nineteenth
century. The building was constructed with a higher degree of
skill and detail than most local commercial buildings of the
'1860s. The staged building progranrme from 1860-77 is betrayed by
the diverse architectural forms on the facade but this complexity
coincides with rnany local periods of growth. The building's
retention is probably due to decline in the Iocal economy, unlike
Clunes where an indentical building was demolished in the 1870s
and the present Iarge structure erected for the needs of that
Iarge company mining town.
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Significance

surviving
is the
house'
buitdings in Talbot and, with the former court
building
staged
earliest government building in Talbot. The growth and
campaign coincides with many local periods of
in a block of
consolidation- The property forms a key elementintact
of such
government buildings which is amongst the most
collections in Australia'

The present Post Office contains one of the earliest

1

2
3

4
5

o

979, unit 2, p.47 i 1 sheet of drawings held bY Public
Record office, Laverton.
North western Chronicle, 31 JanuarY 1861254VPRS 972, vol. 1, p.17i VPRS 95?, unit 3, PP- 55,
VPRS 957, unit 3, p.254VPRS 972, vol. 1 , p-24.
Title held bY current owners.

VPRS
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FORMER CoURT HoUSE, Camp

Street, Talbot

Section E, allotment 3A, Township of Talbot
'1

History

This court house was erected in 1866 to replace the smaller court
house of 1860-6.1 located adjacent (to the west). The new
building cost{2,149 and contractors were Fisher and co. ('l)- A
screen was erected by J. t-leadows in 1870-for {tS and repairs were
carried out in 1871 ({6'7 15s), 18'75-76 t{a:l and 1883-84 (f49
3s)- These last r"torks, undertaken by J- RusseII, also included
painting. (2) The Talbot court of Petty sessions was abolished
on 1 October 1934. (3) The court house was sold for use as a
Masonic Lodge and the Crown Grant made to G.C. MiIIs and others
on 20 January 1939. (4)

Integrity
This buildings is substantially intact and has been slightly
modified internally for its present use as a masonic lodge- A
smalI brick addition was erected c- 1955.
Analysis

This building is pre-eminent amongst small rural courthouses in
Victoria. It incorPorates features conmon to most such buildings
and these include the large central court room, front porch, and
rear and flanking side offices. Such buildings commonly featured
local materials and this building has a subtle combination of
orange bricks for walls, cream bricks for mouldings and basalt
sils and base. The arcaded entry at Talbot, $tith its openings
infilled to provide and enclosed porch, is a superb example of
arched brickwork and detailing elsewhere on the building is
complementary.

Significance
A superb example of a small rural court house, amongst the best
in the state. It is distinguished by crisp brick detailing and
subtle use of local materials. With the adjacent former court
house it illuminates two distinct periods in the growth of Talbot
and its reuse as a lodge, aPart from giving a redundant building
regular use, highlights the tradition of reuse of buildings on
the goldfields. The property forms a key element in a block of
government buildings which is amongst the most intact of such

collections in Australia.
'|

2
3

4

VPRS

972, vol- |,

ibid.
Talbot Leader,
Cadastral Plan.

15

nO

September 1934, research by Rita HuII.
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FREE LIBRARY (rOnMen couRT oF PETTY SESSIONS), Camp

Street, Talbot

Section E, allotment 5a, Township of Talbot
History
1860 at a cost of {aOO on the
reserve created by Templeton's 1859 survey. The contractor was
Iocal builder Isaac lvleadows although he gave his address as
Collingwood. (1) The building was opened on 28 January 1861 by
Police t"lagistrate Crespigny and the local newspaper corunented

This court house was erected in

For architectural design the New Court House will not
immortalize its architect, Yet is in its interior so well
arranged so as to render it weII adapted for the purPose
to which it is applied. The acoustlc properties of the
building are good and its ventilation is unexceptionable. (2)

to the building were erected during 1861. The
contractor was G.O. Langridge & Co. and the 'offices' cost 1i:tO(3) The large brick court adjacent to the 1860-61 Court of Petty
Sessions was erected at ralbot in 1866 (q'v') and this earrier
building was either vacated or used as a second court or offices.
In 1870 a deputation from Ta1bot to the Corunissioner of Public
Works sought to use the building and furniture for the purpose of
a Mechanics Institute. (4) In November 1880 after a visit from
government officials a promise was made to the local Free Library
committee that it could have use of the former court house and in
February 1881 formal handing over of the keys was undertaken. (5)
A grant of fSO was made by the government for improvements and
tenders were called on g April 1881 for 'repair and alterations'.
william Phe1an completed the work f,or fr,42 19s 6d and also
constructed internal fittinqs fot fZS. This work was suPerintended

Rear additions

byHenryThompsoninanhonorarycapacity.The@waS
a strong supporter of the library and published a lonq article
its opening in the new premises on 30 June 1881.
building comprises three spacious compartments, the
largest being nicely fitted up as a library and reading
room. Handsomely furnished bookcases contain a well
assorted stock of books, etc. There are also reading
tables and paper stands, on the Iatter being arranged
the leading daily and weekly nevtsPapers and illustrated
papers published in the colony, which are supplemented
by many of those from the other Australian colonies and
London. Of the other compartments, one wiII be used as
a committee room, and the other it is intended to devote
to those subscribers desirous of irnproving themselves in
such scientific games as chess, draughts, etc. The
building throughout is thoroughly well ventilated, and
what is, considering the use to which it is put, nearly
of as much importance, the lighting arrangements are
The

perfect.
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on

prior to the relocation the Free Library had operated in the
upper room of the Borough HaII in Ballaarat street. The council
also supported the Free Library by the erecti-on of a gas lamp in
front of the building.
Integrity
This building is still substantially intact and used as a library
with the rear rooms providing storaqe for the local historical
society. The library shelving is stilI intact and presumed to
date from 1881. The building was repainted in 1987 in a scheme
typical of the 1880s, the period when the building was
refurbished as a IibraryAnalysis

This is the earliest remaining court house in Talbot although not
the first court at Back Creek. During August to November 1859 a
court of Petty Sessions had been erected in Amherst simultaneously
with a warden's office at Back Creek- (6) A'wooden court house'
was removed from Talbot'to Majorca in 1863 and it is possible
this was one of'two portable houses'transPorted from (or toa)
itlnherst by Latham & Co. in 1859. (7) The last office would have
dealt with mining matters although this building was located on
the Back Creek'flat'; €lD inconvenient Iocation since the rush to
the Scandinavian Lead and development of the present site of
Talbot. The 1860 Petty Session court demonstrated the growth of
the new rush and the erection of a Court of Petty Sessions at
Nnherst less than a year earlier represented a dying gasp of the
Amherst lobby before Po$rer shifted to Talbot. The growth of Back
Creek/Ta1bot was further demonstrated by the erection of

substantial additions to the Talbot court in

1861-

Significance

typical small rural court house which is now one of the earliest
surviving buildings in Talbot. Its continuing use as a library
enhances its significance and this use is demonstrated by superb
timber shelving and other internal features which have been in
use for over a century. With the adjacent former court house it
illuminates two distinct periods in the growth of Talbot and its
reuse as a library highlights the tradition of reuse of buildings
on the goldfields. The building forms a key element in a block
of government buildings which is amongst the most intact of such
collections in Australia.

A

I

I

2

4
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o
7

979, unit.2, p.81; VPRS 957; unit 3, p.53North western Chronicle, 3l January 1861.
VPRS 979, unit 3, p-22VPRS 986, unit 1, P.190References come from Talbot Leader, 22 February, 25 February,
25 t"larch, 5 April, 8 April, 2.1 June, 24 June and l JuIy 1881VPRS 979, unit 1, P.8; unit 1, PP. 14, 41VPRS 979, unit 4, p.128; VPRS 977, unit 1-

VPRS
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Street, Talbot
Section E, allotment 5, Township of Talbot

FORI4ER DOWLING RESIDENCE, Camp

History

the crown by
was
Wrigley
Thomas DaIe !{rigley and James Jones on 25 June 1862was
and
Jones
owner of the Cornmeicial Hotel in Scandinavian Crescent
and
publican of the Liverpool Arms in t'laryborough Road' Jones camp
of the
wrigley also purchased lot 6 which was a continuationconveyed
to
was
site
The
streetstreet allotment back to Burke
(1)
Dowling
surgeon Francis Joseph Dowling on 27 September 1870.
street
camP
in
Iand
and
Street
was rated for a cottage in Ballaarat

This allotment was surveyed in

'1861 and purchased from

in.l8T3althoughthefollowingyearthehouseinCanpStreetwas
rated (net annual value fSS) with a note 'house not completej-when
risen totr-65,
valuation made,. In 1875 the net annual value had
(2)
Dowling had
form.
presumably for the house in its completed
of
Borough
the
to
been appointed as the first Medical officer
Anherston14Pebruaryls6SandthiscamPstreetresidencewas
occupied by medical piactitioners until at least 1930' These
included Dr Leonard Robinson, Dr Peter Hannall Cunningham and Dr
Charles Cunningham. (3)

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact'
Analysis
residence
Refer to analysis of 'brick or stone residences'- Thisdetaied
finely
and
verandah
is distinguished by its cast iron
a large
brick and rendet r"tt". The plan is unusual for such
door faces
front
the
as
residence on a comParatively narro$t site
$'est may
the
to
land
the side boundary. Acquisition of contiguous

originally contemPlated for a front garden comensurate
withthesizeoftheresidenceandlocationoftheentry.

have been

Significance
A characteristic brick villa erected in the period followingby its
intensive mining at Tatbot. The residence is distinguished
cast iron verandah and finely detailed brick and render walls' It

providesanintactexampleofabuildingstylemorecommonin
Melbourne and larger provincial towns but now rare in the local
context. The residence forrns Part of the Camp Street area' a
precinct of great.historical and architectural significance'
1 Township of Talbot on the Back creek, L-1189, 2009, WiIIian
S.MackintosttjssistantsurveyorrDecemberlS6l'possession of
lithographed 17 t'larch 1864; title documents in
the current ordner.
March 1873, no- 1 15; 1
2 Borough of Amherst ratebook, 25 .1875,
1

3

no.121.
FebruarY 1874, no-117; 2 t"tarch
bY Ron PrYor;
as
summarised
book
minute
Borough of Amherst

title

documents441

FORI',IERPRIMITIVEI\,IETHODISTCHURCH,CAMPStTEEt,TAIbOt

Section E, allotment 2, Township of Talbot
HistorY

site was a
The first Primitive Methodist Church on this
of the diggings'
the
from
'centre
there
weatherboard ctrapel moved
ministry of (Sarnuel?)
at Back Creek- This occured during the
(
The next
Bracewell from October 1860 to epril 1862'for1 ) securing a
responsible
incumbent, WiIIiam Adams, btas
selected by
temporary government reservation of the landGovernor
in Council
the
of
Bracewell and this received approval
presenc
the
of
stone
on 10 August 1863- (2\ The foundation

buildingwaslaidon5Decemberls6gandthechurchopenedon30
octoberlsTo.LocaltimbermerchantWilliamPhelanandflour
their
miller w- Cadwallader t"ere particularly liberal in
financialassistanceandPhelanallowedthecommitteealarge
work was
quantity of materials at cost price' The masonry
and
Dennithorne
undertaken by a Mr Clough, plastering by a Flr
his
carpentry by A- HaIIen' In addition HaIIen also 'gave
professionalservicesasarchitectandinspector'.Leadedglass
windowsweresupPliedbyFergusonofMelbourneandthetotalcost
The Talbot Leadgr gave a lengthy
of rhe building i""-fz:i. (3t praifrg
itE'an ornament to the
description of the new church,
town'.
general
The style of architecture is Romanesque' The and there
neat'
certainly
appearance of the building is
to indicate
is a substantial Iook about it that seemshas
been laid
that the money expended on the structure approached
by
is
out to good aivantage " ' The entrance
is
lobby
small
A
a flight of four bluestone stePs
side doors open
two
and
doorway,
open
the
entered from
into the body of the church " ' The floor has an incline
of2feetfromthefronttothebackofthebuilding,so
as to bring the preacher within fuII view offorthethe
congregation and vice versa " ' A platform
preacher stands 'nidtay against the back waII' 10 feet
2 feet from
Iong by 5 feet wide and is elevated about platform
and
the
round
runs
the floor. A cedar railing
grooved
behind are damask hangings. The ceiling is of
divisions
moulded
the
drab'
and tongued boards painted
in blue. Three sun lights are fixed in the ceiling'
The
which give ample light, and also act as ventilators'
the
of
confort
supply of oxygen necesbary for the
below
congrlgation is further provided by ventilators
eaves'
the
the floor, in the fascia boards beneath A door is and
by hopper ventilators in the six windows ' platform' to
piacea in the end wall to the west of the
rear
afford communication with the school room in the
the
of
and the mi-nisters residence at the side' East
platform is a second door, uniform with the other' and
opening into a closet' The seating is very comfortable
442

and neat., the material used in construction being N-Zpine, varnished. The land is fenced in with neat wooden
fence, ihe posts of which are adorned with acorns- (4)
was Iocated at the rear of the new building
for use as a sunday school, and a residence for the minister,
erected c.1860-62 at a cost of fee, stood on the adjacent
allotment (to the east presumably)- (5) The church building was
sold to tlaryborough Knitting t'lills in 1947 and was used for a
time as as a miII. (6)

The

earlier church

Integrity
This building is substantially intact externally although several
alterations have occurred internally. During use as a miII the
front door was widened and rebricked, the inclined floor was
replaced and banks of fluorescent lights were installed. Recent
works ( 1985-87) have seen the enlarged opening reduced to the
original width and the missing basalt stonework reconstructed,
new front doors installed and repainting internally and on
external render and timber surfaces. Both internal and external
painting followed the earliest schemes able to be determined from
physical evidence. The fence was reconstructed along the frontage
based on the earliest known PhotograPh (c.1875) and the same view
provided the basis for reconstruction of the front door. The door
is approximately 600mm taller that the original due to the
replacement of the inclined floor and removal of front stePs.
Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history for a detailed
discussion of non-conformist church architecture. Other Primitive
Methodist Methodist church buildings survive in Victoria
including Kilmore, Chewton (1861) and Clunes (1868). Churches of
any denomination adopting this particular form of facade (based
on a Serlian arch) are rare and the only other kno$tn example is
the former wesleyan church at Portland ( 1855). The form, of a
central arched opening flanked by two smaller openings, was

first illustrated in architect Sebastian Serlio's L'Architettura
published in 1537, a seminal work which classified the orders of
classsical architecture . (7 |
Significance

A highly distinctive church, now one of few remaining buildings
erected in Victoria for the primitive Methodist ChurchArchitecturally this building formed a sophisticated solution to
the desire of Primitive t'lethodist congregations to express
their distance from the high church denominations. This is
exemplified by the adoption of a classically derived motif for
the facade, a device handled with great competence by the local
designers and tradesmen. This building is a landmark in Talbot
and forms a key element in the significant Camp Street precinct'
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4

Rev M. clarke, The Historv of Prinitive Methodism in victoria
and Tasmania, n.d. Ic-1887]' pp- 28-30Department Of Conservation, Forests and Lands, reserve file
Rs 915 Primitive Methodist Miscellanv, 4, April 1871, pp. 136-138.
Talbot Leader, 1 November 1870, quoted in Primitive l4ethodist
t'liscellanv, Ioc. cit.
Clarke, Ioc.cit.; photograph of both buildings held by Shire
of Talbot and clunes.
Rs 915; several photographs of the building is use as a mill
are held by the Shire of Talbot and ClunesFleming, Honour and Pevsner, The Penguin Dictionarv of
architecture, 1966, P-204.
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FORMER DUNACH STATE SCHOOL

No. 1412' Camp Street, Talbot

Section E, allotment 1, Township of Talbot
History

This school was opened on 17 May 1874 at Dunach. The school was
originally located on Part of allotment 3 in section 1 l of the
Parish of Amherst. Early photographs indicate this building was
the original 1874 structure although by the turn of the century
an additional room with a transverse gable roof had been added.
The school originally housed 135 children and closed in 1945. ( 1 )
The schoot building was moved to this site in Talbot in July 1974
for use by the Courtauld-Hilton Company, who also occupied the
adjacent former Primitive Methodist Church. (2)

Integrity
This building was relocated to this site and some repairs
undertaken. The large front window is not original but was
present when relocation took place in 1974.
Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history for a discussion of
education and school architecture. This building is typical of
small timber schools erected in the period following the creation
of the Education Department of Victoria illthough the current
location neither adds or detracts frorn its significance in this
respect. However, relocation on the original site at Dunach would
enhance the significance of the building and provide a tangible
marker of the once flourishing township of Dunach.
Significance

typical timber rural school building which provides evidence of
early education in the shire.

A

Blake (ed), Vision and Realisation ,

1973 ,

vol . 2, p.766i

2

photographs held by Shire of Talbot and C1unes (c.1875 and
c- 1900-02).
2 t'laryborouqh Advertiser (?), 19 JuIy 1974-
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SHOPS AND RESIDENCE, Camp

Street, corner Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot

Section C, allotments 22, 23 and 24, Township of Talbot

History
These blocks were marked out in John Templeton's survey of Back
Creek in 1859- (1) Premises at the corner of Scandinavian
Crescent and Camp Street (allotment 23) were occupied by J.G.
Sutherland in 1861 (net annual value fao) Uut the value rose
dramatically to fzoO Uy 1862 and the occupier was listed as
draper Benjamin Culley. (2) A residence was aLso rated on
allotment 24 (in Camp street) although this may have been located
in the garden of the present residence- CuJ-Iey was listed as
owner of both shop and residence in 1863 and the valuations
remained relatively constant until 1866 when a combined value of
{zla 10s was Iisted for'Store &c'. (3) In the following year
this was again split although the combined value was relatively
consistent with the previous year. (4) The shop was first
occupied by J.H. weiland'E in June 1919 as grocer, ironmonger and
newsagent and his early advertising hoardings survived on the
parapet until 198'].. (5) Allotment 22 (in Scandinavian Crescent)
was purchased by Weilandt in November 1923 and the present shop
was erected soon after. The letters 'A.T.T.' on the ParaPet are
thought to stand for the initials of the original builder. (6)

Integrity
This property is substantially intact although.the verandah
surrounding the residence has several missing components and the
posts of the whole verandah have been replaced with thin tubular
metal columns. The early shopfront is still retained and the shop
on allotmenE 22 reLains its early Post suPported verandah and
pressed metal cladding. An early picket fence is retained along
the Camp Street frontage.
Analysis

Refer to analyses of 'commercial buildings' and 'brick or stone
residences'. This is a most unusual building on account of its plan,
building form and architectural detailing. The building probably
dates from one building campaign of c.1861-62 and the combination of
a two storey residence and single storey shop is very rare,
especially where the residence has a separate entry to the side
street (in this case Camp Street). the building is distinguished by
the quality of its render work (which remains largely unpainted) and
chaste detailing- The irregular shape of the allotment (a
reflection of the original development and subseguent survey in
1859) has given the building a quirkyness which can best be
appreciated from the upper storey of the residence. The c.1924-25
shop is a fine example of pressed metal sheet used for an external
waII cladding especially as two pattens are used ('brick' on the
body of the waII and'stone quoins' to form an edge)- Such a use of
pressed metal is also found in Avoca on several buildings.
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Significance
A highly unusual combined shop and residence, erected in the
early period of development at Talbot in the years following
intensive mining. The buiJ-ding is distinguished by its finely
unusual juxtaposit.ion of single and double storey building forms,
finely detailed render work, post supported verandah and early
shopfront. The later adjacent shop is a fine example of pressed
metal sheeting used as a wall cladding- The ProPerty is located
on a corner traditionally considered the prime location in Talbot
and this building forms a very effective Iink between Camp Street
and Scandinavian Crescent, two precincts of great architectural
and historical significance.
1

2
3

4
5

6

Town Lots. Back Creek' L490, signed John Templeton, 20
December 1859, Iithographed 28 I'{arch 1860-

Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1861, nos-295, 485i 1862r Do' 244'
ibid., 1863, no. 2O2i 1865, no. 27Oi 1866, no. '116'
ibid., 1867, ho. 105.
Talbot Leader, 31 May 1919, researched by R.J. Pryor'
Summary of title documents held by the current owneri
information from Betty Fleming, 17 September 1987'
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FORI4ER ELDER RESIDENCE, Camp

Street, Talbot

Sectron C, Parc allotment 25, Township of Talbot
HrstorY

survey and
This allotment was marked out in John Templeton's 1959
WiIIiam
by
1860
was purchased from the Crown on 14 September
Harris Nutt. ( 1 ) Nutt had erected the Camp Hotel (q'v') on the
cornerofCampStreetandHealesstreetbyAprills6landsold
lot 25 to sadler
this 16 foot strip of Iand on the east of(2')
In February 1862 the
WiIIiam McKenz.re Elder betlnteen 1860-62 '
saddler
Talbot Leader announced the removal of WiIIiam K. Elder,
first
was
he
and Harness Maker, (Presumably) to Canp s-treet where
(3)
the
1864
rn
rated in 1862, for premises with NAV of f:O'
and on 3
dwelling'
and
shop
as
'saddlers
premises were described
a
September 1869 the Property was sold to JosePh Curtis at
Crooks
*oitg"g."s sale. The ProPerty was leased to Robert
four
purchased
and
1872
Ln
shop)
(proprieter of the adjacent
a
consolidation
properties,
two
the
years later, thus reuniting
which is still maintained. (4)

Integrity
This dwelling is set back from the frontage and retains an early
gardenlayout.Thesaddlersshopwaspossiblylocatedonthis
front garden or may have formed part of the present structure.
Remnants of an early picket fence remain'
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'. This is an early single
fronted dwelling with a gable front, the only remaining example
of this type IocaIIy. th- early garden layout is of interest and
is one of few to have survived in Talbot'
Significance
An early timber residence erected in the early period of
It
development at Talbot in the years following intensive mining'
timber
fronted
single
a
of
is the only remaining local example
cottage and is enhanced by its early garden layout' This
residence forms part of the significant camp street precinct'
Town Lots

ffiraphed
Summary of

CreeE''L490, signed John Templeton, 20
Back :,
28 I',tarch 1860; cadastral plantit.Ie and mortgage documents prepared by lleil

Currey.
Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1962, no' 246t 1863' no' 260;
Talbot Leader, 28 February1862, p'1'
AIi r.f.t""c.s frorn the summaty of titles and mortqages'
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FORMER CAMP HOTEL, Camp

Street, corner Heales Street, Talbot

Section C, allotments 1, 26 and part 25, Township of Talbot

History
These allotments were marked out in Templeton's 1859 survey and
allotment I was purchased from the Crown on 9 August 1860 by
James Jones and allotments 25 and 26 by William Harris Nutt on 14
September 1860. (1) Nutt erected the Camp Hotel on lots 25 and part
26 by epril 1861 and in that year the premises had a net annual
value of f:C. (21 Nutt Purchased lot 1 on '10 February 1852 and
erected stables and the Property then went through a complex
series of mortgages. In the 1862 ratebook Robert t'1. Elder was
Iisted with a hotel on these lots (NAv f100) and stables on
allotment 1 (UaV.{20). (3) In February 1862 Elder advertised as
proprietor of the 'Camp Family and Commercial Hotel', Camp

Street, Talbot.

R.14. E1der, having taken the above establishment,
comfortable
to merit the support [etc. ]
trusts
also begs to
R.M.EIder
stables
commodious
bedrooms,
waqgon wiII
American
4-horse
public
his
that
inform the
Ballarat,
Creswick,
for
Clunes,
Ieave Talbot weekly
officel Camp Hotel. (4)
Geelong and Melbourne

Edward D'Arcy was listed as occupier of the Camp Hotel, Camp
Street in the 1863 ratebook and in directories of 1866 and 67 the

premises were listed as the Camp Hotel. Robert Crooks leased the
premises in 1872 and purchesed in 1876. (5) His rstore and stable'
had a NAv of fee in'1873 and this rose to,ft05 in 1874- The
description altered to 'Store, Residence and Stab1e' in 1875 and
the net annual value jumped to t12O- (6) rt was during this
period that the well known photograph of the building with its
post supported verandah was taken. (7)

Integrity
This building is substantially intact including an early
shopfront although the Post suPPorted verandah has been removedThe urns on the parapet are not original and were installed in
the 1970s. Several outbuildings are still extantAnalysis

Refer to analyses of 'commercial buildings' and 'brick or stone
residences'. The front two sections probably date from 1861 and
the third residential section probably accounts for the 1874-75
rise in NAV and change of description. It is also possible that
the front section on CamP Street was rebuilt in 1873-74 when
Crooks took over the hotel and converted the premises to a
general store.
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Significance
two
An unusual commercial building erected in stages during
Talbot'
of
consol.idation
and
distinct periods in the development

Thebuildingisdistinguishedbyitsclearlydefinedstaged
construction, simply detailed elevations and early shopfront'
building forms a key corner element in the significant camp
Street Precinct.

Lots, Back Creek' L4gO-,-signed John Templeton' 20
28 March 1860; cadastral plan'
ffiaphed
BoroughofArnherstratebookrlE6lrno'4S6isulnmaryoftitle
and mortgage documents prePared by Neil Currey'
ibid. , 1862, no-223Talbot Leader, 28 February 1862' p'1'
surunary of titles and mortgages'
Borough of Amherst ratebook, 18?3' no'92; 1814, no'95; 1875'
Town

J

4
5

6

The

no. 98 .

SeveralphotographsareheldbytheShireofTalbotand
CIunes.
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RESIDENCE, Camp

Street, corner Heales Street' Talbot

section D, allotment 7 [and part 6?] ' Township of Tarbot
History
1859 survey
These arrotments were marked out in John Tempreton's
and,to
shop
a
by
occupied
and the corner site was subsequently
building
present
(
The
1
)
the west stood the Golden Age Hotel-

abuttingHealesStreetispossiblytheresidencewhichstoodat
of the
the rear of the now demolished corner shop and other Parts
the
of
outbuildings
exiting building may weII relate to the
buildings
Golden Age Hotei. If this is not the case then then the
may have been relocated on this site'
Integrity
Thesebuildingsstillretainmanyearlyfeaturessuchasbrick
joinery and
chimneys, shj.ngled roofs (under Iater iron), early
building forms (now somewhat disguised by later additions) '
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences"
Significance

into

A collection of nineteenth century structures, nor^t combined
one residence and occupying a prominent corner site in Talbot'
to
These buildings may have a residential function related (and now
frontage
earlier commercial buirdings on the camp street
demolished) and so form an integral Part of the Camp Street

orecinct.

20
Town Lots Back Creek, LA}O, signed John Templeton,
in
December 1859, IithograPhed 28 t'larch 1860; PhotograPh

Shire'of Talbot and Clunes collectLon-
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COURT HOUSE HOTEL, CamP

Section D, allotment

Street, Talbot
, TownshiP of Talbot

HistorY
1859 survey and a
This arrotment was marked out in John Templeton's
referenceinthecouncilminutesindicatedaM.rParrywasapparently
(1) James WiIIiam
owner of the Court House Hotel in March 1866'
JollywasfirstlistedasoccupierofahotelinCampStreetin136T
appears in the window of an early photograph
and the name ,Jolley''oofiy,
a wheelwright and blacksmith' had
of this hotel . (2)
and a cottage in
previously been rated for premises in camp street ratebooks
in 1867
Landsdowne street. The hotel was first Iisted in
ti'as not
Hotel
House
,nith a net annual value of 1100. (3) The Court
for a
evidence
further
Iisted in the 1867 directory which provides
known
date of erection around this date' (4) The earliestused as a
photograph of this Hotel shows the eastern section
when the
solicitors office. (5) The hotel was 'rebuilt' (6) c'1939
western red brick wing was presumably added'

IntegritY
Thisbuildinghasbeenalteredinwayssimilartomanyhotelswith
but
t,he addition of glazed tiles on the facade (date unknown
possiblyc.lgl0-30),cementrenderoverbrickwork,demolitionof
PartoftheParapet-andmuchinternalremodelling.Thebuildinghas
alsobeenextendedbyadditionofwingstotheeast(c.1970s)and
chimneys and
west (c.1939) - However, the building form' roof' verandah
has
fenestration remain intact and the post supported photographs' The
recentry been reconstruted from evidence of earry unpainted brickwork'
rear gable ends are the only major area Of original
Analysis

Refertoanalysisof,commercialbuildings,.Acourthousehadbeen
oppositethissitesince1360butadateofc.IS66-5.Twouldcoincide
with erection of the new court house in 1866'
Significance

Atypicalsmallhotelbuildingerected'intheyearswhenconsolidation
oftheTalboteconomywasoccuring.Thebuildinghasrecentlybeen
verandah and the
enhanced by reconstruction of a post supported
precinct'
building forms a key part of the Camp Street
'l
2

20
Town Lots, Back Creek,.L4gO, signed John Templeton'
Amherst
of
29 l"larch 1860; Borough
December lg5gIid"grlphed
minutes, 28 tvlarch 1866, as summarised by R'J' Pryor'
held by
Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1867, Do' 259; photograPh
Shire of Talbot and Clunes '

ibid-,

4
5

6

1866, Do- 273; 1867, no' 259'

, 1867, p.81

Ph"t"rr.ph hAd by Shire of Talbot and Clunes'
road
enotott.ph and advertisment in Broadbent'9-official
p'
100'
c'1939'
section,
quide of victoria - Western
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FORMER WESLEYAN CHURCH, Camp

Street, corner

Landsdowne

Street,

TaIbot

Section D, allotments 11, 12, Township of Talbot
History
The foundation stone for this church was laid on 22 December 1862
and the church was built by Thomas Taggart tor fSZS. ( 1 ) This
followed the erection of numerous temporary and less substantial
Wesleyan chapels closer to the dj-ggings. The church was opened in
April 1863 and by the first anniversary the debt had been reduced
rrom fat5 to f,,ZSO. At this date the committee arranged to have the
church fitted with pews as it was anticipated that this could be
done without increasing the debt. (2) Land for a Parsonage was
reserved in Barkly Street (section 1b, allotment 4) in September
1870. (3) The block was located to the east of the Prince Alfred
Common School and a substantial residence was erected. It was
photographed c.1875 but is now demolished- (4)

Integrity
This church is substantially intact although damage has ocurred to
the leaded glass windows and doors. Some of the early fittings and
pieces of furniture still remain in the building. (5) The church
has not been used for many years and is not, Privately owned.
Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history for a detailed
discussion of non-conformist church architecture. Although this
tdas a Wesleyan Methodist church and close in doctrine to the
Primitive Methodist church, these two churches opposite each
other in Camp Street demonstrate two widely differing approaches
to non-conformist church architecture. This exanPle draws on
Gothic elements in contrast to the classically derived Primitive
Methodist church at Talbot.
Significance
A characteristic smalI Wesleyan church, now the earliest surviving
church in Talbot. In its vigourous and free use of Gothic elements
and internal arrangement this building typifies many nineteenth
century non-conformist churches and this example forms a telling
counterpart to the classically inspired Prinitive Dtethodist church
Iocated opposite. The church forms a key Part of the Camp Street
precinct, an area of great architectural and historical significance.l

2
3

4
5

Bryant, Souvenir Booklet of Talbot's Centenarv ' 1952.
Wesleyan Chronicle, 4, 28 April 1864' P-79Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, reserve file, Rs 920.
Photograph held by Shire of Talbot and Clunes1!.ro early internal Photographs are held by the Shire of
TaIbot and CIunes453

RESIDENCE, Chapman

Street, Talbot

Section A, allotment

,

Township

)l

of Talbot

History

This area was part of the land mined as part of the Scandinavian
Lead from 1859 and was not settled until the Iate 1860s and early
( 1 ) Based on a typological analysis this building appears to
have been erected during the period c- 1870-90.

Integrity

)l

This residence is substantially intact.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of timber buildings. This residence is
distinguished by its decorative tinber barge boards, finials and
cast iron verandah decoration (perhaps added c.1880-90).
Significance

tinber residence erected during the period
following intensive mining at Talbot. It is one of relatively few
early cottages remaining in Talbot and demonstrates the nature of
the shaltow alluvial diggings where land was reclaimed soon after

A characteristic

being worked-out.

1 Cadastral plan.
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SoLDIERS MEMORIAL PARK, Heales
Lansdowne Street, Talbot

street, corner O'Hara Street

and

Crown reserve (Rs 2122), Section P, Township of Talbot

History
Thomas
This park was originally set aside as a market reserve'
half acre
and
a
six
favoured
Couchman, the acting District Surveyor
but the
market
the
for
site south of the piesent Presbyterian Church

councilstillpressedforthepreferredsiteinHealesStreet.This
finally received supPort from Clement Hodgkinson' Assistant
CommissionerofLandsandSurveywhorecommendedthereservationof
30 November
2 acres 3 roods 16 perches on 29 April 1862' ( 1 ) on
be erected
yards
1866 the council moved that suitable buildings and
of a
conduct
the
on the market reserve as soon as possible to enable plans were
weekly market of animals and produce, although these
Engine House
shelved in June 1868. Construction of the Fire Brigadethe
council
(q.v. ) in 1873 encroached on the site and a year later
the
gave a. campbell permission to erect a blacksmith's shop on
pitched
a
install
to
decided
market reserve. In 1881 the council
drainthroughthereservealongthewatercoursewhichledfrom
Ballaarat Street to Back Creek' (2)
world War, the idea
After the cessation of hostilities in the First
park with an
memorial
a
of converting the old market reserve into
avenueofhonourwasraised.Alocalconmitteewasformedandata
public meeting on 7 May '1919' the idea was adopted'
of each
IL is expected that che cost of the planting
of
tree will be about 10s 6d, and if you are desirous
joining
donating a tree in memory of a soldier' or of
\,tith others in doing so, donations wiII be thankfullyfor
received by any of ine officers' As time is limited
planting, we would be obtiged by a reply for our next
meeting on 4th June- (3)
A.R.outtrimM.P.officiatedattheopeninginmidlgl9andby
'[the
April 1920 the crown Lands and survey officer commented
and
fence
substantial
a
sitel has recently been enclosed with
of
cost
a
at
trees
avenues of trees ptarra.a " ' with ornamental
market
The
/i:o "= a memorial to soldiers of the district''
reservationwasrevokedbytheStategovernmenton13July1920
,pubric park' in 1923- Regurations
and the site re-reserved as a
were gazetted in l,lay 1924 whictr' prohibited unauthorised musical
performances, public betting, sport, Iighting fires and spitting
of the
amongst other strictures - At this tirne the secretary
committee of management wrote to the Secretary for Lands' 'There
are no buildings at present on the reserve but it has been
suggestedthatasmallkioskorsummerhousernightbeconstructed
this wish did not
some day when funds are available'' However'
apparently come to fruition' (4)
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Integrity
This park comprises two distinct sections. The first, a small
enclosure on Heales Street, is uses as a picnic area and has
concrete seats and tables- The second and far larger component
comprises gently sloping ground with paved watercourse
(presumably the one installed in 1881 ) and a fine collection of
trees.
Analysis

This park is one manifestation of the numerous forms of soldiers
memorials which appeared in Australia following participation in
the Boer war ( 1899-1902), First World War ( 1914-18) and Second
world war ( 1939-45). Avenues of honour or memorials were the main
responses and the idea of a park as a memoriaL was not commonly
adopted. However, in common with avanues of honour the park uses
trees as a symbol of new life and growth. The park also forms an
appropriately landscaped buffer between Camp Street,/Heales Street
and more recent developnent in Landsdowne StreetSignificance
A landscaped park which in its choice of sPecies, mature growth
and location complements the nineteenth century character Talbot
main historic precincts. The park is a significant examPle of a
war memorial, one of relatively few in Victoria to adoPt the idea
of a corunemorative Park.

1 Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, file Rs 2722.
2 Borough of Nnherst minutes, as sunmarised by Ron Pryor, 30
November 1866, 21 June 1858, 26 March 1873, 12 August 1874' 2
February 1881.
3 Pamphlet held by Shire of Talbot and Clunes dated 24 rlay 1919.
4 AII further references from Rs 2722-
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FIRE BRIGADE ENGINE HOUSE, Heales Street, TaIbot

Section D, Allotment

, Township of Talbot

History

rn May 1861 a pubric meeting was carred in Tarbot for the purpose
of forming a fire brigade. This was to be the start of many
years of instabirity in rocar fire protection. severar temporary
buirdings were used for an engine house atthough it was not until
18?3 that the present permanent buirding was erected - en 22
January 1873 tenders for the engine house were referred to a
committee by the Borough of Amherst. James woorcock's tender of
/ga 10s was accepted and by 25 March lg73 the Borough Surveyor
could report that the buildings had been completed. ( I
)

Integrity
The present buirding is substantialry intact arthough the original
doubre doors have been repraced by a rarge singre door, the brick
pediment and centrar pier demorished and face brickwork on the
facade painted. The building is stilr used for its original purpose.

Analysis

This buirding may have been modelled on the station at Maryborough
(erected 1861). (21 That building had a doubre gabre roof and
paired doors with each gable end pierced by a circular vent or
window. The Talbot buirding is a singre gabre version of the
Maryborough buirding although since the instarration of a new door,
the circular vent at Talbot is now only visible in early photographs. (3)
Significance

early fire brigade engine house erected during a period of
consolidation in the economy at ralbot. The building provides a
tangibre reminder of the ravages of fire in Tarbot both in urban
areas and more recently through bushfires. The building,s
significance is enhanced by the continuity of its original
function. The building forms a vital link between camp street and
Barraarat street, both areas of high architectural and historical
significance.
An

Borough of Amherst minutes, as summarised by Ron pryor. There
are approximately forty references to the fire brigade in the
period 1861-73 and those of reference to the present buirding

are 13 t'larch 1872, 12 January 1873, 22 January 1973 and 26
March 1873.
Osborn and Du Borg, Marvborouqh, 1985, pp.10g-1.|0, includes
an iiiustration of the Maryborough station and gives the date
as

1861.

Eariy photograph held by the Shire of Talbot and Clunes.
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FORMER POLICE QUARTERS, LOCK-UP AND STABLES,

Heales Street, Talbot

Section E, TownshiP of Talbot

History
The site for a police camp at the rush to Scandinavian Lead was
surveyed in 1859 and the first Permanent police station on the
sire was erected f.ox{llZ 17s- (1) This building is no longeer
extant although the present bluestone lock-up was erected by
Melbourne contractor G. D- Langridge & Co- during 1863, their
tender of f,l+e 9s having been accepted on 25 February- (2) The
newspaper was 'happy to inform our readers' of the lock-up in
February and described the plans for the building as having
'neat and solid appearance'. (3) The present brick buildinq was
erected during 1865 as 'Police Quarters'. The contractor was R.
Linay and the building cost t'666 10s. (4) The site was fenced
in 1867 as part of the erection of the adjacent Sub Treasury
(q.v.) at a cost of t'36. (5) The existing two stall brick
stable was erected in 1872 although as built the door faced east
(rather than west as shown on the Public Works Department
working drawings). the stable was erected by local contractor W.

phelan for f,tst. (6) Extensive timber additions for the police
quarters were designed in December 1891 and this included
kitchen, store, bathroom and office. The inclusion of an office
may indicate that the building erected in 1859 was only
demolished at this late date. The additions were erected by
Fred Wrigley (?) and the contract was signed on 4 February 1892.
(7)

Integrity
This building contains the lock-up ( 1863), quarters ( 1865 ' 18921
and stables (1872). AII buildings are remarkably intact althouqh
the fencing of 1867 (shown in an early photograph) has been
replaced. (8) The police quarters were recently ( 1986)
repainted in the earliest colour scheme able to be determi-ned
from physical evidence.
Analysis
These police buildings are typical of the standards of design
and construction promoted by the Public Works Department during
the nineteenth century. The buildings were constructed with a
higher degree of.skill and detail than most local commercial
buildings of the 1860s- The contrast between materials, brick
for the quarters and stables and basalt for the lock-up,
provides a complementary display of nineteenth century building
techniques- The basalt of the lock-up may have been used as much

for the percieved 'solidity' of the resulting building as for
iLs inherent sLruci.ural capacity.
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Signif icance

:.'
period
the
which
span
in
A complementary range of police buildings
Talbot after intensive mining to a consolidation of the town's
economy i-n the early 18?0s. AII buildings are extremely intact
examples of their kind with the stables representing one of
relatively few such surviving examples. This complex forms a key
element in a block of government buildings which is amongst the most
intact of such collections in Australia.
1

2
3

4
5

5
7

I

Town lots Back Creek, L.49O , surveyed by John TemPleton, 20
December '1859, lithograPhed 28 t'larch 1860; VPRS 957, unit 3,
o.51 .
VPRS 979, unit 6, P.11North Western Chronicle, 17 February 1863'
VPRS 972, unit 3, P.433vPRs 957, unit 3, P.551; PWD drawinq PRo/PBT 1'2, 1'3'
ibid., Ioc.cit; PWD drawing PRo/PST 1-2
PWD drawing PRO/PST 1.1

Photograph held by

the Shire of talbot and Clunes'
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FORMER SUB-TREASURY, Heales Street, Talbot
Section E, allotment 128, Township of Talbot

History

This building was sited on the 'Police Camp' marked out by surveyor
John Templeton in 1859. The sub-treasury \rtas erected in 1866 by
contract,or Halprin at a cost of fSSS 15s- A year Iater the site tras
fenced and a tank erected at the rear of the site by the same
contractor fot {'tl'l'l 0s- (1) The sub-treasury function transferred
to the nearby Post Office with the decline of Talbot as a mining
centre and the building was suggested as a teachers residence for
the Education Department - (2',) It is unknown whether this use
eventuated but the premises were vacated in I'lay 1910 following a
period of rental of 4/- per week. (3) The site was excised from the
government reserve and the sub-treasury building sold on 20 December
1910 for use as a l'lasonic Lodge. The site was valued at f 20 with
improvements of ftOO ana the llasonic Lodge purchased for the upset
price. (4) The Masonic Lodge moved to the former Court House of
1866 (q.v- ) about c.1938 and today the former sub-treasury is used
as a private residence.
Integrity
This building is remarkably intact and even retains early cast iron
guttering and downpipes. The building has a raised glazed turret (of
unknown date) over one room and it is not known what function this
performed, although it was Possibly a skylight for the masonic use
of the building.
Analysis

This buildings is typical of the standards of design and
construction promoted by the Public Works Department during the
nineteenth century. The building was constructed with a higher
degree of skill and detail than most local commercial buildings of
the 1860s and this is particularly evident in the detailing over the
original door to the office and the sophisticated patterned
brickwork (a rare feature amonqst local buildings)Significance

A Iarge sub-treasury building erected during a period of consolidation
in Talbot. It is one of few treasury buildings remaining in Victoria
and is distinguished by its intactness and fine detailed brickwork.
This building forms a key element in a block of government buildings
which is amongst the most .intact of such collections in Australia.
1
2
3
4

Town lots, Back Creek, L-49O, surveyed by John Templeton, 20
December 1859, Iithographed 28 March 1860; VPRS 972, vol. 1,
p.44;2 sheets of drawings held by PRO, (PRO,/PBT 1-2 and.l-3)

This transfer of the sub-treasury function certainly occured by
c- 1902 - see early view of Post Office with Boer War memorialVPRS 967, unit 43.
Sale notice contained in VPRS 967, unit 43460

FORI'IER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Heales Street, corner Burke Street,
Talbot and FoRMER PRESBYTERTAN MANSE, Bond street, Talbot

Section E, Township of Talbot (church); Section K, Allotment 6,
Township of Talbot (manse)
History

in Talbot (on another
in early December 1862 to
assist in containing a large fire. A deputation from the church
pressed the council for compensation of ftOO Uut failed, even
after taking the matter to the County Court. However the Amherst
Borough council donated fSO in February 1864 to assist with
rebuilding and the church opened for worship in May 1865- (1)
The new site in Heales Street had been gazetted on 2 SePtember
1864 in lieu of the 1862 site. The manse was erected c.1864-68
in Bond Street although the construction of the railway in the
1870s curtailed the size of the allotment and also disguised the
close link between church and manse. Ql The interior of the
church was redecorated by WaIIis, decorator of Maryborough in
January 1928 at a cost of fSO. This included a simple three
part scheme for the walls and a scroll with the words 'Praise
waits for thee o God in Zion' over the pulpit. (21 A picket
fence formerly enclosed the church site. (3)

The previous Presbyterian church
site) was apparently pulled down

fntegrity
Both church and manse are substantially intact although the
interior of the church is now divided by a modern sereen and the
verandah of the manse has been modernised (c.1920-40) '
Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history for a detailed
discussion of church architecture. This is a simple design which
uses Gothic elements is free manner rather than an
archaeologically correct revival of a medieval church.
Significance
A simple Presbyterian church and manse erected during a period
of consolidation in Talbot. Both buildings draw freely Gothic
elements in a manner which aids an understanding of beliefs of
the original congregation. The manse is a fine example of a
picturesque residence, one of free such essays locally. Both
buildings are located within clusters of nineteenth century
buildings and contribute greatly to those respective areas. The
church is also a landmark from the byPass road and one of few
elements Lo distinguish Talbot as a fine early gold town to the
passing motorist.
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Borough of Amherst minutes, 3 D
1862; 14 January, 11 March, 18
sunmarised bY R-J- Pryor; Christ
the Presbvterian Chufch of Vi9t9

3

4

mber
as

of fitst anniversary held 20 May 1866'
r of the Presbylesian Church of
Christian Revle$t-3rld Mes
During the last four Years
t
n.hca
i: an
---l:
a manse
and
-L---^L
the congregation has erected both a church
and
Talbot
of
Shire
the
early Photograph of the manse is held by
CIunes.
Talbot'
-"t.ii.
Information and PhotograPhs from t'liss E. WaIIis,
Clunes'
and
Two earlY PhotograPhs held by Shire of Talbot

o

o
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ST IVIICHAEL'S

OF ENGLAND, Landsdowne Street, corner O'Hara
and FORMER CHURCH OF ENGLAND VICARAGE, Brougham

CHURCH

Street, Talbot
Street, corner RusseII Street, Talbot
(church)
Section B, allotments 35, 36, Township of Talbot (vicarage)
Section 26, allotments 1, 2, Township of Talbot
History

in
Fundraising for a Church of England at Talbot was commenced
Septemberls60withformationofacommitteeandplansfora
in Staveley's
bazaar. (1) Meanwhile the congregation worshipedreserved
in
was
England
of
Church
the
store. (2) A site for
(section
in 1863
Argyle Street (the old main road through talbot)erected
on that
was
Presumably
24A, allotment 6) and a chapel
site.(3)ThevicarageonTalbotFlatwaserectedintheearly
first
tg60s and almost cert;inly by 1g66. (4) The residence was
value
annual
net
a
:f fthe
.50 Iisted in the 1875 rateUotk wittr
Rev
described as 'Parsonage, Amherst Road' and occupied by
council
as
earlier
rated
not
Louis Alexander Baker. (5) It was
didnotratechurchpropertybeforethisdate.Thefoundation
laid in september
stone for the present st Michael's church was on
Trinj'ty sunday
1g70 and the church opened for divine service
of
castlemaine
in June 1871. On both occasions the Archdeacon
and Sandhurst officiated. (6)
IntegritY
repair'
This church is still regularly used and remains in good
and a smarr
The nave of the church was the only section completed
was
timber vestry was attached to the rear wall' where a chancel
tobeerected.Asteeplewaslikewiseintendedatthefrontof
of the vestry
the church. The early weatherboard profile probabry
built with or
was
adjunct
indicates that this necessary
are still
pews
the
Internally'
shortly after the main building'
intactrincludingarareexampleof'free'pewsintheformofa
has been
sloped set of stlges. An adjacent sunday school hall but
remarns
residence
private
demolished. tne vicarage is now a
substantiallyintact.Anewenclosedverandahhasbeenerected
been
along the brest elevation and several minor alterationsin have
early
an
shown
fence
The picket
made to doorways internally'
(7)
removed'
been
since
has
photograph
Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history for a detailed
discussionofchurcharchitecture.Thisisasimplebuildingthe Church of
with its design aligned to the evangelical wing of
England.ItusesGothicelementsinafreemannerratherthanrn
anattempttcemulaLeacorrectrevivalofamedievalstyle.only
in its setting on the hilltop surrounded by mature English trees
does it resemble a medieval English parish church'
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Significance
A simple church of England and vicarage erected during a period
of consolidation in Talbot- Both buildings perform a vital role
in the town; due to its elevated site the church provides an
evocative Iure to the motorist on the Talbot bypass and the
vi_carage is now amongst the most conspicuous buildings on Talbot
Flat. In its incomplete state the church also informs the viewer
of the grand aspirations of talbot prior to cessation of mining.
1

2

5

)
6

North western chronicle, l5 November 1860)
1952'
Bry""t ("d), Sou"enir Uootciet of ta
'
1648'
1863,
VGG,
PCadastral Plan;
8 SePtember 1870, P'9, 'a
Church of @,
been erected 'in the Iast ten
having
s"bst*rti-I parson.ge'
of 22 August 1865 refer to
minutes
years'; Borough of Amherst
from Pasonage to
road
passable
a petition seeking a
paddock'
refers to this
presumably
and this
'Ciespigny's
building.
Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1875' no.29.
Church of Enqland t'tessenqer, 8 Septenber 1870, p'9; |6 June
held by the Shire of Talbot and
@raph
CIunes.
Photograph held by

the Shire of Talbot and Clunes'
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RESIDENCE,

Section

I'1

Oxford Street, Talbot

, allotment

, Township of Talbot

History
The allotment was surveyed as pert of John Templeton's initial
tor,mship survey of Back creek in 1859. (1) This area was
primarily a conmercial precinct although in the years following
the rush, residential buildings began to predominate. (1) Based
on a typological analysis this residence apPears to have been
erected during the period c.1870-1910-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although it has
extended at the side and rear in recent years'

been

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences'.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected in the period following
cessation of intensive mining at Talbot. This residence is part of
small cluster of nineteenth century buildings south of the
railway line in Talbot. It now forms a crucial reminder of the
alignment of Oxford Street, one of the earliest and most
prominent corunercial areas of the 1859 scandinavian rush.

Lots. Back Creek, L-490, John Templeton, Assistant
S"r".yor, D"cember 2Qth 1859, lithographed at the Cro$tn Lands
office, Melbourne, 28 March 1860Town
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BACK CREEX( NATIONAL SCHOOL

SITE, Peel Street, Talbot

Section 7, Allotment 'l 0, Tor^rnship of Talbot
History
This school was located on land originally included in Hugh
Fraser's 1855 survey of Back Creek and on a plan of that date the
Golden Age Hotel in shown this vicinity. ( I ) Head teacher
Charles P. Lawson was appointed on 15 November 1858 and the first
report by Inspector Henry Venables of 26 February i859 referred
to a slab building with shingle roof, 40 x 20 feet and
accommodating 90 scholars. (2) A second room 20 x 14 had been
added by August 1859 to cope with the increase due to the
Scandinavian Rush. (3) However, with the construction of a new
school (Prince Alfred state School) and a decreasing population
the school closed on 12 August 1871. (4)
Intactness
Only the remnants of a fireplace are left on this site, although
archaeological investigation may reveal other relics. The stone
chimney is believed to be the remnant of the head teachers
residence. ( 5)
Analysis

This site is located on part of 1855 survey and was included as
part of the govenment block in the 1860 survey of Back Creek
FIat. Although this chimney is only remaining physical evidence
above ground, careful archaeological investigation may reveal
further evidence.
Significance

This is probably the earliest surviving built structure in
Talbot. It provides physical evidence of the early government
survey prior to the rush to Scandinavian Lead and therefore
critical to the understanding of movement of population and
facilities on the goldfield.
'l
2
3
4
5

Suburban and country lands at Daisv Hill, 6 October 1855.
881, unit 2; VpRS 1406, unit 4, roll no. 76.
VPRS 1406, unit. 4, roII no. 268i a copy of an early
photograph of the school is held by the Shire of Talbot and
CIunes.
Blake (ed.), vision and Realisation, vol-- 2, 1973, p.566R-J- Pryor, 'Brief Notes on Historic and principal Sites,

VPRS

Talbot' , site no.

40

-
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'BOLTIES BRIDGE,, PCCI StTEEt, TAIbOt

Township of Talbot

History
of the earliest roads
The alignment of PeeI Street forrns one one1855
survey of the
the
in Talbot. rt was surveyed as Part of
of this survey
portion
Daisy HiII area and although the township

waslatercancelledtheroadwaswellformedandincludedinthe
1360surveyofBackcreekFIat.(1)Theroadformedadirectlink
later in the
between Ballarat and Arnherst and it was only
nineteenthcentury,aftertheconsolidationofsettlementonthe
the main
present site of t"iUot, that this was superseeded as
thoroughfare.Abridgeonthe'BallaaratandNnherstRoad'wasin
PaPers
process of erection it the end of 1960 when parliamentary
and
stone
a
for
allocated
been
had
recorded that ti;25 5s 6d
and 22 fooE
tinber bridge over Back Creek with a 24 fooE span
roadwaY.

IntegritY
ThisbridgettasdamagedinthelgS5bushfiresandnowonlythe
basalt abutments remain'
Analysis
are
Refer to analysis of 'early public works'' These abutments

presumedtorelatetothe1860referenceastheyareverysimilar
indesigntocontemPorarybridgeworkselsewhereinthedistrict.
Significance

TheseabutmentsaresomeoftheearliestpublicworksinTalbot
tllt;,tl:I.and now form a critical early comPonent of Talbot
assistinvisualisingthemaintransPortroutefromBallaratrn
the period prior to settlement on the Present site of Talbot'
, 6 October

1855;

inted 10 JanuraY
1861.
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FORMER EDWARDS'

sHoP AND RESTDENCE, prince

Arfred street, Tarbot

Section 1A, Allotment 2?, Township of Talbot
History

This arrotment was located on the scandinavian Lead and
therefore not surveyed until t961 when mining in this locarity
was exhausted- ( j ) In 1864 James Benjamin Edwards was rated for
a shop in Amherst as welr as a shop at arlotment 3, section r5A
in Tarbot, although this rocarity cannot be located on cadastrar
plans (perhaps an error by the rate collector?). In lg65
Edwards was rated for a cottage (net annual value 12) on
allotment 2, section j1A (perhaps an error for 1A). By the
following year, the description changed to 'shop, Chapman
street'and this shop is probabry part of the
buirdinq.
(2) The net annual varue rose in 1859-70 frompresent
to
lfzs and
this may indicate construction of a section or dro
tne preient
building. (3) The net annuar varue again rose in rgTr-72 from
{zA rc {zo. (4) Edwards claimed ro have esrabLi_shed his
business in the district in November lg5g and to have been the
rFirst and onry watchmaker on Forest creek in 1g52,.
He later
advertised as 'watch, crock and chronometer maker, optician,
goldsmith, jeweller, etc'. (5) By 1gg0 he was conducting
business from Fraser street, crunes and Miss E.L. Edwards had
commenced business in chapman street, presumabry from these
premises. Miss Edwards advertised ,Arl kinds of hats and, bonnets
cleaned, dyed and altered,. (6)

Integrity
building form of this building is substantiarly conforms to
appearance c. r870 (when prince Arfred streec was
photographed). (6) However, ioinery has been altered, parapet
hoardings removed and the shop enlarged slightly.
The

its

Analysis

Refer to anarysis of 'commercial buirdings'. This is a rare
surviving exampre in the locar context of a smarl shop attached
to a rarger residence in the tradition of bootmakers,
watchmakers and other craft based vocations. A slightly rarger
styristic exampre wourd be the shop and residence at 62 Tarbot

Road, Clunes.

Significance
A snall shop and residence, now the only local example of a
smarr former shop of a craft based artisan at.tached to a
residence- rt assists in an understanding of the nature ofrarger
sharrow arruvial diggings where land was recraimed soon after
being worked-out. The residence forms part of a criticar vista
from the Ballaarat Street,/Scandinavian Crescent precinct.
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, December 186 1 ,
Borough of Amherst ratebook, 186
no.156.l
ibid., 1869, no- 152; 870, no' 139
ibid. , 18'71, no- 138; 1812' no' 140'

3

4
5

6
1

-

...'r, L.:r!

o'11; 1865' no'16; 1866'

Advertisingleaflet,undated(after1881)'heldbyshireof
Talbot and Clunes.
Talbot Leader, 30 npril 1880, 23 t'larch 1880 '
PhotograPh held bY Shire of Talbot and C1unes '

RESIDENCE,

Prince AIfred Street, Talbot

Section 1A, allotment

,

Township

of Talbot

History

This area was Part of the land mined as part of the Scandinavian

LeadfromlS5gand!'asnotsettleduntilthelatels60sandearly
1870s.(1)BasedonatyPologicalanalysisthisbuildingappears
to have been erected during the period c'1870-90'
IntegritY
the original
This residence is substantially intact althoughopenings
and the
horizontar
windows have been repraced with new
verandahpostshavebeenreplacedbythintubularmeta].columns.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of timber buildings'
Significance
period
A characteristrc timber residence erected during the

fotlowingintensiveminingatTalbot.Itisoneofrelativelyfew
earlycottagesremaininginTalbotanddemonstratesthenatureof
theshallowalluvialdiggingswherelandwasreclaimedsoonafter
critical vista
being worked-out- The residence forms part of a precinct'
from the Ballaarat Street,/Scandinavian Crescent
Cadastral PIan.
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RESIDENCE,

Prince Alfred Street, Talbot

Section 1A, allotment 16, Township of Talbot
History
This area was part of the land mined as part of the Scandinavian
Lead from 1859 and was not settled until the IaLe 1860s and
early 1870s. This allotment was purchased from the Crown on 14
April 1871 by W. Phelan. (1) Phelan was a well known local
builder and timber merchant and purchased much land in this
vicinity. Based on a typological analysis this building appears
to have been erected during the period c.1870-90 and extended by
the addition of a gabled wing in the same period.
Integrity

This residence is substantially intact although a
chimney has been erected on the north wall.

neu,

brick

Analysis

Refer to analysis of timber buildings.
Significance
A characteristic timber residence erected during the period
following intensive mining at Talbot. It is one of relatively few
early cottages remaining in Talbot and demonstrates the nature of
the shallow alluvial diggings where land was reclaimed soon after
being worked-out. The residence forms part of a critical vista
from the Ballaarat Street,/Scandinavian Crescent precinct.
Cadastral plan.
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Rail$,ay
TALBoT RAILWAY STATIoN and RAILWAY RESIDENCES,

Street,

TownshiP of Talbot

HistorY

for this station (No'647) was dated 27 November 18'74
andthebuilderwaslocalcontractorlsaact'leadows.(1)The
sectionoflinebetweenClunesandFlaryboroughh'asopenedfor
been in continuous use
traffic in 18?5 and the station has
and a report in 1881
since then. A goods shed was also provided
(2)
refered to 'the new crane', possibly the existing crane'
TheearlygoodsshedwasalargeStructuresimilartothatat
waggons to be
Clunes (dernolished 1987) and permitted railway
stage after
some
at
Ioaded and unloaded under cover' However' (3) lUo railway
shed'
1929 this was replaced by a smaller
residenceswerealsoconstructedinRailwaystreet,southofthe
station,andbasedonatyPologica).andstylisticanalysisthese
appear to have been erectla auring the period c'1910-30'

The contract

IntegritY
the original entry
This station is substantiarly intact arthough
verandah has been replaced, a ne$' booking window installed'
picketfencingremovedandthestationresidencepartially
goods shed
converted into a waiting room. However the ramp room,
crane and railway residences remain intact'
Analysis

Wardhasgroupedthisstationinthe,Creswicksub-group'.This
than being
grouP was used extensively on certain lines' rather
significant
a
created
has
scattered around the state, and this
on the Ballarat
network of buildings on this line. Those stations
toMaryboroughlinetoadoptthisstylewereCreswick,Clunesand
Talbot.Foramoredetaileddiscussion'Ward'sstudyshouldbe
residences form a
consulted (vol. 2, PP'69-85)' The detachedthe
rairway precinctcomprement to the-station and herp define
Significance

with many
A typical railway station building of the 1870s
distinct precinct'
surviving componlnts which combine to form a
from its fine
The building's significance is principally derived
The
polychrome brickwork and .general high level of intactness '
in
building and its related facilities form a critical component

Talbotbydefiningtheeasternedgeofthebuilt-upareaandthus
formahighlyvisibleelementwhenviewingTalbotfromtheeast.
I

2

p'84'
TalbotLeader,26AugustlsSlreportingatourbythet"tinister
of RailwaYsp'49'
dated 1929 in ARHS Bulletin, 448, February 1975'

Ward, A., 'Victorian Railway Stations"
Photograph
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1982' II'

ORNAMENTAL PLANTATION RESERVE,

Railway street corner Grey Street,

Talbot
Crown reserve Rs 4085, Township of Talbot

HistorY
The Borough of Talbot htrote to the I'linister of Lands and Survey
claiming to
in May 1883 seeking a grant of land for a reserve
(
1
it''
) The report
planting
be 'desirous of fencing it in and
and
policeman
local
of the Department was conpiled by the
the
recommending
described the said land as an 'eyesore' and
was
acre
an
council's application- Thus the site of almost

temporarilyreservedasa'siteforornamentalplantation'in sunmer
November 1883. For plants to survive in the hot Talbot
frequent maintenance was vital and from the tone of the was not
departmental file one susPects that the necessary work
undertaken. In 1931 (the next note on the file) the shire of
Talbot informed the department that
withinthenlastl2monthsthecouncilhasclearedthe
blockofalltreesanderadicatednoxiousweeds.Itis
hopedinthenearfuturetoplanttreesonthelandand
beautify that corner of the township'

in May
The shire was then gazetted as a committee of management t"idth
of
in
a
reduction
by
1g31 and the reserve slightly enlarged
Railway Street in

1935.

Integrity
This land was burnt in the 1985 bushfire and has been fenced'
trees remain on the site.

Few

Analysis
Most towns on the goldfields had public gardens which were an
object of pride foi tne community. Often these gardens were only
tuffy developed after mining has quietened yet at Talbot no

suchgardenSeemstohavebeenmaintained.Thismayhavebeendue
to the proximity of surrounding bush, the presence of private
nurseries and orchards which contained 'pleasure gardens' or
simply a lack of wiII on the part of the council '
Significance

An under-utilised ornamental plantation reserve which assists in

anunderstandingoftheaspirationsofnineteenthcentury
residents in Talbot for planting in a generally bare tov'n'

All references from Department of Conservation, Forests
Lands reserve file Rs 4085.

and
i
!:

t
I
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FORI4ER ROI"IAN CATHOLIC CttuRCH,

Regent street, Talbot

Section L2, allotment 1A, Township of Talbot

History

catholic vicar General applied for a grant of land at
Talbot in uay 1864 and the present 1 acre site was temporarily
reserved in September 1854- ( 1 ) The secretary of the local
churchwroteinSeptemberls65requestingPossessionoftheland
.untiltheendofthePresentyearbywhichtimewehopeto
commencetheerectionofanewchurchbuildinguponthereserve,.
permission was granted and in 1869, when applying for permanent
Statusforthereservation,theVicarGeneralwrotethatthesite
was occuPied by a timber chapel which cost f560 ' The foundation
stone of the Present church was Iaid by Bishop Goold on 26
September 1869 as he recorded in his diary

The Roman

Administered confirmation at Talbot' Mass in tent' About
500 persons Present- After l4ass blessed the corner stone
r'
and blessea tne foundations of the new church' Father
(21
to
titOo'
Moore, s.J. preached. Collection amounted

HaIf an acre was also reserved west of the chapel for a
minister'sdwellinginoctoberls6g.Thepresentchurchwas
with
apparently opened in.lune 18?4 (3) and the site was enclosed
(4)
The
a picket fence in 1885 (by W. Phelan, cost f28 12s).
given to
church and land was dispoled in 1g14 and proceeds were in the
the Roman Catholic Oioclse of Ballarat for use elsewhere
diocese. ( 5)
IntegritY

ThisbuildingissubstantialJ.yintactexternallyalthoughin
were placed
conversion to a residence (c-1976-84) dormer windows
erected
building
in the slate roof and a new single storey
adjacent to the rear of the chuich. The interior has been altered
for residential PurPoses.
Analysis

Refer to chaptet 9 of the background history for a detailed

discussionofGothicrevivalchurcharchitecture.Thisisan
in
accomplished design which unlike the non-conformist churches
Talbot has been based on an ecclesiological and archaeologically
consistent revivar of neilievat precedents. This is particurarry
demonstratedbytheuseofsubsiduarymasses(suchasporches,
the use
the clearty aei:.neated chancel and the unfinished tower),
of local stone (a characteristic of medieval churches promoted
byPugin)andtheuseoftriplelancetwindows(symbolicof
the Trinity).
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Significance
A superbly detailed Roman Catholic church erected during a period
of consolidation at Talbot. In its adoption of ecclesiological
Gothic Revival its provides a contrast to the remaining churches
in Talbot in a manner consistent with the different doctrines of
the various denomi.nations. The unfinished nature of the tower
also informs the viewer of the collapse of the local economy due
to cessation of intensive mining.

3

4

)

Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands reserve file
Rs 230. AII further references are from this source unless
indicated otherwise.
W. Ebsworth, Pioneer Catholic Victoria, Ivlelbourne, 1973,
quoted in Osborn and Du Borg, t'larvborouqh, p.144
Bryant (ed), Souvenir booklet of Talbot's centenarv, 1952.
Talbot Leader, 30 October, 10 November 1885.
Rs 230.
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PRINCE ALFRED STATE SCHOOL NO.954 ANd FOR!'IER COMMON SCHOOL,
Rowe Street, TaIbot

Section 2b, Allotment 12, Township of Talbot
History
The former Common School which stands at the rear of the present
school was oPened on 1 June 1869. ( 1 ) This school was operated
under the Cornmon Schools Act 1862 which replaced the old dual
system of llationaf and Denominational Schools. Increasing
enrolments at Talbot necessitated a larger school and in 1875 the
building facing Prince Alfred Street was erected. This building
was designed by Henry Robert Bastow, who had been appointed as
architect to the Education DePartment in the shakeup following
were
the implementation of the Education Act 1872. Contractors
(2)
The
old
LIeweIIyn and Eidwards and tte t5-t"-t cost was {t1858.
other
Common School building wis modified in 1908 when amongst
alterations the original windows were rePlaced by the Present
hopper style fenestration. (3) Early Photographs of the school
show the site surounded with a tinber picket fence. (4)

Integrity
Both school buildings are substantially intact although the
former common school has had its windows altered and some
openings blocked. The tirnber picket fence has also been
replaced.
Analysis

Refer to chapter 9 of the background history for a detailed
discussion of education and school building'
Significance

early school buildings, both erected during a period of
consolidation at Talbot. The cornbination demonstrates two
different periods of educational administration and the former
from
conrmon school is now one of few surviving school buildings
urban
the
to
contribution
major
a
forms
this period. The school
form of Talbot and closes a particularly significant vista from

Two

Scandinavian Crescent,/Ballaarat Street'

R. tlcRobinson (compiler), A pictorial historY of Talbot,
1982, p.2}i Blake (ed)r Vision and Realisation, vo)-' 2,
p.7 14 l"lcRobinson, Ioc. cit - ; BurchelI, Vrc!9rren Schqqlq,1980,
p-92i early PhotograPh Iocated in VPRS 1396, unit 4McRobinson, Ioc. cit-
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OFFICE, Scandinavian Crescent. Talbot
Section G, allotment 12 [or 13?1, Township of Talbot

FORMER TALBOT LEADER

History
The North western Chronicle and Back Creek, Lamplouqh and Amherst
Advertiser commenced publication in September 1860 by printers NutaII
and Gearing. ( 1 ) The newspaper changed its name to the Talbot Leader
after the visit of the Governor, Sir Henry Barkly on '19 october 1861
and the change conmenmorated the fact that the inferior sounding 'Back
Creek' was no Ionger the favoured name for Talbot. By December 1860
the newspaper $ras published by Bateman, Clark and Co from an office in
Scandinavian Crescent located on allotment 12. This allotment had been
surveyed as part of John Templeton's survey in 1859 following the rush
to Scandinavian Lead. (2) This building varied in net annual value
and it is difficult
to d.etermine when the present building was erected. (3)
It was pictured in its present form around the turn of the century and
It
^
based on a typological analysis appears to have been erected during
the period c.1860-75. The building $ras apparently badly damaged by
fire at an early date. (4)

Integrity
This building is substantially intact and retains an early
shopfront, brick pilasters and building and roof form. However the
brick facade has been painted and the parapet removed. The post
supported verandah shown in early photographs has also been removed.
The brickwork on the side walls shows two distinct styles and
probably indicates that part of the building burnt out and rebuilt.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings' . This building is
distinguished by its early shopfront and distinctive brick
pilasters which modulate the facade.
Significance
A characteristic srnall comrnercial building erected during a period
of consolidation in the Talbot. The building is distinguished by
its early shopfront and distinctive brick pilasters. The building
forms a tangile physical reminder of the town's newspaper, a
journal which has been instrunental in aiding our present
knowledge of Talbot's history- The building is a critical
component of the significant Scandinavian Crescent precinct.
Creswick and Clunes AdVertiser, 4 September 1860, p.3.
Town lots Back Creek, 20 December 1859, Iithographed 28 March
Borough of Amherst ratebooks, various dates.
An early photograph in McRobinson (comp), A pictorial historv
of Talbot, 1982, p.15 shows the Talbot Leader building with a
different facade and this section may have been replaced by
the present facade with the rear section remaining the same.
H.s. Whitelaw, in a geological memoir, lamented the loss of
early newspapers due to a fire.
.1

1

2

3

4
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1860

RESIDENCE, Scandinavian

Crescent, Talbot

Section G, allotment 14?, Township of Talbot

History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's survey in 1859
followingtherushtoScandinavianLeadandwasdevelopedfora
tyPological analysis
variety of commercial uses. (1) Based on aerected
during the
the present residence appears to have been
period c. 19'l5-30 -

IntegritY
This residence is substantially intact although the verandah
columnsmayhavebeenreplaced.Inpartcularthebrickandcement
render waII remains in its original unpainted state'
Analysis

of few
Refer to analYsis of 'timber residences'. This is one
Californian
the
local residences to show the influence of
Bungalow.

Significance

of the period c.1915-30 demonstrating
The building
a style of architecture rare in the local context'
in a
closes a critical vista up Camp Street and is located
precinctofgreatarchitecturaland'historicalsignificance'In
itssitingonthestreetfrontagetheresidencecontinuesa
pattern established in the period when the site was part of a
bustling commercial area'

A characteristic residence

Town lots Back
1860.

creek, 20 December '1859, Iithographed 28 March
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FORMER 'LONDON HOUSE',

Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot

Section G, allotment 16 [or 1j?l, Township of Talbot
History

This arrotment was incruded in John Tempreton's survey in 1959
following the rush to Scandinavian Lead. ( 1 ) By 1860 weII known
merchants Harbottle, porch and pudney had opened their ,London
House' consisting of a generar drapery, ready-made crothing,
Manchester and scotch departments with a large milrinery .ho" ,oo*.
At this date branch estabrishments were located at rnglewood, sandy

Creek, Lamplough, Smythe's Creek and Kingower. (Zl The premises
were subsequently purchased by George Noblet and offered for sare
by Mrs Noblet in June 1881. (3) prior to this Will_iam Henry
Henderson had run the premises and it was during this period that
the well known view of ,London Houser was taken. (4) The original
shop was burnt on 17 January lgg3 and witriam pheran erected new
premises for Henderson shortly after. (5) These premises stilI
retained the 'London House' titre. The rate book entry for .lgg3
a note 'buirding not finished' confiming the rebuirding. (6) Thehas
present configuration was shown in a c.1903 photograph. (7)

Integrity
This building is substantiarly intact although the verandah was
removed in 1985. The shop stilr retains an early shopfront and
timber parapet. The timber hoarding from the verandah is in
storage adjacent to the Talbot museum.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings,. This buirding is
distinguished by its early shopfront, timber parapet and buirding
and roof form.

Significance
A characteristic single storey shop rebuil_t after fire damage to
an earrier buirding. The buirding is distinguished by its eirty
shopfront, timber parapet and generar buirding form. The buirding
is a critical component of the significant scindinavian crescent
precinct.
Tgy{r
1860.
2

3

4
5

6
7

rots Back creek, 20 December 1959, lithographed 2g March

North western chronicle, 13 December 1960, p.3.
Talbot Leader, 10 June 1881.
Photograph held by Shire of Tal-bot and Clunes.
Borough of Talbot minutes, 31 January 1993, as summarised by
R.J. Pryor.
Borough of Talbot ratebook, 'l gg3, no.16ga.
Photograph held by the Shire of Talbot and Clunes.
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FORI,IER COMMERCIAL HOTEL,

Section

G,

Scandinavian Crescent, Ta1bot

Allotnent 18, TownshiP of Talbot

HistorY
shown on
'wrigleY's Hotel' $tasand
,rrt.r"Y of Back Creek (1)in An18
value or ftgo'
"rrr,rl"1
Chronicle of october 1861 annou
;nd " b"II to mark the reoPenrn

.i chad and extensrve
old established
ensive stabring' buggy houses
hed) were Iocated on allotment
ear of the hotel' (6)

IntegritY

roofline can cIearIY de
AnaIYsis

hotel

although the
Iowered the

portion has
the earlY
front building'

se

is
ruildings'. This building
which
burk
ii;;-;";^ and massive building
ta*"tx in Talbot' The storey
L with the front double
i"tg" section PreviouslY forming

acconunodation'

Significance
ho
A characteristic double storey m
immediately followinq intensive

1860' no.243'

'l
)ctober 186'l , p' 1 ; 0 December

).254.
1871, no.575'

talbot
rs.
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and Clunes'

1861

RESIDENCE, Scandinavian

crescent, corner star street, Talbot

Section G, allotment 33 [or 34?], Township of Talbot

History

This allotnent was included in John Tenpleton's survey in 1859
following the rush to Scandinawian Lead- ( 1 ) The area was
primarily a conmercial precinct although in the years following
the rush, residential buildings began to become more common.
Based on a typological analysis this residence aPPears to have
been erected during the Period c.1870-90-

Integrity
This residence is substantially intact although the front windows
and door have been replaced and the verandah partially infilled.
Analysis
Refer to analysis of 'timber residencesrSignificance
A characteristic tinber residence erected in the period following
intensive mining at Talbot. It is one of relatively few early
cottages renaining in Talbot and is one of few surviving
nineteenth century buildings in this section of Scandinavian
Crescent.
Town lots Back
1860.

creek, 20 Decenber '1859, lithographed 28 March
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1.

t

I

FORMER BURDESS SHOP,

Scandinavian Crescent, corner Ballaafat

Street, Talbot

Section C, allotments 11 and 11A, Township of Talbot

History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's survey in was
following the rush to Scandinavian Lead- ( 1 ) Aflotment 1 1
purchased from the Crown by Joseph Burdess ' Q) In 1861 shops
were Iocated on each of these allotments but by 1862 Burdess was
rated for a shop on the corner of scandinavian crescent and
value of (70 and
Ballaarat Street. The premises had a net annual (3)
A very early
this decreased slowly over the next ten years'
photographoftheshopshowsashopofthesameconfigurationas
'J'
tn" pi.=Lnt building with a hoarding above the verandah with
in
shown
also
was
configuration
same
This
Bootmaker,.
Burdess
photographs as Iate as c-1922. (4)
'1859

Integrity
building and roof form of this shop is substantially intact
although the windows have been replaced and new weatherboards
now slightly disguise the demarcation between shop and residence,
as does the remoial of the original tirnber hoarding. The building
has also been extended at the sides and rear. A post suPPorted
verandah has recently been reconstructed ( 1987) based on the
early detail although it extends the full length of the residence
(ratirer than just over the central shop section as originally).

The

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'commercial buildings'. This building is
distinguished by its early building and roof form' The
reconstruction tf tn. verandah has considerably enhanced the
significance of this building.
Significance
A characteristic early single storey shop erected irunediately after a
period if intensive mining at Talbot. The building is a prominent
corner element and serves to link the significant Scandinavian
Crescent and Ballaarat Street precincts. The significance is enhanced
by the survival of the Burdess residence in Barkly street.
Town lots Back Creek, 20 December 1859,
1860.
2
3

Iithographed 28 March

Cadastral PIan.
Borough of Anherst ratebooks, 1861, nos 366,
no.232; 1863 , no-247 PhotograPhs held by the Shire of Talbot and
photograph reproduced in llcRobinson (comp),
historv of Talbot,1982, P.15'
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SHOP, Scandinavian

Crescent, Talbot

Section F, allotment 34, Township of Talbot

History

This allotment was included in John Templeton's survey in 1859
following the rush to Scandinavian Lead- ( 1 ) Based on a
typological analysis the present shop appears to have been
constructed during the period c-'1860-90- The present
configuration was shown in a c.1900 photograph. (21

Integrity
building form and verandah configuration is substantially
intact although later alterations to cladding materials, window
joinery and verandah colunns have downgraded the integrity of
this shop.

The

Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,commercial buildings'. The age of this
building can be ascertained from the early half round profile
guttering that formerly ran along the north waII (removed in
1985).

Significance
A characteristic single storey shoP erected in the years after
intensive mining at Talbot. Despite its current low integrity the
building is an integral component of the significant Scandinavian
Crescent precinct.
Town lots Back
1860.

creek, 20 December 1859, lithographed 28 t'larch

Photograph reproduced in I'tcRobinson (comp), A
historv of Talbot 1982, P.1 1 -

'
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pictorial

FORMER LONDON CHARTERED BANK, Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot
FORMER COACH HOUSE AND STABLES, Hea1es Street, Talbot

Section F, allotment , Township of Ta1bot (bank)
Section F, allotment 38? Township of Talbot (coach house and stables)
History

This allotment

in

December 'l 859.
June and August 1866 and by

bras surveyed by John Templeton

for this bank were called in
April 185? the building was rated with a net annual value of fz+l
10s. The building was designed by fashionable D{elbourne architect,
Leonard Terry. The bank became a branch of the English, Scottish and
Australian Bank in 1927. ( 1 ) A coach house and stables for the
rnanager was Iocated in Heales Street at the rear of the bank. A
report of the IMarvborouqh?] Advertiser in the late 1870s described
the premises in lots 36-39 of Section E. First were the premises of
H.H. Hoskins, ,now tenanted by Mr J.S. Stewart' on the corner of
Camp Street and Heales Street. 'On the next allotment were the
coach house, stables, etc. of the London Chartered Bank, adjoining
which was Mr Wilkinson's Depot, a building known as Camp Cottage
[andl trlr Henry Widop's private residencel. Ql It is possible that
the present building is the manager's coach house and stables.
Tenders

Integrity
as a private residence. The bluestone
and cement rendered surfaces have been painted white but the
building is substantially intact, including rear outbuildings. The
coach house and stable is substantially intact-

This former bank is

now used

Analysis

This is a particularly fine ensemble of buildings. Trethowan
included this bank in his 'conservative classicism' architectural
category and ranked the building as worthy of the 'supplementary
,Iist, of recommendations. As one of only two bank buildings remaining
Talbot the building is now crucial to the understanding of
conmercial life in the town during the peak of prosperity in Talbot'
The building is also enhanced by the survivial of outbuildings.
Significance
A bank of considerable architectural significance and possessing a
high degree of intactness. The buitding is complemented by the
survival of outbuildings including coach house and stable. As one of only
two bank buildings remaining in Talbot the building is now crucial
to the understanding of comnercial life in the town during the peak
of prosperity in Talbot. The building is a critical component of the
significant Scandinavian Crescent precinct-

1 Trethowan, ,Study of Banks" card index, 1976i quoting Troppe
thesis, photograph in ANz archives and Arqus tender notices2 ttlaryborough?l Advertiser, 7 January 1966 reporting an account
pubtished 'during the latter part of the seventies''
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FORIVIER BANK

OF AUSTRALASfA, Scandinavian

Crescent, Talbot

Section F, Allotment 27, Township of Talbot

History
An agency of the Bank of Australasia was established at Talbot in
March 1859 connected with the Castlemaine branch. It was located
on tlee present site and was shown in Templeton's 1859 survey.
Architect Charles Toutcher called tenders for a 'brick building
with out-offices' in February 1861 although on 27 January 1869
the premises were destroyed by fire. The present building,
erected for f,aOO, \rtas opened on 22 June 1869. The agency
achieved the status of a fuII branch of the bank in 1877 and was
finally closed on 23 March 1914. (1) The building is currently
used as part of the Phoenix Special Accommodation Residence.

Integrity
The building was built with face brickwork on the facade relieved
by rendered mouldings. At some stage the brickwork has been
rendered, and the rusticated quoins rendered smooth. The central
door was converted into a window as part of the current use.

Analysis

architectural firm of Reed and Barnes had responsibility for
many buildings for the Bank of Australasia although this branch
may have predated this connection- The building is a simPle
design with a syrnmetrical facade with classically derived
detailing.

The

Significance
A sinple nineteenth century bank erected following destruction of
earlier premises by fire. The buillding is one of only two bank
buildings surviving in Talbot and is crucial to an understanding
of commercial Iife in Talbot during its peak of prosperity. The

building is a critical

component

of the significant

Scandinavian

Crescent precinct.

Chesuerboard [ANz Bank house journal],
western Chronicle, 31 January 1861-

APriI

1958; North
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FORI,IER PHOENIX HOTEL,

Section F,

Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot

Allotments 25, 26, Township of Talbot

History
These allotments were marked out in Templeton's 1859 survey and' by
1g61 bootmaker J.R. Wilde had a shop on allotment 26 and WiIIiam
(
premises were
Goodman had a Billiard Saloon on lot 25' 1 ) The

presumablyburntdownon2TJanuaryls6gbythesamefirewhich
destroyed the adjacent Bank of Australasia. (2') Goodman's
occupation rrras girratt a" 'Beer.shoP KeePer' in the 1869 ratebook
and his ,hotelr was rated at {52. In 1870 he was described as
'publican' and the hotel had a net annual value of f120 which
presumablyindicatedconstructionofthePresentbuilding.(3)
Reference was made in the council minutes to a verandah on this
in its
building in llay 1875 and the building was pictured c.1875
on
Phoenix'
sign
'Goodman's
present configuration with a Painted
the parapet. (4)

Integrity
Thisbuildingissubstantiallyintactalthoughonedooronthe
its
facade has been blocked and the verandah has now lost much ofpart'
as
used
original timber detailing. The building is currently
of the phoenix special Accommodation Residence and this has
resulted in some internal modifications'
Analysis

Refertoanalysisof.commercialbuildinsls..Thisbuildingsis
distinguished by its intact fenestration, Post suPPorted verandah
and render facade, modelled to imitate ashlar stonework.
Significance

Atypicalsmallnineteenthcenturyhotelbuildingerectedafter
by its
earlier premises were burnt. The building is distinguished
facade'
render
and
intact fenestration, post supported verandah
is a critical
modelled to imitate ashlar stonework. This buildingprecinct'
component of the significant scandinavian crescent
1

2
5

Borough of Amherst ratebook, 1861, nos' 282' 283'
Chequerboard [Rllz gank house jorlrnal], April 1958'
or a*herst rat€book, 1869, no- 196i 1870, no' 184'
ilrouan or-orougn
eorouln of Amherst minutes, 5 t"lay 1875, sunmary by Ron pryor;
phototraph held by the Shire of Talbot and Clunes'
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FoRMER BACH BUTCHERS SHoP,

Scandinavian crescent, Talbot

Section F, Allotment 23, Township of Talbot
HistorY
1859 survey and by 1861
This block was marked out in Templeton's (1)
Anton Bach
premises'
A. and J. Bach had erected new
was
this
Presumably burnt out on 27
conducted a butchers shop and
of Williarn Goodman and
premises
January 1869 when the adjacent
the ratebook of
the Bank of Australasia were destroyed. (21 In
(NAV
f20) and in
1869 Bach was listed with a 'temporary shop'
indicated the
presumably
1g70 his shop was valued at f55. This
(3)
construction of the present building'

IntegritY
This building is substantially intact although a two storey is
section at the rear although has been demolished. The shop
currentlY vacantAnalysis

Refer to analysis of 'comrnercial buildings'. This buildings is
distinguishedbyPostsuPPortedverandahrenderedparapetand
and shopfront, modelled in cement render in the form of engaged
colunns and semi-circular headed fenestration to imitate an
arcade.

Significance
A characteristic small nineteenth century shop erected after
by its
earlier premises were burnt. The building is distinguished
modelled
post suPPorted verandah, elaborate parapet and highly
shopfront, unusual in the local contaxt. This building is a

critical

component

of the significant

Scandinavian Crescent

precinct.
'l861

1

2
3

, no. 28O .
Borough of Amherst ratebook,
journall,
APriI 1958house
Chequerboard [ANz Bank
'f869,
1870, no.23no.23i
Borough of Amherst ratebook,
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FORMER SHOP,

Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot

Section F, Allotment 22?, Township of Talbot
History
This block was marked out in John Templeton's survey in 1859
following the rush to scandinavian Lead- ( 1 ) Adjacent shops were
burnt out on 27 January 1869 and it is possible that an earlier
building on this site was also destroyed' (21 Based on
a typological analysis this building aPpears to have been erected
during the Period c.1860-80.

Integrity
post supported
This building is substantially intact although thejoinery
verandah has been removed and the original window
replaced.

Analysis

Refer to analYsis of 'commercial buildinlls'- This buildings is
distinguished by its early shopfront, parapet and building form'
Significance
A characteristic small nineteenth century shop erected in the
period after intensive mining at Talbot' The building is
distinguished by its early shopfront, ParaPet and building form'

This b;ilding is a critical

component

of the significant

Scandinavian Crescent PrecinctTown lots Back Creek, 20 December 1859, Iithographed 28 l4arch
1 860.
Chequerboard IANZ Bank house journall, APril 1958.
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FORI,IER SHOPS,

Scandinavian Crescent, Talbot

Section F, Allotment 8?, Township of Talbot
History

This block was marked out in John Templeton's survey in 1859
following the rush to scandinavian Lead. ( 1 ) The Theatre Royal
was located on allotment 8 although this was replaced by Iater
buildings. Based on a typologicat analysis the present shops
appear to have been erected during the period c' 1860-80'

Integrity
This building retains early brick walls and some early window

and

doorjoinery.thePostsuPportedverandahisearlyalthoughthe
posts have been replaced with thin tubular metal columns. The
parapet has been removed and replaced by a straPped gable and
Lo*" op"rrings have been bricked-up. The building has been
extended for use as a bowling clubhouse and its overall integrity
is low.
Analysis

Refer to analysis of ,commercial buildings'. This buitding is
distinguished by its post supporte verandah, building form and
remnants of early joinery and shopfront details'
form.

Significance
A characteristic small nineteenth century shop erected in the
period after intensive nining at Talbot. Although its integrity
component in
is now low the building is vital nineteenth century
now
precinct
Crescent
Scandinavian
a part of the significant
devoid of earlY buildingsTown Iots Back
1850.

creek, 20 December 1859, Iithographed 28 March
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RESIDENCE, Scandinavian

Crescent' Talbot

Talbot
Section J, Allotment 2 lor 3?1, TownshiP of
HistorY

survey in 1859
This brock was marked out in John Tempreton's
(
This area was
1
)
Lead'
following the rush to Scandinavian
years following
the
in
primarily a commercial precinct although
Based on a
predominateio
the rush, residentiar buirdings began
residence aPPears to have
typological analysis the presentc'1860-80'
during the period
1"..,

"i".ted
IntegritY

intact and retains its
This residence retains is substantially
fenestration' However' the
building .na tooi form and early uy
frat sheeting and shutters
weatherboards have been repr.".i
doors'
added to the front windows and
Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'timber residences"
Significance

during the
A characteristic timber residence erected
residence
following intensive mining at.Talbot' This

period

is vital
significant
of the
nineteenth century comPonent rn a part
ScandinavianCrescentprecinctnowdevoidofearlybuildings.
Town rots Back
1860.

28 March
creek, 20 December 1g59, rithographed
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FORI',IER TALBOT GAS WORKS,

WhittAKETS LANE, TAIbOt

Section F, Allotment 46, Township of Talbot

History

This gas works, erected by a private comPany, commenced
operations in December 1859. Proudley records that a private
company raised f1500 to construct the works ('l ) and by early
December 1859 the project was well advanced. The Amherst and Back
Creek Advertiser reported on the preparations 'the Back Creek Gas
Wot].. . . J-ve been erected .. . at a cost of about 11 ,500 and are

of supplying 800 or '1,000 burners. Main-pipes, made from
cast iron, with 3 l/Z inch bore, have been laid down through
Scandinavian crescent. The gas will be made from water, on the
hydro-carbon principle, and wiII be supplied to consumers at 40s per
1000 cubic feet , or 2d. per hour for each burner.' (21 By mid
December the gasholder beII was secure in its tank, the external
gyuides were being installed and furnaces being finished. (3) Late in
December locals were 'astonished' to see a brilliant star composed
of 40 gas jets in front of the united states Hotel as an early
demonstration of the potential of gas. (4) The manager until 1854
was engineer Henry Courtis and he had a cottage on the site. (5)
WiIIiam Mackintosh's survey of December 1861 shows an outline of the
buildings on the site (5). The works were Purchased by Anherst
Borough Council in 1886 for f,t50 and renained in use until the
1930s when electricity was supplied to Talbot. (7)
capable

Integrity

site is now largely covered by tennis courts
although the brick base of the gas holder remains with some
associated metalwork. Archeological investigation may reveal
other remains, especially pipes and footings of buildings. The
site is curently being stabilised by a small grant from the

The gas works

Talbot and Clunes Bicentennial Heritage ProjectAnalysis

It is possible the remaining structure dates from 1859 although
more likely that is belongs to the early 1860s. The bricks are
very similar to other local brick buildings of the early 1860s.
proudley records that Tatbot is one of only five gas works
erected in Victoria during the 1850s. The others were West
t4elbourne ( 1855), Kyneton '( 1858), Ballarat ( 1858) and Castlemaine
( 1859). Significantly, Talbot was provided with gas earlier than
larger centres including Geelong ( 1860), Clunes (1862) ,
Daylesford (1864), Wiltiamstown (1866), South l4elbourne (1873),
Stawell ( 1873), Beechworth ( 1881), t'laryborough ( 1882) and
Creswick ( 1885) to name only a few- (8) Proudley also comments
tha the hydrocarbon Process, of the type used at Back Creek,
gained great popularity during the period 1850-50 but waned due
to its inherently uneconomic process- (9)

many
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Significance
physicar reminder of the
The Tarbot gas works site is a vital
settlement was amongst only
rush to Scandinavian Lead in 1859' The new
to be serviced by reticulated gas in the
a handful of localities
lS50sandsuchsophisticationoftheinformsthevisitorofthe
holder remains are
nature of the instant settlement' The gas
amongtheearliest(ifnottheearliest)survivingphysical
relics of the gas industry in Victoria'

ing ComPanY l-n
e Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria'
Melbourne' 198'7' P.300'
in the Creswick and Clunes Advelfser, 2 December
Quoted
1859, p-2
r'liner and Weeklv

Star,

23 December 1859' quoted

in Proudley'

loc. cit.

512i '1862, no. 299i

4
5

William S. Mackintosh,

of Amherst, minutes, 13 January 1886, researched
Pryori ProudleY, oP'cit', P'301'
ertudley, oP.cit, PP'293, 373'
ibid, oP.cit-, P.399'

Borough
8
9
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bY Ron

DAM,

Coghill's Creek, off Ba1larat-Maryborough Road

Streamside reserve, Parish
7623-2-4

of Tourello

YD478636

History
The 'Big Dam' at Clunes, constructed in 1859 dried out in the
summer of 1862-63 largely from sludqe emanating from mines at
Creswick. In August f2000 was placed on estimates by the
Victorian government for a new water supply and the decision was
taken to construct the new dam on Coghill's Creek. The dam was to
have a capacity of 185 million gallons although progress $tas
hampered by shoddy workmanship. In May 1863 engineer Ba99e
condemned the work and payments were held up- water, already
accumulating rapidly, Ieaked through the incomplete outlet pipe
and on 6 June 1863 heavy rain causes failure of the wal1. The
'Big Dam' further downstream was breached and a severe flood
unleashed on lowlying parts of CLunes. ( 1 ) A total of f2057 had
been spent by the government in 1862 and a further fZO 5s was
exxpended in 1863 on futile maintenance and repairs- (2)

Integrity
wall is still clearly visible in the narro$t
winding valley of Coghill's Creek.

The breached dan

Analysis

Refer to analysis of 'early public worksr.
Significance
dam is a major early public work in the history of clunes
and illustrates the great need to bring a reliable supply of
water to the goldfields. It forms part of a linear network of
historic sites on the local creeks and its early failure tells of
of governments when dealing with proliferation
the falllibility
of towns created by the gold rushes.

This

1 Weickhardt, clunes , 1972r pp.14-15, research apparently
on reading of the Creswick and Clunes Advertiser2 VPRS 957, unit 3, P.951.
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based

u)
a

O

F

F]

a

3.0

AREAS

with Task B of the study brief' and
This section of the study(c)
ttre
' This task relates to
specificatfy seciion B'4
of .t""t of significance' rn this
identification ""1-"""iysis treated
according to the following
study the areas have been
headings

-

HistorY
more
as summaries onIY and
intended
are
histories
individual
The
in the background historY'
information is generallY provided

Integritv

and
assessment on the quantity
It
area'
This section provides a brief
the
within
and sites
and not
quality of early-i''ifaings works'
relates only to ti t"""t=tent of'nistoric"l-:l?"tticance
amenity'

to any broader

:-ssues su'ch as

residential

Analvsis
areas
in context with similarfeatures
as
This section places the area
on unusual or rare
throughout Victoria' It commentsor werr represented by the
are typicar
werr as rhose ;i;;
analysis is incruded
t
particular area' For Clune"'tt*t"iip;
"oifective
rather than fragmented
under section 3'3'1 'Clunes
siaternents in the other sub-sections'

Siqnificance

gives a succinct surunary of

each

The statement of significance
historical ' physical '
the
area taking into i""o'-t"t relevant
factors as they affect action
architect,rt"t aia-comparative
of any future conservation
significance' T;; nature
,rrrl"ita"ttding of the significance
should flow logically from an
an overall statement of significance
of that place' For Clunes'3.3.;-ici,-,tt"t
Townshipr rather than
is includea orra.i section
sub-sections'
fragmented statements in the other
References

the history'
A Iist of references cited in

4j

t
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3. 1 AMHERST

TOWNSHIP

HistorY

CIunes.

SurveY- (4)

mire sides marked

""'

four sections with
f Amherst included the
Daisy Hirr-cTl"k:s located iottn of road
from Aderaide to
were rocat;;-;; the
The
ction *iti-in" road toa Carisbrook'
having one
square
t"tt """tt"a "itfin

#:#l;:;*"31"":"H5ti:!:::!:kl!:"
the Daasy
furth]i-"gt'"tts east.along

:our
four square miles,
rs foIIow"I'oi="-iurtrrer
(corner Argyle
:d Back Creek town survey
the squares
of
The eastern most
Street)
'
Lansdowne
and
Street

"o,,."i,,"d

d;1":"::li':3;ir':'"H":#H::
" t"d:-;i::! -;:::
the "Back 6reek"' ' A

::'i::"::"::":v+'=;;in ;;
:1"#:i: ,.".r.rl"jl=-irr.roa"a
i""ai.""
cemetery

in Section 3'

(5)

was conducted on 29 May
and J'F'
ioy"t=.b"i-"g p"blicans Albion supprenented bv
s"tiii"t

Within the township the
1855

2 and a government camp

with tn" *]l^"i

first.Iand sale

I "11
-?':"t"4 sold in
cowrey. (6) d";"-satls "rallotrnents in
Section
a handful "' n;;;tt=""tt atlotments' and others sold on 21 JuIy 1856
High Street with
November 1855'--'t'"=t
t19 1"ii"'to"a' namedthe
back brocks'
were concentrateJ along firri;;
l" ="rn" of
sarll-i"-itst
rand
other
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A neh' government camp was set up in 1856 on high ground north of
the sold Iand and other reserves were also allocated. (7) The
Church of England occupied a hilI of quartz with a semi-circular
road - whimsically entitled 'The Circus' - forming the southern
boundary. A school was erected here in 1856 although its partial

rebuilding five years Iater indicated of poorly made bricks and
shoddy workmanship. (8) A Wesleyan chapel was erected a year later
on a reserve east of the Church of England followed by a
Presbyterian school in 1859 and the opening of the Mysterious Lead
near the cemetery gave fresh impetus to development in the town. (9)

Consolidation of commercial and residential develoFment, desire
for future progress and liberal grants from the colonial
government led to the move for proclamation of Amherst as a
municipality. The governor, His Excellency Sir Henry BarkIy was
petitioned on the issue by local householders and Land owners in
1858 and, with revisions to proPosed boundaries by Robert Brough
Smythe, the Borough of Amherst was given official sanction. A
local meeting on 17 November 1858 decided to hold elections and
the next day the first seven councillors were duly eJ.ected. The
inaugural meeting was held at Albion Cowley's Amherst Hotel a day
later, Cowley being one of twenty five unsuccessful candidates.
The Governor-in-Council approved a rate of one shilling in the
pound in January 1859 and in August that year byelaw 5 sanctioned
{looo expenditure on public works. ( 10)
The Township of Amherst, 1859, showing the allotments, various
reserves and street names (many commemorating famous scientists).
ICentra1 PIan Office]

in the 1985 bushfires but
reconstructed following the original design.

Amherst State School, burnt
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Basalt culverts, constructed at Amherst in the Iate 1850s, are
now some of tl-re earliest public works survivinq in the Shire.
After the rush to Scandinavian Lead in 1859 political ascendency
quickly passed to Back Creek (Talbot). This was despi-te the
erection of a town HaII in Amherst to the desrgn of Maryborough
architect Charl-es Toutcher. Amherst retained a population
sufficient to sustain the settlement until the twentieth century
aJ-though the contrast wj-th Talbot's fortunes was dramatic.
Mining continued in the Iocalrty although generally on a smaII
scale and at the turn of the century cyaniding was used to
extract gold from reworked areas Tn'Faarr

l- rr

The township was destroyed by fire in January 1985 and aLmost all
of the few remaining buildings were burnt. A few buildings and
building ruins remain along wj-th roadworks (e.9. basalt, culverts)
although the street layout is now the major feat.ure of the town.
The following i.s a list of significant buildings and sites within
Amherst township and the iinmediate neighbourhood.
Former Mortuary, Amherst District

Hospital site, Cavendish
Street
Former Stace School No. 1459 , Queen Street
Amherst. Cemetery, Talbot-Avoca Road
Basalt. culverts, Talbot-Avoca Road
Amherst Reservoir, off TaIbot-Avoca Road
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Other sites contribute to Lhe significance of this area but not it
has not been possible to detail aII these within this present
study. Many sites within t,he Amherst township could be located by
suitable archaeological techniques and with more detailed research
it would be possible to identify individual mining sites in the
surrounding area. Many of these sites, such as Grecian GuIIy,
Arnherst FIat, Mia l"lia Lead, Blacksmith's Gully, Kangaroo GuIIy,
Oppossum GuIIy and Mysterious Lead were early aIluvial gold
workings and form a major component of the significance of this
area. There are also many small quartz reef in the area which were
worked from the late 1850s and then the tailimgs reworked at the
turn of the century at the local cyanide works.
Analysis
Amherst township is a particularly fine example of a grid Pattern
Iayout of a goldfield town and in this resPect forms a useful
complement to the layout of Back Creek - Talbot FIat. The survey
of Amherst incorporated a number of departures from a strict grid
to take account of the junction between roads to Back Creek and
Carisbrook, an outcropping quartz knoll (ringed by 'The Circus')
and the Daisy HiIl Creek, paralleled by 'The Esplanade'.

Significance

is a fine example of a deserted deserted nineteenth
century goldfields township. It is now best able to be interpreted
through documentary evidence, historical archaeological
investigaLions and surviving road layouts. The area is crucial to

Amherst

Models such as this representation of Daisy HiII, built in the
Iate 1950s and held by the Museum of Victoria, are nott a key to
understanding the nature of t'.he early gold workings around l\mherst
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the interpretation of the history of the entire
area,
particularly with regard to shifting population,Talbot
mining
techniques, rocar government and town pranning. The setting of
Amherst township is enhanced by the proximity of surror.naiig
mining areas which have prayed a significant part in the hiitory
of the township- Amherst is of historicar signiticance as one of
smarl number of deserted victorian gord towni formerry having

'municipal status.
References
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3.2 TALBOT
3.2.1 Back Creek FIat
History
opening of Kangaroo
Discovery of gold on Back Creek came with the
HiIl' (1) In
FIat early in 1854 and Iater that year Ballaarat
place with
took
t"larch 1855 a large rush to Goodwoman's HiII
many diggers'
Nuggetty GuIIy .id ru'"gtroo Flat also attracting
(n Felix Ray, an ."tiy arrival on the Back Creek described the
growth of the area.
our wash that
It was lust about the time we first puddled
about a thousand a
newcomers were arriving at the rate of
a few more acres of
day. Every morning f could notice that
sizes' and
the landscaPe were covered by tents of.various
until we were
this encampment extended its bounds daily'
a vast army'
Iodged
have
surrounded by a camp that would
calico
framed
dozen
Between orr. i.y and the next a

erectionsopenedasstores,eachflyingagaudyflag'and
tools' clothing'
scores of carts and waggons, Ioaded withspirits'
and their
and
provisions and cases of bottled ale
mostly
hawkers'
several ways among the tents' Peripatetic
to the
suited
articles
two coverei carts filled with
havi.ng

requirementsofdigersrcamealonginnumbersanddisposed
for the amusement of the
of their stocks rapidly' Caterers billiard
rooms' dancing
diggers were soon in evidence' and
of the
saloons and barbers shops quickly had one side
stores,
first-formed street in possession. Hotels,
where a
shops'
cigar
and
alleys,
restaurants, skittle
box of
shilling was paia to " ftity-dressed female for a
to
matches, and a nip of biandy was Presented.gratuitously
the
1o'
side' and'
the customer, sPrung uP on in" oppo=ite
amonq the
abundant
was
money
genesis of a townr where
(3)
consequence'
in
brisk
working population, and business
shown on the
This cluster of buildings were probably the ones
roadfromBallaratandCreswicktoCarisbrookmappedbyassistant
in the vicinity of the
surveyor Hugh Fraser in July 1855' HotelsAlbion'
Golden Age and
HiII'
settlement included the Star, Daisy
pale
coodwoman' (4) At this
Goodwoman's, named after publican
between l\mherst and
date peer street was the main thoroughfare
the direct route
Back Creek and it was not for some years that
Flett quotes a
past the present football ground was opened'
Creek in this period
population of iens of thousands on the Back
(5)
including a large encampment of Chinese'
(6) and in 1858 a school
A police office was in operation by 1855

wasopened.ofslabconstructionwitnashingleroofthisNational

Schoolcontainedoneroom40x20xTfeetwhichcouldaccommodate
provided and open bush formed the
90 scholars. Two 'privies' were
playground. (7)
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smaller rushes occured throughout the district and old ground was
Lead
reworked. However, with the discovery of the Scandanavian
.1859
area
the
18
January
on
(the present site of Talbot township)
this
of
time
the
About
experienced its greatest upheaval movement north east, the government had ordered a survey of the
Back Creek FIat area. This took the form of a regular grid Iayout
with streets named after English statesmen ( PeeI, Lyndhurst,
Carlyle, Gladstone, etc). Provision was made for a Court House'
police Buildings, GoId Office, warden's office, Telegraph office
and Post office. (8) It is reasonably certain that a Gold office
was erected on the government block, a contract for t'SSO 9s 6d
having been signed with contractor Isaac Meadows on 13 June 1859(9) A basalt bridge was also erected over Back creek as part of
t,he main road between Ballarat and Amherst (of which the abutments
still exist - 'Bolties Bridge')aided by the
Development in Talbot FIat was initially
sufficient proximity to
within
was
area
as
the
Scandinavian rush,
The FIat also
population.
massive
the
benefit commercially from
Robert whittle
storekeeper
tents.
for
provided much needed space
sight to
fine
a
was
1859.
in
'It
marvelled at the scene early
rush;
the
of
vicinity
the
in
hills
take a walk on sunday to the
401000
of
encampment
an
uPon
from which one could look down
people, aII under canvas.' (10) Diggers unlucky to miss out on

FIat is now marked bY these two
buildings, but an extensive grid of roads still divides the area-

The edge of Back Creek or Talbot
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ground in the
a claim on the Scandinavian lead reworked old
ascendency
passed f
tame
a
short
neighbourhood although within
along
Scandanavian
centre
the FIat to the newly erected business
This Iatter area
Crescent, Ballaarat Street and Oxford Street' sold
in 1860' (11)
was surveyed in December 1859 and allotments

r

book listed 48
Back creek FIat languished' In 1860 the rate dairies' stores'
yards'
buildings including quartz mills, brick
cordiar manufactury, bakery, butcher's shop,

restaurants, . schooi,
shoemaker'sshoprslaughteryardandonlylsdwellings'rnMarch
ls5gtheWesleyansopenedachapelatBackCreekalthoughtheir
on rhe popurarion croser ro the
;;;.-;;, concenrrared
.;.;r;;
. quickry
: ^r-1 -- disappeared
r: --^^o'*aA
:nri
onrv 40
1862 onIV
by 1R52
and l'rw
i;;) rhe renrs(
il;;l;.
6
l^...:-l
.linnc
waq
was
risred. 13) A smarr cruster of6^^lbuirdines
;.;:;;;;='r.r"
c!-^^F
r h
the
rn
Amherst Road whrch superseeded PeeI Street
i"".i.ffi";;.
constructr-on of
;;;r thorouehfare to Amherst forrowins
i;;;:=:.";"
Camp Street'
a reliable crossing over Back Creek at the toot of
AcricketgroundforTalbothadbeenrequestedin186lonland
Macaulay Streets and
adjacent to Back Creek, between Brougham and
in April 1862'
a seven acre site was telnPorarily reserved
after and the
shortly
ground
However mining enroached onto the
'rg62
urging from
forrowing
in December
present site was gazetted
( 14)
ithe
approaching"
cricket season is fast
the council that

Integrity
This area now cont.ains only a very small number of buildings and
of these only about half date from the nineteenth century. The
mining sites are now of very low integrity; a CEP tree planting
progranme has recently disturbed sites adjacent to the
Maryborough - Ballarat Road and the early alluvial mines of
Goodwoman's HilI and Bakery HilI now form gravel depots. Most of
the mines have been reworked, in some instances several times, in
the period since the 1850s and 50s. Fire (most recently in
January 1985) has destroyed a number of early buildings and many
more have been relocated or demolished since the main period of
development on the FIat. The l"laryborough - Ballarat Road which
now byepasses Talbot has destroyed some of the early street
Iayout although it has also provided a far higher visual
prominance to the Back Creek - Talbot FIat area for the passing
motorist than the former route via Scandinavian Crescent.
The following is a list
Back Creek FIat.

of significant buildings and sites on the

Basalt barn or outbuilding, Argyle Street
Residence, Argy1e Street
Stand pipe, Argyle Street
Former Church of England vicarage, Brougham Street, corner
Russell Street
Residence, Bulwer Street
Public Park and Recreation Reserve, Bulwer Street
Tunnel HiIl, off Lexton-Talbot Road
Back Creek National School site, Peel Street
'Bo1ties Bridge', PeeI Street
Other sites contribute to the significance of this area but it has
not been possible to detail all of these within the present study.
Surrounding mining areas such as Kangaroo Flat, Goodwomanrs
HiII, Bakery Hi1l, white (Hard) HilI, Nugqetty GuIIy and
Mysterious Lead form a major component of the significance of this
area. There are also several early cottages located in the area,
which although not treated as individual sites, nevertheless form
an integral part of the significance of this area.
Analysis

This survey, undertaken in '1859, is a typical example of the grid
survey adopted by the Department of Crown Lands and Survey to
cope with the pressure for land sale caused.by the gold rushes. So
great was the need for quick surveys that in 1861 district
surveyor Wilmott (working in Ararat) prepared two standard
suMivision plans for 'Goldfields Townshipsr which he intended
mining surveyors would be able to use for laying out new towns at
new rushes. The two plans were lithographed although documented
instances of their significance are not known. (14) The Back
Creek - Talbot FIat survey departed from a regular grid and
exhibited subtle shifts of axis and allotment size to cope with
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the topography as well as several pre-existing buildings.
Significant features of Fraserrs 1855 survey (Such as Peel Street
and Argyle Str,eet) are still retained and these form perhaps the
earliest man made features in Back Creek - Talbot Flat as well as

Talbot Township.
Significance

- Talbot FIat area is cruciaf to the interpretation
of the history of Talbot area, particularly with regard to land
survey, demographic trends, mining techniques, residential and
commercial developrnent. The area contains a number of buildings
which assist in the understanding of the early development on the
FIat. The alignment of Argy1e Street and PeeI street is now of
particular significance as the earliest man made features to
survive in Talbot. The area contains numerous early alluvial gold
mining sites which contribute to the significance of the area as
weII as providing a crucial buffer to the more significant Talbot
The Back Creek

township area.
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3

.2.2 Talbot township

History
Attention was turned from the Back Creek to the present site of
Talbot with the discovery of the Scandinavian Lead in January
1859. This discovery, by Adolph and Carl Olsen, CarI W. Hallem
and Joseph BeII vras augmented by the opening of Rocky FIat, Union
Lead and Long Gully later in the year. ( 1) Early in lvlarch 1859,
merchant Robert Whittle met hundreds of diggers on the road to
Back Creek (as the area was still known) and following his own
move to the area later that year he estimated the population at
40,000. (2) Estimates varied greatly, but the one common theme
was the rapid development of the commercial centre along
Ballaarat Street, Scandinavian Crescent and Oxford Street.
The Scandinavian Iead was 'a very lively place' according to
Whittle. His own business was located on the Back Creek FIat
near the treasury, but the commercial centre which followed the
configuration of the lead

(sic) place I ever saw ... business
people shifted into line along the streets, and we found
we by that time had two large theatres - four sets of
negro minstrels - two very big casinos - and no end of
smaller dance houses, and concert rooms. If at any time
business kept me out after dark, I was obliged to avoid
the streets; as they would be by then so crowded, as to
make it impossible to get a horse through them ... Every
billiard room fuII to overflowing, with diggers in
moleskins and crimean shirts, covered with pipe clay;
playing at pin-pool for heaps of money - and I have
here, often seen 5 - 6 horsemen, ride into a bar-room
and take their drinks in the saddle, at the bar. (3)
was the dirtyest

Apart from commercial enterprises, schools and churches were one
of the earliest institutions to respond to the rush. Generally
lacking the heavy yoke of government bureaucracy, many
denominations, but especially the non-conformists, were able to
cater for the itinerent population.
A Roman Catholic church was opened in Scandanavian Crescent
(opposite the present bowling green) and with typical enterprise
the Wesleyans erected a portable iron chapel in Oxford Street, in
close proximity to the diggings. Presbyterians met at Staveley's
store while 'The English Chapel' was located in Argyle Street,
formerly the main thoroughfare to Ballarat but by mid 1859
superseded by Scandanavian Crescent. (4)
The government set apart a 'Police Camp' reserve of approximately
three acres although the inertia caused by recent erection of
public buildings at Anherst and on Back Creek FIat impeded the

provision of new buildings to service the diggings. Accommodation
for the police and wardens was grudgingly provided although it
507

The buildings in the 'PoLice Camp' form one of the most significant
groups of modest-sized governments buildings anywhere in Victoria
was not until September 1860 that a contract for a new court
house was signed. A portable iron lock-up was supplied by Enoch
Chambers of Melbourne in mid 1859 although this lvas not replaced
by the present basalt building untj-I 1863- (5)
The ad hoc development at Back Creek was surveyed by John Templeton
Iate in 1859 and these allotments r'rere sold on 25 and 26 May 1860Almost all buildings impinged on the surveyed allotments and when
rebuilt, as many were i-n the next few years, they conformed to the
surveyed boundaries. Horn/ever, none of this redevelopment could mask
the origins of the street pattern as an immediate response to the
Scandj-navian Rush and the position of the lead. Indeed, when
going on here IBaIIaarat
Templeton was surveying diggi-ng was 'stilI
Streetl close to the back of the buildings'. (6)
The Borough of Amherst watched the new settlement with mounting
anxiety as it sensed its power base being eroded. As proclaimed
in 1858, the muni-cipal boundary now ran in a straight line
approximately in Iine with the present alignment of BarkIy
Street, and formed a most inappropriate line of demarkation.
Disenfranchised householders and landowners petitioned the
governor in 1861 and the borough boundary was shifted east to
accommodate

their properties.

(1')

Resj"dents were not the only party affected by municipal progress.
With the development of Scandanavian Crescent, the riding
councillors decided (having the casting vote of the chairman) to
sieze the initiative and meet separately in a local hotel. J.P.
Smith, Mustow and Evans, the three agrieved Amherst councillors,
continued to meet at the new Town HalI at Amherst- Premises \^/ere
leased at Back Creek and the rapid decline of Amherst coupled
with the spectacular rise of Back Creek to ensure that ascendancy
never returned to Amherst. (8) The council was reunited in 1861
(the Town Clerk had never l-eft Amherst! ) and with the visit of
the Governor, Sir Henry Barkly on 19 October 'l 86.1 the name TaLbot
was adopted locally although the government refused to rename the
municipality. This was not rectified until the area was renamed
the Borough of Talbot in 1876 despite the Amherst and Clunes
Roads Board having been renamed Shire of Talbot in 1865. (9)
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Deveropment in the pri-ncipar streets consoridated; early srab and
canvas buildings were repraced by more subtantial timber and
brick structures, especiarry for commerciar premises. some areas,

such as the periphery of oxford street gdecrined while other
areas deveroped. churches crustered in the vininity of camp
street (incruding wesreyan t862-63, presbyteri-an 1864, primitive
Methodist 1869-70 and Church of England lgTt) and the government
brock deveroped during the period 1960-67 wj-th the erection of
substantial masonry buildings.

As mining and reworking exhausted areas in the township,
aLrotments were surveyed and roads formed. Thus prince Arfred
street and Barkly stret were set out in the rate ig50s and
Rarrway street and the east end of Barraarat street in the early
1870s. ( 10) Renewed interest in deep read mining at Dunach and
Mount Greenock in the 1870s and 80s gave a boost at a time of
decrining reef and other arruviar mining arthough there was
little new development in Talbot. The major impetus to new
building was through fires and consequent rebuirding; this factor
has left very few early timber buildings in the town.
Tnf oari

l-.:

The construction of the Barrarat - Maryborough rairway in the
1870s cut the rine of scandinavian crescent and. thus provided an

early arteration to the original rine of business streets of
1859- The recent byepass road has arso dramaticarly artered the
perception of the town by diverting traffic away from
scandinavian crescent arthough this has red.uced pressure co
upgrade the Crescent- In particular, lack of major regrading of
many streets has retained early street profiles and stone kerbs
channels. The street profile, with its characteristic deep
gutter, is generally a direct result of the early timber and
plank gutters now replaced in concret.e.
Fire has destroyed many buildings in the township and the most
recent fire (-ranuary 1985) burnt the highry significant former
shop on the corner of scandinavian crescent and Fraser street 509

and

There is also an imbalance between public and private buildings,
with al-most alI government buildings remaining intact and a Iarge
number of private residences or commercial premises either
demolished, removed or sites redeveloped. A general lack of
maintenance following the decline of the town in the 1880s has

also contributed to defects in buildings-

There are however many significant buildings and sites remaining
in Talbot as detailed below.
Residence, Ballaarat Street East
Former Talbot Borough HalI, Ballaarat Street
A.N.A. Hall, Bal-Iaarat Street, corner Heales Street
Ramsay shop and residence, BaIlaarat Street North
Residence, Ballaarat Street North
Former BuII and Mouth HoteI, BaIlaarat Street
Resi denr--e. Bal.Iaarat Street North
Residence, Ballaarat Street North
Former Flour MiIl, Ballaarat Street North
Residence, Ballaarat Street North
Residence, Ballaarat Street North
Residence, Ballaarat SLreet North, corner Crespigny Street
Former Burdess Residence, Barkly Street
Residence, Barkly Street
Former Presbyterian Manse, Bond Street
Resj-dence, Bond Street, corner Regent Street
Former Flynn Residence, Bond Street, corner regent Street
Former willox Residence, Bond Street, corner Mount Greenock
t

e'

1

Although Talbot is relatively flat, significant vistas can
be gained across properties and along streets or lanes
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Road

stiIl

Residence, Bond Street, corner Mount Greenock Road
Residence, Bond Street
Former Hoskins Residence, camp street, corner Heares street
Post and Teregraph office, camp street, corner Heales Street
Former Court House, Camp Street
Free Library (Former court of petty sessions), camp street
Former Dowl5-ng Residence, Camp Street
Former Primitive t'lethodist Church, Camp Street
Former Dunach State School No.1412, Camp Street, corner
Lansdowne Street
shops and residence, camp street, corner scandinavian crescent
Former Elder residence, Camp Street
Former Camp Hotel, Camp Street, corner Heales Street
Residence, Camp Street, corner Heales Street
Court House Hotel, Camp Street
Former Wesleyan Church, Camp Street
Residence, Chapman Street
soldiers Memoriar Park, Heares street, corner o'Hara street and
Lansdowne Street
Fire Brigade Engine House, Heales Street
Former Police quarters, Iock-up and stables, Heales Street
Former Sub-Treasury, Heales Street
Former Presbyterian Church, Heales Street
Former London Chartered Bank Coach House and Stables, Heales Street
st Michae|s church of Engrand, Lansdowne street, corner o'Hara
Street
Residence, Oxford Street
Standpipe, Oxford Street

':4
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Former Edwards Shop and Residence, Prince Alfred Street
Residence, Prince AIfred Street
Residence, Prince AIfred Street
Talbot Railway Station and railway residences, Railway
Street
Ornamental Plantation Reserve, Railway Street, corner Grey
Street
Former Roman Catholic Church, Regent Street
Prince Alfred State School No.954 and former Common School,
Rowe Street
Former Talbot Leader Office, Scandinavian Crescent
Residence, Scandinavian Crescent
Former 'London House', Scandinavian Crescent
Former Commercial Hotel, Scandinavian Crescent and Fyfe
Street
Residence, Scandinavian Crescent, corner Star Street
Former Burdess Shop, Scandinavian Crescent, corner Ballaarat
Street
Shop, Scandinavian Crescent
Shop, Scandinavian Crescent
Former London Chartered Bank, Scandinavian Crescent
Former Bank of Australasia, Scandinavian Crescent
Former Phoenix Hotel, Scandinavian Crescent
Former Bach Butchers Shop, Scandinavian Crescent
Former Shop, Scandinavian Crescent
Former Shops, Scandinavian Crescent
Residence, Scandinavian Crescent, corner Fraser Street
Former Talbot Gas Works, Whittakers Lane

Contributory buildings, sites and works
There are several other buildings in Talbot which contribute to
the character of the town. These include several residences in
Ballarat. Street North, Talbot-t'laryborough Road and Mount
Greenock Road. Due to alterations or other factors they are not
as significant as those listed above, nevertheless they make a
contribution to Talbot. The same remark applies to the former

shopcurrentIyusedasShireoffices.Itretainsear1ybrickwork

on the side walls but the remodelling of the early 1950s is now
perceived as an anachronism amidst the rich stock of nineteenth
century buildings in Talbot. However with suitable

reconstruction the significance of this building could be
enhanced and this remark applies to those other buildings that
have been altered.

Other works contribute to Talbot's character. The street layout,
stone lined gutters, vistas across town to prominent buildings,
outbuildings attached to shops and residences, trees and early
garden plantings, early fences and other early items of
streetworks are all part of the built environment which
complement individually significant buitdings or sites. Together
they combine to form an environment of special historical and
architectural significance
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Analysis
The Talbot area and especially tJ
Scandinavian Crescent and Oxford
miners and businesses to the pos.
volcanic flow confined the shaII<

early exploitation of the lead d:
those first commercial streets. l
streets and allotments hrere surv€
was further influenced by geoiogl
occurred in this locality after
movemenL of the institutional,
c
gdential_ centre
from Amherst and Back Creek fiat
ured
that Talbot
became the major town between
cr
carisbrook,
,
Avoca and Lexton. only Majorca pr
rarge settlement
in the general area although this
nor
sustained.
The government buirdings in tatuot deserve
special mention. Based
on comparison with other smar_l victorian gotiriera
tohms they form
the most comprete and intact colrection
centrar l0cation arso ensures that they oi sucn buildings. Their
are in. r.y items of the
most sj-gnificant precinct in Talbot.
Significance
S

f
town in victoria and one of the best precincts
buirdings in Australia. Tarbot is si.gniricant-forof modest governmenc
the manner in
which georogicar factors infruencing mining
are
refrected
in the
street pattern, still used as the major
streets in the town. The
the proximity of mining areas on
:ock and the Amherst area. AII
I in the development of different
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NORTH CLUNES I4INING AREA

CLUNES PRE-EMPTIVE RIGHT
CAMP HILL
FRASER STREET

INSTITUTIONAL PRECINCT
SOUTH CLUNES I4INING SITES
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3

3. 3.

CLUNES

1 Clunes township

History
The

initiaL discovery of gord in July 1g5l

caused

littre

permanent

a track from Newstead. By 1g54 C
Lexton Road with tracks to galtarat
and ,The Avoca,. (l)
1

)

I

Early devel0pment in clunes took place at
the camp Hill area (q.rr. )
in the commercial area of Fraser Street
in.rr.), especially the
e quartz reefs. The town had

and

atisfactory provision of new
was proclained in 1960 and
- 6 and 8 were sold in 1g60,
)istrict Surveyor W.S. Urquhart
r mining company'. (3) pians of
the west side of the creek) and
rblished in 1962 and sold soon
allotments south of Victoria
Dickson Street and south of
up by mining operations of the
rller operations. (4)
The eastern portion of Clunes was connected
with the cornmercial
centre as early as 1857 by a bridge
(5),
possibly
'FelI,s
Crossing' although it was not until
that the Covernment
Bridge gave direcc access to Creswick1g6l
and Smeaton Roads. In 1g62
J. A. patterson, an English writer described
the descent into the
township.

But, if the road to ireswick (from Ballarat)
was bad,
that to Clunes was almost inconceivably
hrorse.
Just
as we approached its most troublesome part,
the
rain
came down more thickly, the mist crept
closer to the
ground, and the lamps became useless
for
any oan.,
purpose than to make the fog visible.
Dorn'".rn.
off wheeler and the rear wheels simultaneo,r"i'-ir, an"
deep ditch, cut by the roadrnen to ,improve,
"
tie track,
and out stepped a felrow passenger and
myserf into the
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soft mud, to assist the coach to the perpendicular
again, and restore Her Majesty's t'tail to a condition
to travel- It was only the third time that a similar
mischance had occured, almost in the same spot of the
same ditch, within ten days, in spite of the vigilence
(6)
and knowledge of the driver!
Paddock
with the move of the police to camp HiIl, the old Policethe
30
was available for sale. This was surveyed in 1853 and
acre ,botanical gardens' were reserved in that year. Approximately
twenty houses weie located in the area and west of t"lacDonald
Str..t mainJ.y along the creek and subdivision was carefully
arranged to enable existing buildings to remain on individual
surveyedallotments.ThenorthboundStreetswerenamedafter
pastoral occuPants Whyte and MacDonald, while east-west streets
weretitledLuggrCoundonrHickoxandLathlainafterprominent
local residents. (7)

The area east of Leslie Street, on the plateau beyond the
escarpment, was only partially developed in the early 1870s
although the erection of the state school (opened 1875) and
reticulated water in the 1870s stimulated further development'
Indeed smeaton Road played a major Part in the clunes water
scheme as the location of the main pipe to the township. Health
services were immeasurably aided by the opening of the hospital
in 1871 and recreation was also aided by gazettal of a twenty
acre reserve at the south end of MacDonald street in that year..

l

,'
.'
(g) Little mining activity took plan in East clunes, although in ;
a large.'{'
the early 1870s the Great Eastern GoId Mining Company had
the lli
from
far
so
was
area
(9)
the
However,
Iease in this area.
t'
success'
known
little
achieved
{
Iine of reefs, that the company
Ir-l:*€

ServiceStreetwasabusythoroughfareasitsoonProvideda
residential development;
direct link with Ballarat. Some notable
(
Scott residence *
1863),
such as the church of England manse
(corner Bath Street - 1863) and Shrigley residence ( 1870) alsoa
chose the high ground the street afforded. Less pretentious_:.f,
snaf];i
cottages covered the remaining allotments and most.ttt:imProveo'l
prosperity
timber houses often extended as individual
gave
The railway was constructed in the early 1870s and this
especiall;
the development of Service Street'
some impetus to
--tnts
was reinforced by the extensive works off
r;;til="i].
South Clunes Company, whose battery was Iocated on the creektj

theendofWilliamstreetandservicedbyanextensivenetwc
tramways. The works of Bute and Downes and the Lothair Colq

were also located in this .part of South Clunes'

( 10)

Fire swept through north and east Clunes in 1944' destroy
of :
hospital and a number of residences' The destruction
,,- --i'-.l.hospital was a critical blow to Clunes particulattl -tt-l4'i
remodelling had averted threatened closure' HoweveE'
hospital was built on the current site in Service Strt,t
(11)
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Integrity
ery high degree of integrity,
ality of nineteenth and ..rty
on of early streetworks and
natural set.ting in Creswick's
some buildings in 944 and others
story of the town by smaller
i have Ehe low number of rnodern
lairy, Chiltern, Beechworth or
is sufficient for the early
: character. In this ."rp".t it
rscLiff, Castlemarne and Creswrck.
rns such as Tarnagull_a or
.t

represenr a ninereenrh century

r"di:?ill5l";"X*;1":t*"'r

rulrv

y intact (except for sections of
prrmary stamp of the development
, cadastral property boundaries
eption and give the town much of
areas (such as Camp HiIl and
undaries relating to tenure by
n and eastern parts of the town
rnment surveyor John Templeton.
E,rong influence over the mode
:haracter to different parts of
View to HiIl_ Street from 'The Rocks'
showing the importance of
vistas in a town located within
a river valley
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Apart from the significant buildings and rnininq sites listed
below, other features such as mature landscaping and gardens,
early streethtorks (such as stone lines gutters) and early fencing
contribute to the high integrity of the town.
INote: Other sites within Clunes have been grouped according to
the area in which they fal1 - see other descriptions in Section
3.3. More detailed statements of integrity are also given in the
respective sections for other areas and precincts' l
Residence, 48 Alliance street
Residence, 52 Alliance Street
Residence, 24 Angus Street
Residence, 41 Angus Street, corner Bland Street
Residence, 105 BaiIeY Street
Former Telegraph Hotel, 114 Bailey Street, corner Fraser Street
Residence, 6 Bath Street
Residence, 15 Bath Street
Residence, 16 Bath Street
Residence, 20 Bath Street
Residence, 21 Beckhtith Street
Residence, 23 Beckwith Street
Residence, 1 Cameron Street
Residence, 9 CanterburY Street
Residence, 10 CanterburY Street
Residence, 26 CanterburY Street
Residence, 27 CanterburY Street
Residence, 'l 2 Creswick' Road
Residence, 15 Creswick Road, corner George Street and Moatt Street
Residence, 29 Creswick Road, corner Hotham Street
Residence, 25 East Parade, corner coundon Street
Former Payne Residence, 43 East Parade
Residence, 85 Fraser Street
Residence, 64 Fraser Street, corner Bailey Street
Former Wallace Residence, 68 Fraser Street
Former Bible Christian minister's residence, 70 Fraser Street
Residence, 9 George Street
Residence, 29 George Street
Former Growcott Residence, 4 Hill Street,
Residence, 5 HilI Street
Former Dow Residence, 9 Hill Street
Residence, I HiII Street
Former Clunes Hospital, Hospital Street
Residence, Lathlain Street
Residence, 'l Leslie Street
Residence, Leslie Streetr' corner Smeaton Road
Coundon Residence, 32 Leslie Street
Residence, 40 Leslie Street
Residence, 1 Ligar Street
Residence, 3 Ligar Street
Residence, 15 Ligar Street
Residencer' 19 Ligar Street
Residence , 2'l Ligar Street
Residence, 4 Macdonald Street
Residence, 8 Macdonald Street
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Residence, purcell Street, corner
Templeton Street
Residence, 7 Service Street
Residence,
25 Service Street
Former shrigrey Residence, 31
Service
street
Former scott Residence, 3i service
streeir-"o=rr., Bath streec
Residence, 39 Service Street
nesidence,
41 Service Street
Residence, 43 Service Street
Showgrounds,
Service Street
Residence, 5l Service Street
Re"ii"rr"e,
53
Service Street
Former Railway Hotel, 55 service
street,
corr",
wilriam
street
Residence, 57 Service Streeg
Residence, 65 Service Street
Residence, 25 Service Street
Residence, g3 Service Street
Residence, 93 Service Street
Former GrenfelI Residence, 2g
Residence, 36 Service Street Service Streec
Residence, 3g Service Streec
Residence, 40 Service Street
Former Church of England Vicarage,
42 Service Street
-'o."r;::::"=.:"::=.
Residence, 52 Service street
Residence'
60 service Street
Residence, oc s".rrice street
Clunes Railway Station, Service Street
Residence, 5 Short Street
Residence' 8 smeaton Road
Residence, 47 smeaton Road
Residence, r r s,ru.,rban
Residence, 2l Talbot Road
Residence' 37 Talbot Road
Residence, 59 Tarbot Road
Residence'
14 Talbot Road
Residence, 18 Tarbot Road
Residence'
32
Tarbot Road
Residence, 52 Tarbot Road
Shop and Residence, 62 Talbot
Residence, 5 Templeton Street,Road
corner Bailey Street
Residence, 45 Thornton Street
Residence, 47 Thornton Street
Residence, 14 Tourello Street
Residence,
5 Whyte Street
Residence, 10 Whyte Street

Srreer ff:i::il:; :l';:,.ili.ij.u

ribute to the significance of
other factors they are not
;e. include many early cottages,
: been included in the main
ributes
include many early
streetworks (such as stone gutters)
and mature landscaping.
Analysis
crunes has buirdings and sites which
demonstrate an armost

the g50s to present. The
er are principally those from
the
haracter. The institutional
Eure of the town and their
:inct enhances their impact.
I allotrnents displays Uttfr The
I from the period c.1g55_60 and
:rom 't858-c.1865. Dominating ii"
.p's history is the pre_erpiirr"
:rom east to west, creating tir.
There are few other victoiian
'Iy survey has had
such a major
rom
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Significance
Clunes township is significant as one of the most intact goldfield
townships in Victoria and Australia. The town contains a large
collection of buildings, sites and works relating to the period
c.1860-1930 which form the major attributes of the area. The
significance is enhanced by the high concentration of buildings from
the period c.1865-90. Both the institutional precinct and commercial
area are amongst the most representative such examples in the state'
The institutional precinct in partcular, is enhanced by a number of
buildings of outstanding architectural and historical significanceClunes is significant for the manner in which the steep valley of
Creswick's Creek and the early survey of the pre-emptive right
have constrained development in the town. These factors are
enhanced by the juxtaposition of tight urban development tn ith the
open spaces of the mining sites. AII of these factors are still
represented by tangible factors such as fence lines, road
alignments and buildings. Mature landscaping, both public and
private has given the town a starkly different aPPearance from
its peak of prosPerity in the late 1860s and informs the visitor
of contemporary reaction to the despoilation caused by mining.
The Clunes goldfield was considered a model reef mining area

and is historically significant as the first publically
discovered goldfield in Victoria. The combined works of the Port
Phillip and Clunes Companies were at the forefront of scientific
and technical progress with reef mining and made the town
prominent beyond its actual significance as a gold producer.
-,i:-itl '

.al
The town is enhanced by the wealth of documentation still
demolished.--rt1
and
both
extant
sites,
historic
available to interpret
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.2 Clunes pre_emptive right

History
Donard cameron settred in this
area in 1g3g and a year rater he
was abre to write to his brother
that he had a comfortable house
and hurdles for his sheep. ( 1
This
)
hous" ,"= approximately
five miles north of the Lite ot the later
the east of Mount Glasgow. (2) cameron,s homestead, possibly to
run of 32,000 acres
was named'crunes'and in
the
late
1g40s
could
support fifty
head of cattle_and over fSTOOO
(3)
sheep.
fn
1850
he applied
for a homestead btock unaei his right of pre-emption.
(4) He
was permitted by an 1947 New
South r{ales oraer-in-council to
purchase up to 640 acres or
square mire around his home
station- By the earry 1g50sone
his
homestead was rocated on the
west bank of Creswickrs Creek (near
the end of the present
Station Frat Road) and in 'rg54 described
as ,g room stone and
brick bui.tt cottage, with out offices, gardens,
erc., etc.
complete'. (5)

fn March 1950, shortly prior to Cameron,s
application to
purchase his station brock, r{iltiam
ca*pueii-of
strathr.oddon
discovered several pieces of gofa
in
the
outcropping
quartz
reefs on the crunes run. The discovery
was-conceared
although
'1851
rn JuIy
James Esmond publicly
the
goldfield
in
the Geelons Advertiser. (61
"rr.our,."a
Thus the discovery of gord of
crunes was made public, arthough
the crose proximity to cameronrs
to have
confirmed the worst fears herd byhomest".J-"pp"ars
the
squatters
that
their
peacefur pastoral occupation was
to
be
severery
disrupted
by
gold mining. Hohrever, the arruvial gold
along creswick,s creek
was soon exhausted and miners
racked
technorogy necessary to economicarly the machinery ana
quartz reefs' r-t was probably this extra"i g"ia from the
lack of tlchnorogical
sophistication that caused the government
to grant cameron 4g0
acres under right of pre-emption on 2
1
June
lasz, knowing that
part of the 1and was aurif.io,r" . (7
)

surveyor Thomas Burr undertook the survey
o-f the crunes preemptive righr urr:trg.22-25 August
resa
aia-ih.-.opography
and
geol0gy so excited him that hJ
appended two sketches in the
margin of his retter conveying the pran
to the surveyor Generar.
'The Dyke of euartz, he renari.ea

contains grains of gord which are visibre
to the naked
eye: some which f saw of the size
of
small
shot: and if
this quartz was crushed and the gold amalgamated
with
mercury the vein would in atl proU"Uitity]
sufficient quantity of gold to remunerate yieJ.d a
the operators. (g)
rn the face of such
observations and the general
progress with quartzenthusiastic
mining of Bendigo, and Tarrangolrer
It was inevitable that opeiations
IMaldon]
wourd reconrmence at crunes.
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Port PhilIip ComPanY works and poPPet heads of the Clunes
Company pictured in 1866 at the height of cheir prosperity
In December 1855 a party from Ballarat erected a Chilean miII
and early in 1856 another party erected a Berdan miII- A rush
later in the year turned attention to the reefs on the preemptive right, sold by Cameron to Lane, Whyte and MacDonald in
January 1855. (9) The owners of the clunes station resisted
attempts to mine on the private Iand; althouqh mining was
permitted on Crown Land and no law prevented mining on freehold
land (provided permission was granted by the owner), freehold
holders had no absolute right to retaj-n the gold on Eheir
purchased land. This posed a quandry for miners, Iand owners
and especially the government and its offrcers '
Panoramic view of the Clunes Pre-emPtive right showing the
remaining mullock heaps of the Clunes ComPanY- The pre-emPtive
right boundary is dotted -
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company mining on a iarge scare was ar-most unknow.
in the mid
1850s as the sharl-cvr arru'iar workings on most
of
Vicr:.cria,s
goJ.d fields had encouraged a fierce .independance.

( 10) Any
agreement between Lane, whyte and MacDonard and even
a
operative

party of diggers seemed out of the question- "*.1r "o_
the key to exproiting the auriferous quartz reers came inHowever,
rate
1856 when Rivett Henry Brand of the port phirrip
and cor-oniar
Gord Mining company arrived at crunes. Funded by
capital from
London his company had searched for gord in Victoria
since the
earry 1850s with rittre success. Folrowing an inspectron
of the
reefs he negotiated a r-ease with the proprietors of crunes
preemptive right and, obtaining the assrstance of charres Kinnear,
sought the formation of a rarge co-operative party to assist
in
mi-ning operations. The Clunes Co_operative
Mrni_ng
euartz
company wourd mine the quartz and Br-and's poit phrrrip
company
would crush the stone and extract the gold.
That the port phirrip and crunes co-operative
commenced
working did not mean a peacefur sorution to thecompanies
vexed question of
mining on private rand. since 1955 incursions by indignant
miners had irked MacDonard and his partners arthough
the smar.r
contingent of police were powerress to intervene. Many
occurred in the next few years and the feuding between arrests
the
'outsiders' and 'insiders' (as contemporary reports titled the
two factions ) gave a viorent starr to a gordfierd which
subsequently saw generally orderly progress. (11)
The history of the port phillip Company is detaited in
the
background history and refernce should.be made to chapters
4 and 7.

Integrity
This area stitrl forms an effective barrier
deveropment
of crunes township- This is an integrar parttoofnorthern
the
historical
significance of the boundary of the pre-emptive
and today
fence rines mark the division as they have sinceright
.rg50s.
the
Many
sites relating to mining and the port phirrip company are stirr_
to
be found in this area and these sites incrude the forlowinq.
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Former Bl-and Residence, I Camp Parade
CIunes State School No.l552 and former Tourelio StaLe Schooi,
Canterbury Street
Residence, north end of Lothair Street
GoId discovery monuments, Scenic Road
'The Steps' and 'The Rocks', Scenic Road
Residence, Station FIat Road
Port Phillip and ColoniaI Gold Mining Company and CIunes
Co-operative Quartz t'4ining Company site, of f Station

Flat

Road
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Camp

HiiI

Hi-story

The norther:n boundar:y'of t.his area was
fixed in 1g54 when che
(jLunes Frr'e-eml-'i:l-ve riglrc of
Donaid cameron was marked oui by.
survelor Thomas Burl:' ( r ) Ar uhac date
had i-aken prace ai: ciunes and ic was not iitcie.mrning ac.rvicy
untir the period rg55-57
Ihat- sysLemation explo-itacion of ti,e q,raril-.."t,
occurred. By
t35B Lhe qrresrion of mrning on rhe pre-empri".
;in;;-i.o-l.""io"o
numerous distr-lrbances and the porrce paddock,
situated to uhe
.sour:n-easi_ of the i:own, was too
distant for _r,y ef fective
surveiLrance of the diggings- However, a
rock-rrp srtuat:ed on tne
escarp\ment st-r;rtegrcalry overrookrng
the
rine
of reefs was
erected dur:ing lg5g aa a cost of t376 - (2)
Desp_t_te local
objections, thrs was supp.Iemented by police
and court of Petty. Sessions ({450) during buiJ.dings ( gg0 10s)
1g59 with

for: the police tf

r OO

) a year tater.

(3

a cookhouse

)

p3rude ran in iine with the government
this aiignment was followed by the boundary camp buirdings and
of the Criterion

Camp'

?:":::.y'l:::

craim. rhis cornp"ny'nJj
an.L-shaped craim n.,-5-"1

company.

:l,-l:::: .llll :"

;"..".=;;oil.n.o

;;;";;",;;;;,

soutn
western boundary coincrded with che arignment, ;=;";i;.;la
whire camp street coincided with part of t-he of camp parade,
boundary' (4) The government camp was fencedformer western
in rg60-62 and this
consolidaced che line of Camp parade. (5)
when geologist Richard Daintree photographed
camp Hilr in 1g59
(6) the hir-rside was dotted with smarr
timber houses. No

systematic rayout of roads existed but instead
a network of
tracks chreaded between the mine workings,
houses
and general
debris' The miner's right, an outcome of the
1855 Goldfield,s
HiiI photographed by Charles Nettleton
shows che disorganised patt.ern of developmentc. lg55-66 clearly

Camp

>z>

I

Y

POLICE

clllP

a

I

I
I

plan of survey which enshrines the early pacLern of
development and plots individual cottages
1872

CommissionsetupinthewakeoftheEurekauprisingrwasln
effect a Iease of Crown land and the holder was entitled to a aII
permit which allowed erection of a resrdence on the land. As
Iand on camp HiII was still held by the crown in the 1850s and
early 1950s residences were presumably aII erected under this
provision.
The 1862 directory Iisted the camp separately and described the
buildings ano occupants as 'PoIice Court; v'larden's court: charles
Cholmeley Dowling, Warden and P.M. IPolice Magistrate]; Clunes ri
police station, GoId office; Moses Bolger, sergeant of Police and'*4
'rlel
clerk of courts'. of the twenty five enEries for 'camp HiII
connect-{
occupations
other
6
and
mlners
gi-ven
as
Street', 10 were
retail
with mining, 5 carpenters and wheelwrights, 3 commercial
(7)
irlt
Durack'
Corneilius
constable
occupations and mounted
'+-l
Allotments in Camp parade and Camp Street were surveyed and sold
in 1864. (8) The l4asonic Lodge at the intersection was erecEe(
in this year as was plasterer John BarweII's residence On the-.
cornerofTalbotRoad.AllotherlotssurveyedinCampStree
were already occupied at the time of sale and residences -suc
that on allotment 4 owned by miner Peter Pearce had stood' 'tli
since at Ieast 1860.
The Iand in the area bounded by the Clunes pre-emptive ri
not 'so-lg
Camp Parade, Camp Street and Creswick's Creek was
allotments
the
the 1870s and later. A plan of 1872 showed
surveyed to accom.modate existing residences and earl
access paths. ( 9 ) This layout, a consequence of ear
techniques and ad hcc residential development is sti
in present cadastral PIans nr.Er)

'

)zo

clrmp Hr-II was a popuJ-ar spot for photographers
and many pclnorami-c
vreb's were taken from Lhe ecige of Lhe escarpment.
These ,-"ciuaeJ
d:'stinguished photographers such as Richard Daintree
( 1859) and
Charles Nettleton (c.1g65-66) as well as many local operators.
Using
camp Hirr as his vantage point in 1g62
the
Di.r."r',
Mi.i.,q
R".ord
correspondent observed the mining operationi-or criter:ion,
united, Port PhiIIip, Yankee and Victoria companies with crunes
satisfaction:

they form by far the riveriest and most encouragr-ng mi-ning
scene that can be witnessed in the whole cororry more
especiarry enhanced as that scene i-s by the sound
of the
busy hum of the mi-I-Is chat are for eve' at work, and
the
significant and
shouts of the winding engines, so
suggestive of the'abored
fitfur occupation they are engaged in. (.r0)
The new Town Halr and couri, House in Bairey street
opened in lB73
and the first court sittings in the new premlses were
herd soon
after. The former court House on camp Hilr was converted
four roomed caretaker's cottage for the south cLunes state i_nto a
schoo}
(No' 136) in 1883 and this building was
apparentry sold and
removed in 1898. (tl)
Tnl-oari

t."

The camp Hirr area retain several earry buiJ.dings and
those risted
below are particularly significant.

Residence, 7l BaiIey Street
Residence, 75 Bailey Street
Residence, 77 Bailey Street
Residence, 79 Bailey Street
Former State School No.136, Bailey Street
Residence, 74 Bailey Street,
Residence, 1l Camp Street
Residence, l3 Camp Street
Former Masonic Lodge, lg Camp Street, corner Camp parade
Former pearce Residence, 19 Camp Street
Former Barwelr Residence, 25 camp street, corner Tarbot
Road
Residence, 4 Fraser Street
Arthough these buiJ.dings make a major contribution to camp
HirJ.
its significance as an area is derived mainly from its pattern
of
settrement- This is stirl demonstrated by the cadastrar
arlotments which reflect the earry history of the area and
strongry contrast with the government surveyed bl_ocks ersewhere
in clunes - The difference is very sirnirar to the ad hoc
mode of
deveropment in Lower Fraser street compared to the orderly
surveyed shops presently situated east of Templeton street.
The early streetworks, parcicurarry in camp street, are
st.irl
iargely intact. These incrude items such as st-one rined gutters,
timber handrair and earry footpat.h alignment..
area overrooks
cresvrick's creek anc the port phirrip company The
srte
makrng views
across the valley of particuiar importance)t I

Typical early trmber residence in CamP Street set behind an earlv
secti-on of handraiL on the elevated footPath
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3.3.4

Fraser Street

History
The commerciar area

of crunes initialry deveroped on the frat
land adjacent to the creek and east of the quartz reefs.
Street (as yet un-named) formed. the main tnorougnfare and Fraser
commercial premises were graduarry erected from approximatery
1856- Richard Daintree's rg59 view shows a busy
scene with many
substantial buirdings repracing earrier makeshift
structures. ( 1 )
The road, however, hras anything but substantial. ,The
striking fact at clunes is the black mud, the street inmost
the Flat
being almost impassable to the fair sex ..., (2) and again
middle of winter ,Adventurous husbands, returnlng to their in the
beloved spouses, make mud-Iarks of themselves A gentleman
who
went out in drab, returned in black ...r. (3)
An ad hoc rocar road committee was appointed
1g59 with a view to
metarring the main street and frustration wasinincreasingry
fer.t at
the rack of attention by the government sponsored creswick Roads
Board. Mixed feerings arso greeted the governments, deci.sion co
make Bairey street the main road rath"r in.r,
the existing Main
Street (i.e. Fraser Street). (4) John Templeton
had surveyed the
town rate in 1858 arthough his pran was not lithographed
untir 1 3
september 1860. This named Fraser street and included arlotments
on and Service Streets. The
d on miner's rights and business
ut of the remainder of rlower'

ril

1874-

The section of Fraser Street sold in 1g60 (i.e. between
Templeton
and service streets) tended to house banks and other
institutional
buirdings such as schoors and churches. By
mid 1g60s
rebuilding of earrier premises had commencedthe
and by 1g69-70 the
Process of upgrading was in futr fright. Hardry an arrotment was
left untouched as bricks and render repraced iron and timber.
Attached rows of shops with consistent architectural facades
were
erected as speculative ventures and upperstoreys were
occasionally added to earrier structures. with the introduction
of gas in the early rg60s shopfronts became
rarger to enabre
goods to be better displayed and lit at night; plate
glass
windows were a prestige feature. post supported
verandahs were
added or rebuirt during the rate 1g60s and earry .rg70s
gave a uniformity and coherence to the strip commerciar and these
development, especially on the northern side (the banks
southern side were generally conceived as freestanding on the
architectural showpieces). (5)
The eastern or 'upper' end of Fraser Street (towards
the
Telegraph Hotel in Bailey Street) was also a busy part
of the
commerciar area arthough this section, and the
section
'Iower,
(west of Templeton street), declined in
the rate noneteenth
century and today are almost bereft of any
remnants of their
former function.
529

I
rrrn
nf
post supported verandahs and fine collection of
^nd
early shopfronts distrnguish the shops in Fraser Street

Tho

Integraty
Praser Street is the most intact part of Clunes. It retalns a
high concentration of buildings from the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century as weIl as early streetworks. There are
few gaps in the streetscape, and those few spaces are of very
recent origin. Lower Fraser Street however stands j-n stark
contrast the the central section as it has almost no early
buiJ-di-ngs and even very few buildings of more recent dateAs a group, the Fraser Street shops are particularly intact with
most retaining early shopfront joinery and post supported verandahs;
Many even retain early painted signs which contribute to the
Street's character in a manner which new reproduCtion signs CannoE '
Such early signs are the very essence of hisLorical change, not a

spuriousattempttorecreatehistory.ThefoIIowin9arethemo5t
significant buildings and sites in the Fraser Street precancE
Residence, 9 Fraser Street
Former Duke of Edinburgh Hotel, .19 Fraser Street
Former Dow shop, 23 Fraser Street, corrrer Templeton Street
Former 'Noah's Ark', 27 Fraser Street
530

Shop, 29 Fraser St.reet
Shops, 3l-33 Fraser Street
National Hotel, 35 Fraser Street
Former shop, 41 Fraser Street
Former Fire Brigade Hotel, 43 Fraser Street
Shops, 45-49 Fraser Street
Shop, 51 Fraser Street
Former Hotchin Shop, 53 Fraser Street
Former Moritz Shops, 55-57 Fraser Street
Shop, 59 Fraser Street
Former Edwards Shop, 53 Fraser SLreet
Former Town HalI Hotel, 65 Fraser Street
Former union Bank, Fraser street, corner Templeton street
Former Matthews Residence, 26 Fraser Street
Former National Bank, 2g Fraser Street
Former London Chartered Bank, 30 Fraser Street
CIub Hotel, 34 Fraser Street
Former Nichol and Wallace Warehouse, 36 Fraser Street
Shops, 46 Fraser Street
Shops, 48 Fraser Street
Former Prisk's Drapery t"lart, 50-54 Fraser Streec
Former School of Mines, Service Street
'Jobsonts Corner,, 1 Service Street
Shop, 5? Service Street, corner Bailey Street
War Memorial, Service Street, corner Fraser Street
Shops, 2 Service Street
Shops, 4 Service Street
The former Fire Brigade Hotel at 43 Fraser Street typifies the
process of rebuilding which occured in the central section of
Fraser Street during the late 1960s and early 1870s
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3. 3.

5 Institutional_ precinct

History
The first eight sections of arrotments in crunes were
surveyed by
John Tempreto. in December 'rg5g but the prans were
not
rithographed untir 13 september 1860. section 4 comprised
an
area of approximately twelve acres bounded
by
Bairey
street
the north, service street on the east, tempreton street on on
the
west and a yet unnamed street on the remaining side.
The
arrotments arong service street
arl of a quarter of an acre
with the exception of harf acre were
reserves for the post and
Teregraph office and porice Reserve. The remaining
arr one
to t\^/o acres hrere rproposed reserves, and presunablyrots,
open
for
selection by the appropriate bodies. ( 1 )
The contrast for the post'and Teregraph office
was signed on 26
1860 by preydel and clark of Barrarat. The post
office
reserve was fenced a year later ( 2 ) making this the first
public

July

facility in this precinct.

The newry procraimed Borough of crunes inaugurated
the serection
20 Decernber 1961 with their Jpprication for a
market prace and site for future councir chambers.
The councir
requested alrotment 7, part of arrotment 4 and the proposed
Porice Reserve, assuming that this was now rendered surprus
by
erection of government buirdings in camp parade.
The
chief
commissioner of police raised no objection and the
and a harf
acre site was temporarily reserved by the Governor two
in
Council
on
28 January 186r' (3) An open sided market buirding
was erected
in the early 1960s on the reserve intended for porice use.

of reserves on

The Roman catholic vicar Generar was next to act.
His letter to
the conunissioner of crown Lands and survey of 24 January
1g61
requested a reply about the proposed two acre site in
eiiley
street which had 'been for some time past occupied by a noman
catholic chaper Schoorr- However, the governor
marked out a site of la 0r 2gp, altho'gt it did surveyor onry
contain the
existing chaper.school. This pran, daied 26 June
.rg61
arso shows
another innovation in the form of a one chain street running
behind

the Roman cathoric reserve.
street, named Hannah
street by 1862, was possibry providedThis
to
service
the Roman
cathoric presbytery proposed for the southern portion
of the
Roman

Catholic reserve.

The introduction of Hannah street arso saw the subdivision
of
those allotments in section 4 west of the
municipar reserve.
This may have been a response to demand for residentiar
arrotments or perhaps a measure to enforce some regurarity
existing residential deveropment in this area. The Roman or
cathoric reserve was finarry ipproved by Governor in councir
on
15 Jury 186r and a year rater the Vicar
General informed the
commissionef of crown Lands and survey that a chaper
buirt of
wood had been erected at a cost or
{:iro. This was apparentry in
533

response to a condition of the temporary reservation and
permanent status was thus given to the Roman Catholic reserve on
19 January 1863. (4)
The Presbyterian Church was the next denomination to take up land
in Section 4. The foundation stone of the present church was laid
in December 1861 following proposal-s of a meeting held in May that
year. Previously temporary acconrmodation had been utilised in
McCallum and Co's Store. (5) The Presbyterian reserve took an
awkward L-shape with the main block (the original allotment 6) with
al-Iotment 14 provided access to Service Street. The church t^ras
set back on the larger of the two allotments and a manse in
Alliance Street was erected shortly after the opening of the
church. With the gazettal of the Presbyterian Reserve in 1861, an
apportunity was taken to narrow the original allotment and create
a right of way to join Hannah Street with Alliance Street. (6)
The Wesleyans moved to Service Street following services in a
small chapel in Fraser Street. The foundation stone of the
present church was Iaid on New Years Day 1854 and the former
Fraser Street building was moved to an adjacent site in Service
Street, presumably for use as a sunday school. A small pasonage
completed the ensemble and also the early development of
Section 4. (7)
The second phase of development in this block took place in
1870s. The foundation stone of the imposing Town HaIl and Court

View from Smeaton Road across the institutional precinct showing
Post Office, Town Hall, Roman Catholic church and manse, Church
of England and sunday school hall
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House was raid on 4 Aprir 1972 and the building opened almost a
year rat.er. when finalry gazetted as a permanent reservation on
8 May 1865 the municipar reserve stirl embraced the original harf
acre police reserve (8) although in 1872 the police moved to Service
street from carnp Hirr and the market was re-erected in Tempreton
Street as a fire engine house. (9)

The Mechanics' rnstitute moved to Tempreton street in 1g74
(becoming the Free r.ibrary) and the new church of England was
erected on its erevated site in 1970 with the earrier church
rerocated as a sunday schoor. Final-ry a new post and Teregraph
office was erected in 1879 to replace the earlier buirding- other
institutionar buildings chose sites in this vicinity incruded the
Masonic Lodge, (Street - 1860 and Iater used as Mechanic's
Institute), Rechabite HaIl (HilI Street - 1g6g now Fire Station),
Primitive Methodist Church (Service Street - 1g6g - now
remodelled as Masonic Lodge).

Residential deveropment occupied the remaining alrotments in
section 4. of note was the residence of Rarph Longstaff on the
corner of Bailey Street.and Templeton Street (now demolished)
where painter John Longstaff spent his childhood. ( I 1 )

Integrity
This brock is remarkably intact. with the exception of the former
HaIl (demolished 1996) there have been few
alteration to this brock since the late nineteenth century. l,tany
of the buirdings are set in mature randscaped surrounds and a
number (especially the former wesleyan church) retain earry
fences. The buildings are armost arr stirl used for their
original functions and are generally well maintained.
conservation work on several buirdings in this precinct has
recently been fnded by the Talbot and crunes Bicentenniar
Heritage Project.
Wesleyan Sunday School

The forlowing are the most

institutional precinct.

significant buirdings in the

Residence, 47 AIliance Street
Former Presbyterian Manse, 49 Alliance Street
st rhomas Aquinas Roman catholic church and presbytery, Bailey

Street

Former Nelson Residence, 94 Baitey Street
Residence, 96 Bailey Street
Clunes Town HaIl and Corlrt House, Bailey Street
Post and Telegraph office, Bairey street, corner service streec
Former nechabite Hall, 2 HiII Street
Residence and former surgery, 21 Service Street
Masonic Lodge (former primitive I'{ethodist church), 23 service

Street

Police residence, lock-up and stables, l0 Service Street
Former Wesleyan Church and parsonage, Service Street
Former Presbyterian church and sunday school, service street
535

Residence, 9 TemPleton Street
Former Free Library, Templeton Street
St Paul's Church of England, former St Paul's Church of
Englandr TemPleton Street
Residence, 20 TemPleton Street
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3. 3. 6 Creswick'

s

Creek

History
of the earliest references to the creek which runs through
Clunes was Contained in a Ietter from government surveyor Thomas
Burr to the Surveyor General dated 23 September 1854. ( 1 )
Describing Donald Cameron's pre-empLive right, Burr referred to
the creek as tCreswick's Creek'and it was used as a natural
boundary for part of the survey of Cameron's block- The survey
was conducted during the period 22-25 August 1854 and despite the
'rainy and windy weather' Burr took the trouble to sketch the
creek valley and showed the waterhole where the creek turns to
the north east, away from the present line of Station FIat RoadTwo islands, one adjacent to the north end of Camp street and the
other on the present site of Victoria Park were also shownAnother plan, by acting surveyor John Hamblin Taylor, dated 1856
(2) shows the creek named 'Creswicks Creek' (no apostrophe) and
yet another dated 1856 Taylor refered to the creek as 'Deep
Creek'. (3)

One

In 1920, Iong time Clunes resident 'Fidelis' reminisced about the
period prior to large scale mining of the late 1850s when the
creek was 'a crystal stream, abounding in good fish - blackfish,
catfish and cod. I remember being a 7 or 8 Ib. cod caught . - -'- (4)
The water was vital to quartz mining which predominated at
Clunes, with crushing batteries requiring huge quantities on a
continuous basis. Droughts and dry summers were therefore
disasterous for the Clunes economy and 1ed the mining companies
to consider erection of dams and seek water from farther afield.
A weir erected by 'Admiral' Blake (adjacent to the present
Bowling CIub site) was used to regulate vtater for the Port
Phillip company battery which commenced crushing in May 1857. The
remnants of this weir were still in evidence when Charles
Nettleton photographed 'Ballarat Road, Clunes, South West'
c.1865-66. (5) The earliest substantial dam, the so called 'Big
Dam' was constructed in 1859 upstream from the township at a
Iarge bend in the creek. with heavy rains in mid t"tay the dam
wall settled, causing some alarm, but a local- correspondent
remarked that 'the dam may novt said to have been tested and
proved strong ... water banked up over a mile
lhowever] the
dam is to be six feet higher when finished'. (5) Contractor R.
I',tuir undertook this extra work in 1860 and in addition to
increased height the embankment l^/as strengthened by two stone
walls with the bye-wash widened 'so that the narrowest part wiII
be over twenty feet wide'. (6) Rain came in April 1860 to fill
the newly enlarged dam and the local nevtsPaPer correspondent
anticipated recreational use with 'plenty of room for boating'(7) The dam soom silted and dried up and an ill-fated reservoir
was constructed on Coghill's Creek, south of Clunes-

Boating may well have been possible uPstream from the mines, but
downstream was quite another matter. The crushed quartz tailings
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were t^rashed avray and silted the bed of the creek. In wet weather
the pressure r'ras sufficient to wash the debris away but with the
advent of dry weather the problem vtas acute. 'The bed of the
creek wiII soon be as high as the road, and when the flood comes
that will clear it away there wiII be some startling and striking
incidents' prophesied the Creswick and C1unes Advertiser
correspondent towards the end of sunmer in 1860. (8) Floods were
also a hazard for early mines located on the flat ground near the
creek and the low lying slopes in Fraser Street.
The earliest bridges over Creswick's Creek were erected by the
mining companies and 'FeII's Crossing' was the only public
crossing. FeIl charged a toII and 'Fidelis' recalled the bridge
as 'merely stones and logs loosely thrown into the bed of the
creek, and secured on the down side by stakes'. (9) f5,Ooo was
granted by the government in 1861 for a permanent bridge and this
structure of laminated timber with basalt abutments, was erected
between Bailey Street and Smeaton Road. ( 10) This was augmented
by a substantial bridge at the north end of Service Street in
connection with the road to North Clunes ( 1I) (c.1864) and two
footbridges constructed by the Clunes Borough Council; one
between Templeton Street and Camp Street and the other off upper
Fraser Street. (121
The Port Phillip Company erected a pumping plant on Birch's Creek
in 1867 ( 13) and with the advent of the Clunes water supply ( 14)
('1869-74) the creek was used far less for mining purposes and the

council could at last contemplate reclaimation of the creek and
its environs which were by that date in a deplorable state. A
grant from the government in '1872 enabled the council to excavate
the creek to a depth of twelve feet and a uniform width of fifty
feet. ( 15) This work extended from upstream of the government
bridge to a point downstream from Camp Street and was
progressively augmented by the plantations of silver poplars and
elms along the banks. (16)

First definite steps towards official recognition of the gardens
alongside Creswick's Creek came with a Ietter from the council to
the Secretary of Lands of 10 April 1886. The Borough had 'formed
and partially planted' the future site of Queens park (q.v. ) and
proposed to make further improvements particularly in filling up
the blind creek or chain of water holes to prevent the
accumulation of stagnant water. ( 17)
Victoria Park was gazetted as a public park in 1888. The area of
slightly over 3 acres included the old island and north eastern
branch of Creswick's Cre'ek. (18) 'Fidelis' recalled that mullock
of the Clunes Alluvial Company dammed the second branch of the
creek and Weichhardt ( 19) claimed that spoil from the widening of
the creek was used to fil1 the Victoria Park site.
View of Clunes in 1882 showing tree planting along the banks of
Creswickrs Creek
Illlustrated Australian News, 1 November 1882]
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The width of Ligar Street (gazetted in t8G1) prolonged officiai
recognition of the park as arr owners had to give permission for
its reduction to one chain in width. Likewise East parade was
reduced in width and in 1918 eventually added to the victoria
Park reservation. A 2 acre section of paddock street (now the

site of the fire brigade track) augmented the Victoria park
Late as 1946. (20)

as

Integrity
The creek valrey is rargely unchanged since the rate nineteenth
century. At that date the trees rrrere approaching maturity and
most of the Lining of the creek bed had been completed. sucker
regrowth has been a problem along the creek (as in other parts of
Clunes ) although clearing of a walking track has opened long
sections of the banks for public access. The modern bridge at
Service Street is the most dramatic departure from the early
appearance of the creek.

The forrowing significant buildings and sites are rocated arong
Creswick's Creek'Government Bridge', Bailey Street, Creswick Road and Smeaton
Road

Queens Park, Ligar street corner cameron street and Smeaton Road
'Big Damr, adjacent to Thornton Street
Leonards Bridge, Creswick's Creek, Clunes-Mount Cameron Road

The Creswick's Creek valley is one of the major attributes of
Clunes. With extensive planting of the Iate nineteenth century
the va1ley now presents a dramatically changed appearance to the
heyday of mining in the 1870s.
.

'::r
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3. 3.

7 North Clunes mining area

History
The North Clunes area was created by the sale of the Clunes preemptive right in 1852 and especially the accompanying survey by
Thomas Burr in August 1854. ( 1 ) The stream and gully (beside the
present Clunes tip) was indicated but Burr's plan showed the
outcropping quartz reefs stopping uses short of the northern
boundary of the Clunes pre-emptive right - Two years Iater, when
surveyor John Taylor was mapping a possible extension to the preemptive right, he showed the 'probable course' of the quartz

reefs extending weII into North Clunes. (2\ A 1857 plan by
miners petitioning for permission to mine on the purchased land
showed the reef and several shafts in the North Clunes area,
including one on a 'double claim for finding gold' in the
vicinity. (3) The North Clunes Company, forerunner of the New
North CIunes Company, conmenced prospecting in 1859 and other
early mining companies on the reefs included the Victoria, Yankee
of North Clunes from Station Flat (1987) with small
photographs
early
showing the New North C1unes Mine (this page)
Victoria
and
Mine (opposite page) at roughly the same scale and
position as the panoramamic view
Panorama
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and Great. western. Early al-Iuvial mines included the North
CIunes AIluvial, Friends of Justice, Perseverence, Home-ward
Bound, AII Nations, Golden Horn, North Clunes Eureka and several
other parties including one of 14 Chinese. (4)

At this date ( 1859) a small settlement had developed in the
vicinity of the mines and Anthony Dockery, 'wholesale and retail
family grocer, Italian warehouseman, etc. etc.' was advert.ising
his business at North Clunes. (5)
The North Clunes area was roughly bordered by the Clunes preemptive right on the south, Creswick's Creek on the west and
Bullarook or Birch's Creek on the east- The road through
'MacDonald's Paddock' connecting North and South Clunes was not
constructed until 1864 (6) and it was not until much Iater that
Angus Street was extended in the direction of Glengower. The
deep river valleys, where not fil-led with sludge from the mines,
were picturesque and a popular recreation destination. 'A grand
PIC-NIC PARTY' was advertised in October 1859 'near the junction
of the Tullaroop and Bullarook Creeks ... A brass band will

and other
the Party [and] Dancing' Footballl-?t9itt
(7)
provided.'
wiII be
English and scottist games and ai.,usements
east
south
Creek
A cricket ground on the east bank of Creswick's
in 1854' (8)
gazetted
also
was
of the Clunes station woolshed
of almost 30
An 1863 survey of the area showed a cluster
Street and Pearce's
elbert
of
buildings near the Present corner
buildings rated increased
Road (9) and the number of comrnercial
(10) By 1870 this had
from 3 to 6 between 1862 and 1864' recalled this as the peak of
increased to orrer 20 and'Fidelis'
(11) This was undoubtedly
North Clunes as a residential centre'New North Clunes Company
given a boost by the success of the
1867 and declared a
which crushed its first quartz in Octoberlands (allotments of
dividend within one year ' (12) Suburban in Albert Street'
approximately half an acre) were surveyedStreet North although
Fraser
Downes Street, Cricket Street and
to the gazettar of Arbert
objected
company
crunes
the New North
(13)
Street as it ran through their claim'
pubric works dominated the history of the area with the massive
Cluneswatersupplyschemeinthelatel860srunningoneofits
the main reef mines '
main pipes al-ong Albert Street to supplyon a site overlooking
( 14) A Powder magazine was constructed
in 1872. (15) 1200 acres
Birch,s creek in ieel and manure depot
as a common and the area
were set aside at North Clunes in 1g8'l
(
today is still largely Crown land' 16)
water from its mine
of the Clunes Common

accompany

in

1904 and

half

and

around existing

IntegritY
former apPearance to
outwardly thrs area does not resernble its
or the institutional
the same extenE as, say, Fraser Street careful
observation the
and
documents
precinct. However, with
the nineteenth
North Clunes miniig area reveals much about
cases mine sites are now
century and mini-ng at Clunes' In many
brick footings and
only marked by exlavations, mullock heaps'
equipment or
other subtle evrdence as most of the valuable
of mining'
buildings t"t toia or relocated after cessation
sites is such that
However the technical interest of these
with early
there are suffi-cient remains able to interpretated
quartz 'reef mini
photographs and plans to give an insight into
at Clunes.
Clunes is s
The pattern of residential develoment at North
to Camp HiIl with igregular allotments and small
*,
been alrere
the residences have 1,1*"1'
::=;;H":^=l^oiii""eh many of
there are still en6ugn tL give a tangible nineteel:1-t:::"3
buirdinss and si

:ffi::.i:: ;:^;;":;::: ;;"';o"'-"ig"iricant
are as follows-
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Residence, 2 Albert street
Residence, 25 AJ_bert Street
Residence, 30 Albert Street
Residence, 9 Angus Street
Residence, 0 Angus Street
Residence, Angus Street, corner Flood
Street
Powder Magazine, off Glengower Road
Resj.dence, 7 pearces Road
Residence, 8 pearces Road
New North Clunes euartz Mining
site
Victoria euartz Mining Cornpany Company
site
Yankee euartz Mining Company site
'1
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3.

3.8 South Clunes mining sites

History
The South Clunes mining area is composed of workings belonging to
different companies and chronological periods. The following
section traces the history of some of the larger or more successful
works and supplements material on the Lothain and South Clunes
companies in Section 2.2 The first three companies formed the
Criterion Amalgamated workings and were roughly located in the
area between the creek and the present Scenic Road.
many

Criterion Quartz Mining Company
The Criterion Quartz GoId Mining Company was formed on 27 April
1858 with twel-ve shareholders although three were subsequently
purchased by the Company. In 1865 the nine shareholders qrere,
William G. Morgan, John Wikefield, John G. Reed, Thonas Stanton,
Robert I'lurray, Pattinson Mark, David R. Milne, John Whittleston
and Henry Angus. Thomas Angove was the Manager with Thomas
Wakefield as Secretary. ( 1 ) The lease initially consisted of an
irregular L-shaped area immediately south of the Clunes preemptive right (and the Clunes Company's works) and west of the
Clunes United Company. (2) By 1862 this r,ras extended to the wesr
with the boundary arong camp Parade and the entire area was herd
as miner's rights. (3) The works were compact as much of their
craim was covered by the camp Hilr residentiar area and the smalr
commercial area north of the river in the vicinity of the port
PhiIIip Hotel. A 12 head battery was erected by August 1859
although this was replaced in rnid 1862 by a ne$r 20 head set of
square stamps. The octagonal. chimney shaft $ras erected at this
t,ime and the works, 'for soridity and finish ... scarcery possibre
to be surpassed' (4) cost f2663. (5) Water was supplied frorn the
creek via a tunner and pump. (6) Forrowing conpretion of the new
works, a lithograph by H. Deutsch was produced, along similar
lines to many such posters executed for Ballarat mines. The first
shaft worked Robinson's Reef arthough the western Reef was also
within the company's claim. (7) The mine \^ras very successful
considering its conparatively small area and about 1869 (g) the
company amargamated with the neighbouring clunes united company
and was renamed the Criterion Amalgamated Company. This Company
was taken over by the Port Phillip Company, and renamed port
PhirJ-ip criterion by 1888 and alr work ceased in the tg90s. (9)
Clunes United Quartz lvtining

Company

The clunes united company cornmenced to erect nachinery in December
1858 and quartz crushing was first undertaken in Aprir 1859. The
first battery had 12 stamps and a 25 horse power engine fitted with
winding gear operated on the Eastern Reef. ( 10) rn 1962 a new iron
framed 12 stanp battery was installed and a nerir stamp house erected
(11) and in 1869 it was the onry cast iron battery in crunes. Earry
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Criterion Amalgamated

1

ComPanY

884.

Central Clunes

ComPanY

takeover
was formed during 1gg4 by a
been
The Central Clunes Company (
had
18) This latter comPany

of

the Perse.r"t.,tt"-io*p""y'- since
least 1859' (19) Its lease' to
"t
operating or, " "*"lt'scate
small Party
comPany had supported a
the east of the lit"t" united
r2 head battery' without an
.na
.
,ian
si.ra
the
who operated
"nil
the 240 foot level and the
engine, sinking could not proce"J"u.v""a
syndicate who erected
engr-ne
co_operative party sold out a"
"-t"ifootn.
deeper sinking- PoPpet heads'
were
the neces".ry *".iliiery for
tenders
erected-uv r"t" 1885 althoush
about
house and machi;;;;-;;;
on ;i*:::^?lu..lln":::
soon carled to *o'L th" mine approxirnatelv s'000 oz' ::i::d
eord'
i33:."?;;i" ii"-"ne vierded

PanoramalokingnortheastfromthemullockheapsoftheLothair
iadial configuration (so derived
mine showing tneir ciaracteristic
from old elevated tramwaYs)

White Flat euartz Mining Association

This area was initially worked i
efficient crushing t"citities
Flat Quartz Mining Association,tc
on a lease 880 yards by 300 yards
bounded by Fraser, Camp, Bailey e
badly constructed crushing stamps
work. (24) Stone from near the s
results at Robinsonrs batterv on
the first crushing miII on the CI
1859 the 21 year rease had been transferred to
the South clunes
company, with part of the r-ease being taken up by
the c]unes
AIliance euartz Mining Company.

od

AIliance euartz Mining Company
The proximity of the company's works to the shops in
Fraser
street caused many problems for both parties. The company
had no
access to the creek for deposition of tairings and tail
water
(arthough it was served by a water race and tunner
from the
united companies dam) and the shopkeepers were understandably
reluctant to give over precious space in the flourrshing
commerciar precinct, at this date, concentrated between
and camp streets - (26) rn 1g62, Dickerrs Mining Record Tempreton
reported
that rthe crunes Arriance company, p.o.-y of ten nen, have
started to work on tribute'. (27) "By tg69 the Clunes Alliance
company's rease had been taken over by the south clunes
company.
This ratter company is more fulry described in the section
2-2
citations for individual sites.
Cl-unes

fntegri.ty
The generar topography of this area is stirl reratrvery
intact
arthough the surface has been severery disturbed- There are
no
known buirdings or rerics relating to the mining occupation

intact arthough a smalr pire of mulrock stilr sianas near the
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bank of the creek. The area is now biscected by the new road
which leads to rthe Rocks' Iookout. Several important photographs
and early illustrations survive and the mines are weII documented
in contemporary published sources.
The workings south of Alliance street are more intact with many
mullock'heaps and other relics remaining. These are more fully
detailed in the citation on the Lothair and South Clunes si-te in
Section 2.2-
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.4 NETWORKS
3.4.1 Roads

3

Roads are the primary means of connecting historic sites in the
shire and in themserves the routes and road formations form a

historic linear network. whether sites are in urban or rural
areas very few are more than a short walk away from a road or
track.
The earriest tracks in the shire were for pastorar use and

forlowed shortry after MitcherI' s exploration of the district in
1836. some of these pastorar tracks were upgraded at the time of
gold discovery but more direct routes between new goJ-d
discoveries were often formed. upgrading work by the coloniar
government often forrowed years after heavy use of tracks and
even if funding was obtained, rarely was a rong continuous
stretch of road the subject of one contract. This piecemear
approach bedevilled the user for a considerabre period and was
not onry confined to rurar roads. private initatives often
preceeded work on roads such as Fraser street and scandinavian
crescent. These works arso coincided with the formation of Local
governments (i.e. Borough of Arnherst, Borough of crunes and the
Arnherst and Clunes Roads Board). Rural shires were sec up
initiarly as 'roads boards' and making roads was a primary
function of their existance.
Rurar roads pray an important part in rinking historic sites.
buildings of onry minor architectural or historicar
significance (such as this deserted farm cottage north of Tarbot)
can pray a vitar rore in providing a sense of'continuity'
between more important towns such as Tarbot or clunes.
Even
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t'lanyoftheearlyroadsintheShirewerelaterSuperseededby
the old
yet more dj-rect Iinks although with few exceptions
these
distinguishes
generarry
formatrons can stirr be used. what
as
use
their
after
roads'
old roads (sometimes called 'coach
routesforpassengercoaches)istheirlackofmoderndevelopment
which tends to cluster along newer roads'
entering the
The ,old Ballarat Road' is a fine case study. After
the
through
passes
Shire at Mount Beckworth the traveller
corner and
the
mark
ruins
deserted township of Beckworth' Several
Stonebrodgesdatingtothelatels50sandearlyl860sstillspan
watercourses.Morebridgesarecrossedasthetravellerpasses
rolling hills before
north through magnifica,'t "t",'d= of Red Gums and
the site
passing
After
arrival at the Beckworth Court Property' property
of
forest
the
of the Mccallum,s early 'Dunach Forest'
volcanic
the
Nuggetty GuIIy is crossed' The contrast between
plainsandgravellyalluvialareasisimmediatelyapparent.This
different modes
distinction is crucial to an understanding of theyielding
shallow
of gold mining in the Shire: the grave1ly forest
depositswhi]'stthebasalticplainsheldtheirleadsofgoldunder
a thickness of solidified lava '
road
Within towns such as Amherst' and on Back Creek FIat' the
attributes'
pattern is often one of the major remaining historic
Withtheaidofaplanofthetownshipthevisitorisenabledto
in particular
walk down streets iong since deserted and at Amherst
reflect upon the vision of the surveyor in laying out streets
such as 'The Esplanade' and 'The Circus"
Themajorthreattosuchexplorationisalienationofoldroads.
there is no
Like old railway formations, once this Iand is sold
to
guarantee of continued public access ' OId roads are criticalareas'
and interpretation of townships and rural
ir,
"ppt..iation
PoliciesaddressingthisaspectareincludedinSection4.2.

3

.4

.2

RailwaYs

had been a local
Although rail connection with Ta1bot and Clunespresent
railway
the
1860s
early
and
1850s
issue since the Iate
wasnotsurveyeduntills5g.Thiswasdoneaspartofthesurveyavoided
of a line from castlemaine to Dunolly and early surveys
Creswickaltogethe.randranthroughAmherstratherthanTalbot.
1874
The railhead reached Maryborough from castlemaine on 7 July
Ballarat
frorn
route
the
that
months
and it was not for several
via Clunes and Talbot was opened' ( 1 )

is derived from Keith Turton, 'The centenary
oftheopeningoftherailwaysfromCastlernainetoDunolly
and Ballarat to MarYborough',
Societv Bulletin, xxVI, 448
'
'victoria's Railway Stations' 1982'

Irlost information
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The contract for the creswick to crunes section was
signed with
contractor John Thomas on 4 JuJ_y 1g?3 (t42,732) and the
section
was opened to traffic on .16 November 1g74. Forrowing
a
resurvey
of the crunes to Maryborough section a contract was signed with
George Fishburn, Matthew I'torton and John Adam on 7 January
1g74
(f59,751)- This ratter section incruded a rarge bridge
over
l4ccallums creek (which was the scene of a spect,acurar accident
forrowing a flood in '1909). The Barrarat rine reached Maryborough
and was opened for traffic on 2 February 1975.

At the time of opening the crunes station was not compreted and
temporary buirding served the town for some months. The three a
stations on the Ballarat to Maryborough line (Creswi_ck, Clunesma]or
and
Tarbot) arr adopted a simirar architectural styre. They combined
residence for the station master, office facirit:-es and passender a
waiting rooms and toirets. The exteriors were d:-stingurshed by
strong porychrome brickwork and eregant cast iron verandahs.
Today the stations are severery downgraded compared with
their
intended function- crunes is due to be croses and its goods
shed
was demorished in 1982. However, the rairway stations
and railway

rine makes a strong contribution to the historical. significance
of the shire- The rine pararr-ers the crunes-Tarbot road
some
distance and is marked by many earry brick curverts- Thefor
rair
forms part of a network of rairway rines in the region which make
a strong contribution to the history of the area and assist
in a
understanding of early patterns of travel (of both passengers
and
goods) on the goldfierds and especiarry their hinterrands.
Clunes railway station, apart from its individual histori.cal
significance, forms a distinct precinct which assists in defininq

the entry to the town.
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and Talbot make an
The railway station precincts at both Clunes
of both towns'
invaluable contribution to the urban develoment
town and
the
of
edge
Clunes station stands on the southern a sharp reminder of the
provides an impressive entry marker and the eastern edge of
former size of the town' Talbot stands onvisitor clues to the
the to$tnship area and likewise gives the

intact
former size of the town' this station is particularly
andiscomplementedbyearlybuildingsandequipment.The
when
building also fornt .,t i*ptessive vantage point
the basis of
formed
contemplatinq the former gold leads wnicn
Talbotts existence-

buildinqs in

Both stations have been identified a significant
of the network
this study but the line of railway is also Part
be divorced
on which they are Iocated and the buildings cannot
from this context.

3

3.4.

Watercourses

in the history of
creeks and streams have prayed a major part
for early pastoral occupation'
the shire. They frovided'*"ttt (for
either washing alluvia1
mining
r^rere essential ti gold
quartz
deposits or runninq in vast quantities through
stampers), formed a basic resource for agricultural
water for
exploitation of the land, powered mills and provided
domestic consumPtion'
located on watercourses
Many sites identified by this study are
part of their
intrinsic
an
and this Iocation is genera1ly
by a network of
linked
often
also
significance- The sites are
through the
vrater as Part of the several creek systems that flow
remained vested in the
Shire. water courses have almost arways
this has often not
Crown although for the land on either side
been the case-

the crown retained frontages to arr major streams.
use' For smaller
This provided access for stock and domesticpolicy'
the amount of
definite
a
of
watercourses, in the absence
landalongcreeksdependedontheindividualsurveyor.Inthe
a large number of
early 1880s however, the government gazetted
of any
r.ratercourses tnat had not previousry been the subject
definitepolicyandwithinthisshirethisincludedtheBetBet
Act 1905
Creek, Birches Creek and Creswick's Creek' The vfater

After

1956

furtherti9htenedprovisionswhenitretrospe"tffic1ained
reserved
the bed and banks of aII creeks to be permanently
from
allotments
of
boundary
despite any prior alienation' The
(1)
only'
bank
the
to
that date vras taken to be alienated

Information frorn Peter Cabena, Department of Conservation'
Forests and Lands554
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)atchurork of public
to
'itinately be able toaccess
travel
, the amount of water! ) but over
a
confusing mixture of public and
y also suddenly cross from one
pending on the date of land
onal interest in bushwalking at a
ributes along water courses may
ker. A policy in Section 4.2

The folrowing is a- list of significant
historic sites al0ng water
courses that have been identiiiea
in
this
,arJf (and there are
many more sites of minor significance
that
have not been
individualLy
scheduled

Bet Bet

)

Creek

Glenmona homestead, Glenmona
Road
Glenmona Bridge, Bet Bet Creek,
Talbot-Avoca Road
Dtrlapwhang !{aterhole Bet
Bet Creek, former Amherst_pleasant
,
Creek Road
Bung Bong township site

Turlarogp greek- (incruding tributaries
creek, coghirrs creek and spritters creswick,s creek, Birches
creek)

:t, Creswick Road and Smeaton Road
Cameron Street and Smeaton Road
Road (see parish of Clunes)

ric

;treet

:,

Clunes-Mount Cameron

Road

-Maryborough Road
The

valley formed by creswick's creek is arso
a major part of the
of crunes and is a siugnificant attribute
of the town.

topography

ffi'::l;'"u'"gtributariesDaisyHi11Creek,Nuggetty
Road

lar, off Champions

uoca Road

Road.

srvoir, off Talbot_Avoca Road
street, corner o,Hara Street and

Lansdowne street
'Bo1ties Bridge', peel Street
OId township on Back Creek FIat
Alluvial gold workings around
Amherst,
Creek FIat, Kangaroo FIat and Talbot Nuggetty GuIIy,
555

Back

McCallum's Creek ( including tributaries
Creek and Stoney Creek)

One Mi-Le Creek, Beckworth

Bridge, McCaIIumrs Creek, former Clunes-Talbot Road
Mount Beckworth
Talbot Reservoir and water race, Evansford and standpipes,
TaIbot
Shepherd's hut and former barn, Mount Greenock Road
Stony Creek State School site, extension of Nuggetty GuIIy Track
Beckworth Court, OId Ballarat Road
Bridges along Old Ballarat Road
t'lount Greenoch and Dunach, including gold workings along the
McCallums Creek
Middle Creek (including tributary yellow Creek)
Clunes Estate homestead and outbuildings, Glengower
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